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ONBEHALF OF the US National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)

and the USSR Academy of Sciences, we welcome the publication of this joint

US/USSR review of space biology and medicine.

Foundations of Space Biology and Medicine is a comprehensive scientific

and technical treatise summarizing the results achieved in this new field of

knowledge during the last 15 years. It includes not only the results of biomedical

investigations carried out during laboratory and flight experiments, but also a

discussion of numerous factors which bear on the safety of manned space missions.

We believe that these three volumes are noteworthy for their content and for

their demonstration of successful cooperation between US and Soviet scientists.

We believe, also, that this publication represents an important achievement

in scientific cooperation in space research between our two nations which began

with negotiations between Dr. Hugh L. Dryden, who was Deputy Administrator of

NASA, and Academician Anatoliy A. Blagonravov, who was Chairman of the

Commission on the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, USSR Academy of
Sciences.

The US National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the USSR

Academy of Sciences are, at present, well-advanced in preparations for the

experimental Apollo-Soyuz flight of 1975 to test compatible rendezvous and docking

systems for spacecraft and stations.

We are pleased that, in so short a time, we have progressed from joint efforts

in scientific publication to joint efforts in actual flight operations. This points to a

future in which we can work more closely together and with other nations in ex-

ploring the space environment which all men share.

and Space Administration

M. V. KEL_bYSH
President

Academy of Sciences of
the USSR
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FOREWORD

FOUNDATIONS OF SPACE BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE is a collective scientific work

which reviews the most important problems, achievements, and prospects for the

development of space biology and medicine. Its purpose is to make available to

specialists, and those who will become specialists, summarized and systematized

data on the most important problems of space biology and medicine, accumulated

in man's study and mastery of space during the first years of the space effort.

The text is published in three volumes, in authentic English and Russian versions.

This joint work began with an exchange of correspondence between the US

National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Academy of Sciences,

USSR, with the objective of developing cooperation in matters relating to space.

The correspondence, under the general leadership of Dr. Hugh L. Dryden and

Academician Anatoliy A. Blagonravov, resulted in a series of agreements, one of

which, reached in October 1965, called for preparation and publication of a joint

scientific work, Foundations of Space Biology and Medicine.

In order to carry out this agreement, a Joint Editorial Board was established

early in 1966, under the cochairmenship of Professor Melvin Calvin and the late

Academician Norair M. Sisakyan (replaced in March of that year by Professor

Oleg G. Gazenko). Members of the US portion of the Joint Editorial Board were:

Professors Robert W. Krauss, John P. Marbarger, the late Loren D. Carlson and

Wolf V. Vishniac; Dr. Orr E. Reynolds, and Brigadier General John M. Talbot,

USAF, MC (Retired). Members of the Soviet portion were: Academicians Alex-

ander A. Imshenetskiy, Vladimir N. Chernigovskiy, Georgiy I. Petrov, the late

Vasiliy V. Parin (replaced upon his death in 1971 by Professor Dr. Pavel V.

Vasil'yev), Professor Drs. Avetik I. Burnazyan and Abram M. Genin.

Initial discussions among Dr. Orr E. Reynolds, Professors Robert W. Krauss,

and Anatoliy A. Nichiporovich involved questions on the structure and content of

the joint work. In a series of meetings that followed, members of the Joint Ed-

itorial Board carefully developed and coordinated plans for chapters, procedures

for completing the work, and instructional materials for authors. All materials

were to be divided into 45 chapters, to comprise three volumes.
Volume I. SPACE AS A HABITAT. Editors: the late Professor Wolf V.

Vishniac (replaced in December 1973 by Professor Robert W. Krauss)

(USA) and Academicians Alexander A. Imshenetskiy and Georgiy I.

Petrov (USSR).

IX



X FOREWORD

Volume II. ECOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS

OF SPACE BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE. Editors: Professor John P.

Marbarger (USA) and the late Academician Vasiliy V. Parin (replaced

in 1971 by Professor Dr. Pavel V. Vasil'yev) (USSR).

Volume III. SPACE MEDICINE AND BIOTECHNOLOGY. Editors:

Brigadier General John M. Talbot, USAF, MC (Retired) (USA), and

Professor Dr. Abram M. Genin (USSR).

The work undertaken by the Joint Editorial Board was unprecedented in

nature and scope, at least for those concerned with it. It was deemed necessary

to develop special procedures for preparation of the joint work and to determine

the sequence and schedule of the individual stages. For example, in order to assure

the most careful and complete selection of materials for each chapter, each seg-

ment of the Joint Editorial Board named review compositors (referred to in each

chapter) to prepare summaries of works and bibliographies on their respective
national materials and to utilize the most important data from the world literature.

The material collected was exchanged and evaluated. Then, each segment sug-

gested a list of authors for the corresponding chapters, the Joint Editorial Board

making the final selection of authors. As a result, 19 chapters were prepared by

US authors, 20 by USSR authors, and six were prepared jointly.

With few exceptions, chapters were written by different authors. Their views

on individual problems, as well as on broader aspects of the discipline, under-
standably did not always agree. This posed a difficuh task-to establish relation-

ship between chapters, coordinate and illuminate contradictory points of view

wherever possible, and fill gaps. Detailed plans for each chapter were developed

and sent to all authors with general rules for preparing the manuscripts. All

chapters were reviewed by Soviet and US experts.

In spite of our best efforts, probably we may not have completely achieved a

homogeneous presentation with harmonious views and the clearest sequencing

of material. However, utmost effort has been made to give authors the greatest

freedom possible, in the belief that their competence and expertise fully com-
pensate for structural shortcomings.

These three volumes represent successful completion of one of the coopera-

tive projects between the US National Aeronautics and Space Administration and

the Academy of Sciences, USSR, in space biology and medicine. The work is

commended to specialists worldwide for study and use. It is believed that it is of

value not only for scientific and technical content, but also as evidence that

scientists of the two nations can work together effectively to achieve a common
goal.

We believe that the Joint Editorial Board's efforts in preparing this work have

been effective, useful, and pleasant, providing an opportunity for fuller under-

standing between two peoples, to become more familiar with the science, culture,

and traditions of the two nations, and to work with mutual aid for constructive solu-

tions of problems encountered in space biology and medicine.

The effective effort by members of the Joint Editorial Board, during some

eight years, is officially noted here. The result is successful completion of this

complex work. Significant contributions made by others include the Executive

Secretaries of both sections of the Editorial Board, Drs. Walton L. Jones and

Eleanora F. Panchenkova; past Executive Secretaries: Virginia M. Bohon and Drs.

George J. Jacobs, Stanley C. White, and Edward J. McLaughlin, assistants to
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theExecutiveSecretaries:WalterB.Sullivan,Jr.,RebeccaR.Wise,andIrvinC.
Mohler(USA);andGalinaYa.Tverskaya,TatyanaB.Kasatkina,andLyudmila
Zille(USSR);ScientificSecretarytotheUSSRAcademyofSciencesCommission
on Explorationand Useof OuterSpaceGenrikhS. Balayan;consultantson
internationalaspects,Dr. OscarE. Anderson,PhilipA. Thibideau,andYuriP.
Khomenko;andthestaffsoftheUSEmbassyin MoscowandtheSovietEmbassy
inWashington,whofacilitatedcontactsandtheexchangeofmaterial.

TheJointEditorialBoardexpresseswarmgratitudeto personnelin thetwo
respectivepublishinghouseswhomadeeveryefforttowardthis workbeingat-
tractiveandconvenientforthereader.

MELVINCALVIN
University of California

at Berkeley, California, USA

OL_nstit_te of Medical and Biological

Problems

USSR Ministry of Public Health,
Moscow
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INTRODUCTION

The last decade has witnessed the beginning of

man's exploration of the Universe with an entirely

new potentiality-manned and instrumented

V_,_CSspacc _h:_l capable of bringing observations
closer to celestial bodies than had been deemed

possible a few years ago. How far into the Universe

this exploration will ultimately lead is in the hands

of future generations. However, the solar system

is already highly instrumented, with data being

recorded hourly both directly and indirectly.

A vast amount of information is accumulating,

the resolution of which will take painstaking

effort for many years. In short, mankind has

achieved familiarity with the Sun and its planets

in a comparatively short time.

Understanding of the physical and chemical

characteristics of the solar system has impelled

man's curiosity to seek solutions to problems

long considered beyond reach. Experiments on

forces, matter, and radiation, discovered in inter-

planetary space, can now be conducted ex-

peditiously and with high precision. Cosmological

concerns with the 6rigin of the Universe have

uncovered new data suggesting refinements in

our understanding of how matter and energy were
scattered over the wide framework of the cosmos.

Through the direct exploration of space, tools

have evolved that are far more powerful than

anticipated, but which are still primitive and in-

adequate for solving the problems that lie ahead.

Opportunities exist for testing theories con-

cerning the origin of life, not only in this plane-

tary system, but also conceivably in other stellar

clusters and other galaxies. The launching of

space probe after space probe has not only

brought to man an awareness of his physical

insignificance in the Universe, but also has given

him a quiet confidence in his ability to understand

it all-given sufficient time and freedom for re-

search. Scientists worldwide have joined in the

desire to "compare views and lay groundwork

for a cosmology that will ultimately merge with
tho A .... l ..... t ,_f ,,n;R,_A _,=lg thar_rv far nhv_io_
_IlU _b V Ut_ttt_lt_ _t _ttltlv_ tt_u _tt_vt J _vt [ttJ ....

in general.

In Volume I of this series, an effort is made to

lay the physical groundwork for biologists and

physicians to appreciate current data about the

structure of the Universe, especially the nature of

our solar system and its galaxy. The intent of
the authors in their contributions to Volume I is

to provide for the serious student, as well as for

the lay reader, an intellectural base toward ap-

preciation and understanding of the problems

faced by biologists-not only in the exploration

of space and testing of theories, but also in simple

survival in that vast area now being explored by
cosmonauts and astronauts.

Volume I is essentially in two major parts. The

first five chapters are designed to present the
nature of the Universe built from a cosmOlogical

point of view. It is important that the reader will

understand the characteristics not only of the

planets of the solar system, but also of the space

occupying most of the void between them. The

Moon, the most throughly explored extraterres-

trial body, has been described in detail and is a

type study to characterize the geology, geo-

chemistry, and geophysics of other celestial
bodies. Data included in Volume I from classical

astronomy and from recent instrumented space

flights tell much about the structure of the other

planets close to us in the total scheme of space,

but which are very distant in terms of the current

limitations to man's space travel at the present

stage of space vehicle engineering.

The remaining chapters of the first volume,

chapters 6 through 9, are directed toward an

understanding of some of the biological strategies

XVII



XVIII INTRODUCTION

for life on other celestial bodies. Exobiology is

described in the context of modern biochemistry

and biophysics. At the same time, efforts are

directed toward explaining the dilemma facing

scientists in designing apparatus to provide un-

equivocal answers on the existence of extra-

terrestrial life. All of this writing indicates that the

severe environmental stresses of planetary sur-

faces, including those of the Earth, govern the

limits within which life must originate and evolve.

The coeditors of Volume I have taken few

liberties with the chapters. By and large, they rep-

resent the individual responses of American and

Soviet colleagues to the requests made of them.

In all cases, each author was provided with infor-
mation available in the literature outside his

own nation. An author is generally more familiar

with research in his own country than elsewhere,

which is to be expected. The editors have made
an effort to stimulate inclusion of material which

otherwise might be omitted, but the responsi-
bility for that which has been included remained

entirely with the authors. Every effort has been

made to collect pertinent data from any necessary

source. Material which is important to those at-

tempting a basic comprehension of physical

astronomy and cosmology has been included.

Succeeding authors have laid a groundwork for

the review of parameters which must be taken

into account, whether space serves as an explora-

tory laboratory for biological theories developed

on Earth, or if it is to be approached as a hostile

environment that must be occupied for varying

periods by man.

The spac_ beyond the Earth's atmosphere is

perhaps not as hostile as it is demanding. The

pioneering thus far has proved that men are

capable of surviving in the space environment and

pursuing scientific curiosity while there. This

can be considered no less than a gigantic step
for mankind in its search for intellectual ab-
solutes.

This introduction would not be complete with-

out recognition of the contributions by the late

Dr. Wolf Vishniac of the University of Rochester

[N.Y.], who shared in early plans for the devel-
opment of these volumes, and who contributed

both spirit and substance to the content of all

chapters in Volume I. Dr. Vishniac's superb

command of both the English and Russian lan-

guages did much to remove linguistic barriers
and to expedite the completion of this work. His

untimely death in the pursuit of exobiological

data saddened all of us. It is with profound re-

spect and affection for our late colleague that the

current coeditors dedicate this volume to his

memory.

The coeditors also express profound apprecia-

tion to the compilers and reviewers who shared

materials to assist the authors; a complete list
of these contributors is at the end of the volume.

Without their supporting expertise, the quality
of this publication would have been diminished.

The editors join the authors in expressing sincere
gratitude to the collaborators.

ROBERT W. KRAUSS

College of Science

Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon, USA

A. A. IMSHENETSKIY

Institute of Microbiology

USSR Academy of Sciences

Moscow, USSR

G. I. PETROV

Institute of Space Exploration

USSR Academy of Sciences

Moscow, USSR
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Trifid Nebula in Sagittarius (NGC6514; Messier 20). The Trifid is a typical emission nebula and is 
excited to luminosity by the presence of hot early-type stars. The nebula is about 2300 light-years 
from Earth and its diameter is estimated to be 30 light-years. (Copyright by the California Insti- 
tute of Technology and Carnegie Institution of Washington. A Hale Observatories photo.) 
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Chapter 1

THEORIES OF THE ORIGIN AND NATURE OF THE UNIVERSE

A. G. W. CAMERON 1

Harvard College Observatory, Cambridge, Massachusetts USA

COSMOLOGY

Radio and optical telescopes enable us to see

only a very small fraction of the universe. All of

our knowledge of physics and astronomy is

limited to a relatively local part of the universe;

it is necessary to extrapolate this knowledge to

a much larger scale of time and distance. The

cosmologist starts by assuming a broad, physical,

"cosmologic principle" to govern his theory of

behavior of the universe, which is subject to

experimental and observational verification like

any other law of physics. The cosmologist can,

at present, only assume his broad principle and

some framework of the physics of general rela-

tivity, work out the mathematical consequences
of a model of the universe, and determine if the

predicted phenomena are experimentally or

observationally verifiable [36, 46, 56 or 58].

Most systems of cosmology are based upon a

cosmologic principle, according to which, on a

large-scale average, every point in space is indis-

t!nguishable from every other point in space, at
a given cosmologic time.

Individual points in space are not observable

as such, only objects in space. Consequently, the

cosmologic principle can only be applied to the

contents of space which can be observed. Each

piece of matter in space has its own hierarchy

i The work of A. A. Mikhailov (USSR) in the compilation of

material for this chapter is gratefully acknowledged.

of structure, and possesses its own intrinsic

motion. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the

average motion of many pieces of matter existing

in a particular region of space as representing

the general behavior of that region of space. The

cosmologist must also ignore that in observable

space, matter is collected into compact bodies

while most of the intervening space is relatively

empty. He assumes, in constructing his theory,

that the mass of compact bodies in space is

smeared out into a medium of average density,

and he ignores special effects which may be

caused by condensation of matter into compact
bodies.

"Big Bang" theory. A consequence of general

relativity, as formulated by Einstein, and ap-

plied to cosmology by Friedmann, is that only

a universe containing no matter at all can be

truly static. If matter is present, then the uni-

verse must be in either a state of expansion or
contraction. Observations indicate that our ob-

servable universe is in a state of expansion. Distant

matter in the universe, not gravitationally bound

to our local system of galaxies, is receding from

us. According to cosmologic principle, on any

one of those distant pieces of matter, the same

behavior would be observed from the point of

view in space that we see in our own: all distant

masses will be receding from the observer.

If distant masses in the universe are receding

at present with a velocity proportional to their
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distancefrom us, then,goinginto the past,it
wouldbefoundthatlocaldensityof matterbe-
comesprogressivelyhigher. If one goesfar
enoughintothepast,it wouldbediscoveredthat
matterin theuniverseprogressivelydrawscloser
together,until at somefinite timein the past,
matterwouldappearto begatheredtogetherata
singlepoint.Sucha pictureis describedasa
"Big Bang"cosmology,matterexplodingaway
frominfinitedensityat a finitetimein thepast,
whichcanberegardedasasortofcreationevent.
Therelativelysimplemathematicalmodelsofcos-
mologybaseduponthispointofviewaregenerally
calledFriedmannuniverses,onwhichmostdis-
cussionsofcosmologicprocessesarebased.

Steady state cosmology. A number of British

cosmologists were not satisfied with the "Big

Bang" cosmologic principle. One of the corol-

laries of Einstein's general theory of relativity

is that time has many dimensional attributes

similar to those of space. Since space and time

are joined in a four-dimensional geometry of

space-time, it was therefore asked why the cos-

mologic principle should apply only to space, and

not also to time. A broader, cosmologic principle,

the "perfect cosmologic principle," was proposed

,&hich postulates that every observer in the

universe, on a large-scale average, should see

the same picture at every point in space and at

every time.

The universe will always exhibit the same

average behavior, according to this principle.

Since the universe is observed to be expanding,

and since the perfect cosmologic principle

requires that the average density of matter in

space should remain constant, then it is also

necessary to postulate that additional matter

must be created in space to replace loss through

expansion. Since matter being lost is observed

in the form of galaxies and clusters of galaxies,

it is necessary to postulate that newly created

matter must condense to form new systems of

galaxies. This general picture is called steady

state cosmology.

The continuous creation of matter, it must be

emphasized, is a postulate of a physical process

which has never been observed experimentally.

Thus, the perfect cosmologic principle requires

assuming new and untested laws of physics which

need not be invoked in the cosmologies based

only upon the ordinary cosmologic principle.

When Einstein first applied his theory of

general relativity to cosmology, it was widely
assumed that the universe was static. He realized

that his ordinary theory of general relativity

predicted either an expanding or contracting

universe, experimented with the form of his

equations, and found that by adding a term to

his general equation, called the "cosmologic

constant," it had the property of rendering the

universe nearly static for very long periods. After

it was discovered that the universe appears to

be expanding, Einstein dropped his experiments

with the cosmologic constant, although other

cosmologists have continued such experiments,

producing various types of cosmologic models

based upon this constant.

The expansion of the universe was discovered

by Hubble, resulting from his work on measuring

the spectra of galaxies. The fainter the galaxy,

he found, the greater the shift toward the red

of the characteristic spectral lines in the light

of that galaxy. The red shift of the spectral lines

is interpreted as a Doppler shift, indicating that

distant galaxies are receding from us. A distant

galaxy is receding from us at a rate which appears

to be proportional to its distance, a relationship
known as the "Hubble law." If motions of distant

galaxies are extrapolated backwards in time, it

appears that the "Big Bang" must have occurred

between 1 and 2 × 10 l° years ago.

The red shifts of galaxies were essentially the

only concrete observational data available to

cosmology until the mid-1960s.

Background radiation. In 1965, Penzias and

Wilson discovered microwave background radia-

tion, and found that radio waves, at a wavelength

of 7.5 cm, are constantly impinging on the Earth

with an equal intensity from all directions in

space. Other investigators have corroborated this

throughout the observable radio wavelength

region, and observations based upon interstellar
molecules have confirmed that the radiation has

approximately a blackbody shape down to a

wavelength of about 1 mm at 2.7 ° K. The simplest

interpretation of this background radiation is

that it is a relic of a hot early stage in the uni-

verse, when matter in the universe was closely
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compactedandmuchhigherin temperaturethan
at present.Whendensityof matterandtempera-
ture are high enough,then matter becomes
ionizedandfully in equilibriumwithblackbody
radiation.Whentemperaturefallslowenoughso
thatmatter,primarilycomposedofhydrogen,can
recombineto neutralform,interactionbetween
radiationandmatterbecomesverysmall,and
radiationis free to expandinto spacewith the
universe.This expansiondilutesradiation,and
photonssuffera redshift, sothat theshapeof
thespectrumremainsthatof a blackbodywhile
temperatureis progressivelydecreased.

The idea of a very hot initial mediumwas
proposedby Gamow[17]whopredicteda tem-
peratureof 6° K instead of the actual 2.7 ° K for

the present epoch. Doroshkevich and Novikov [11]
pointed out that relic radiation would exceed the

combined radiation of radio sources and stars in

the !-10 cm wave!en_h re,on. Dicke et al [10],

beginning an experimental search for relic radia-

tion, learned of the findings of Penzias and Wilson,

and were immediately able to explain the results.
That isotropic background radiation is neces-

sarily thermal in origin or that it has a Planck

shape is not agreed upon by all astronomers.

Suggestions have been made that radiation could

arise from great numbers of unknown emitters

isotropically distributed in space. Most sugges-

tions involve very complex models of these un-

known emitters and numerous arbitrary assump-

tions. An alternative model, complex though it

may be, is necessary if the true cosmologic model

should be steady state, for example, which never

undergoes a high-density, high-temperature

phase.
Within the context of a Friedmann model of the

expanding universe, if density of matter presently

in the universe is less than a critical value of a

little less than 10 -29 g]cm 3, the universe will

always expand, and is described as an open

universe. On the other hand, if density is greater

than the critical value, expansion of the universe
will coast to a halt, and the universe will start to

contract again toward infinite density. This
cosmologic model is called a closed universe.

Critical density depends upon the precise value

of the constant of proportionality in the Hubble
law.

Many variations of Einstein's general theory of

relativity have been suggested, all of which pro-

duce slight variations in their associated cosmolo-

gies. Only one of these is mentioned here because

it has received a fair amount of attention in recent

years: the scalar-tensor theory of general rela-

tivity. Einstein's theory of relativity is char-

acterized by a tensor gravitational field, and

added to this is a scalar gravitational field. This

theory can predict some differences in the be-

havior of a cosmologic model compared to those

in a Friedmann universe, including a very rapid

expansion in the car!y history of the cosmo!ogic

model, and a variation with time of the gravita-
tional "constant" in the Newtonian force law of

mass attraction between bodies. The directly
measurable consequences of addition of a scalar

to a tensor field are very small, and it has not yet

been possible to make an experimental choice

between the two theories [36].

PHYSICS OF THE EARLY UNIVERSE

Considerable interaction between high energy

particle physics and cosmology during the last

few years has been stimulated by the discovery of

microwave background radiation, which implies

that the universe was once highly dense, very hot,

and originated from a big bang. This interaction

raises the very important issue of whether the

universe is symmetric in matter and antimatter,

or unsymmetric with an excess of one over the

other. This difference can have an important

influence on the behavior of the very early uni-

verse; some aspects of the difference may persist

until the present; allowing a possible test of the

degree of symmetry of the universe. In discussing

initially the behavior of the unsymmetric uni-

verse, it is assumed that all galaxies visible in

space are composed of ordinary matter.

Unsymmetric Universe-Open Model

The story begins when the universe was

approximately 10 -43 s old. The characteristic

length associated with the universe, known as the

"Hubble radius," is r=ct, the age of the universe

multiplied by the velocity of light, a distance of

only 3× 10 -33 cm. This is much smaller than the
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characteristicradiusof anyof the elementary
particleswith whichwe deal in the universe
today,calledthe "Comptonradius," whichis
inverselyproportionalto themassoftheparticle.
Ordinaryneutronsandprotonshaveradiiaround
10-13cmsoit mightbesaidthattheuniverseis
notyetoldenoughto containordinaryneutrons
andprotonsat10-43s [19].

If anymatterexistsin theuniverseatthistime,
it mustconsisteitherof ahighlyexcitedbaryonic
stateof theneutronor proton,or of somecom-
pletelyunknownformof matter.In anycase,par-
ticlesin theuniverseat 10-43s canbeexpected
to havemassesoftheorderof 10-_gin orderto
fit into the Hubbleradius.Suchparticlesare
entirelyhypothetical,lyingfarbeyondthescopeof
theexistingparticletheoryanditsextrapolations.

Theuniverseat this timeis bestdescribedas
chaotic.TheHubbleradiushasa valuecompa-
rableto expectedquantum fluctuations in the
structure of the universe, if general relativity is to

be unified with quantum mechanics in some way.

If the age of the universe is multiplied by the

energy content, including rest mass, of the volume

contained within a Hubble radius, the result is a

number of the order of Planck's constant, h. This

is the cosmologic expression of the Heisenberg

uncertainty principle. It does not make any physi-

cal sense to inquire what happened in the uni-
verse earlier than 10 -43 s, because such times are

not meaningful due to the energy uncertainty.

As the universe grows older, the Hubble radius

grows and encompasses many types of particle.

These particles can interact and achieve a ther-

modynamic equilibrium, and the mass of parti-
cles which can exist in the universe becomes

progressively lower as the Hubble radius
increases.

The character of physics at this expansion

epoch is rendered uncertain by the unknown form

of the mass excitation spectrum of the baryon.

Hagedorn has suggested that the number of

baryon states per unit mass interval rises expo-

nentially, which leads to an expectation that the

universe will have a finite maximum temperature

that could have been attained in early times, of

the order of 1012 °K. This limiting temperature is

asymptotically attained as the rest mass of the

baryons present goes to infinity. In the Hagedorn

version of early cosmology, the early universe

would have this limiting temperature, and as it

expands, the characteristic masses of particles

present would progressively decrease [18]. Sig-
nificant variations in the ratio of baryons to anti-

baryons may exist in this picture. Only when the

universe has expanded enough so that most of

the particles expected to be present are neutrons

and protons, would the temperature decrease

appreciably below l0 TM °K.
However, if the number of mass states of the

baryon should increase with mass at a rate slower

than exponential, then there is no upper limit on

the temperature of matter, and this can become

arbitrarily high. In such a case, the earliest uni-
verse would contain both matter and antimatter

in profusion, but with a slight excess of matter

over antimatter, at least in that region of the

universe which will form our own galaxy. In this

version of cosmology, matter and antimatter

progressively annihilate, until, when temperature

falls below 101" °K, only baryons which are in

excess of antibaryons remain unannihilated, and

the local part of the universe then contains only

matter in the form of baryons (see under next

section, Symmetric Universe- Open Model ).
At temperatures in the universe between 1011

and 1012 °K, it is not possible for baryonic pairs

to exist together, but pi and mu mesons can exist

in profusion. As expansion occurs and the uni-

verse cools, the pi mesons disappear, followed by

the mu mesons which also disappear. This leaves

matter consisting of some neutrons and protons,

electron-positron pairs with a small excess of

electrons, muon neutrinos and antineutrinos, and

electron neutrinos and antineutrinos, as well as

photons. After mu mesons have disappeared, mu
meson neutrinos and antineutrinos no longer

interact with the rest of the particles. When tem-

perature falls below 10 I° °K, electron neutrinos

and antineutrinos no longer interact with ordinary

matter, and shortly afterwards, electron-positron

pairs disappear through annihilation [33, 56_ 58].
Both electron and muon neutrinos and anti-

neutrinos contribute energy density and pressure

which help to drive the expansion of the universe,

but it is only in this indirect way that these par-

ticles can have further influence upon physical

events in the universe [36].

_. . _,L,_iBILITY OF THE

:._ L. PAGE IS PO01_
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During the time that electron-positron pairs

were present in the expanding universe, they

were interacting with neutrons and protons

present, causing interconversion of one into the

other. This sets up an equilibrium between neu-

trons and protons, in which protons are somewhat

more abundant than neutrons, since their mass is

slightly less than that of neutrons. About seven

times as many protons as neutrons are expected

at the time that electron-positron pairs disappear

through annihilation [36].

When temperature falls to 109 °K, it becomes

possible for complex nuclei to exist. The first
nucleus formed, deuterium, results from com-

bination of a neutron with a proton with the

emission of a photon. At the same time, absorp-

tion of photons from the radiation field by the

resulting deuterium nuclei will result in their

photodisintegration back into neutrons and

protons. At first, photodisintegration greatly

predominates, and very little deuterium can be

present. However, as the temperature falls,

equilibrium shifts toward deuterium in the
medium.

Deuterium can in turn capture neutrons to form
tritium. This nucleus is radioactive with a half-

life of 12 years, which is very long compared to

the expansion time in this discussion, when the

expansion age of the universe is just a few min-

utes. Thermonuclear reactions then take place

between deuterium and tritium, forming helium.

At the expected matter densities for this stage in

the expansion of the universe, these reactions go

nearly to full completion, converting almost all of
the neutrons in the mixture into helium. Since

there were more protons present than neutrons,

excess protons are left over following com-
pletion of nuclear reactions. About one-fourth

of the matter becomes helium under these

conditions. Very little deuterium and tritium is

left when universal expansion has reached an age

of half an hour [36].

The amount of helium formed in this way is

comparable to that which appears to exist in all

stars, both very old and quite new. The amount

of helium produced by cosmologic nucleosyn-

thesis varies from about 28% in a closed universe,

to about 24% in an open universe. A variety of
observational and theoretical evidence indicates

that this is an approximately universal abundance

of helium observed in stars everywhere in space,

but it is not yet known whether the abundance of

helium in these stars is sufficiently close to a sin-

gle value to indicate that the uniform process of

cosmologic nucleosynthesis has been responsible.

The amount of deuterium and 3He produced in

a closed universe model is negligible, but in an

open universe it is quite possible to produce

amounts of deuterium and 3He comparable to

those inferred in the primitive solar nebula from

which the solar system evolved. If no alternative

method should be found for producing deuterium

and 3He, this would constitute strong evidence

in favor of this unsymmetrical model of the uni-

verse, and would identify our universe as an

open model [39, 53]. However, this claim cannot

yet be made because not all alternative methods

of producing deuterium and 3He have yet been
ruled out.

As the universe continues to expand, it is

composed of hydrogen, helium, electrons, and

photons, with various types of neutrinos and

antineutrinos arising from interaction with other

particles. Photons continue to interact strongly

with matter, and because most of the pressure is

in photons, matter is unable to fragment into

self-gravitating bodies, such as galaxies or clus-

ters of galaxies at this stage in the expansion of
the universe.

When the expansion of the universe is nearly

1 million years old, the temperature of matter and
radiation will have fallen close to 3000 ° K.

Already, helium will have recombined to the neu-

tral form, and, at this temperature, hydrogen also

recombines to form neutral hydrogen atoms. This
makes a tremendous difference in the interaction

between matter and radiation. As long as hydro-

gen was ionized, radiation photons could move

only relatively short distances before undergoing

Compton scattering on the free electrons. How-

ever, after recombination, only Rayleigh scatter-

ing is possible with neutral hydrogen atoms, and

the mean free path of photons becomes larger
than the Hubble radius of the universe. Hence,

photons can expand indefinitely into space after

recombination, and these constitute the iso-

tropic background microwave radiation with a

present temperature of 2.7 ° K in this type of
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cosmologicmodel.It ispossiblefor gravitational
instabilitiesin matter to grow only after
decouplingfromradiation.

SymmetricUniverse-Open Model

What is necessary in a symmetric universe?

There is, at present, as much matter as antimatter

among visible galaxies in the universe. It can be
assumed that imbalance between matter and

antimatter arose from fluctuations in the relative

numbers of baryons and antibaryons at different

places in the early expanding universe. This type

of assumption has an ad hoc character which does

not lead to a natural explanation for anything. An

attempt to find processes which can lead to sepa-
ration of matter and antimatter on at least the

galactic scale, starting from an intimate micro-

scopic mixture of baryons and antibaryons, has

been carried out in recent years by Omnes. The

following theoretical developments are generally
ascribed to him.

First, new developments have been reported by

Parker at the Aspen Workshop, June 1972, on

The Physics of the Early Universe. Returning to a

universal age of 10 -43 s and universal chaos,

chaos is defined as different parts of the universe,
merging with Hubble radii of 3 x 10 -33 cm which

introduce fluctuating gravitational potentials con-

taining tremendous energy. Parker investigated

the consequences of rapid nonisotropic expansion

of the universe under these circumstances, and

found that baryon-antibaryon creation can occur

in which strong chaotic gradients in the gravita-

tional potential are largely converted into rest

mass and kinetic energy of baryon-antibaryon

pairs. Furthermore, pair creation occurs over dis-

tances slightly greater than the Hubble radius,

thus introducing a possible mechanism which can

lead to large-scale homogeneity in expansion of

the universe. This mechanism predicts produc-

tion of equal numbers of baryons and antibaryons

with any microscopic volume.

Zel'dovich and Starobinsky pointed out the

importance of pair creation in an anisotropically

expanding universe. The influence of created

pairs on expansion tends to make expansion iso-

tropic, which is a step toward an explanation of

the Friedmann expansion law.

At temperatures greater than about 3 x 10 TM °K

(Omnes' basic hypothesis), there exists a phase

separation between baryons and antibaryons

[29]. The existence of these phases is very con-

troversial and according to Omnes, in a statistical

sense, baryons and antibaryons cannot approach

each other too closely and retain their identity,

whereas baryons can approach indefinitely

closely to baryons, and antibaryons to anti-

baryons. This leads to an expected separation of

baryons and antibaryons into two condensed

phases, with separate blobs of baryons and anti-

baryons growing to dimensions of around

3x 10 -4 cm by the time the temperature has

fallen to about 3 x 1012 °K, each patch of material
containing about 10 kg of material.

After the temperature has fallen below 3 × 10 TM

°K, the thermodynamic condition which favored

separation of the baryon from the antibaryon
phase would no longer be the lowest thermo-

dynamic energy state. Therefore, Omnes expects

baryons and antibaryons in the separated patches

to start diffusing together, leading to mutual anni-
hilation. This mutual annihilation will continue

until temperature has fallen to around 3 x l0 s °K.

At this time, most of the original matter and

antimatter will have disappeared in mutual anni-

hilation, feeding energy into the photon field, and

reducing the number of baryons or antibaryons

to about 10-S/photon.

At this stage, separate patches of matter and

antimatter still exist. These patches continue to

annihilate baryons and antibaryons along the

borders between patches, but as temperature in

the universe continues to fall, a new process sets

in which Omnes calls the coalescence stage. Anni-

hilation causes relative motions among patches

of matter and antimatter, with a matter patch

being repelled from an antimatter patch due to

annihilation along the common boundary, but with

mergers occurring when a matter patch meets

other matter patches, or antimatter patches meet

other antimatter patches.

These conditions have prevented the forma-

tion of helium or other light elements when the

temperature was approximately 10 9 °K. Under

these conditions, there is no longer an electron-

positron pair plasma present everywhere in space,
hence there is no longer interconversion of neu-
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tronsto protonsat that temperature.Because
neutrons,whichhaveremainedafterdisappear-
anceof electron-positronpairs,candiffusefaster
thanprotons,therehasbeenpreferentialannihi-
lationof neutronsandantineutronsduringthe
annihilationstage.Thus,inthistypeofsymmetric
universethereisnoformationoflargequantities
of primordialhelium(or antihelium),andsome
othertypeof eventwouldbe requiredto form
largequantitiesof heliumin thepregalacticstage
ofevolutionof theuniverse.

Astheuniverseexpands,materialin separate
v,_L_-c_ of matter and antimatter during the

coalescence phase continues to grow rapidly.
This is partially due to rather rapid motions of

matter and radiation taking place within the uni-

verse at this time, because the speed of sound is

not much less than the speed of light. However,

when the characteristic radiation temperature

falls to 3000 ° K, so that hydrogen recombines to

the neutral form, the speed of sound in the decou-

pied matter decreases drastically, and the

motion of such matter in the universe is greatly

decreased. In effect, this brings the coalescence

stage to an end and practically ends the mutual
annihilation of matter and antimatter on the

boundaries between their separate patches.

Omnes has estimated that the patches contain

an amount of matter at least as great as that of a

typical galaxy at this stage. It is not out of ques-

tion that the patches should contain enough mat-

ter to form clusters of galaxies. The discussion

in the section that follows, THE PREGALACTIC

ERA, would be more consistent with the Omnes

cosmology if the separate patches had grown to

the size of clusters of galaxies.

In summary, symmetric and unsymmetric types

of cosmology lead to very similar results through-

out the universe, with symmetric cosmology pre-

dicting that clusters of galaxies may tend to be

either all of matter, or all of antimatter, and the

unsymmetric cosmology predicting that visible

galaxies are all composed of matter. There is no

practical way to distinguish between these pic-

tures by direct observation. However, the sym-
metric cosmology predicts that helium will not

be formed in large amounts by cosmologic nucleo-

synthesis, and the unsymmetric cosmology not

only predicts such a large cosmologic nucleo-

synthesis of helium, but also possibly that of

deuterium and 3He as well, if we live in an open

cosmologic model.

THE PREGALACTIC ERA

The problem of gravitational instability within

a large self-gravitating medium was first con-

sidered many years ago by Sir James Jeans.

There is a critical length, called the Jeans length,

such that disturbances of wavelengths longer than

the Jeans length are unstable against gravitational
contraction ...:,L:_ttLlsn the medium, whereas "_"..... i.t.ll_ L Lit LP"

antes of wavelengths smaller than the Jeans

length will be damped out and will propagate as

giant sound waves.

Peebles and Dicke [37] postulated that follow-

ing hydrogen recombination in the universe,

matter may contain density perturbations over a

wide range of scales, and that the most frequent of

the perturbations which can become gravitation-

ally unstable will have wavelengths close to the

Jeans length. However, there is no theoretical

basis at present to estimate the expected magni-

tude of such density fluctuations within the

universe at a particular time. If the density fluctu-

ation is very small, then it takes a long time for it

to be felt within the expanding universe, and for
the matter associated with the fluctuation to

fragment and condense away from its neighboring
matter. Thus, fragmentation time within the

expanding universe may be very long.

A comprehensive study of perturbations super-

imposed on the isotropie homogeneous Friedmann

solution (carried out by Lifshitz [24]) included

simultaneous perturbations of radiation and mat-

ter density, rotational motion, and gravitational

waves. Doroshkevich, Novikov, and Zel'dovich

[12] added the perturbation of matter density

on the unperturbed radiation (photon) back-

ground. This type of perturbation remains hidden
until recombination occurs.

At the time of the hydrogen atom recombina-

tion, both matter and radiation are expanding with

the universe. Following recombination, radiation

continues to expand uniformly with the universe.

Matter has a large outward expansive velocity,

and density perturbations can only grow com-

paratively slowly. Thus, any given blob of matter
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mustcontinueto expandfor a longtimebefore
its self-gravitationalforcesareableto prevail
andbringexpansionto a halt,to befollowedby
subsequentcontractiontowardadenserstate.

The smallerthe densityfluctuationswithin
matterfollowingrecombination,the greaterthe
subsequentexpansionof a blobof matterbefore
it reachesits minimumdensity.Forexample,if
density fluctuation following recombination
shouldamountto about1%,thenthesubsequent
expansionandrecollapseofmatterwilltakeabout
3 or 4×109years.Rapidformationof galaxies
within the universeis only possibleif density
fluctuationsshouldbe much larger than 1%.
Perhapssuchdensityfluctuationsaremorelikely
to occurin a violentlystirreduniversesuch
as that of Omnesthan in a rather uniform
unsymmetricuniverse.

Primitive Globular Clusters
Followingrecombination,the Jeanslengthin

matterencompassesnearly106solarmassesof
material.Onthisbasis,a theorywasformulated
[37] of theformationof primitiveglobularclus-
ters,notingthatglobularclustershaveabout105
to 106solarmassesof stars.However,thisvalue
of 106solarmassesmaynothavemuchsignifi-
cance,sinceit ismerelytheminimmnmasswhich
is unstableagainstgravitationalcollapse.All
densityfluctuationsrepresentinglargermasses
of materialarealsounstableagainstcollapse.
Such densityfluctuationsmay includelarge
galacticmassesor galacticmaterialclusters.
Suchlarge-scaledensityfluctuationspresumably
areof smallerscalethansmallerdensityfluctua-
tionsnearthe Jeanslength,henceit is more
likely thatsmallerdensityfluctuationswill grow
fasterwithintheexpandinguniverse.Thus,the
emergingpictureis onein whichgravitational
instabilitycanoccuron a verywide rangeof
scales,withindividualmassesof theorderof 106
solarmassescondensing,andthesein turnfall-
ing towardmutualgravitatingcenters,whichin
turn fall towardothercentersona largerscale,
andsoon.

However,asmattercontinuestoexpandtoward
its minimumdensityconfiguration,the Jeans
lengthincludeslessmatter.Matterisnowdecou-

pled from radiation,so that it can become
extremelycoldnearthepositionof its maximum
expansion.Temperaturein mattermayfall below
1° K. Under these circumstances, the Jeans length

may enclose only 1000 solar masses. Thus, it is

possible that the most frequent fluctuations which

develop within the expanding universe have
masses more characteristic of a few thousand

solar masses.

As matter falls back from its position of

maximum expansion, the rise in temperature due

to adiabatic compression eventually becomes

limited due to cooling processes within the gas.

The most important of the cooling processes

results from hydrogen molecule formation due
to a few electrons left over from the recombination

stage in the expansion of the universe. These

electrons can be captured by hydrogen atoms,

forming negative hydrogen ions which readily

capture other hydrogen atoms, forming hydrogen

molecules, and again releasing the electron. Thus,

the electron acts as a catalyst in the process as

long as it does not encounter a positive hydrogen

ion and becomes captured, forming a neutral

hydrogen atom. When temperature is high
enough, of the order of 250 ° K, to produce signifi-

cant excitation of the lower excited states of the

hydrogen molecule, infrared radiation from

de-excitation of the molecules can lead to cooling

within the contracting gas. As gas contraction

accelerates, formation of hydrogen molecules is

limited through gradual elimination of all remain-

ing electrons, and the increasingly rapid gas com-

pression gradually raises the temperature until

thermal decomposition of hydrogen molecules

takes place. At this time, when the density has

risen to about 10 TM hydrogen atoms/cm 3, the

Jeans length in the compressing material en-

closes only about 60 solar masses. Presumably,

the gas can thus fragment into stars having
masses in the range 10"-103 solar masses [54].

Pregalaetie Stars

There is a natural expectation that the immedi-

ate result of expansion and contraction of matter

in the early universe is to form a set of pregalactic

stars, all quite massive. These stars may be com-

posed of pure hydrogen, if the symmetric universe
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is a correctmodel,or theymayhaveaboutone-
fourththcirmassashelium.In eithercase,they
donotbehavelike ordinarystarsin theuniverse
today.Massivestarscomposedof onlyhydrogen
and helium havebeen studiedby Ezer and
Cameron[141.Thesestarsbecomemuchmore
compactthanordinarystarsof thesamemass,
owingto veryhighinternaltemperaturesneeded
to converthydrogenintoheliumwithoutinitially
suchcatalystnucleiasthoseofcarbon,nitrogen,
andoxygen.Thismeansthattheradiiofstarsare
abnormallysmall,andtheirsurfacetemperatures
areapproximately105°K. Thesestarswillemita
tremendousfloodof ultravioletradiation,which
will certainlyionizeanyresidualhydrogenand
helium in the universewhichhavenot been
formedintostarsat thisstage.

Starscomposedof purehydrogen,correspond-
ingto thesymmetricuniverse,havebeenstudied
little sofar. It is possiblethatthedynamiccol-
lapsewhichformsthesestarsmayleadto such
highcentraltemperaturesthat thereis sudden
conversionof hydrogento neutronsby electron
capture,followedby massiveheliumformation
andexplosionofstarsbackintospace.If starscan
formstableobjects,theyshouldbehavemuchthe
sameas the hydrogen-heliumstarsdescribed
above.Themajorquestionis whethersuchstars
canformsomuchheliumandejectit intospace,
soasto contaminatetheremaininggasin space
totheextentof one-fourthbymassofhelium,in
orderto accountfor the essentiallyuniversal
hydrogen-to-heliumratio in stars throughout
space,which seemsto requirea pregalactic
heliumformation.

Starsin this massiverangemayeventually
explodein supernovaexplosionsor collapseto
formblackholes.It is temptingtoarguethatboth
eventswill occur.Thisprimordialgenerationof
starsis presumablyconcentratedin spaceinto
massesatleastoftheorderofclustersofgalaxies.
Thevisibleamountof matterin galaxiesin clus-
ters of galaxiesis inadequate,byapproximately
1 orderof magnitude,to providefor thegravita-
tionalbindingof suchclustersofgalaxies,keep-
ing themtogetheragainstdispersionin space
duringthe historyof the universe.This mass
discrepancycouldbeaccountedfor if a majority
of the primordialgenerationof starswereto

collapseto form black holeremnants,distrib-
utedmore or less uniformlythroughoutthe
volumeoccupiedbyaclusterofgalaxies[50].

Evidence,on the otherhand,indicatesthat
supernovaexplosionscouldalsooccuramongthe
primordialgenerationof stars.It seemsdifficult
to accountfor theobservedheavyelementcon-
tentofstarsin thegalactichalo,unlesstheheavy
metalcontentof thesestarswasalsoformedin
thepregalacticera.If supernovaexplosionsoccur
amongsomeof the hydrogen-heliumor pure
hydrogenstarsformedin theprimordialstellar
generation,someconversionsinto heavierele-
mentsare likely to takeplace(tobedescribed
in a subsequentsection).Theseheavyelements
will spreadin the gaswhichwill subsequently
condenseintogalaxies[50].

In anyevent,it appearsthat unconsolidated
gas,whichdid not succeedin becomingincor-
poratedin the primordialgenerationof stars,
togetherwithgasejectedfromstarsinsupernova
explosionsorasaresultof stellarvariabilityand
stellarwinds,issubjectto agreatdealofheating.
Intenseultravioletoutputfrom the primordial
generationofstarsis likelytoheatgasatrelative-
ly lowdensitiesto a temperatureof theorderof
105°K.In addition,supernovaexplosionsoc-
curringin this gasmayprovideheatingto some-
what higher temperatures,which has been
stressed[12]. This will probablyleaduncon-
solidatedgasto expandthroughoutthe volume
occupiedby a clusterof galaxies,forminga
commongasenvelopethroughoutall of this
volume.Into this commongasenvelopewill be
injectedin a randommannerthe productsof
stellarnucleosynthesis,includingheavymetals,
andpossiblylargeamountsofhelium.Theheavy
metals,in particular,shouldgreatlyenhancethe
coolingefficiencyof the gas,leadingto local
coolspotswithin the gas.Sincelocalcooling
withinthegasleadsto areductionin localpres-
sure,suchcool spotswill undergodensityin-
creases,thusformingdensityfluctuationsabout
whichgravitationalinstabilitiescangrowwithin
thegas.Thisis aprobablemodeofnucleiforma-
tionof galaxieswithinthecommongasenvelope
filling a clusterof galaxies.After a galactic
nucleusis formed,matteris likely to continue
fallingtowardsuchgalacticnuclei,allowingthe
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galaxiesto growin size.Thereis considerable
indicationthatsuchmassinfallisstill continuing
withinourgalaxytoday[30].

How newly formedgalaxiesacquire their
angularmomentumhas beenthe subjectof
debate.It wassuggested[34] that the galactic
angularmomentumis acquiredas a result of
tidaldistortionduringthefragmentationprocess
in the expansionstageof the universe.This
theoryhasbeenquantitativelyquestionedby
Oort [30], but further defendedby Peebles
[35].Oort,in turn,preferredapictureinwhich
theexpandinguniversecontainshighlyturbulent
matter,and presumedthat the galaxieshave
acquiredtheir angularmomentumas a result
of vorticeswithintheturbulentmatter.Thetur-
bulenttheoryis developedalsobyOzernoyet al
[31].Thepointof viewthatinitial perturbations
arecharacterizedbyacousticalwavesinaphoton-
ionizedgasmixtureis advocatedby Doroshke-
vich,Sunyaev,andZel'dovich[13,58].

TIlE EVOLUTION OF GALAXIES
Whateverthe mechanismwhichinitiatesthe

collapseof galacticmassesof gas to form
galaxies,quite a bit aboutthe natureof this
collapsecanbeinferredfrommorphologicforms
exhibitedby the resultinggalaxies.Galaxies
showa tremendousvarietyof forms,andlikely
theseariselargelyfromsubtledifferencesin the
angularmomentumdistributionof the initially
collapsinggasclouds.

Elliptical galaxies. The nearly spherically

symmetric distribution in space of stars in ellip-

tical galaxies can be maintained only if the stars

have nearly radial orbits; such stars fall close to

the center of their galaxy and then recede

outward to large distances from the center.

Such galaxies have very little total angular

momentum. As the total angular momentum of

a galaxy increases, the degree of flattening of
the distribution of stars increases. When the

system of stars becomes rather flattened, gas

and dust start to appear in the central plane of

the galaxy, and as the degree of flattening

becomes even greater, large amounts of gas and

dust appear. Evidently stars in such galaxies

have orbits which are more nearly circular, and

certainly stars formed from gas and dust lying

in the central plane of the galaxy will have almost
circular orbits.

Systems with a great deal of gas and dust

usually exhibit spiral arms; these are rendered

more prominent because spiral arms are the

locations of current star formation in such gal-

axies, and the hot, massive blue stars form effec-

tive markers for these arms. Spiral arms exhibit a

wide range of curvature and numbers of turns

about the center of the galaxy. In some of these

galaxies, central stars exhibit an approximately

spherical distribution, but in others they forth an

elongated bar. Central bars of barred spiral

galaxies are thought to arise from details of

angular momentum distribution of infalling gas,

if this gas, upon forming a disk, rotates with

approximately constant angular velocity, it is

unstable against deformation into a bar. Some

galaxies have no strong concentration whatever

of stars toward the center; these systems, which

contain a large ratio of gas to stars, are called

irregular galaxies.

Spiral galaxies. Knowledge of the features of

spiral galaxies is the most complete of any type

of galaxy, since our own galaxy is apparently a

typical spiral.

The time required for primordial galactic

gas to collapse from the volume of space presently

occupied by the galactic halo to form the disk is

about 2 × l0 s years. This estimate is necessarily

rough, since the initial volume occupied by gas

at the start of collapse may have been con-

siderably greater than that now occupied by stars

in the approximately spherical galactic halo.
It is natural to suppose that stars in the halo

were formed by condensation from gas during

the collapse stage. The motions of these halo

stars have large radial components.
The abundances of heavier elements in halo

stars are less than in the Sun, typically by a factor

of about 3, although in a few extreme cases, by

factors of several hundred. It is rather unlikely

that the collapsing gas had time to form an

initial population of stars which could evolve and

form heavy elements by nucleosynthesis, eject

these elements back into the collapsing gas in

supernova explosions, to be followed by formation

of a second generation of stars incorporating
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theseheavyelements.Thus, the existenceof
heavyelementsin thesestarsprovidesanargu-
ment for a stageof pregalacticstellarnucleo-
synthesis.

Aftergashascollapsedintotheformofadisk,
subsequentstar formationwill be of starsin
approximatelycircularorbitsin theplaneofthe
disk. Whensucha star hasbeenformed,its
orbitmaysuffergravitationalperturbationsasit
approachesotherstars,star clusters,or inter-
stellargasclouds.As aresultof suchperturba-
tions,thestarmayswingtoincreasinglygreater
distancesawayfrom the centralplaneof the
galaxyasit growsolder.Olderstarswithinthe
diskpopulationin ourgalaxyhavea distribution
in distanceawayfrom thecentralplaneof the
galaxycorrespondingto athicknessof about400
parsecs.Starsformedin morerecentgalactic
history,ontheotherhand,areconfinedto a nar-
rowerthicknessof about200parsecs.

DensityWaveTheory
Themostquantitativeandpromisingmodern

theoryof spiralarmsappearsto be thedensity
wavetheory[25,26,41,42]. Accordingto this
theory,starsin the galacticdisk canundergo
collectivegravitationalclusteringfor significant
periods,andthegravitationalcluster,or density
wave,progressesthroughthestellardistribution
in thediskofthegalaxyat abouthalftherateof
rotationof the stars.For example,at thesolar
distancefromthecenterofthegalaxy,astarsuch
asthe Suncanbeexpectedto spendaboutl0s
yearstravelingin the interarmregionfromone
spiralarmto thenext,andthenanadditionall0s
yearswithinthenextspiralarmwhichit encoun-
ters.At theendof thistotalinterval,it hasmade
approximately1 revolutionaroundthecenterof
the galaxy,accordingto a simpletwo-armed
modelofaspiralgalaxy.Theactualmodelforour
owngalaxymaybeslightlymorecomplicated.

In order to understandhow star formation
currentlytakesplacewithin our galaxy,it is
necessarytoconsiderfirstpropertiesoftheinter-
stellarmedium[47]whichconsistsofgasanddust
betweenthestars.Thedustiscomposedof small
solidparticleswithdimensionsslightlylessthan
1 /zm, intimately mixed with gas in the inter-

stellar medium. The dust is responsible for

extensive absorption of starlight in certain direc-

tions within our galaxy, showing up as dark

patches on photographs of portions of the Milky

Way.

Interstellar gas resembles the Sun in composi-

tion; about 3/4 of the mass is hydrogen, about 1/4

is helium, and only about 1.5% is in the form of

heavier elements, mostly condensed into inter-

stellar grains.

Hydrogen Ionization

When electromagnetic radiation, having photon

energies greater than 13.6 electron volts (eV), is

incident on interstellar hydrogen atoms, that

radiation is capable of ionizing hydrogen. Con-

sider some hydrogen located close to a very hot,

massive, highly luminous star. Such a star, be-

cause of its high surface temperature, will emit

most of its radiation far into the ultraviolet por-

tion of the spectrum. Most of its emitted photons

may have energies _< 13.6 eV. Hence, hydrogen

close to the star will be ionized very quickly by

the enormous ultraviolet flux, incident upon it.

Now consider a continuous hydrogen gas cloud

surrounding this star which extends a consider-
able distance into the interstellar medium. Ultra-

violet radiation from the star will start ionizing

nearby hydrogen. As hydrogen becomes ionized,

it no longer absorbs the outpouring radiation

from the star, so that ultraviolet rays from the

star can reach farther and farther into space,

ionizing hydrogen on the way. If hydrogen were

to stay ionized, this process could go on in-

definitely, and it would be expected that the star

could ionize hydrogen gas to indefinite distances.

Hydrogen, however, will not stay ionized in-

definitely. Internal recombination will take place

continuously, leading again to neutral hydrogen.
Such a neutral atom will not remain in this state

for very long before becoming ionized again by

ultraviolet light. However, the greater the dis-

tance at which the star succeeds in ionizing

hydrogen surrounding it, the greater the region

in which hydrogen recombination will occur

simultaneously, with consequent weakening of

the ultraviolet radiation which proceeds to further

distances as neutral hydrogen is again ionized.
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A naturallimit is createdin this wayfor the
distanceto whichstarlightcanionizehydrogen.
This limit is reachedwhenthe totalnumberof
neutralhydrogenatomswhicharebeingionized
in everysecondbecomesequal to the total
numberofhydrogenatomswhicharerecombin-
ing to theneutralstatein everysecond.In this
way,a hot starcancreatea sphereof ionized
hydrogensurroundingit, withtheresultthatthere
is a remarkablysharptransitionfrom ionized
hydrogento neutralhydrogenat thesurfaceof
thesphere.

Neutral Hydrogen Regions

Absorption of ultraviolet photons by neutral

hydrogen results in heating of the resulting

ionized hydrogen. Most of the absorbed photons

have an energy somewhat greater than 13.6 eV.

Hence, in the absorption process, 13.6 eV are

used to split up the hydrogen atom, and the re-

maining energy appears as kinetic energy of the

proton and electron which are emitted. This

excess energy is rapidly shared with other

particles, leading to high temperature of the

ionized gas.

Ionized gas can cool in various ways. The

typical process involves collisions between a

proton and an electron in which a photon can be

emitted but the proton and electron remain

ionized, with the electron departing from the

proton having less kinetic energy than when it

approached. The photon which is emitted is

generally free to escape from the region in which
it is created, thus removing some of the heat

energy from that region.

Energy input into an ionized hydrogen region

is limited by the number of photons from the hot

star which neutral hydrogen atoms in the region

can absorb. On the other hand, the rate of radia-

tion from collisions between protons and elec-

trons increases rapidly with temperature, hence
a balance will be achieved at a temperature

where the rate of energy input from absorption

of ultraviolet photons is balanced by the rate of

energy radiation from collisions between protons

and electrons. The temperature which gives this

equality between absorption and radiation of

energy from ionized hydrogen gas is ca 10 000 ° K.

Thus, in a region in the interstellar medium in

which hydrogen gas is neutral, the ultraviolet

spectrum of interstellar starlight has been cut

off above 13.6 eV, the ionization potential of the

hydrogen atom. Photons more energetic than this

limit have been absorbed in ionizing hydrogen

in the ionized region.
Some of the elements with ionization poten-

tials below 13.6 eV, including all the heavier

elements, will be ionized in a neutral hydrogen

region. The main elements which will not be

ionized, in addition to hydrogen, are helium,

nitrogen, oxygen, and neon. About three-fourths

of the ions in the neutral hydrogen region are of
carbon.

Ionization processes within neutral hydrogen

regions also provide heat input to these regions,
although of a considerably smaller magnitude

than in the ionized regions. A variety of cooling

processes are also present in neutral hydrogen

regions, involving collisions among electrons,

ions, neutral atoms, molecules, and interstellar

grains. These collisions result in cooling when

they raise one of the particles into a more highly

_xcited energy state, from which deexcitation by

radiation can occur, with radiation escaping from

the neutral hydrogen region. The balance be-

tween heating and cooling of gas typically occurs

at a temperature of about 100 ° K, somewhat
lower in denser neutral hydrogen regions [21].

Pressure Equilibrium

Pressure in gas is proportional to density, also

to temperature. In considering adjacent regions

of neutral and ionized hydrogen, if each of these

regions were to have about the same number

density of particles, pressure in the ionized

region would be about 100 times that in the neu-

tral region, and gases would then be set into

violent dynamic motion due to pressure im-

balance. Pressure equality could be achieved if

density in the ionized hydrogen region were 100

times less than density in the neutral hydrogen

region, in inverse proportion to the temperatures

in these two regions. It appears that the inter-

stellar medium always seeks to achieve such a

pressure equilibrium throughout, so that in

general, ionized hydrogen regions are of much

" !,9_IBILITY OF T_E

:_ _E I8 POOR
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lower density than neutral hydrogen regions.

However, newly formed stars and supernova

explosions provide continual variation in local

rates of heat input into the interstellar medium,

so that the readjustment process of the configu-

ration, in order to approach pressure equality,

is ongoing, leading to significant dynamic mo-

tions of gas within the interstellar medium.

Comparable amounts of ionized and neutral

hydrogen appear to be in the interstellar medium.

Since the density of ionized gas is much less than

that of neutral gas, the neutral gas will obviously

occupy on!y a sma u fraction of the volume in

the interstellar medium. The neutral hydrogen

clumping which thus occurs leads to the descrip-

tion of the interstellar medium as consisting of

neutral hydrogen clouds embedded within an

ionized region.

The foregoing description is oversimplified.
Other sources of ionization exist in the inter-

stellar medium, such as cosmic rays and soft

x-rays, which modify the details of the descrip-

tion given, but not its most essential features.

In a typical interstellar cloud, self-gravitational
forces which would tend to make the cloud

collapse are generally very much weaker than

thermal pressure forces which attempt to expand

the cloud. Expansion is prevented by a lower

density medium surrounding the cloud, which

has the same pressure as that in the cloud; the

pressure throughout the interstellar medium is

a consequence of the gas being held within the

general gravitational potential field of the galaxy.

Thus, under normal conditions, there is no

tendency for collapse of any part of the inter-

stellar medium, and hence no reason for star

formation to take place.

Spiral Arm Shock

Consider the sequence of events which occurs

when gas in the interstellar medium flows into

a spiral arm [41, 42]. Since the spiral arm con-

sists of a concentration of stars forming a gravi-

tational potential well, gas undergoes shock de-

celeration when it flows into the arm, becoming

hotter and denser. The interstellar magnetic

field, whose lines of force are tied to interstellar

gas via the ions within the gas, and which must

move with the gas, is also compressed and

strengthened in passing through the spiral arm

shock. Instabilities will probably then arise in

the magnetic field configuration, with large parts

of the field becoming buoyant and rising out of

the galactic plane, allowing gas attached to the

lines of force to collect into pockets, or clouds,

near the galactic plane by sliding along the lines

of force, which it is free to do. This appears to

be the general mechanism in which interstellar

clouds can be formed as gas flows into a spiral

arm.

After a uuuu has there isfu, m_u, gradual
diminution of heavier elements and ions within

the cloud, many of which are mainly responsible

for cooling processes within the cloud. These

atoms and ions are likely to stay attached to

interstellar grain surfaces when they strike those

surfaces in the normal course of their thermally

agitated motion within the gas. Thus, the newly

formed cloud may start out with relatively low

temperature, hut as time goes on, temperaturt

in the cloud will rise as its cooling agents de-
crease in number.

As temperature in the cloud rises, density

correspondingly decreases, and probably when

gas emerges from the spiral arm after residing

there about l0 s years, the clouds expand and

disappear into a medium which again has become

rather homogeneous in density. There is no evi-

dence that interstellar gas clouds exist in the

region between spiral arms.

New Star Formation

The optimum time for causing collapse of an

interstellar cloud to form stars appears to occur

at its formation, since some clouds may be formed

with somewhat greater density than others, so

that self-gravitational forces become stronger.

However, some clouds may suffer dynamic

compression at a later stage, being subjected to

surface heating if there is nearby formation of

a number of hot, massive stars, or nearby

explosion of a supernova.

A typical interstellar cloud may have a mass
a few hundred or few thousand times that of the

Sun; the more massive clouds appear more likely

to undergo collapse to form stars. A repeated

574-269 O - 76 - 3
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process of fragmentation of the cloud into

separate condensation centers evidently takes

place during collapse of the cloud, so that the

ultimate product of the collapse is formation of

a great number of new stars. If only a portion of

gas is formed into new stars, and the remaining

gas is quickly expelled from the region of star

formation through ultraviolet ionization when
new hot stars are formed, then the newly formed

stars are not gravitationally bound together, but

are free to expand into space. Numerous exam-

ples of such expanding associations, containing

stars which are massive and very luminous, have

been observed in the galaxy.

It is likely that a certain minimum density of

gas in the interstellar medium is needed in order
that star formation can follow the flow of gas into

the spiral arm shock [38]. It might be expected

that this minimum density is closely approached

through depletion of gas by star formation soon

after collapse of the gas to form the galactic disk.

In an isolated galaxy, the star formation process

could occur subsequently only from gas returned
to the interstellar medium as a result of stellar

evolution. While this process is observed to

occur, it is doubtful that the amount of gas thus

returned to the interstellar medium is nearly

enough to account for the number of new stars

currently observed to be formed in the galaxy.

A number of high-velocity clouds observed in

the galactic halo have been interpreted as gas

infalling to the galaxy for the first time from

intergalactic space [30]. If there is a continuous

infall of this sort of gas, which would not be en-

tirely unexpected according to the description in

the preceding section, then this gas would collect

in the interstellar medium and provide the excess

density needed to maintain a steady state of star

formation when gas passes into the spiral arms

[381.

In an elliptical galaxy, only the first stages of

this type of galactic evolution can occur. Infall

of gas to form the galaxy presumably results in
direct formation of stars from the collapsing gas.

Because of the small amount of angular momen-

tum in the system, residual gas, which does not

form stars during the collapse process, is likely

to collect near the center of the galaxy, forming

stars in the vicinity of the center. Henceforth,

introduction of new gas into such a system will

result in collection of that gas near the center,

with additional star formation there, and so on.

However, the formation rate of new stars in such

a galaxy is likely to be rather small unless there

is a fairly substantial continuing input of gas from

the intergalactic medium, which there appears

to be in our own galaxy.

No existing theory describes the interaction

between gas and stars in irregular galaxies. The

geometry of such systems is too irregular and

complicated for application of the density wave

theory, but it is evident from the presence of

many hot young stars in irregular galaxies that

star formation is a vigorous and continuing

process.

STELLAR EVOLUTION AND
NUCLEOSYNTHESIS

A star is a large sphere of hot gas held to-

gether under its own gravitational forces (for

details of stellar structure, see [9]). The structure

of the star does not vary appreciably with time.
It can therefore be concluded that the interiors

of stars are in hydrostatic equilibrium; there is

an exact balance between the force of gravity,

directed downwards, and expansive thermal

pressure of gas, opposing the pull of gravity. At

any given point in the star interior, the gas

pressure must be high enough to support the

weight of overlying layers. Moving inward from

that point, there is more matter in the over-

lying layer, hence, higher pressure is needed to
sustain this increased weight.

Pressure increases from the surface of the star

toward the center, and in general, density and

temperature of the gas also increase from the

surface toward the center. Typically, in the

central regions of ordinary stars, such as the

Sun, temperature will be a few million degrees

Kelvin. Under such conditions, electrons are

stripped from their atomic orbits, and constitu-

ents of the gas become fully ionized. Hence, the

gas continues to act like a perfect gas even at
densities more than 100 times that of water,

which is characteristic of the center of the Sun,

because atomic nuclei are very much smaller

than atoms in size, hence, the particles have
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plenty of room to move about between collisions.

A star generates energy in the interior and radi-

ates this energy electromagnetically from the

surface, under ordinary circumstances. In order

for energy to reach the surface from the deep

interior where it is generated, it is necessary

that temperature continually decrease from a

high value at the center to a low value at the

surface. In principle, this energy flow can occur

in the deep interior of a star in three ways:

conduction, radiation, and convection. Conduc-

tion is very inefficient in the interior of the star

and usually contributes negligibly to the flow of

energy. If the temperature gradient in the interior

of the star is not very strong, energy transport is

mainly by radiative transfer. In this process,
radiation is emitted at any given point in the

interior, but since it is emitted proportionally to

the 4th power of temperature, more radiation is

emitted in a region of higher temperature rather

than lower temperature. Thus, photons diffuse

in the interior of a star from higher to lower

temperature regions.

If temperature gradients become sufficiently

high, convection is possible. This is mass trans-

port of heat. A blob of gas in the interior starts

rising because of buoyancy forces, and after

traveling some distance, it will break up and indi-

vidual parts will mix into the surroundings. Gas

moving vertically upwards in the interior will,

under these circumstances, be hotter than the

surrounding gas into which it mixes, thus, energy

can be efficiently transported by the mass motion

of the gas.
Theoretical determination of the structure of

a star requires not only a precise balance of

pressure at every point, a condition of hydro-

static equilibrium, but also determination of

how energy flows in the interior. In successful

models of stars, the various differential equa-

tions describing these processes are solved

simultaneously.

The energy emitted from a star over billions

of years is derived from nuclear reactions in its

deep interior. These are fusion reactions, in

which two relatively light nuclei collide and fuse

to make a heavier one, releasing energy as a
result. Since thermonuclear reaction rates are

extremely sensitive to temperature, energy re-

leased from these reactions is strongly concen-

trated toward the center of the star, where

temperature is highest.

In a typical star like the Sun, three-fourths of

the mass is composed of the lightest element,

hydrogen; since there is only one unit of charge

on each nucleus, two protons will have the least

coulomb repulsive forces between them of

any possible combination of nuclei. Conse-

quently, hydrogen nuclei will fuse in thermo-

nuclear reactions at the lowest temperatures,

since the least amount of relative kinetic energy

is needed to bring two protons sufficiently close

together. It also happens that the most efficient

energy generation processes are those which

involve hydrogen nuclei.

Four protons can fuse to make one helium

nucleus in a variety of ways. Some of these

processes commence with the proton-proton

reaction, which makes deuterium. Deuterium

in turn can capture another proton, making aHe.

The 3He nuclei may combine with one another,

making 4He with the release of two protons.

Alternatively, a 3He nucleus can combine with

a 4He nucleus to make an isotope of beryllium,

'Be, and after several more nuclear reactions,

an additional proton is captured making a 4He

nucleus and releasing the original 4He nucleus

which acted as a catalyst for these reactions.
Still other nuclear reactions involve the com-

bination of hydrogen with isotopes of carbon,

nitrogen, and oxygen. These reactions form a

linked triplet of nuclear reaction cycles in which

carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen nuclei are suc-

cessively transformed into one another. Thus,

they act as catalysts in the process, resulting in

four hydrogen nuclei combined to form one 4He

nucleus.

Main Sequence Stars

Stars converting hydrogen into helium at the

centers are called main sequence stars. Since

the bulk of available nuclear energy release
from nuclear transformations occurs in the

hydrogen-to-helium burning stage, the stars

spend most of their active lifetimes in this

stage. The Sun is expected to take about 10 '°

years to convert its central hydrogen into helium;

it is about halfway through this process. When
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approximatelythecentral10%of a starlikethe
Sunhasfully burnedits hydrogenintohelium,
thenit is nolongerstablefor longperiods,but
startsto changeits structurerelativelyquickly.

After all hydrogenhasbeenconvertedinto
heliumin thecoreof suchastar,energygener-
ation ceasesthere.The energyflow from the
centerof the star to the surface must continue,

therefore energy which had been generated by
nuclear reactions at the center must instead be

generated by contraction of the central regions,

releasing gravitational potential energy. However,

this contraction does not last very long, since

shrinkage of the star's core leads to a tempera-
ture rise of the material not only at the center,

but also in the rest of the star's inner parts.

Soon this temperature rise is enough to ignite

the hydrogen burning thermonuclear reactions

in the region surrounding the core which still

contains hydrogen. These reactions then form a

shell source of energy generation, which pro-

vides the energy flow toward the surface needed

to maintain the star once again in a state of

relatively long-term equilibrium, although the

structure is changing at a rate considerably

higher than previously during the main sequence

hydrogen burning. Since the structure again

becomes relatively stabilized, the higher tem-

perature at the center of the core is no longer

needed to maintain energy generation, hence,

energy flow away from the center to regions of

lower temperature tends to make the inner core,

now completely helium, have much the same

temperature throughout.

Red giant stars. As time passes, the hydrogen

burning shell source converts a considerable

amount of hydrogen into helium in the star's

interior, then this added helium becomes part

of the helium core of the star. Meanwhile, the

hydrogen burning shell source moves outward
in the mass of the star. The core continues to

grow in mass and continues to contract slowly,

remaining approximately isothermal. However,

the outer parts of the star behave differently.
Stellar evolution calculations show that, with a

hydrogen-burning shell source, and correspond-

ing discontinuity in composition between the

helium core and largely hydrogen envelope, as

this core contracts, the outer envelope of the

star must expand. At the same time, because

energy generation lies closer to the surface

relative to mass distribution in the star, the

star's luminosity increases. Meanwhile, the outer

envelope of the star expands. Hence, the surface

area of the star increases, and for a given lumi-

nosity, the temperature needed to radiate energy

output of the star decreases. The surface of the

star thus decreases in temperature, and the now

relatively giant stars tend to appear red. Hence,

they are called red giants.
Reliable calculations of stellar evolution

extending beyond the red giant stage are rela-

tively few. However, these calculations do indi-
cate several features of stellar evolution. When

a star becomes a red giant, enough mass has been

added to the core by the hydrogen-burning shell
so that the core starts to contract relatively

rapidly. There is no longer time for energy to
flow out of the core at a rate sufficient to maintain

an approximate isothermal condition; hence, the

central core temperature rises considerably above

the temperature in the hydrogen-burning shell

source. When this temperature reaches a value

in the range 1-2x10 s °K, helium-burning

thermonuclear reactions commence. In these

reactions, three helium nuclei can fuse to-

gether to make a nucleus of lzC, and then a

further helium nucleus captured by the 12C
nucleus to make 160.

Horizontal branch stars. In a star of relatively

low mass, the onset of helium-burning causes

quite a large expansion of the core. While the

preceding contraction of the core caused ex-

pansion of the envelope, expansion of the core
now causes contraction of the envelope, and the

surface of the star increases in temperature.

The star, then, is no longer a red giant, but the

tendency is to call it a "horizontal branch star,"

from its position in a diagram in which luminosity

of the star is plotted as a function of surface

temperature (Hertzsprung-Russell diagram). In
more massive stars, basically the same happens,

but contraction of the outer envelope is much

less pronounced.
Stellar evolution calculations that are avail-

able suggest that helium-burning will finish in

the core, and the core will again start to contract.

This will ignite helium-burning thermonuclear
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reactionsin thematerialsurroundingthecarbon
andoxygencore,so that the starin this stage
maypossessbothhydrogenandhelium-burning
shells.Theseshellswill againprogressoutward
in the massof the star, addingheliumto the
regionbelowthe hydrogen-burningshell,and
addingcarbonand oxygento the centralcore
belowthe helium-burningshell.At this stage,
if the staris not moremassivethantheupper
limit of stabilityof a whitedwarfstar,about1.4
solarmasses,it appearslikely thatthehelium-
burningshellsourcewill die outafteracertain
timeandthehydrogen-burningshellsourcewiil
approachthesurfacequiteclosely.

White dwarf stars. Under these circumstances,

it appears probable that the great bulk of the

star at this stage in its evolution will form a

white dwarf star. In this star, the electrons

form a degenerate gas, thus contributing suffi-

cient pressure to maintain the star against further

gravitational contraction. The outer layer of

hydrogen, which may still exist when the star is

in this late stage of evolution, is probably ex-

pelled by one means or another. Possible mech-

anisms include stellar wind, bulk ejection of a

shell of material leaving behind the nucleus of a

planetary nebula, or nova explosions in which

the hydrogen shell is ejected explosively. Details

of the evolution which may lead to one of these

possibilities are not yet understood. Since a

considerable amount of mass may have been

lost from the star during the red giant phase of

its evolution, probably by a stellar wind process,

the masses of stars which may end as white

dwarfs can initially have been considerably

larger than one solar mass, perhaps as much as
five solar masses.

Further Evolutionary History of a Star

Among theoretical astrophysicists, there is

considerable dispute about details of the uhi-

mate evolutionary history of a star too massive

to form a stable white dwarf. The general course
of its evolution must lead the core of the star

toward higher temperatures and higher densities.

The two main pathways which may be followed

are either complete collapse of the star (implosion)

or nuclear explosion of the star [49].

Supernova explosions. Stars with initial masses

of 4-8 solar masses were thought, until recently,

to be destroyed in supernova explosions. In this

sequence, as the carbon and oxygen core grows

in size, and the hydrogen and helium-burning

shells progress outward in the mass of the star,

the core gradually contracts faster and faster, and

temperature starts to rise rapidly. When tempera-

ture exceeds 10 9 °K, there is ignition of carbon
thermonuclear reactions with two carbon nuclei

reacting with each other to form various heavier

nuclei. Because the core contains a degenerate

electron gas, the equation of state is very dis-

similar to that in a perfect gas, rather, there is

an almost unique relation between pressure and

density, with very little dependence of pressure

on temperature. Thus, rising temperature in the

core has very little effect on its structure. However,

since thermonuclear reactions burn at rates that

depend upon a high power of temperature, the

ignition of carbon thermonuclear reactions will

lead to a rapidly increasing rate of energy gen-

eration, hence a thermal runaway at the center

of the star. This runaway can progress until
carbon thermonuclear reactions have exhausted

the carbon, and oxygen thermonuclear reactions

have begun. In these reactions, two oxygen nuclei
react to form heavier nuclei. All these reactions

can be expected to be completed before sig-

nificant changes in the structure have occurred,

but meanwhile, the temperature will have risen

so high that the center of the core is no longer

degenerate.

The sequence of reactions would be sufficient
to commence a detonation wave which would

progress outward in the core, exploding the

carbon and oxygen nuclei there, and probably

allowing thermonuclear reactions to burn all the

way to the vicinity of iron. Here, the nuclei have

the greatest possible nuclear binding energy per

nucleon, where their abundances are determined

by principles of nuclear statistical equilibrium.

If this process could continue, then all of the
energy generated by thermonuclear explosion in

the core would form a gigantic shock wave which

would race through the outer layers of the star,

ejecting them into space. This would result in a

supernova explosion.

One apparent difficulty with this scheme,
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however,hasbeenthatit shouldleadtothecom-
plete explosionof the star, leavingno stellar
remnantbehind.Whilestatisticsof supernovae
in ourgalaxyandothersindicatethatstarswith
massesas low as four solar massesareun-
doubtedlyrequiredto participatein the super-
novaprocess,thestatisticsof pulsars,whichare
believedtobeneutronstarremnantsofsupernova
explosions,indicate that such neutronstars
shouldbe formedin the majorityof supernova
explosionsin thismassrange.

Resolutionof thispuzzlemayhavebeenpro-
videdby Paczynski[32].He notedthat when
ignitionofcarbonthermonuclearreactionsstarts
in the coreof the star,convectioncommences
at thecenter,inordertocarryawaysomeof the
heatgeneratedbycarbonreactions.At thispoint
the URCAconvectionprocessstartswhichis a
powerfulcoolingmechanism.At highdensities
in the core,degenerateelectronsmayhavea
Fermi energyof a few MeV.Theseelectron
energieswill behighenoughto initiateelectron
captureonsomeoftheheaviernucleipresentin
thecore.Whensuchanucleusis transportedby
convectionto higherdensities,electroncapture
will takeplace,withemissionof aneutrino,and
whenthesamenucleusis subsequentlytrans-
portedtowardlowerdensities,it canemit an
electron,transformingback to the original
nucleus,withemissionof anantineutrino.Neu-
trinosandantineutrinosemergingfromthecore
of the star can thus carry awaytremendous
amountsofenergy,preventingthethermonuclear
ignitionfromrunningawayto explosivecondi-
tions, but neverthelesspermittingcontinued
burningof carbon.Underthesecircumstances,
carbon-and oxygen-burningmaytakeplacein
thecore,followedbysilicon-burningandforma-
tionof theironequilibriumpeak,if, in themean-
time,thecorehasnot initiatedextensiveelec-
troncapture,leadingto collapsetowardnuclear
densitiesin the core,andthe formationof a
neutronstarremnant.It ispossiblethatthepulsar
emissionmechanism,whichis still not under-
stood,but whichapparentlyderivesits energy
fromtherotationalenergyof aneutronstar,may
provideenoughpromptenergygenerationin the
centertoblowoff theouterenvelopeof thestar
andprovidethesupernovaexplosion.

Black hole formation. Among more massive

stars, carbon and oxygen-burning is expected to

take place at lower densities, before the core of

the star undergoes electron degeneracy. When

the core of such a star eventually undergoes

collapse to form a neutron star remnant, the mass

of overlying layers may be too great to be ejected

by radiation emitted by the newly formed pulsar.
As the mass continues to accrete onto this

neutron star remnant, the neutron star may be

overwhelmed by general relativistic effects, and

collapse to form a general relativistically col-

lapsed object, called a black hole. In such cases,

a supernova explosion would not be seen.

Among still more massive stars, perhaps about

50 solar masses or more, a different effect is

expected. Such stars can achieve very high tem-

peratures, about 109 °K, through large parts of

their mass, even though density in most of these

parts of the mass is relatively low. Under these

circumstances, electron-positron pairs come into

equilibrium with the radiation field of photons,

having been created from energy in the photons,
and this renders the star unstable against

collapse [16]. However, the region in which pairs
form contains tremendous amounts of carbon and

oxygen, and collapse will progress only until
thermonuclear detonation occurs in this carbon

and oxygen. The result should be a thermonuclear

explosion in which all massive outer layers of the

star are ejected into space. If a stellar remnant
would be formed under these circumstances is

not clear, but in any case, a supernova explosion

can be expected.

Nueleosynthesis

During the last decade, a great deal of progress

has been made in understanding how nuclear

reactions taking place during stellar evolution are

related to the abundances of elements in nature

[49]. This understanding has, to a great extent,

resulted from construction of a good abundance

distribution curve for elements in solar system

material, which has relied in part upon spectro-

scopic determinations of the abundances of

elements in the Sun, but these are rarely better

than a factor of 2 for any given element.

Some of the more striking regularities of
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nuclearabundancesarenotbroughtoutbyusing
the fairly crudedataavailablefor solarabun-
dances.Abundancesdeterminedin terrestrial
materialsareof little value,becausethe Earth
hasbeenextensivelydifferentiatedchemically,
and it is very difficult to determinethe total
abundanceof anygivenEarthelement.On the
otherhand,certaintypesofmeteoriteshavebeen
an extremelyvaluablesourceof abundance
information,and it appearsthat amongnon-
volatileelements,meteoritesof thefragilestony
variety,knownasTypeI carbonaceouschon-
drites, appearto exist with essentiallynon-
volatileconstituentsin the originalproportions
inwhichtheyexistedin theinterstellarmedium.

Elements in Solar System Material

Hydrogen constitutes about three-fourths of

the mass of solar system material, and helium is

the second most abundant element with about

one-fourth of the mass. The bulk of helium may

have been created by cosmologic nucleosynthesis

(described above), or possibly in the first genera-

tion of stars formed prior to formation of the

galaxies, following the original collapse of

matter in the universe after it decoupled from

radiation. The remaining elements add up to only

about 1.6% of the mass: among these, the third

most abundant element, oxygen, has only 10 -a

as many atoms as hydrogen in the solar system.

The next elements, lithium, beryllium, and

boron, have extremely small abundances,

whereas carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen are in

much greater abundance. Helium-burning in

stars jumps directly from helium to carbon and

oxygen, and the intervening elements are

destroyed in stellar interiors. It can thus be under-

stood how this striking feature of element abun-

dances is directly related to features of nuclear

reactions in stellar interiors. Nitrogen is a prod-

uct of coupled cycles involving carbon, nitrogen,

and oxygen isotopes, in which hydrogen is con-

verted into helium in main sequence stars.

Current calculations in the theory of nucleo-

synthesis indicate that elements in the neon

through nickel range are made by explosive

carbon, oxygen, and silicon-burning processes in

supernova explosions. This range of elements

has an intermediate abundance in nature, but,

of course, it contains the most important elements

present in a planet such as Earth. Of the non-

volatile elements in this range, the most abun-

dant are magnesium, silicon, and iron, which

have comparable abundances. Such elements as

sodium, aluminum, and calcium are considerably

less abundant. Sulphur is half as abundant as
silicon, but because it is more volatile than the

other elements named, its abundance varies

widely in the solid materials of the solar system.

Of the various supernova environments pre-

viously described, the one most consistent with

production of these elements involves massive

stars, of 50 solar masses and more, which undergo

supernova explosions as a result of the electron-

positron pair instability process.

Formation of elements. Current studies of

nucleosynthesis have also shown how elements

beyond nickel can be formed by a variety of

secondary reactions during the process of stellar

evolution. Some elements are made by a process

of neutron capture taking place on a slow time

scale, in which neutrons produced by thermo-

nuclear reactions on relatively minor constituents

of the medium during helium-burning are cap-

tured on the nuclei of the iron peak which happen

to be present in the medium. This leads these

nuclei, by a succession of neutron captures and

beta decays, toward the heavy element region.

This process can form elements only as heavy as

lead and bismuth, and it forms only a few isotopes
at most of each element.

Another process which has produced heavy

elements is neutron capture taking place on a

rapid time scale. Current calculations indicate

that the most likely astrophysical environment

in which this will occur is composed of material

in the outer part of a stellar core which has

imploded to nuclear densities. This material is

compressed and largely converted to neutrons

by capture of electrons on protons, before being

ejected, by a process not yet understood. It has

been shown that in the expansion of material of

this sort, charged particle reactions build a vari-

ety of nuclei of medium mass number, which then

can capture the remaining neutrons in which they
are imbedded to form much heavier nuclei. This

process is responsible for producing all the
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elementsbeyondbismuthwhichexistin nature,
includingall of the heavyradioactivenuclei
presentinnature.

The remainingisotopesof heavyelements
whicharenotformedbyneutroncaptureonsome
timescale,arelikelytobeformedbyaprocessof
protoncapturetakingplaceonarapidtimescale
in supernovaexplosions.Suchprocessescan
occurin the outerregionsof anexplodingstar
whenthesupernovashockwavesweepsthrough
a regionstill containingthe originalhydrogen.
Heavyelementsincorporatedin thismaterialat
thetimethe starwasformedmaythencapture
protonsandformneutron-deficientnuclei.

At present,the nuclearphysicalaspectsof
nucleosynthesisin starsaregenerallyunderstood
quantitativelybetter than the astrophysical
aspects.Observationsof the elementabun-
dancesin starsshowthat very few starsare
depletedin elementsheavierthan helium,
relativeto the Sun,by factorsof 100or more.
Moststarsin spaceappearto haveabundances
of theseelementswithin a factorof 3 of that
whichis foundin theSun.Fromtheseresults,
togetherwithsomeattemptsto tracethehistory
of nucleosynthesisinourgalaxy,it hasbeencon-
cludedthattherateof starformationwasprob-
ablyveryrapidin theearlyhistoryofourgalaxy
or evenin the pregalacticperiod,sothat the
formationof heavierelementsoccurredquite
promptlyon the galactictime scale[50].As a
consequence,mostof thestarslikely formedin
spaceafterthat veryearlyperiodof rapidstar
formation,containedsufficientheavyelementsto
beableto possessplanetarysystemscontaining
planetshavingearthlikeconditionsaccompanying
them.

FORMATIONOF THE SOLAR SYSTEM

The problem of the origin of the solar system

has occupied scientists for more than three cen-

turies, since the time of Descartes. For most of

this time, the number of facts about the solar

system which scientific theories attempted to

explain were pitifully few: the regularity of plane-

tary orbits, the alignment of angular momentum

vectors within the solar system, and the slow

rotation of the Sun. It now appears that the last

of these features may have nothing to do with the

origin of the solar system; an initially rapidly

rotating Sun can easily have been slowed down

to its present rate of rotation as a result of mag-

netic interaction of the Sun with the outflowing

solar wind. It is not surprising that such a small

number of boundary conditions could give rise

to a very large number of widely different theories

to explain them. During the last two decades, the

whole problem of the origin of the solar system

has been greatly transformed through acquisition

of new boundary conditions of a physical and

chemical character, resulting from meteorite

research, from space probe analyses of distant

bodies within the solar system, and from manned

exploration of the Moon. This has required

theories of the origin of the solar system to

become more sophisticated, although several
varieties are still current.

Nearly all the cosmogonical theories of the

solar system developed within the last three
centuries can be classified as either monistic or

dualistic. In a monistic theory, the development of

the Sun and planets occurs within a closed sys-

tem, in which there is no interaction with any

external system. A dualistic theory is one in

which an external system, usually another star,

is involved in the cosmogonical process. It is

possible for a theory to start with dualistic fea-

tures, and to end with essentially monistic fea-

tures. Despite such possible ambiguities, the
classification is useful.

The first monistic theory was proposed by

Descartes, who published a vortex gaseous

theory on formation of the solar system in 1634.

The first dualistic theory appeared in 1745 when

Buffon .suggested that a comet made a grazing

collision with the Sun, tearing from it sufficient

material to form the planets. In those days,

comets were thought to have masses comparable

to the Sun, so this was the first of the invading
star dualistic theories. Since these two theories

were advanced, and until three decades ago,

opinion has swung back and forth between pro-

ponents of monistic and dualistic theories. The

review by Ter Haar and Cameron [48] relates this

historical development.

Any form of dualistic theory has, at present,

been almost universally discounted by astrono-
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mers. There are many difficulties associated with

attempts to explain formation of the planets by
material withdrawn from the Sun. These include

various hydrodynamic difficulties: the amount of

material drawn from the Sun would be very hot,

hence would tend to expand and disperse in

space, rather than undergo chemical condensa-

tion to form the planets. If matter is drawn from

the Sun at the time of close passage of another

star, by far the overwhelming bulk of this material

would gain so little angular momentum that it
would fall back into the Sun after the other star

had departed.

The modern theory of solar evolution indicates

that the Sun would have destroyed any initial

deuterium in its constitution by thermonuclear

reactions at an early stage in its evolution, at the

time it was fully convective and hence fully

mixed. Thus, the deuterium present in the oceans

of Earth could not have come from the Sun at any

time following its very early deuterium-burning

stage, leading to supposition that the remaining
material in the Earth was not derived from the

Sun either.
Most current theories of the formation of the

solar system are monistic, involving some

assumptions about the properties of a primitive

solar nebula from which the planets and possibly

the Sun were believed to have been formed.

The major exception to this general picture

among currently advocated theories is perhaps

that of Arrhenius and Alfv6n [3], who believe that

nonequilibrium plasma processes were dominant

in formation of the planets and their satellites.

They postulate that interstellar gases become

enhanced in density and partially ionized as they

approach the Sun, so that the resulting plasma

flows through the solar system, where some of it

may be trapped by magnetic fields, and where

various solid grains can condense from the
plasma and accumulate into larger bodies via

gravitational self-focusing processes forming

"jet streams." According to this theory, the Sun

was formed as an isolated body by an unspecified

mechanism, and at the time the planets were

formed, the Sun had a magnetic field which was

very much stronger than at present, and no solar

wind was in operation which would prevent con-
vergence of the interstellar plasma upon the

immediate neighborhood of the Sun. This may be

regarded as a dualistic ttleory, although the

external system involved is gas in the interstellar

medium, rather than an invading stellar body,

and no material is required to be torn from the

Sun to form the planets.

Solar Nebula Theories

Modern theories of the primitive solar nebula

may be divided into two subclasses: the minimum
solar nebula and the massive solar nebula. The

minimum solar nebula contains about 0.01 solar

masses of material, containing just enough con-

densible matter to form the present planets, with

a large amount of excess volatiles which must be

removed following planetary formation. The

massive solar nebula may contain about 2 solar

masses of material, and is distinguished from the
minimum solar nebula through not having the Sun

initially present at its center; it is a pure rotating

disk of gas from which the Sun is required to form.
Minimum solar mass theories. Most solar

nebula theories discussed within the last three

decades have been minimum solar mass theories.

The earliest involved discussions by yon Weiz-

sacker, Kuiper, and Ter Haar [48], stressing the
role of turbulence in physical processes within

the primitive solar nebula. In fact, although

turbulence is likely to be important within the

solar nebula, it probably does not have the over-

whelmingly important role ascribed to it in these
theories. The authors assumed that turbulence

must be present if the Reynolds number of the

system should be very large, which is practically

an inescapable situation in any large cosmic

system of gas. However, they did not provide

specific mechanisms, calculated in any detail,

by which energy could be fed into large eddies in

the turbulence, thus maintaining turbulence

against natural dissipation processes. Neverthe-

less, these theories were very important his-

torically, since they marked the first introduction

of turbulence as a process which must be taken

into account in the theory of the origin of the

solar system. They also showed that gas dynamic

processes can lead to a remarkably rapid dissipa-

tion of the solar nebula, the time scale for the

dissipation being only some 102 or 103 years.
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Meanwhile,monistictheorieswerebeingpro-
posedinRussia.Schmidt[45]proposedatheory
of theoriginofthesolarsysteminwhichtheSun
wasassumedto capturea swarmof smaller
particlesinto a surroundingdisk, suggesting
that thesesmall particlesaccretedto form
planets.He later modifiedthis to includegas
togetherwiththedustin thesurroundingnebula.
Theseideaswerefurtherdevelopedandmodified
by Levin[23]andSafronov[44],whoattempted
to calculatedetailsof the formationof planets
fromthediskof dustandgasandto consider
dissipationprocessestakingplacewithinit.

Thetermminimum solar nebula describes a

quantitative process carried out by Hoyle [20]

in a theory developed a decade ago, and later

elaborated by Fowler, Greenstein, and Hoyle

[15]. It was noted by Hoyle that the icy and

rocky components of solar matter constitute

about 0.015 of the mass, and that the rocky

constituents alone make up about 0.003 of the

mass. Thus, the minimum amount of mass re-

quired to have been present in the solar nebula
constitutes about 300 times the masses of the

inner planets, which are rocky in composition,

together with the masses of Jupiter and Saturn,

which he assumed to be essentially solar in

composition, with 60 or 70 times the masses of

Uranus and Neptune, which he assumed to be

composed mainly of ice and rock. Such min-

imum solar nebula theory requires that suitably

condensed material be collected into planets

with nearly 100% efficiency.

In Hoyle's theory, a fragment of a collapsing

interstellar cloud was assumed to lose a great

deal of angular momentum as a result of torque

applied by an interstellar magnetic field interact-

ing with the interstellar surroundings of the cloud.

Material was then assumed to collapse to a

radius somewhat less than that occupied by the

orbit of Mercury. Part of the interstellar magnetic

field was assumed to be compressed with col-

lapsing material into the proto-Sun; when the

collapse had been completed, this magnetic

field was assumed to exert a torque on the equa-

torial regions of the proto-Sun, spinning them off

in the form of a nebula, and increasing the radius
of this nebula to some tens of astronomical

units (AU).

In the elaboration of this theory, Fowler,

Greenstein, and Hoyle suggest that chemical

condensations will occur within this nebula,

and chemically condensed material will form

bodies typically tens of meters in diameter,

which would be left behind as the magnetic field

accelerated the gas toward larger radial distances.

Following this, it was assumed that a great

deal of magnetic energy would be dissipated

in the proto-Sun, and that part of the dissipation

would result in acceleration of charged particles

to energies of several hundred million electron

volts. These energetic particles were then sup-

posed to bombard condensed bodies left behind

in the inner part of the solar system, and to

produce by nuclear spallation reactions the

lighter elements which are not produced in the
normal course of nuclear reactions in stellar

interiors: lithium, beryllium, and boron. Deute-
rium in meteorites and in the Earth was assumed

to be formed as a result of direct spallation, also

by capture of spallation-produced neutrons by

hydrogen in ice in the bodies.

The particle bombardment aspects of the

theory of Fowler, Greenstein, and Hoyle have

fallen into general disfavor because of predicting

variations in certain isotopic ratios of some

elements in meteorites which have been diligently

searched for but not found. The theory had made

very specific predictions concerning the presence

of such variations, which stimulated a great
deal of research on meteorites to search for

these variations. However, other aspects of
the discussion of formation of the solar nebula

in this and other minimum solar nebula theories

tend not to be predicted in any detail, thus,

these aspects of the theories tend not be easy to

test, to accept, or to reject.

Massive solar nebula theories. The principal
advocate of a massive solar nebula has been

Cameron [5, 7, 8]. This theory attempts to link

formation of the solar system to the processes

by which stars appear to be formed in space

within the galaxy, which has been discussed

previously. Random turbulence in the collapsing
interstellar gas cloud is considered to have con-

tributed so much total angular momentum to that

fragment of the cloud which will form the solar

system that gas is forced to form a flattened disk,
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without any stellar body at the center.The
amountof materialneededin thismassiveprimi-
tivesolarnebulais considerablygreaterthanthe
massoftheSunfortworeasons:

newlyformedstarsareobservedtoberapidly
losingmassintospacein whatis called
their T Tauri stages,and not all mass
within the primitivesolarnebulacanbe
dissipatedintotheSun;

somemust remainat largedistancesto
take up the angularmomentumlost by
materialdissipatingto form the Sun,
andthis gaswill laterbe ejectedwhen
the T Tauri phasemasslossof theSun
begins.

CameronandPine[8]havecalculateddetailed
numericalmodelsof the massiveprimitive
solar nebula,with thermodynamicconditions
linked to the historyof the interstellarcloud
collapsestage.Theyfoundthatcertainpartsof
their modelswere unstableagainstthermally
drivenconvection,whereasotherpartstended
to be in radiativeequilibrium.Theypostulated
that thesemodelswouldbe dissipatedto form
theSunin afewthousandyears,duetointernal
angularmomentumtransportassociatedwith
circulationcurrentswithinthedisk.

Theserecurringshortdissipationtimescon-
stituteachallengeto all theoriesof theprimitive
solarnebula.It is verymucheasierto accumu-
latesolidsinto largerbodiesin thepresenceof
a gas than in a vacuum.Solidbodiescollide
undervacuumconditionstodayin the asteroid
belt, resultingin shatteringof the bodiesinto
smallerpieces,rather than their assemblage
intoa largerbody.Thepresenceof agasassures
that differentsizebodieswill movewith dif-
ferent relative velocities,thus promotingcol-
lisionsbetweenthem,andundermostcircum-
stancespreventingthe collisionsfrom being
rapidenoughtocauseshattering.

Cameron[7] hasinvestigatedgeneralaccumu-
lationprocessesin the contextof hismassive
primitivesolarnebulatheory.He findsthekey
to therapidassemblyof planetarybodiesin the
presenceof gasis thestartof accumulationpro-
cessesduringthe collapsestageof the inter-
stellarcloudwhichwill formtheprimitivesolar

nebula.In the presenceof turbulencein such
gas, interstellar grains acquire significant
relativevelocities,andif it is assumedthatthey
sticktogetheruponcollision,theywill accumu-
lateintobodiesseveralcentimetersin radiusby
thetime the primitivesolarnebulais formed.
Suchbodiescanaccumulatefairly rapidlynear
thecentralplaneof thegaseousprimitivesolar
nebula,wherepressuregradientsin thegaswill
inducerelativevelocitiesamongthe condensed
solids,leadingto their rapidaccumulationinto
muchlargerbodies.

It hasbeenestimatedbyCameronthatbodies
of planetarysizecanbebuilt upin timesof the
order of a few thousandyears throughout
muchof theprimitivesolarnebula,fromregions
of relativelysmallradialdistancewhereterres-
triM-typeplanetswouldform,to muchgreater
distanceswherethe planetsformedwouldbe
largelyicy in composition.Perhapsthe_eatest
uncertaintyin thesecalculationsis associated
withtheassumptionthatbodiesstickuponcon-
tact;far toolittle is knownaboutthecharacter
ofthesurfacesof chemicallycondensedmaterial
in the primitivesolar nebulato evaluatethe
stickingprobabilityuponcollisionat different
velocities.

Theoriesof formationof the solarsystem,
astheyundergofurtherdevelopment,will un-
doubtedlybenefitfrom importantnewdevelop-
mentsin the studyof meteoritesfrom which
physicalconditionsin theprimitivesolarnebula
canbe inferred.This is the developmentof
cosmothermometersand cosmobarometersby
Andersand colleagues[1]. Whenmeteorites
accumulateat sometemperatureintheprimitive
solarnebula,manyelementswill becompletely
condensedfrom gas and be quantitatively
incorporatedinto meteorites,other elements
willremainmostlyin thegasandonlytracesof
themwill appearin the meteorites,but some
elementswill be partially condensed,and
their abundancesmay be highly variablein
the meteorites.Theselast elementsconstitute
a formof cosmothermometer;a meteoritecon-
taininga larger amountof suchan element
will havebeenformedat a lowertemperature
thanonewhichcontainslittle of the element,
and a precisethermodynamicanalysisof the
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spreadin abundancesallowsestimatesto be
madeofthesetemperatures.

Thesetechniquestendtoindicatethatordinary
chondriticmeteoritesaccumulatedin theprimi-
tive solarnebulaat 400°-500°K,whereascarbo-
naceouschondriteshavetendedto accumulate
closerto300° K. Relativeoxygenisotoperatios
alsoact as a cosmothermometer.The precise
mineralphasesin whichcertainelementsare
condensedcanact ascrudecosmobarometers,
ascan the partialpressureof absorbedgases,
suchasargonin meteorites.Thesecluestend
to indicatethat ordinarychondriticmeteorites
accumulatedat totalpressuresin theprimitive
solarnebulaof the order of 10-s atm.These
thermodynamicconditionsexistsimultaneously
at a suitableradial distancein the massive
primitive solar nebula modelsof Cameron;
however,minimumsolarnebulamodelstend
to havemuchlowerpressuresthanareindicated
bythesecosmobarometers,althoughsuchmodels
canbe somewhatarbitrarysinceit is usually
assumedthat temperaturedistributionin such
modelsarisesfrom solarheating,with usually
somepartialdust-shielding.

THE EARTH-MOONSYSTEM
Problemsassociatedwith the formationof

theMoonhave,forthemostpart,beendiscussed
independentlyof thegeneralcosmogoniesof the
solarsystemoutlinedabove.TheMoonisarather
anomalousbodywithinthe solarsystemwitha
muchgreatermassrelativetothemassofitspri-
maryplanetthananyoftheothersatellitesin the
solarsystem.It hasa remarkablylowdensityof
only 3.34g/cm3,on the average,whichis less
than thedensityof meteorites,andverymuch
less than the meandensityof the inner ter-
restrialplanets.Theseunusualcharacteristics
havesuggestedto manythattheformationofthe
Moon involvedsome rather unusual event
withinthehistoryofthesolarsystem.

Origin of the Moon
Four generaltheorieshavebeenadvanced

to explainthe originof the Moon [22, 28]:
fission theories, atmosphericcondensation

theories,twinplanettheoriesinwhichtheMoon
is assumedto beassembledinorbitaboutEarth,
and capturetheoriesin which the Moonis
assumedto be formedelsewherein the solar
systemandcapturedbyEarth.All thesetheories
havetheir modernadvocates.Recentinvestiga-
tionsof the Moonandof lunarmaterialshave
providedalargenumberof boundaryconditions
whichmustbe satisfiedby suchtheories,but
apparentlytheyhavenotyetallowedtheunique
selectionofoneclassoftheory.

Fission. In a fission theory, the Moon is pos

tulated to be placed in orbit about the Earth as

the result of some kind of disruption of the Earth.

George Darwin was the first to suggest such a

theory in the last years of the 19th century.
He assumed that the initial Earth would be

rotating with a period of about 4 hours, which he

believed to be about twice the resonant period

of Earth, so that huge tides would be raised on

Earth, leading to separation of one of the tidal

bulges to become the Moon. This theory was

rejected by H. Jeffreys in 1930 on the grounds

that the tidal dissipation would be too large fo_

the separation to occur. More recently, in
modified forms of the tidal theories suggested,

the Earth is assumed to be rotating even faster

in its initial state, close to rotational instability,
which is assumed to occur when the formation

of the iron core of the Earth takes place, reducing

the moment of inertia and increasing the rotation

rate above that required for disruption. If the

Earth were rotating fast enough for this, its

initial angular momentum would be much greater

than that presently possessed by the Earth-

Moon system, and a major process for removal of

angular momentum is required.

Atmospheric condensation theories, or pre-

cipitation theories, as Ringwood [40] calls

them, are motivated by the desire to form the
Moon with little content of internal iron. These

theories rely upon the assumption that the Earth

formed very quickly in space, so that a great

deal of the gravitational energy of accumula-

tion was retained by the growing Earth, and its

outer layers would be so hot that silicates would

be contained in gaseous form, together with their

decomposition products. If this system collides

with a major planetesimal, which sets it spinning
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rapidly, the outer part of the atmosphere can be

shed into orbital motion, from which the silicate

materials required to form the Moon are then

precipitated [5]. The Moon is then assumed to

form from this silicate debris in orbit about Earth.

Twin planet. Many have suggested that the

Moon was formed near Earth as an independent

body at the time the solar system was formed.

The major problem faced by this kind of hy-

pothesis is to account for the low density of the

Moon, and no simple mechanism has been

suggested by which the Moon could form with

a very much smaller density than Earth if the
materials from which the two bodies were

assembled were similar. The Moon would have

to be formed rather close to the Earth; some
calculations backwards in time of the orbital

motions of the Moon tend to indicate that the

Moon was close to Earth much later than the

time at which Earth formed, but these calcula-

tions generally assume a constant tidal phase

lag, and the uncertainty in the actual phase lag

introduces corresponding uncertainties into
the time scale.

Various modifications of a simple twin planet

formation have been suggested. For example,
MacDonald [27] suggested two possible theories:

(1) a small terrestrial satellite was formed in

orbit about the Earth, which acted as a target

which collided with a larger incoming body,

thus allowing capture of the larger body; and

(2) many smaller bodies are assumed to accu-

mulate in orbit about the Earth, very similar to

satellites of the giant planets, with the innermost

one being more massive and receding from Earth

due to tidal drag, gobbling up the others in the
course of its recession.

Capture. Many different lunar capture hypoth-

eses have both a geochemical and a dynamical

aspect. In a geochemical version of a capture

theory, possible conditions are discussed

whereby the low mean density of the Moon can

be produced, but the tendency is not to consider

the details of capture dynamics. A dynamic

theory tends not to be concerned with geo-

chemical details, but to deal with the mechanism

by which the independent motion of the Moon

can be dissipated, leading to capture, and of the

subsequent dynamic history of the lunar orbit.

Dynamic theories have recently been discussed

in some detail by Kaula [22]. In their original

form, as suggested by Gerstenkorn, capture

theories required that the Moon initially approach

the Earth in a retrograde orbit, with the subse-

quent elliptical orbit flipping over the poles of the

Earth to become a prograde orbit. Various
difficulties have been encountered with these

versions of the theory, resulting from neglecting

important dynamic details, and the most recent

formulation of a dynamic theory of prograde

capture is due to Singer. Kaula concludes that

dynamic capture theories are improbable but

not impossible.

All of these classes of theory must attempt to

cope with the fundamental importance of the low

mean density of the Moon. One of the major

aspects of both fission and atmospheric condensa-

tion theories is to provide a single interactive

system within which chemical differentiation

can occur prior to the separation of Earth and

the Moon into two distinct bodies. This essential

interactive feature is missing from theories in

which the Moon is assumed to be independently
assembled in orbit about Earth from similar

material, and this constitutes a prime objection

against such theories. There is a little more

freedom in capture theories, provided conditions
can be found elsewhere in the solar nebula

in which a body of lunar composition might be

assembled.

Other theories. Several years ago it was be-
lieved that the Sun contained a much smaller

abundance of iron relative to silicon than me-

teorites and terrestrial planets. This led Urey

[52] to a theory of formation of the Moon, as-

suming that the Moon was formed from the con-

densible fraction of solar material, thereby being

relatively low in iron and having a small mean

density. It was supposed to be but one of a large

number of primary condensation objects within

the solar system. A great majority of these
were assumed to collide with one another, pro-

ducing fractionation of silicates and iron, leading
to a concentration of iron in the surviving

planets. The Moon was then supposed to be

left over from this process, a surviving primary

object, which was captured by the Earth. How-

ever, errors have been discovered recently in
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theoscillatorstrengthsof the ironlinesusedto
determinethe solarabundanceof iron; it now
appearsthatthe iron-to-siliconratio in the Sun
is essentiallythe sameas in meteoritesand
terrestrialplanets.

Analysesof lunar samplesrecently have
indicatedthat the upperportionof the Moon
is abnormallyrich in aluminum,calcium,
andtitanium.Sinceoxidesandsilicatesof these
metalsarethefirstmajorrefractorysubstances
to condenseoutof gasat hightemperature,this
hasledP.W.GasttoproposethatwhentheMoon
was assembled,the outer layerswere made
from suchvery hightemperaturecondensates.
Thispointof viewhasrecentlybeenextendedby
Anderson[2], whohassuggestedthattheentire
Moonresultedfrom a completechemicalfrac-
tionationof suchhightemperaturecondensates.
If this is correct,it mustplacethe formation
of the Moonin a part of the primitivesolar
nebulawherethe temperatureis muchhigher
thanthatin whichthemainpartof Earthwas
formed.Cameron[6] hassuggestedthat this
locatesthe formationsite of the Mooninside
theorbitofMercury,sothatperturbationsofthe
initial lunarorbit by Mercurycan causethe
Moonto acquirea highlyellipticalorbit from
whichit canbecapturedby Earth,andat the
sametime,the surprisinglyhighorbitaleccen-
tricityofMercurycanbeproduced.

Earthscientistshaveturnedup a greatdeal
of evidencebearingonthephysicalandchemical
historyof the Earth.Nevertheless,majorcon-
troversiesremainasa resultof their investiga-
tions,whichrenderknowledgeof the earliest
history of Earth very unreliable.The oldest
rocks,determinedfrom a decayof radioactiv-
ities in theEarth,areonly some4x 109years
old.Ontheotherhand,agreatdealofinformation
indicatesthatthesolarsystemis4.6× 109years
old.Thefirst severalhundredmillionyearsof
Earth'shistoryremainanenigmaasfar asdirect
geologicalinvestigationisconcerned.

Formation of the Earth

A majorcontroversyis whetherEarthwas
formedin a verycoldor veryhotstate.In the
earlyyearsof this century,geologistsfavoreda

pictureof an entirely molten Earth in its earliest

stages. No doubt this point of view was influenced

by dualistic theories for the origin of the solar

system, in which the Earth was pictured as hot

condensation from a filament of hot gases torn

from the Sun. However, some two decades ago,

this prevailing point of view was challenged by

Urey [51], who pointed out that certain of the

more volatile elements present in large quantities

in the Earth could not be present if Earth were

to form from condensates of such a gas filament

at high temperature. Urey concluded that the
condensed material which assembled to form the

Earth was cold, not more than a few hundred

degrees Celsius. However, it is sufficient that

small condensed bodies which accumulate upon

Earth be rather cool, since the accumulation

process may produce a very hot body, but the

more volatile elements can be retained by this

body as soon as it has an appreciable mass.

The initial temperature in the Earth's in-

terior is a strong function of the time interval

required for accumulation of the Earth. If a body

is pictured where growth is steady by accumu-

lation of relatively small particles onto a much

larger nucleus, then the particles will release

gravitational potential energy when their infall

is stopped by contact with the surface of the

growing body. The bulk of released gravitational

potential energy would then be radiated away

from the surface into surrounding space. How-

ever, the faster the rate of accumulation, the

higher the required surface temperature would be

which would radiate the bulk of energy into space.

This radiating surface temperature becomes a

measure of the Earth's interior temperature.
If the Earth forms on a time scale characteristic

of gaseous dissipation of the primitive solar

nebula, of the order of 103 years, then interior

terrestrial temperatures of the order of 5000 to

10 000 ° K would be produced [7]. At these high

temperatures, the bulk of solid materials could

only exist in gaseous form, and would form a hot

extended atmosphere of the Earth. This is the

basis for atmospheric condensation theories of the

Moon's origin. However, this hot atmosphere

would soon lose the bulk of its heat by radiation

into space, and likely it would have condensed

into liquid rock form in a few thousand years.
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Related to these uncertainties in the thermal

history of Earth are problems of the origin of the

atmosphere and oceans of Earth. A great deal of

geologic evidence was assembled by Rubey in

1951 [43] to show that the oceans had been out-

gassed from the interior of Earth. He concluded

that the outgassing was a continuing process,

the outgassing of water still occurring at present.

Subsequently, however, no evidence has accumu-

lated that any completely primitive water is

still being outgassed from the interior of the

Earth, with present evidence suggesting that

the bulk of water now being outgassed has been

recirculated from the surface through the in-
terior of the Earth.

At about the same time, Brown [4] pointed out

that the abundances of oxygen and nitrogen in

Earth's atmosphere were several orders of

magnitude greater than the abundances of rare

gases. Thus, this implied that the atmosphere

had originated largely in a secondary fashion

by outgassing from the interior of Earth, since

only chemically combined elements could be

brought into the Earth in large amounts by small

cold bodies which participated in the accumula-

tion process. Present evidence indicates that

both oceans and atmospheres of the Earth have

been formed largely as a result of outgassing

from the interior. The abundances of rare gases

do not exhibit the solar abundance pattern, but

rather a highly fractionated pattern which is

characteristic of the abundances of rare gases
absorbed in meteorites. Even the small amounts

of rare gases present in Earth's atmosphere

probably were also brought into the Earth by
small-sized bodies.

Origin of Life

These considerations have important bearing

upon problems of the origin of life on Earth. The

present indication is that any primordial atmos-

phere that the Earth had, resulting from accumu-

lation from the primitive solar nebula, was

probably swept away by the very intensive T

Tauri stage of the solar wind. Subsequently, the

present atmosphere and oceans of the Earth

were outgassed from the interior. Many bio-

chemical investigations relating to the origin

of life have assumed that the primitive atmos-

phere of Earth should be basically derived from

solar composition, so that gases would be com-

posed essentially of hydrogen, methane, am-

monia, and water vapor. However, a secondary

atmosphere will have much less hydrogen.

Nitrogen may be outgassed partly in the form of
ammonia, and carbon in the form of methane or

other gaseous organic compounds, but the bulk

of carbon is likely to be outgassed as carbon

dioxide. Hence, such biochemical investiga-

tions of the early history of life on Earth might

better proceed from the assumption that the

composition of gases was mainly water vapor

and carbon dioxide, with somewhat more minor

constituents of excess hydrogen in the form of
ammonia and methane.

The origin of life on Earth is thus seen arising

as a natural consequence of a long series of

physical and chemical processes taking place

in association with the evolution of the universe,

many details of which are still being unraveled.

The seeming inevitability of this long sequence

of events has led to the prevalent view that

planetary systems are extremely widespread

throughout our galaxy and the universe, that

planets suitable for life exist in a large fraction

of these planetary systems, and that the general

geochemical conditions associated with such

planets will be rather similar to those on Earth,

so that the development of life and possibly of

intelligent beings should be an exceedingly

widespread phenomenon.
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THE SUN

The properties of interplanetary space are

determined, to a considerable extent, by the

central body of the solar system-the Sun-

which is the source of powerful streams of

corpuscular and electromagnetic radiation, and

is responsible for the structure of the inter-

planetary magnetic fields.

Many phenomena on the Earth are closely

related to processes occurring on the Sun. The

mechanism of this relationship is not yet fully

understood, but it is clear that the solar wind,

the corpuscular streams, and short-wave elee-

tromagnetic radiation of the Sun play a prominent
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role in these processes. Before describing the

manifestations of Sun-Earth relationships, the

elements of solar activity should be discussed.

32

Solar Activity

Solar activity, a combination of various phe-

nomena occurring in the atmosphere of the Sun,

is distinguished by significant changes in the

physical characteristics of the various strata of

the solar atmosphere. The close relationship

between the active processes in the photosphere

(spots, faculae), chromosphere (flares, flocculi),

and corona (protuberances, condensation, radi-

ating areas), and the decisive role of the magnetic

field in these processes are obvious.

The magnetic fields, the presence of which has

been detected everywhere in the solar atmo-

sphere, play a significant, and in many cases the

primary role in the physical processes on the

Sun. A general magnetic field of the Sun has also

been detected; the field of the Sun is different

at different latitudes. In the polar areas (161 >
55°), its intensity is about 1 G, and differs

slightly from a dipole field. The magnetic field

force lines over the poles, judging from the con-

figuration of the coronal rays, diverge more slowly
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than for anordinarydipole,andshowno tend-
encytobendin thedirectionof theEquator.This
fieldwithabout1G intensityobservednearthe
polesof theSunin thephotospheredecreasesto

0.5 G at an altitude of about 3-10 '_ km. High-
resolution measurements have shown that the

overall field consists of a multitude of fine ele-

ments of different polarities and sizes. The field

intensity in some of these elements reaches

10-20 G, with one polarity usually predominating.

Coarse observations show a weak field of one sign

due to averaging.

In the moderate and low latitudes (16! < 50°),

local magnetic fields which generally coincide
with active formations on the Sun are observed.

Large-scale local formations include bipolar

(BM), which are most frequently observed and

unipolar (UM) magnetic areas. The field intensity
in these areas varies over broad limits from 0.2

G to hundreds of G, the sign of the field differing

in different parts of the area. The field intensity
in a BM area and the area dimensions are in-

versely related. The area follows a certain cycle

of development from the beginning to the end of

its existence (several months); the greatest in-

tensity is observed after about 27 d, then it de-

creases as the area begins to increase in size,

possibly reaching about 0.3 R_.

Within a BM, there may sometimes be a group

of spots ranging in field intensity from about

500 to 4000 G. The BM areas are apparently the

primary cause of groups of spots developing.

BM fields and spots are usually stretched out

along a parallel, corresponding with the direction

of general Sun rotation. The first parts of re-

gions and of spot groups are called the leading

ones and are designated by the letter "r," and

the latter ones are called the closing ones and

designated by the letter "f." Fields of leading

spots and BM fields have opposite polarity in

the northern and southern hemispheres of the

Sun and change their sign at the beginning of

each new cycle of solar activity (Hoyle polarity

laws). These polarity laws are more closely

followed for BM areas than for spots.

The unipolar magnetic (UM) areas have weaker

field intensity, greater area, and longer life than

the BM areas; field intensity is _< 2 G, dimen-

sions are about 0.1 R_, and lifetime is about

6-8 months. UM fields apparently terminate in

high-latitude fields and are the remainders of

disappearing BM areas. The development of BM

and UM areas, preceded by the appearance of
active areas on the Sun, is terminated after their

disappearance.

Observations using modern, high-resolution
instruments have revealed short-lived small-

scale magnetic fields, intermediate in intensity

between the BM group fields and the fields of

the spots. They are related to the flocculi, pores,

small spots, and other active formations in the

atmosphere of the Sun.

Sunspots, the dark areas on the surface of the

Sun, consist of umbras and penumbras. Granu-

lation is observed in the area of an umbra, while

the area of a penumbra consists of radial fibers.

The umbra of a sunspot is below the photo-

sphere, while the penumbra forms a sort of fun-

nel. The effective temperature of the umbra is

about 4270 ° K; that of the penumbra about

5380 ° K. Gas flows from the center of the spot

into the penumbra (Evershed effect) at about

2 km/s, the motion disappearing at the edge of

the penumbra. The outflow velocity decreases

with altitude and changes its direction at the

limits of the chromosphere, so that the gas at

this point is flowing back toward the center of

the spot. There are some indications of rotary

motion of the spot as a whole. A fight ring forms

around the penumbra which is 3v/c_-4% brighter

than the photosphere. The diameters of spots

range from thousands to tens of thousands of

km. The smallest spots, pores, which have no

penumbras, make up the majority of all spots.

Spots are rarely individual, but usually observed

in groups stretching to 100 000 km.

Groups are classified according to polarity:

unipolar (type a, 10% of all groups)- spots of

identical polarity; bipolar (type /3, 90%)-two

main spots of opposite polarity; and complex

(type T, about l%)-spots of different polarities

scattered without order. Groups of spots

are observed in the so-called "regal zones"

(5°_<]61 <_45°) •

The number of spots visible on the surface of

the Sun changes cyclically with a mean period

of about 11.2 years. The measure of the number

of spots is the relative number of spots (Wolf
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number):W=k(lOg+f), where g is the number

of groups of spots, f is the number of individual

spots, and k is a reduction!factor on the order of

1. Information on the number of sunspots is

published [72,131].

The placement of spots on the visible disk

of the Sun changes with the phases of the solar

activity cycle, although the position of a spot

changes little during its existence. At the be-

ginning of the cycle, spots arise at latitudes of
___35°, near the maximum at latitudes +16 °,

while at the end of the cycle-at about -+8 °

(Sperer law). Some refinements have been made

to this regularity in recent years.

The magnetic field at the center of a spot's
umbra is almost vertical and never less than

200 G, reaching 2000-4000 G during the maximum

phase of development. In the penumbra, the

field is horizontal in direction and at the edge is
about 300 G. The role of convective transfer of

energy, slight in the photosphere, apparently

increases in the area of the spots. Groups of

spots are usually extended along parallels, but

the leading spot is located near the Equator. A

typical group begins to develop with the ap-

pearance of pores, from which the spots develop;

their area and magnetic field increase for several

days. The group reaches its maximum develop-
ment and begins to break out in 2-3 weeks. The

tail spot and most of the smaller spots disappear

first, and the group becomes unipolar; the leading

spot is retained until its diameter becomes less

than 30 000-45 000 km, after which it breaks up

rapidly. A group may exist for a few hours to a
few months.

Faculae

Sunspots are always accompanied by faculae,

light fibrous formations in the photosphere,

which also may exist independently of spots.
Faculae appear before spots and remain for

several revolutions of the Sun after the spots

disappear. The range of their latitudes is some-

what greater than that of spots. In white light,
faculae are not visible at the center of the disk.

For 3-4 d, faculae may be observed near the

eastern and western edges of the disk; the upper

parts of the faculae are hotter than the surround-

ing photosphere by about 200o-300 °, the lower

parts are cooler. Faculae are localized in areas

where the magnetic field intensity H > 2-5 G.

At latitudes around_+70 °, polar faculae are

observed, which are smaller (about 2000 km),

shorter lived (about 0.5 h), and circular in form.

Flocculi

The upper layers of photospheric faculae

become chromospheric faculae or flocculi, which
can be observed in the violet lines of ionized

calcium H and K (calcium flocculi) and in the red

line of hydrogen H (hydrogen flocculi). The latter
are smaller and less stable. Flocculi are hetero-

geneous formations with great fluctuations in

brightness, temperature, rate of movement, and

magnetic field intensity at various points. The

lifetime is greater than that of spots, from a few

days to a few months. Flocculi are also observed

without spots, but they are less stable. In con-

trast to spots, they are located throughout the

visible disk, but near the poles are less bright,

unstable, and rounder. The fine structures of

flocculi are closely related to the magnetic

fields; most of their fibers are oriented along the

lines of forces of the magnetic field. The intensity

of flocculi increases on days of appearance and

disappearance of spots.

Solar flares, the most active formations on the

Sun, appear suddenly over a small area (tens of

thousands km). Weak flares last 5-10 min;

powerful flares last several hours. They appear

in the upper chromosphere or corona, always

above a field of faculae near complex groups of

type 3' spots and near neutral lines of the longi-

tudinal magnetic field, where high field gradients

are observed. Large flares correspond to gradi-

ents of 0.1 G/km. The number of grade 1 flares

is an order of magnitude higher than the number

of grade 3 flares. The classification of flares is

shown in Table 1 [73].

A flare is accompanied by sporadic UV, x-ray,

and radio radiation and by the ejection of particles

of various energies up to high-energy solar cosmic

rays (see section, THE INTERPLANETARY

MEDIUM). Apparently, the generation of high-

energy particles is a basic characteristic of flares.

Hard x-rays arise in the area of flares or above

them as a result of bremsstrahlung of electrons
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accelerated in the flare, while a cm-band radio

burst occurs simultaneously as a resuh of

synchrotron radiation of the same electrons.
The ejection of matter apparently is a char-

acteristic of all flares. The most frequent type of

ejection of matter is a protuberance which

returns; ejection velocity is 50-5000 km/s, and
the stream of matter falls back to the Sun.

Ejection of matter into interplanetary space
must occur at velocities greater than the escape

velocity, which is determined by the Sun's

gravity.

The emission of solar cosmic rays at high ener-

gies has almost always been observed with very

strong flares. It has been discovered that, in
addition to rare cases of high-energy particle

emission, the Sun radiates low-energy particles

much more frequently, also related to flares.

Type IV radio radiation (continuous) and

sudden disturbances in the terrestrial ionosphere

usually accompany the generation of energetic

protons during proton flares. This results from

increased ionization of the lower portion of the D

area of the ionosphere by solar x-rays with

h _< 5 _. The total energy of solar cosmic rays

ejected by a powerful flare reaches 1031-1032 erg.

The relationship between complex phenomena

in flares and the generation of solar cosmic rays

has not yet been explained. The appearance of
flares is assumed to be related to instabilities

near the neutral lines with high field gradients

of complex configuration in the chromosphere,

which results in conversion of the magnetic

energy to other forms [127, 128]. After a flare,

the magnetic field is usually simplified, the gradi-

ents are decreased, and the field is weaker.

Energy estimates have shown that neutralization

of a field of 50-100 G is sufficient to compensate

for the energy liberated.

Protuberances are masses of comparatively

cold, dense gas (n _ 101°-10 n cm-3), rising over

the chromosphere. At the edge of the disk,

protuberances are visible as light clouds; at the
center of the disk they appear as dark fibers

called hydrogen fibers. Near the Equator, they

are located along the meridians; at high latitudes

they fall along the parallels. Three types of pro-
tuberances are distinguished: quiet, active, and

eruptive. Quiet protuberances are encountered

at the boundaries of active areas primarily on

the high latitude side, but sometimes within the
area. These are about 100000-200000 km in

length with a height of several thousands of km
and a thickness of about 10000 km. Their life-

time is several months and the rate of movement

of individual streams is about 10 km/s. Active

protuberances are small, encountered within ac-

tive areas, frequently near spots, and related to

flares. Their shape is varied and changes rapidly;
their lifetime is several hours or days. The rate

of movement of individual elements is up to 100

km/s. Eruptive protuberances, a rare type, are
distinguished by extremely rapid development,

instability of shape, sudden increase in velocity
of motion of hundreds of km/s and sudden

disappearance. Their lifetime is but a few

minutes.

The temperature of protuberances is about

1@ °K; their density is about 100 times greater

than the surrounding coronal gas. This indicates

that protuberances may condense from the

coronal matter as a result of cooling related to

a decrease in the magnetic field at the base of

the corona, or may be formed by compression of

a certain volume by some external force, for

example a magnetic field. Figure 1 shows various
elements of solar activity across the disk of the

Sun [211.

TABLE 1.--Classification of Flares

Estimate ] Adjusted area in square degrees
of relative 2.0

brightness ] Subflare 2.1-5.1 5.2-12.4 12.5-24.7

f-faint sf If 2f 3f

n-normal sn In 2n 3n

b-bright sb lb 2b 3b

24.7

4f

4n

4b

Centers of Activity

The development of various active formations

throughout the solar atmosphere is a single

process, which can be looked upon as develop-
ment of a center of activity (centers of activity

were formerly called active areas, and referred

only to a facular area with spots and flares). The

development of a typical center of activity can

be divided into four stages:
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Stage 1, which lasts several days, is
characterized by the appearance of a weak

(or complex configuration) UM field, plus a
bright facula and development of flocculi in
the chromosphere. At the brightest point of
the ttocculi, dark spots (pores) appear, from

which spots develop. The field area increases
and becomes BM.

Stage 2, which lasts several weeks, is the
active state characterized by rapid and un-
stable development. During this time, the
size and intensities of the M areas and

flocculi reach their maximum, flares appear,

and active protuberances are seen. After a
month, the group of spots begins to break
up while the flocculi grow but become
darker.

Stage 3, the stable state, lasts several

months. The group of spots becomes uni-
polar and disappears; faculae and flocculi

gradually weaken although quiet protuber-
ances and a significantly weakened M area

are temporarily retained.
Stage 4 lasts several months. The pro-

tuberances disappear and the BM area is
converted to a UM area before it dissipates.

Group

of spots

"Arch"

)rotuberance

Loop protuberance

Flocculi

"Palisade"

protuberanc
fiber

"Palisade" protuberanc

_. '_Flocculi intersecting limb

• . }
Flocculi

Filament _ _.Am C
/-1

Returning

FIGURE 1.-Diagram of the active Sun, showing flares, flocculi, spots, protuberances, the chromo-

sphere, and corona.
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Centers of activity are unevenly distributed in

the solar atmosphere. The primary latitudes are

the "regal zones," but during the years of maxi-

mum activity, centers also appear at latitudes of

more than +40 ° , although they are less stable

here. The intervals of longitude in which centers

of activity most frequently develop are called

"active longitudes."

The active longitudes are retained for two or

more ll-year cycles, although they fluctuate in

different directions, obviously unaffected by the

presence of differential motion in the layers of

the atmosphere. Consequently, the active longi-

tudes characterize the physical state of the deep

internal photosphere layers, where the differen-

tial rotation is replaced by rigid rotation.

Solar activity can be characterized by various

indices [72, 122, 131]:

1. index of the relative number of spots- the

Wolf number

2. index of the summary area of groups of

spots
3. index of the maximum magnetic field

intensity of the spots
4. flare index

5. index of the summary area of protuber-

ances

6. corona index (mean intensity of lines)
7. index of the flux of radio radiation at a

given wavelength (from over 1 m to cm);

most commonly used is, _ = 10 cm.

Cycles of Solar Activity

Solar activity is also characterized by cycles

of various lengths; those of greatest interest are

the 11- and 22-year cycles which have pertur-

bations, and the 80-year cycle.

The l 1-year cycle of solar activity is most

clearly seen by measuring the number of groups

of spots. The cycles are numbered beginning with

the zero cycle in 1745. The ll-year cycles, which

vary in length (7-17 years) with a mean length of

about 11.2 years, are asymmetrical; the transition

from the maximum number of spots to the mini-

mum (descending branch) occurs at an average

6.7 years, while transition from the minimum

number of spots to maximum (ascending branch)

occurs in about 4.6 years. The cycles also differ

in mean annual maximum values of Wolf number

(W=46-190); in late 1957, the mean quarterly

Wolf number was W=235. The intensity of the

cycle is related to its length: the more powerful

the cycle, the shorter its length; the shorter the

growth branch, the greater the asymmetry of the

cycle-and the higher the latitudes at which its

first groups of spots appear. In weak cycles, the

ascending branch is almost equal to the descend-

ing branch; in very weak cycles, the normal pro-

portion may even reverse. The polarity of the

leading spots in the northern and southern

hemispheres changes from cycle to cycle. Eras

of the maximum in the hemispheres sometimes

differ by 1 or 2 years. The most powerful phe-

nomena of solar activity are usually not observed

in the year of the maximum of sunspots, but at

the end of the ascending branch or at the begin-

ning of the descending branch.

The 22-year magnetic cycle is characterized by

a change in sign of the overall magnetic field and
the fields of magnetic areas and spots. In odd

cycles, the leading spots and the overall field

have positive signs in the northern hemisphere

and negative signs in the southern hemisphere.

The 22-year cycle begins with an even ll-year

cycle. Apparently, the 22-year cycle also governs

the index of mean area of groups of spots, the

index of frequency of flares, and the sum of mean
annual Wolf numbers.

The 80-year cycle is a quasi-periodic change in

maxima of the ll-year cycles. The maxima of

80-year cycles have fallen approximately in 1775,
1855, and 1930; the minima, in 1815, 1900, and

next to be in 1980. The next few minima in the

ll-year cycle of solar activity are expected to be

deeper than the past few. Studies and descrip-

tions of solar activity are the subject of an exten-

sive literature [41, 46, 57, 58, 93, 121].

Electromagnetic Radiation of the Sun

The spectrum of solar electromagnetic radia-

tion extends from the radio range to the x-ray

area. The shortwave boundary of the spectrum

usually lies at a few 8mgstri_ms (1 _= 10 -s cm;

the energy of a quantum with wavelength _,= 1

is 12.4 keV) under "quiet" Sun conditions and

may shift to several hundred keV during flares.
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The solar constant outside the Earth's atmo-

sphere is 1.36" l0 s erg/cm 2 s, or 1.95 cal/cm 2 min.
Direct measurement of the solar constant con-

sidering the short wave portion of the spectrum

was first achieved in late 1967. The accuracy of
this determination is about 1.0%. Distribution of

energy in the various areas of the solar spectrum
is presented in Table 2. The general form of
the solar spectrum outside the Earth's atmo-
sphere is presented in Figure 2 [85].

The Earth's atmosphere fully absorbs solar
radiation at wavelengths of less than 2900 _.

From 3000 _ to 40000 _,, the atmosphere is

transparent (the so-called "optical window").
The next window of transparency begins at
millimeter wavelengths and extends to approxi-

mately 15 m (the so-called "radio window").
Radio radiation is significantly attenuated by the
ionosphere at wavelengths longer than 15 m and

fully cut off at a wavelength of about 40 m.

Visible Light

Most of the visible light is emitted from the

surface of the photosphere in the form of a con-
tinuous spectrum, onto which the Fraunhofer

absorption lines are superimposed. The light
that arises deep within the Sun in the form of

high-energy x-ray photons after traveling the
path from the deep layers to the solar atmos-

phere, generates the continuous spectrum of
radiation in the process of multiple energy
exchange by radiation and absorption over a
broad range of frequencies. The energy of the
visible light (h = 3800-7600 _) represents about
20% of the total energy of solar radiation.

The matter of the photosphere has a high
coefficient of radiation absorption and becomes

practically nontransparent at a depth of about
300-400 km. Tens of thousands of Fraunhofer

absorption lines are superimposed on the con-
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FIGURE 2.-Distribution of energy in the spectrum of the Sun.
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tinuous spectrum, most of which are formed in

the upper layers of the photosphere, some in

the chromosphere. The absorption lines signifi-

cantly change the distribution of energy in the

spectrum of solar radiation. Thirteen elements

have over 100 absorption lines each, two of these

(Ti and Cr) have over 1000, and one, Fe, over

3000 absorption lines. The observed erosion of

the Fraunhofer lines generally results from the

combined influence of the Doppler effect and

various types of attenuation (Table 3).

Radiation in the visible area is almost constant;

in the UV and radio areas it changes about every

11 years. The Earth's atmosphere, opaque to a

significant portion of the radiation, also distorts

sunlight in the form of extinction (the general

weakening of the spectrum, stronger at the

violet end), telluric lines, and molecular ab-

sorption bands, the density of which also increase

TABLE 2. -- Spectral Distribution of Solar Radia-

tion at the Upper Boundary of the Earth's

Atmosphere for Mean Sun-Earth Distance

erg Relative energy, %,
)t(_) f_' _ for area shorter than _,

10

100

1000

2OOO

30OO

5260

6070

688O

10 000

2O OO0

30 000

50 OO0

10-6

lO-a

lO-a

1.4

61

196

178

148

73

11

2.7

0.4

10-9

10-5

10-4

10-2

1.3

26

36

46

73

95

98

99.8

TABLE 3.--Strongest Fraunhofer Lines in the
Visible Area

3820.44

3933.68

3968.49

4045.82

4101.75

Atom _ Atom _ Atom

Fe 4226.74 Ca 5172.70 Mg

Ca + 4340.48 H_ 5185.62 Mg

Ca + 4383.56 Fe 5889.97 Na

Fe 4861.34 H a 5895.94 Na

H 8 5167.33 Mg 6562.81 H a

toward the violet end; in the red area they even

predominate over the solar absorption lines.

Shortwave Radiation of the Sun

Radiation with wavelengths shorter than

3000 _, corresponding to energy of quanta

over 4 eV, is generally called shortwave radiation.

Compared to the corpuscular ionizing radiation

of solar flares, the energy of shortwave radiation

quanta is low. However, the energy flux of short-

wave radiation is thousands of times greater

than the maximum energy flux of other types of

ionizing radiation recorded in space. The shallow

penetration depth of shortwave radiation can

significantly change the surface properties of

various structural materials. Thus, when space

conditions are simulated under laboratory con-

ditions, detailed knowledge of energy fluxes in

various areas of the Sun's spectrum of shortwave

radiation is required.

The photosphere makes the primary contribu-
tion to the shortwave radiation of the Sun down

to 1600-1500 ]k; the intensity of this radiation

remains practically unchanged with time. In

the area of the spectrum with wavelengths

shorter than 1500 _, the primary contribution is

made by the chromosphere and the corona,
while at wavelengths less than 300 /_, by the

corona of the Sun. Radiation with wavelengths
shorter than 1300 _ and in particular, shorter

than 100 /_, changes sharply depending on the

level of solar activity.

Variations in solar radiation flux during the

ll-year cycle of activity are known, as well as

27-day variations caused by the visible movement
of active areas across the disk as the Sun rotates.

The greatest increase in radiation flux, par-

ticularly near the shortwave boundary of the

spectrum, is observed during brief x-ray bursts,

which frequently accompany chromospheric

flares. The length of these bursts, depending on

class and on the wavelength of the x-ray radia-

tion, is from a few minutes to some hours. For

example, in the spectrum area shorter than

10 _, bursts lasting some tens of minutes are

observed, comparable in duration to chromo-

spheric flares. However, in the area shorter than
1 _, the duration is generally not more than a
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few minutes. The development of a characteristic

x-ray flare with time is shown in Figure 3 [151].

300 -

g_

C

m
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O
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I I I I I

13 h 48m 50 52 54 56m UT

October 20, 1969

FIGURE 3.-Development of x-ray flare in the spectral area

shorter than 1 ,_ (observed October 20, 1969 at 13:50).

Table 4 shows the absolute values of the radia-

tion flux in the area of the spectrum shorter than

3000 _ when there are no flares ("quiet Sun"),

near the minimum phase of the ll-year activity

cycle. Between the minimum and the maximum

of the ll-year cycle of solar activity, the summary
flux shorter than 1300 _ increases by a factor of

2-3 times. During each 27-day period of varia-

tion, the summary flux shorter than 1300 .& may

change by 1.5-2 times. The flux in the most in-
tensive hydrogen line L_ at 1215.7 /_ varies by

from 3-6 erg/cm2 • s. Brief changes in radiation

flux in the area shorter than 1300 _ are ap-

parently slight.

The flux in the spectrum area shorter than

100 _ apparently varies from 0.1 to 1 erg/cm 2 • s

during each ll-year solar cycle and may vary

from 3 to 5 times within a few hours or days. The

flux of the "quiet" Sun in the area of the spectrum

shorter than 10 .& increases by two orders of

magnitude from the minimum to the maximum

of the solar cycle and may change dozens of

times during a 27-day cycle; during solar flares,

the flux may reach 5" 10 -2 erg/cm2-s. The

flux in the area shorter than 5/_ for the "quiet"

Sun apparently reaches 10-6 ergJcm 2 . s and may

increase by almost three orders of magnitude

during flares. In the spectral area shorter than

1 .&, the flux during flares may reach 10 -4

erg/cm 2 • s.

The distribution of energy in the shortwave

spectrum of the Sun is shown in Figures 4 and 5,

[22]. Figure 5 relates to the "quiet" Sun near the

TABLE 4.--Flux of Solar Energy and Shortwave

Area of Spectrum (h < 3000 _) Above the Earth's

Atmosphere at a Distance of 1 AU

Boundaries

of intervals,
Energy flux,

erg/cm 2 s

1700

1200

1100

1250

1000

700

560

38O

39O

34O

320

360

350

310

240

145

90

70

55

41

28

19

12

8.2

5.0

3.2

1.7

0.95

0.50

0.26

0.26

0.18

0.37

5.10

0.19

0.10

Boundaries

of intervals,

t

Energy flux,

erg/cm z s

3025
3050

2975
3150

2925
2600

2875

2825

2775

2725

2675

2625

2575

2525

2475

2425

2375

2325

2275

2225

2175

2125

2075

2025

1975

1925

1875

1825

1775

1725

1675

1625

1575

1525

1475

1425

1375

1325

1275

1225

1200

1150

1100

1100

1050

1000

950

9O0

850

8O0

750

700

65O

600

550

500

450

4O0

35O

300

250

200

180

160

140

120

100

80

60

40

30

20

10

< 10

0.09

0.17

0.13

0.14

0.18

0.12

0.10

0.05

0.05

0.13

0.10

0.07

0.08

0.06

0.13

0.41

0.19

0.23

0.36

0.39

0.07

0.04

0.02

0.06

0.05

0.04

0.02

0.005

0.002

0.00001
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minimum of the ll-year cycle of activity and
shows the most intcnsive lines, their ordinates

being numerically equal to the energy flux in a

line (erg/cm 2" s). Near lines are combined; the

ordinate here corresponds to the summary flux.

Experimental material on shortwave solar

radiation is still limited. The data in Table 4

were produced at various times by various

102
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% 101--

_ _
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2000
o
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300O

FIGURE 4.--Distribution of solar energy in the spectral
region 2000-3000/_.

1-April 19, 196011291:
2- January 13, 1967 [22].

methods. Some of the measurements were made

by rockets and the results extrapolated beyond

the Earth's atmosphere. Thus, the data must

be looked upon as approximate, and will be
refined in the future. Shortwave radiation of the

Sun is the subject of several works [8, 9, 23, 69,

109, 1291.

Radio Radiation of the Sun

The radio radiation of the Sun can be observed

on the surface of the Earth only in the radio

window at wavelengths from X=8 mm to

X= 15 m. The shortwave boundary is determined

k,, at, ..... ;_ by molecules of H20 and 03;

the longwave boundary, by the critical frequency

of the ionosphere.
The Sun is a variable radio star. Radio waves

are radiated by the solar atmosphere, basically

by the chromosphere and the corona, i.e., by a

plasma varying in temperature from 104 to
107 °K with electron concentration 107 to 104

cm -a. The Sun emits three types of radio

emission:

1. constant continuum of the quiet Sun

(background), observed throughout the

entire spectrum
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FIGURE 5.-- Distribution of solar energy in the spectral region shorter than 2000 _.
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2. slowlychangingcomponent,best ob-
servedat wavelengthsof 3-60 cm, re-
latedto spotsandflocculi

3. sporadicradioemission-noisestorms,
fivetypesof microwaveburstsandthe
decimetercontinuum;the sourcesare
relatedto centersof activity,andcertain
typesof burstscorrelatedirectly with
fares.

In the equilibrium high temperature plasma
of the quiet Sun, radiation of electrons is thermal

and incoherent. Nonthermal radiation appears
with a deviation from the Maxwellian distribution

of velocities and is related to active formations

on the Sun and plasma oscillations. For thermal

radiation, the influence of the general magnetic

field of the Sun can be ignored. Sporadic non-
thermal radio emission is related to the areas of

the solar atmosphere where strong local magnetic

fields are present; therefore, it is polarized and

observed in the form of ordinary and extraordi-

nary components.

Electrons generate three types of solar

radio emission: bremsstrahlung, magnetic

bremsstrahlung (for relativistic electrons called
synchrotron radiation, for nonrelativistic elec-

trons-cyclotron radiation), and Cherenkov

radiation, which make different contributions to

different types of solar radio emission.

The concept of "effective" or "brightness"

temperature Teff (h) is frequently used for

thermal and nonthermal radio emission, but it is

not always identical to the temperature of the

source of the radiation. Rather, it is a measure of

the intensity of the radiation, since the observed

radiation may contain contributions from various

layers of the solar atmosphere.

The placement of thermal radiation sources is

different for the different wavelengths. The

chromosphere and corona, transparent for visible

light and short radiowaves, become nontrans-

parent for the wavelengths which they themselves
radiate. The observed radiation at millimeter

wavelengths comes from the lower chromosphere,

at centimeter wavelengths-from the chromo-

sphere, and at meter wavelengths-from the

corona. The radius of the "radio Sun," near the

radius R o of the optical disk at millimeter wave-

lengths, increases with increasing k and in the

meter waveband reaches about (1.5-3.0) Re.

Radio emission of the "quiet" Sun (background

or B component), observed throughout the entire

wave range from millimeter to meter waves, is the

lower boundary of radio emission of the Sun and

is determined during the time of least solar

activity. The frequency spectrum, characterized

by Te:: (_), varies from 6 • 10:3 °K for millimeter

waves to about 10_ °K in the meter waveband.

Te:: (h) is a nonmonotonic function, with a

maximum at h=4 mm, and a minimum at

h -_ 6 mm. It then increases strongly to the meter

waveband. The question of l 1-year variations of

the B component is still undetermined. The B

component is thermal, is not polarized in the sta-

tionary atmosphere of the Sun, and is basically

electron bremsstrahlung with some Cherenkov

radiation. As the millimeter waves are generated

in the lower chromosphere, the height of the area

of generation increases with increasing h, and the
meter waves come from the corona. The B com-

ponent is a continuum of radiation types, i.e.,

it is stable and has a broad frequency spectrum,

indicating a noncoherent mechanism of gen-
eration.

The slowly changing component (S component)

of continuum type is observed in the wavelength

3_<h_<50 cm and at a few percent in the

millimeter waveband for up to 30 d as a smooth

increase in the signal received above the "quiet"

Sun level. Periodicity of 27 d is observed, corre-
lating well with the Wolf number and with the

overall area of spots; i.e., it is related to the cycle

of solar activity. Its sources are local areas on the

disk of the Sun at a height of about 0.03 R® from

the surface of the Sun, i.e., at the boundary
between the chromosphere and corona; it is

closely related to the spots, particularly the

flocculi and, apparently, is located at spots in
the areas of high electron concentration in the

lower corona over the centers of activity contain-

ing spots and flocculi. The slowly changing com-
ponent exists longer than the flocculi with which

it is associated. Observations of the S component

over active areas can be used to predict proton
fares. Most proton flares occur when the ratio

of flux densities of S component at A = 3.2 cm and
h = 7.5 cm is higher than 1.
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The sporadic radio emission of the Sun is

related to solar activity, is heterogeneous in

composition and most intensive and varied in the

meter waveband. For classification, it is best to

assume a dynamic spectrum of radio emission

(dependence of frequency on time), which facili-

tates the search for mechanisms of generation.

Solar activity is related to: the slowly changing

component (S component), noise storms and

type I, II, III, and IV bursts, microwave bursts,
and the decimeter continuum.

If the slowly changing component, related to

centers of activity, is geneL_ated during the stable

mode of the Sun and is thermal radiation, all other

types of sporadic radio emission would arise dur-

ing the "active" phase of development of centers

of activity and would be nonthermal radiation.

Noise storms and type I bursts are continuum-

type radio emissions with superimposed narrow

bursts. They are observed primarily in the meter

waveband, are less frequent and less intense in

the decimeter band. The greatest intensity

observed is at h=2-4 m, with a frequency

interval range not over 250 MHz. The increase in

flux during bursts may be 102-103 times greater

than at the mean quiet level. The continuum
usually arises gradually, is observed for several

hours or days, and has many brief type I bursts

with lengths of a fraction of a second to a minute.

The emissions of noise storms and type I

bursts are strongly polarized, do not drift in

frequency and are nonthermal in type. The mech-

anism of their generation is not exactly known;

it may be incoherent magnetic bremsstrahlung.

It is assumed that the area of noise storms gen-

eration forms a sort of reservoir, which retains

energetic particles in a "trap" formed by the BM

fields of the spots. Type I bursts appearing

against the background of a noise storm can

apparently be explained by additional accelera-
tion of fast electrons over a limited area of the

corona. Another possible source might be plasma

waves, which have an attenuation time com-

parable to the lifetime of type I bursts.

Type H bursts (slowly drifting in frequency) are

powerful bursts of radio emission in the meter

and decimeter bands lasting a few to tens of

minutes. Type II bursts arise at high frequencies,

f= 200 MHz, then shift to lower frequencies; the

majority attenuate at a frequency f=25 MHz
(h=12 m). The frequency drift rate is about a

fraction of a MHz/s. The intensity is 100-1000

times greater than the background. Type II

bursts are among the rarest phenomena in the

radio emissions of the Sun; even during the period

of maximum activity, an average of one burst is

observed each 50-100 h. Type II bursts usually

arise during large grade 2 and 3 flares. The delay

of a type II burst relative to the maximum of an

optical flare averages about 7 min. The width of

the frequency band of a burst at each moment is

about 0.3f, wherefis the frequency of maximum

intensity. Polarization is slight.

Type II bursts are clearly distinguished by the

appearance of a second harmonic (in 75%-80% of
cases); the structure of the bursts at the main

frequency and second harmonic is identical. They

appear simultaneously and at great altitude in the

corona, alth,ugh the second harmonic is ap-

parently generated deeper in the corona than the
main tone.

The frequency drift in the direction of low fre-

quencies, visible in the dynamic spectrum of

type II bursts, can be explained by the "plasma"

hypothesis of movement of an agent from the

area of a flare through the corona. The "plasma"

hypothesis relates the frequency of radio radia-

tion to the natural frequency of oscillations of

the plasma. With increasing distance from the

photosphere, the concentration of electrons

decreases; consequently, the frequency drift

of a type II burst will be in the direction of lower

frequencies. Type II bursts might be caused by

shock waves in plasma with a magnetic field

frozen in. These arise in the explosive phase of a

flare and move at a speed of 10a km/s. Bursts

are generated in the process of passage, of the
leading edge of the shock wave which runs before

the bundle of plasma, through the corona.

The relationship of type II bursts to the ejec-
tion of material from the area of a flare and to

solar geoactive streams is confirmed by the

appearance of geomagnetic perturbations 1 to

2 d after strong type II bursts and the agreement
of the velocity of a bundle and of these streams.

The ,4p and Kp indices increase 1.5-2.2 d after

type II bursts; magnetic storms and polar auroras

begin only after 45% of type II bursts.
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Type 11I bursts (rapidly drifting bursts) are
observed in the meter waveband. Similar to

type II bursts, they consist of nonthermal radia-

tion, created upon transformation of plasma

waves into electromagnetic waves in a system

consisting of a corpuscular stream and the

coronal plasma. The corresponding stream of

particles, which leave the area of the flare,

moves through the corona at about 10_ km/s.

The main difference between type III and II

bursts is that type III bursts drift rapidly in

frequency, i.e., develop about 100 times more

rapidly than type II bursts, and have a duration

of about 3-15 s. The velocity of the agent

causing type III bursts in the corona is two

orders of magnitude higher than in type II.

Type III bursts are observed much more fre-

quently than type II bursts; for each 100 hours

observation, an average of 300 type III bursts

are observed, compared with less than one type

II burst. The beginning of a type III burst is

usually related to the beginning, not the maximum

of an optical flare. Type III bursts frequently
appear in groups. About half of all bursts are

strongly polarized (30-70%). Type II and III

bursts are closely related; 60-80% of type II

bursts are accompanied by type III bursts, with

a mean delay of 5.5 min.

The U burst is one variety of type III burst,
which occurs when the direction of motion of

the exciting agent reverses, so that the frequency
drift first is downward toward lower frequencies,

then toward higher frequencies. This type of
burst rarely appears and results either from a

special configuration of the magnetic field of

bipolar groups of spots, or from local hetero-
geneities in the corona.

Type IV bursts frequently (about 70%) follow

type II bursts, are related to strong flares, and
reach a maximum 10 to 30 min after the flash

phase of the optical flare. Type IV bursts are

radiation of the continuum type, covering a
wide frequency band (sometimes more than 8

octaves). The length, from minutes to several

hours, and the intensity gradually decrease. The

greatest intensity" is in the meter waveband

(_ > 1.2 m). A gradual frequency drifting in the

direction of low frequencies is observed.

These bursts differ from the continuum of

noise storms (with which they are generally not
observed) by their more stable nature, briefer

duration, broader range of frequencies (in the

high-frequency direction), close relationship to

type II bursts, mechanism of generation, and

movement of the generation area in the corona

over distances greater than approximately
6R.

The structure of type IV bursts is very com-

plex; they are divided into several subtypes,

but as yet there is no standard classification.

The dynamic spectrum frequently has three

maxima: in the meter waveband (type IV m),
decimeter waveband (type IV dm), and centi-

meter waveband (type IV cm). In the meter

waveband, two subtypes are differentiated, sta-

tionary and moving, which differ in the distance
of motion of the source. There are two classes

of type IV bursts related to the chromospheric
or coronal flares.

The great correlation of type II and IV bursts

and movement of their areas of generation at
approximately the same velocity indicate that

apparently both phenomena are caused by the

same agent, for example, shock waves in plasma,

moving in the corona from a flare area at a ve-

locity of 103 km/s. Although the defining factor

for type II bursts is the velocity of the shock'wave,

type IV bursts are generated by the synchrotron
radiation of relativistic electrons behind the shock

wave front and are related to ambient magnetic
fields. The acceleration of electrons to the

necessary energies may occur directly within

the bundle during the existence stage of the type
II burst. Polarization of radiowaves confirms the

hypothesis of the synchrotron mechanism of

generation.

Type IV bursts have narrow directionality

and are less frequently observed away from the

center of the solar disk. Type IV bursts correlate

well with various phenomena: geomagnetic
storms with sudden onset, appearance of solar

cosmic rays, and polar blackouts. The proba-
bility of appearance of a magnetic storm increases

if a type IV burst follows a type II burst. The
time of onset of polar blackouts is determined

by the geometry of the magnetic fields in the

solar atmosphere and in interplanetary space,
and, under favorable conditions, begins about
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40 rainaftera typeIV burst.At timestheymay
beginsimultaneouslywith the magneticstorm,
i.e.,within1or2days.

Type V bursts consist of broad, continuous

radiation in the meter waveband. The frequency

band ranges from tens to hundreds of MHz.

They are observed only at frequencies less than

150 MHz (_ _>2m), with the maximum inten-

sity usually _./>3 m. The lifetime of a burst

is about 0.5-3.0 min with no observed frequency
drift. The velocity of motion of the source is

about 3" 103 km/s. Type V bursts differ from

type IV in thcir close relationship with type III

bursts, are about two orders lower in intensity,

and consist of directed radiation. They follow

type III bursts, excited by streams of fast

particles (apparently electrons) moving at about

105 km/s. Possibly these particles serve as the
source of type V bursts, when they reach the

higher layers of the corona, by synchroton

radiation of the electrons captured between

points of refection of an arc-shaped magnetic
field. A close correlation has been found between

type III and V events, centimeter bursts and
flares.

Microwave radiation, continuous-type radia-

tion primarily in the centimeter waveband, is
more varied and has been less studied than the

radiation in the meter waveband. It is divided

into three types as a function of the form, dura-

tion, and dimensions of the area of generation:

Type A-rise and fall rapid, lifetime, 1-5

min, generation area, small (diam 1-1.6

min), polarized;

Type B-fast rise and slow fall, lifetime-

several rain to several h, generation area,

large (greater than 2.5-3.0 min);

Type C-rise and fall gradual, lifetime

about 30 min to several h, generation area,

small (0.8 min).

These three types may exist individually or be

superimposed on one another. The most powerful

bursts are of type A or B and are accompanied

by a decimeter continuum.

The sources of emission are localized in three

regions of the disk of the Sun, from which the

slowly changing component originates. The

radiation may be nonthermal for strong bursts

and thermal for weaker bursts. The assumed

mechanisms of generation are: type A- magnetic

bremsstrahlung of energetic electrons appearing

in a flare in the local magnetic fields of a center

of activity; types B and C-the combined action

of magnetic bremsstrahlung and bremsstrahlung

mechanisms in the corona over a portion of

centers of activity.

Powerful microwave bursts are closely related

to flares, and the x-radiation of the Sun, which in

turn are related to geophysical phenomena

observed practically simultaneously with events

on the Sun (sudden ionospheric disturbances,

and polar blackouts). The polar blackouts are

more closely correlated with microwave bursts

than with type IV bursts; they practically always
follow a microwave burst.

A direct dependence has been established

between the flux of protons recorded after a

fare and the intensity nf microwave bursts in the

range of _.= 3-10 cm; however, this dependence

is at times masked by the propagation conditions

of protons in interplanetary space.

An overall picture of sporadic radio emission

can be represented approximately as: the centers

of activity (flocculi, groups of spots) stimulate

the formation of areas of increased plasma density

in the lower corona, serving as sources of the

slowly changing (S) components, detected pri-

marily in the centimeter waveband. In the higher

layers of the corona, to which the strong magnetic

fields of the spots penetrate, noise storms with

gradual onset and type I bursts are generated in

the meter waveband. During flares, noise storms

arise near active groups of spots that have rapid

onset, reinforcing existing sources of noise

storms. Streams of charged particles apparently

are accelerated, generating type III bursts, which

drift rapidly in frequency as they move t.hrough

the less dense layers of the corona at about l0 s

km/s. Type III bursts are accompanied by x-ray
and microwave bursts in the centimeter band.

A large flare is accompanied by an intensive

microwave burst, the spectrum of which extends

into the decimeter waveband; a type III burst

appears simultaneously in the meter waveband.

Radio emission then continues as type II bursts,

drifting slowly in frequency over the meter

waveband, apparently created by shock waves

574-269 0 - 76 - 5
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in plasma with magnetic fields "frozen in,"
spread from the area of the flare into the corona

at about 103 km/s. An intensive type IV con-

tinuum is immediately emitted by the area of

the bundle of charged particles moving in the

corona. The appearance of the two types of

radiation, either one of them or neither, depends
on the intensity of the field in the bundle and its

velocity. Figure 6 shows an idealized dynamic
spectrum of the sporadic radio emission. The

radio emission of the Sun has been described

[41, 46, 110, 120, 148].

Corpuscular Radiation of the Sun

The corpuscular radiation of the Sun can be

divided into constant, continuous emission of

particles-the solar wind-and sporadic ex-

pulsion of intensive streams of plasma and

charged particles-the corpuscular streams and

solar cosmic rays. This division is arbitrary,

reflecting the time-dependence of these types of
radiation, emphasizing the constant existence

of the solar wind, variations in its velocity and

density never falling below minimum values, of

250 km/s and 0.5 particles/cm 3, respectively, at

the level of the Earth's orbit. The stronger

streams of solar plasma observed sporadically,

i.e., the reinforced streams of the solar wind,

are generally considered separately as solar

corpuscular streams. This concept was intro-

duced to science before the discovery of the

solar wind, to explain various geophysical phe-

nomena which correlated with certain phe-

nomena on the Sun. The solar corpuscular
streams reach velocities of about 1600 km/s at

particle densities up to 100 cm -3. After their

formation, these intense streams move through

the quiet, slow portions of the solar wind, dis-

rupt the stable structure of interplanetary
space, and cause various disturbances (de-

scribed below). The solar wind and corpuscu-

lar streams are the most important components of

solar corpuscular radiation, and determine con-

ditions in interplanetary space. The solar wind,

solar corpuscular streams, and solar cosmic rays

m
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FIGURE 6.-Idealized dynamic spectrum of sporadic radio radiation from a center of activity.
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will bedescribedin detailin a subsequentsec-
tion,THEINTERPLANETARYMEDIUM.

SolarcorpuscularradiationcausestheSunto
losean averageof a milliontonsof matterper
second,whichcorrespondsto 10-22solarmasses
persecond,assumingsphericalsymmetryofthe
solar wind. The basisfor this assumptionis
experimentaldataproducedby Biermann[17],
whoobservedtypeI comettails.However,other
publisheddata indicatethat the solarwind is
notsphericallysymmetrical[123].

Anothertype of corpuscularradiation,solar
cosmicrays, consistsof high-energycharged
particles(from 30-50 keV/nucleusto several
GeV/nucleus).Recent studies indicate that
everybright chromosphericflare on the Sun
probablygeneratessolarcosmicrays.

Solarcosmicraysareapt toolsfor thestudy
of interplanetaryspace;theyilluminatethesolar
systemand allowdeterminationof variousof
its characteristics.Afterlargesolarflares,great
fluxesof solarcosmicrayssometimesrepresent
a seriousradiationdangerfor spaceflight.

THE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM

Properties of the interplanetary medium must

be considered during flights in space. The most

important are the characteristics of interplanetary

plasma (solar wind), magnetic field, galactic and

solar cosmic rays, and micrometeorite material.

Another component of the interplanetary medium

is the electromagnetic radiation of the Sun, stars,

and galaxy, which will be briefly analyzed.

The Solar Wind and

the Interplanetary Magnetic Field

The general concept of the existence of solar

corpuscular streams (the solar wind) was based

on many geomagnetic observations, studies of

gaseous tails of comets deflected from the radial

direction away from the Sun, and variations in

galactic cosmic rays [17, 18]. Comets have been

observed in various parts of the sky, indicating

that corpuscular streams fill all of interplanetary
space. The theoretical basis for streams of solar

plasma was adduced by Parker [105, 107], who

showed that the solar corona can provide the

constant presence, in interplanetary space, of

streams of solar plasma moving away from the

Sun at supersonic speeds. The main reason for

the expansion of the corona is its high temperature

(about 10 6 OK).
The first direct observations of the solar wind

were made by the Soviet lunar spacecraft Luna 2

and 3 and Venera 1 interplanetary space station

[60, 64]. According to these data, the flux of the

solar wind was about l0 s cm -z s -_, a result which

was confirmed [21]. The solar wind arrives from

the Sun at a velocity of about 300 km/s [21].
Numerous studies of the parameters of the solar

wind have produced an extensive literature [123].

The coronal plasma distorts the lines of force

of the solar magnetic field during its supersonic

expansion. The conductivity of the plasma is

very high; the magnetic field frozen in the plasma

is carried away by the solar wind, forming the

interplanetary magnetic field. The dynamic

state of the solar wind can be arbitrarily divided

into quiet and perturbed, according to modern

concepts.

The Quiet Solar Wind

This term, the quiet solar wind, relates to the

average dynamic and kinetic characteristics of

the stable flux of solar plasma, without the

influence of individual active processes on the

Sun. The time picture of density, velocity, and

temperature of the solar wind, as well as the

magnetic field for various periods of solar activity,

have been studied [123]. Table 5 presents the

mean macroscopic parameters of the solar plasma

under quiet conditions and with strong perturba-
tions at a distance of 1 AU from the Sun.

The chemical composition is an important
characteristic of the solar wind. The solar corona

chemical composition determined by spectro-

scopic measurements, includes protons (90%),

helium nuclei (- 9%) and heavier ions (160, 14N,
5SFe) in quantities of less than 1%. Observations

of the chemical composition of the interplanetary

plasma are quite preliminary. Measurement of

charge composition, using electrostatic analysis

and selection of velocities, shows that protons

and helium nuclei are recorded with good
resolution (Fig. 7 [11]). The mean ratio of helium

to hydrogen for 1962-1967 was about 4.5%,
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fluctuating between 1.5% and 5%. The ions of
oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon, i.e., elements with
identical mass-to-charge ratio, cannot be differ-

entiated by this method. In a very quiet, un-
perturbed solar wind with low temperature (less
than 104 °K), individual peaks of 3He can be
resolved, as well as singly or doubly ionized atoms

of nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon. Stronger
perturbations, such as shock waves from chro-
mospheric flares, frequently increase the content

of helium in the interplanetary medium, at times
raising it to 20%.

Interplanetary Magnetic Fields

Measurements of the interplanetary magnetic
fields have led to determination of the mean

unperturbed picture of the magnetic field in
space and its distortions during various types of
solar activity [28, 29, 97, 99, 101].

TABLE 5.- Mean Macroscopic Parameters of the Solar Plasma

Parameters of solar wind

and magnetic field

Velocity, solar wind, km/s

Density, solar wind, cm 3

Mean temperature, ions, °K
Mean temperature electrons, °K
Magnetic field intensity, gammas

Quiet
conditions

at 1 AU

With strong

perturbations

at 1 AU

320-400

8-10

104

105

5

to 1600

to 100

to 5 • 104
to 5 • 105

to 50

Dependence on
distance from Sun

weak

_/- 2

weak

weak

Hr_r 2

H_ _ r -_

10 s

16
I

t-

(D
>

t-

O

104 -

103 --

102 --

10_--

10 °
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T'= 10 4 OK
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FIGURE 7.-- Charge composition of the solar wind, determined October 8, 1965, by the Vela-2A satellite.

Arrows indicate peaks of ions of each type. Oxygen, helium, and carbon ions with identical mass

to charge ratio are not separated.
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The coronal plasma, during supersonic ex-

pansion extends the lines of force of the solar

magnetic field due to its high conductivity. At

the orbit of the Earth, the energy density of the

interplanetary field is much less (about 1%)

than the kinetic energy density of the solar wind.

The geometry of the unperturbed interplanetary

magnetic field is reminiscent of an Archimedes

spiral. Radio fading and radio transmission
studies have shown that at 15-20 Sun radii, the

magnetic field has an energy density much less

than the kinetic energy density of the plasma,

and its direction is almost radial, Le., even at

these distances the interplanetary field is de-

termined by the dynamics of the solar plasma
flOW.

The radial and tangential magnetic field

components Hr and H_ are defined from the con-

dition of conservation of magnetic flux consider-
;n,, th,_ rotation ,ff the Sun:

H_=Hror°n(r°]sinO
Ur \r/

(2)

7-d time of passage of one sector near the Earth.
Recent measurements have shown the sectorial

structure to be defined by the number of areas

on the Sun's surface in which the magnetic

field is of the same sign; the number of sectors

may change. The sectorial structure is only a

large-scale picture of the interplanetary field.

Variations in velocity of the solar wind tend to

wash out the precise boundaries of a sector.

The data of IMP-1 (December 1963-February

1964), indicate a certain structure within the

limits of each sector (Fig. 9 [97]). The plasma

density is maximal near the leading (western)

boundary, and inversely correlates with velocity,

so that generally, the flux of the solar plasma is

conserved. The magnetic field reaches its maxi-

mum during the second day, but does not totally
vanish even at the boundaries. Since these

observations are true for the orbit of the Earth,

the measured parameters may differ significantly

from corresponding parameters near the Sun.

Figure 10 shows a model of the development of

a sectorial boundary based on the pictures of the

lines of force in the corona [115]. At the boundary

of a bipolar area, the magnetic field prevents

acceleration of the plasma. As distance from the

r0 is the minimum distance, at which the velocity

of the plasma is supersonic; ur is the supersonic

radial velocity of the wind; 1_ is the angular speed

of rotation of the Sun; 0 is the angle between the
line of force and the radial direction.

The angle between a line of force and the radial

direction at the orbit of the Earth, O=arctan

rll/ur. For r=l AU and u_=400 km/s, angle

0 = 47 ° (_ = 2.9 • 10 -6 rad/s). At distances of less

than 1 AU, the field is primarily radial; at the orbit

of Jupiter, the field is basically tangential.

Sectorial structure. During low solar activity,

a sectorial structure to the interplanetary field

(Fig. 8) is formed by elongated areas in which the

interplanetary field is regular either from the

Sun or to the Sun. These, sectors, with an ap-

pearance related to the large active local magnetic

areas in the photosphere, where there are large
areas of directed field, rotate at a rate determined

by the rotation rate of the Sun around its axis.

The sectors differ in size, averaging 100 ° in the

plane of the ecliptic, and correspond to a 6- to

e .°• °°•'°•

•i! !x
x
x

t-. !
-.< i

• •. _ ]

_ _ .

.. _

FIGURE 8.-Schematic of seetorial structure of the inter-
planetary magnetic field during periods of low solar
activity.
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boundaryincreases,thefieldcannolongerhold
the plasma.Since the dimensionsof bipolar
areasrepresenta smallfractionof thetotalarea
of the solardisk,the magneticfieldsprobably
canonlyformstreamswithdifferentacceleration
in theoverallquasi-radialflowof thesolarwind.
In regardtothedistributionofthefluxparameters
within a sector,the densitymaximumnearthe
sectorboundarymightbecreatedwhena rapid
stream(about500kin/s)catchesupwithaslower
stream(about300kin/s).

At distances> 5 AU,thesectorialformations
andinteractionofstreamswithdifferentvelocities
apparentlyform large-scalemagnetichetero-
geneitieswithdimensionsof 1 AU andgreater.

Informationonthedynamicsofthesefluctuations
in thefield canbeproducedby analyzinglong-
periodvariations(suchasthell-yearvariations)
in galacticcosmicrays in the energyarea
Ev _ 10 _ eV. Measurements of spectral density of

the fluctuations in the magnetic field at distances

of _< 2 AU show a very low-frequency branch of

the spectrum (f_ 10-_s-l), which may indicate

the presence of large-scale field variations

(L > 1 AU).

Perturbations in the Solar Wind

In this case, unstable behavior of the inter-

planetary plasma is observed; various types of
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magnetohydrodynamic perturbations such as

hydromagnetic waves, nonspherical rapid jet

flows, fast streams of plasma from chromospheric

flares, and so forth, propagate with the super-
sonic stream from the wind. In these cases, the

rapid development of solar activity such as

chromospheric flares, the actions of individual

active areas, and jet flows in the corona is

predominant.

Such concepts as the corpuscular flow no

doubt relate to the perturbed solar wind. The

term "corpuscular flow" arose before discovery

of the solar wind and has come to mean a strong

flow of plasma, moving in the solar wind after

bursts or as a recurrent phenomenon.

The section of reinforced solar wind or corpus-

cular flow is distinguished by the slightly greater

velocity or density of the plasma and the increased

magnetic field. An increase in the velocity and

density of the plasma leads to reinforcement of

the effects of the solar wind on the magneto-

sphere of the Earth, whereas the strengthened

magnetic field slightly decreases and modulates

the flux of galactic cosmic rays in those areas in

space experiencing corpuscular flows. The

clearest manifestation of unstable perturbations

in the solar wind are shock waves, which will be
described in more detail.

Slow flow,
Medium velocity wind

solar wind

j,'

Sector

boundary

West

Fast solar

wind

/

/"

East

FIGURE 10.-- Possible conditions for development of sectorial
structure of interplanetary field in the corona. Dashed lines
show isothermal surfaces. Solid curves with arrows show
lines of force of the coronal magnetic field.

Shock Waves in Interplanetary Space

The stable state of the supersonic flow of the

solar wind is disrupted during strong eruptions

of the coronal plasma, which result from chromo-

spheric flares on the Sun. Sharp expansion of

the plasma in a flare region leads to formation of

shock waves, usually having velocities of 1000

km/s, indicated by the type II radio radiation

observed. The shock waves in interplanetary

space propagate through the stable solar wind.
Shock waves at distances of 0.7-1.5 AU from the

Sun are now firmly established; they have sudden

changes in macroscopic and kinetic parameters

of the plasma, energetic particles, and deep

modulation of the galactic cosmic rays, called
Forbush effects.

The shock wave is characterized by the move-

ment of matter through the discontinuity (wave

front); the pressure is discontinuous, while all

the laws of conservation of mass, momentum, and

energy are observed. The density, velocity, and

temperature behind the leading edge of the wave

are greater than before the leading edge in the

unperturbed area of the plasma. Analyses of the

plasma parameters and measurement of low-

energy solar protons penetrating the inter-

planetary magnetic field over the past ll-year

cycle have shown that near 1 AU, the inter-

planetary shock waves can be characterized by

values of relative velocity Uwa_ve-Uwi,o of 50 to

200-300 km/s, and by doubling of the density,

temperature, and the magnetic field intensity

of the plasma across the wave front (see Fig.

ll-a,b) [70]. There are discussions in the

literature of two physical concepts of shock
waves.

One concept, based on the possibility of un-

ambiguous identification of cosmic phenomena

(plasmas, fields, and increasing intensity of
cosmic rays of solar origin) with events on the

Sun (flares), assumes that a flare generates a
strong shock wave (velocity 1000-3000 km/s in

the corona) which, as it propagates, undergoes

significant deceleration, so that at the Earth's

orbit, waves of weak or moderate intensity are

measured (with Mach No. 2-3). The area of space

containing the shock wave is a trap for solar

protons with energies of <_ 30 MeV, which are

recorded simultaneously with arrival of the shock
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wave. Processing of experimental observations
based on these assumptions shows that the
velocity of the shock wave decreases very rapidly

(_ r 3), which means that some strong dissipative
mechanism must be present. In this case, it is
assumed that the shock waves are spherically
symmetrical and propagate radially from the Sun.

The other concept [71] assumes that shock
waves in interplanetary space usually have
moderate intensity, do not decelerate significantly
during propagation from the Sun to the Earth's

orbit and cannot be identified precisely with
events on the Sun. In other words, the shock

waves observed near 1 AU may be generated
either on the Sun (perhaps by several weak
flares) or in interplanetary space at distances of
20-100 R , as a result of the action of plasma

fluxes ejected from the corona. This concept is
based partially on experimental estimates of the
energy of flares from optical observations,
measurements of radio and x-ray radiation, which
determine the total energy of grade 2B-4B flares
as around 2" 1031-5 • 1032 erg, and partially on
results of gas dynamic studies of various flow
modes of unstable gas streams in a medium, the
density of which decreases as r -2.
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Many researchers have found that solar flares
only indicate active regions on the Sun, some of
which are responsible for geomagnetic activity.

Geomagnetic perturbations should not always be
related to shock waves propagating through the
solar wind, frequently, they result from passage
of a sectorial boundary contact surface in the
interplanetary magnetic field.

Contemporary experimental and theoretical

ideas on plasma phenomena in the interplanetary
medium do not allow preference for either con-
cept. Physical interpretations have not yet gone
beyond the level of working hypotheses, but a
number of important qualitative conclusions may
be drawn and quantitative estimates made. The
conditions of propagation of collision-free shock
waves in interplanetary space are largely de-

termined by the dynamics of the coronal plasma
during a flare and status of the solar wind plasma
before a flare. Optical observations and measure-
ments of x-ray and radio radiation from the Sun
indicate that the nature of a flare plasma flow
may vary quite widely, and result in a highly
complex process of shock wave generation in
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according to observations of Vela-3A satellite. Bottom graphs show sudden change in horizontal

component of terrestrial magnetic field Hz, indicating sudden onset of magnetic storm. Direction 0°

corresponds to radial flow from the Sun. Typical measurement errors are indicated.
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the solar wind. Combined study of perturbations

in the interplanetary medium following powerful

flares (about 3B) permits sketching the dynamics

of plasma flow at the Earth's orbit in many cases.

The event of February 15, 1967, was related to

a grade 4B flare with coordinates 20 ° N, 10° W,

which nccurred on February 13. On February 15,

the Earth satellites Vela 3A and Explorer 33

simultaneously recorded the first jump in plasma

parameters and field intensity, which was in-

terpreted as arrival of the leading edge of the

shock wave (see Fig. 12). The geometric position

of the satellites and the simultaneity _f recording
the shock wave showed that the direction of

propagation of the leading edge of the wave

(normal to the leading edge) made an angle of

about 60 ° with the plane of the ecliptic. Measure-

ments of the interplanetary field and recording

the sudden beginning of the geomagnetic per-

turbation (SC) by surface geomagnetic stations

permitted measurement of the mean direction

of the normal to the leading edge of the shock

wave. This also indicated an an_le of about

660 -

FIGURE 12.-Perturbations in the interplanetary medium
following a chromospheric flare. U, velocity of solar wind;
H, intensity of interplanetary magnetic field; c_/P, percent
content of helium in the solar wind in relation to hydrogen.

500-70 ° , forcing the assumption that the plasma

flow following the flare was not spherical.

Measurements of the velocity, density, and

magnetic field on February 15 and 16 (see Fig. 12)

showed that the shock wave was pushed by the

expanding coronal plasma. The "pusher" or, as

it is more commonly called in gas dynamics, the

"piston," was recorded about 9 h after passage

of the leading edge of the wave and was saturated

with helium. The plasma analyzers of Vela 3A
showed a fivefold increase in content of c_-

particles [70]. Measurements of the structure of

the interp!an_tary field by Explorer 33 showed

that between the leading edge of the shock wave

and the leading edge of the helium layer there

was a tangential discontinuity. These important

experimental facts have been noted by other

researchers, who found that the shock wave is

frequently accompanied by several tangential

discontinuities and a three- to fivefold change in

the relative content of helium to hydrogen. This
increase in the content of helium in the inter-

planetary plasma has been observed repeatedly,

but no single theoretical interpretation of it has

been developed.

Based on analysis of parameters of solar proton

plasma and fluxes during 1965-1970, data on

shock waves in the interplanetary medium can be
summarized:

flares on the Sun can be precisely identified

with shock waves in interplanetary space

in some cases;

shock waves generally propagate with Mach

numbers 2-5, while the density, tempera-

ture, and magnetic field in the shock wave

usually double in comparison with the

unperturbed status of the interplanetary
medium;

the shock wave is often pushed by a "piston"

of dense plasma, rich in helium;

plasma flows in which the propagation of

shock waves is not spherically symmetrical

have been observed;

the plasma area between the leading edge

of the shock wave and the leading edge

of the helium piston generally contains

one or more tangential discontinuities, and

rotary discontinuities may develop;

aspherical shock waves are frequently
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interpreted as propagation of a spherical

wave with a displaced center.

Galactic Cosmic Rays

Galactic cosmic rays, the most energetic

component of corpuscular flow in interplanetary

space, consist of nuclei of chemical elements,

primarily hydrogen, of very high energies.

Galactic cosmic rays (except the neutrino)

exceed all other types of radiation in penetrating

capacity. The mean energy of the primary parti-

cles observed near the Earth is about 10 l° eV;

the energy of some individual particles may reach

102o eV and higher. The energy spectrum of

galactic protons at energies over 104 MeV can be

represented as:

dN
-2.14" 109E -2"7 (m -2 "s -1 "sr -t "MeV -t) (3)

dE

where E is expressed in MeV.

For lower energies, the flux of the particles

depends on solar activity: at the maximum and

minimum of solar activity, the total flux of 106

galactic cosmic rays with energies E > 30 MeV
(nucleon is about 2000 m -2 s -1 sr -1 and 6000 10s

m-Z" s- 1. sr- 1 respectively). 104
The chemical composition of galactic cosmic

rays in the high-energy area is sufficiently known 103

(see Table 6). The flux of nuclei represented in r
Table 6 relates to particles with energies > 102

E > 2.5" 103 MeV/nucleon. 10
The chemical composition of primary cosmic r

rays differs slightly from the composition of r 1
elements in the Earth's crust, meteorites, solar

E 10-1
atmosphere, and atmosphere of certain stars,

x"
= 10-2

TABLE 6.--Flux of Nuclei rr

Mean

Nuclei, groups Sym- Charge number,
bnl nucleons/

nucleus

Proton P 9 1

Helium nuclei a 2 4

Light L 3-5 l0

Medium M 6-9 14

Heavy H 10-19 30

Very heavy VH 20-28 48

Flux of i Percent

particles total

m -2" s-1 • sr 1 flux

1500 _ 94

90 5.5

2

5.6

1.9 0.6

0.7

which is known from spectroscopic analysis.

Cosmic rays are characterized by relatively

lower content of hydrogen and helium, and

predominance of the heavier elements, particu-

larly noticeable in the area of light nuclei (Li,

Be, B group), where the difference reaches

several orders of magnitude. This doubtless
reflects the nature of the sources of cosmic rays,

mechanism of their acceleration, and status of

interstellar space, which the cosmic rays pene-

trate on their path to the Earth. It serves as a

serious argument in favor of the theory of the

origin of cosmic rays and their subsequent

fragmentation upon collision with nuclei of inter-
stellar material. In addition to the nuclei of the

chemical elements, the galactic cosmic rays

contain a slight flux of electrons and gamma

quanta.
The energy spectra of various particles

observed in interplanetary space at a distance of

1 AU from the Sun are shown in Figure 13. As

distance from the Sun increases, the flux of

10-z

10-4

lO-S

10-2 10-1 1 10 102 103 104 10s 106

Kinetic energy, MeV

FIGURE 13. --Idealized spectrum of galactic protons, electrons,

and T-rays.
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galactic cosmic rays can only increase, because
the magnetic fields in the solar system, carried"

away from the Sun by the solar wind, prevent

penetration of cosmic rays into the inner areas

of the solar system. This same mechanism, the

modulation mechanism, causes the difference in

fluxes of particles in different phases of the

solar activity cycle. Increased flux of cosmic rays
cannot continue without limit. At some distance

from the Sun, the solar wind density or inter-

planetary magnetic field intensity will no longer

exceed the corresponding parameters of inter-

stellar space and at these distances, modulation

of galactic cosmic rays will cease. The area of

modulation of galactic cosmic rays is estimated to

be about 10-30 AU.

The differential energy spectra of charged

particles have a minimum in the area of 30-60

MeV (Fig. 14). It is assumed at present that

particles with energies less than 30-60 MeV are

of solar origin, i.e., can be considered solar

cosmic rays. Experimental and theoretical aspects

of galactic cosmic rays have been widely studied

[45, 55, 94, 117, 118, 141].

Solar Cosmic Rays,

Definition and Classification

The Sun is a source of corpuscular radiation

over a broad range of energies. Solar cosmic rays

form the high-energy portion of the Sun's

corpuscular radiation. Fluxes of protons and
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FIGURE 14.--Typical increase in flux of solar cosmic rays
observed immediately after a major chromospheric flare.

electrons observed in interplanetary space, with

energies of tens of keV to several hundred MeV,

and originating in various forms of solar activity
will be discussed here.

The study of high-energy particles generated

by the Sun began in 1942. Until early 1957, only

five events were studied when high-energy

particles reached the Earth. Since then, experi-

ments performed at high altitudes using balloons,

satellites, and rockets, and observations with

rheometers, have shown that fluxes of solar

protons with energies of 100-300 MeV appear in

the area of the Earth approximately once a month

during the time near the solar maximum. Since

1964, practically continuous (monitor) observa-

tions using Earth satellites and spacecraft have

been made outside the terrestrial magnetosphere.

During this time, the energy threshold of record-

ing protons has been significantly reduced to a
few hundred keV and the installation of low- and

medium-energy electron detectors on space-

craft began. Experiments beginning in 1967 have

shown that electrons with energies from 10 keV

to several MeV and protons with energies of

tens of keV to several hundred MeV are generated

by the Sun during flares [134].

Fluxes of charged particles observed in inter-

planetary space at about 1 AU from the Sun can

be divided arbitrarily, according to their relation-

ship to various forms of solar activity, into these

groups.

. Increases in protons with energies up to

several hundred MeV and high-energy

electrons with energies up to 10 MeV,

immediately follow large (class 1B and

higher) solar flares. These show a rapid

increase in the intensity of particles, and

arrival of the particles from the Sun at

the point of measurement according

to their velocity, i.e., the more energetic

particles appear before less energetic

particles. At the maximum of large flares,

the intensity of the proton flux with

energy Ep> 1 MeV reaches values of

about 105 particles/cm2"s. The drop of

these streams usually shows a charac-

teristic exponential shape with a time
constant • of about 10-30 h.
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2. Anincreasein low-energyelectronswith
energiesof 10to severalhundredkeVis
generallyobservedfollowingsmallflares.
Theseincreasesdifferfromincreasesin
group1 and thereforeare considered
separately.

3. Long-livedstreamsof protonsandelec-
trons of low and moderateenergies,
apparentlyform after largeflaresand
rotatewiththeSun.Thesestreams,when
observedbyspacecraft,havearelatively
smoothrise and fall; the durationof
recordingthesestreams(characterizing
their angularwidth in the planeof the
ecliptic)is 6-30h.Somestreams,particu-
larlyduringminimumsolaractivity,may
existforseveralsolarrevolutions,andare
calledrecurrentstreams.

4. Streamsof protonsand electronsare
observednearthe Earthsimultaneously
withshockwavesfromlargesolarflares.
Thepassageoftheseparticleshasnotyet
beendefinitelyestablished.It is possible
thattheseparticlesmovewith theshock
wavefromtheSunin a trap,or areac-
celeratedin theshockwaveitself as it
movesthroughinterplanetaryspaceor,
if theyexistforsometime,aretransferred
by the shockwavewith tubesof force
linesto the pointof observation.Since
it hasbeenassumedin somestudiesthat
theseparticlesare acceleratedbehind
the leadingedgeof the shockwave
(causinga magneticstormontheEarth),
the electronsand protonsin these
streams,inearlierworks,werefrequently
called"energeticstormparticles."

5. A minimalbackgroundflow of protons
withenergyEp < 20 MeV and, possibly,
electrons with energy Ee< 3 MeV, not

directly related to flares, change slowly

with changes in the overall level of solar

activity.

Properties of Solar Cosmic Ray Events

During Large Flares

Large flares characteristically occupy a vast

area of the Sun's surface and are observed in the

Ha line for long periods (about 2 h). These flares

are accompanied by intensive x-ray and complex

microwave bursts, frequently followed by type II
and IV radio radiation.

During a solar flare, particles are ejected from

the Sun, which, at a distance of 1 AU, is observed

as a time change in the flux, with a rapid increase

to its maximum value and a slow, exponential

drop. The development of events in time for these

situations is shown in Figure 14.

The maximum fluxes of particles, for example

protons with energies > 1 MeV, recorded in

interplanetary space following large solar flares,

reach 105 particles • cm -2" s -_" sr -_. These fluxes

are observed rarely and only after the largest

flares. The fluxes of protons usually observed are

102-103 particles, sm -2. s -1 • sr -_. The number

of events recorded increases with decreasing

intensity.

Electrons from flares with energies of 10 to

several hundred keV were first observed, 1965-

1966, in interplanetary space. Streams of elec-

trons with energies of 40 keV _< Ee <_ 300 keV, re-

corded in mixed electron-proton events, act

differently from protons and relativistic electrons.

The properties of streams of low-energy electrons

will be considered in detail separately; this

section deals with the properties of streams of

protons and electrons with energies at E > 1 MeV.

In spite of the serious interest in solar cosmic

rays, detailed study of the chemical composition

has been performed with photographic plates

launched on rockets for only four flares. The

flare of November 12, 1960, was most thoroughly

studied, during which several research rockets

were launched and hardness spectra were pro-

duced for protons, helium nuclei, and nuclei with

charge 6 _<Z <_ 9. The spectra are in Figures 15

and 16 [19]. Within limits of accuracy, all three

groups of nuclei have identical dependence on
hardness. The ratio of fluxes of helium nuclei

and nuclei of group "M" (6 _<Z _< 9) remained

constant during measurement, whereas the

relative flux of protons changes, which is evident

from comparison of the scales of Figures 15
and 16.

During the flare of July 18, 1961, an upper limit

of the ratio of fluxes of "L" nuclei (3 _< Z _<5) to

"M" nuclei of 0.07 was produced. The relation-
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ship between the flux of helium nuclei and that of

group "M" nuclei remained the same as in the

flare of November 12, 1960. The mean ratio of

these fluxes for all measurements was 62_+7.

Figure 17 shows the charge spectrum of solar

cosmic rays [20]. The relationship of fluxes of

nuclei of oxygen and carbon differs from this

ratio in primary cosmic rays and agrees well with

the composition of the photosphere of the Sun.

Increases in Fluxes of Particles

Near the Earth, an increase in intensity of

solar cosmic rays is most frequently recorded

following flares near longitudes of 60 ° W. These

longitudes serve as the sole origin for the lines

of force of the interplanetary magnetic field
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passing by the Earth at the mean velocity of the
solar wind u _ 400 km "s. However, this does not

mean that particles generated in flares outside

of these longitudes are not recorded near the

Earth. The increases caused by eastern and

western flares, as well as flares at higher latitudes

greater than 15-20 ° are also observed near the

Earth. The rise front in these events is usually

less steep (t _ 5-10 h) than for increases pro-

duced by flares at low latitudes of the Sun and

at longitudes of 50°-60 ° W.

Solar Flares with

Various Levels of Activity

Solar particles in interplanetary space depend

directly on the activity of the Sun. During years

near the minimum solar activity, large flares are

rare; likewise, generation of cosmic rays. Space-

craft flying during 1964-1965 often did not record

a single event for months.

The statistics of proton (Ep > 15 MeV) in-

creases measured at the beginning of the 20th

cycle of solar activity by the IMP series satellites

are shown in Figure 18 [83]; the number increased

sharply in 1966-1967. High-energy electrons

appear more frequently in interplanetary space
during years near the maximum of solar activity.

For observations in near-Earth orbits, the time

required to reach the maximum is usually a half

to several hours following the beginning of a

flare, indicating the mean distance traveled by
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most particles is greater than 1 AU. This is par-

ticularly noticeable in a flare at the base of force

lines of the interplanetary magnetic field not

connected with the Earth, for example in the

far western and eastern longitudes, or the far

southern or northern latitudes.

Figure 19 shows the dependence of observed

particle fluxes in various energy intervals on the

path traveled by these particles for the flares of

July 7, 1966 (a) [83], February 25, 1969 (b) [13], and

September 28, 1961 (c) [141]. These figures show

that the points for protons of various energies and
relativistic electrons, within the limits of measure-

ment error, fall on the same curve. This agree-

ment indicates that protons and relativistic elec-

trons travel the same path from the moment of

acceleration to the moment of recording. The

mean length of this path, determined on the basis

of the maximum of the increase, is near 8-10 AU.

A curve for low-energy electrons is shown in

Figure 20. These electrons arrive at the point of

observation before the protons and relativisitic

electrons, which is characteristic for such mixed

electron-proton events. The intensity of the fluxes

of protons and electrons in impulse events

decreases with time according to an exponential

rule with I"0 _0.5-1.5 d. This rule is well ful-
filled for times of 5-6 _'.

Energy Spectra of Solar Particles

Measurements of the energy spectra of solar

cosmic rays performed in the stratosphere and

by remote satellites have shown that the energy
d
_- spectra of solar protons can be described by an

exponential function of the form N(>/E) =AE-_
_- for a broad range of energies (from several MeV

to several hundred MeV), where N(/> E) is the

t- number of particles with energies higher than E,

while A and T are constants for a specific flare.E

For various flares, the values of A change over
o several orders of magnitude; the exponent T has

a range of about 1-5, and is most frequently
3 or4.

Detailed measurements of the energy spectra
are rare, and have been performed by different

methods and in different energy intervals. Several

examples of energy spectra for various increases

in solar cosmic rays are presented below. Figure
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20a shows the differential spectrum of protons for

the flare of February 25, 1969 [13]. This event has

been carefully studied over a broad energy inter-
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val. The spectrum presented was produced 14 h

after the beginning of the event; its index over a

broad energy interval is y = 2.7.

Figure 20b [35] shows a spectrum of electrons

for the same flare, which also follows the rule

E-L where T - 3-4 as shown in Figure 20b. The

index of the integral spectrum of relativistic

electrons for most events is T _ 4. Figure 21 [25]

shows energy spectra of solar protons for the

flares of September 28, 1961, and October 29,

1962, extrapolated in time to the moment of the

flare, i.e., the energy spectra formed in the process
of acceleration.

The spectra both of protons and of energetic
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FIGURE I9.--Intensity of particle flux (normalized at maximum) as a function of path traveled by

particles of various energies. Path defined as produce of particle velocity by time elapsed between

moment of injection and moment of recording.

(a) for protons and electrons of various energies from flare of July 7,1966 [83]: ©,/> 45 keV electrons,

with /3_0.4;_, 3+12 MeV electrons, /3_0.99; Q, 19+45 MeV protons, /3-0.20+0.30;

@, 16+38 MeV protons,/3=0.18+0.28;

(b) fiw protons of various energies in flare of February25, 1969 [71]: Q, 30 MeV; O, 45 MeV; A, 67

MeV; C), 98 MeV; I/, 160 MeV; [_, 282 MeV;

It) fi_r protons of various energies in flare of September28, 1961 [140]: V, 2.2 MeV; O, 3.8 MeV;

_,5.7 MeV;O,7.9 MeV;®, 14.5 MeV;@,87 MeV;--, 135MeV; I ,175MeV; A,230MeV;

295 MeV.

1000
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electrons, measured some time (about 20-30 h)

after the flare, apparently have the same form

with T _3, regardless of the magnitude of the

flare. When solar cosmic rays are observed

simultaneously with the arrival of a shock wave,

the energy spectra are greatly softened (Fig.

22 [34]).

Anisotropy of streams. Considerable experi-
mental material has been accumulated on the

angular distribution of streams of protons and of

low-energy electrons. Measurements have not

been made of the angular distributions of high

energy electrons. If the angular distribution of

particles is expressed as
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F(O) =a+b sin (e+_b), (4)

then the quantity.4 = a/b defines the anisotropy

of the stream, while angle 6 is the anisotropy

direction. With more complex angular distribu-

tion, the stream may have more than one maxi-

mum, and there may be so-called bidirectional

anisotropy. If the measurements are performed

in two directions, for example, "toward the Sun"

and "from the Sun," the anisotropy is

.4 _ n+ -- n_ (5)
n++n_

where n+ is the flux from the Sun; n_ is the flux

toward the Sun. Simultaneous measurements of

the flux of particles and the direction of the inter-

planetary magnetic field have shown that there

is a strong correlation between the direction

of the angular distribution maximum and the

direction of the magnetic field at the point of

observation (Fig. 23 [87]). Simultaneous measure-

ments of the anisotropy of streams of protons and
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FIGURE20.-Energy spectra of solar cosmic rays for flare of February 25, 1969.
(a) according to [13]; (b) according to [35]
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low-energy electrons in mixed proton-electron
events have shown that the directions of maxi-

mum arrival of protons and electrons coincide.

Figure 24 shows an example of such correlation

between streams of electrons and protons [104].

The amplitude of anisotropy for low-energy

protons and for low-energy electrons in mixed

proton-electron events reaches 70%-80%. For
events related to eastern flares and far western

flares, with a slower rise front (_" _ 10 hours), the

anisotropy is slightly less, A _ 30%-50%. The

amplitude of anisotropy decreases, after reaching

the maximum of intensity, although the maximum
of the flux remains directed toward the field.

The time course of intensity of tones with
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FIGURE 2l.--Differential energy spectra of protons extrapo-

lated to moment of flare [25].

E=7.5-45.0 MeV is presented in Figure 25 [90]
for the flare of November 18, 1968, which was near

the western limb of the Sun 18 ° N, 84 ° W, at

10 h 30 min UT, and was accompanied by types

II and IV radio bursts. Figure 26 [104] shows a

vector diagram for changes in anisotropy of

protons of 0.7-7.6 MeV in the time following a

flare'. During the initial period T< 2 d, during

the phases of increase and decrease, the anisot-

ropy reaches 50% (western flare). The direction

of the anisotropy is near the mean direction of the

interplanetary magnetic field. The value of anisot-

ropy is related to the energy of particles so that

A is greater for particles with lower velocity.

During later stages of an event, for times

1-2 < T < 4 d, when the flux of particles is not

great, there is also some anisotropy of protons,

with a value directly proportional to the velocity

of the solar wind, u, and inversely proportional

to the velocity of the particles, v. This anisotropy,

as shown below, is caused by transport of

particles from the space near the Sun by the solar

wind and is called "equilibrium" anisotropy, the

area of which is directed radially from the Sun.
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FIGURE 22.--Mean integral spectra of solar protons for

energies over 100 MeV during magnetically quiet periods

(dastled line) and during magnetic storms (solid line) [34J.
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In the last phase, decreasing flux of solar

protons for T>4 d, the anisotropy becomes

eastern making an angle of 45 ° from the Sun-

spacecraft line with a value of anisotropy .4
5-10%. Equilibrium anisotropy in this late

period is also inversely proportional to the veloc-

ity of the particles•

Increases in Fluxes

of Low-Energy Electrons

Electrons with energies of 10-100 keV are

the most common and most frequently en-

countered types of particle emitted by the Sun

during mild and moderate flares. During the 20th

solar cycle, from 1964 to mid-1970, about 230

T
to Sun

20.00
UT

19.00
UT

UT

UT

18.00 UT Pioneer 6

FIGURE 23.--Direction of interplanetary magnetic field in the
plane of the ecliptic (azimuth) and anisotropy of cosmic
rays during period 16:00-20:00 UT, December 30, 1965
[871.

O-----Oazimuth of field lines;
direction of anisotropy of cosmic rays.

such events were recorded by spacecraft near

the Earth. The properties of electrons emitted

by small solar flares are:

1. Streams of electrons can almost always

be correlated to an optical flare, which

may have small areas, but are bright in

the Ha line.

2. The intensity of streams of electrons
observed near the Earth after individ-

ual flares may reach about 104 parti-

cles. cm -_. s -1 • sr -1 for energies

Ee>40 keV. In most cases, fluxes of

10-1000 particles cm-2-s-l'sr -1 were
recorded at the maximum of each event

[83]. The electrons are not usually

accompanied by significant streams of

protons. The energy spectra of solar

electrons in interplanetary space in

most cases can be represented in expo-
nential form:

N (E) dE=K'E -_ dE (6)

where "y _ 3 in the interval of energies of

20-45 keV; over 100-200 keV the spec-

trum falls very rapidly (T>_ 5). This
means that particles with energies of

over 200-300 keV are not present in these

streams.

3. The delay of arrival of electrons to the

90 °
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• I
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E 90° 0° 90 ° W

FIGURE 24.-Correlation between direction of arrival of
streams of protons and electrons in mixed electron-proton
events [1041.
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.

Earth in relationship to the burst of x-rays

usually is 15-60 rain. The rise time to

the maximum is much briefer than the

rise time of the flux of protons following

large flares (usually 5-50 min). The

drop in intensity has a dual nature. In

some cases, an exponential decrease in

intensity is noted from the maximum at

-= 12 h [83]. In other cases, there is a

rapid drop with _"on the order of the rise

time, followed by a much slower drop in

intensity as soon as it has reached 10%

of its maximum value.

When the active area moves across the

solar disk, electrons from this area

reach the Earth only when the area falls

within a certain interval of helio-

longitudes. Statistical analysis of the

electron increases leads to the conclusion

that most of the electrons rccorded at the

Earth are produced by flares located

60°--30 ° W solar longitude (see Fig. 27

[83]). These conclusions lead to the con-

cept of "cones of propagation," with a

width of 300-90 ° , within which low-energy
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F[CURE 25.--Time behavior of flux of protons with energies

Eu=7.5-45 MeV [90J.
1 - Pioneer 8

2- Pioneer 9

.

electrons propagate in interplanetary

space (Fig. 28 [83]). If this is true and the

electrons are emitted only in the "cone of

propagation," only a portion of all the

electron events generated on the Sun can

be recorded on the Earth.

The anisotropy of streams of electrons

has recently been measured. The initial

anisotropy is great and directed along the

interplanetary magnetic field, after which

it falls much lower than the anisot-

ropy of proton events, reaching an equilib-

rium value of about 2.5%. This indicates

Explorer 34

18 UT
19.Xl

0.1 UT
20. IX

To Sun 11/18/1968

Epi.7--7.6 MeV

Nonequilibrium

anisotropy

UT
20. Xl

Satellite intersects magnetosphere

UT 2 / Equilibrium anisotropy

21.Xl 1 radial phase ]r
UT

22.Xl

45 ° E

(Perpendicular
direction of

magnetic field

Equilibrium

12 UT anisotropy
Xl, eastern phase IT

00 UT
100%

Anisotropy scale

FIGURE 26.--Vector diagram of change in direction of

anisotropy with time for flare of November 18, 1968.

Anisotropy in initial nonequilibrium phase of event (1-2 d)

directed along lines of force of field and value near 50%.

Vector diagram construction: each vector represents the

mean for a certain interval of anisotropy. The length of each

vector corresponds to the amplitude of anisotropy, the

direction-to the direction of the maximum flux of particles

in the plane of the ecliptic [104].
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that the nonequilibrium anisotropy exists
for a long time during the phase of

decreasing electron flux. The question

of anisotropy is still far from answered

and requires many more experiments.

Solar Particles Localized in Space

Streams of high-energy particles are almost

always related to flares on the Sun. Low-energy

particles (protons with energies of 0.3-20 MeV

and electrons with energies of 20-100 keV)

may appear in interplanetary space at times other
than immediately after a flare. An increase in

streams of particles is frequently observed which
cannot be related to a visible flare, or for which

the interval of time between the optical flare and

the rise in the flux of low-energy particles is

much greater than the direct flight time of the

particles. Measurements by spacecraft of such

delayed fluxes have shown that the time course of

intensity is almost identical for protons with

energy E_,- 0.5 MeV and Ev- 10-20 MeV.

When this type of increase is recorded, the

spacecraft is intersecting a stream of particles

localized in space, moving with the solar wind.

The magnetic field of this area modulates the

intensity of the galactic cosmic rays, and causes

a Forbush reduction; the flux of plasma, colliding

with the magnetosphere of the Earth, may cause

geomagnetic disturbances.

These localized areas are usually tubes of force

lines extended in space and rotating with the Sun.

These "rotating" fluxes are frequently so long-

lived that they are observed over several rotations

of the Sun as recurrent
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periods of 27 d. Long-lived streams of protons

with energies of several MeV are usually related
to active areas on the Sun. The initial sources of

long-lived protons are assumed to be solar

flares, supporting extended expulsion of plasma
after the flare from the same active area. Sub-

sequently, the stream remains attached to the
same active area.

The magnetic field frozen in the plasma of the

solar wind fully determines the motion of particles

in these streams; i.e., the particles move within

a certain cone of lines of force of the magnetic

field, carried outward from the Sun by the solar

wind. Therefore, when the same stream is

measured at two points in interplanetary space,

a shift in the time of recording the increase

AT is observed. This is related to the velocity of

the solar wind, u, and the distance between the

points of observation:

AT-AR+A 6 "R. cot 0=AR+ A6 (7)
u u

where A6 is the angular distance between the

spacecraft;

AR is the radial distance between the space-
craft;

u is the speed of the solar wind;

fl _ 13.3°/d is the angular rate of rotation of

the Sun;

cot 0 is the angle of inclination of the lines

of force of the magnetic field in the plane

events, repeating with Sun

__ Flare -__

"i Pro .
$

/0601 90 W "__ Earth_

FIGURE 27.-Dependence of recording of electron increases
on heliographic longitude of flare [83].

FIGURE 28.-Concept of the "cone of propagation" of elec-
trons in interplanetary space.
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of the eclipticto theradiusat thegiven
point;

R is the distance from the Sun.

This shift in recording time of two spacecraft

separated in longitude allows an unambiguous

increase in particles in rotating streams to be

separated from all other types of increase in the

case of simultaneous presence of spacecraft at

different points in space.

Figure 29 is an example of the recording of such

an increase by the Zond-3 and Venera-2 space-

craft [138]. The mutual placement of the space-

craft during recording of the localized stream

is to the right.

The properties of such streams, characteristic

for most recorded increases, are summarized

briefly.

1. The intensity of particles in long-lived

streams is usually low: N_ 10-100

cm -2- s -1 • sr -1. For protons with

energies of Ep-_ 0.5 MeV and electrons

with energies ofEe > 40 keV, the intensity

may sometimes reach 104 cm -2 • s -l • sr -1.

2. The energy of particles populating these

streams is usually not great: Ee _-"40-300

keV, E_ _ 0.5-20 MeV. In several cases,
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electrons of high energies have been re-

corded in rotating streams (Fig. 30 [88]).

3. The energy spectra of electrons and pro-

tons recorded in long-lived streams are

usually softer than those of particles

observed during flare bursts.

4. The long-lived streams may consist only

of protons or electrons, but sometimes
both.

5. When streams of protons and electrons

are recorded, an electron maximum is

frequently followed by a proton maximum

[6].
6. Rotating streams somctimes have a

broad halo of 70°-90 ° longitude; the halo

is of harder particles of relatively low

intensity. At the center of the stream,

where the particles have lower energy,

the concentration of particles is higher.

The duration of recording the central

portion of a stream is usually 6-!2 h,

indicating that the angular width of the
central stream is 3°6 °.

7. The anisotropy of long-lived streams is

usually low, 10%--20%, sometimes reach-

ing 30%40%; however, very few reliable

measurements have yet been made.

8. A shock wave called a standing shock
wave is sometimes recorded simultane-

eV

Zond 3 I_

1 MeV<Ep<5 MeV _

,,/_._f/"
Ep_30 MeV

c-a

300 _¢'_ 1/24/66

/28/65 Sun \\ '_ _1,-_'1'/4/66

 z:2 / IY
°/6,6.

Orbit of Zond 3

_ll JtllJll _ll_ IIllll
15 20 25 30

November 1965

FIGURE29.--Recording of long-lived flux by Zond 3 and Venera 2 spacecraft [138].
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ouslywith therotatingstream,bounding
the streamon the side of the inter-
planetarymedium,andamagneticstorm
isobserved.

Solar Cosmic Rays and Shock Waves

An increase in the intensity of cosmic rays is

frequently observed in interplanetary space,

coinciding in time with the passage of a shock

wave, generated in a large flare. In relationship

to the initial flare, these particles are delayed,

like the particles in the long-lived streams. It is

possible that both types of increases represent

the same phenomenon. The recording of such

particles is always accompanied by a Forbush

decrease in the intensity of galactic cosmic rays

and geomagnetic storms on the Earth, caused by
interaction of the shock wave with the Earth's

magnetosphere. Figure 31 shows an example
of such an increase [136].

The mean propagation velocity of shock waves

from flares at 1 AU is about 600 kin/s; therefore,

the usual delay of such particles appearing at the

Earth in relationship to a flare generating the

shock wave is 50-60 h. In the case of flares in

the central portion of the limb, two phenomena
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FIGURE 30.--Recording of long-lived stream of relativistic
electrons [88].

may be superimposed: a rotating stream of

particles and those related to the movement of

the shock wave. When strong waves with a

mean propagation velocity of about 2500 km.s- 1

are observed, the energetic particles are observed

approximately 1 d following the flare. The cri-

terion for selecting such events is the accompani-

ment by a shock wave, propagating from the solar

flare into interplanetary space. The differentia-

tion of a shock wave from all other types of pertur-

bations in the interplanetary medium is difficult
and can be achieved unambiguously only by

simultaneous measurement of the parameters of

the plasma and magnetic field by satellite. A

summary of the basic known properties of such

streams of particles accompanied by shock

waves is presented.
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FIGURE 31.--Increase in flux of particles related to shock
wave for protons with energy 1 _<Er _<MeV and Ep > 30
MeV according to data by Venera 6, Molniya 1, and Ex-
plorer 34 spacecraft, April 10-15, 1%8. Bottom curve
shows indications of neutron monitor in alert [138].
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1. Therisetimeis6-24hours.Usually,the
risebeginsbeforethearrivalof theshock
wave is recorded.At the momentof
passageof the leadingedgeof theshock
wave,anadditionalnarrowburstlasting
10-20minisrecorded.

2. The streamsmaybe eitherpureproton
streamswith energies0.5_<Ep _< 100

MeV, or may contain electrons with

Ee _ 40-300 keV.
3. Simultaneous arrival at the observation

point of particles of various energies
is observed, with identical rise rates of

the fluxes of particles at different energies.

4. The energy"spectra of such particles are

usually much softer than the spectra of

the diffusion components against the

background of which they are recorded.

5. The anisotropy of such streams has been

insufficiently studied. The anisotropy may

be great, but the direction of the maximum

arrival of particles changes rapidly with

time, apparently synchronously with rapid
fluctuations in the magnetic field behind

the leading edge of the shock wave.

6. The appearance of particles is always
accompanied by Forbush reduction of the

intensity of galactic cosmic rays and

geomagnetic storms with sudden onset.

Solar Cosmic Rays During "Quiet" Periods

A minimum background flux of protons occurs

during quiet periods when there are no solar

flares. Low fluxes and the spectra of such

particles with energies of 30 MeV against the

background of the significantly greater flux of

galactic cosmic rays are difficult to measure;

therefore, data produced so far are not dis-

tinguished by great accuracy. The mean flux of

protons with energies Ep > 1 MeV, according to

various measurements, is about 10 -2 particles/

cmZ's'sr. The differential spectral index for the

energy area 0.03-5 MeV is T _ 3.

Generation of solar cosmic rays during flares.

There is reason to assume that the generation of

solar electrons and protons occurs in two stages,

both directly during the period of the explosive

phase of a flare, when the brightness in the

Ha line is maximum (stage 1), and after the

explosive phase, when the hydromagnetic shock

wave formed during the large flare explosion

interacts with the intensive magnetic fields in

the sunspots (phase 2). Thus, there are probably

two accelerating mechanisms, acting in sequence,

i.e., acceleration in the explosive phase is the

injector of particles accelerated in the second

phase.

Direct generation of particles during the

explosive phase is a possibility which is indicated

by observation of type III radio bursts. The

velocity of movement of the source of type III

bursts is from 0.2 c to 0.8 c; the agent exciting

these plasma oscillations can be identified as

electrons with energies of 10 to several hundred

keV. The movement of such a source of type III
radio bursts from the Sun to a distance of 200

R®was observed [119], and it was found that the

velocity of motion remained constant, equal to

(0.4-0.5) • c, while the source itself was a compact
formation with linear dimensions of 106 km.

An estimate of the number of electrons causing a

type III radio burst in the corona is Ne _ 1035-10_ 6,
which is similar to the number of solar electrons

(Ni) observed directly in interplanetary space

after a flare (Ni-_ 3" 1033-1034 for Ee/> 22 keV).

This yields a value of 0.1-1% for the effectiveness

of departure of electrons from the corona into

interplanetary space [83]. With a type III radio

burst generated in the corona, there are simul-
taneous microwave bursts in the cm radio

range and x-ray bursts in energies ranging to

100 keV (Figs. 32 and 33). Since type III radio

_ _Type TIT radio

Magnetic !- Elrectr°_ s gleeaV_antigon

lines_ _,_\_Ji ix_OaypaCierowaVe,radiation

\ _and ultraviolet

Area" of __Y\

acceleration of electrons

FIGURE32.-Model of generation of electrons in a flare.
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bursts are observedfrom particlesmoving
outward,microwaveburstsmayariseasmagnetic
bremsstrahlungin the chromospherewhena
portionof the streamof acceleratedparticles
movesinthedirectionparalleltotheboundaryof
thechromosphere.Thex-radiationof this phase
resultsfrombremsstrahlungof electronsmoving
into thedenserlayersof thesolaratmosphere.
Thatalloftheseparticlesbelongtothesamearea
of generationshowssimilarityof thetimeform
of a burstfor varioustypesof electromagnetic
radiation.Theratiobetweenintensitiesof these
groupsof electromagneticradiationmayvary,
evento the pointthat individualformsmaybe
totallyabsent,dependingon the situationand
specificconditionsof acceleration.

If theaccelerationof particlesin thisphaseis
achievedby electricfieldsarisingupondissipa-
tion nearthezeropointsof oppositelydirected
magneticfields,accelerationto identicalhard-
nessesprobablyoccurs.If the electronsare
acceleratedto energiesof about300keV, the
protonsareacceleratedonlyto200eV,i.e.,their
energyis lowerthanthe kineticenergyof the
solarwind.Observationsin interplanetaryspace
haveshownthat after flaresof low intensity,
only the first phaseof accelerationoccurs,
acceleratingmostlyelectrons.If there is any
mechanismof acceleration,for example,ac-
celeratinga particleto identicalenergy,a low
energy(upto afewhundredkeV)protoncompo-
nent shouldbe observedafter a low-intensity

X-rays (10 keY)

Hard x-rays,

microwave, and I Propagation without

ultraviolet radiationll " f_ scattering
__JL_ I

DiffuseType ]_ I

radio emissions _ / _propagationnFlux of electrons with "-
energies I0-- 100 _ , , , _ , ,
keV at I AU 0 20 40 60

Time from beginning of flare, min

FIGURE 33.-Model of generation of electrons in a flare
(time picture).

flare. The scarcity of experimental data does not

yet allow drawing any reliable conclusions in

this respect.

The primary portion of the protons is accelera-

ted to energies of hundreds of MeV, while the

electron component is accelerated to ener-

gies of tens of MeV, apparently in the sub-

sequent phase of the flare phenomenon, in

which the shock wave formed in the explosion

interacts with the strong magnetic fields of the
spots. This shock wave is noted on the basis of

type II radio bursts several minutes after the

beginning of large solar flares. There apparently

is an energy threshold of formation of a shock

wave, since it generally does not follow low-

intensity flares.

Finally, the interaction (mentioned above )
causing acceleration of particles is indicated

by type IV radio storms, resulting from synchro-

nous radiation of electrons captured in the

corona. These storms are varied in form, often
last for many hours, and cover areas that drift

slowly in the corona. The proton component of

solar cosmic rays correlates rather well with the

appearance of these type IV radio storms. It has

been assumed that the corona, similar to such

type IV areas, also contains areas occupied by
type I radio storms, a broad continuum of radio

noise, sometimes lasting for several days. In

type IV radio storms, these regions are occupied

by energetic electrons and protons, but in type I

radio storms, they consist of captured electrons

with energies of tens of keV.

Thus, at a stage in the flare phenomenon in

the corona, near the base of the lines of force

carried by the solar wind out into interplanetary

space, broad regions are formed, populated with

charged particles, and frequently quite distant

from the location of the flare. At some moment,

the particles are liberated and enter the inter-

planetary magnetic field.

Propagation of Solar Cosmic Rays

in Interplanetary Space

The interplanetary magnetic field is the basic

factor defining the nature of motion of charged

particles in interplanetary space. Protons injected

by the Sun propagate in the interplanetary spiral
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magneticfield formedby the solarwind.The
spectrumof the heterogeneitiesrelatedto the
inconstancyof solarwindparametersis super-
imposedonthis basicallyorderedinterplanetary
magneticfield structure.Correspondingto this
structureof the interplanetarymagneticfield,
the motionof a chargedparticlecanbedivided
into motionalongthe spiralmeanregularfield
andscatteringonmagneticheterogeneities.

Withmovementin aregularfield,changingas
afunctionofR, the magnetic moment of a parti-

cle M=E • 1/B is conserved (first adiabatic ver-

sion), leading to conservation of the value of

sin2a/B, where a is the angle between the direc-

tion of the velocity of the particle and the line of

force. The intensity of the magnetic field

decreases as Br(R) _- 1/R 2, B_(R) _ 1/R. Since
the value of the field at the orbit of the Earth is

decreased by 104 times in comparison to the

intensity at the surface of the Sun, the pitch

angle of the particle a would be very slight

c_ _< 1 ° (even for a particle which departed the

Sun at an angle of about 90°), if the particle were

not scattered on magnetic field heterogeneities.

When a particle interacts with field hetero-

geneities, it is scattered, i.e., changes its pitch

angle and the direction of motion. The particle

is most effectively scattered on field hetero-

geneities with dimensions _ on the order of the

Larmor radius of the particle pk = pc/ZeB where

p is the momentum of the particle, B is the mean

intensity of the field in the heterogeneity. Where

t >>PT, particles are scattered on heterogene-

ities to very slight angles; when a particle moves

along the line of force, it either runs around a

heterogeneity so that the scattering angle is also
slight, or is reflected from it.

Most increases in solar particles recorded in

the past 15-20 years (as stated above) have been

gradual during several hours from the moment

of the first particles at the recording point, to

the maximum of intensity with subsequent slower

decrease. The solar flares responsible for these

increases last from ½ to 3 h; the phase of the

flare in which hard x-ray and radio radiation is

observed lasts for much less time (Fig. 33).
Therefore, the longer leading edges of the time

profiles of particles are interpreted as the effect
of diffusion of particles.

The model of isotropic diffusion is the simplest

model describing the process of propagation of
particles when strong scattering is present, which

is suggested at the very beginning of the study

of solar cosmic rays. This simple model, in the
case of an unlimited medium and constant dif-

fusion factor, yields the time-dependence of the

flux of particles:

N(v) -3,.

n(R, v, t) = (4_" D" t)-3/2" e 2-7- (8)

where n is the density of the particles;

R is the heliocentric distance to the point
of observation;

D(R, v) is the diffusion factor;

v is the velocity of the particles;

tm=R2/6D is the moment in time when

n(R, v, t) has its maximum value.

lsotropic diffusion. The model of isotropic diffu-

sion assumes that the particle is injected in a pulse

over a very short time near the maximum of a

flare or the maximum of a burst of x-rays and

moves in a spherically symmetrical volume

encountering heterogeneities, leading to iso-

tropic scattering of the particles. The density of
heterogeneities in space must be such that the

length of the free path of a particle _ is much less

than the distance L from the source to the point
of observation.

The time-dependences of intensity of solar

cosmic rays are sometimes fairly well-described

by isotropic diffusion, particularly if the source

of particles is located in the eastern or central

portion of the Sun. Agreement of the time-

dependence can be improved by considering the

dependance of diffusion factor D on heliocentric

distance R.

However, isotropic diffusion does not explain

the spatial anisotropy of the flux of solar protons

observed in the initial stages of a flare; the maxi-

mum of the flux in the process of isotropic dif-
fusion should be observed in the direction from

the Sun. Actually, the maximum flux is directed

at an angle of _b_ 50 ° to the Earth-Sun line and

is displaced to the east. Isotropic diffusion also

cannot explain the greater effectiveness of the

western half of the Sun from the standpoint of

arrival of solar cosmic rays. Measurements in
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interplanetaryspacehaveindicatedthat the
fluxesof particlesin spacedependstronglyon
the heliolongitudeof the locationof the solar
flare,whichalsodoesnotfit theisotropicdiffusion
theory.

Furthermore,experimentsfrequentlyindicate
afreepathlengthfor protonswithEp < 50 MeV

which is comparable to 1 AU, contradicting one

of the conditions of applying the diffusion theory

[89].

All of this indicates that isotropic diffusion

produces an acceptable description of the late

stage of an increase, with the exception of the

properties of anisotropy. However, it must be

recalled that most particles are recorded at the

maximum of an increase. Consequently, iso-

tropic diffusion can describe the behavior of not

more than 10% of particles emitted by the Sun.

Anisotropic diffusion. Models of anisotropic

diffusion have been developed in recent years.

Some are based on the assumption that the dif-

fusion of particles occurs not only in inter-

planetary space, but also in the solar corona,
with the relative roles of coronal and inter-

planetary diffusion depending on the time of

observation; when a particle moves along lines

of force, scattering predominates over transfer

across the lines of force. In other words, the

effective diffusion factor along the field DII is

significantly greater than D±-the factor across

the lines of force (DII _ 100 D.).

Based on these assumptions, a theory of scat-

tering of particles as to pitch angles has been

developed for description of the physical relation-

ship between the scattering of particles and

the observed fluctuations in the magnetic field
[78, 84]. A theory of anisotropic diffusion has

been developed under the same assumptions

[54, 56], considering transfer of particles by the

solar wind, time behavior of fluxes and anisotropy

of solar cosmic rays in the nonequilibrium phase

of the phenomenon, when diffusion is significant.

It is indicated that the anisotropy A _-R/2 vt,
where R is the distance from the source to the

observer along a line of force, v, the velocity of

the particle, and t, the time since the moment of

injection of the particle into the solar system.

Consequently, the anisotropy of electrons, even of

low energies (Ee-- > 100 keV) should decrease

much more rapidly than for protons with Ep t>

10 MeV, which agrees with the experimental

data [104].

In one model [27], it is assumed that at a

certain heliocentric distance R1 (R_ is compar-

able to 1 AU), the nature of scattering of solar

particles by the interplanetary magnetic field

changes so that particles reaching this distance
do not return to the area of diffusion. This bound-

ary condition for the decreasing intensity phase

leads to the exponential dependence of particle

fluxes on time up to the moment in time t >> to,

where to is the mean time of diffusion of particles

from source to boundary. Within the framework

of the models studied, the value and direction of

"equilibrium" anisotropy observed in the late

stage of increases in solar cosmic rays for T > 2 d

can be produced.

After the increase in solar cosmic rays begins,

when the solar particles have propagated by

several AU, long-term anisotropy may be caused

by: (1) convective transfer of solar protons along

lines of force in the magnetic field B, (2) drift of

particles due to movement of the magnetic field

relative to the particles, where the velocity of drift

is directed perpendicular to the magnetic field

force line, and (3) constant injection of particles

by the Sun. The drift of particles has a very sig-

nificant effect, particularly for low-energy par-

ticles. The radial equilibrium anisotropy existing

1-4 days after a flare, arises because of drift of

particles due to convection along field lines B.

The movement of the particles at this time is

fully determined by the solar wind. Consequently,

a current of particles is perpendicular to the line

of force due to drift motion, as well as along the

line of force, caused by collision of a particle with

magnetic heterogeneities moving along the lines

of force of the field at velocity u cos 0.

The total equilibrium anisotropy is independent

of the direction of the interplanetary field vector.

For an observer at rest, the anisotropy of the

cosmic rays will be directed along the radius and

its value ,4eq= (2+3,)u/v, where u is the velocity

of the solar wind, v is the velocity of the particles,

3' is the differential spectral index of the particles.

In the late stage of the increase in solar cosmic

rays, for moments more than 4 d after the flare,

the equilibrium anisotropy is observed about 45 °
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to theeastof the Sun-spacecraftline.Thisani-
sotropyis fullydeterminedbydrift movementof
solarcosmicrays;thecomponentof theanisot-
ropyparallelto thelinesofforceofthemagnetic
fielddisappearsdueeithertolackofdeflectionof
solarcosmicraysby magneticfieldheterogene-
ities,or tocompensationofthisanisotropybythe
reverseflowof particlesaccumulatedduringthe
firstphasesoftheincreaseattheperipheryofthe
solarsystem.In the latter case,a significant
positive(i.e., increaseof flux of particleswith
increasingdistancefromtheSun)radialgradient
ofsolarcosmicraysshouldbeobserved.Withfull
compensationof theconvectiveanisotropy,only
the drift anisotropyremains,the valueof .4=
(2+ T)u/vsin0, where 0 is the angle between the

direction of the lines of force of the magnetic
field and the direction to the Sun.

The increase in solar cosmic rays related to

the arrival at the point of observation of shock

waves caused by flares on the Sun has not been

fully determined. The existing hypotheses of the

origin of these energetic particles do not describe

all aspects of the phenomenon observed. The

most natural "trap" hypothesis assumes that the

solar particles were accelerated in a flare on the

Sun, then moved in interplanetary space with the
shock wave from the same flare in a certain adi-

abatic or diffusion trap. Another hypothesis
assumes that within the shock wave, there are

conditions capable of accelerating particles to the

observed energies. It would follow that the solar

cosmic rays observed with the shock wave are not

inherently solar, but interplanetary. A third

hypothesis states that the particles were created

on the Sun, remained near the Sun for a long

time and fed a group of force tubes, which the

shock wave has pushed outward to the point of

observation. The nature of this phenomenon will
not be discussed in detail, because there are not

sufficient data to support any of the hypotheses
listed.

Based on current knowledge of particles of
solar origin, the magnetic field of the Sun and the

interplanetary magnetic field, a phenomenological

picture can be constructed of the propagation of

solar cosmic rays.

Particles generated during a flare diffuse in the

solar corona far from the point of the flare. The

shock wave, propagating in the chromosphere

and corona of the Sun, facilitates this diffusion of

particles. The particles are then injected along

neutral lines into interplanetary space over a

broad range of angles, frequently reaching 90 ° ,

propagate along the lines of force of the field,

forming a "cone of propagation," and dissipate

little over the range of 1 AU. The particle popu-

lation of lines of force departing from the area of a

flare, or the area into which the maximum con-

centration of accelerated particles has diffused,

is much greater than in neighboring areas. When

the particles have traveled far from the Sun (2-

3 AU), they begin to scatter intensively, causing

isotropization of flow in the propagation cone and

filling the entire space near the Sun with particles,

i.e., erosion of the cone. If the injection process

lasts many hours, the increased intensity of par-

ticles and great anisotropy in the bundle of lines

of force departing from the area of the flare will

aiso be retained for a long time. However, the

spectrum of such particles will become softer

than the first time following the flare, since the

more energetic particles disappear sooner at the
boundaries of the diffusion volume.

If the shock wave generated in the flare

propagates into interplanetary space, it is
greatly perturbed and changes the distribution

of particles (or serves as a source of reflection of

particles, possibly changing their energy). There-

fore, when a shock wave passes spacecraft, a

change in the characteristics of the particle

stream is recorded. After the shock wave passes,

the interplanetary medium gradually returns to its

quiet state. Since shock waves propagate from the

Sun at speeds of 500-800 km/s, 4 to 5 d after a

flare, the primary process of propagation of parti-

cles will be transfer of particles by the solar wind

from the solar system.

Streams of High-Energy Solar Protons

The greatest radiation danger for man and for

various materials within spacecraft is the high-

energy solar protons which penetrate freely

through the skins of contemporary spacecraft.

The energies of such protons can be, arbitrarily,

100 MeV. This section provides a summary of the

increases in solar cosmic rays during which pro-
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tons with energies greater than 100 MeV have
been observed.

During the past two cycles of solar activity, over

100 flares of solar cosmic rays containing protons

with energies Ep > 100 MeV have been observed.

The most powerful of these, as well as the inte-

gral flux of particles in each flare [67, 92], are

presented in Table 7. The values of fluxes in
Table 6 were from varied data; the accuracy of

their determination can be assumed to be within

the limits of a factor of 2. Figure 34 shows the

time-dependence of the summary flux of solar

cosmic rays over a year, and the time-dependence

of the smoothed number of sunspots.

increases rapidly with decreasing dimensions.

The study of small bodies in the solar system is

undoubtedly of theoretical and practical interest.
The distribution of small bodies into classes of

comets, asteroids, meteorites, and cosmic dust is

more deeply based physically than mere differ-

ences in dimensions of bodies, phenomena, or

related methods of observations, and reflects their

characteristic features. Explanation of the physi-

2/23/56

Meteorite Material 5/10/59
7/10/59

Meteor material in interplanetary space
7/14/59

consists of a multitude of small bodies moving 7/16/59
freely in the Sun's field of gravity and generally 11/12/60
unrelated physically to the planets. These bodies 11/15/60

range broadly in dimension, from asteroids (tens 11/20/60

of km in diameter) to tiny dust particles, com- 8/02/72
8/04/72

parable in size to the wavelength of sunlight. The 8/07/72
number of particles in interplanetary space

TABLE 7.--Flares of Solar Cosmic Rays

Date of Flux of protons with energy
flare Ev > 100MeV/cm 2

for entire flare

3.5-10 s

8.5.10 r

3.7.10 s

4.10 s

2.4'109 (Estimate for pro-

tons with E > 60 MeV)
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cal structure and chemical composition of small

bodies in the solar system, their origin and age,

and establishment of the evolutionary relation-

ships between comets, asteroids, and meteorites

may be highly significant for the development of

solar system cosmogony.

These problems are frequently interwoven

closely with other problems of space physics and

the immediate surroundings of the Earth. Investi-

gation of meteorite material interactions and, in

particular, comets with fluxes of radiation and

corpuscular radiation is an effective means of
"_"°:-: " ¢ "" " of the ;ntor.imormadon on propertieso_,ta..ng ......
planetary medium, the solar wind plasma, and

magnetic fields in space. A comprehensive study

of meteorites can yield important information on

the structure of the upper atmosphere and the

physical processes within it, as well as on the

propagation of radiowaves.

The effects of meteorite bombardment on the

surface of the Moon provide a basis for study of

the history of the Moon, and to determine the
flux of meteorite material and its evolution in the

solar system. Analysis of the properties of

meteorites reaching the Earth allows judgment of

their nature, origin, and age, and the effects and

properties of cosmic rays.

Special problems in the study of meteorite
bodies and cosmic dust are connected with the

problem of meteorite danger for space flights.

There are two potential types of danger repre-

sented by solid particles for satellites, rockets,

and spacecraft. Collision with a sufficiently large

particle can cause serious damage to a space-

craft, even in an individual event. On the other

hand, continuous bombardment with tiny parti-

cles causes erosion of surfaces and may lead, for

example, to failure of optical devices or changes

in the optical properties of heat exchange sur-

faces and temperature regulation systems. Deter-

mination of the degree of meteorite danger is nec-

essary in the design of spacecraft and the devel-

,,pment of protective measures when necessary.

Studies and experience show that the meteorite

danger during flights in the region of the Earth's

orbit is slight, but extrapolation of these data over

a great range of heliocentric distances is unjusti-

fied; experimental data must be developed on the

meteorite situation for long interplanetary flights

beyond the limits of the orbits of Mars and Venus.

Main channels of information on the presence

and properties of meteorites in the solar system

are from studies of meteors, meteorites, zodiacal

light, optical phenomena in the upper atmosphere,

stratospheric dust, and meteorite dust reaching
the Earth's surface. Most of the information on

the meteorite component of the interplanetary

medium is from surface investigation.

The development of rocket and space tech-

nology over the past two decades has made

possible direct studies of micrometeorite particles

in the upper atmosphere of the Earth and in

space, using special equipment which utilizes

various recording principles. In contrast with

surface observations, these studies have pro-

duced information on individual particles with

masses down to 10 TM g, their spatial density,

physical properties, and chemical composition.
The phenomena studied, related solid interplane-

tary particles, frequently have practical applica-
tions. Observations of meteorite tracks are used

to determine the direction and velocity of winds in

the upper atmosphere, and the ionization created

by meteorites is used in some communications

systems.

The meteorite material rotating around the Sun
at a distance of about 1 AU consists of rock and

iron particles primarily of iron, nickel, and iron

sulfide. The chemical composition of rock meteor-
ites is reminiscent of that of terrestrial rock. The

density of rock meteorites is about 3 g/cm s, that of

iron meteorites about 7.8 g]cm 3. Meteorite bodies

may form conglomerates, with very low density,

approximately 0.5/em 3. The velocity of me-

teorite particles relative to the Earth varies

from 12 to 72 km/s. The significant fraction of
these bodies is combined into clusters extended

along their orbit or concentrated in small sections.
Meteorite bodies which cannot be classified in

any meteorite stream are called the meteorite

background or sporadic meteorites, which belong

to weak meteorite streams not yet defined.

Meteorite matter has been studied using space-
craft in the areas of the Earth, the Moon, and

interplanetary space along the spaceflight tra-

jectories to Venus, Mars, and beyond the orbit of

Mars in the asteroid belt [86].

Measurements of micrometeorite material by
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acousticalmethodsneartheEarthhaveindicated
thatthenumberof micrometeoriteparticleswith
masseslessthan10-6 g is higher,by several
ordersof magnitude,nearthe Earththanthe
interplanetarybackgroundlevel.Theseresults
haveledtoformulationofthehypothesisofadust
beltordustcloudaroundtheEarth.Twopossible
sourceshavebeenconsideredfortheseparticles:
interplanetarydust particlescapturedby the
gravitationalfieldoftheEarth,anddustparticles
separatedfromtheMoon.

However,carefulstudyof thesemechanisms
[37,38,47,116]hasshownthatthesephenomena
couldnotsupporttheobservedconcentrationof
dustparticles.At the sametime,doubtshave

been expressedconcerningthe experimental
reliabilityof the resultsproduced;manyscien-
tists currentlybelievethat thefluxesof powder
particlesin near-Earthandinterplanetaryspace
arethesame.However,recentstudiesusingsen-
sorsof varioustypeshaveshownthat thereis
spatial densityof particleswith massesof
< 10_g elevatedby approximatelyanorderof
magnitudein theareaaroundtheEarthin com-
parisontotheir similardensityin theareaof the
Moonandin interplanetaryspace(Fig.35).The
presenceof a dustbeltofthisconcentrationnear
theEarthis notdiflicuhtoexplain.Nevertheless,
theaccumulationof experimentaldatato answer
this question finally must be continued.
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In Figure 35, parameter S, characterizing the

exponential law of propagation of meteorite

bodies by mass, for the mass range m = 10-_2 -

10 -_ g, near the Moon and interplanetary space is

S _ 0.6 in comparison to S = 0.8 near the Earth,

i.e., the shortage of particles with decreasing

mass in the area of the Moon and in interplanetary

space is greater than near the Earth.

Preliminary results of measurement by Pio-

neer 10 spacecraft have shown that in the aster-

oid belt, the flux of particles increases sharply

with the main mass of asteroid belt particles hav-

ing dimensions of 0.01-1 mm. The number of par-

ticle impacts with the Pioneer 10 spacecraft has

been greater than expected before launch, but

there is not great danger of serious damage to the

spacecraft [1].

Micrometeorite Matter at

the Surface of the Moon

There is no atmosphere around the Moon;

therefore, meteorite bodies colhde with its sur-

face at high velocities. When a particle impacts

with the surface, an explosion occurs, and the

mass of soil particles ejected is many times

greater than the mass of the impacting particle.

Experiments with models in the US have shown

that many of the particles ejected in such an

explosion have a mass of about 10 -ng. Ninety-

nine percent of these particles fly over ballistic

trajectories at velocities of about 1 km/s, and only

1% achieves a velocity greater than 2.4 km/s,

sufficient to depart the Moon. Secondary particles

and impacts should not greatly increase the

danger of materials penetrating the surface of the

Moon due to their primarily low velocities; how-

ever, the erosive effect of repeated impacts, even

at low impacting particle speeds, might present

a problem for operation of individual structural
elements.

When large meteorites strike the Moon (a rare

occurrence), a great quantity of rock is ejected

from the surface. Experiments by the Pegasus,

Explorer 16, and Explorer 23 spacecraft have

been very valuable for the study of meteorite

danger, which used penetration-type sensors

recording the penetration frequency of an enve-

lope as a function of its thickness, and considered

the specifics of rupture of the envelopes when

particles strike at an angle (due to the isotropic

model of the incident stream used). These fig-

ures are presented in Figure 36, together with the

calculated data of Whipple. In the area with

thickness of less than 1 ram, the experimental

and calculated data agree well.

For medium-range flights in the area of the

Earth and Moon, this figure shows that meteorite

danger can be ignored, while for long flights

(about 1 year or more) in little-studied areas of

the solar system, the meteorite danger must be
taken into consideration.

The recording of micrometeorites in meteorite

streams is of a particular interest; this represents

a unique phenomenon in the solar system. The

point of view generally accepted is that there is a

genetic relationship between meteorite streams

and comets, and the processes of rupture of these
are the sources for formation of streams and

their constant new supply of meteorite bodies. A

hypothesis has been set forth and actively devel-

oped [81, 82, 138] which assumes that all me-

teorites, including sporadic ones, are of comet

origin, and the breakup of comets and scattering
of meteorite streams maintain the quasi-stable

state of the zodiacal cloud of cosmic dust. The

meteorite streams, like sporadic meteorities, have

been intensively studied by surface visual, photo-

graphic, and radio observation. There is, under-

standably, great interest in the study, related to

the technical capabilities of direct observation in

space, of micrometeorites belonging to meteorite

streams by means of satellites and rockets.

Extrapolation of the data from surface optical

and radio observations of sporadic meteorites
and meteorite streams indicates that the prob-

ability is slight of recording small particles with

masses of 10-s-10 -11 g in meteorite streams [37,

38, 82]. This is due primarily to the different dis-

tributions of particles by masses of sporadic
meteorites and meteorite streams; the contribu-

tion must be slight of meteorite streams to the

total counting rate of micrometeorites with

masses of less than 10 -6 g. It is important that

with decreasing dimensions of particles, the

significance of nongravitational forces acting on

such particles increases, essentially limiting their
lifetime in the solar system. The decrease in the
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steepnessof the integraldistributionof sporadic
micrometeoriteswithmassesof 10-7-101, g to

a value of 0.6, compared with mean value

S----1.2 for meteorites in the optical and radio

ranges, is characteristic. The effects of such

forces on the particles in streams can lead to

selective removal from orbit of particles of small

dimensions. This makes the recording of small
particles in the streams more difficult.

Based on experiments with micrometeorite

material, the mean density of meteorite material

in the solar system is about 2"10 -22 g/cm -3 and

the mean rate of accretion of interplanetary

matter by the Earth is 40 t/d.

MAGNETOSPHERE OF THE EARTH

Terrestrial Magnetosphere Structure

The physical conditions near the Earth differ

greatly from conditions in interplanetary space

because of the terrestrial magnetic field. The

structure of the magnetosphere of the Earth,

washed in the solar wind, is shown in Figure 37

for the spring and fall (magnetic axis of the

Earth perpendicular to the direction to the Sun)

[98]. Figure 38 is for June (significant inclina-

tion of magnetic axis to Earth-Sun line) [112].

Differentiation can be made on the figures

between the stable magnetic field of the Earth

(described in this section), and the area per-

turbed by disturbances (under the subsequent

section, SUN-EARTH CONNECTION).

Stable Magnetic Field of the Earth

The terrestrial magnetic field is described in

the first approxima_on by a dipole field with
magnetic moments M=8.07.1025 G.cm 3, placed

at the center of the E_rth. The axis of the dipole

intersects the surface of the Earth at two oppo-

site points with coordinates 78.3 ° N, 69.0 ° W, and

78.3 ° S, 111.0 ° E. In the second approximation,

the magnetic dipole is shifted from the center of

the Earth by 436 km in the direction toward the

point with coordinates 15.6°N, 150.0°E. A

stricter approximation of the geomagnetic field

can be produced using an expansion with respect

to spherical harmonics.

Some properties of the dipole field should be

considered at this point which will be needed in

later exposition.

A magnetic line of force is produced by the

equation:

r=Re cos 2 6 (9)

where Re is the distance from the center of the

dipole to the line of force in the equatorial plane

(_b=0); 6 is the geomagnetic latitude; and r is

the distance from the center of the dipole.
The unit of distance used is the radius of the

Earth R0, equal to 6.37"10 s cm.

Then L =R-z" R=r/Ro; the equation for a hne
R0'

of force can be rewritten as

R=L cos 2 6 (10)
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FIGURE 36.--Frequency of penetrations of solid barrier in
area of the Earth's orbit.
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The intensity of the field in the plane of the

equator Be can be calculated by the formula

B 0.312
e-- L3 [G] (11)

The intensity of the field at any point on a line

of force can be determined by the expression:

B X/4-3 cos 2 6= X/4-3R/L
(12)

Be cos_ 6 (R/L) 3

Leading edge
shock

Solar wind

Sunt

/

Magnetopause

De-shaped

/
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ii

FIGURE 37.-Magnetosphere structure.
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FIGURE 38.-Structure of the Earth's magnetosphere. 1, radiation belts; 2, quasi-capture area; 3,

plasma layer; 4, neutral layer.
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Angle _/between a line of force and the radius-

vector is determined by the relationships:

tan T = 1/2 cot 6 (13)

The "inclination" of the field I, = _- - T-

At great distances, the structure of the geo-

magnetic field differs significantly from that of a

dipole, due to the interaction of the Earth's

magnetic field with the solar wind (see Fig. 37).

Movement of particles in the geomagnetic

field. The movement of particles with E < GeV

can be represented as the superposition of three

independent motions [5]: the Larmor rotation of

the particle in the plane perpendicular to the

magnetic field; oscillations of the instantaneous

center of rotation (leading center) along the lines

of force; and drift of the leading center around the
Earth.

The Larmor rotation has a period of:

7.10-7
T1 _ B (Ek+Eo) [s] (14)

where: Ek is the kinetic energy of the particles in

MeV; E0 is the rest energy of the particle in

MeV; for an electron Eo---- 0.51 MeV, for a proton
Eo = 938 MeV.

The Larmor frequency 1/T of electrons near the

Earth is about 1 MHz, of protons about 1 kHz, the

frequency decreasing as I/R 3 with increasing dis-

tance from the Earth. The Larmor radius of rota-

tion of a particle can be determined from the

relationship

33 sin
P= B E0 _ [M] (15)

or pc = 300 Bp

where a is the angle between the velocity vector

of the particle and the direction of the magnetic

field force line (pitch angle), _=Ek/Eo, p_ is the

momentum of the particle in eV/s.

The Larmor radius of electrons in the geo-

magnetic field does not exceed a few kilometers,

whereas for protons it may reach several
hundreds of kilometers.

As a particle moves along a line of force, this
relationship is fulfilled:

sin 2a/B = const. (16)

From this, the intensity at the point of reflection
can be determined:

Bref = Be/sin 2 o_e. (17)

The period of oscillation of a particle between

points of reflection is given by the formula

1+_
T2= 8.5" 10 -2. L __ • T(o_) [s}, (18)

_/-e2+ 2_

where T(a) = 1.3 -0.563 sin ae.

The longitude drift around the Earth is opposite

for particles with opposing charges (electrons

move toward the east, protons toward the west).

The period of drift around the Earth T3 is

defined by the expression

1+_ K
_'3= 88 2 +----_ L" E------_[min] (19)

where K= 1.25 -0.25 cos 2 o_.
44

For nonrelativistic particles, T3 =_-_ [min].'

(20)

All three types of motion studied correspond

to certain quantities which are conserved approx-
imately constant for the entire time of motion of

a particle, if the change in the magnetic field

with time characteristic for a given type of mo-

tion (T_, T2, T3) is slight in comparison to the

value of the magnetic field

B// _B (grad B) _ 1-_- _>(_',, _, _3}; p B (21)

These quantities are the adiabatic invariants of

motion in the magnetic field.

The first adiabatic invariant is the magnetic

moment of particle /x=P_/2TmB; (where

v _ c, IX=Eke�B), where T = 1/X/l-- (v/c) 2, PI

and Ekl are the components of momentum of

the particle perpendicular to the magnetic field.

The second or longitudinal invariant (longi-

tudinal action invariant) is defined as j=

¢bmvllds=p6_/1--B/Br_f ds. Using these two
invariants, as well as that E_= const in a constant

magnetic field, it can be shown that particles on

one line of force but with different pitch angles

describe practically the same envelope as they

drift around the Earth as they would in a dipole

field. Therefore, the captured radiation can be

characterized by a function of two coordinates

L and B [91].
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Calculationof L, B coordinates is a rather

cumbersome task, performed by computer.

If the points of reflection of the captured

particles are at low altitudes over the surface of

the Earth, the influence of the atmosphere on

the captured particles is considered by intro-

ducing the parameter hmin, representing the
minimum altitude over the surface of the Earth

at which a particle descends onto a given drift

envelope L.

The third invariant 6 is defined as the magnetic

flux through the surface intersecting the drift

envelope of a particle around the Earth and the

limited trajectory of the point of reflection of the

particle. Each L envelope corresponds to a unique

value of invariant _b. In the case where

/0BB -_-_z3, the third invariant is not con-

/ 08served, but since in this ease B --_ "> {zl; r2},

the first two invariants N and j are conserved.

The magnetic field for a given L envelope will

change. In this ease Ek/B=eonst, due to the

conservation of _, also the particle can shift to

another L envelope with the corresponding

change in E_. If B /
OB

/ -_- _ {zl; r2}, the equiva-

lent pitch angle of the particle changes, Ek may

change and in this case either/x or j is disrupted.

Finally, the particle enters the ionosphere. Move-

ment of particles in the magnetic field has been

reported [68, 112, 130, 133].

Movement of a Particle in the

Presence of an Electrical Field

Many phenomena in the magnetosphere of the

Earth can only be explained by assuming the

existence of an electrical field perpendicular to

the magnetic field in the plane of the Equator.

In this case, drift in the direction perpendicular

to the electric and magnetic fields is super-

imposed on the rotation of the leading center

around the Earth, with the velocity

8 cv,=10

where _ is the electric field intensity in v/cm. The

trajectory of motion of the leading center in the

plane of the equator (ae=90 °) can be calculated

on the basis of the rules of conservation of energy

and magnetic moment:

Ek + V= const,/x = const

where V is the electrical potential of the given

point in space. The form of the trajectories for

a homogeneous electrical field [7] is shown in

Figure 39. The trajectories moving at great

distances from the Earth are open. The particles

in closed orbits belong to the radiation bands.

The critical trajectory dividing the two types

(open and closed) is shown by the dotted line in

Figure 39.

The branching point Let on the critical orbit

can be found by assuming the electrical drift

velocity v, and magnetic drift velocity around
2_RoL

the Earth Vm-- to be equal. For nonrela-
Ta

tivistic particles

L_,, =4.75 • 10 -a Ek
E

SUn

FIGURE 39.-- Drift of electrons in equatorial plane of magnetic
dipole field with superimposed homogeneous magnetic
field in a homogeneous electric field parallel to the equa-
torial plane. Solid lines show typical trajectories of center
of rotation.
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Fromthisformula,particleswithenergiesat a
givendistancecanbedefinedasbelongingto the
radiationbands.On the other side,particles
passat a minimumdistancefrom the Earth
L ,ni,_= L cr/1. 78.

Theoretical Models,

Earth's Magnetic Field

The coordinates L and B are unsuitable for

analysis of captured radiation at L > 6, where the

influence of the solar wind on the Earth's mag-

netosphere is significant. The effect of the wind

causes the trajectory of movement of captured

particles to depend on local time. More complex

models of the geomagnetic field must be used to

study the motion of particles.

The theoretical models of the magnetosphere

have the purpose of analytic or numerical

description of the area where the source of the

magnetic field is the terrestrial magnetic dipole.

These models are necessary for qualitative

description of various processes occurring in

this field. The bases of such processes are the

radiation bands of the Earth, polar auroras,

dynamics of magnetospheric perturbations,

phenomena in the high-latitude conjugate points,

and propagation of low-energy cosmic rays.

Two models of the magnetosphere are theo-

retically best developed; one empirical model
has been constructed.

The Williams-Mead model [145] is based on

consideration of currents at the boundary of the

magnetosphere by spherical harmonics, as well

as internal field sources. A plate with a homo-

geneous point in the plane of the geomagnetic
equator on the night side of the Earth imitates

the neutral layer of the tail of the magnetosphere.

For this model there are four parameters:
Rs-the distance from the center of the Earth

to the subsolar point of the boundary of the

magnetosphere, Rh and Rf-distances from the
Earth to the near and far edges of the plate with

the current, and Bt-the field of the plate with
the current.

Usually, Rs=10R0, Ra= 10R0, Rf=2OORo
and Bt = 15T.

The two-dipole model [7] is based on the possi-

bility of imitating the perturbing effect of the solar

wind, under certain assumptions, by an additional

dipole. The field of the neutral layer is imitated

by the field of a plate with current. Charac-

teristic for this model are: c_-the distance from

the Earth to the perturbing dipole,/3-the value

showing the number of times by which the per-

turbing dipole is greater than the terrestrial

dipole Mvd= �3Me. Rh and Rf are the distances to

the near and far boundaries of the plate with

current from the Earth. Bt is the field of the plate

with current. For ordinary conditions, when

Rs =10Ro, c_=33-40Ro, /3= 12.7-27, Rh=

llR0, Rf=51Ro, Bt= 16y.

Empirical model of the magnetosphere [48].

So much data has recently been produced on the

magnetic field at distances > 5R0, that it is possi-

ble to construct an empirical model of the mag-

netosphere, which has been done by Fairfield [48].
Calculation of various theoretical models has

been made to explain the position of certain

characteristic points of the magnetosphere and

the topology of motion of charged particles in

the magnetosphere. In the field and in models in

the equatorial plane, the magnetic field is greater

on the day side than on the night side (see Figs.

40 and 41). However, in the figure, the value of the

field near the boundary is different for all models,

in spite of the approximately identical position of

the magnetosphere's boundary. The form of the

magnetic lines of force near the boundary of

the magnetosphere differs notably for different
models.

Figure 40a, b, c, shows the meridional cross

section of the magnetosphere for all three models

in the day-night direction. The qualitative simi-

larity of all the models is evident but the approxi-
mation of the infinitely thin plate with current is

too rough for description of the field near the

neutral layer; also evident is the different

position of the neutral points at the boundary of
the magnetosphere with the day side of the

Earth and their projection over the lines of force
on the Earth.

The figure shows good agreement of the line of

force configuration for various models, although

there is some quantitative divergence.

Envelopes of magnetic drift. The study of the

motion of captured charged particles around the

Earth indicates that R < 5 R0, the influence of
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external field sources (currents at the boundary

and in the tail of the magnetosphere), can be

ignored, and the L, B, coordinates described

above can be used. In this case, particles located

on a single line of force and having different pitch

angles drift around the Earth practically around

a single drift envelope. At great distances from

the Earth, the drift envelopes split.

Figure 42 shows the distribution of particles of

tudes X t> 73 ° move out into interplanetary space

or close far from the Earth. Here it is primarily

a plasma of ionospheric origin with temperature

T_3-5" 104 °K, which moves out to great

altitudes along the magnetic lines of force and,

apparently, can extend into interplanetary space.

The area of the plasma layer on the night side

various energies in the magnetosphere of the

Earth [113]. Four areas are easily distinguishable.

The area of the polar cap (area I). The lines of

force departing from the day side of the Earth

at latitudes X/> 78 ° and on the night side at lati-

ZG,V,

Solar 78°(/10 -/6° 80°-

wind

16

r _ I I I I I
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FIGURE40.--Contours of even geomagnetic field intensity
in equatorial plane [21. (a) For empirical models; (b) for
Williams-Mead models; (c) for two-dipole model.

FIGURE41.--Magnetic field of the Earth, perturbed by solar
wind, in meridional day-night cross section. Latitudes of
intersection of the surface of the Earth by lines of force-
(a) empirical model [48]; (b) Williams-Mead model [145];
(c) two-dipole model [7].
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and neutral points on the day side of the Earth

(area II). On the day side, this area is located at

_. = 760--80 ° , where the neutral point is projected

along the magnetic lines of force (latitude of

polar drop on the day side of the Earth). On the

night side this area is projected along the mag-
netic lines of force at latitude _. = 68°-73 °

(latitude of polar drop on the night side of the

Earth). The source of the plasma of this area is

the solar wind, penetrating into the magneto-

sphere of the Earth. The mean energy of particles
in this area fluctuates from a few hundred eV to

several keV.

The area of the plasmosphere (area III) is located

at the center of the magnetosphere of the Earth,

extending from the ionosphere to 4-5 Ro, limited

on the high latitude end by _ _ 60o--65 °. This

area is characterized by increased concentration

of electrons and ions of ionospheric origin. Near

the ionosphere, the concentration of ions Ni-_
105 cm -a, while at a distance of 4 R0 the con-

centration decreases to about 103 em -3. The

energy of particles is about a few eV.

Area of the radiation belts of the Earth (area

IV). The area of the magnetosphere is populated
by particles with energies of several tens of keV to

hundreds of MeV. A characteristic feature of the

particles at these energies is rapid magnetic
drift around the Earth in a time much less than

the rotation period of the Earth around its axis.

If area I is related to the open lines of force of

the geomagnetic field, areas II and III form
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FIGURE 42.-Distribution of charged particl.es in magneto-
sphere of the Earth; (a) equatorial cross section; (b)
meridional cross section.

under the influence of the weak electric field,

about 2-4 • 10 -6 v/cm in the plane of the equator,

directed from morning toward evening.
The source of ions in area III is within the

magnetosphere (ionosphere of the Earth), while

the source of ions in area II is outside the mag-

netosphere (solar wind).

For particles of area IV, the influence of the

electric field on their drift trajectories can be

ignored. The boundary of this area is at a dis-

tance where the electric field carries the particles

beyond the limits of the magnetosphere. From

the standpoint of dynamics of the magnetosphere

and effects on space objects, characteristics of

particles in areas II and IV are most important.

The most detailed measurements of plasmas in

the tail of the magnetosphere have been per-

formed by the Vela and OGO satellites. Informa-

tion on direct measurements of the plasma near

the neutral point have not yet been published, but

data are available on low-energy particles, pro-

duced near the Earth on lines of force connecting

with the area of the neutral points. Based on these

measurements, the position of area II in the

magnetosphere of the Earth is shown in Figure 42.

On the night side of the Earth, the neutral layer

of the magnetosphere tail is surrounded by a

plasma layer with a thickness h -_ 4 Ro near the

midnight meridian; closer to the morning and

evening sides, the thickness of the layer increases

to h _ 6 R0. The streams of electrons can reach

values of 10 _ electrons/cm -2 s -1. The mean

energy of electrons fluctuates from about 10 eV
to about 5 keV.

During magnetic disturbances, the thickness

of the plasma layer first decreases to h _ 1 R0,

then increases to h >6 R6 by the end of the

geomagnetic disturbance (during which time

magnetic disturbances develop at latitudes

cb"_ 75_-83°). During this time, electrons appear in

the plasma layer with energies of at least 40 keV.

Plasma-layer particles drifting in the crossed

electric and magnetic fields may reach the

morning, evening, and day sides. From the day

side, particles of the solar wind may penetrate

into the magnetosphere of the Earth through the

neutral points. Although the fluxes of particles
have not yet been measured near the neutral

points, at altitudes of several hundred to several
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thousandkilometersat latitudes_b_75°-83°.

electron fluxes have been recorded with Ee >

100 eV, reaching values of N (E > 100 eV)

l0 s cm -z s -I sr -1 with a spectrum ofN (>E)

E -1. Since the fluxes are isotropic, it can be

assumed that they have the same value in the

area of the neutral points. The energy density of

these electrons corresponds to that of the

magnetic field with an intensity of 5 T-

In area II, electron fluxes with Ee> 100 keV
are also sometimes observed. If electrons at this

energy level, observed on the morning and day
sides, can be accelerated in the tail of the

magnetosphere, the origin of the electrons in

the plasma layer is uncertain. Observation of

electrons of such energies near the morning side

is more probable than near the evening side.

The spectrum of the electrons from the zone

of the polar aurora on the night side is frequently

similar to the spectrum of electrons in the plasma

layer, indicating that this is the same area. The

polar auroras are closely related to ionospheric

and geomagnetic disturbances caused by various

manifestations of solar activity, which will
be discussed in the section, SUN-EARTH

CONNECTIONS.

Radiation Belts of the Earth

The area of radiation belts of the Earth is

shown in Figure 43 (area IV). Since high-energy

particles can be recorded outside this area as a

result of various physical factors, the placement

of electrons with energies of several tens of keV

differs from the placement of the areas of the

belts. Figure 43 shows schematically the areas of

recording high-energy particles in the magneto-
sphere of the Earth. The area of distribution of

electrons with energies > 40 keV, noted by the

slanted shading, does not belong to the radiation

belt, since the drift orbits in this area for particles

are open. Therefore, the high-energy particles at

great distances from the Earth are not particles of

the radiation belts, but are expelled from the

magnetosphere in a time less than 1 period of
drift around the Earth.

Two areas of radiation belts are mentioned in

the literature: the inner and outer radiation belts

[68, 130]. Although this separation was initially

caused by imperfections in the detectors used to

study the radiation belts, it was later found that

for certain groups of particles this separation

does have a physical sense. This will be discussed

in greater detail.

Protons of Earth Radiation Belts

The distribution of protons of various energies,

from 100 keV extending to 500 MeV at L _<6

[144], is shown in Figure 44. For L/> 6, the dis-

tribution of particles becomes a function of local

time. Figure 44 shows that as the energy in-

creases, the maximum intensity shifts to lower L,

at which the spectrum of protons becomes harder.

The meridional cross section of the belt of pro-

Unstable radiation zone,

Electron__ keV

12h--lO__l'Ob _ Oh R3
Ee> 150 keV

Inner radiation belt,

Protons _ Ep>30 MeV

12h--10_1 _r_i_nsR :elt '

Ep> 100 keV

FIGURE 43.- Structure of radiation belts.

108- __0.1 MeV. -

o 104 _

z" -

102 -

- \ \
10° i I I I i

2 3 4 5 6

L

FIGURE44.--Radial profiles of time-averaged global intensity
of protons with energies over a fixed value in the plane of
the geomagnetic Equator [144].
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tonswithenergiesE > 1.0 MeV and E > 30 MeV

is shown in Figure 45.

Important characteristics of the radiation belts

include the distribution in the plane of the

Equator, and distribution of particles along lines

of force, usually approximated by the function

N(B) L=co,st _- B". Analysis of the data shows that

for low-energy protons (Ep<30 MeV), this

appi'oximation satisfies the experimental data

well, n increasing with decreasing L. For high-

energy protons, the dependence of intensity on L

is more complex. Protons of these energies are

more concentrated in the plane of the Equator;

with increasing L, the altitude course increases.

Examples of altitude courses for protons with

E > 1, E > 30 and E > 110 MeV are presented in

Figure 46 [139]. Analysis of the spectra shows that

for low-energy protons, the energy spectrum is

well-approximated by an exponential function:

N(> E) _ exp (-E/Eo) (22'

where E0_-L 3 (for L=6, E0_60-100 keV).

High-energy protons have an exponential energy

spectrum N (>E) _E x.

At the maximum of the belt (L _ 1.5), x= 1;
at L=2, x_2.

These peculiarities of high- and low-energy

protons are explained by their difference in

origin. It is assumed that their origin differs;

the source of high-energy protons is neutrons in

the cosmic ray albedo, interacting with the

atmosphere of the Earth; the source of low-energy

protons is the solar wind. The protons of the solar

wind are captured by the magnetosphere of the

Earth and, diffusing into the magnetosphere, fill
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FIGURE 45.- Meridional cross section of belt of protons with
energies Ep > 1.0 MeV and E_, > 30 MeV.

the core of the magnetosphere. The area of

protons with Ev < 50 keV, detected on the eve-

ning side of the Earth, can be interpreted as an
intermediate stage between the proton belt and

solar wind. Figure 47 shows the distribution of

protons in the radiation belt and protons with

E v < 50 keV as functions of L [144]. The intensity

maximum of protons with Ep < 50 keV is ob-

served at L=7-8. During magnetic storms, the

intensity of protons with Ep < 50 keV at the maxi-

mum increases by an order of magnitude or
more, and the maximum is shifted to L _4.

Protons with Ep_50 keV at this time cause a

Dst variation in the magnetic field.

The death of protons is due to ionization losses

in the upper layer of the atmosphere.

a-Particles in Radiation

Belts Around the Earth

Since the solar wind contains both protons and
a-particles, it is natural to assume that the radia-

tion belts of the Earth would also contain

a-particles. However, their flux should be quite
low, since ionization losses .of a-particles are

greater than those of protons and the concentra-

tion of a-particles in the solar wind is 10 times

less than the concentration of protons.

A profile of the belt of a-particles, according

to Soviet data [53], is shown in Figure 48, while

Figures 49 and 50 show the spectrum and rela-

tive intensity of a-particles. These figures show

the data of other authors as well [144].

Electrons in the radiation belts of the Earth.

The distribution of electrons of various energies
in the plane of the Equator in 1966 is shown in

Figure 51. The area where captured electrons

are recorded is divided into the external and

internal radiation belts. The boundary between
these belts follows approximately L---3, where

electrons with energies of several hundred keV

have minimal lifetimes in comparison to the

surrounding L envelopes.
The electron source in the inner radiation belt

is neutrons of the cosmic ray albedo, interacting

with the atmosphere of the Earth. During the

strongest magnetic storms, particles are injected

not only into the external radiation belt, but also
into the internal radiation belt at L 52. Subse-

-._ IS PO01_
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quently, during the process of diffusion, these acterize the natural electrons of the inner radia-

electrons may penetrate to even lower L. The tion belt [147]. By 1966, electrons with Ee <690

data relating to the inner belt (Fig. 51) can char- keV injected by the Starfish explosion had
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almostcompletelydisappeared.The ahitude
courseof electronsin the innerbelt can be
approximatedbytheexpressionN -_ B -1.

The distribution of electron fluxes with energy

Ee _ 150 keV in the outer radiation belt in the
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FIGURE 47.-Radial profiles of equatorial omnidirected flux

of low-energy protons.
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FIGURE 48.-Equatorial cross section of belt of low-energy

a-particles.

plane of a meridian is presented in Figure 52

[137]. The electrons of the solar wind are the

sources of electrons for the outer radiation belt

whose maximum intensity is at L = 4-5.

The altitude course of the electrons in the outer

belt becomes weaker with transition from the

outer boundary to the gap. As L changes from 6

to 4, the mean altitude course changes from

N _- B -t to N _ B -°-s. If a magnetically quiet

situation is retained for 4-5 days, at L- 4 the

altitude course disappears and N=const with

variations in altitude of - 6000 km to the Equator.
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Sources of Particles in Radiation Belts

The particles causing the Earth's radiation

belts have already been noted; consideration will

be given to the mechanisms by which the radia-
tion belts of the Earth are filled, and these can

be divided into two groups:

slow continuous filling of the radiation belts

with particles;

rapid "impulse" injection of particles.

The slow, continuous filling of the radiation

belts with high-energy particles occurs as

neutrons ,ff the cosmic ray albedo interact with

the atmosphere of the Earth. This process is the

source of particles for the proton belt with

energies E >30 MeV and the electron belt at

L _2-3. Many calculations have been made of

the intensity of protons in the inner radiation belt,

the source of which is the albedo neutrons [68,

130]. The. actual altitude course of intensity

differs significantly from the calculated course.

Apparently, neither the change or flux of neutrons

with altitude, nor the mechanism of proton death

(usually only ionization losses are considered) is

well-known.

This filling also occurs in the process of diffu-

sion of particles from the outer areas of the mag-

netosphere to its core. The theory of the process
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FIGURE 5l.-Radial profiles of electron intensity at L/> 1.75.

has been well-developed [40, 106, 130]. It is

assumed that the diffusion of particles occurs

during sudden impulses of the geomagnetic

field, frequently recorded by magnetic observa-
tories. The diffusion of particles may also occur

during magnetic substorms. This process leads
to acceleration of the diffusion of electrons at

low L (L < 2).

The change in the profile of the electron belt

with Ee > 1.6 MeV in the process of diffusion is

shown in Figure 53 [50]. The leading edge of the

belt during the process of diffusion moves at

v = 33 • 10 -7 L 9Re per day. The rate of movement

of the maximum of the belt is approximately

one-fourth as great. This figure shows the

dependence of the rate of diffusion of electrons

with energies of 0.15-5 MeV on L [139].

During the process of diffusion, the proton

belts of the Earth with Ev < 30 MeV and the outer

electron belt are formed. The maximum intensity

of particles of various energies is formed at the

L for which diffusion time for the boundary of

the belt is approximately equal to the lifetime of

the particles.

Rapid increases in the intensity of particles in

the belt occur during magnetospheric substorms,

and involve strengthening of the large-scale

electric field in the terrestrial magnetosphere.

Three modifications of the acceleration mecha-

nism can be noted.

First, particles are injected from the tail of

the magnetosphere under the influence of a

strengthened electric field. Higher energy par-

ticles in this case appear in more distant drift

envelopes; electrons with Ee > 40 keV appear

at L/> 4.0. Drift orbits of accelerated particles
under the influence of the reinforced electric field

are open, become closed only when it weakens.

Second, particles of the belt are redistributed

under the influence of relatively weak electric

fields, changing with time. The drift orbits of the

particles remain closed in this case, but rapid
diffusion of the particles occurs to the L en-

velope, for which the period of rotation of the

particles around the Earth 1"3 is equal to the

period of influence of the electric field, since

1
• 3-Ek---_so that high-energy particles increase

their intensity less than lower energy particles.
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Third,atthebeginningofanymagnetospheric
substorm,the field in the tail of the magneto-
sphereis increasedbytransitionof linesofforce
fromthecoreof themagnetosphereintothetail.
Uponcompletionof a storm,the linesof force
return.Thefieldat thetip of a lineof forcein-
creasesandtheenergyof particleslocatedona
given line of force increasescorrespondingly
(E/B=const).At the end of a magnetospheric
substorm,anacceleratinginductionelectricfield
appearsin the tail of themagnetosphere[146].

Themechanismof developmentof thequasi-
stableelectricfield is not yet clear.Possibly,
chargesseparateattheboundaryofthemagneto-
sphere.Theymayariseintheregionoftheproton
belt, wherethecurrentresponsiblefor the Dst

variation of a magnetic storm is formed (to be

discussed later).

Death of Particles in
the Earth's Radiation Belts

The general picture of the intensity of particles
in the radiation belts drawn above reflects the

state of dynamic equilibrium between the death

of particles and their arrival. The mechanisms of

death for particles of various types are different.

For protons and a-particles, the basic mecha-
nism of death is a decrease in the energy of the

particles due to ionization losses upon interaction

with the traces of atmosphere at high altitudes.

The disruption of the first adiabatic invariant is

significant only for protons with E_ >/100 MeV.

For electrons, Coulomb scattering is more
effective than ionization losses. It defines the

lifetime of electrons at less than 1.5. For higher

L, the lifetime decreases, indicating that there

is a new, more effective mechanism leading to

departure of electrons from the belts. This mech-

anism is scattering of electrons on low-frequency

waves such as whistling atmospherics and natural
cyclotron radiation.

The decrease in intensity of electrons in various

L envelopes during magnetically quiet periods

can be approximated by a function such as:

N _ exp (- t/r) (23)

where r is called the lifetime of the electrons. A

summary of the lifetime of electrons in various

L envelopes is presented in Figure 54, which

shows the dependence of lifetime of electrons

with Ee >/1.2 MeV and Ee/> 300 keV on L [144].

The intensity at which the flux of particles is

reduced by a factor of 2 in 1 day is called the

limiting intensity. At intensities near Nnv, the

lifetime of electrons with Ee > 40 keV and Ee ""

300 keV drops sharply. The decrease in intensity

is not exponential, but a power function: N_ t
[81]. When the intensity reaches the value

_ r, the power drop in intensity becomesN

exponential with lifetime r. The decrease in the

lifetime of electrons with an increase in intensity

is related to the development of cyclotron insta-

bility and scattering of electrons on their own cy-

clotron radiation. The ionosphere in this case has

a stabilizing influence on the belt, since it ab-

sorbs the cyclotron radiation of electrons with a

frequency near the low-frequency radio radiation

band. The death of particles occurs primarily

on the night side of the Earth, where the ioniza-

tion density is less and the absorption of cyclo-
tron radiation is weaker.

The scattering of electrons can be conven-

iently observed on the basis of the accumulation

of particles in forbidden drift trajectories, which

descend into the denser layers of the atmosphere
or to the Earth.

Figure 55 shows the change in intensity of

electrons with E_ _>400 keV at L = 2 at the drift

trajectory with hmin = 100 km. It can easily be

seen that at the departure from the anomaly, the

flux of such particles is slight and increases with
drift around the Earth.

The peculiarities of the pouring of electrons
with E_- 100 keV around the entire Earth can

be seen in Figure 56, likewise the increased

pouring of electrons during the night hours at

L _ 2 to the east of the Brazilian anomaly (0o-60 °

W), a phenomenon which is related to conical

instability. This pouring and death of particles

occurs constantly even under quiet geomagnetic

conditions. In addition to this stable death of

particles, sporadic pourings of electrons and

protons are observed in the belts. These phe-

nomena are related to geomagnetic, ionospheric,
and solar disturbances and will be described in

the section on Sun-Earth connections.
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SUN-EARTHCONNECTIONS

GeomagneticActivity- Storms
and IonosphericDisturbances

Most geophysicalphenomenain the upper
atmosphereof the Earth are directly or in-
directlyrelatedto activephenomenaontheSun.
The most characteristicmanifestationsof this
connectionaregeomagneticstorms,arisingasa
result of interactionof streamsof solarplasma
fromflareswith themagneticfieldof theEarth.
Geomagneticstorms,togetherwith the geo-

magneticandionosphericdisturbancesaccom-
panyingthesestorms,forma complexgroupof
phenomenacalledgeomagneticactivity.Typical
manifestationsof geomagnetic activity are

phenomena such as the polar auroras, absorption

of cosmic noise in the polar caps, and atmo-

spheric reduction and disturbances in the F

layer of the ionosphere.

Ionospheric disturbances and polar auroras are

among the outstanding phenomena related to geo-

magnetic storms. Study of the behavior of the

ionosphere relates directly to determination of
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FIGURE 52.-- Distribution of electrons with energies Ee/> 150 keV in the terrestrial magnetosphere. To
produce flux of electrons per cm z • s, figures by curves must be multiplied by a factor of about 100.
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the mechanism of geomagnetic storms, since the

primary current systems responsible for magnetic

disturbances apparently lie in the ionosphere,

while study of the auroras provides unique infor-

mation on pouring of particles from the

magnetosphere.

Geomagnetic activity is complexly dependent
on a number of parameters of the interplanetary

medium, the magnetosphere, and the ionosphere,
and on the physical processes which occur in

them. Its most common measure is the magnetic
index, represented as K or A (depending on the
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use of the quasi-logarithmic or linear scale), char-

acterizing the maximum change in the geomag-
netic field over 3 hours.

Variations in geomagnetic activity observed

are both periodic (27-day and ll-year variation)

and sporadic in nature. The ll-year variation is

closely related to the cycle of solar activity and

correlates well with it; the 27-day variation indi-

cates a relationship between the phenomena
observed and certain active areas on the Sun.

The perturbing agent may be either recurrent

corpuscular streams from the active areas, or

hard electromagnetic radiation. Increases in geo-

magnetic activity are observed as the Earth

intersects streams of high-velocity solar plasma.

Some increase in activity is observed as the

Earth crosses the boundary of the sector of the

interplanetary magnetic field where the velocity

of the solar plasma frequently reaches values of

700-850 km/s. As the sector boundary is passed,

a change is recorded in the intensity of cosmic

rays, the index of magnetic activity A increases,

and the intensity of captured electrons in the

outer radiation belt changes. This represents the

influence of the quasi-stable sectorial structure

of the interplanetary magnetic field on geo-

magnetic activity. Study of the interaction of the

solar wind with the magnetic field of the Earth

has been reviewed [26, 208].

Interaction of the Solar Wind

with the Earth's Magnetic Field

The solar wind and clouds of solar plasma,

striking the magnetic field of the Earth as they

propagate from the Sun, deform it in a way so

that on the Sun side it is somewhat compressed,

while on the opposite (shadow) side it extends

outward, forming a long, geomagnetic tail. The

particles of the solar plasma are partially de-

flected by the geomagnetic field. Flowing around

the magnetosphere, they continue farther into

interplanetary space, and are partially captured

by the field, forming belts of charged particles or

zones of captured radiation around the Earth.

Near-Earth space can be divided into three

areas with regard to its physical characteristics:

(1) interplanetary space, where the proper-
ties of the interplanetary medium are not

disturbed by the Earth and its magnetic
field;

(2) the transition region or magnetosheath

resulting from interaction of the solar

wind with the geomagnetic field;

(3) the magnetosphere-the area of space

occupied by the geomagnetic field.

The magnetosphere can in turn be divided into

two parts: the portion of the magnetosphere which

encompasses primarily the zones of captured

radiation, and the remaining portion, including

the magnetic tail (magnetotail) of the Earth with a

magnetic neutral plasma layer.

These three areas of space are separated by
two characteristic boundaries: the collisionless

head shock wave and the magnetopause. The

coilisionless shock wave separates the un-

perturbed interplanetary medium from the mag-

netosheath; the magnetopause (boundary of the

magnetosphere) separates the magnetosheath

from the magnetosphere (see Fig. 37).

A boundary of the geomagnetic field and its

motion were first discovered by the Explorer 10

satellite. The first measurements of captured

particles, the magnetic field, and the plasma at

the boundary of the geomagnetic field were made
p

in 1961 by Explorer 12 [30, 52]. The geomagnetic

field is compressed by the stream of the solar

wind on the Sun side at a distance of about 8.2 R0

along the Sun-Earth line. In addition to the limita-

tion of the regular geomagnetic field, a limitation

of the quasi-thermalized plasma was discovered,

which was interpreted as the leading edge of a
collisionless shock wave.

Further investigations finally established that

there is an area which serves as a division

boundary between the strong, regular geo-
magnetic field within the magnetosphere and the

rapidly fluctuating weak magnetic fields of inter-

planetary origin in the transition area (Fig. 37).

In the transition area, the low-energy solar plasma

is retained and thermalized upon transition

through the area of the collisionless shock wave.

In both the shock wave and the magnetosphere,
significant fluctuations of the magnetic field are

observed. Later measurements of the mag-

netosphere boundary indicated a slightly higher
value than the first measurements for its distance
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fromEarth,andshowedthatthepositionofboth
boundariesmaychange,displacementsreaching
20% of the nominalvaluesof the boundary
distances.Thesevariationsin positionof the
boundarysurfacesresultfromtimevariationsin
the densityandvelocityof the solarwindand
relatedinterplanetaryfields.

The boundaryof the magnetosphereon the
Sunsideis assumedto beapproximatelyspheri-
cal in shapewith aradiusof curvatureof about
14R0, and its center displaced by 3.5 Ro toward

the night side along the Earth-Sun line. The

shock wave is approximately parabolic in shape
and intersects the Sun-Earth line at a distance of

14 R0. The axis of symmetry of the magneto-

sphere boundary in the plane of the ecliptic is

rotated relative to the Sun-Earth direction by a

slight angle (5°), a result of the effect of aberra-
tion due to the orbital motion of the Earth

around the Sun.

The head shock wave is recorded by sharp

change in physical properties of the plasma

medium (appearance of low-energy plasma in the
transition area). Observations on satellites such

as Vela [39] have shown that the flux of electrons

recorded by satellites in the area of the assumed

head shock wave undergoes sudden and sharp

changes. The general nature of the change in

proton and electron fluxes agrees with the idea
that turbulence results from interaction of the

solar wind plasma with the shock wave. Protons

of the solar wind lose some of their energy,
while the electrons of the solar wind increase

their energy and the direction of motion of the

particles becomes more chaotic. The global flux

of electrons with Ee > 350 eV, upon transition

from interplanetary space to the transition area,
increases from not more than 107 to about

5 • l0 s cm -2 s -_. The temperature of the protons

increases from about 105 • (typical value for inter-
planetary space) to about 106 °K. The electron

temperature behind the leading edge of the shock

wave is about l0 s °K, although higher values are

frequently observed (up to about 5" 106 °K).

In the transition area approximately between

10 and 15 R0, near-isotropic but varying streams

of protons and electrons have been observed with

intensities of 109 cm -2 s -_. A significant increase

in the ion temperature and a sharp decrease in the

intensity of streams of protons and electrons have

also been observed near the magnetopause

(R,, _ 10.5 Ro). Measurements have shown that

the concentration of protons in the transition area

is 8 to 10 times higher than in the solar wind. The

magnetopause is easily detected not only by the

change in the magnetic field, but also by the sharp

decrease in the flux of protons with Ep < 10 keV

and the appearance of electrons with Ee > 40 keV

within the magnetosphere. Both boundaries (the

head shock wave and the magnetopause) some-

times diffuse, making identification more difficult.

On the night side of the Earth, the lines of force

of the geomagnetic field are extended far away

from the Sun, forming a long loop, extending to a

distance over 80 R0, i.e., beyond the orbit of the

Moon [43, 44, 61].
A tail is indicated as far out as R = 1000 R0

[101]. The diameter of the tail of 30 Ro is about

40 R0, at the geocentric distance of 80 R0 about

50 R0. The geomagnetic tail is assumed to form
as a result of extension of the lines of force of the

geomagnetic field from the polar areas by the

solar wind. It is shaped like a slightly flattened

cylinder with a 0-shaped cross section, consisting

of two individual magnetic force tubes. In the

southern tube, the magnetic lines of force from

the south polar area are directed away from the

Earth; in the northern tube the magnetic lines of

force, connected to the north polar area, are
directed toward the Earth. These tubes are

separated by a magnetically neutral layer with

very low field intensity, almost coinciding with

the layer of hot plasma, balancing the pressure

upward and downward from the neutral layer.

The neutral layer, according to observations

[16, 17], is very thin; its thickness is not over the

radius of the Earth (changes within limits of

500-5000 km have been recorded). When a

satellite crosses the neutral layer, the sign of the

field reverses; thus the existence is presumed of

a layer of plasma and an equivalent electrical

current, connected to the field _radient. Measure-

ments made by the IMP-1 satellite show the

neutral layer to be frequently in motion; the lines

of force have a small component connecting the

lines of force on opposite sides of the neutral

layer. During magnetic storms, the magnetic tail

is strongly deformed and changes [144].

574-269 0 - 76 - 8
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The intensity of the magnetic field in the tail

(Hx) decreases with increasing geocentric

distance r_e according to the rule Hx _ (r,e) -_,

,/ 0.5+0.2. At the distance r_=10-15 R0,

Hx = 20-30 T- At r_e = 40 Ro, H_ - 10-18 T, while

at r,e=80 R0, Hx_-6-12 3_. The value of the

component perpendicular to the neutral layer is

Hz _ 1-4"/ [129]. According to measurements by

Explorer 33 [100], the field intensity of the geo-

magnetic loop at the orbit of the Moon is 10-

18 T; the direction of the field is almost parallel

to the Earth-Sun line. The form of the geomag-

netic tail depends largely on the flux of plasma

at its surface and, like the mechanism of the

tail formation, is still debated [15].

Geomagnetic Disturbances

The instability of solar plasma fluxes leads to

fluctuations in the position of the outer boundary

of the magnetosphere, which can be recorded on

Earth as pulsations of the geomagnetic field.

Comparison of variations in parameters of the

solar wind flux, made from observations by

Venera 2, 4, and 6, with pulsations of the geo-

magnetic field [66], show that the primary

parameter of the solar wind, determining the

nature of geomagnetic field pulsations, recorded

on the Earth, is the concentration of the proton

component.

The stronger geomagnetic disturbances are

caused by high-energy fluxes of solar plasma
from solar flares and recurrent fluxes of solar

plasma. These disturbances may be periodic

(smooth and regular) or sporadic; the most

intensive are called geomagnetic storms. The

intensity of the geomagnetic field, equal to about

0.30e (30 000 T) at the surface of the Earth near

the Equator, may vary as much as 1%-2% during

the strongest geomagnetic storms.

A geomagnetic storm usually passes through

three phases of development: the initial phase,

a smooth or sudden change of field; the main

phase, a significant decrease in the horizontal

component of the field in the middle and low

latitudes; and a phase of gradual recovery,

developing approximately 1 day after the begin-

ning of a storm and continuing for several days

(Fig. 57).
Correlation of the time variation of the field

of a storm Dst with the position of the magneto-

pause on the day side, shows that in the initial

phase of a magnetic storm, the magnetosphere is

compressed, apparently due to an increase in the

solar plasma flux, while during the recovery phase

there is general expansion. In geomagnetic
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storms with a clearly expressed main phase,

there are great increases in the distance to the
head shock wave and in the thickness of the

transition, and a tendency toward increased

storm intensity with increasing transition area

thickness. Formation of the broader transition

area may facilitate generation and transmission

of magnetohydrodynamic waves into the mag-

netosphere, causing an increase in the viscous

interaction and subsequent transfer of magnetic

lines of force into the Earth tail, which increases

the intensity of the storm.

There is a relationship between the position

of the flare responsible for a storm on the solar
disk and the nature of the storm. Storms caused

by central flares are usually more sudden in onset

SC and show a well-developed main phase;

flares near the edges of the solar disk cause

storms with milder, more extended initial phases;

the development of the main phase is not always

the same during such storms. The flux of energy

responsible for geomagnetic storms can be as-
sumed to be concentrated in a narrow cone,

with an axis directed radially outward from the

area of the flare. The appearance of flares respon-

sible for storms with sudden onset at any point

on the solar disk also shows that the leading

edge of the plasma flow expands almost hem-

ispherically as it propagates, and forms an ex-

tended envelope. These concepts can be com-

bined into a single picture, presumably, of the

distortion of the shock wave generated, as plasma
is thrown outward from the area of a solar flare

[59].

Morphology of Geomagnetic Disturbances

The analysis of the morphology of geomagnetic

disturbances presented here is based largely on

the detailed review by Obayashi [102]. Chapman

suggested that the field of a disturbance D be

formally divided into two areas to describe the

rather complex nature of a geomagnetic storm:

the axisymmetrical area Dst and the asymmetrical
area DS:

D = Dst + DS (24)

The field Dst corresponds to variations during

the storm. For a typical geomagnetic storm, this

portion begins with a sharp change in the field
at the moment of the sudden onset SC and con-

tinues with the longer initial phase (Fig. 57).

The main phase of the storm shows a significant

decrease in the horizontal component of the field

Dst in the middle and lower latitudes. Field DS

is disturbed, depending on local time; the average
of DS is called the disturbed solar-diurnal varia-

tion DS. Field DS predominates, generally, in the
high latitudes and is most active during the

main phase of the storm [33].

In the polar auroral areas, particularly along

the auroral belt, the magnetic disturbances are

very intense. These disturbances, polar sub-

storms or geomagnetic bays, usually last no more

than a few hours and may reach several hundred

gammas. They may appear during planetwide

geomagnetic storms, or under quiet magnetic

conditions. The most significant feature of these

disturbances is the development of strong stream

currents in the ionosphere along the night side
of the auroral belt, the auroral electric streams.

These disturbances are represented as field
DP-1 (Fig. 57).

with the auroral electric stream DP-1, another

ionospheric current system, responsible for the

DP-2 field, consists of two current vortices with

opposite directions, located in the polar area,

with centers approximately along the morning-
evening meridian. The field of DP-2 disturbances

arises and exists over the entire Earth (from the

pole to the Equator), i.e., has a wider distribution

in space than field DP-1. The frequency of

current systems DP-2, excluding cases of SC

and SI, is comparable to the frequency of DP-1

polar magnetic substorms.

Upper Atmosphere of the Earth-
the Ionosphere

Short-wave radiation from the Sun carries

sufficient energy to cause significant photo-

ionization of the terrestrial atmosphere at high

altitudes, creating a partially ionized area in the

upper atmosphere, the ionosphere. The iono-

sphere extends from about 50 km to the boundary

of the magnetosphere. It is usually divided into

several parts: the D area (50 to 90 km), E area

(90 to 120-140 km), F area (120-140 to 600-1500

kin), and protonosphere (1200-5000 km to the
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boundaryof themagnetosphere).TheF area is

divided into the F1 and F2 layers, the E area is

sometimes divided into the E1 and E2 layers.

The separation into areas is defined by the proc-

esses of their formation and composition of ions

they contain. The D, E, and F areas are pri-

marily molecular ions O_- and O ÷, the F2 area

consists of O +, and the protonosphere consists
of H +.

Atmospheric conditions in areas of the iono-

sphere differ greatly. The temperature varies from
about 200 to 1000-2000 ° K, the concentration of

neutral particles n varies by a factor of a million:
from 1015 cm -3 in the D area to 109 cm -a in the F

area. The electron concentration ne depends on

the phase of the solar cycle and the time of day.
The maximum concentration of ions and elec-

trons is reached in the uppermost layer, in the

F2 layer above 300 km altitude. At altitudes over

110 km, the degree of ionization ne/n in the

daytime is about 10 -7 , while at altitudes of about

300 km it reaches 10 3. Upon transition from day

to night, the electron concentration in the F2

area decreases by about 3-10 times, whereas

in the E and D area it drops by 1.5 and 2.5 orders

of magnitude. The time and geographic varia-

tions of the day E layer are quite regular. The
maximum ion concentration in the E layer

depends almost entirely on the activity and

zenith distance of the Sun. The E layer has

almost no sharp disturbances, such as those

observed in the D and F layers.

Ionization by solar radiation dominates

throughout the ionosphere over h _ 80 kin, with

the primary portion of shortwave solar radiation
absorbed at altitudes of 100-200 km. Over 85 km

at the minimum of solar activity and over 70 km at

the maximum of solar activity, the primary source
of ionization is x-radiation with _ _< 10 _. Radiation

in L_ is also significant at 70_< h_<90 km.

Below 65-70 km, at the middle latitudes, the

effect of cosmic rays predominates even in the

daytime. The flux of cosmic rays increases by a
factor of 3 from the minimum to the maximum of

solar activity. In the 65-80 km area in the day-

time and i> 80 km at night, ionization by cor-

puscular streams of particles, pouring into the

lower portion of the atmosphere, predominates.

During magnetic disturbances, the flux of poured

particles increases and ionization correspondingly

increases (even at 100-110 km on the day side).

The total flux of ionizing radiation from the

Sun varies between 2.5 and 8 erg-cm-2-s.

Cosmic rays expend 3-10 -3 erg-cm-2.s on

ionization of the terrestrial atmosphere in the

middle latitudes. Of this energy, over 90% goes

to ionization of the atmosphere below 40 km.

Particles poured in during periods of high solar

activity expend up to 1 er_" cm-2"s on ioniza-

tion during the daytime and 10-2 erg • cm-2. s at

night.

The most significant changes in parameters of

the Earth's upper atmosphere are related to

changes in the flux of shortwave solar radiation.

Dependence of ionospheric parameters on solar

shortwave radiation is manifested as periodic

(27-day and ll-year) changes and sporadic

disturbances, a result of sharp increases in the

flux of x-ray and ultraviolet radiation during

active phenomena on the Sun.

A change is observed in the parameters of the

ionosphere during the course of the day from day

to night. The temperature changes most strongly

in the 100-200 km altitude range. Over h _ 250-

300 km is an area of isothermy. The daily maxi-

mum temperature T_x in this area is at 14:00-

16:00, the minimum at 4:00-5:00 local time,

indicating the inertial properties of the tempera-

ture of the atmosphere. Upon transition from day

to night, T_x decreases by 20%--40% with low ac-

tivity and 1.5-2 times with high activity of the
Sun, from 1000 ° to 800 ° K and 1800 ° to 1100 ° K

respectively. At altitudes less than 200-250 km,

the change in temperature is much more com-

plex. As solar activity increases, the density of

the atmosphere increases significantly. The over-

all atmospheric density at 200 and 300 km in-

creases by 2 and 3-4 times respectively upon

transition from minimum to maximum activity.

Atmosphere temperature also correlates well

with the planetary geomagnetic index Ap. The

increase in the geomagnetic index during geo-

magnetic storms corresponds to an increase in

pressure, i.e., density and temperature changes

(in the upper atmosphere) are generally recorded

5-7 h after a magnetic storm begins. The upper

atmosphere of the Earth and the ionosphere have

been widely studied [75, 96, 111].
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Ionospheric Disturbances

Disturbances in the ionosphere include proc-

esses of two main types: reinforcement of ioni-

zation in the lower ionosphere (D and E areas)

and complex aerochemical and dynamic proc-
esses relating to the F area (Fig. 58 [102]). That

the anomalous ionization in the lower ionosphere

results from bursts of solar radiation or outpour-

ing of energetic particles is generally accepted.
The plan of disturbances in the E area, in-

cluding the auroras, is shown in Figure 59 from

[102]. During solar flares, ionization of the

atmosphcrc, particularly below !00 kin, increases

sharply. In the D layer, following intensive solar

flares, it increases by 102-104 times as a function

of the altitude in the atmosphere and the intensity

of the flare. This increase in ionization, a sudden

ionospheric disturbance (SID), is determined

primarily by increase in intensity of solar x-radia-

tion in the 0-20.4 range. The increase in electron

density at various altitudes is determined by the
increase in the flux of radiation in the 0-20

range, and change in spectral distribution of this

radiation. The duration of SID is a few minutes
to a few hours.

Sudden ionospheric disturbances encompass

the lower portion of the ionosphere in the D area,

although an increase in ne sometimes occurs in

the E and F layers. Recording of sudden increase

in ionization in an area is based on sudden phase

anomalies in reflected radio signals (SPD),

sudden increases in atmospherics and at-

mospheric whistles (SEA and SES) at altitudes

below 70 km, fading of shortwave signals (SWF),

and sudden absorption of cosmic radio radiation

(SCNA) between 60 and 100 km.

The strong increase in the Sun's ultraviolet

and x-radiation during a flare leads, in a few

minutes, to an increase in the system of electrical

currents in the ionosphere, responsible for the

daily variations in the magnetic field, and is

noted on magnetograms as sudden slight excur-
sions- "crumbs." Crumbs are observed on the

sunlit side of the Earth and are most clearly

expressed near the subsolar point. Almost all

crumbs have been observed during periods of

increasing x-radiation. The beginning of radio

bursts in the centimeter range and the beginning

of crumbs usually coincide.

Perturbations in the F area, related to geo-

magnetic storms, have been studied for many
years. Analysis of data from the world network of

ionospheric sounding stations has revealed many
important peculiarities of variations in the elec-

Geomagnetic storm Ionospheric storm

Solar Energetic ]

plasma _ particles I

cloud [emission

Magnetospheric _ Magnetohydrodynamic ]

disturbances ] - I waves [ --[

Movement

F area

heating

[ DS current

system ]

_--- Excess electron formation

Electron lossesElectron diffusion

Ionized and neutral gas drift

FIGURE 58.-- Possible mechanism of ionospheric storm in F area.
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tron concentrationin the ionosphere.However,
thetheoriessetforthtoexplainthemechanismof
thesedisturbancesin theF area are debatable;

there is still no satisfactory explanation for the

main peculiarities of the storms. This situation is

caused by the complex processes of formation of

the F layer and poor understanding of the electro-

dynamics of the upper atmosphere. Nevertheless,

two factors should be important in solving the

problem: the change in the temperature of the

ionosphere during magnetic disturbances and the

drift electrodynamic motions of electrons under

the influence of electric fields arising in the

ionosphere.

Sun Magnetosphere Ionosphere

Solar flare

1
Plasma

cloud I

Soft X-radiation

Solar cosmic ray

protons 1-100MeV

Geomagnetic storm ]_

J
Geomagnetic Idisturbance

I Solar wind J

_ Sudden ionospheric disturbance I

Polar cap disturbance

4 Auroral
Auroral particles, external -_1

magnetosphere; electrons
1

and protons 1-100

Magnetospheric
disturbances

I Motion

disturbances

Auroral electrostream

FIGURE 59.-- Sources and mechanism of development of primary disturbances in the F area.
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The temperature in the F area obviously in-

creases during geomagnetic storms. Observations

of the atmospheric braking of satellites have

shown that general heating of the ionosphere

occurs in altitudes 200 to 700 km; the temperature

rise correlates well with the rise in geomagnetic

activity. Increased temperature in the F layer

leads to significant changes in equilibrium as a

result of the electrodynamic drift motion of

electrons, caused by interaction of the geo-
magnetic and electrical fields, related to the

currents flowing in the ionosphere.

Polar Auroras and Auroral Phenomena

One manifestation of the Sun-Earth connection

is the polar auroras, the only visible manifesta-

tion of the interaction of charged particles with

the upper atmosphere and ionosphere. This

phenomenon varies in the form of the glowing

areas and their brightness, color, mobility, and
duration (Fig. 60 [31]). The polar aurora has been

the subject of many works [2, 12, 31, 32, 74, 76,

77, 80, 96, 111].

All auroras are divided into two structural

classes: ray type and homogeneous. The first

includes forms of individual rays coinciding in

Diffuse shining surface Smooth arch

Bands Arch of rays

..-

Drapery Corona

FIGURE 60.-Primary forms of polar auroras.

direction with the geomagnetic lines of force;

the second, of a homogeneous diffuse glow.

Auroras with ray structure are usually very mo-

bile, while homogeneous forms stay at rest.

Study of the polar auroras, closely related to

ionospheric and geomagnetic disturbances, can

produce indirect information about parameters

of the magnetosphere and its charged particles.
The timespan of individual forms of auroras

varies from a few seconds (ray forms) to several

hours (homogeneous forms). The thickness

(width) of the arcs falls within 1.5 to 23 km, with

a mean value of 10 kin; as the geomagnetic

disturbance increases, the thickness of the arcs

increases. The thickness of the rays amounts to
a few hundred meters. The vertical extent of

homogeneous arcs is about 30 km, arcs of rays

,,>40 kin, and individual rays about 100 km,

sometimes up to several hundred km. The alti-

tude of an aurora is usually the altitude of the

lower boundary of the glow (Fig. 61 [147]). Several

arcs may be present simultaneously in the sky.
The minimum distance observed between them

is about 10 km, the maximum distance about

200 km, and the most probable distance, 30-40
km.

Arcs have been observed repeatedly stretching

over 180 ° of longitude, i.e., extending about

7000 km, which is apparently not the limit, since

the length of individual forms in the longitude
interval > 180 ° has never been studied. As the

level of geomagnetic disturbance increases, the

length of the arcs decreases and their regular

form is disrupted.

Auroras become visible to the naked eye when

their brightness exceeds the night sky glow. The

brightest auroras are 1000 times as bright as the

glow of the night sky. The international 4-grade
scale of brightness (see Table 8) is based on the

TABLE 8.-Physical Properties of Auroras

Brightness,

arbitrary grades

Intensity of 5577 ,_ (kR)

Light flux (erg/cm _ • s)

Flux energy of particles

(erg/cm 2. s)

I II

1 10

0.01 0.1

3-5 30-50

llI

100

1

300-500

IV

1000

l0

3000-50OO
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absolute intensity [2] of the 5577 _ emission.

The Rayleigh is used as a unit of measurement.

An auroral intensity of 1 Rayleigh corresponds

to the emission of 10 s quanta/s in a colurr, n of

atmosphere with a cross section of 1 cm 2.

The overall spectra of electrons (shown in

Fig. 62 [77]) is according to the data from rockets

and satellites for the high and middle latitudes.

In both cases, electrons with E= 1-10 keV carry

9O

E

"13
c-

O
.ID

O

>

O

Y=

6O

3O

I

I

_ I

- I _" 4

0
Intensity, relative units

FIGURE 61.--Vertical cross section of intensity of glow of
various types of polar auroras: 1, smooth arches; 2, arches
of rays; 3, bands of rays; 4, rays.

the primary energy of the stream, although at the

auroral latitudes their intensity is significantly

higher. These electrons are most effective in

formation of the polar auroras and ionization at

the altitude of the E layer.

The area in space in which polar auroras can

be observed at a given fixed moment in time is an

irregular circle, asymmetrical relative to the

magnetic pole; on the night side of the Earth,

the circle passes over latitudes _b _ 67°-68°; on

the day side-over 6 _ 75°-77° (Fig. 63a). The
radius of the circle is 18°-19 ° latitude. The

probability of appearance of auroras at local times

along the entire circle is almost constant and at

its maximum, equal to about 0.8 (slightly decreas-

ing toward the day meridian [79]).
The area of latitudes lying within the circle of

auroras is called the polar cap. The probability

of appearance of auroras in the polar cap is not

over 0.2. Usually, a weak diffuse glow or weak,

short, and short-lived homogeneous arc which

arises and develops separately from the glow

of the polar oval may be seen. Figure 63b shows

typical distribution of the form of auroras in the

polar oval and the polar cap during a moderate

substorm. During quiet times, the auroras do

not disappear completely, but only one fine arc

may remain on the night portion of the oval, with

groups of separate rays on the day portion.

The altitude of the auroras changes along the

oval: the most probable altitudes are 100 km, 125,

and 150 km in the night, evening, and day portions

respectively. No data are yet available concerning

the altitudes in the morning sector; there is
reason to assume that it is even lower than at

night.

The spatial position of the polar oval is shown

in Figure 63a, which is for the winter hemisphere,

the geographic axis combined with the geo-

magnetic axis. The probability is about 0.8 of

this glowing ring appearing. The brightness of

the auroras in the day portion of the oval is always

less, apparently a result of their greater altitude;
the auroras here arise in the less dense layers of

the atmosphere.
All that has been stated is true of electron

auroras. Much less information is available about

proton auroras. It can only be said that they are
also located in an asymmetrical ring, but it is
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somewhatdisplacedrelativeto the ring of the
electronauroras;during the eveninghours,
protonaurorasarefoundin lowerlatitudes,dur-
ing the morning,in higher latitudes.Around
midnight,thesetworingscross.

The mostactiveandbrightestmanifestations
of thepolaraurorasarisein themidnightsector
of theauroralbelt[3].Thissystemof manifesta-
tionsissubjecttorepeatedlarge-scaleexpansions
andcontractions,whichmaygobeyondthelimits
ofthefieldofvisionofanindividualstation.These
large-scaleauroralactivities,whichariseduring
utve,ul,mentof asinglephenomenon,havebeen
calledauroralsubstorms.

Auroralsubstormsarecloselyrelatedto mag-
netic disturbances.Akasofuand Chapman[4]
haveshownthatintensiveauroralsubstormsfre-
quentlyappearduringthestageof development
of the mainphaseof a storm,not duringthe
quietinitial phase.Significantdisplacementof
auroralarcs towardthe Equatoris observed
duringthe largemain phasesof geomagnetic
storms.

In additionto theordinarypolarauroras,two
othertypes,whicharenotvisible,havebeendis-
covered:subauroralredarcs,anda glowin the
areaof the polar caps.The stablered arcs
(6300_t),whichcannotbeseenbyeye,appearin
thezoneof middlelatitudesduringgeomagnetic
storms.Thesearcsarelocatedin theF area of

the ionosphere, extend over about 500 km of

latitude and form magnetic continuous bands, at

least for the night half of the Earth. The intensity

of the arcs increases with increasing geomagnetic

activity.

Observations of emissions in the oxygen line
at 6300 _ in the upper atmosphere of the Earth

(h >200 km) during geomagnetic disturbances
have shown that emissions on the 6300 _ line

are closely related to solar activity. In particular,

a close relationship has been observed between
the intensity of the 6300 _ line and the flux of

solar radio radiation at 11o.7-cm wavelength. For

su.ffi..ciently large geomagnetic disturbances

(Dst > 100 7), the logarithm of intensity of the

emission line is linearly related to the indices

Dst and Ilo.r-cm"

The glow in the area of the polar caps is

observed in close connection with absorption in

the polar caps (PCA). This form of polar aurora

is usually an intense glow, covering the entire

polar cap; the intensity of the glow changes
according to changes in the flux of solar cosmic

rays. The polar auroras of this type arise at

altitudes of 60-100 km, and their spectrum

characteristically shows radiation in the bands of

molecular nitrogen, blending with weak hydrogen

radiation with broad Doppler profile of the line.

These peculiarities show that the glow in the area

of the polar caps results primarily from the pro-

tons of solar cosmic rays with energies of 1-10
MeV.
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Absorption in the Polar Caps

When the stream of high-energy particles

enters the terrestrial atmosphere from solar

flares, one of the first results is the absorption of

cosmic radio noise in the polar caps (PCA) or,

as it is sometimes called, polar cap blackout [49].

This absorption results from anomalously great

ionization of the ionosphere in the area of the

polar caps by the flux of high-energy particles

with energies of 1-30 MeV. Absorption in the

polar cap begins approximately 1 hour after a
flare and may continue for several days. The

main ionizing agent responsible for PCA during a

grade 2B flare on May 13, 1967, was protons with

energies of 10-20 MeV during the day and

protons with energies of 5-10 MeV at night. The

stream of protons had an energy spectrum

N (E) = k- E-_, T = 2.2-3.5, k = 2.7 • 104-2 • 106,
and reached a maximum value at the Earth at

Sun '__

all energies 40 hours after the flare. In addition to

absorption in the polar caps, auroral absorption

(auroral blackout) is also observed, caused by

auroral particles (particles poured into the auroral

area during strong geomagnetic disturbances).
Distribution of the PCA is in the form of a

circle with its center at the geomagnetic pole.

Distribution of the auroral absorption differs

slightly, depending on the specific conditions of

geomagnetic activity. During a strong geomag-

netic storm, distribution of anomalous ioniza-

tion is in the form of a spiral, falling along

the belt of polar auroras; the greatest intensity
of ionization relates to the morning and mid-

night sectors. However, during the time of

an isolated bay-shaped disturbance (polar

substorm), the greatest increase in ioniza-

tion relates to the midnight section of the polar

auroral belt. The auroral blackouts, as a rule, are

associated with visible manifestations of polar
auroras and localized influx of electrons and

protons with energies on the order of keV. An

intensive sporadic E layer, known as the auroral

E layer, frequently appears in the ionosphere along

with the auroral blackouts. During the sudden

onset of a storm, there is a brief, sudden increase

in ionization resulting from the x-ray bremsstrah-

lung of the energetic electrons, which penetrate

into the denser layers of the atmosphere along

the polar auroral belts [24].

Sun
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FIGURE 63.-Form on Earth from evening side. (a) 1- auroral
ring; 2-projection of the ring on Earth's surface, and
distribution of aurora forms along the instantaneous zone.
(b) 1--homogeneous arcs; 2-rayed arcs.

Influx of Particles in the Upper Atmosphere

The main part of the auroral phenomena results

from the influx of energetic particles, usually

called auroral, i.e., responsible for the polar

auroras and associated phenomena. Since the

discovery of radiation belts, there have been ex-

tensive studies of the relationships between the

auroral and captured energetic particles. In this

respect, there is significant interest in the zone of
pouring of particles.

In a review of satellite results relating to the

pouring of particles [103], it was concluded that

two pouring zones existed. Zone 1 occupies the

area of geomagnetic latitudes between 60 ° and

70 °. In this zone, electrons with energies primarily

over 10 keV are poured out, with a broad maxi-

mum of pouring in the morning-noon sector. Zone
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2, in the night sector, overlaps zone 1, but is dis-

placed near noon to the latitude 75o-80 °. Elec-
trons entering this zone have lower energies than

in zone 1.

The pouring of particles in zone 1 is diffuse

and stable and encompasses a broad area;

pouring in zone 2 is discrete and impulselike,

usually localized in space, and subject to rapid,

strong fluctuations. All this information, produced

by direct measurement of particle fluxes and in-

direct methods (altitudes of development of

various phenomena _in the atmosphere), indicates

that the phenomena in zone I ..... 1. c_lV_Ult ,,on strcams

of relatively hard electrons, in zone 2, from
streams of soft electrons.

The fine of intersection of the captured radia-

tion belt outer boundary with the ionosphere

roughly coincides with the oval of polar auroras

and the division boundary between zones 1 and 2.

Comparison of the position of thc outer boundary

of the radiation belt to the boundary according to

the model of the geomagnetic field in the mag-

netosphere [145] shows that zone 2 corresponds

to the entry of the fines of force or the set of

closed and open lines of force directly related to

the division boundary, or passes very close to it.

In other words, this zone is directly related to the

magnetically neutral layer in the geomagnetic
tail of the Earth.

During geomagnetic storms, the position of the

pouring zones generally shifts toward the Equa-

tor. Changes in zone 2 are particularly noticeable

during auroral substorms accompanied by re-

peated expansion, with subsequent contraction,
of the width of the belt.

Auroral particles, intensive bursts of streams

of electrons with energies primarily less than

10 keV, are assumed to be responsible for the

visible auroral substorms. These streams may

correspond to the "islands" of electrons dis-

covered in the geomagnetic tail.

High energy particles, 10-100 keV, are

poured out in addition to low-energy auroral

particles, energies less than 10 keV; this pouring

is usually related to the active polar auroras along

the 600-70 ° latitude band. Some of these particles

may be high-energy particles from the solar

plasma, but most are a result of acceleration in

the magnetosphere rather close to the Earth.

The acceleration might possibly be due to

fluctuating electrostatic fields along the fines of

force of the geomagnetic field.

In smaller scales, the pouring of particles

occurs (constantly and sporadically) in the mod-
erate latitudes as well. Streams of electrons with

energies of 1-10 keV at altitudes of 200-500 km

in the daytime reach about 0.3 erglcm2"s, a sig-

nificant (up to 10%) share of the energy flux
from shortwave solar radiation. At altitudes

below 150-200 kin, the flux of poured electrons

begins to weaken. The full energy of the flux of

electrons with E _ 1-3 keV, measured during the

Soviet "Sun-atmosphere" experiment of April

18-23, 1969, at altitudes of ->125 km, varied from
0.07 to 0.01 erg/cm2"s'sr [78]. Many scientists

consider these data elevated by 1 to 2 orders of

magnitude. At altitudes of about 100 kin, the
recorded radiation flux was 3-4 times less than

at - !25 kin. The energy spectrum can be approx-

imated by the exponent N _ exp (--E/Eo), Eo =
10-12 keV. The flux of electrons with E > 40 keV

in the area of altitudes around 85 km varied sig-

nificantly, within limits of 1-1.5 orders of mag.

nitude, as well as varying in the energy spectrum,

particularly in the 40-60 keV energy range.

Fast reductions (less than 3 h) in the intensity

of electrons and protons in the outer radiation

belt also result from dumping of particles during

magnetospheric substorms. The death of parti-

cles in this case occurs during magnetic disturb-

ances type DP-1 in the area where the current

responsible for the Dst variation is formed, during

the beginning of formation of the current. This is

indicated by one condition being necessary for

rapid death of particles: good development of the

evening ionospheric electrojet and a strong reduc-

tion in the field at low latitudes in the evening sec-

tor of the Earth (18:00-24:00 local time). During

magnetic storms, when Dst variations are

increased, the rapid reduction in intensity

encompasses L envelopes closer to the Earth.

The polar magnetic and auroral substorms are
related to sudden decreases in the field of the

geomagnetic tail, according to observations. This

led to hypothesizing that the auroral phenomena

are caused by particles accelerated in the neutral

layer of the geomagnetic tail. The decrease in the

geomagnetic tail field can be represented as
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attachment(contact)of the tail's linesof force
throughthe neutrallayer.The conversionof
magneticenergyto kineticenergywhichoccurs
in thiscasecancauseheatingoftheparticlesto
about1keV,andaccelerationtoabout1-10keV.

Thereis still no quantitativetheoryof an-
nihilationof themagneticfieldofthetail applic-
ableto detailsof theeffectsof auroralstorms.
The quietnessof conditionsduring periods
betweensuccessivephenomenaapparentlyindi-
catesthattheprocessof annihilationof thefield
in thetailis relativelybrief.Thisprocessmaybe
causedby macroinstabilitydevelopingin the
plasmaof the tail, withconversiondefinedby
changesin the parametersof the solarwind.
Anotherpossibilitymight be realizedwith a
changein directionof theoutermagneticfield,
leadingto disruptionof theequilibriumof the
system[124]. Observationsof the intensityof
streamsoflow-energyelectronswithEe >1 100 eV

on the Luna-1, Luna-2 [65], Mars-1 [63]

spacecraft and the Explorer 12 satellite at dis-

tances of over 8 R0 show that the position of the

streams of high-intensity electrons corresponds

to the beginning of strong deformation of the field

of the tail in the direction away from the Sun,

measured by the IMP-1 and Explorer 14 satel-

lites. The observed electron energy flux of some

tens of erg/cm2"s (energy density on the order

of 10 s erg/cm 3, if Ee is on the order of several

keV), is suthcient for maintenance of the neutral

layer if the intensity of the field in neighboring

areas is about 30 T- The high intensities of
streams of electrons of such energies might indi-

cate that the area of the tail is, at least partially,

a reservoir or area for acceleration of particles

producing the polar auroras.

Sources and Transmission of

Energy in the Magnetosphere

The flux of solar plasma is the primary source

of energy responsible for large-scale disturbances

in the magnetosphere. The effects of the flux of

solar plasma on the magnetosphere can be repre-

sented by normal and transverse components.

The normal components lead to general compres-

sion or a return to the initial state of the magneto-

spheric cavity in the stream of solar plasma and,

consequently, is a field source [32]. The trans-

verse components influence the general form of

the magnetosphere, primarily by leading to
formation of a tail.

Dissipative effects in the magnetopause lead to

transverse stresses in the magnetosphere plasma,

causing formation of a geomagnetic tail with a

neutral layer and a plasma convection system in

the magnetosphere [10]. The DP fields and

related disturbances are believed to result pri-

marily from processes in the geomagnetic tail.

Theories explaining the field depression during

the period of the main phase of storms (DR field)

are still in question. Essentially, the mechanism

for transmitting the energy of the solar plasma to

circular current located deep within the magneto-

sphere remains unknown.

The total energy of an average geomagnetic

storm has been estimated as 1022-1023 erg [51].

Dissipation of energy occurs in three forms:

(a) formation of polar auroras about 10 TM erg/s;

(b) heating of-the ionosphere about 10 TM erg/s;

and (c) swelling of the magnetosphere (circular

currents) about 101s-10 TM erg/s.

The energy of circular currents in the final

analysis is dissipated during the phase of restora-

tion, which may last several days, but the energy

must be injected in a few hours. Thus, any theory

of magnetic storms and polar auroras must be

capable of explaining a transfer through the

magnetopause of at least 101s-10 TM erg/s. On the

other hand, since the solar plasma energy flux is
assumed to be 1-10 erg- cm 2 • s, the total influx

of energy throughout the surface of magneto-

sphere (R _ 20 R0) is estimated as 1022 erg/s.

Therefore, approximately 10-3-10 -4 of the entire

influx of energy must be transmitted from the

solar plasma to the magnetospheric plasma.

The inward transmission of energy to the

magnetosphere can be achieved by:

(1) deformation of the magnetosphere, a

result of the pressure of the medium

(causing generation of magnetohydro-

dynamic waves and heating of the ther-
mal magnetic plasma);

(2) direct injection of energy;

(3) a mechanism of reconnecting magnetic

force lines of the interplanetary and

geomagnetic fields with subsequent
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formation of the magnetic tail of the

Earth, believed responsible for many

magnetic disturbances;

(4) the mechanism of viscous interaction of

the solar wind with the magnetosphere.

A great contribution to geomagnetic activity may

be made by fluctuations in the magnetospheric

circular current and currents of the ionosphere

as well as by the instability of the magnetopause

and instability and accelerating processes within

the magnetosphere itself [10, 14, 123]. It must be

noted that present experimental data and theo-

retical analysis do not yet warrant _ving definite

preference to any given theory or mechanism of

transmission of energy of the interplanetary

medium into the magnetosphere.

RADIATION CONDITIONS

NEAR OTHER PLANETS OF

THE SOLAR SYSTEM

Radiation conditions near the planets of the

solar system are determined, to a significant

extent, by the presence or absence of an internal

magnetic field of the planet. This field, if it exists,

determines the nature of interaction of the solar

wind with the planet.

The characteristics of the planets of the solar

system and the Moon, along with certain charac-

teristics of the solar wind near these planets,

are listed in Table 9. In this table, the radius of

the heliosphere is assumed to be about 40 AU,

the convective velocity of the solar wind about

400 km. s - 1.

When the magnetic field or properties of the

ionosphere "of the planet were unknown, the

dimensions of the magnetopause were taken to

be equal to the diameter of the planet. For Venus

and Mars, the effective diameter of the magneto-

pause was determined by measurements of the

shock wave and is the upper limit of the measured

quantity. For Jupiter, this quantity was based on

radio astronomy observations.

Moon. There are no radiation belts near the

Moon, according to observations. Attempts to

measure the constant magnetic field have in-

dicated that the magnetic moment of the Moon

is 10 -6 of the magnetic moment of the Earth.

This means that radiation conditions of the

Moon's surface are completely determined by

the radiation in interplanetary space considering

the geometric shielding provided by the body of

the Moon. There is no shock wave near the Moon,

and the flow of the solar wind around it is well-

described by hydrodynamic equations. The Moon

has no significant influence on the characteristics

of the solar wind [142]. Similar interactions

might be expected between solar wind and the

planets Uranus, Pluto, and Neptune.

Venus. There is also no radiation field around

Venus, indicating a weak internal magnetic

TABLE 9. -- Characteristics of Planets of the Solar System, Moon, and Solar Wind

Physical

properties

Radius in km s

Distance from Sun, AU

Dipole moment,

M r,lanet/M z

Solar wind velocity, km/s
Density of protons, m -3
Mean temperature of

protons, T, 104 - K °
Magnetic field, gammas

Angle of Archimedes

spiral, deg.
Magnetopause

diameter, km 3

Mercury Venus Earth Moon

2.42 6.08 6.38 1.74

0.39 0.72 1.0 1.0

? 2 • 10 3 1 1 - 10 -6

300 350 400 400

34.0 9.5 5.0 5.0

6.9 4.7 4.0 4.0

24.7 8.26 5.0 5.0

30 ° 42 ° 47 ° 47 °

4.84 30.4 268.0 1.74

Celestial body

Mars Jupiter

3.38 71.35

1.52 5.2

2" 10 -4 4" 105

400 400

2.1 0.19

3.2 1.8

3.12 1.72

59° 80 °

18.0 34 000

Saturn Uranus Neptune Pluto

60.40 23.80 22.20 3.00

9.5 19.2 30.0 39.4

__ 9 9 9

400 400 400 400

0.055 0.018 0.006 0.003

1.3 0.92 0.73 0.64

0.39 0.19 0.12 0.09

84 ° 87 ° 88 ° 89 °

120.8 47.6 44.4 6.00
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field [62, 135]. Detailed study of data about the

magnetic field shows that the field, down to an
altitude of about 200 km over the surface of the

planet, is the interplanetary magnetic field; that

the magnetic moment of Venus is My < 10 -4

of the magnetic moment of the Earth. However, a

shock wave is observed near Venus which ap-

parently is related to a dense ionosphere around

this planet. The high conductivity of the iono-

spheric plasma does not allow the interplanetary

magnetic field to penetrate to the surface of the

planet. Therefore, an obstacle is produced, caus-

ing a shock wave in the stream of the solar wind.

Mars. Radiation belt_ are not around this

planet. An estimate of the magnetic moment of
Mars indicates a value of 2 • 10 -4 of the moment

of the Earth. A shock wave is observed near the

planet in the solar wind, apparently, as is true

for Venus, a result of a small ionosphere [132].

Jupiter. Strong sources of decimeter and
decameter radio radiation have been detected

near this planet. Analysis has shown that the

decimeter radiation is polarized and reminiscent

of synchrotron radiation from relativistic elec-
trons. Numerical estimates have led to these

values: if the magnetic field has a value of about

1 gauss, and the energies of electrons of 2.5-25
MeV the flux should be about 5" 107 elec-

trons • cm 2 • s; with a field of 0.1 G and energies

of 10-100 MeV, the flux of electrons should be

about 5. l0 s electrons "cm2"s [95]. Analysis
of the decameter radiation has led to an estimate

of the magnetic moment of Jupiter as 104 times

the magnetic moment of Earth. Thus, the radia-

tion belts and magnetosphere around this planet

should be the strongest in the solar system. The

dynamics of the radiation belts apparently are

the same as around the Earth, although they

may be complicated by interaction of the planets

with its satellites. The magnetosphere of Jupiter

is apparently reminiscent of that of the Earth

with a distance to the magnetopause of about

4 • 106 km [114].

The space probe Pioneer 10 approached the

planet in December 1973 and found a mag-

netosphere which extends to distances of 96R,

(the angle of approach to the planet was formed

along the Jupiter-Sun line at about 35 °) [36].

A standing shock wave and the transition field

were observed from distances of 109R8. Within

the magnetosphere a disklike distribution of

charged particles was observed in a magnetic

field resembling the field in the tail end of the

Earth magnetosphere. At distances from 96-25R,,

the field has the value of - 5 y and does not

change significantly. It increases in the part from

50 to 25Rs, where its intensity reaches values

of about 20 y. In this case, electron fluxes with

an energy of 0.4-1.0 MeV reach values from
10 a to 105 v • cm 2 • s. Proton fluxes with E from

5.6 to 21 MeV amount to a value of 1-102

v" cm2-s. Particles are within a thin layer

close to the equator.

Beginning with distances R about 20R_, the

magnetic field starts to increase essentially as

it approaches the planet and has a bipolar

character. Its intensity increases up to values
of about 0.2 gauss for R at 2.8R,. Within this

field, which essentially represents the radiation

belts of Jupiter, the intensity of the particle

fluxes increases rapidly: at distances of about

5Rs the intensity of electron fluxes with E > 3

MeV reaches 5" l0 s cm 2" s -1, and with an

energy E>50 MeV=107"cm 2"s -1, proton
fluxes E > 50 MeV at these distances amount

to 4 • 106 • cm z • s -1. The distribution in space

of various spectral components of particles is

fairly complicated and seems to be connected

with the interaction of these particles with the

satellites of Jupiter, Io, Europa, and Ganymede.
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The Moon. This photograph of the full Moon was taken from the Apollo 11 spacecraft at a distance 
of 18 500 kilometers during its journey homeward. Aboard Apollo 11 were astronauts Neil A. Arm- 
strong, Michael Collins, and Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr. (NASA 69-H-1374) 
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Chapter 3

THE MOON AND ITS NATURE

HAROLD C. UREY 1

University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, California USA

The Moon and its relation to the Earth and Sun

have been observed by men from ancient times

to the present with ever-increasing intensity and

effectiveness. Results of these studies up to the
most recent years have been recorded in numer-

ous treatises and textbooks. For present pur-
poses, it is not necessary to review the older

work, which will be referred to without detailed

discussion whenever it bears on very recent work.

The lunar surface consists predominantly of
many craters produced by great collisions. This

applies particularly to the far side and the terrae

areas of the near side. The great circular maria,

Imbrium, Serenitatis, Crisium, Nectaris, Hu-

morum, and Orientale, were produced by great

collisions; the shallow, irregular maria consist

of flooded areas with igneous materials over

previous terrain similar to the terrae areas. These

shallow maria have mountainous masses pro-

truding through the dark, smooth material, and

may cover areas that are collision maria, the out-

lines of which have been obscured by subsequent
events. If such collisions have occurred on the

Earth, which appears to be a necessary conclu-

sion, all Earth rocks laid down prior to this
collisional history would have been converted

to rubble. Since well preserved igneous and

sedimentary rocks are preserved in the Earth's

surface from some 3.5 aeons ago, these numerous
collisions must have occurred before that time.

The ray craters, many smaller ones, and some

larger craters without rays, have surely been

formed during all geologic time. The great

maria have the appearance of lava flows, ash or

ignimbrite flows, or lakes of water. They certainly

are not the last, shown by absence of water in the
lunar rocks, but the choice between the others

remains open. There are also explosive craters

of internal origin and it is sometimes maintained

that some caldera exist on the Moon. This writer

has doubts in regard to the presence of any large
caldera. Recent work is reviewed somewhat in

the time sequence of discovery and study.

The physical constants of the Moon and its

orbit are well-known, some of which are listed in
Table 1.

1This work was supported by NASA grant NGR 05-0(0-

150-2. I wish to thank J. R. Arnold, W. Compston, K. Marti,

W. H. Munk, J. F. Gilbert, H. Suess, L. T. Silver, M. Tatsu-

mota, S. P. Vinogradov, G. J. Wasserburg, and G. Latham for

their critical advice in the preparation of this manuscript.

Special thanks are due the Russian compilers G. A. Leikin,

B. Yu. Levin, L. N. Bondarenko, V. S. Troitskiy, T. V. Tikho-

nov, and A. N. Gavrilov, who provided Soviet material for

this chapter.

GRAVITATIONAL FIELD

The gravitational field of the Moon has been

investigated in great detail using orbiter satellites

[37, 42, 43]. This field can be represented by the

usual series in spherical harmonics only with the

use of many terms; Michael et al [42] have given
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the most comprehensive tables for constants in

the equation

V(r, 6, h) GM{I+2 _ (a)"
= __ _ pm (sin 6)

n=2 Irt=0 r

(C_,,,cos mh+S,,m sin mh) /
(1)

where r, 4), h are the polar coordinates. They

show that terms to the 13th order are necessary

to describe the field, and even then, the constants

are not decreasing, indicating that the field of the

Moon is far from that expected for a weak body

under gravitational forces of the Earth, Moon,

and Sun and the centrifugal forces of rotation.

In this latter case, the terms beyond C2,o should

be zero, but this is not true. It must be con-

cluded that some very irregular distribution
of mass exists within the Moon.

The values of the constants

C--B C-A B-A
°_= A [3= B ' T= C

where A, B, and C are the moments of inertia, A

about the axis pointing to the Earth, B that about

the east-west axis, and C that about the polar

axis, have been carefully studied by Koziel [29]

who gives 3.984, 6.294, and 2.310, all × 10 -4 for

these constants from lunar librations. Kopal

obtains similar values for these constants [27].

The calculated values for a plastic Moon under

tidal and centrifugal forces are 0.94, 3.75, and

2.81, all × 10 -5. Again, these constants indicate

that the Moon is a very rigid body and has been

since early in its history. Estimates of moments

of inertia have been made, indicating that these

moments are close to 0.4 Ma 2, where M and a are
the mass and radius of the Moon. This value is

characteristic of a sphere with uniform density

TABLE 1.--Physical Constants of the Moon

Mass
Radius

Surface force of gravity
Orbital mean radius
Orbital eccentricity
Velocity of escape
Sidereal month

7.35× 10ZSg
1737 km
162 cm/s 2
384 403 km
0.05490
2.38 km/s
27"a32 166

throughout. The surface regions, for some depth,

must consist of low-density material and should
lower the moments of inertia to some extent.

This low density is located predominantly on the

far side-possibly 30 km thick-and is responsi-

ble mostly for the Moon's irregular shape,

moments of inertia, and displacement of the

center of mass relative to the center of figure-2

to 3 km [26].

The triaxial, ellipsoidal, nonequilibrium shape

of the Moon is a puzzle of long standing, for which

various explanations have been offered.

1. The Moon may be sufficiently rigid to

support the irregularity, although this

does not explain its origin.

2. The lower temperature at the poles

should result in greater density material

and smaller radii in these regions [35],
but this does not explain the difference
between the A and B moments of inertia.

3. Convection in the Moon in two cells

rising at the poles and sinking at the

Equator should give less mass at the poles

and higher mass at the Equator [57],

but again, the A and B moments should be

equal. Possibly a special combination
between the second and third suggestions

is possible.

4. The Moon accumulated from objects of

variable density which should give varia-

tions in moments of inertia [87]. If
convection occurs, the Moon must have

been melted greatly at some point in its

history, since two-cell convection requires

a small core, according to Chandrasekhar

[12]. The convection must be deep
enough in the Moon so that no folded

mountains are produced, as on the Earth.

Booker [8] proposed a single-cell convec-

tion which may have produced the higher

level of the far side if the rising current

was in the region of the near side.

Anomalies

Muller and Sjogren [44, 45, 46] showed that

substantial mass concentrations, called mascons,

exist in various locations on the near side of the

Moon which are associated mostly with the
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circular collisionmaria and probablyalways
where definite localizedmassesoccur. The
masconswere discoveredand mappedby
observingflightsof the orbitersandmeasuring
their velocitiesdirectly.Muller and Sjogren
believethat the observationsare reliablefor
longitudesbetween100and--100°andlatitudes
between-50 and50°.Themarkedpositivegrav-
ity anomaliesin Maria Imbrium,Serenitatis,
Crisium,Nectaris,andHumorumareevident,
as is a positiveanomalyslightlyto thenorth-
westofthecenterofthelunardisk.MareOrientale
appearstohaveananomalywhichis partlyposi-
tiveandpartlynegative.Otherpositiveandnega-
tiveanomaliesareprobablywithinobservational
error. A negativeanomalyin SinueIridum is
regardedas real by the authors.They also
notednegativeanomaliesin Ptolemaeusand
Alhategniusof some87 milligals(mGal)from
observationsof the Apollo 12 flight in its
approachto the landingsite.Bookeret al [8]
estimatedtheexcessmassesrequiredtoproduce
the observedanomaliesof the order of 102'
G and produce excess pressures below these
masses of about 100 bars. Since all these features

are very old, the gravity anomalies have been

supported by the Moon for several aeons, indi-

cating that it has, and has had, very high rigidity.

Two distinct classes of explanations for these

effects have been offered. (1) It is presumed that

material from the lunar interior has risen by

various processes into excavations produced by

the objects which produced the maria [7, 25, 48,

95]. (2) It is suggested that the mascons consist

of remnants of the colliding objects themselves,

together with substantial material filling the

excavation produced by the collision [27, 67,

85,881.
If lava flows from the interior are responsible

for the mascons, it must be possible to account

for the excess pressure required to produce

these deposits, i.e., about 50-100 bars. No

satisfactory source of such pressure exists.

Possibly material has flowed into the great

excavations, produced by large colliding objects

from surrounding areas. Probably Van Dorn's

[90] great waves in a highly fragmented surface

layer of the Moon would bring this about, but

special assumptions are necessary to account

for the excess mass per unit area. If lava flows

from beneath neighboring areas into the mare

regions occurred, the excess mass might be

explained. Sjogren concluded recently that the
extra mass of Mare Serenitatis consists of a

near surface slab which may have been produced

by such lava flows.

Another assumption is that the interior rocks
of the Moon moved as solid material into the great

cavities produced when the maria were produced,

and that these rocks were of higher density than

the rocks more on the surface. If they moved

until reaching isostatic equilibrium, no gravita-
tional anomalies would be observed, but if they

did not quite reach this position, negative
anomalies would be observed. If the rocks

exceeded this, due to high momentum of the

rising material or fill-in over the mass by lava

flow or fragmented materials, there would be

a positive anomaly, as observed. In this case,

great strength in the highly broken material
below must be postulated, which may be possible

but does not seem probable.
It has been suggested that the outer parts of

the Moon have considerable tensile strength, and

that the heating within the Moon produces liquid

that is forced up into the basins of the maria [25].

Such partial melting on Earth produces rocky
materials which are less dense in the solid state

and even more so in the liquid state than the rocks

from which they are produced. On Earth, lava

flows produce mountainous masses with positive

gravity anomalies; on the Moon, these occur in
the low-lying maria. Possibly the high-density

titaniferous basalt could supply such material.

However, the many cracks or regular rills in the
Moon's surface do not favor the view that an outer

shell of great tensile strength exists.

These suggested origins require that a net

throwout equal to a volume of the area of the

maria to a depth of some 50 km existed, and this

requires a throwout layer of one-tenth this thick-
ness over an area of ten times the area of Maria

Imbrium and Serenitatis, for example. This

writer is quite unconvinced that this is true on

the basis of available photographs.

The suggestion that the mascons are the

residues of colliding objects is based on several

assumptions: that the objects arrived at velocities
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notmuchgreaterthanthelunarescapevelocity;
thatcollisionenergiesextrapolatedfromthoseof
atomicexplosionscanbe appliedto the lunar
maria;andthatthe volumeof thenet throwout
of lunarrock is equalto the volumeof the
colliding object. This explanationrequires
considerable"fill-in" of somekind.Becauseof
the difficultyof supportingthe masconsif the
lunar interioris at meltingtemperatures,it is
assumedthat this materialwasfilled in during
the collisionby processesof thetypediscussed
byVanDorn[90].Significantly,thereseemstobe
approximateagreementbetweenthe masses
requiredto producethemasconsandthemasses
requiredto producethemaria.Thegreatexcess
massof the masconof MareImbriumandof
thoseof othermariaandtheir persistencefor
aeons(probably4.0x 109years),indicatesthat
theMoonis now,andhasbeen,muchmorerigid
andat lowertemperaturethantheEarth,which
establishesisostasyin some107years.It seems
that immenselavaflowsandvery largemove-
mentsof materialfromtheinteriorbeneaththe
mariaareinconsistentwiththesupportof these
massivestructuresduringseveralaeons.

TheApollo15laseraltimetershowedthatgreat
differencesinaltitudeoflunarsurfaceareasexist.
Thenearsideareasaregenerallydepressedby
about2 km,andthefarsideelevatedrelativeto
thespherecenteredonthecenterof mass.Also,
thedeeperpointsobservedsofar arein circular
maria,whichmeansof course,that someespe-
cially high-densitymassesmust lie below the

surface in these regions. The irregular Van

de Graft crater on the far side is also very deep,
and one wonders if a mascon exists in this area

(see [55]).

SURFACE

The lunar surface is covered by craters and

extensive smooth areas. The craters are mostly

of collisional origin, but some volcanic craters

are surely present. The collisional craters vary

in size from the microscopic to the great colli-

sional areas of the lunar maria, i.e., hundreds of

kilometers in diameter. They are of varying

ages-a very dense covering of older ones

possibly 4.0 to 4.6 billion years old and a sparse

covering of those which have been formed during

all of geologic time. These craters, which have

been studied by many with regard to numerous

details, are, however, mostly random events with

little more to reveal about the history of the Moon.

Ptolemaeus and Albategnius have negative grav-

itational anomalies of approximately 87 mGal [45],
and thus show that these old craters were formed

on a rigid Moon early in lunar history, and that

this rigidity has persisted to the present. Unfor-

tunately, it appears difficult to state exactly what

temperature regime would be consistent with this

fact. The larger craters have central peaks in-

dicating that some rebound of the material below

has occurred, or that some residue of the colliding

object remains; probably the former is the correct

explanation.

Volcanolike craters are present on the Moon.

Certainly the halo craters which are surrounded

by black areas and rows of craters along winding

cracks are such. The Davy rill is nearly a straight

line of craters which may be of internal origin, or

collisional craters from an object such as a comet

head which broke into many fragments due to

effects of the lunar gravitational field. In many

cases, it is difficult to state whether other smaller

craters also belong to this class, much effort

having been directed to this problem. Many of

these craters have wide mouths as though they

were produced by emission of gases. (Steam is

the most prominent volcanic gas on earth! What

were these gases on the very dry Moon? Did

water react with iron somewhere below to pro-

duce hydrogen, or was it carbon monoxide or

something else?) Definite localized lava flow

structures are observed in several places,

particularly in Maria Imbrium and Serenitatis.

Also, the Marius Hills in the western equatorial

regions appear to have definite volcanic features.

The great maria represent extensive eruptive

flows, generally thought to be lava, but which

may be volcanic ash or ignimbrite. Lava flows to

the Earth's surface are regularly frothy, and such

flows to the lunar surface, where at present at

least a hard vacuum exists, should have this

character even if there are fewer volatiles in

these melts. Soils are observed at present which

consist of finely divided crystalline and glassy

particles in which sizeable crystalline rocks are
imbedded. These rocks have some cavities with
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smoothwallswhichmusthavecrystallizedfrom
a melt containingmacroscopicbubblesof gas,
with theappearanceof havingsolidifiedat some
depthbeneathan insulatingsurfacelayer.The
soil hasbeenpartly producedby collisionsof
micrometeroidson thesoil androcks,although
probablyit is partiallyof ignimbfiteoriginas
well [50].

The great shallow mafia-Oceanus Procel-

larum, Tranquillitatis, Fecunditatis, and Nu-
bium-do not show marked and consistent

gravity anomalies. Hence, the flows are in isostatic

equilibrium indicating that the material of the

flows probably originated below the surfaces

where they lie, or isostasy was established for

masses over large areas on the surface but not

for the mascons lying some distance beneath the

surface. These dark materials must be very thick

(up to several kilometers), since the collisional

mountains pre_ent ori_nally in thcse areas are

largely covered by these flows. These mountains

may have been partly shaken down by the violent

collisional process which produced the circular

mafia, but deep pockets and shallow areas must

be present in these maria. A popular hypothesis

for many years has been that these dark mafia

are deep lava flows from the lunar interior, and

this opinion remains popular today. However, the
seismic data are so different from those observed

on the Earth that it is necessary to postulate some
m_trked differences in surface structures in order

to explain these differences.

Substantial differences exist in estimates of

the thickness of the regolith. Shoemaker et al

[64] find evidence for very small depths, some
3 to 6 m, in the crater near the Apollo 11 landing

site. Kopal [28] argues from the depths of the rills

for some hundreds of meters depth and Seeger

[63] from the structure of the Dawes crater

suggests 1 km as the depth at this point. Gold and

Soter [20] argue for a depth of fragmented
material of 6-9 km. These estimates are for mare

material. The intense collisional processes in the

terrae regions must have produced a highly

fragmented material, and of course, the terrae

surfaces have been subjected to the same micro-
and macrometeoroid bombardment as the mare

areas since their formation.

The great circular maria were produced by

massive collisions. Van Dorn [90] has applied

wave theory to these collisions and, particularly

in regard to Mare Orientale, found satisfactory

agreement between calculated and observed radii

of wavelike structures surrounding this mare and

others, if a liquid layer 50 km deep is assumed.

However, it cannot be presumed that a liquid was

present 50 km deep, and at the same time,

suppose that a rigid crust supporting mountainous

masses existed. A highly fragmented layer of

solid materials possibly would behave as an

imperfect liquid supplying waves under high

energy which "froze" as energy densities fell to
lower values.

The far side of the Moon is more elevated than

the near side by approximately 3 to 4 km, and the

center of figure is displaced about 2 to 3 km

away from 25°E longitude [26]. This probably
indicates that the crust is some 30 km thick on

the far side of the Moon, consists of minerals rich

in CaO, AlzO3 and SiO2, and contains little FeO.

The physical evidence for the lunar surface

strongly favors the view that there is a substantial

fragmented layer of silicate materials in the

surface of the maria and highlands, that the body

of the Moon is remarkably rigid to a considerable

depth, and has been during most of its age.

SEISMIC OBSERVATIONS

Seismic instruments were landed on the Moon

by the Apollo missions, and the information

received proved of great importance for under-

standing the lunar interior [34, 71]. The first most

striking observation was that the rate of decay

of seismic signals was far less than for terrestrial

signals. The lunar module of Apollo 12 was

dropped at a velocity 1.68 kin/s, an energy of

3.36 × 10 TM erg, and at a distance of 73 km from

the seismometer. A signal recorded rose to

maximum value in about 7 min and slowly

decreased until it was hardly detected 54 min

later. When the third stage of the Apollo 13 was

dropped at 2.58 km/s and an energy of 4.63 x 1017

erg, 135 km from the seismometer, a similar

record was obtained, lasting for more than 200

min. If the velocity of sound were 6 kin/s, the

sound would have traveled 21 600 km or 6 times

the diameter of the Moon within 1 hour. Both P-
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andS-waves,i.e.,compressionalandshearwaves,
wererecorded.Similareffectshavebeenobserved
morerecently.Suchresultsdiffergreatlyfrom
observationson the Earth,wherethe signals
wouldhavediedout in a few minutes.Other
weakersignals,quitesimilar,havebeenobserved,
whicharebelieveddueto meteoritecollisions.
Othergroupsof signalshavealsobeenreceived,
wherethe detailed patternof vibrationsis
repeatedexactly, indicatingthat successive
membersof agroupcomefromthesamelocation
on theMoonandtravelin identicalpathsfrom
theirsourcesto theseismometers.

The wavesand vibrationalenergyfor long
periodvibrationsappearto beconfinedto avery
limitedvolume,probablya layeronthesurface
of theMoon,mostlyin theimmediateneighbor-
hoodofthesource.Suchslowattenuationis not
observedon the Earth,and hence,important
differencesin the surfacesof the two planets
mustexist.Themostobviousis themorehighly
fragmentedcharacterof the lunarsurfaceand
highvacuum,resultingin absenceof gasin the
fragmentedrocksof the Moon.BothOceanus
ProcellarumandMareTranquillitatismusthave
a highlyfragmentedlayersimilarto that of the
highlandunderlyingthe dark soil and rocky
layerof the maria.Lathamet al [34]discussed
thisstructure,andGoldandSoter[20]presented
calculationsusingamodelofdustlayersomekm
in thicknesswith soundvelocitiesincreasing
linearlywithdepth,andwithreflectionsfromthe
top surfaceof the maria.Thetwo modelsare
quitesimilar,if it is rememberedthatblocksof
rockssmallerthanthewavelengthswouldmake
little differencein the flow and reflectionof
soundwaves.It is probablethat sheetsof solid
silicateswouldnotbehavein asimilarway.

Somesignalsarepreciselyrepeatedandcannot
beascribedtometeorites,hence,areindigenous;
theseare morefrequentat perigee,therefore
appearto be triggeredby a tidal effect.Reflec-
tions from variousmassesand surfacesmust
occur,hence,extensiveheterogeneitiesmustbe
present.Thesemoonquakesmeanthat mechan-
icalorpotentialenergyfromsomesourceisbeing
dissipatedasvibrationalenergyandheat.Several
sourcesof suchenergycanbeconsidered.

1. The masconsare settling into deeper
layers.

2. The irregularshapeof the Moonis set-
tlingintoamoresphericalshape.

3. TheellipsoidalshapeoftheMoon'sorbit
is becomingmorenearlycircularwitha
lessermajoraxis; this effectwouldbe
superimposedonotherchangesin orbit
duetoothercauses.

4. Convectionin the lunar interioror lava
flowscauseterrestrial-typequakes.

5. As theMoonmovesawayfromtheEarth
duetotidaleffects,it keepsthesameface
towardthe Earth,its velocityof rotation
decreases,and this probablyrequires
moonquakes,the decreasedrotational
energysupplyingtheenergy.

6. Slight contractionor expansionoccurs
duetochangingtemperatureoftheMoon.

7. Rocksarefallingfromcliffs;however,it
wouldseemprobablethatthiswouldhave
beencompletedafterbillionsofyears.

Thesemoonquakesappeartocomefromdepths
of some800km,andslightreflectionscomefrom
similar depthsindicatingthat somelayering
existsatthesedepths.However,definiteevidence
for a metalcorehasnotbeenobservedasyet.
Thereappearsto be a layerbelowthe 20-km
regolithor basalticlayerto 60-kmdepthhaving
a compressionalsoundvelocityequalto thatof
anorthosite,andbelowthis material,to an un-
determineddepth,havinga soundvelocityof
dunite.Thus,the layeringseemsto beapprox-
imately20 km of fragmentedbasalt,40 km of
anorthosite,andthendunitetoanunknowndepth
withasourceofmoonquakesandslightreflection
at some800-kmdepthwithnoevidenceasyet
foranymetalliccore.However,laterdataindicate
that there is a centralregionwhichwill not
transmitS-waves,probablyconsistingofpartially
meltedsilicates.Thiscentral"core"hasaradius
of about700km[31].

TheMoonismuchquieterthantheEarthwhich
hasimmensesourcesof energy,themostimpor-
tant beingconvectionin the mantledrivenby
radioactiveheating.This builds the immense
mountainchains,greatgravityanomaliesboth
positiveand negative,producesthe greatvol-
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canoesandlavaflows,andmovesthecontinental
massesoverthe Earth'ssurface.If convection
occurs(orhasoccurred)in theMoon,it mustpro-
duceveryminoreffectscomparedto its effects
onEarth.

Theexplanationoftheseismiceffects,dueto a
fragmentedlayeronthesurface,arguesstrongly
againstaconventionalbedofsolidifiedlavabelow
thesurface.But therearerocksscatteredin the
soilwhichwereproducedbya meltingprocess,
andthe complicatedanddetailedpatternsfrom
the moonquakesindicate that complicated
structuresexistbelowthesurface.

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

The mostrecentvaluesfor theradiusof the
Moongivea meandensityof3.36g/cm3,andthe
highlyfragmentedcharacterof thesurfacesug-
geststhat thefractionof voidsmaynotbenegli-
giblewhenestimatingthedensityfor thewhole
Moon.Also,the interiordensitymaybelowered
moreby hightemperaturesthanit is raisedby
highpressures.Again,this suggestshighertrue
mineraldensitiesat laboratorytemperatureand
pressure;possibly3.4g/cm3is areasonableesti-
matefor the averageof this quantity(see[88,
93]).Meandensitiesof chondriticmeteoritesof
theL andH typesunderlowpressuresrunabout
3.57and3.76g/cm3[86]or 3.68and3.85g/cm3,
if highdensitymineralsarepresent.TheEarth's
densityat lowtemperaturesandpressuresmay
beabout4 g/cm3.

The Mooncontainseitherlessironor larger
quantitiesofwaterandcarbonaceouscompounds
thantheEarth.Thelowconcentrationsofwater
andcarboncompoundsin thesurfacematerials
disputethesecondhypothesis.Silicateminerals
observedin meteoriteswithiron contentlimited
to some10%by weightwouldgivetherequired
estimated density. Carbonaceouschondrites
TypeIII alsohavethisdensity.Theconcentration
of potassiumis lowerin thesemeteoritesthanin
other chondrites,i.e., about 360 insteadof
850ppm.Thislowerabundanceofpotassiumand
comparableabundancesof uraniumandthorium
wouldpermit an initially coolMoonto remain
below the melting point of silicatesduring
geologictime.2

In a verythoroughpaperthat reviewedthe
chemistryof theMoon[91],theconclusionwas
thattheMoon'ssurfacematerialscanberegarded
asamixtureof twocomponents:onecondensed
at hightemperature,and anotherof average
meteoriticcomposition.The ratioof K to U is
about2000,whereasthisratioinchondriticmete-
oritesis about60000or 90000dueto greatly
increasedconcentrationof U and otherhigh-
temperaturecondensingelements.Thisratiofor
Earthrocksis about10000indicatingthat the
Earth alsohasan increasedhigh-temperature
condensatefraction.

Thefirst observationaldataonlunarcomposi-
tionwereobtainedinSurveyorflights5,6,and7
[73,74,75,76],showingthatthemariacontained
basaltwithhightitaniumcontent,andthehigh-
landscontainedhighconcentrationsofaluminum,
calcium,andlow concentrationsof iron.These
resultswerecompletelyconfirmedbytheprecise
measurementson returnedApollosamples.Sev-
eraldistincttypesofsiliceousmaterialsareonthe
lunarsurface.Themariaareasappearto consist
mostlyof basahic-typerocksandfinelydivided
material.Thehighlandareasconsistofrockshav-
ing high concentrationsof calciumfeldspars,
so-calledanorthositic-typematerials.Thenthe
areanearFraMaurowhereApollo14landedcon-
sistsof so-calledKREEP,highin potassium,rare
earths,and phosphorus.No meteoritesof the
anorthositicorKREEPtypehavebeenobserved,
norhasanyotherrocktypebeenexactlydupli-
catedby meteorites.Otherrocktypesfoundare
apparentlyrare. Certainmarkedchemicaldif-
ferencesexist betweenlunar terrestrial and
meteoriticmaterials.

Oneverycuriouschemicaldifferenceconcerns
europium,an elementwhich is divalentunder
highlyreducingconditionsandtrivalentunder
lessreducingconditions.In the lunar surface
rocks,it hasastrongtendencytofollowthediva-
lentstrontiumanddecreasedtendencytofollow
theothertrivalentrareearths.Thisindicatesthat
the lunarsurfacematerialswereformedunder
ratherhighlyreducingconditions.Onlysmallbits

2In a recentpaper,Tozer[72]discussesconvectionin
planetaryobjectsandpointsoutthatmuchgreatercooling
mightoccurin theMoonthanwouldbeexpectedif thermal
conduction,,nlv was effective.
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of metalliciron-nickelareobserved,and it is
uncertainwhetherthesearenativeto theMoon
or arefragmentsof meteorites.Iron sulfideis
presentonlyinsmallamounts;titaniumcontents,
strikingly,aremuchhigherin somelunarbasahs
thanin terrestrialbasalts.

Thephysicalconditionofthesesiliceousmate-
rials is of interest:thebasalticsoil consistsof
finelydividedcrystallineandglassychips,and
thebrecciaappearstohavethephysicalstructure
of sinteredsoil.Rocksarepresentwhichcrystal-
lizedfromaliquidmelt,whichsometimescontain
smoothbubbles,indicatingthatgaswaspresent
whentheysolidified.The"genesis"rock15415
consistsentirelyof glassspherulesof calcium
feldspar.The lunar materialsoften contain
roundedsilicateobjectswhicharephysicallysimi-
lar to chondrulesof meteorites,but of different
chemicalcomposition.Onlya fewrecognizable
bitsof meteoriteshavebeenobserved,indicating
that meteoriteswhichmusthavefallenon the
Moonhavebeenbrokeninto very smallfrag-
ments.Oneor 2 percentof the lunarsurfaceis
ofmeteoriticcomposition.

SincetheMoonhasnoatmosphere,it is pos-
sibletoobservethehigh-energyradiationemitted
byradioactiveelements,i.e.,raysatgreatheights
abovethelunarsurface.Suchobservationswere
plannedbyArnoldveryearlyin thelunarspace
program,andhaverecentlybeensuccessfulon
Apollos15,16,and17[5]. Thesestudiesshow
thatthemariaareashavehigherconcentrations
of K, U, andTh thanhavetheterraeareas,also
thatthereis somevariationin concentrationsof
theseelementsoverconsiderablemareareas.
Also, theK/U ratio is considerablylessin all
areasthanin terrestrialrocks.Theseresultscon-
firm analyseson returnedsamples,showingthat
thechemicaldifferencesapplyto greatareasof
theMoon.

Thestudyof fluorescentx-raysemittedbythe
lunarrocksunderbombardmentof solarx-rays
showedthehighlandareasto begenerallyhigh
in elementsof anorthositic-typerocks[2]. Un-
fortunately,therearenotmoresuchdetailedand
extensivestudiesoftheMoon.

Continuousmeltingof somekindonalimited
scaleappearslikely from the earliestyearsof
lunarhistoryuntil about3 aeonsago.Thesmall

lavaflowsreportedat variouslocationsmaybe
morerecent.If theycomefromthe deeplunar
interior,theymayprovideinformationregarding
the chemicalcompositionof the Moon'sdeep
interior,whichwill be very informative.It was
thought that Apollo 16 which landed near
Descarteswouldfindmorerecentvolcanicmate-
rials, but this areaprovedto becoveredwith
ancientanorthositic-typerocks and soil. The
landingarea of Apollo 17 near Littrow was
carefullyplannedto bea recentlavaflowarea,
but provednot to beso.At present,thereis no
evidenceformorerecentlavaflows.It washoped
that Apollo17wouldprovideexamplescoming
fromthedeeplunarinterior,but thisprovednot
to betrue.

CARBONACEOUS MATERIALS

Evidence for living or fossil forms on the Moon
has not been found. The total concentrations of

carbon in all lunar samples range from about 30

to 230 ppm, the concentrations in the soils

ranging higher than in the crystalline rocks.

Nitrogen concentrations are somewhat less.

Evidence was obtained for carbon-hydrogen,

carbon-hydrogen-oxygen, and nitrogen com-

pounds, but generally in such low concentrations
that it is difficult to be certain that these are

indigenous and not due to terrestrial contamina-

tions. The gas chromatograph and mass spec-
trometer are so sensitive that contaminations in

the range of parts per 109 of some compounds can
be detected.

In general, all investigators found many carbon-

hydrogen compounds containing up to some six
or more carbon atoms and the more common and

simple compounds of carbon with oxygen, hydro-

gen, and nitrogen. The more interesting com-

pounds suggestive of those commonly present in

living organisms were observed by a few. Nagy

et al [47] reported glycine, alanine, and ethanol-

amine in addition to urea and ammonia. Glycine

and alanine in nonhydrolized water extractions

were reported, as well as glutamic acid, aspartic

acid, serine, and threonine in extracts after

hydrolysis. Amounts were in the range of 50

parts per 109 [17]. Porphyrin, while reported [24],
was believed due to rocket exhaust.
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The evidence for these compounds should be

checked in other samples and, in view of the small

concentrations reported, particularly great care

should be taken in regard to contaminations.

Likely, many compounds apparently are produced

when chemical solutions are applied to the soils

which contain highly activated carbon and other
atoms from the solar wind. It has been shown

particularly that CD4 is produced when DzO is

used instead of H20 [1]. Water is present in such

low concentrations that it is very difficult to

distinguish between indigenous water and ter-
restrial contaminations.

AGES

Two types of calculation have been considered

in studying the age of lunar materials. Assuming
that lunar materials were derived from meteoritic-

type materials, we ask for the time since the

materials of the lunar surface were separated

from such meteoritic material, which is known

as the "model age." It is assumed in calculating

the RbS7-Sr s7 age or the uranium-lead and

thorium-lead ages that the ratios of concentra-

tions of rubidium to strontium or of uranium and

thorium to lead have not changed since the

separation process.

The second type age measures the time since

the sample was last melted or since the isotopes

of the elements were last uniformly distributed

between the minerals of the sample in question,

the latter age known as the "isochron age."3

The RbS7-Sr s7 model age in the case of many

lunar samples is about 4.6 aeons (109 years), this

being the time required for the Sr s7 in bulk

3 If an isotope with concentration x disintegrates to another
isotope with present concentration y, and the concentrations
t years ago were Xo and yo, all relative to a stable isotope of
concentration r, then

y yo x
7 --'7=_ (eXt-- 1) (2)

where t is the age and h is the disintegration constant.
This is the fundamental dating equation. If y/r and x/r are
measured and yo/r is assumed to be known from measure-
ments on meteorites, the time t can be calculated. This is
the model age. If yo/r is unknown, but different crystals in
the sample have varying values of y/r and x/r, these can be
plotted on a graph, and the slope of the straight line is
(e xt- 1) and the intercept on the y/r axis is yo/r. The age can
be calculated from the slope, and this is the isochron age [53].

samples to have evolved from the primitive

strontium of 4.6 aeons ago as determined from

the basaltic achondritic meteorites commonly

referred to as BABI [51]. Isochron ages vary from
3.3 to 4.1 aeons. This means that the overall

composition with regard to rubidium and stron-

tium was acquired 4.6 aeons ago and was not

changed in the reheating processes at later
isochron dates. Ash flows at these later dates did

not separate the liquid melt from a solid residue.

This was probably due to the low gravitational

field of the Moon where pockets of partially melted

masses did not separate into liquid and solid

layers, or it was due to complete melting of basaltic
pockets so that no fractionation occurred.

The K4°-Ar 4° ages agree generally with the

RbSr--Sr s7 isochron ages, since argon would

escape in the latest heating process. The U,

Th-Pb ages of rocks are more complicated and

do not agree with the RbST-Sr s7 ages, apparently

due to loss of lead to the surroundings, probably

by volatilization. An isochron plot for bulk soils

and many rocks gives ages of 4.3--4.6 AE [52].

Since the soils and rocks have varying composi-

tions, the volcanic flows occurred from isolated

pockets which did not mix from the time of 4.6

AE until the flows occurred, i.e., 3.3 to 4.0 AE

ago. Whether igneous activity occurred prior to
4.0 AE or after 3.3 AE is unknown.

An alternative suggestion is that the basaltic

components were made by the usual terrestrial

type of flow in which the basaltic liquid is

separated from a solid fraction which remains at

depth, and that uranium, thorium-lead, rubidium,

and strontium were added later in varying amounts
to the soil from some source materials which

were produced 4.6 AE ago. In this case, it must be

assumed that these initial basaltic rocks with

low concentrations of these elements were pro-

duced by melting processes which regularly, in

terrestrial cases, do produce basalts containing

these elements. This seems most improbable,

and it seems likely that the closed system

melting explains these data and results from the

low gravitational field. 4

4This is a brief summary of results obtained by several
laboratories headed by G. J. Wasserburg, M. Tatsumoto,
L. T. Silver, and W. Compston. (See refs. [3, 13, 14,52, 56, 65,
68,69, 70,921. )
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Twoageswhich areparticularlyinteresting
dependon the K4°-Ar4° ages as developed by

Turner [77, 78, 79, 80], also on these and Rb sT-

Sr s7 ages reported by Schaeffer et al [61]. The

"genesis rock" 15415 and anorthositic rocks of

Apollo 16 have ages of about 4.1 AE. It was

thought that some anorthositic rock ages might

be 4.6 AE on the basis of the most primitive

melting period occurring at that time, and that

the anorthositic rocks were produced then.

What reset the K4°-Ar 4° clocks? Was it a hot Sun,

an intense collisional process due to a collision

catastrophe in the asteroidal belt, both of these,

or something else?

LUNAR HISTORY

The highland areas of the Moon are known at

present to consist of an anorthositic-type rock,
and that this material and the titaniferous basah

acquired their composition through a mehing

process 4.6__+0.1 aeons ago. Later mehing pro-

duced the rocks of Mare Tranquillitatis and

Oceanus Procellarum. Mascons were produced

during this interval and were supported by very

rigid rocks from the time of formation until the

present. The maximum subsurface temperatures

consistent with support of the mascons are not

known, but the subsurface temperatures of the

Earth appear to be too high. Exact comparison is

difficuh because of the higher gravitational field

of the Earth and its higher pressures in the outer

layers. If the evidence for melting could be

ignored, a low temperature history can be favored.

If the mascons could be ignored, a high tempera-

ture history is immediately favored, i.e., if the evi-

dence for the moments of inertia is ignored or

explained. If all evidence is considered, a com-

plicated history seems inevitable. In any case, the

magnetic rocks are puzzhng.

If the Moon was originally completely melted,
it must have sohdified and fractionated 4.5-

4.7 aeons ago. The anorthositic layer solidified
and floated at the surface, the pyroxene-ohvine

layer settled to the interior, and the titaniferous

basaltic layer was between, or remained mixed

with, other layers to be separated by subsequent

closed system melting. The outer parts must have

become cold enough to support the negative grav-

itational anomalies in Ptolemaeus and Alba-

tegnius and presumably in such craters over
the entire surface. This occurred when the con-

centrations of radioactive elements were at

maximum values [15, 16].

Many studies of lunar thermal histories have

been made, which show how difficult it is to cool

down a melted Moon in an aeon, even in the

absence of radioactive elements. Possibly con-

vection, as Tozer [72] points out, would be more

effective. This has not happened to the Earth in

4.6 aeons, and positive gravitational anomahes

are still not supported except through great con-

vection ceils. As long as lava flows occurred, the

interior of the Moon would remain at high tem-

peratures, and only an outer layer of rigid rocks

would be possible, as with the Earth. It seems

improbable, if not impossible, to explain the

observations in this way. Without the evidence of

the mascons, this postulated history would prob-

ably be more consistent with more lava flows than

have been present, and particularly such a very

high temperature history should have produced

more general melting over the entire surface. The

absence of great mare-type areas in the large

craters of the far side suggests that the melting

processes were just marginally possible.

If the moments of inertia indicated by orbiter

and astronomical data are correct, an extensive

layer of low-density anorthositic material, a small

iron core, and high-density silicates on the interior

are impossible without the addition of some high-

density layer near the surface. It appears to be

impossible that such a high-density layer was

formed and supported, if the Moon was com-

pletely melted early in its history. But possibly the
moment of inertia data are in error!

The suggestion has been made that the initial

melting 4.5-4.7 aeons ago was hmited to an outer

layer of an initially cool Moon, and that the mas-

cons were supported by the cool interior, and the

negative anomalies of Ptolemaeus and Albategnius

and other craters by an outer layer which had

cooled rather rapidly. The sources of heating in

this model are presumed to be:

(1) surface heating in a large gas sphere or

during accumulation in such a sphere [6],

(2) surface heating by tidal effects during

capture of the Moon,

: _-_ IS POOR
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(3) magnetic fields sweeping over the lunar

surface and thus generating electric

currents in silicate material preheated by

some previously acting mechanism,

(4) heating in an accumulation process

where rapid accumulation of solid objects

occurred in the terminal stages; in cool-

ing, the separation into several layers
occurred with the titaniferous basalt

solidifying last somewhere beneath the

surface. Method (4) would appear to

provide a very stirred condition not favor-

able for separation of the different layers

indicated by the chemical studies.

The basalt was later melted and expelled

from deeper layers. Radioactive heating was pos-

sible because of the very low thermal conductivity

of a highly thermal-insulating dust layer at the

surface. The shallow maria, consisting of ash

flows over a very irrcgu!ar surface, must have

deep layers as well as shallow layers, and the

deep layers should warm up markedly during

hundreds of millions to a billion years, even if

initially they were at low temperatures, i.e., 0 ° C,
which need not have been the case. This is the

model favored by the present writer [89, 97].

Previous suggestions assumed that the col-

lisional history of early craters, maria, and

mascons were produced early in lunar history,

but if it is supposed that a catastrophic collision

occurred in the asteroidal belt some 4 aeons ago,

producing many large and small objects, and that
these fell on the Earth, Moon, and other planets

during some hundreds of millions of years, another

history for the lunar surface can be devised. No
record of such collisions would be retained on

Earth if this occurred prior to the time the oldest
terrestrial rocks were formed.

It must be assumed that the mascons result

from rebound of the lunar rocks, and that the

gravitational anomalies are supported in spite

of a most massive and vigorous movement of

rocky materials, since collisions of this kind

should be at high velocities. Hence, the masses

of such high-velocity colliding objects must be

too small to account for the gravity anomalies.

With this assumption, there may be little difficulty

in having a sufficiently cold lunar surface in order

to support the gravitational anomalies of

Ptolemaeus and Albategnius. But the problem of

supporting the mascons remains, if it is assumed
that the titaniferous basaltic rocks flowed out on

the surface from melts beneath the surface, which

would seem the appropriate hypothesis for this

suggestion of early lunar history.

Partial remehing in the lunar interior some 3.1

to 4.0 aeons ago, which is favored by some, would

almost certainly fractionate rubidium and stron-

tium relative to each other, hence, the model ages

of the titaniferous basahs would almost certainly

not be near 4.5 aeons. This is a strong argument

against the origin of these materials by partial

melting in the lunar interior.

From this discussion, it is concluded that the

Moon was formed at comparatively low temper-

atures, heated on its surface by external heat

sources, cooled sufficiently and at adequate depth
to permit large craters, 150 km in diameter, to

retain negative gravitational anomalies, and was

able to support mass concentrations on the rigid

interior. The differentiation of anorthosite,

titaniferous basalt, and other fractions occurred

during the cooling process. The soil resulted

mostly from an ash flow and was remehed

in limited amounts by radioactive heat due to

the low thermal conductivity of the soil. This

suggested history is complicated and will most

probably be revised as more evidence is obtained.

The seismologists, ToksSz et al [71], secured

evidence for an anorthositic layer extending to
some 60 km below the surface and an interior

below this of dunitic-type rocks rich in pyroxene

and olivine. (This was discussed previously.)

Very mild moonquakes (compared to earthquakes)

occur, some of which originate repeatedly at

points beneath the surface at depths of about
700-800 km. There are also reflections from

structures at about the same depth which cannot

be due to a metal core, but may be due to the

boundary of some other type of central structure.

This evidence favors the proposition that there

was very deep or complete melting early in lunar

history, but the evidence is not conclusive. The

observations have been made over a very limited

area and in regions relatively near the areas of

the great mascons and collisional maria.

574-_69 0 - 76 - 10
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THE MAGNETIZED ROCKS

OF THE MOON

A dipole magnetic field has not been detected

on the Moon, but magnetized rocks of ages 4 to

3.1 aeons have been located at the Apollo landing

sites, hence, magnetic fields must have been

present up to that time or to later times, and the

rocks cooled below the Curie point in this

magnetic field. Also, rather large areas of the

Moon are magnetized. The origin of the magnetic

field responsible for producing these magnetized

rocks is a puzzle to all students of this subject,

and this question has an important bearing on

lunar origin.

After the magnetic field of the Earth and a

possible field from the Sun are discarded, we

turn to a possible lunar dipole field which must

have disappeared later than 3.1 aeons ago. One

proposal advanced particularly [57] has been an

iron core smaller than that of the Earth which,

therefore, must have rotated very rapidly in

order to produce the required field. This seems
unlikely, and no iron core has been detected in

the seismic observations which, however, may

not be conclusive. If such a circulating iron

core was present in the early period before 3.1

aeons ago, it has been suggested that it froze and,

hence, no field would exist today. Another sug-

gestion was that the interior of the Moon accu-

mulated at low temperatures and magnetizable

particles, i.e., iron, accumulated in a primitive

magnetic field of the Sun to form a permanent

magnetic dipole field which would persist until

radioactive heating raised the temperature above

the Curie point. However, in this case, the surface

regions must have melted in order to produce the

highly differentiated surface regions and ash flows
on the surface.

A popular view is that the Moon accumulated

from solid objects, at first at low temperatures,

because of the low gravitational energy and rate

of accumulation, and later at high gravitational

energy and velocity of accumulation, thus pro-
ducing a cold interior and a melted surface. It

is estimated that the accumulation must have

occurred in about 2000 years or less, in order

to produce surface melting in spite of radiation

loss. Also, this bombardment must have been

terminated rather suddenly. It is difficult to

specify a place in the solar nebula where this

could occur. An alternative method is provided

by the gas spheres [88]. In this case, the solids

settle to the interior of the sphere when it

is cold, but as the sphere contracts, the tem-

perature of the sphere's interior rises, thus,
the interior could form cold and the surface

could accumulate at higher temperatures [6]. The

Moon cooled after the high-temperature Sun blew

the gas sphere away and, whichever way the

Moon accumulated, the magnetic field carried

by the cold interior magnetized the cooling

surface rocks and disappeared when radioactive

heating raised the temperature of the cold interior

above the Curie point. It has been mentioned

that this is a most interesting problem and one

that has surprised many who study the Moon.

(See reviews [58, 66].)

ORIGINS OF THE MOON

A discussion of the origin of the Moon requires

considering the origin of the planets and their

satellites-in fact, the origin of the solar system.

Jupiter and its inner moons have the general

orbital structure of the Sun and its planets, and

the axis of Jupiter's rotation is nearly perpendic-

ular to the plane of the ecliptic. If the other

planets and their satellites resembled this planet

in general structure, there would be no great

disagreement in regard to questions of origin. It

would be supposed that the planets and their

satellites accumulated from smaller objects both

solid and gaseous. However, the Earth, Venus,

Mars, and major planets other than Jupiter have

axes of rotation not perpendicular to the ecliptic,

and this probably requires collisions of very.

massive objects to form the planets. This alone

indicates the presence of such objects early in

the solar system history.

If all the terrestrial planets had large moons

similar to that of the Earth, it would be supposed

that these planets and satellites formed as double

planets, i.e., accumulation from solid or liquid

silicate compounds in the immediate neighbor-

hood of each other. Again, the problem of the

Moon's origin would not have been discussed for

many decades in this case. It is the uniqueness
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of theMoonasa single,verylargesatellitethat
posestheinterestingandcontroversialquestion
of its origin.Butif thedoubleplanetoriginis the
rule, theabsenceof a largemoonof Venusand
somefairly largemoonsof MercuryandMars
becomesthedisturbingquestion.

Cameron191and Ringwood[54]favoredthe
view that the Earth and Moon accumulated
quicklyin somel0s or 104yearsat veryhigh
temperaturesand asa doublebody.The Moon
accumulatedfrom a volatilizedmassof high-
temperaturematerialmovingin a ring about
planetEarth.The massof the Earth,plusits
proportionof solargases,wouldbeapproximately
equalto thatof Jupiteroriginallydispersedover
a disksurroundingthe Sun.At sometime,it is
necessarythat the 0.3%of the terrestrial-type
materialdestinedto formsolidbodiesseparate
fromthe99.7%of gasesandaccumulateintoa
limitedwlume.This,seemin_y,couldonlyoccur
if thesematerialswere at a sufficientlylow
temperatureto condenseto liquidsor solids.
Possibly,if solidssettledto themedianplaneof
the nebula,this wouldbepossible.The model
resembles,andin awayis identicalwith,proto-
planetsof Kuiper[30],whichhavetheobvious
difficultyof losinga massof gasequalto thatof
Jupiter.Urey[81]arguedthatthis is impossible
and,up to thepresent,nosatisfactorymethodof
removinggaseshasbeenproposed.It maybe,
but is notcertain,thatthemagneticfieldsof the
rotatingmagneticdipoleSunmayhaveprovided
sucha mechanism.Sovietauthors,especially
Schmidt,Safronov,andLevin [36,60,62]are
inclinedto favora theorysuggestingthe accu-
mulationof amultitudeof smallsatelliteswhich
surroundedthe Earthduringits synthesisand
growthover100millionyears.

Ringwood[54]arguesthatthe lossof volatiles
soevidentin lunarsurfacematerialshowsthat
theMoonmusthaveseparatedfromhigh-temper-
ature gases.5 This is a very goodargument
especiallyif theseelementshavebeendepleted
in the entireMoon-anuntestedassumptionat
present.Theabundanceof the moreabundant
elementsin lunar materialsare so similar to

5Ringwoodhasrecentlywithdrawnhissponsorshipof
thesesuggestions.

thoseexpectedfromthefractionationof silicate
materialsby meltingthat it wouldappearthat
extremevolatilizationmethodsarenotrequired.
Moreover,mechanismsfor tiltingtheaxisofthe
EarthandmovingtheMoon'sorbitin someway
are required,sinceGoldreich[21]showedthat
the presentorbit of the Mooncouldnot have
originatedin theplaneoftheEarth'sorbit.Both
theseeffects require the presenceof other
sizeablebodieswhichcollidedwiththeEarthand
Moonto producetheseeffects.If theyexisted,
similarobjectscollidingwithotherplanetswould
producesimilareffects.

ThatVenusdoesnothavea moonandrotates
in thereversesenseis probablythe mostdam-
agingevidencein regardtothis theoryforEarth
andlunarorigin.Marcus[40]andSafronov[591
pointedout thatsuchcollisionswerenecessary,
andUrey[82,83]suggestedmethodsofproducing
suchobjects.It hasrecentlybeenproposedthat
largepreplanetaryobjectsexistedandcollided
to formthe Earthat hightemperatures,anda
Moonvolatilizedfrom the Earth,accordingto
Ringwood'smodel.Elementsvolatileat 1500°K
andloweraremissingfromthelunarsurface,but
thereappearsto be no reasonto assumeany
importantfractionationbetweensiliconon the
onehandandaluminum,magnesium,andcalcium
on the other,eventhoughgreatdifferencesin
volatilitiesexist.This writerdoubtsthecorrect-
nessof Ringwood'sgaseoussilica, alumina
[etc]atmosphereasanoriginfor theMoon.

Possibly,if samplesof rocksfromthedeeper
layersoftheMooncouldbesecuredandshowed
low abundancesof the veryvolatileelements,
this would indicatethat the materialsof the
Moonhadbeenheatedto some1000-1500°Cin
fairly finelydividedform,andthat thevolatiles
weresweptawaywiththeresidualgases.Those
who believethat the titaniferousbasaltsare
indeedlavaflowsfromtheinteriorwillnowaccept
thispointas proven.This writer wouldlike to
seesamplesfromwhatappearto belimitedlava
flowsin variouslocationsontheMoonandwhich
mightcomefromgreatdepths,beforeaccepting
thisconclusion.

Sir GeorgeDarwinsuggestedthat the Moon
escapedfrom the Earth, whichhasbeendis-
cussedpro and conduringthis century.This
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discussionhasbeenreviewed[49,94].Thedensity
of the Moonapproximatesthat of the Earth's
mantle,andthis troublesomeproblemis solved
immediatelybythishypothesis.Muchefforthas
beenexpendedinshowingthatsuchaseparation
wouldbepossible.Recently,thishypothesishas
notbeenfavoredpartly,andpossiblydecisively,
by studieson the chemicalcompositionof the
lunarsurface.Thelunarbasahshavedefinitely
higherconcentrationsof iron andtitaniumand
definitelylowerconcentrationsofthemorevolatile
elementsthanthe Earth.It is certainlynot im-
possiblethatthesedifferencesin acomplicated
high-temperatureseparationprocesscould be
produced,but it doesappearimprobable.The
agesof lunarrockswouldrestrictthe timeof
separationtobefore4.5aeons.Onethingevident
from theolderdatais important!If Venusand
Earthevolvedbysimilarprocessesatcomparable
distancesfromtheSun,whydoestheEarth-Moon
systemhaveaverylargepositiveangularmomen-
tum relativeto theorbitalangularmomentum,
andVenusa smallandnegativevaluefor this
quantity?Why did notVenusalsoaccumulate
with a largeaxialrotationandseparateinto a
doubleplanet?Thesequestionscouldhavebeen
askedmanyyearsago.Today,separationof the
MoonfromtheEarthis not favoredandseems
veryunlikely.

The capturehypothesishasbeenespecially
popularsinceGerstenkorn[18,19]investigated
this problem,and it has beendiscussedby
others[4,38].Thismechanismhasthe obvious
advantagethat it is anincidentalorigin,andit
is not necessaryto explainthe absenceof
satellitesoftheotherterrestrialplanets.However,
it must be assumedthat manymoonswere
presentat sometimein theearlyperiodof the
solarsystemunlessmultiple,highlyimprobable
assumptionsaremade.Thereissmallprobability
of captureof the Moonin anyorbit aboutthe
Earth ratherthan captureby impacton the
Earth.Theseproblemshavebeendiscussedin
detailbyUreyandMacDonald[88].Gerstenkorn
[19]concludesthatcaptureoccurredinareverse
orbit whichturnedoverthe Earth'spolesand
becamedirect.It wasproposedthattheminimum
orbitwasneartheRochelimit of2.9Earthradii
for anobjectoflunardensity.

In thiscaptureprocess,a greatdealof energy
mustbedissipatedasheat,i.e.,some1011ergsper
gramoftheMoon.Partofthiswouldbedissipated
intheMoon,probablyintheouterlayers,andmay
havecontributedto theproductionof its melted
surfacelayer(discussedabove).Sucha melting
processwouldbemoreconcentratedin thehemi-
sphereneartheEarthandmayaidin accounting
for themoreextensivemariaareasin thenearer
hemisphere.If suchheatingbecamegeneral,the
supportof the masconswouldbe jeopardized.
UreyandMacDonald[88]suggestthatcollisions
with otherobjectsmovingabouttheEarthmay
haveaidedin thecaptureprocess,andthatthe
initial orbit mayhavebeenmuchlarger,thus
avoidingthe heatingdifficulty.Also,their pro-
posalpermitstheangularmomentumdensityof
the initially accumulatedEarth to lie on the

empirical curve of MacDonald [38], who shows
that the logarithm of the angular momentum den-

sities of the planets plotted against the logarithms

of the masses is a straight line of slope of about
0.82.

This model for lunar origin requires the

premise that the Moon accumulated elsewhere.

The method of accumulation and general chem-

ical composition present problems for which

solutions must be offered if the capture process is

to be accepted. Until the present, only the gas

sphere model of Urey [41, 82, 84] has been pro-

posed, but others are possible, although difficult

to calculate realistically. It is supposed that two

dimensional gravitational instabilities occurred

in a flat disk nebula following formulas first

developed by Jeans and revised by Chandra-

sekhar [11]. The formulas are approximate

when applied in this way, since the presence

of solids probably increases the instability.

Calculated temperatures in the nebula re-

quired to make lunar-sized objects are very
low, and the calculated mass of the nebula

is a substantial fraction of a solar mass. Some

substantial loss of mass of this kind must have

occurred in order to decrease the angular mo-

mentum of the primitive Sun as usually assumed

by the Alfv6n magnetic field mechanism, and

Herbig [23] requires dust clouds of approximate
solar mass in T Tauri stars.

Accumulation of lunar masses at the center of
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suchgaseousobjectsdueto gravitationwiththe
energyof accumulationbeingabsorbedby the
greatmassofgascouldoccuratlowtemperatures
while the radii are large.If the gasmasscon-
tractedtosmallerradiisubsequently,thesurface
regionsofthecentrallunarobjectcouldbeheated
to hightemperatures,andreducedliquid iron
wouldremovethe siderophiles,andliquid iron
sulfidewouldremovethechalcophiles(see[6]).
Withslowremovalofthegasspheres,therewould
beslowcoolingof the centralmass,and,with
completeremovalofthegases,morerapidcooling
to lowtemperatures.Thecompositionremainsa
seriousproblem.Withalowabundanceofironin
the Sun relativeto otherelements(whichhas
beenfashionableformanyyears),theMooncon-
sistedof primitive,nonvolatilesolarmatter,but
with revisedsolarabundances,the densityof
primitive,solarnonvolatilematterbecomesclose
to 4 g/cma and does not agree with the lunar

density.

If capture theory is to be seriously considered,

explanation of this problem must be made. Car-

bonaceous chondrites are fairly abundant as

observed falls, and the Type III Vigarano-type

group have proper densities and a low abundance

of potassium, so that a rigid interior of the Moon

could be maintained if the central body had com-

position of this kind or similar. However, these
meteorites contain water and considerable car-

bon. The low abundances of both these substances

in the lunar surface are very unfavorable, but not

fatal to this suggestion for the lunar interior.

Other methods [22, 39, 40, 59] have been dis-

cussed for accumulated sizeable objects from

smaller solid objects without the presence of

gases, which will certainly be necessary if the

more volatile elements are missing from the inte-

rior of the Moon. In this case, successive events

must provide for loss of volatiles at some 1500 ° K,

and these must be driven out of the neighborhood

where the Moon and Earth will accumulate before

that accumulation takes place. If the volatiles

are present in the deep interior of the Moon, then

the accumulation of the Moon in a gas sphere is

indicated, and the Earth accumulated from

fragments of such objects.

Cameron [10] suggests that the Moon con-

densed from the gaseous solar nebula inside the

orbit of Mercury where the least volatile ele-

ments, CaO and A1203, condensed. These accu-

mulated into the Moon which was thrown by Mer-

cury into an orbit crossing the orbits of Venus and

the Earth, and was then captured by the Earth.

Thus, the Moon was condensed in a region of the

solar nebula where iron remained in the gaseous

form to a considerable extent, and in this way,

the low lunar density and possibly the chemical

composition are accounted for. Both these

mechanical events appear to be highly improb-

able, although not impossible.

If the Moon was captured, it was formed

independently from the Earth and as a sep-

arate primitive planet. The present ages indicate

that the Moon was present as a body at about the

time the meteorites were formed, and all pos-

sibility of dating the Earth in the same way has
been lost.

Jupiter and its satellites appear to be a small

solar system (as stated previously) and a strong

prejudice favors the formation of these satellites

in the neighborhood of their primary. The seven

moons of approximately lunar size in the solar

system, and all other satellites and the asteroids

having a combined mass of about 0.25 of one

lunar mass, suggest that lunar-sized objects were

favored in the solar system. The tilts of axes of

the planets hint that some large objects were

about and collided with the accumulating planets

during the terminal stages of accumulation. Pos-

sibly our Moon is not such a unique object as it

is often thought to be!
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Chapter 4

EARTH-TYPE PLANETS (MERCURY, VENUS, AND MARS) 1

M. Ya. MAROV 2

Institute of Applied Mathematics, Academy of Sciences USSR, Moscow

AND

V. D. DAVYDOV 2

Institute of Space Research, Academy of Sciences USSR, Moscow

Tremendous progress has been made in the

study of planets of the solar system, particularly

of those closest to the Earth-Venus and Mars.

Spacecraft flights combined with improvements

in techniques of Earth-based observations and

the reliability of interpretation of data have

provided new knowledge that, in many cases,

has revolutionized previous concepts of the

nature of these planets.

The Earth, Venus, Mars, and the planet

closest to the Sun, Mercury, are usually called

the planets of the Earth group. This generaliza-

tion is based on their similar mean densities

(see Table 1), which indicates that these planets

are composed, as is the Earth, primarily of the

rather heavy elements, Si, Fe, Ca, A1, Mg,

and their oxides which are widespread in the

solar system. The atmospheres of these planets

1 Translation of, Planety Zemnogo Tipa: Merkuriy, Venera,

Mars, in Osnovy Kosmicheskoy Biologii i Meditsiny (Founda-
tions of Space Biology and Medicine) Volume I, Part 2, Chap-
ter 2, 138 pp. Moscow, Academy of Sciences USSR, 1973.

z The section on Venus was written by M. Ya. Marov; the

sections on Mercury and Mars by V. D. Davydov.
The authors acknowledge the great efforts of D. G. Rea

(US) and V. M. Vakhnin (USSR) in the preliminary prepara-
tion of data for this chapter, and express gratitude to all their

colleagues who cooperated closely in work on this chapter.
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contain gases consisting of the most common

elements, H, C, O, N, and their compounds,

which are oxidizing in nature, in contrast to the

atmosphere of planets in the Jupiter group.

It is generally believed that atmosphere is a

portion of the volatile fraction liberated by degas-

sing of the core during the process of differentia-

tion of planet materials into shells.

For the planets of the Earth group, localized

within 1.5 astronomical units (AU) s from the

Sun, moderate differences in geometric dimen-

sions and in distribution of mass are character-

istic. The Earth and Venus are similar in mass,

while Mars and Mercury are less massive than

the Earth, by approximately 10 and 20 times

respectively. Of all the planets, only the Earth

has a satellite comparable in size to Mercury,

so that from the standpoint of planetary dynamics,

it is actually more correct to speak of the Earth-

Moon system; the satellites of Mars, Phobos

s The astronomical unit, AU, equal to the large half-axis of
the ellipse of the Earth's orbit, is 149-10 s kin; according
to the most recent and precise measurements [53], it is
equal to the distance traveled by light in the time interval

449.004780-+0.000001 . s, whereas the speed of light in a
vacuum (also a fundamental constant) c =299772.4562___

0.0011 km.s -1 [215].
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Surface of Mars. This photograph, taken by the Mars-5 spacecraft, was synthesized from three photo- 
graphs in  the blue, green, and red wavelengths. (Precise rolor reconst,ruction is difficult, not only be- 
cause of differences in  lighting and viewing geometry between frames at  the time the photos were 
taken, but also because of the contrast between colors during development and reproduction.) 
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and Deimos, are incomparably smaller than

the planet itself. However, the study of the

planet-satellite system is significant for under-

standing the long-term evolution of an astro-

nomical body, particularly as it eoneerns

interaetions related to energy exchange.

In this chapter, attention will be eoneentrated

on three planets: Mereury, Venus, and Mars.

A complete presentation would require at least

brief mention of the nature of the Earth, the best

studied member of the Earth group of planets,

although until reeently the methods used to

study the Earth and its neighboring planets

differed quite basically. Essentially, launching

the first artificial Earth satellite was the beginning

of the modern era of investigation, allowing the

Earth to be looked upon as a planet and to deter-

mine such important characteristics as its

radiation, gravitational and magnetic fields,

and the peculiarities of its interaction with

surrounding space. Comparison of these results

with analogous characteristics of other planets

has permitted combined analysis and a number

of generalizations. In turn, geological and geo-

physical methods used to study the Earth and
successful studies of its internal structure have

served as necessary bases for understanding the
complex nature of other astronomical bodies.

This combination of the traditional Earth sciences

with planetary studies, until recently confined

entirely to observational astronomy, has led to

the birth of a new and rapidly growing area of

science-planetary physics. The development

of this discipline will facilitate the solution of

basic problems related to the formation and

evolution of the entire planetary system.

The limited space allocated for this section

does not permit including the Earth. The authors

considered it more expedient to utilize the space

for a more detailed presentation of contemporary

concepts of other planets of the Earth group,
particularly since the abundant new information

on their nature made even this task quite diffi-

cult. Naturally, the review which we present

here has no pretentions of absolute completeness

and, to a certain extent, reflects the subjective

points of view and interests of the authors. The

sparsity of the presentation is often compensated

somewhat b.y references to prime sources.

MERCURY

Mercury is the closest to the Sun of the nine

large planets; in our sky, it is never farther than

28 ° from the Sun, making it quite difficult to

observe from the Earth. From time to time, the

planet can be seen by the naked eye as a barely

noticeable bright spot among the colors of a sun-

rise or sunset. Through the telescope, Mercury

appears as a crescent or part circle; the changes

in its shape as it orbits the Sun clearly show that

we are actually observing a sphere illuminated

on one side by the Sun. In its closest position to

the Earth (mean minimum 92 million km, mini-

mum minimorum 80 million kin), Mercury is

unfortunately located next to the Sun in the

sky, and turns its dark (night) hemisphere
toward the Earthbound observer. This hin-

drance in observing Mercury from terrestrial

observatories adds to the already great diffi-

culties resulting from the small angular di-

mensions of the object, weakness of the energy

flux arriving from it, and interference of Earth's

atmosphere. Nevertheless, researchers have

learned much through improvement of complex

apparatus and methods of observation. All the in-

formation (rather extensive) now available on Mer-

cury has been produced by terrestrial observation.
Excellent reviews have been written about Mer-

cury [5, 110, 158, 167]; however, in recent years
some of the information in these reviews has

been refined. The present review attempts to

present the factual material on the physics of this

planet using, where possible, the latest data.

Diameter, Mass, and Derived Quantities

Precise knowledge of the dimensions and mass

of a planet is necessary to determine a number

of parameters characterizing the physical condi-

tions on the surface, which are important for
astronautics.

The linear diameters of all planets, determined

from the angular diameters measured from the

Earth, are quantities derived from the numerical

value of an astronomical unit of length. Due

to possible refinement of these values, the

diameters of the planets are traditionally not

expressed in linear measure, but rather in

angular seconds at a distance of 1 AU. Measure-
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mentsof theequatorialdiameterof Mercuryare
in morethan reasonableagreementand fall
between6.2and6.9s.Reviewsof theprimary
resultsareavailable[47,158,240].Newmeasure-
mentsyield6.73-+0.03s, correspondingto a
linearmeasureof 4882-+-30km [132];by the
Hertzspringmethod,D_> 6.79 s, [197], i.e.,
4920km.

Thebestmethodfor determiningthemassof
a planetis to studytherotationperiodsof its
satellites.SinceMercuryhasno satellites,its
massis calculatedby the difficultmethodof
observingtheeffectsof its gravitationalinterac-
tionswithotherastronomicalbodies.The data
of variousauthors[72,107,190],producedto
threeor four significantdigits,agreewith an
accuracyonlyextendingto the seconddecimal
point.Thelimitationof this accuracywill be
observedin this review.The massof Mercury
in unitsof the ratioof the massof theSunto
themassoftheplanetisnear6.0• 106.Estimates
of the massanddiameterof theplanetcanbe
usedtodetermine,quiteeasily,theacceleration
of the forceof gravityand the parabolic(es-
cape)velocityatthesurface;theformeramounts
to about38%of itsvalueontheEarth,thelatter
to about4.3km/s.

The first testson Mercurywerecarriedout
fromspaceby automaticinstrumentsontheUS
Mariner10on March29, and September21,
1974.Photographsof the planetsurfacewere
communicatedto Earth.Theradiusof Mercury,
inferred from radio-eclipsedmeasurements,
is 2440+2 km at a latitude of 2 ° and 2438_+2

km at a latitude of 68 °. Analysis of track data

precisely defined the mass of Mercury; in units
of the ratio of the mass of the Sun to that of the

planet it amounts to 6023 600-+600. The new

value of the average density of the planet is

5.44 g. cm-3 [83].
From the values of the mass and diameter,

a mean density of 5.30 to 5.46 is calculated [196].

The high mean density of Mercury (com-

pared with the density of substances in the

Earth at the level of the corresponding pres-

sure) is explained by an abundance of the heavy

elements. The chemical composition of Mercury

apparently is mostly iron [18, 108, 195]. The high

content of iron and, consequently, the limited

content of silicates, indicate a significantly
lower content of radioactive substances in

Mercury than in the substance of chondrite

meteorites. However, it is known that the de-

composition of the radioactive elements con-
tained in the silicates is one factor in the internal

heating of the planets. Consequently, the

thermal history and present state in the depths

of Mercury depend, to a considerable degree,

on the average chemical composition. The still
unknown factors must also be considered, such

as the velocity of the planet's conglomeration
from the substance of the protoplanetary cloud,

abundance and composition of radioactive ele-

ments in this substance, and radiant energy

obtained from outside at early evolutionary

stages.

Calculations [145] of the thermal history of

Mercury have shown that in all stages of its

evolution, the temperature deep in the planet

has never reached the value necessary to melt
silicate substances or iron. This indicates that

substances in Mercury would not be segregated

according to specific gravity, with iron in the
central core. Lamination of the substance ac-

cording to the specific rate (gravitational dif-

ferentiation) in the solid depths of the planet

is considerably slower than in the case of melting.

Nonetheless, some specialists consider it pos-

sible that Mercury has a nucleus. Various models

of the internal structure of Mercury have been

described [121]; models with homogeneous dis-
tribution of metallic iron and with iron segre-

gated in the core were both studied.

The Surface: Photometric Properties and
Modern Data on Relief

The surface of Mercury appears bright in

sunlight, but measurements have shown that it

is rather dark, more precisely, dark brown. The

visual Bond albedo 4 for Mercury is 0.056 [79];

4Bond albedo (or spherical albedo) is expressed by a
fraction, the numerator of which shows the flux of solar
radiation reflected by the daylighted hemisphere of a planet
in all directions. The denominator shows the flux of solar
radiation striking the planet. To the name of the albedo
we add a word indicating either absence of limitations of
spectral range-integral albedo, or the type of spectral
sensitivity of the radiation receiver used, for example-
visual albedo.
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the integral albedois 0.09 [157].The mean
brightnessof the Mercurysurfaceincreases
sharplyas the phaseangleapproacheszero.
Curvesof thevariationof brightnessasa func-
tion of phaseanglefor Mercuryandthe Moon
practicallycorrespond[74, 79]. The spectral
reflectivityincreaseswithincreasingwavelength,
at leastup to 1.6p,m [1571 The results of meas-

urement of spectral reflectivity of Mercury, ad-
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FIGURE ].-Spectral reflective capacity of Mercury and its
comparison with reflection spectra of various territories
of the Moon: (A) mountains; (B) sea; (C) bright craters in
mountain areas; (D) bright crater (from [147]).

justed to zero phase, within the limits of 0.32

to 1.05 gm are shown in Figure 1 (from [147]).

The curve of the reflectivity of Mercury is similar
to that of mountainous and maria areas of the

Moon's surface and differs from the curve from

the foors of lunar craters. With these results,

it was concluded that the surface of Mercury

is probably covered with Moonlike solid matter,

rich in dark volcanic glass, such as pyroxene.

The reason for the low albedo may be the high
content of iron and titanium in the minerals

[147].

-Under exceptionally favorable conditions,

which are rather rare, light and dark spots can

be seen on the surface of Mercury thrpugh a

telescope. Repeated attempts to map Mercury

have been made. Historical maps will not be

studied here, since their compositors used er-

roneous data on the period of axial rotation of

the planet. New attempts to map Mercury ac-cording to modern concepts have been reported

[20, 21, 32]. The best modern map of details

of the Mercury surface, showing the coordinates

of details drawn, was composed in 1972 from

photographic and visual observations in 1942-
1970 in the astronomical observatories of Pic-

du-Midi in France and New Mexico in the US

[172].

The new map is shown in Figure 2. Longitudes

are given according to the new system, recom-

mended at the Fourteenth Session of the In-

ternational Astronomical Union (Brighton,

1970 [172]). The compositors of the map con-
cluded that the visible contrast of details on the

surface of Mercury is somewhat less than the

contrast between the maria and continental

areas on the Moon. Possibly, the decrease in

contrast results from eroded images of dark

details during observations of Mercury, since

the angular resolution produced is 300 times

poorer than that of observations of the Moon.

- The area between 350 ° and 90 ° hermographic 5

longitude, occupying over one-fourth of the

surface of the planet, shows practically no large

contrast details. The authors [172] noted that

the details on the surface of Mercury remained

SThe term for the system of coordinates on the surface
of Mercury comes from the Greek name for this planet-
Hermes.
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unchanged during more than 30 years of ob- 
servation, and that no atmospheric haze was 
observed in any area of the planet. 

Studies of the surface relief of Mercury are 
beyond the capabilities of optical methods of 
Earth-based astronomy. During the past decade, 
radar has been used successfully to study the 
surfaces of the closest planets. The capabilities 
of radar have been increased both through im- 
provements in apparatus and through new 
methods of data analysis. However, Mercury is 
difficult to investigate since a radio echo signal 
returning from Mercury is approximately 1% 
as strong as a signal returning from Venus. 

Before 1970, researchers at MIT attempted to 
use two-dimensional radar spectra (delay time 
and frequency) to estimate the profile of the 
surface of Mercury [227] but were unsuccessful. 
The reflected signal was too weak to permit 
differentiation of significant relief details or 
determination of the inclination of the Mercury 
surface from the surface of a sphere. Two radar 
studies of Mercury conducted in 1970-1971 
by Goldstein at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
California Institute of Technology, at a wave- 
length of 12.5 cm, and at Haystack Observatory 
(MIT) at a wavelength of 3.8 cm, achieved suffi- 
cient sensitivity to study the scattering charac- 
teristics. Both the scattering function and the 
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polarization of radiation at 12.5 cm showed that 
the surface of Mercury is significantly rough 
with respect to small irregularities [66]. Meas- 
urements at 3.8 cm [86] in several areas of the 
equatorial portion of the planet showed that the 
mean slope was approximately 10”. This value 
changes significantly with longitude. Topograph- 
ical details were observed with variations in the 
radius of the planet on the order of 1-3 km. 

Radar studies have measured the “reflection 
factor” of the planet in the microwave band. It 
was approximately the same as that of the 
Moon. The scattering cross section6 of Mercury 
vaned during observations within limits of 
4%-8% from the optical cross section. 

Parameters of Axial (Diurnal) Rotation 

Repeated attempts were made to determine 
the period of axial rotation of the planet by 
observation of spots on the surface. These visual 
observations led to the mistaken conclusion that 
Mercury always turns the same hemisphere 
toward the Sun, i.e., to the conclusion that the 

6The  radar cross section of a planet is found from the 
total power of reflected radio radiation, and is defined as  the 
geometric cross section of an ideally conducting sphere at 
the same distance as  the planet being studied and yielding 
the same radio echo power; it is usually expressed a s  a percent 
of the geometric cross section of the planet. 
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FIGURE 2.- Map of the surface of Mercury (after [172] ). 
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sidereal period of axial rotation was equal to

the sidereal 7 period of orbital rotation (87.97 d).

This erroneous opinion was held until the dis-

coveries of Pettengill and Dyce [180], who found,

by radar studies, that the sidereal period of

axial rotation of Mercury is 59 + 3 d. This value

was subsequently refined. Thus, Mercury does

rotate, but so slowly that its axial rotation is

difficult to observe during the short interval

favorable for visual observations.

Many authors explain the long life of the

erroneous hypothesis of synchronous rotation

of the planet as the result of the "fatal" quasi-

comparability of the period of this rotation
with the period of recurrence of conditions most

favorable for observations of Mercury (in one

astronomical observatory outside the tropical

belt-with this refinement, the statement is

correct). The necessary combination of factors
repeats itself every 3 synodic periods, i.e.,

every 348 d, during which time Mercury turns

by approximately a whole number of rotations in

relationship to both the Sun and the Earth. In

this case, the apparent displacement of details

on the planetary disk and the position of the

subsolar point among them recur with hardly

noticeable changes.

Optical observations, incidentally, have

helped to refine the period of rotation of Mercury

after its rough but reliable estimation by the
radar method. A period of 58.67 ± 0.03 d was

determined on the basis of data from the archives

of the Pic-du-Midi Observatory for 1942-1966

[20]. On the evidence of photographic archives

built up over many years, a period of rotation of

58.663--0.021 d was reported [228]. The ac-

curacy of the radar observations has been con-

sistently improved and now approximates the

accuracy of optical methods. New radar observa-

tions [66] indicate a period of 58.65 d, with an

error of not over 0.4%. The earlier photographs

and drawings of Mercury were supplemented

with new optical observations made at the
Pic-du-Midi and New Mexico Observatories and

a rotation period of 58.644 + 0.009 d was de-

termined [172]. The axis of the planet's rotation

has been found to be perpendicular to the plane

7The term sidereal refers to the movement of the object
in the system of coordinates coupled to the fixed stars.

of its orbit with a probable deviation of not over 3°.

The period of axial rotation of Mercury is not

a random figure; an interval of 58.6462 d is

precisely two-thirds of the orbital period of

Mercury. This is an interesting example of

resonance in spin oscillations, caused by the

gravitational effects of the Sun on the planet,

within which the placement of mass cannot be

considered strictly concentric. A rotation period

two-thirds that of orbital rotation should be

stable [26]; the small axis of the ellipsoid of

inertia of the planet is oriented toward the Sun

each time Mercury returns to its perihelion. It

is demonstrated [64] that development of a 3/2

spin-orbital resonance requires a compression

of the ellipsoid of inertia in the equatorial

plane (B -- A)/C > 10 -5, i.e., very slight.

The Atmosphere of Mercury

An atmospheric pressure at tile surface of

Mercury of approximately 1 millibar (mbar) was

reported on the basis of measurements of the

polarization of the light scattered by the planet

in various areas of the spectrum [45, 46]. An

estimate of the same order of magnitude (CO2

content of 0.3-7.0 g/cm 2) was produced from
observations of the excess absorption in the CO2

band (1.6 /xm) in the spectrum of Mercury over
that of the Earth [157]. The peculiarities of

polarization of Mercury were attributed to sur-

face properties alone, without the participation

of atmospheric effects [175]. Behon, using

measurements in the 1.05/xm band determined

an upper limit for the content of CO2 on Mercury

of 5 m'atm (partial pressure at the surface

less than 0.35 mbar); while Bergstralh, observing

the band around 1.20 /xm, evaluated this upper

limit as not over 0.58 m-atm (partial pressure

approximately 0.04 mbar). These data place in
doubt the results indicating detection of CO2

on Mercury.

For gas molecules to be retained on Mercury,

they would have to be (1) rather heavy, and

(2) resistant to dissociation under the influence
of sunlight. These criteria are satisfied by 4°Ar,

widely distributed in the solar system. Observa-

tions do not exclude an argon atmosphere with a

pressure at the surface of Mercury of 1 mbar or

574-269 0 - "/6 - ll
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less, but its existence is only hypothetical. The

similar surface photometric properties of Mer-

cury and the Moon suggest that the surface of

Mercury has been influenced by the solar wind.

On this assumption, the upper limit of atmos-

pheric pressure at the surface of the planet was
estimated at approximately 10 -5 mbar [175,

202]. Another group, using calculations on the

rate of dissipation, produced an upper limit of
around 10 -s mbar. In a discussion of various

models of the atmosphere of Mercury, Banks

[11] allows for the possibility of an exospheric

model consisting of 4He, 2°Ne, and 4°Ar, with

a summary upper limit of 2" 1014 particles in
a unit column. The structure of the model is

determined by the solar wind.

An ultraviolet (UV) experiment by Mariner

10 showed that Mercury is surrounded by a thin

atmosphere with full pressure at the surface of

not more than 2" 10-9 mbar [17]. The upper

limits of various gases were determined; the

most abundant components may be Ne, Ar,

and Xe. Among other gases, in particular, He

was found, the partial pressure of which at the
surface amounts to 2 • 10 -12 mbar.

Insolation and Surface Temperature

Because of the combined effects of axial and

orbital rotation, 1 solar day on Mercury exactly

equals 3 stellar days or 2 Mercurian years, i.e,

176 mean solar Earth days. The Sun has variable

size in the Mercurian sky, and moves from east

to west unevenly, due to the eccentricity of the

orbit and the periodic changes in heliocentric

angular velocity of the planet. Twice each solar

day (namely at each perihelion), the Sun in-

creases in size and stops, after which its motion
reverses for some 100 hours, after which the Sun

stops once more, then takes up its course toward
the west.

The quantity of solar energy received per unit

time and unit area perpendicular to the rays of

the Sun (the so-called solar constant, equal to
2.00_+0.04 cal'cm -2-min -1 at the upper

boundary of the Earth's atmosphere) on Mercury

at the perihelion is approximately double the

value at the aphelion, and is 10 times greater

than on the Earth, i.e., reaches 14 kW • m -2. The

daily cycle of illumination is not the same at

different hermographic longitudes on the Equa-

tor. Around longitudes 0 ° and 180 °, the Sun has

its maximum angular size at the upper culmina-

tion and moves very slowly in the sky, whereas

around longitudes 90 ° and 270 ° , its minimum
angular dimensions are at noon and it crosses the

sky relatively rapidly, delaying only at the
horizon.

The daily heating of the surface decreases with

increasing latitude right up to the poles of rota-

tion. At the poles, continuous or near-con-
tinuous illumination is observed. The Sun

moves along the mathematical horizon with a

period of 176 d, the center of the Sun dips

below the horizon every 38 d by a quantity equal

to the inclination of the Equator of the planet

to its orbit (an inclination < 3°); the upper

edge of the Sun, if it disappears, does so only

briefly, since the immersion depth of the center
beneath the line of the mathematical horizon is

approximately equal to the radius of the Sun as

seen from Mercury.

The long days and nights on Mercury produce

great temperature differences between the noon

and midnight sections of the surface. The planet's
closeness to the Sun and its low albedo result in

great surface heating during the day. The

temperature on Mercury has been determined

on the basis of changes in the planet's natural

thermal radiation in the portion of the infrared
(IR) range where the contribution of reflected

solar radiation is negligible. At the mean distance

from the Sun, the brightness temperature s

of the surface at the subsolar point of Mercury

corresponds to the Planck radiation of an ab-

solutely black body at a temperature Tb = 613 ° K

[182]. The color temperature (according to the

the ratio of intensities at _ = 2.2 and 3.4 /zm)
at the perihelion has been found to be Tc = 6700- +

20 ° K [158].

Infrared thermometry of the dark side of

SThe brightness temperature is the temperature of an
absolutely black body of the same dimension and the same
luminance as the body observed in a limited spectral range.
The color (or spectrophotometric) temperature is parameter
T in the well-known formula of Planck, with the value of the
parameter selected so as best to approximate the observed
distribution of energy of radiation of the body in a given
wavelength interval.
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Mercuryinvolvesgreatertechnicaldifficulties,
sincein additionto highangularresolutionof
the apparatusandidealatmosphericconditions,
it requiresreliableprotectionof the apparatus
fromthe radiationof thecrescentof thebright
hemisphereof the planetand extremelyhigh
sensitivityof the detector.Nevertheless,meas-
urementsof suchdifficultyhavebeensuccess-
fully performed.Murdock and Ney [170],
studyingthe 3.75-12.0/xm range, found a

nighttime surface temperature of 111°+3 ° K.
Thus, the amplitude of diurnal fluctuations in

temperature on Mercury is over 500 ° K.

Modern observations of Mercury's thermal
radiation have not been limited to the IR band.

Radioastronomy measurements in the micro-
wave band have determined the thermal mode of

the subsurface layers of the planet at various

depths and the physical properties of the outer

cover of the planet. The greater the radiation

wavelength used, the greater the depth respon-

sible for its origin. The penetration depth of

electromagnetic oscillations (i.e., depth of the

radio radiating layer) le=l/K, where K(h)

is the electromagnetic wave-absorption factor,

and h is the wavelength. Equally important is

another expression of the same quantity:

le = 8It, where 8 is a coefficient which de-

pends on the properties of the material, and

It is the depth of penetration of the temperature

wave, defined by a decrease in amplitude of

fluctuations of temperature by e times in com-

parison to the value on the surface. At a depth

three to four times It, the fluctuations in tempera-

ture are practically nil. This determines the

thickness of the surface layer of material heated

by the Sun during the course of the day. The

theory of this problem has been presented in

detail [1091.

The temperature measured in the microwave

band depends on the relationship between the

thickness of the layer heated by the Sun and

the thickness of the radio-radiating layer. Re-
views of results of radiometric observations of

Mercury at wavelengths of 0.19-11.3 cm are

available [65, 67, 167]. The numerical values of

the heat-physical parameters of Mercury are

presented at the end of this section.

The heat-physical behavior of the outer cover

of the planet indicates its exceptionally low

heat conductivity. The amplitude of diurnal

fluctuations in temperature at a certain depth, as

would be expected, is considerably less than

that indicated by measurements in the IR band.

The data from microwave radioastronomical

observations indicate that the brightness tem-

perature, averaged over the entire visible disk

of Mercury, varies both with phase angle (i)

and with longitude (L) from the center of the

disk, also depends on the ratio (8) of the pene-

tration depth of the electrical and thermal waves.

The most complex results of observations,

processed by the method of least squares, arc:

h=0.33 cm; T_ (°K) =296+ 127cos (i+16 °)
+7 +9 +4 °

+16 cos (2L+16°); 8/h=l.0 cm -_ [92];

+9 -4-28 ° (1)

h=3.75 cm; Tz (°K)=380+55 cos (i+32)
±4 ±3 +--4°

+11 cos (2L-8°); 8/h=1.3 cm-' [126];
+ 3 ± 11 ° (2)

where h is the electromagnetic radiation wave-

length; i is the Sun-planet-Earth angle; and L is

the hermographic longitude in the system of

longitudes described [32]. The position of the

zero meridian in this system differs from its

position in the International Astronomical Union

(IAU) system of 1970.

The great differences between the expressions

of temperature in the millimeter and centimeter

wavebands cannot be explained solely by the

differences in effective depth of the radiating

layer. In applying the theory of radio radiation

developed for the Moon to Mercury, it is neces-

sary to consider the temperature-dependence of

heat-physical parameters in the case of Mercury

[60]. The average brightness temperature of

Mercury has been calculated in various bands

of thermal radiation as a function of phase angle

and position in its orbit, with the dependence of

heat conductivity on temperature taken into

account [166, 167].
An IR radiometer on Mariner 10 measured

thermal radiation of the planet in a spectrum

region of about 45 /zm, given minimal sizes of
the observed surface element as 40 km. In the
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periequatorialscanthe lowestbrightnesstem-
perature,100°K, wasregisterednexttothelocal
midnight.Thelawoftemperaturedecreaseafter
sunsetisthesameasin thecaseofhomogeneous
porousmaterialwiththermalinertia0.0017cal •
cm-2 • s 1/2 " °K-1 with fluctuations of this value

up to 0.003 in some regions [24].

the Moon resulted from similar processing of

minerals into regolith by external'factors.

These are the basic contemporary concepts of

the nature of Mercury. Further growth in the

level of knowledge of this planet apparently can

be significantly accelerated only by means of
spacecraft.

Similarities Between External Layers

of Mercury and of the Moon

A comparison of the above-mentioned calcu-

lations [166, 167] with the most reliable obser-

vations permitted selection of the most probable

values of parameters characterizing thermal

and electrical properties of the outer layer of

Mercury. Some of these parameters are:

Density (p) = 1.5___0.4 g-cm-S;

Thermal inertia (T) = (kpc) l/z= (15___6) • 10 -6

cal • cm -z • s -1/2 • °K-';

Parameter 8/h = 0.9 cm -1 _+ 0.3 cm 1, where

the ratio of the depth of penetration of the

thermal and electrical waves (h) is the

wavelength of electromagnetic radiation
in cm,

Heat conductivity factor (k)=(4_+2).10 z
cal. cm 1 . S 1 . OK-I ;

Depth of penetration of thermal wave It = 11

-- 6 cm;

Dielectric constant (_) = 2.9_+ 0.5;

Loss angle tangent (tan A)=(0.9_+0.4). 10 -2.

Similar characteristics of Mercury and the

Moon indicate that there are no sharp differ-

ences in the structure of the outer layers of these

two bodies. However, caution must be exercised

in considering the similarity of the mineral

composition of their surfaces. Until experimental

data about the surface composition of Mercury

are available, ideas in this regard depend on the

solution of another problem: Was the planet

subjected to internal melting and gravitational
differentiation? It is known that the Moon con-

tains melted products from the depths in its

external layers. The extremely high average
density of Mercury suggests models of its internal

structure which, it seems, could not have been

subjected to melting. Possibly the external

similarity of the surface of Mercury to that of

VENUS

Venus, the inner planet closest to the Earth

and the brightest light in the sky after the Sun

and the Moon, has been a subject for astronomers'

constant attention for many centuries. Until the

mid-1950s, it was considered possible that well-

developed forms of life might exist on Venus.
Although this attractive idea has been abandoned

at present, interest in the planet has not de-

creased, but more probably has increased, since

Venus has been found a very special and sur-

prising world in terms of its natural conditions,

full of riddles and surprising facts.

The capabilities of automatic spacecraft have

probably been demonstrated best in the study

of Venus. For several years, a program of studies
of Venus has been conducted in the Soviet

Union. The Venera 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 automatic

spacecrafts conducted a broad range of studies

of the lower atmosphere and planet surface,

essentially discovering the world of Venus. A

considerable contribution to the study of the

atmosphere above the visible cloud border and

the surrounding space was made by measure-

ments from flyby trajectories of US spacecraft

Mariner 5 and 10. Improved methods of astro-

nomical Earth observations, especially in radio-

astronomy and radiolocation, clarified a number

of newly discovered physical characteristics of

this planet. The results of complex studies con-
ducted during the recent decade are of funda-

mental scientific significance and serve as the

basis for current conceptions of Venus [137].

Basic Astronomical Characteristics

Venus moves in a near circular orbit within

that of the Earth about 108.1 million km from the

Sun, or 0.723 AU. The velocity of the orbital

motion of the planet is approximately 5 km/s

greater than the orbital velocity of the Earth,

at 34.99 km/s. The time required for one rotation
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of theplanetaroundtheSun(thesiderealperiod)
is 224.7Earth days.The synodicperiod(time
betweentwo successiveidenticalconjunctions
or twophasesof Venus)averages584days.The
phasesofVenusaresimilartothoseoftheMoon.
The planetis locatedat its minimumdistance
fromtheEarth(about40millionkm)in thelower
conjunction,in the positionbetweentheEarth
andtheSun(at phaseanglect= 180°), at which
time it turns its dark side toward the Earth.

Near the upper conjunction, when the planet is

located beyond the Sun (a=0) its almost fully

li_,hted disk is observed. The intermediate

positions (0 < ct< 180 °) correspond to inter-

mediate phases of partial illumination of Venus

for the terrestrial observer, from a narrow

crescent to a nearly full disk. The visible angular

diameter of the planet varies between the upper

and lower conjunctions by almost 6.5 times, from
9.9 to 64.0 s.

Venus is brightest (stellar magnitude about

--4.3) at its maximum angular distance from the

Sun, reaching up to 48 ° under the most favorable

conditions, in the position of the so-called

"pauses." The angular diameter of the disk at

these moments is about 40 s. The period of the

beginning of visibility of the planet at twilight

corresponds to passage of the upper conjunction,

after which its angular distance from the Sun

increases, then decreases; at the same time, the

visible diameter of the disk increases, while

its illuminated portion decreases. The morning

ascent of Venus in the east is accompanied by

passage of the lower conjunction, after which the

visible diameter of the disk begins to decrease,

while its illuminated portion increases. The

difference between Venus and the Sun in rising

and setting reaches almost 4 h. Due to this

peculiarity of the visibility of Venus, it has long

been called the morning or evening "star."

Observations of Venus in its lower conjunction

indicate that the plane of its orbit is inclined

to the ecliptic at angle i=3 ° 23' 39". Therefore,

the disk of the planet during periods of con-

junctions is usually not projected on the disk of
the Sun. The transit of Venus across the Sun

occurs only when at the moment of a lower con-

junction, both planets are located on the line of

intersection of their orbits. These events,

schematically illustrated in Figure 3, are com-

paratively rare, periodically repeating at intervals

of 8 and slightly over 100 years (see [12] ). Obser-
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vation of the transit of Venus across the disk of

the Sun, July 6, 1761, allowed the Russian

scientist, Lomonosov [125], to make the funda-

mental discovery of an atmosphere on the planet.

Of all the planets of the solar system, Venus

most nearly resembles Earth in its dimensions,

mass, and mean density. Its radius is 0.948 Earth

radii (R _= 6050 ± 0.5 km [72]). The ratio of

the mass of the planet to the mass of Earth is

about 0.81, while its mean density is 5.24 g'cm -3

as compared to 5.52 g-cm -3 for Earth. Based
on measurements of the orbit of the Mariner 5

spacecraft, the mass of Venus is 408522--+3

times less than the mass of the Sun. The primary

parameters characterizing elements of the Venus

orbit, its geometry, mass, and related quantities

are presented in Tables 1 and 2; corresponding

parameters of the Earth are also shown for

comparison [215].

For considerable time, the characteristics of
the rotation of Venus about its axis and the

ecliptical coordinates of its poles were subjects
of animated debate; i.e., the tilt of the axis of

rotation in relation to the plane of its orbit around

the Sun. Many visual, photographic, and later,

spectral observations were made in the visible,

IR, and UV areas of the spectrum in attempts to
follow the visible movement of characteristic

details (individual spots and bands) across the

disk of the planet. However, the peculiarities

observed, parts of the cloud layer which con-

stantly cover the planet, were generally unstable,

and the subjectivity of the observer had a strong

influence on any conclusions concerning perio-

dicity of repetition. Values of a few days to a

few months were reported, with most observers

assuming synchronous rotation of the planet.

Significant progress in defining the nature of

the rotation of Venus was made only after radar

studies began in 1958 [189]. The first successful

radiolocation measurements of Venus, close to

the inferior conjunction, were carried out in 1961

in the USSR by a group of specialists of the

Institute of Radiotechnology and Electronics

[105, 106]. Studies were pursued in the US at the

MIT Lincoln Laboratory [179], Jet Propulsion

Laboratory of the California Institute of Tech-

nology [135, 242], and in England at the Jodrell

Bank Radioastronomy Observatory [236]. More

complete and exact data resulted from measure-

ments made close to the inferior conjunction of
Venus in 1964. The measurements of Kotel'nikov

and others [104] gave a rotation period of 230 ± 25

d, reverse rotation direction. According to

measurements at the Arecibo Ionosphere Lab-

oratory of Cornell University [53], the rotation
period of Venus is T= 244.3 ± 2 d, reverse rota-

tion direction. The most accurate data on the

rotation characteristics of the planet are based

on the periodicity of appearance of details of
increased reflection in the course of several

inferior conjunctions. According to data of the

Arecibo Observatory [93], the rotation period

equals 243.0----_0.1 Earth d, reverse rotation

direction, coordinates of the North Pole of the

rotation axis a=272.7°+--0.7°; 13=65.3°±1 °.

According to observations [23] at the Jet Pro-

pulsion Laboratory, the rotation period of Venus

in reverse direction amounts to 242.98 ± 0.04 d,

the pole coordinates a=274.1°±3°; _=71.4°±

1° (for an epoch 1950.0).
Venus has a clockwise rotation when observed

from the North Pole of the World, in contrast

to the other planets of the solar system. The
combination of the annual motion and the reverse

diurnal rotation of the planet means that 1

Venusian year includes 2 days, each lasting 116.8

Earth days. This means that during a Venusian

year, the Sun rises and sets twice. An observer

on the surface of Venus would be surprised to
see the Sun rise in the west and set in the east,

and would find himself under conditions similar

to the "polar night" and "polar day," lasting

some 2 Earth months, both in the equatorial
and the moderate latitudes. The measured co-

ordinates of the rotation vector (direct ascension

c_ and inclination 8) lead to the conclusion that

the axis of rotation of Venus is almost perpen-

dicular to the plane of its orbit: the angle between

the plane of the equator and the plane of the
orbit is less than 3 °. This means that there are

practically no seasonal changes in the annual

rotation of the planet.

Repeated results show that the rotation period

of Venus, which equals 243.16 Earth days, is

very close to the planet's resonance rotation in

respect to Earth. In this case, at each inferior

conjunction, Venus is turned to Earth with one
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side. Such resonance rotation in relation to Earth

is, obviously, caused by the gravitational impact

of Earth on the asymmetric figure of the planet.

A detailed explanation of the methods and a more

complete summary of the results of radiolocation
measurements are available [114, 200].

Figure, Topography, Surface

Information on the nature of the solid body of

Venus is quite limited. The results of measure-

ments, performed in 1968-1969 at a wavelength
_=3.8 cm [85, 237], have shown that, in the

equatorial plane, the cross section of the planet

is an ellipse, the difference of the half axes of

which amounts to 1.1___0.25 kin. The long axis

of the ellipse forms an angle of 55 ° (clockwise)
with the direction toward the Earth in the lower

conjunction. The center of mass is displaced

relative to the center of the planet's figure by
1.5___0.25 km.

In topography and physical properties, the

results of mapping the reflective properties of
the Venus surface in the radioband are of in-

terest. These experiments [85] indicated local
areas of increased reflectivity extending for

hundreds and thousands of kilometers. The map

of the surface reflective properties, limited by

longitudes 0° and --80 ° and latitudes of-50 °

to + 40 °, is shown in Figure 4. The most charac-

teristic areas are a and/3. Large circular forma-

tions like the lunar maria (shaded) have also

been found, as well as individual specific de-

tails within them (Roman numerals). The nature
of the areas of increased reflection can be ex-

plained, not only by possible rough surface and

elevations leading to a decrease in the effective

absorptive layer of the atmosphere, but also by

differences in surface material and, conse-

quently, dielectric permeability (e). The mean
value of e, concluded from radar measurements,

falls within limits of 4-4.5.
Altitude differences of 3-5 km on the surface

of Venus have been detected from radar studies.

The region of greatest elevation is at a longitude

of about 31 ° (according to the Ingalls-Evans

system [85], in which the meridian passing

through the a area is taken as the zero meridian).

Relief differences of the planet's surface may

possibly be expressed still more sharply. How-

ever, data on polarization of radio waves re-

flected by the planet show that the polarization

of most of the waves' energy corresponds to

mirror reflection, and that the ratio of depolarized

reflection to polarized reflection for Venus is

significantly less than for the Moon. This in-
dicates that the microstructure of the Venus

surface is, on the average, smoother than that of
the Moon.

The available experimental data from radar

probing indicate, in general, significant varia-

tion in the physical properties of the Venus

surface, and, apparently, a rather smooth

topography.
Theories of a smooth topography were re-

cently supported by a radiolocation experiment

conducted in the equatorial region [67]. A

reflected signal was received by two antennas

22 km apart. This made possible a stereoscopic

depiction of a surface area about 1500 km in

diameter (coordinates _.=320 °, 0=+2 °) at

a height range of 200 m and a surface range of

up to 10 km. More than 10 ring craters with di-
ameters from 35 to 150 km were found which,

in their form, resemble Moon craters. Their

depth, however, is insignificant. A crater 150

km in diameter has a depth of not more than

0.5 km. The entire region studied turned out to

be flat, with a relative difference in heights of

less than 1 km. Such distinct flatness is not

strange under conditions of a very dense at-

mosphere subjected (to be explained later) to

considerable motion and, possibly, containing
aggressive admixtures which advance the erosion

processes on the surface.
The flight of Venera 7 yielded the first esti-

mates of the physical and mechanical properties

of the Venus surface. A qualitative analysis ot

the spacecraft's landing conditions was made on
the basis of changes in signal power received

on the Earth at the moment of contact with the

surface. The vertical velocity of the space-

craft was damped in less than 0.2 s, probably

corresponding to hard soil. Had the vehicle

struck a low-viscosity fluid or a thick dust layer,

the process of spacecraft deceleration and drop

in signal level would have been significantly

slower. Considering data on spacecraft strength,

_:EPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
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an upper estimate can be made of the soil

strength Ps _< 80 kg/cm 2. On Earth, this level of

soil strength corresponds to rocks such as

volcanic tufts. However, comparison of the

nature of change in signal power at the moment

of Venera 7 touchdown with test results involving

impacting of a descending vehicle against various

soils indicates that the soil strength is sig-

nificantly lower than this upper limit, not over

2 kg/cm 2 [140].

During flight of Venera 8, changes in the en-

ergy of radio waves reflected by the surface of

the planet as the spacecraft descended were

used to estimate the dielectric permeability,

which differs significantly (by a factor of about

1.5) from that indicated by radar data. This

;ubradar

FIGURE 4.--Map of reflective properties of the Venus surface.
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means that the surface layer of the planet in

the descent region of Venera 8 is rather loose

and, most probably, consists of crushed rock. Its

density is about 1.5 g/cm 3 [3]. The analyses of

the Venusian surface rock by Vinogradov et al

[246] with the gamma spectrometer installed on

Venera 8 are of tremendous significance for our

understanding of the geology of Venus. Pre-

liminary study of the spectrum and the summary

intensity of gamma radiation created by the
natural radioactive elements contained in the

surface layer (U, Th, K) indicates that the ma-
terial of the Venusian surface in the area of the

spacecraft landing contained 4% K, 0.0002% U,
and 0.00065% Th. The content of these ele-

ments and their ratio indicate that the material

of the surface is similar in composition to the

granites common on Earth.

Atmosphere of Venus

The dense, almost uninterrupted cloud layer

of Venus generally prevents observation of its

surface in the visible area of the spectrum.

However, observations in the visible and par-

ticularly in the IR range, which have become

possible due to advances in IR spectrophotom-

etry, have yielded information on the atmosphere

of this planet. The presence of CO2, H20, CO,

HF, and HCI in the Venusian atmosphere has
been recorded. Estimates have been made of

possible impurities content in the upper limits

and of the temperature and pressure near the

cloud boundary visible from the Earth [158].

However, even with the resolution of 0.1

achieved in the near IR area of the spectrum,

these measurements indicated only the relative

contents of individual gases, and have not an-

swered the question of the Venusian atmos-

phere's primary composition.

Determination of the absolute concentrations of

components and the possibility of extrapolation

of temperature and pressure values at the tops of

the clouds into the atmosphere beneath the clouds

is hindered by the uncertainty regarding the

optical properties of the cloud layer. The clouds

significantly influence estimates of the effective

formation depth of the absorption lines and the

processes of radiation transfer, while the various

characteristics of scattering, and the spectrum of

particle dimensions and their nature, allow the

parameters of reflection from the cloud layer to

vary over a broad range; at the same time, the

cloud boundary itself is not sharp. As a result,

estimates of parameters of the atmosphere at

the level of the clouds depend on selection of an

idealized model. Optical measurements, naturally,

cannot answer questions on the properties of

the atmosphere beneath the clouds or the tem-

perature and pressure at the planet's surface.

Radio astronomy measurements, developed

intensively since the late 1950s, unexpectedly

detected a surprisingly high radio brightness

temperature for Venus-about 6000-659 ° K. The

first attempt of this nature was carried out by

Mayer and others [143] who measured the 3.15-

cm wave To_=560 ° +73 ° K. This result was later
repeated many times by measurements within

the centimeter and decimeter range. A detailed

summary is available [114, 184].

Radio brightness temperature was several

times higher than those of the Earth and Mars,

which correspond approximately to the mean

surface temperatures of these planets. At first
it was assumed that the surface of Venus, which

radiates intensively at centimeter wavelengths,

for which the atmosphere is almost transparent,

was actually heated to this temperature. In this

case, however, such attractive and popular

hypotheses as the existence of oceans and

luxurious vegetation on the planet would have to
be abandoned, which was difftcult even from the

purely psychological standpoint. Attempts were

made to make the observed microwave spectrum

agree with the idea of a moderate climate on

Venus. Hypotheses were set forth of a superdense

ionosphere, of glowing electrical discharges in

the atmosphere, of generation of radiation by

movement of electrons in a magnetic field and

other mechanisms, each of which could be a
source of nonthermal radio radiation or a hot

atmosphere. Further analysis indicated these

mechanisms were inadequate to explain the avail-

able experimental data. Nevertheless, the ques-

tion of the source of the high radio brightness

temperature and, consequently, of the tempera-

ture of the atmosphere and surface of Venus
remained unanswered.
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Still greateruncertaintyexistedin estimates
of thepressureat thesurfaceoftheplanet.With
the knownchemicalcompositionof the atmos-
phere,evenassumingthat thesurfaceof Venus
washot,valuesfromafewatmtoseveralhundred
atmwereproposed.Therewasnoinformationon
the nature of temperaturechangebelowthe
clouds,or on the depth of the atmosphere.
Spacecraftwere calleduponto answerthese
fundamentalquestions.One of the most im-
portantresultsof the Veneraspaceflightswas
directdeterminationofthechemicalcomposition
of theatmosphere[245].TheVenera4, 5,and6
spacecraftwereequippedwithsimplegasanalyz-
ersandamplitudeandthresholdmethodswere
usedto estimatethe contentof CO2,Nz, Oz,
and H20 vapor. A coloristic method was used

by Venera 8 to determine the NH3 content [3].
Measurements were performed at several levels

at pressures of 0.6, 2, and 10 atm. In contrast to

earlier beliefs that the atmosphere was pre-

dominantly N2, it was found to consist almost

entirely (93%-100%) of COz, while the volumet-

ric content of Nz (if it is present at all) is not over

2%. The Venusian atmosphere contains less than

0.1% Oz; H20 vapor near the cloud layer amounts

to not over 0.1%-1.0% and the NH3 content is
0.01%-0.1%.

Terrestrial spectroscopy indicates lower upper

limits for the content of O2, HzO vapor and NH3

(10-3%, 10-3%, and 10 -5 % respectively). For Oz,

this result agrees with the threshold estimate of

the gas analyzers, but for H20 and NH3, the

different levels of the atmosphere to which the

direct and spectroscopic measurements relate,

and the possibility of "precipitation" of HzO

vapor and ammonium salts must be considered

due to condensation. Probably, the upper spec-

troscopic estimates are correct for the atmosphere

above the cloud layer. The maximum estimate is

yielded by analysis of the microwave spectrum

of Venus. The absence of any notable attenuation
in the intensity of emissions near the line of

resonance absorption of H20 vapor (h = 1.35 cm)

can be interpreted as an indication that the

maximum content of HzO is not over 0.1%. The

most probable chemical composition of the

Venusian atmosphere corresponds to a value

of mean molecular weight/xm =43.3. The chem-

ical composition of the Venusian atmosphere,

compiled from results of all measurements, is

presented in Table 3.

To measure temperature and pressure, Venera

4-8 carried simple, reliable instruments for

measurement of the heat-physical parameters of

a dense gas with resistance thermometers and

membrane (aneroid) manometers [8, 9, 138, 139,

140] (Fig. 5). The altitude profile of temperature

on the sunlit side measured by Venera 8 was quite
similar to the results of earlier measurements in

the night atmosphere by Venera 7 and 8 (747 °

-- 20 ° and 734 ° _ 8° K respectively).

Radioastronomy measurements taken within a

10-cm range of wavelengths in which the atmos-

phere of Venus is most transparent (radio irradia-

tion is basically surface irradiation), and in which

fairly accurate radioastronomy measurements

were made, shows that, given the value of dielec-

tric permittivity of E=5, the average surface

temperature on the night side of the planet was

7",=720°_+30 ° K. Corrected for measurement

errors, this value coincides with the results of
direct measurements.

The pressure at the surface, measured by

Venera 7, was 90__+15 kg/cm 2. At the point of

landing of Venera 8, the pressure was 93___ 1.5

kg/cm 2. The altitude variations in pressure in

the Venusian atmosphere are also shown in

Figure 5. In the areas which they both surveyed

(from 300 ° to 440 ° K in temperature and 0.6 to

7 kg/cm 2 in pressure), the measurements of the

Venera spacecraft and the data of Mariner 5

and 10 generated by the radio refraction method

as the spacecraft went behind the planet [58]

are in good agreement. The probing field on

Mariner 10 was somewhat smaller, up to 40 km

at a frequency of 2295 MHz and up to 51 km at

a frequency of 8115 MHz. Comparison with the
data of Mariner 5, when related to the distance

to the gravitational center of the planet, indicates

that the regions of landing of Venera 7 and 8

correspond to a planetocentric distance r= 6051-

6052 km. These local values agree well with avail-

able data on the mean radius of Venus, calculated
from radar measurements.

Figure 5 shows that the experimental profiles

of atmospheric parameters determined from the

measurements of Mariner 5 cover the altitude
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interval between 35 and 90 km. Also shown are

the calculated curves T(h), produced in the

approximation of radiant equilibrium for a

"gray" stratosphere [136], and according to the

stricter recent measurements of Dickenson

[41]. These latter measurements take into

account the effect of heating of the atmosphere

between the 65 and 115 km level by absorption

of solar radiation in the near IR area of the

spectrum and the refined characteristics of

cooling due to radiation in the fundamental

15-/xm band Of C02. The resulting equihbrium

temperature profile (dot-dash line) indicates

a drop in temperature from 250°K at an altitude

of 66 km to approximately Tm _- 160 ° K near

90 km, which agrees closely with the experi-

mental curve, the ambiguity and inversion nature

of which in the area of the beginning of measure-

ments by Mariner 5 (Fig. 5) are determined by

selection of boundary conditions for integra-

TABLE 3.- Chemical Composition of the Atmosphere of Venus and Upper Limits of Possible Impurities

Relative Method of
Component References Note

content determination

CO2

N2 (including inert gases)
H20

H20

H20

02

02

CO

HCI

HCI

HF

CH4

CH3C1

CH3F

C2H2

HCN

Os

Os

SO2

SOs
COS

COS

COS

CsO2

CsO2

H2S

H2S

NH3

NHs

NH3

NH3
NO

NO2

N204

HCHO

CHaCHO and higher order aldehydes

CHaCOCH,_ and higher order ketones

+0.03
0.97

-0.04

2.10-2

(0.6-1.1) • 10 -2

(0.4-2) - 10 -s
27.10-5

<10-s

<10-5

(1-3) • 10 -s
2.10 7

< 10-s

(1-3) • 10 -9
< 10-6

<10 6

< 10 -6

<10-6

< 10 -6

<10-s

<_3.10-6

< 3.10 -s

<10-s

< 10 -6

< 10-s

<10-_

<5.10 7
<10-7

<2.10-4

< 10 -7

< 3.10 -s

10 4_ 10-3
<10-7

<10-6
<10 6

<10-s

<4.10-6

<10-6

<10 6

<10-6

Venera 4, 5, 6

Radio-astronomy

Spectroscopy
Venera 5, 6

Spectroscopy

OAO

Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy
OAO

Spectroscopy
OAO

Spectroscopy

OAO

Spectroscopy
OAO

Spectroscopy
OAO

Spectroscopy
Venera 8

OAO

Radio-astronomy
OAO

[245]

[911
[1121

[2451
(t)

[281

[27]

[1761

[27]

[92]

[1761

[33]

[1761
[311

[112]

[176]
[111]
[1761

[31]

[176]

[1121

[31
[176]

[1151

[1761

[176]

[1761

Where P=2-0.6 kg]cm 2

With 1 atm-km COs

With 1 atm-km CO2

Where P=2-10 kglcm _

With 1 atm-km CO2

' Belton, M. J. S., D. M. Hunten, and M. B. McElroy. A search for an atmosphere on Mercury. Astrophys. J. 150:1111, 1967.
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tion of the dependence of index of refraction of

height selected.
In contrast to the simple approximation of radi-

ant equilibrium, leading to a minimum tempera-
ture value of about 195 ° K at an altitude of

105 km, according to the calculations of [41],
a second temperature minimum T= 180° K
is reached at about the 120-km level, with a

slight peak in the area between at T = 190 ° K.
An additional criterion for determination of the

altitude distribution of atmospheric parameters

in the area from approximately 60 to 120 km,
which by analogy with the Earth can be called
the stratomesosphere, is the estimate of the

atmospheric density and gradient of its change,
based on results of photometric measurements
of attenuation of the radiation from Regulus

(a Leo) as it was occluded by Venus in 1959
[241]. The characteristics produced at the level
of eclipse (hx = 120 km) place a definite bound-

ary condition on the rate of decrease in tem-
perature (scale of altitudes) in the area
beneath that level, determining the intensity of

"settling" of the atmosphere.
The T(h) profile below 60 km corresponds in

general to the distribution of temperature in
the atmosphere with convective equilibrium. The
temperature gradient, within the limits of

possible measurement errors of T and h, is near
the mean adiabatic gradient (dT/dh) _ 8.6 °

km -t. A thermodynamic analysis of the measure-
ment curves of the gas state in the atmosphere
of Venus at the corresponding temperature and

pressure confirms this conclusion. However,
certain peculiarities in the gas state, particularly
in the 15-37-km area, are indicated by the

analysis of the radio refraction profiles and micro-

wave losses produced from measurements of
Mariner 5 [58]. Below 40 km, according to
measurements of densimeters carried on Venera

4 and 5, significant deviations were also ob-
served from monotonic density change [137].

The observed value of microwave weakening

cannot be explained by absorption of the CO2
and H20 mixture. These losses measure - 10-3

dB/km at a level of 37 km for each of these com-

ponents, i.e., two to three times less than is re-
quired for coordinating them with the data of
Mariner 5 (Fig. 6) [58]. However, the microwave

spectrum, according to ground radio measure-

ments, generally agrees with the model of the
atmosphere with surface pressure of 80-100
arm, consisting of CO2 with a concentration of
H20 _ 10 -3 [184]. To explain these special
features in the spectrum, it can be assumed
that additional admixtures exist whose height

distribution is accompanied by phase transitions
which cause them to be located at certain levels.

Relatively small concentrations of admixtures,
especially in the liquid or solid states (which do
not affect the molecular weight and, therefore,

do not show up in pressure measurements)

could, by their structural characteristics, also
influence the readings of densimeters.
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FIGURE 6.- Attenuation nature of radio signals in the atmos-
phere of Venus compared with approximatingmodels.

Clouds

The problem of Venus clouds must be ap-
proached by assuming the existence of different
admixtures in the atmosphere. There is no

agreement about the structure and nature of
the clouds at present. The basic sources of in-
formation are the optical characteristics of the

planet, observed from Earth (Fig. 7a) which re-
late to the upper part of the visible cloud layer
(Fig. 7b). On the basis of these observations,
assessments of the average size of cloud particles

(- 1.1 /xm), the reflection characteristics (al-
bedo) in various spectrum fields, the refraction
indicator, the coef_cient of volumetric scattering,
and other data were derived [89, 137, 159].
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The optical characteristics, combined with data

on the altitude profiles of temperature and pres-

sure, however, can give no information about
the chemical nature of the Venusian clouds.

In principle, a stratified cloud structure that in-

cludes various components cannot be excluded.

Given the surface temperature of Venus (about

750 ° K), many components could pass from the

lithosphere to the atmosphere and exist as

vapors and condensates at various levels. Possible

geochemical equilibrium reactions for the litho-

sphere-atmosphere system were discussed in

detail by Lewis [122, 123], who studied condi-

tions related to the formation of mercury-halogen

clouds in the atmosphere which condense at

temperatures of 250°K (HgClz) to 450°K (Hg212).

Rasool [192] indicated the possible depth of

such clouds on the basis of analysis of weakening

radio signals from Mariner 5. It was also assumed

that ammonium compounds exist which subli-
mate at T > 330°K, but form bonds with carbonic

acid, water, hydrogen chloride and other gases

at higher levels in the atmosphere of Venus [234].

The most attractive assumption is that Venus
has water-ice clouds. This is based on the

measurements by the Venera spacecraft, which

indicate a rather high moisture content of the

upper portion of the planet's troposphere. Water

clouds (probably including solutions of certain

salts, also true for terrestrial clouds)could exist

regardless of the presence of condensates of

other substances. With an HzO concentration of

about 1%, the lower boundary of such clouds

should be at 59 km; the effective thickness of the

cloud layer then would be about 10--15 km. How-

ever, when the concentration of HzO is less than

0.1%, the level at which condensation begins

should be at 68 km. With Tm _- 160 ° K, sublima-

tion would continue up to about 110 km (Fig. 8).

The strongest arguments against HzO clouds

include: (1) absence of depressions at 1.5 and 2

/xm that are characteristic for ice, (2) the ex-

cessive divergence in the index of refraction

(polarimetric observations of Venus indicate

"O= 1.45, while for ice r/=1.31), the slight

transparency of the clouds for waves of h > 0.6

/an, and (3) the low concentration of water vapor

as indicated by spectroscopic data at the level

of formation of H20 bands by which the bright-

ness temperature of the planet Tb= 240+ 10° KV

is measured [78, 186, 207].

In the light of the available spectroscopic and

polarimetric data, the presence of many previ-

ously assumed compounds such as C302, SiO2,

carbohydrates and various chlorides such as

FeC12, NaCI, NH4C1 can no longer be considered

[112, 156]. Lewis assumed cloud formation by an

HCl-in-water solution compared with its rela-

tively low content in a gas environment [124].

The basis of his theory is that a 6 M (25%) HC1

solution in clouds corresponds to the stage of

equilibrium of H20 and HCI according to spec-

troscopic data. It is favorable that the refractive
index of an HCl-in-water solution increases with

decreasing temperature, coming close to the

measured value at the upper border of the clouds

of Venus. This condition, however, is achieved

at T< 200°K which is considerably different

from To = 240 ° K. An interesting recent hypoth-

esis, independently put forth by Young [249] and

Sill [219], concerns cloud formation by a con-

centrated water solution (on the order of 75%-

80%) of sulfuric acid. This hypothesis avoids the

serious difficulty of coordinating assessments

of the water vapor content at the formation level

of spectral lines (pHzO _< 10 -5 mbar) with the

results of direct measurements of the absolute

humidity in the lower atmosphere. This is caused

by the remarkable drying properties of HzSO4.

The special reflection features (albedo) of Venus

in the spectrum field close to the IFR, especially

the characteristic depression between 3 and L

/xm and the emission spectrum in the field 8-13
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/zm (Fig. 7), are in satisfactory agreement with

this assumption. As far as the depressions at

AA 1.4; 1.6; 2.0; and 2.8/zm are concerned, they

must obviously be attributed to the absorption

of COz [183]. The refractive index of a 75%

H2SO4 solution corresponds precisely to the
indicator measured for Venus. The assumed

liquid-drop state of clouds at a temperature of

about -30 ° C and the extremely low content of

sulfur compounds can be explained by the data

of ground spectrometry (Table 3), also testified

to by polarimetry measurements [124]. This

fact does not agree with the cosmic distribution

of sulfur and its evolution from the planet's

depths due to volcanic exhalations.

According to the assessments of Young [249],
the observed optical characteristics of clouds-

visible from Earth within limits of one optical

thickness T _--1--are supported by the compara-

tively thin layer of a 75% HzSO4 solution at a

pressure of P - 50 mbar (a homogeneous layer of

drops with a diameter of 2.2 /xm). In this case,

the necessary acid concentration would amount

to 0.29 mg/cm 2, or to 2.3 • 10 -6 based on the CO.,

content. However, if it is assumed that the weight

ratios of H20 and H2SO4 remain constant below

the level of visible clouds, and that 99% of the

water at this level is bonded by sulfuric acid, then,

given pHzO _ 10 -a mbar, the pH2SO4 content

would be approximately three orders higher. The

Hg

(z.O. 15 _m)

I I I I I I I
12 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8

=1

X, _.lm

FIGURE 7b.-Spectrum of Venus on a close infrared field in comparison with laboratory spectra of a
number of compounds assumed to exist in Venus clouds.
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indefinitenessin this caseis connectedwith
scatteringwhile measuringthe degreeof pre-
cipitationwhichdependsonthemixingintensity.

Thewatercontentin anextendedcloudmust
increasewith depththroughreleaseof bonded
waterfrom dropsof solutionat increasedtem-
peratures.Thiswill bringaboutachangein the
concentrationof the H2SO4solution.The ex-
tensionof clouds,in its turn, dependson the
totalwatercontentin theatmosphere.

Young[249],proceedingfromassessmentsof
the equilibriumratiobetweenthegasstageand
clouddropsat variouslevelsin theatmosphere
(giventhe constancyof weight fractionsof
HzSO4and H20 at eachlevel),found that,
given pH20 _- 10 -3 mbar (to which a 75%

H2SO4 solution corresponds at a level with a

temperature T= 273 ° K), clouds could extend

up to the boiling point, where T=533 ° K and

P=14 arm (h-_26 km) and the solution con-

centration of H2SO4 reaches -98.3%. If, how-

ever, pH20 -_ 10 -5 mbar, then the initial con-

centration of the H2SO4 solution must be higher
(not less than 85% at a level of T--=250 ° K,

which is not in good agreement with polarimetry

measurements) and the lower border turns out
to be at the level of T-=-373 ° K and P=2.4

atm (h- 44 km). Finally, given pH20-_ 10 -4

mbar, the clouds must end at a height of h _- 35

km where a strong change is found in the charac-

ter of weakening solar radiation energy with

depth according to data from Venera 8
[1381.

Thus, numerous data support the H2SO4

hypothesis, which at first glance seems rather

exotic, and permit elimination of the contradic-

tions found in other assumptions. Nevertheless,

more detailed analysis of this fresh and in-

teresting idea is required, followed by direct

measurements, which will permit obtaining the
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FIGURE 8.--Phase diagram of HzO with estimates of condensation levels and extent of clouds with
concentrations of I-I20 at 1% and 0.1% for various atmospheric models.
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best answer to the question of the nature of

the Venusian clouds.

Illumination

Whether sunlight penetrates to the surface

of Venus or is fully absorbed by the dense at-

mosphere and clouds has been the subject of

discussion for many years. The degree of trans-

parency of the atmosphere in the visible area of

the spectrum will determine both conditions of

illumination at the surface and the nature of

high temperatures on the planet. This important

question, however, has been answered only

recently as a result of direct measurements

below the clouds visible from the Earth. These

measurements were performed by the Venera 8

automatic spacecraft using special photometric

Temperature,
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FIGURE 9.-Changes in luminance in Venus atmosphere with altitude according to Venera 8
measurements.
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devices with sulfur-cadmium photoresistors as

receptors. These devices retain their efficiency

after extended exposure to temperatures up to

500 ° C and pressures up to 100 atm. The range of

spectral sensitivity of the receptor is from 0.4

to 0.8 _m, with its maximum of 0.62 txm. The
index of the sensor allowed it to record both

direct rays at all zenith angles and diffuse

radiation [7].

The results of the measurements, performed

with a zenith angle of the Sun at the point of

landing of 84.50---2.5 °, are in Figure 9, showing

the nature of attenuation of solar ener_ (in

W/m 2) in the atmosphere of Venus from an
altitude of about 50 km to the surface. The nature

of attenuation of the radiant flux is uneven with

altitude. From the upper boundary of the visible

clouds (about 70 km) to the level of beginning of

measurements, light is attenuated by a factor of

approximately 7, while between 50 and 35 km it

is attenuated by an additional factor of approxi-

mately 3, followed by an additional attenuation

factor of approximately 4 in the layer below 35

km. This means that, as the physical density of

the atmosphere increases, its optical density
decreases. The break in the curve near 35-+-3

km is quite characteristic. The attenuation of light

from this altitude to the surface is explained

by molecular (Rayleigh) scattering in a carbon

dioxide atmosphere at the ambient pressure.

Above 35 km, the presence of aerosol scattering

or significant true absorption must be assumed in

order to explain the nature of the attenuation.

The models calculated under these two assump-

tions are satisfied with high values of optical

thickness _'0---50 and unit scattering albedo

to-l, respectively, or for l"0-_'ray_=3.5 and

too _- 0.9. Consideration of the degree of elonga-

tion of the scattering indices has a certain

influence on these estimates [129].

Optical measurements in the atmosphere have

given additional information on the structure of

the clouds on Venus. The significant attenuation

of light down to 35 km can be interpreted to mean
that the cloud cover extends down to this level.

However, the level of the beginning of conden-

sation of n20, it has been noted, is almost 25

km higher. This inconsistency can be explained

if the possibility is recalled of existence of phase

transitions, in particular of mercury-halide

clouds. The boundary of HgS clouds in this case

would fall at an altitude of about 35 km. Another

possibility is the existence of liquid-drop water

(precipitation of "rain") approximately down to

this level (dot-dash line, Fig. 7b), near which

the water-steam phase conversion would occur at

the corresponding P and T [7]. Finally, as men-

tioned earlier, 35 km is the "boiling" level of a
concentrated solution of sulfuric acid for a model

with a relatively small content of water vapor in

the atmosphere (pH20 = 10 -4 mbar). It can then
be assumed, that within the framework of the

H2SO4 hypothesis, there is a homogeneous cloud

layer with a thickness of the order 30-35 km.

If slight deformation of the spectrum com-

position of solar radiation upon penetration

through the atmospheric mass is assumed, the

conversion from the measured radiant energy

tn values of illumination can be performed using

the conversion factor _=350 lx/W'm -2, de-
termined from the results of calibration. In this

case, the expected surface illumination at the

point of landing should be about 300 lx, or at

zero solar zenith angle-over 3000 lx. Thus,

although only about 1% of the light flux striking

Venus reaches the surface, this would create

significant illumination (approximately the same

as an extremely cloudy day on Earth). The light

reaching the surface is repeatedly scattered and

is diffuse. It is difficult as yet to estimate re-

liably the range of visibility under such condi-
tions or the color characteristics. These charac-

teristics are of both physical and practical in-

terest, particularly because of possible curious

effects resulting from the strong refraction of

light rays in such a dense gas. If the atmosphere

is sufficiently transparent, the horizon would
seem elevated in all directions, and an observer

on the surface would have the illusion of stand-

ing in the bottom of a giant bowl.

Thermal Mode

The data from measurements of the solar

radiant energy in the Venus atmosphere, and

calculations of radiation loss and transfer,

confirm the hypothesis (Sagan [201]) that the

high temperature at the surface of the planet is
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mostprobablydue to the greenhouseeffect.
Thephysicalbasisof thismechanismis simple.
Visiblesolar light, only partially absorbed by

the atmosphere and clouds, reaches and heats

the surface of the planet; the heated surface

radiates longer IR waves that are retained by the

dense Venusian atmosphere.

A similar mechanism, more strongly ex-

pressed, operates in the terrestrial atmosphere

and is widely used in greenhouses, which also

prevents convective heat transfer. Calculations

of Marov and Shari [142] and Shari [214] have

shown that even if a slight portion of the solar

radiation reaches the surface of Venus, carbon

dioxide gas along with a small quantity of water

vapor (pH20-_ 5.10 -5-10 -4) would create

a strong screening effect for departing thermal

radiation (Fig. 10). With increasing temperature

and pressure, the degree of screening increases.

The conditions on the planet apparently de-

veloped as a result of gradual self-heating and

now correspond to an equilibrium state. Ob-

viously, this is not only a temperature equi-

librium, but also a geochemical equilibrium,

which corresponds to the measured content of

COz gas and atmospheric pressure. Possibly the

Venusian clouds, reflecting a certain portion of

the departing radiation back from their lower

boundary, also influence the distribution of the

field of thermal radiation in the atmosphere.

The heat fluxes for measured atmospheric

parameters of Venus change significantly with

altitude (Fig. 10) [142]. Near the surface, the gas

retains radiation so strongly that the surface

makes practically no contribution to the de-

parting heat flux. Radiant equilibrium is ap-

parently achieved only near 40-50 km. The
thermal balance at lower altitudes can be

provided only by additional heat transfer. Since

the measured temperature profile is near adia-

batic, most probably this additional heat transfer
mechanism is convection.

Studies of the convective activity in the

atmosphere of Venus have indicated that the

rate of convection in the lower layers of the

atmosphere of Venus is probably less than

0.05-0.2 m/s [10]. This agrees with estimates

produced independently by calculation of the

vertical currents using equations relating the

aerodynamics of the parachute descent of the

Venera spacecraft to measured values of P and
T. It should be noted that in this case con-

vection can reach higher areas of the atmosphere,

so that the convective zone becomes greater than

the area of atmospheric instability. Although

models have been constructed only for an area

limited to approximately 40 km alt, it can be
assumed that convective transfer is effective

throughout the entire troposphere and, in

particular, that it is important in forming the
structure of Venusian clouds.

The Venusian atmosphere, because of its

tremendous heat content, should have great

thermal inertia, so that the difference between

the day and night sides is very slight; the maxi-
mum diurnal variation at the surface is less than

1°. Temperature measurements by the Venera

8 spacecraft on the sunlit side confirm these

theoretical assumptions. Equalization of tempera-

ture throughout the day, also between the

equatorial and polar areas, is confirmed by

recent measurements of the brightness tempera-

ture of the planet by terrestrial radiointer-

ferometry at wavelengths of 11 and 13 cm,

relating to the surface and the lower atmosphere

respectively [59, 220]. According to these
results, there is no significant phase (Atf < 12°--+6 °)

or latitude (AT1 < 18°-+9°K) change in tem-
perature across the disk of Venus. The IR

brightness temperature also is essentially in-

dependent of phase. Averaging over the disk

yields Tb=220°__10 ° K, in 8-14 p.m wave-

length corresponding to an altitude of about

70 km, diurnal changes in temperature near this

level are also practically nil [174].

Dynamics of the Atmosphere

The dynamics of the Venusian atmosphere,

particularly large-scale planetary circulation, are

directly related to the problem of thermal mode

of the atmosphere. One mechanism of this type

is the model of deep circulation suggested by

Goody and Robinson [71], until recently con-

sidered a probable mechanism for explaining

heat exchange on Venus in the case of nontrans-

parency for solar rays of the atmosphere below

the clouds. Other attempts to calculate the
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structureof planetary circulation and estimate

theoretically the intensity of atmospheric move-

ment have been made by methods of numerical

modeling or the use of similarity relationships

[69, 252]. Apparently, latitude-longitude circula-

tion influences the thermal mode of the planet;

in particular, transfer of hot, dense gas in the
meridional direction should facilitate transfer of

heat into the polar regions.

Measurements of the radial velocity of different

portions of the parachute descent of the Venera

spacecraft are of great significance for investiga-

tion of the dynamics of the Venusian atmosphere,

Interesting data were yielded on the nature of

horizontal motions, as well as ideas on the struc-

ture of small scale (turbulent) fields [96, 97, 98].
The results of all measurements of horizontal

velocity, shown in Figure 11, 9 relate to local

areas of descent of each spacecraft. However,

due to the tremendous heat capacity of the

Venusian atmosphere and the resulting time of
thermal relaxation at the surface which is on the

order of 10 '° s, it can be assumed that equaliza-

tion of irregularities of the thermal fields is due to

large-scale motions rather than local winds. From

this point of view, the data of Figure 11 can be

looked upon as reflecting, to some degree, the

structure of global circulation on the planet.

The rather convincing agreement of individual

measurements is noteworthy, indicating stable

zonal circulation in the direction corresponding to

9The geostrophic wind is the characteristic, horizontal,
even straight-line movement of air characteristic for altitudes
of over 1 km (in the terrestrial atmosphere), for which the
pressure gradient is balanced by the Coriolis force, while the
force of friction is negligible. The wind is directed along an
isobar, and its velocity U = (1/2t_p •sin 4,A) (AP/An), where
co is the angular velocity of rotation of the planet, p is the
density of the gasses, 6 is the latitude of the point, AP is the
pressure difference, and An is the distance between corre-
sponding isobars.
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ponent of wind velocity varies strongly with 
altitude: at altitudes of about 45-50 km, it 
reaches almost 100 m/s, decreasing to less than 
1 m/s below 10-12 km. The altitude range 
between 18 and 30 km is interesting, since the 
windspeed remains almost unchanged in this 
range, whereas above and below this area the 
gradient reaches 5 m/s km. 

The low windspeeds in the surface layer of the 
atmosphere indicate immediately that there 
cannot be much dust in the atmosphere. It has 
been noted that this agrees with illumination 
measurements. At the higher altitudes, there is 
an inference of a direct relationship between 
measured windspeed and the mechanism of 
stratospheric circulation, manifested as drift 
of the so-called “ultraviolet clouds.” When 
terrestrial observations are made in the UV area 
of the spectrum, individual contrasting details 
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planet, which would correspond to a mean drift 
rate of about 100 m/s [225]. Leading rotation of 
the atmosphere on the Earth is noted, with a 
velocity ratio of not over 1.2-1.4, found only at 
significantly higher altitudes of 150-400 km. 

The observed irregularities in the Venusian 
clouds in the UV range are some 25 km higher 
than the boundaries of the cloud cover in visible 
light. The periodic repetition of details apparently 
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FIGURE 11.-Velocities of horizontal movements in the atmos- 
phere of Venus according to measurements of Venera 4, 
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FIGURE 12b.-Contrasting details in UV area of Venus 
spectrum. 
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reflects the general nature of global circulation

in the troposphere and stratosphere of Venus.

These ideas are confirmed by the photographs

of the planet from Mariner 10 [171]. Successive

pictures of Venus under a UV filter (hmax =

3550 A), with a range from 130 km to 100 m,

indicate characteristic motions that are directly

connected with the fields of the upper troposphere

and lower stratosphere. There were also clear

drift motions in the equatorial zone, reflecting a

system of more stable 4-d zonal circulation,

distinguished by separate belts up to 100 km

wide in which increases in angular velocity were

related to increases in width; also a clearly dis-

tinguishable spiral structure and lower structure

at the poles (Fig. 12a). At a latitude of 50 ° the

circulation appears to have a period of only

about 2 d, i.e., the velocity of motion reaches

200 m/s. At lower latitudes, the meridional

motions are small; there are no local large-scale

vortexes resembling Earth cyclones. Adjoining

in the field of the subsolar point, within the limits

of several dozens of grades by longitude and

latitude, these are found as symptoms of a large-

scale cell convection which is preserved against

the background of stable zonal motions. The

interactions of these two forms of motion may
cause disturbances which can be observed in the

form of wave motions close to the midday
meridian.

Preference for one or the other of these theo-

retical models is difficult at present; they are

developed to explain special features of the global

circulation on Venus. It is obvious, however, that

the circulation mechanism is not asymmetric.

Ideas about the appearance of a zonal stream, as a

consequence of the asymmetry of convex motions

at the expense of insulation periodicity at the

peak of the atmosphere, found an expression in

the bimolecular models of Schubert and Young

[213] and Gierasch [61]. They considered the

results of modeling circulation in cylinders with

a liquid, where insulation periodicity is imitated
by a rotating burner; the appearance of zonal

currents in the liquid in the direction opposite
the burner motion could be shown.

Experiments on circulation modeling in a two-

level model of the Venus atmosphere were carried

out by Zilitinkevich and others [252], which pro-

duced a comparatively simple two-cell diagram

with the center of low pressure on the day side

which shifted to the evening terminator. The

center of high pressure was located on the night

side close to the morning terminator. Malkus [131]
studied a trimolecular model and concluded that

there was possible appearance, close to the peak

of the troposphere, of a weak cell of the Galleev

type with transition at the expense of tempera-

ture contrasts between the Equator and energy

pole and at the expense of the angular moment

toward high latitudes.

With this model, it is possible to correlate the

experimental data about space motions received

by Mariner 10, if it is also assumed that there is

a great influence by the subsolar field of high

pressure on the circulation structure. Meridional

pressure gradients emerging in this case must

bring about acceleration with increase of latitude

of streams orthogonal to isobaric surfaces, with

the formation of spiral motions and jet currents.

Energy will be lost in polar vortexes as a con-

sequence of vectors of motion velocities con-

verging at the poles under low pressures [171]. In

this way, the idea developed that transition of the

moment of motion quantity in the meridional

direction must be important in the atmosphere

dynamics of Venus. The structure of the atmos-

phere in equatorial and polar fields shows notice-

able differences primarily manifested in differ-

ences of temperature profiles, in vertical and

horizontal velocities, and in motion direction.

Further study of these special features will

advance the understanding of regularities in

formation of the present climatic conditions on

the planet.

Upper Atmosphere and Space
Around the Planet

The structure of the atmosphere of Venus at

high altitudes, in the areas of the thermosphere

and exosphere, and the physical structure of

fields in space around the planet present a

separate problem. Available data on the upper

atmosphere of Venus are based on measurements

made by Venera 4 and Mariner 5, during a time

corresponding to conditions of moderate solar

activity. The value of exospheric temperature
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T=650 ° K for these conditions is consistent

with the most probable estimate produced by

measurement of resonant emission in the Lyman

alpha-spectral line of hydrogen (La1216 _) [14,

58]. Results of theoretical modeling agree

closely with this estimate and indicate a probable

temperature difference on the day and night sides

of the planet of 4000-900 ° K [85, 88, 218], as well

as possible significant variation in T as a function

of the phase of the ll-year solar cycle.

Spectrophotometric measurements of resonant

scattering in the characteristic lines of atomic

oxygen (O), made by high-altitude rockets and

spacecraft [113,155], have been used to estimate
the O content in the upper atmosphere of Venus.

These are of great interest since they determine

the degree of photodissociation of CO2, the pri-

mary component of the atmosphere, by the UV

radiation of the Sun, forming O and CO. If the

upper atmosphere of Venus were in photochemi-

cal equilibrium, then, as simple calculations
show, at altitudes of 200-300 km, atomic oxygen

would be the predominant component, as it is on

Earth, where it is formed as a result of dissocia-

tion of molecular oxygen. However, the content

of O is estimated as 1%-10% of the total density

[49], which leads to the assumption of highly
effective reverse recombination mechanisms in

the thermosphere of Venus, which prevent

accumulation of O by dissociation of CO2.

The assumption of a predominance of COs up
to altitudes of around 200-300 km is also con-

firmed by theoretical calculations of the profile

of electron concentration in the ionosphere of

Venus and their comparison with the results of

measurements by Mariner 5 [134, 149, 153].

These results are shown in Figure 13. The
bundles of lines characterize the slopes of pro-
files for calculated values of the altitude scale

corresponding to various ions for several values

of plasma temperature, tp. Up to 300 km, the

best agreement is provided for the CO2 + ion, The
maximum electron concentration in the iono-

sphere on the day side, reaching (5.0-5.5)" 105

cm -a, corresponds to an altitude of 142-145 km,

i.e., slightly over half as high as the maximum of

the F2 layer in the terrestrial ionosphere (in which

the O + ion predominates), with approximately

half the electron concentration. In the night

ionosphere the electron density, on the average

"0e <--103 cm -3, with maximums at levels of 120

and 140 km, reaches _/e- 104 cm -z.

Numerous attempts have been made to find an

adequate mechanism to explain the primarily

CO2 composition of the thermosphere of Venus,

as well as the thermosphere of Mars, where the

situation is similar. Study of the martian thermo-

sphere has progressed greatly due to remarkable

results of UV spectrometry from spacecraft

[15, 16]. In particular, the discovery of strong

emissions in the radiation spectra of the martian

atmosphere similar to the resonant emission
of O belonging to the system of Cameron bands

of CO and the bands of CO2+ was quite un-

expected. This indicates significant losses of

energy from the atmosphere by radiation in the

UV area of the spectrum, in addition to sig-

nificant cooling in the long waveband, primarily

due to oscillating conversions of COR. It can be
assumed that similar mechanisms are operating

in the thermosphere of Venus which, incidently,

explains the comparatively low temperature of

the upper atmosphere of the two planets. In

regard to the retention of a steady concentration

of COs, the idea of the intensity of dynamic

processes of macrocirculation transfer from the

day side to the night side and turbulent diffusion

is widely accepted. In other words, O is rapidly

carried away from the areas of dissociation

[42, 218].
In the denser, lower lying atmosphere, re-

combination processes are significantly more
effective. Intensive turbulent diffusion assures

constant delivery of molecules of COs to the

upper atmosphere. Although the required values
of turbulent diffusion factors are rather high

(107-10 s cmZ/s, i.e., approximately an order of

magnitude greater than the figures for the

Earth), these are quite possible for the conditions

of the upper atmospheres of Venus and Mars.

The actual sequence of chemical conversions

accompanying the processes of circulation or
diffusion mass transfer should be explained,

considering the maximum concentrations of the

components participating and the rate constants

of the corresponding reactions.

According to present estimates, the effective-

ness of the most probable mechanism of recombi-
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nation of O drops significantly at levels below

300 km. This, obviously, should lead to appear-

ance of a comparatively thin layer of O, with He

having a certain influence above this layer. The

measured electron concentration profiles in the

night atmosphere of Venus, shown in Figure 13,

can be explained by photoionization of He on the

day side at a rate of 3" 107 cm -2"s -1 above

250 km with subsequent horizontal transfer of

He + ions to the nonilluminated hemisphere. If

the delivery of He to the Venusian atmosphere

by radioactive decomposition of uranium and

thorium within the planet corresponds approxi-

mately to its delivery to the atmosphere of the
Earth'(about 3 • 10n atm, • cm -2" s-l), the neces-

sary balance between delivery and thermal

dissociation of He is provided, if additional

transfer is assumed of about 10% of the quantity

of He + ions formed on the day side of the planet

by the solar wind [150].

Above approximately 1000 km the atmosphere

of Venus apparently becomes primarily hydro-

gen, which is apparent in Figure 13. The hydrogen

corona of Venus, directly measured by space-

craft [12, 113], is similar to the hydrogen corona

of the Earth, but at the lower exospheric tem-
perature it is smaller. Measurements of Mariner 5

showed a curious peculiarity of hydrogen emis-

sion from the day side of the planet-a rapid

increase in intensity of the glow in the direction
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toward the limb (in the altitude range from 3000

to 450 km), corresponding to a decrease in the

scale of altitudes by approximately a factor of 2.

Although this high intensity of glow from the day

side of the planet was not confirmed by the rocket

experiments of Moos et al [155], various hy-

potheses have been advanced to explain this

interesting phenomenon.

The most feasible hypothesis is based on the

significant content of deuterium in the base of

the Venus hydrogen corona. However, it requires

assuming that the relative content of deuterium

on Venus (n_/nH = 0.1) is significantly greater

than in the Earth's atmosphere. This ratio is

difficult to explain within the framework of the
mechanism of thermal fractionation of hydrogen

and effects at the base of the exosphere. However,

for a planet practically free of a regular magnetic

field (its intensity is some 1/3000 that of the Earth

[43]), one additional and quite effective mecha-

nism might be transfer of particles ionized by

solar UV radiation by the electric field arising in

the "induced ionopause" of Venus on the day

side as solar plasma flows toward the planet.

The concept of the induced ionopause is

illustrated by Figure 13, which shows a sharp

(by almost 3-order magnitude) drop of electron

concentration in the hemisphere illuminated by

the Sun, in contrast to the even drop on the night
side. This results from formation of a shock wave

in the area where the _essure of the solar wind

is comparable to the pressure of the induced

magnetic field. The ionopause on Venus is

similar, to some extent, to the magnetopause on

Earth, which prevents direct penetration of

the solar plasma into the magnetosphere-the

area of the regular geomagnetic field. Therefore,

the magnetopause is located significantly

farther from the surface, at a distance on the

order of 10 R_. Since Venus has no strong

perturbing influence on the structure of the inter-

planetary field, it is natural to assume that the

solar wind flowing around it practically does not

change its characteristics on the night side [229].

The nature of the physical structure of the

Venus atmosphere up to an altitude of about
1000 km is summarized in Figure 14, accordin_

to a model [141], containing the primary physical

parameters of the atmospheric gas.

Origin and Evolution

The hypothesis of the single origin of all the

planets of the solar system from a gigantic proto-

planetary gas-dust cloud prompts the seeking

of common features among the planets of the

Earth group. However, investigations during the

past decade have provided convincing evidence

that Earth, Mars, Venus, and Mercury differ

strongly. These differences can be explained, to a

certain extent, by differences in the current

stages of evolution of the planets. How the Earth

developed can be imagined with some reliability;
the natural conditions on the Earth millions of

years ago were doubtless different from the pres-

ent. The nature of this evolution depends on

many conditions: primarily the geometric and

mechanical characteristics of the planet, distance

from the Sun, changes occurring within the

planet, and fragmentation of rock. These proc-

esses are accompanied by formation and evolu-

tion of the planetary atmosphere, which therefore

reflects the most important characteristics of

each stage.

The gas composition of the atmospheres of

planets of the Earth group resulted primarily

from volcanic emissions, accompanied by proc-
esses of differentiation of the substance of the

planet into envelopes, due to heating of the
interior by radioactive decay. Within the planet,

water vapor and carbon dioxide make up the

major fraction of volcanic gases. It is, therefore,

not surprising that these gases, along with the

carbon monoxide, hydrogen chloride, and hydro-

gen fluoride, determined by spectroscopic meas-

urements, are present in the atmosphere of Venus

(nor is it surprising that the possibility of sul-

furous gases, confirming the hypothesis of clouds

of H2SO4, may be present).
The atmosphere of the Earth probably had

similar composition over a billion years ago.

However, processes of photosynthesis and the

appearance of free oxygen due to development
of the biosphere apparently had a decisive
influence on the formation of the terrestrial

atmosphere. This, in turn, resulted in oxidation of
ammonia, also contained in volcanic gases, which

liberated large quantities of nitrogen into the

atmosphere. The carbon dioxide, hydrogen
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chloride,hydrogenfluoride,andsulfurcompounds
enteredintoreactionswiththebiosphere,hydro-
sphere,andthe solidsubstancesof theplanet.
With the moderatesurfaceand atmospheric
temperatures,theEarthretainedits water,most
of whichwasconcentratedin the oceans[243,
244].

The greaterproximityof Venusto the Sun
probablycausedtheevolutionof its atmosphere
to bedifferent.Theprimaryfactorleadingto the
presentconditionsapparentlywasthe lossof

waterby theplanet.Waterlossis probablythe
keyquestionin theevolutionof Venus.

If theimprobableassumptioniseliminatedthat
waterwasnot liberatedfrom the coreof the
planetin volcanicactivityduringits evolution,
whichapparentlyoccurredontheEarth,it must
beexplainedwhythewatercontentin theatmos-
phereof Venusis at least1000timeslessthan
on Earth.Onepossibleexplanationis that the
temperatureof the coldestareain the upper
atmosphereof Venus(themesopause)is some-
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whathigher,and that hard UV radiationcan
penetratemore deeply,than on Earth. The
resultwouldbe moreintensivedecomposition
of waterinto oxygenandhydrogenand more
energeticdissipationof lighthydrogenfromthe
atmosphereintospace.Theoxygenwouldthen
beboundbythesolidsubstancesonthesurface
of theplanet.

High temperature,high pressure,very low
contentof water,andalmosttotal absenceof
oxygen-all presentpeculiaritiesof the Venus
atmospherewhich are interrelatedand inter-
dependent.Asthetemperaturerises,morewater
enterstheatmosphere,anddehydrationincreases
the contentof carbondioxidewhich,in turn,
shouldfacilitatefurtherincreasein temperature
dueto thegreenhouseeffect.At hightempera-
tures,therecanbenobiospherein thefamiliar
form,whiletheabsenceofabiosphereessentially
eliminatesthe possibilityof a highcontentof
freeoxygenin theatmosphere.

The comparativecontentof the commonest
volatilecomponentsonEarthandVenusis pre-
sentedin Table4 [88].The quantityof carbon
dioxideon the Earthis approximatelythesame
asonVenus.However,in theterrestrialatmos-
phere,its quantityis negligible(0.0003kg/cm2);
themainmassis foundin theupperenvelopeof
thesolidEarth.Thisrelationship,in thecontents
of carbondioxide betweenatmosphereand
lithosphere,correspondsto the equilibrium
stateat the currenttemperatureof theEarth,
determinedbyreactionsbetweencarbonatesand

TABLE4.--Volatile Compounds (Pressure

kg/cm 2) on Earth Venus, and Mars 88,135]

Vola- Atmosphere
tiles of Earth

CO2 3"10 _4

H20 10-2-10 -3

O2 0.23

N2 0.75

Ag 10- 2

CO 10-6-10 _7

C1

F

Total on
Earth

70 -+30

375"4-75

20.23
=0.75

10-2
=10 6

5.7
3.10-4

as

Atmosphere Atmosphere
of Venus of Mars

90_+15 (1.4+_0.2) •
t0 _

10 '-10 4 (1.5-2.5)"
10r 6

< 10-a < 2.5-10 5
< 2 < 0.8 • 10-a
9 < 0.3-10-2

< 10 -3 0.7.10-5

2.10-5
I0-7

silicates in the presence of liquid water. The
carbon dioxide on the Earth is bonded into

carbonates in sedimentary rock, primarily due to

the activity of living organisms. On the hot planet
Venus-with no water-carbon dioxide could not

go over into the lithosphere and is retained in the

atmosphere, creating the extremely high pressure

of the planet's gas envelope. If the temperature

on the Earth increased to the temperature of

Venus, the pressure of the terrestrial atmosphere

would become even higher than the current

atmospheric pressure on Venus. This is because

the pressure of some 100 atm resulting from
liberation of carbon dioxide from carbonates

would be supplemented by an additional 300 atm,

corresponding to the mean depth of the world

oceans, by evaporation of the water.

In the light of modern concepts about the

nature of Venus it is natural to question if this

planet is of exobiologic interest. This question
has been discussed in a number of works (cf, e.g.,

[164, 204, 205, 206]). The authors mentioned

possible existence of biologically active forms,
both on the surface and in the clouds. Relative

to the surface, it can be affirmed that the majority

of organic molecules which compose biologic

structures evaporate at temperatures which are

essentially lower than 500 ° C. The properties of

proteins also change; and there is no liquid water

on the surface. Therefore, it seems that Earth

types of life can be excluded. Other possibilities,

including so-called "biological refrigerators" or

structures based on silicon-organic compounds,

seem to be fairly artificial.
The conditions in the clouds at a level of about

50-55 km, which correspond more closely to

Earth conditions, are far more favorable except

for the prevailing content of CO2 and practical

absence of 02 and N2. Nonetheless, in the clouds,

conditions exist for the formation of photo-

autotrophs. In the mixing atmosphere, the

essential difficulty is retention of such organisms

at a favorable altitude from which they cannot

be displaced into the lower hot atmosphere. To

.resolve this difficulty, Morowitz and Sagan [156]

hypothesized the presence of isopyknic cylinders

filled with photosynthetic hydrogen. According to

their assessments, the diameters of such cylin-

ders, which would determine the size of orga-
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nisms,wouldbe severalcm (assuminga shell
thicknesscorrespondingto themembranethick-
nessofEarthorganisms).Suchpurelyspeculative
ideas,althoughattractive,seemquiteartificial.
Theycanhardlybeconsideredreasonablefrom
the viewpointof emerginglife in clouds,or as
certainkinds of "residues"of biologicforms
whichhadexistedontheplanet.Thisdoesnot,
of course,excludethepossibilitythatatacertain
periodin its history,Venuspossessedconditions
favorablefor manifestationof biologicactivities.

The peculiaritiesof the evolution,heatex-
change,and natureof the cloudsandsurface
do not exhaustthe problemof Venus,which
continuesquitejustifiablytobecalledthemystery
planet,in spiteoftremendoussuccessesachieved
in thepastfewyearsof study.

Venushidesmanysecrets,the discoveryof
whichwill doubtlessenrichplanetologywithnew
fundamentalknowledge.The thicknessof the
gasenvelope,its uniquethermalregime,the
unusualnatureof its rotation-theseandother
peculiaritiesmakeVenustruly differentamong
thefamilyof planetsin thesolarsystem.What
has causedtheseunusualconditions?Is the

atmosphere of Venus a "primeval" atmosphere,

characteristic of a young planet, or did these

conditions arise later, as a result of irreversible

geochemical processes caused by the proximity

of Venus to the Sun? These questions merit

close attention and require further compre-
hensive study.

MARS

Mars is the fourth and last of the planets of the

Earth group, in order of increasing distance from

the Sun. It moves in an external orbit (con-

trasted to the "inner planets" - Mercury and

Venus), therefore turns its day side toward the

Earth as it approaches it, and is seen quite easily.

Nevertheless, the possibility for producing new

information by observation from the Earth's

surface is limited. Knowledge of Mars in recent

years has grown at unforeseen rates, primarily

due to the use of space technology.

Only spacecraft can observe Mars closely. The

obvious advantages are: a great increase in

detailed images of Mars; elimination of inter-

ference of the Earth's atmosphere, since observa-

tions are performed from beyond the atmosphere;

and use of simple apparatus instead of huge

telescopes. All of this allows studies which are

impossible from ground observatories.

The first attempts to utilize these advantages

led to new discoveries. All automatic spacecraft

sent to Mars were flyby vehicles until 1971; the

great capabilities of their apparatus were strongly

limited by the short time spent near the planet.

The desire to use the advantages of spacecraft

more fully led to more complex equipment in

1971, which was designed to place spacecraft in

orbit around Mars. The US Mariner 9, on Novem-

ber 16, 1971, began to orbit Mars, followed by
Soviet Mars 2 and Mars 3 on November 27 and

December 2. The Mars 3 descent vehicle made

the first soft landing on the surface of the planet

on December 2. The Soviet automatic space-

craft landed in the martian desert, Phaethontis,
at about 45 ° south latitude and 158 ° west

longitude. Difficult landing conditions pre-

vented performing the planned sequence of
measurements.

A powerful dust storm of global scale took

place on Mars at the time. The clouds of dust,

rising in the martian atmosphere, made it almost

opaque to rays in the visible portion of the

spectrum. Therefore, in the first photographs

transmitted by Mars 3 and Mariner 9, the Mars

surface looks completely smooth, without notice-

able contrast. The limb of the planet is seen

clearly (indicating accuracy of the image trans-

mitted), the terminator (boundary between day

and night hemispheres) can be clearly seen, but

no relief details are visible. On larger scale
photographs, the wavy surface of the clouds can

be distinguished and over the horizon, a thin

layer of cloud as a narrow bright strip. Local clear

spots began to appear in the second half of De-

cember, satisfactory atmospheric transparency

was observed after about January 23, and the

atmosphere became fully transparent in February.

The dustiness of the martian atmosphere at first

prevented photographing the planet's surface.

However, a unique opportunity was provided to

study a strong martian storm at close range.

Through the use of spacecraft and new meth-

ods of observation from the Earth's surface, the

quantity of information on Mars has increased
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tremendouslyin recent times. In particular,
televisionimagesof the Marssurfaceand of
its satellites,transmittedby Mariner9, areof
great interest.Combinedanalysisof mutually
complementaryexperimentsperformedby the
threeartificialsatellitesof Marshascontributed
greatlytounderstandingthephysical,geological,
andmorphologicalpeculiaritiesofthisplanetand
thephysicsofits surroundingspace.

GlobalCharacteristics of Mars

Dimensions, Figure, and Gravitational Field

Measurements of the Mars radius by different

methods agree closely. A summary of the latest

optical measurements and an extensive bibliog-

raphy are available [48]. The results indicate an

ellipsoid with equatorial radius, Req=3398-

3 km, and polar, Rpol=3371-t-4 km. The com-

bined results of terrestrial radar during the

oppositions of 1967, 1969, and 1971 [181] indi-

cated Re=3394+2 km, which is the mean

radius within limits of the planet's tropical belt.

Measurements of the planet's radius on the

basis of blocking radio signals from spacecraft

flying behind Mars apparently yielded the great-

est accuracy (mean square error on the order of

1 km). Measurements from Mariner 9 showed

that the physical surface of Mars can be approxi-

mated by: a triangular ellipsoid x2/.42 + yZ/B2 +

z2/C 2= 1, with a polar radius C = 3375.45 km, and

in the plane of the Equator: large half axis
.4=3400.12 km, small half axis B=3394.19 km,

and longitude of large axis L_=99.7 ° [19].

Significant asymmetry of Mars along the polar

axis has been discovered: the level of the surface,

almost throughout the southern hemisphere, is

3-4 km higher than in the northern hemisphere.

Precise analysis of the movements of Mariner 9
in its orbit around Mars has revealed hetero-

geneity of the planet's gravitation field [126].

These heterogeneities indicate local fluctuations

in density beneath the surface. The results of

measurement can be arbitrarily expressed as

positive and negative mass concentrations or

equivalent altitudes of the Mars physical surface

over the surface of a spherical body of homo-

geneous density. Some mass concentrations are

easy to identify with local fluctuations in the

radius of the planet.

The degree of Mars polar compression, deter-

mined by" occultation of radio signals, does not

agree with dynamic compression (i.e., compres-

sion of the ellipsoid of inertia of the planet)-

determined from precession of the orbits of Mars

satellites, and calculated on the basis of hydro-

static theory in the model of a homogeneous Mars.

The disagreement can be explained by convection

of solids within Mars [198].

The total mass of the planet, calculated from

the motion of its satellites [248], is about

6.423" 1023 kg. Analysis of motion of Mariner 6 and

7 flyby spacecraft allowed US specialists to refine

the constant, consisting of the product of the con-

stant of gravity times the mass of the planet [1]:

GMd' = 42 828.1 _ 1.38 kmS/s 2. The mass of the

planet, unfortunately, can only be concluded from

this expression with loss of accuracy, since the

constant of gravity itself requires refinement. Not

more than four significant digits can be given with

confidence, and figures are usually limited to this

accuracy.
The parameters derivative from the mass and

radius are: mean density of the planet around

3.94 g/cm3; acceleration of the force of gravity
on the surface of Mars 38% of its value on

Earth-critical velocity 5.0 km/s.

Magnetic Field

The magnetometer installed on the Mariner 4

flyby spacecraft (in 1965) to determine the dipole

moment and properties of the martian magneto-

sphere reported a jump in intensity of 5 gamma

near the planet. The experimenters assumed that

this jump was related to passage through the lead-

ing edge of a shock wave in the solar wind, not to

the field of the planet. Based on the results of this

experiment, estimates of the upper limit of mag-
netic moment of Mars indicate that it is 10 -s to

2-10 -4 times the terrestrial field [226].

Ferroprobe magnetometers on Mars 2 and

Mars 3 (1971-1972) recorded a three-component

change in field intensity in the orbital sections

closest to the planet, exceeding the natural back-

ground of the interplanetary field in this region at

the maximum point on the magnetogram by 7 to
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10 times [44]. The effect observed was possibly

caused by reinforcement of the solar wind mag-
netic field due to two factors: (1) currents induced

in the ionosphere of the planet, and (2) compres-

sion of the plasma between the shock wave and

the planet. However, Dolginov et al [44] who per-
formed the experiment consider that the data

available on the topology and measured magnetic
field can be best coordinated with the data of

Gringauz on the intensity of the solar wind, and

data on the shock wave position near the planet

only if existence of a martian magnetic field is

assumed with a dipole moment of 2.4-1022 G.cm 3

with an intensity at the magnetic equator of about

60 gamma, i.e., 2.10 -2 times the terrestrial field.

Parameters of Axial Rotation
and the Martian Seasons

The telescopic observations by several genera-

tions of astronomers provided the first source of

information on the direction of the Mars axis and

rate of diurnal rotation. Axial rotation is at a con-

stant angular velocity relative to the fixed stars;

the sidereal period is equal to 24 h 37 min

22.668 s. The length of a solar day varies slightly
due to the unevenness of Mars movement in its

orbit, averaging 24 h, 39 min, 35 s. The number of

solar days in a martian year is 668 2/a, one less

than the number of stellar days.
The axis of Mars rotation is tilted from the

perpendicular to the plane of the orbit by 25 ° , i.e.,

almost the same as for the Earth. However,

similarity is limited to the tilt, and does not
include the direction of the axis of diurnal rota-

tion. The polar axis of Mars is tilted with its

northern end in the constellation Cygnus, at the

point with these coordinates: right ascension

317.3°--+0.3 ° , declination +52.60-+0.2 ° (epoch

1971.9, equinox 1950.0 [126]). There is no nota-
ble star near the pole which could act as a North
Star.

The considerable inclination of the martian

equator plane to the orbit plane means that the

northern and southern hemispheres of the planet

receive varying amounts of solar heat: in some

parts of the orbit, the northern hemisphere is
primarily illuminated and heated while in other

parts it is the southern hemisphere. In other
words, there is change of seasons on Mars.

The Sun passes approximately the same height

in the martian sky as in the corresponding lati-

tudes on Earth at each time of year. However, in

contrast to our seasons, the martian northern

seasons differ quite markedly from the southern

seasons in length and temperature conditions.

Spring and summer in the southern hemisphere

of Mars are considerably shorter than those sea-

sons in the northern latitudes (Table 5), due to

considerable ellipticity of the martian orbit and

resulting differences in the travel rate of the

planet over different portions of its orbit.

The significant difference in duration of the

warm time of year in the two hemispheres of Mars

is explained by difference in solar illumination

brightness, resulting from cyclical changes in the

distance of the planet from the Sun. At perihelion,

Mars is 43.10 + km closer to the Sun, and the mean

temperature at the subsolar point and over the

entire day-hemisphere is 25°-30 ° higher than at
aphelion. This leads to differences in the climate

in the northern and southern hemispheres.

The martian calendar (if it were constructed

like the Julian and dates identified by the argu-

ment of declination of the Sun) would show the

aphelion at the end of May, the perihelion in

early December. Thus, autumn and winter in the
northern latitudes on Mars are less severe than

in the corresponding southern latitudes.

Precession of the axis of the planet's rotation

in combination with the perihelion motion of the

orbit causes a "drift" of the perihelion date along

the entire Mars calendar with a period of 51 000

years, according to Murray et al [173]. During the

same period, the difference in the insolation

regime of the northern and southern hemispheres

changes its polarity. Furthermore, the oscillation

amplitude of insolation pulsates between an

annual maximum (in the perihelion) and minimum

TABLE 5.-Length of the Year on Mars between

Moments of Equinoxes and Solstices in Our

Epoch, in Mean Solar Days Universal Time

Northern spring and southern fall

Northern summer and southern winter

Northern fall and southern spring

Northern winter and southern summer

Duration of 1 cycle

199

182

146

160

687
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(in the aphelion). Such pulsation results from the

variations of the Mars' orbit eccentricity with a

period of about 2 million years [173].
The most essential age-old changes in the

seasonal insolation of the polar regions of Mars

must be caused, it seems, by variations of the
inclination of the Mars axis toward the orbit plane.

Ward [247] found that there are large-scale
variations of inclination as a result of the combi-

nation of two known motions:

1. The precession of the polar Mars axis

caused by the impact of solar gravitation

on the equatorial swelling of the planet.
2. The motion of the orbital plane, caused by

gravitational disturbances from planets.

Ward showed that the inclination oscillates,

reaching a maximum every 120 000 years. Addi-

tionally, the amplitude of these oscillations

changes with a period that is ten times larger;

the average level also changes within small limits.
The inclination amounted to 33 ° 750000 years

ago; it decreased to 16 ° 650 000 years ago. Now

it is slowly increasing from a value of 25 °. The

extreme change limits are: 14.9 ° and 35.5 °.

Correspondingly, this is the angular height of the
Sun in the sky above the Mars pole during _the

polar day.

Atmosphere of Mars

Optical Properties

During telescopic visual observations, the

atmosphere of Mars in the low and moderate

latitudes appears transparent most frequently,

with yellow turbidity and white clouds visible

only occasionally. When observed through a

blue filter, the atmosphere scatters sunlight quite

strongly, and the surface details of the planet

are poorly seen. The effect of reduced contrast

with decreasing wavelength of reflected light is

sometimes explained [185] by peculiarities of the

surface color. However, during terrestrial tele-

scopic photography on unsensitized photographic

film, sensitive only to blue, violet, and ultraviolet
light, all that can be seen most frequently is a

cloudy fog of uneven density with extremely

bright spots along the edges of the disk of the

planet.

Pressure at the Surface

The martian atmosphere's ability to raise and

hold dust in the suspended state for a long period

creates an impression of significant gas density,

which, however, is false, and one reason for long-

standing confusion. Rough estimates of the

atmospheric pressure at the surface of Mars,

generally expressed in millibars (mbar) in plane-
tary astronomy until 1963, averaged around 80

mbar (60 mm Hg according to an aneroid barom-

eter). Recent improved methods of remote

measurement by both terrestrial and spacecraft-

borne apparatus have indicated that the true

pressure is 10 to 20 times less than estimated

earlier, some 200 times less than on Earth. Here

the normal atmospheric pressure at sea level is
1013 mbar. On Mars, it varies from 3 mbar at

high altitude (about 1 mbar on the highest peak)

to 10 mbar in the lowlands [29, 102]. On Mars it

amounts, on the average, to about 5.5 mbar. At

each location on Mars, atmospheric pressure may

also undergo temporary deviations which are

listed in the section about barometric relief (under

The Relief of Mars).

Chemical Composition of the Lower Atmosphere

The primary component of the lower atmos-

phere, carbon dioxide (CO2), can be identified

easily by the characteristic lines in the sunlight

spectrum scattered by Mars. The abundance of

gases in planetary atmospheres is usually ex-

pressed in the form of the thickness of a layer,

adjusted to a pressure of 1 atm. New estimates by

various authors indicate that approximately

75+15 m'atm CO_ is present in the martian

atmosphere. Estimates and bibliographies are

available [160, 250]. Terrestrial high-resolution

spectrographs have provided for using Doppler

shift to separate some weak details belonging to

martian water vapor from the background of great

telluric bands [95], a result which has been con-

firmed and refined by new terrestrial observa-

tions [212]. Attempts were made to use the

artificial satellites of Mars to study the moisture

content of the lower atmosphere, not averaged
over the entire visible portion of the day hemi-

sphere, but rather for individual areas of the

planet [29, 161].

F:_PRODUCIBILITY OF THE
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The content of HzO in the martian atmosphere

undergoes seasonal variations in each hemisphere

of the planet and changes from an undetectable

quantity to some tens of microns of precipitated

water. The wettest region in 1972 was the north

polar area during the northern spring, where the

atmosphere was found to be saturated with water

vapor (i.e., 100% relative humidity) with some

20-30/zm of precipitated HzO [29]. The episodic

appearance of clouds consisting of ice crystals
also testifies to cases of saturation of the Mars

atmosphere with water vapor over certain points.
Terrestrial Fourier spectroscopy using a

Michelson interferometer has been used to detect

carbon monoxide (CO) [94] in a quantity of 5.6_+

1.0 cm" atm, i.e., less than 0.1% by volume. A new

estimate [251] of the CO quantity disagrees with

earlier estimates, showing 42_+ 0.6 cm • atm [13].

A report which appeared in 1968 on the dis-

covery of molecular oxygen on Mars was later

criticized [133]. Finally, in 1972 a more reliable

estimate of 02 quantity showed 9.5-+0.6 cm • atm

[131.

Observations by Mariner 7 and 9 in the polar

areas of Mars indicated presence of ozone (03)up

to 57 /zm.atm, appearing in late autumn, and

disappearing in early summer [116]. It was
assumed at first that it is absorbed on the solid

surface of the winter polar cap. However, in

1971-1972, ozone absorption was observed in

the Hartley continuum (between 2000 and
3000 _) beginning at 30 ° north latitude, where

there was no polar cap. The strong annual course

of ozone is apparently related to changes in the

content of water vapor [116]. Ozone is not ob-

served in the equatorial regions.

No other components have been detected in

the lower atmosphere of Mars in addition to those

listed; only the upper limits of their possible

content can be noted, below which they become

undetectable [35, 82]. It is probable, theoreti-

cally, that Argon is present in relatively large

quantities [158], although this question remains

open, and current studies cannot answer it yet.

If there is life on the planet, products of its

metabolism may be present [57, 127]; however,

attempts to find them on Mars have not yet been

successful [75]. Further development of research

methods is continuing [191].

Chemical-Dynamic Model

of the Martian Atmosphere

There have been indications in recent years

[84, 152] of a difficult contradiction between the
low content of CO and 02 in the martian atmos-

phere on the one hand, and contemporary
theories on the other hand. Carbon monoxide is

formed as a result of dissociation of COz under

the influence of solar UV radiation at

h<2270 _, which penetrates to the lower

atmosphere, and under the influence of electron

shock with an energy E > 11.5 eV. The reverse
action does not occur. Nevertheless, the low

observed content of CO indicates that there

must be a rather effective recombination reaction.

Such reaction cannot yet be named nor, conse-

quently, can the conditions under which it might
occur.

The recombination of carbon monoxide to

carbon dioxide is believed to occur in the martian

atmosphere under the catalytic influence of

water vapor [151]; therefore, the content of CO

and O_ in an atmosphere of CO2should vary as a

function of water content and mixing intensity.
Rates of the 15 basic reactions have been out-

lined [151], and a model of the martian atmos-

phere constructed indicating the rates of recom-
bination at various altitudes and calculated con-

centrations of various components following from
the model.

Thermal Mode

The surface of Mars, absorbing solar energy,

reradiates it in the infrared range. The martian

atmosphere, when no dust clouds are present,
transmits all solar radiation with h > 1900

freely, hut absorbs the thermal radiation of the

planet's surface in the band around 15 _m and

is thus heated. The diurnal temperature wave is

propagated by radiant transfer from the base of

the atmosphere to an altitude on the order of

1 km [70]. The time of thermal relaxation is

significantly less than in the atmosphere of the

Earth. Thus, the temperature of the lowest

layer in the clear martian atmosphere is deter-

mined by surface temperature and may vary by

more than 100 ° K during a day. Theoretical

studies of the thermal regime and dynamics of the

lower Mars atmosphere include those of Gierasch

574-269 O - 76 - 13
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and Goody, which are important in using the

original method of calculating radiation heat

exchange of the Mars atmosphere with the

planet's surface and into outer space.

The experimental x-ray data of the Mars

atmosphere were used by Rasool and Stewart,

who found that at the local midday, there is a

20o-25 ° temperature drop between the warm

surface of the planet and the cooler adjacent

layer of the atmosphere [193]. However, their

result may have been influenced to some extent

by averaging of the temperature over a compara-

tively thick lower layer of the atmosphere which

had not been heated by noon.

The amplitude of diurnal fluctuations in ob-

served temperature decreases with altitude; in

the clear atmosphere of an altitude of 10 km, the

amplitude of fluctuations is 15 ° K [75]; while in

the dusty atmosphere, it is significantly greater.

The absolute temperature decreases with height,

but at night an inversion was found [193] which

was probably caused by the extremely fast cool-

ing of the surface. Furthermore, Mariner 9

registered inversions above, and at the border of,

the winter polar cap.

An extremely cold area has been found in the

middle atmosphere of Mars, where CO2 is present

in saturation quantities, and condensation might

occur [193]. These results were produced by the
radio refraction method in 1969. Measurements

on Mariner 9 [101] also showed a temperature
consistent with condensation of CO2 near the

morning terminator in the high latitudes of the

winter hemisphere of Mars.

In the upper atmosphere, the mean tempera-

ture increases with increasing altitude, reaching
325o-350 ° K at about 230 km [40, 231]. The tem-

perature in the exosphere fluctuates widely.
Analysis of the fluctuations indicates the in-

fluence of processes not directly related to solar

activity [231]; however, a direct dependence has

been mentioned [901.

In the clear atmosphere of Mars in daytime, the

observed rate of decrease of temperature with

increasing altitude averages 2.3 ° K/kin, i.e.,

is subadiabatic [75,102]. However, good measure-

ments are lacking of the afternoon lapse rates,
which should be closer to adiabatic. Some local

factors probably cause temporary disruptions in

stable stratification. Otherwise, it would be

difficult to explain the development mechanism

of the currents which have carried dust to great
altitudes.

During a great dust storm in 1971-1972,

according to data of Mariner 9, dust clouds

reached a height of 45 km [119]. During daytime

in the equatorial region, the lower atmosphere

with the greatest dust content (about 10 km thick)

was practically isothermal and, consequently,

still more stable than with the subadiabatic gradi-

ent. Near the lower boundary of the dust-carrying

layer (on the surface of Mars), the temperature

was somewhat lower than usual, while at the

diffuse upper boundary, it was somewhat higher

than usual for those altitudes, which is explained

by absorption of the Sun's rays by dust. The

heating effect resulting from presence of the dust

was noted up to at least 20 to 30 km above the

surface [101].

The vertical temperature gradient is a very

sensitive criterion for clarity of the martian atmos-

phere; it shows that dust may be present in the

martian atmosphere even when the television

images indicate that the atmosphere is clear.

According to Ryan's calculations [199], the wind-

speed must be significantly higher than the

observed speed of motion of martian clouds, in
order to raise dust from the surface. The dust

clouds probably rise during squall-like gusts of

wind, the velocity of which is significantly greater

than the mean velocity, while the weaker circula-

tion is sufficient to maintain the dust in its

suspended state.

Vertical Temperature Gradient and

Dust in the Mars Lower Atmosphere

With subadiabatic vertical temperature gradi-

ent, stratification in the atmosphere is stable,

while with superadiabatic temperature gradient,

convection arises, tending to reduce the gradient.

Winds and General Circulation

The dynamic and thermal structure of the

Mars lower atmosphere was studied theoretically

by Gierasch and Goody [62] and Golitsyn [68],
who observed a temperature jump in the lowest

layer, about 10 m thick. In a layer about 1 km
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thick,it wasbelievedthatafreeconvectionmode
mayobtain.GieraschandGoodyfoundthat the
primarycomponentin the systemof martian
windsis a seasonalzonalwind(i.e., directed
practicallyalongtheparallels)withameanveloc-
ity of about40 m. s-1. Golitsynproducedesti-
matesof meanwindspeedfor an atmospheric
modelwithp0 = 5 mbar: v --- 20 m. s -1 at a height

on the order of 10 m andv = 40 m • s -_ at a height

of about 200 m. With further increases in alti-

tude, the windspeed changes more in direction

than in modulus, and approaches geostrophic

at an altitude of 2 to 4 km. The total angle of

rotation in daytime falls within limits of a few

degrees, while at night it may reach several tens

of degrees. An estimate [69] of windspeed in

the martian atmosphere (based on the theory

developed by Golitsyn of similarity of large scale

motions in the atmospheres of planets)yields

50 m • s -_, i.e., a value similar to those produced

by other methods.

Thus, theoretical estimates of the windspeed

in the lower atmosphere of Mars yield figures of

about 40 m- s-'; however, they depend strongly

on local relief and do not exclude the possibility

of speeds exceeding 100 m" s -l [63].

Calculations have been made of various ver-

sions of the general circulation model in the

martian atmosphere; numerical modeling of the

atmospheric circulation of Mars [120] is quite

interesting. The atmosphere was assumed to

consist of CO2; the transfer of solar and thermal

radiation was considered. At the moment of

the equinox, cyclones are active in the moderate

and high latitudes of both hemispheres; in the

middle latitudes, the winds are from the west,

and in the region of the equator-from the east.

During the solstice season, east winds remain

in the tropics, weaker in the summer hemisphere.

In the winter hemisphere, the motions result

from condensation of CO2 in the polar cap: this

causes meridional transfer of gas across the

equator, while baroclinic wave motions and

strong west winds predominate in the middle
and higher latitudes. In all cases, a diurnal

tidal component is noted in the atmospheric
circulation.

The fields of winds (Fig. 15), calculated in

1972 on the basis of temperature measurements

in the Mars atmosphere by Mariner 9, has con-

firmed tile presence of both seasonal and strong

diurnal winds [75], as predicted earlier [70,120].

Information on the dynamics of the martian

atmosphere, obtained directly from observations

[154] has been sought. Windspeeds in the lower

atmosphere of Mars are usually estimated by

terrestrial telescopic observation using visible

displacements of cloud systems relative to the

planet's physical surface. The observation of

yellow (probably dust) clouds indicates speeds

of about 15 m • s- _. In the case of white clouds, it

is apparently not always possible to identify wind-

speeds and speeds of movement of bright spots

on Mars. One of the authors of this chapter

(Davydov) has repeatedly encountered records

of white spots observed moving at almost the

speed of sound for many hours (in memoirs of

well-known observers of Mars). In some cases,

it was apparently not the mechanical motion of

an object which was observed, but rather optical

displacement of condensation conditions, or

visibility conditions [37] of a bright spot. How-

ever, this possibility forces a cautious approach

to the more acceptable estimates of win'dspeeds

on Mars made by the same method.

In late spring in the southern hemisphere,

the direction of the seasonal wind changes from

west to east [154]. This season is usually ac-

companied by appearance of a global haze and

a halt in retreat of the polar cap boundaries.

Examples of the influence of topography on

atmospheric circulation have been noted.

The mode of the general circulation, according

to Miyamoto, is near symmetrical, whereas

Tang [235] concluded that such a mode would

not be stable on Mars, and that rather a wave

mode should predominate.

Luminescence of the Upper Atmosphere

and Parameters of the Ionosphere

Hard solar radiation causes ultraviolet lum-

inescence of the upper atmosphere of Mars,

brightest in the Cameron bands of CO (_

1900-2700 _ up to 300 kR) [231]. Other bright

emissions have been observed by Mariner 6,

7, and 9 [15, 230] (Fig. 16) and Mars 2 and 3

[40].
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The data of on-board and terrestrial spectrom-

etry, in combination with radio occultation

measurements, have served as a basis for con-

structing a model of the composition and struc-

ture of the ionosphere and upper atmosphere

of Mars [16] in the altitude range from 100 to

230 km, i.e., practically up to the lower boundary

of the exosphere. The most important component

of the martian ionosphere, according to UV

spectrometry performed by Mariner 9, is nothing

other than O +, while CO_- is a secondary com-
ponent. OI and HI are also present, at relative
concentrations at the 135-km level of 10 -2

and 10 -Grespectively [16].

The results of radio occultation experiments
by Mars 2 and Mariner 9 [101, 103] confirm

the existence and refine the parameters of the

martian atmosphere, observed earlier by Mariner

4, 6, and 7 flyby spacecraft.

At 134-140 km from the surface of Mars with

zenith scattering of the Sun at about 50 °, the elec-

tron (e) concentration is (1.5-1.7). 105 e" cm -a.

which correlates with the flux of shortwave solar

radiation measured on the Earth. Furthermore,

it is reported by Kolosov et al. [103] that observa-
tions by Mars 2 determined a second maximum

at an altitude of 110 km with a concentration of

7.104e.cm -3.
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FIGURE 15.-Field of martian winds at 2.2 mbar atmospheric pressure level during global dust storm,
calculated on the basis of temperature model of the atmosphere. Initial assumptions; hydrostatic
equilibrium; smoothness of Mars; constant pressure at base of atmosphere. Direction and speed of
wind shown by vectors departing from points. Length of vector equal to distance between two neigh-
boring points corresponding to windspeed of 50 m/s.
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Concentration and Temperature

of Neutral Hydrogen and Its

Dissipation From the Exosphere

The height distribution and atomic concentra-

tion of neutral hydrogen was determined by
measurements of luminescence intensity of the

higher layers of the Mars atmosphere in the

spectral line L ct (121 _). This was observed from
Mariner 6 and 7 in 1969, and Mars 2 and 3, and

Mariner 9 in 1971. If the concentration of atoms

at the critical level (on Mars at a height of 230

km) and the average thermal speed _ of atoms

in the exosphere (according to data of cosmic

Mars probes) are known, it is possible to cal-

culate the flow, F, of hydrogen atoms slipping

away from Mars, according to Jean's equation:

F=n.(_,/4)'(Eg/Ek+ l) exp(-Eg/Ek) (3'

where Eg is the gravitation energy, equal to

0.123 eV for hydrogen atoms on Mars, and Ek=

kT is the value which is proportional to the kinetic

energy of atoms. Using temperature T = 350 ° K

and density n = 3 • 104 • cm 3, according to

measurements of 1969, Barth and others [16]

obtained a flow of dissipating hydrogen atoms
F = 2 • l0 s of atoms • cm -2" s -1. Observations of

1971 showed a lower temperature at the base of

the exosphere than in 1969: according to data of

Mariner 9 (325 ° K) [16] and of Mars 2 and 3

(315 ° K) [501.
Values used for calculating the flow of dis-

sipating particles, obviously, may contain many

errors. For example, Soviet specialists found

the concentration of neutral hydrogen atoms in

1971 lower, but according to US calculations,

it was greater than in 1969. Temperature, in

turn, was measured along a vertical distribution

scale of concentration. Izakov [90] showed that

the temperature found by this method contained

an error - 30o-50 ° K, which, under certain condi-

tions, reached 100 ° K. Contemporary assess-

ments of dissipation speed based on such approx-
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imatevaluesprobablycannotbeusedasareliable
basisforfarreachingconclusions,e.g.,determin-
ing howmuchwaterMarscouldloseduringits
entirehistory.

The Surface of Mars

Surface temperature and thermophysical prop-
erties of the soil. The temperature in'dicator is

the natural thermal radiation intensity of the

surface in areas of the spectrum where reflected

solar radiation can be ignored. The results of

ground measurements which agree satisfactorily

with more detailed current data are graphically

illustrated in Figure 17 (borrowed from [168]).

Ground measurements of the martian tempera-

ture and of some parts of its surface can be car-

ried out only with sufficiently large telescopes,
and require the solution of considerable tech-

nological difficulties. Cosmic probes sent to Mars

by the USSR and the US made it possible to come

close to the planet by a factor of 50000 which

brought about a multiple enlargement of the

quantity, and improvement of the quality, of data

from initial observations. The advantage of the

new data about the martian temperature is the

low range amounting to several dozens of kilo-

meters, and in some cases only 15 km-consider-
ably different from 103 km for observations taken

with the ground telescope. Temperature meas-

urements, as well as studies of other martian

features, indicate severe natural conditions.

It is very cold on Mars, from the point of view
of inhabitants of moderate climatic belts of the

Earth. Even in the tropics, there is a hard freeze

each night, and the Sun's rays heat the surface

above the freezing point only during the day. The

maximum temperature is observed just after

noon, reaching 300°-305 ° K in some areas; by

evening (but still 2 hours before sundown), the

surface cools to the point where frost is formed,

and at night the temperature drops below 200 ° K.

This is near the Equator. The sharp diurnal varia-

tions in surface temperature are attenuated

beneath the outer layer of matter: at a depth of a

few dozen centimeters, they are practically nil.

The average day temperature is negative every-

where, with the exception, perhaps, of small

geothermal segments (their possible existence

on Mars will be discussed later). In the polar

zones, it is significantly colder than in the tropical

belt, which would be expected; in winter, tem-

peratures of around 150 ° K have been recorded

here. This value is near the point of CO2
condensation under the conditions on Mars.

The thermophysical properties of the external

martian cover (at least on a considerable part of

the surface) are determined first by the fact that

this cover consists of a finely ground substance.

High dispersion of the substance is confirmed by

the formation of dust clouds, by ground polari-

metric observations, and by comparison of the

surface temperature daily curve with the insola-

tion regime. Temperature fluctuations in ampli-
tude and stage correspond to the coefficient of

thermal inertia which is characteristic for sand

soil, and smaller, by far, than for rock. The con-

clusions of Soviet and US specialists about the

thermophysical perimeters of martian soil, based

on measurements from spacecraft, are in good
agreement.

Radiometric observations from Mars 3 in a

range of 8-40/xm can be interpreted within the

framework of a homogeneous soil model which

has these characteristics [162]: integral albedo is
0.15<Ai<0.25; heat inertia is 0.004<

(/,pc)'/'-'< 0.008 cal. grad-' • em -2 • s -1/2 (the last

value is characteristic for crushed soil with aver-

age particle sizes from 0.01-0.05 cm); and the

depth of heat wave penetration amounts to

4-7 cm. Dark fields are systematically warmer
than light fields. No correlation between heat

inertia and albedo was found, in opposition to the

conclusions by Morrison and others [168]. Dots

of increased heat inertia were found quite fre-
quently which are probably connected with the

fact that the route went through large craters. The

limited accuracy of routing in this experiment

lowers the reliability of comparing results with

topography in relation to small details. More

detailed data [99] resulted from infrared meas-

urements from Mariner 9, carried out in two

ranges; 10 and 20/xm. The plotting of US results

to topography was controlled by television. This

essentially improved interpretation of radiometric

data and made it possible, with analysis of soil

thermophysical properties, to exclude "cold

spots" from the study when correlation of such

spots with local cloudiness was firmly established.
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For threelargeareaswhichdiffergreatlyin
visualalbedoand are covered with craters, only

small differences were found in the amplitude of

daily temperature changes. In these cases, the
absence of a connection between heat inertia and

the reflective capacity in the visual part of the

spectrum was established. On the contrary, the

fields Syrtis Major and Masogaea showed a corre-

lation between brightness and temperature. A

12-degree difference in midday temperature cor-

responds to a bolometric albedo difference of

0.1, whereas the difference of the visual reflective

capacity in ,L:_ am,,U,,t_ t,_ t) 1-q In seekingttIl_ case ..............
limit values of the heat inertia of the soil in vari-

ous martian regions, Kieffer and others [99] did

not have an a priori method to select the corre-

sponding regions for measurements. From all

regions observed during the course of the experi-

ment, Hellas is characterized by the smallest day

variations of temperature. The heat inertia and

the bolometric albedo for all observed fields do

not go beyond the limits of these ranges: 0.004 <

I < 0.017, 0.2 _< Hi _< 0.4. Average particle sizes,

calculated according to the inertia value, are

within limits from 0.006 to 0.5 cm [99].

One of the tasks of the infrared radiometer

experiment on Mariner 9 was to look for volcanic

activity. The temperature did not exceed 300 ° K

in any part on Mars; it must be kept in mind that

the registered temperature is lower than the real

temperature if the "hot spot" occupies only part
of the radiometer's field of vision. A lava lake with

a temperature of 1500 ° K could be found from a

height of about 2000 km only if the sizes were

greater than 0.5 km; a 200-m lava lake will raise

the radiometer indications only by 3 ° K. The

probability of recognizing such details on Mars is

very low; it depends considerably on both the size

and temperature of "hot spots."

Local temperature deviations in some parts of

the surrounding background temperature regis-

tered by Mariner 9 can be explained (according

to conclusions of Kieffer and others [99]) as

consequences of insignificant variations of heat

inertia, of the bolometric albedo, or by topo-

graphical deviations of the surface from the local
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FIGURE 17.--Latitude distribution of temperature in light and dark areas of Mars surface as a function
of local time (during season of Equinox, spring in southern hemisphere) determined by Morrison,
Sagan, and Pollack [168] by processing of radiometric observations of Sinton and Strong [224].
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horizontal,without attractinginternalenergy
sources.However,if thesameauthors'ideasare
takenintoconsiderationaboutthedifficultiesin
recognizinglavalakesof smallarea(particularly
of simplywarmparts),it wouldbe incorrectto
assumethatthe presentdataexcludethe pres-
enceofsuchdetailsonMars.Thattheywerenot
founddoesnotnegatetheirexistence.

Mineral composition of the Mars surface.

Meteorite material should have enriched the

outer cover of Mars with iron. The reddish color of

the surface of the planet is sometimes considered

to result from at least an admixture of hydrated
oxides of iron. Ocherous limonite was first named

[54, 217]. Hematite or goethite, but not limo-
nite, was shown to be formed under the condi-

tions present [232]. Stinton's results contradict

the "limonite" hypothesis; only a slight percent-

age content of iron oxide could be present [223].

Infrared spectroscopy data on-board Mariner 9

indicate that the dust raised by Mars surface wind

contains silicon; its abundance corresponds to the

content of 60% ± 10% SiO2 [75], i.e., it is approx-

imately equivalent to the abundance in the

terrestrial desert sands [178].

Surface albedo-light and dark areas relative

to biological activity. The monochromatic geo-
metric albedo of the full disk of Mars in the

visual area of the spectrum rises steeply from

0.05 in the violet to 0.25 in the red area, reaching

its maximum of 0.30 around _, = 0.8 Man, then

falling off slowly with further increases in wave

length of reflected radiation [158]. The reflec-

tive properties of various sectors on the Mars

surface differ. The maximum geometric albedo

for Arabia, one of the lightest areas, is 0.43-

three times higher than for the dark area Syrtis

Major [148]. The light areas, the so-called con-

tinents, occupy some two-thirds of the planet's

surface on maps of Mars based on surface tele-

scopic observations. Not more than one-third of

the surface is covered with dark areas, earlier

given the Latin names of seas, bays, lakes, and

swamps, borrowed from geography and ancient

Greek mythology. It is not necessary to explain

that a classification consisting of bodies of water

and continents is arbitrary, which is true for the
lunar "seas" which contain no water.

The spectral reflective capacity of the light

areas and yellow clouds has been found similar,

prompting the conclusion that the light areas

are covered with a layer of fine powder, which

is easily raised by the wind. However, the albedo

of clouds of fine particles might be higher than

the albedo of a surface made of the same

material.

In regard to the nature of the dark areas,

there is no single opinion. Since the publication

by Lowell [128], containing the alluring but

unconfirmed hypothesis of possible artificial

origin of martian "canals," the probable relation-

ship of the dark areas to biological activity on
Mars has been discussed in various versions.

Proponents of this idea base arguments on the

obvious fact that a covering of plantlike organisms

should be rather dark, since plants utilize the

energy of solar rays and, furthermore, can make

shade. The properties of the martiap dark areas,

which are difficult to explain, are frequently

among the arguments set forth in favor of the

hypothesis of a martian biosphere. For example,

it has been reported that the dark areas which

disappear in the yellow haze during dust storms

reappear in the same locations when the atmos-

phere clears. The question is: Why are they

not covered by a layer of the light material which
falls to the surface as the dust storm dies?

Furthermore, it has been established recently that

outlines of the classical shaded areas, in many

cases, have no relationship to the boundaries of

different relief forms [34]. However, the most

important argument is the long-discussed var-

iability of the dark areas. Many works have been

dedicated to rather fruitless discussion, as yet, of

the causes of their curious behavior; significantly

fewer works to careful and qualified observation

of variability properties. Of what does it consist?

According to terrestrial telescopic observations

[4],

The outlines of the dark areas are stable

on the average, but in some places they

change quite strongly in intensity and

extent. The reality of these changes, doubted

by Secci, was established by Flammarion;

in some cases, the changes are secular in

nature, but they may be seasonal as well.

Antoniadi [4] presents examples of various
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types of changes, indicating that the broad, most

clearly visible dark area, Syrtis Major, undergoes

seasonal changes. However, this effect may be

related to selectivity of the observations, since

the expansion season of this detail correlates

with increasing distance to Mars and increased

minimum linear dimensions of parts studied

near the threshold of angular resolution.

New facts concerning the secular and irregular

changes were determined by de Mottoni on the

basis of extensive observational material [169].

It should be noted here that in most cases it is

possible to speak on!y of changes in the contrast

of a given area with the surrounding background.

Furthermore, Dollfus noted seasonal changes

in polarization of both dark and light areas.

In spring and early summer, an anomalous

negative polarization is observed [46].

In considering the problem of Mars dark areas,

it is, unfortunately, not always possible to

separate solidly known facts from insufficiently

confirmed opinions. Following the great opposi-

tion of 1909, a report on a seasonal darkening

of the dark details on the Mars surface was widely

published. Scientists, assuming the possibility

of life on Mars, noted the external similarity of

the martian "wave of darkening" to the annual

development of vegetation oases. The martian

"wave of darkening" became so popular, due to

great repetition in the popular scientific litera-

ture over many years, that it began to be treated

as a well-known fact. However, this is not quite

correct. A recent attempt by Davydov to deter-

mine the seasonal course peculiarities of the

"wave of darkening," on the basis of 200 of the

best available terrestrial photographs from those

published by various observers in the 1907-

1971 interval, showed no such clear seasonal

change. Apparently, the question not only of

the causes, but also of the basic properties (in-

cluding the regularity) of changes in the optical

characteristics of the dark areas, must be con-

sidered insufficiently studied. Long series of

spectrometric observations excluding optical

illusions based on physiological properties of

vision are required here. However, even by

replacing the eye with the instrument, the

influence of quality variability of the telescope

image cannot be excluded: it depends greatly on

the turbulent motion of the air over the path of

the beam through the Earth's atmosphere.

A terrestrial spectrometric comparison of

dark and light areas of Mars in the spectral

band from 0.3 to 2.5 /xm was made [148]. The

light area became brighter and redder in 2

months, whereas the dark area remained the

same. The changes determined differ from those

which might be caused by the traditional "wave

of darkening." However, even after determining

falseness of the "wave of darkening" concept,

the nature of the dark areas remains puzzling

and requires careful study.

When attempts were made to compare the

optical characteristics of the dark areas on Mars

to the optical properties of terrestrial vegetation

and organic substances [222, 237], and were

discussed [194, 233], a parallel search was

undertaken for an abiogenic mechanism for the

changes in the dark areas. Many different explan-

ations which were suggested are briefly reviewed

[158]. For example, Cohen [25] relates the color

of the dark areas and yellow clouds to coloration

of chemical interaction products between Fe

and CO: Fe(CO)5 is yellow, Fe2(CO)9 is orange,

Fe3(CO)12 is green.

The most acceptable criterion in recent years

permits differentiating one group of similar hy-

potheses relating the variable surface properties

of the dark areas to weathering and wind transfer

processes of crushed material. The light products

of weathering are periodically carried away

by trade winds [216]. In summer, the dark

surface is uncovered, which might serve as a

reason for the anomalous polarization. A hypoth-

esis was developed by Sagan and Pollack [208]

on changes in dimensions of surface particles of
certain Mars areas under the influence of sea-

sonal variations in wind mode. Irregular changes

in the dark spots are explained by the light dust

blowing away from the dark surface (cf Sharonov

hypothesis, using the same method to explain

regular changes). These models are based on
the conclusion that the dark areas are elevated

and that the light areas are lower in elevation.

However, radar does not confirm the existence of

either this regularity or the reverse.

A new modification of an old idea developed

in 1972. The visibility of the dark areas on Mars
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probably changes only as a resuit of changes in that biow in stabie directions. One Matitlei 9 
dustiness or transparency of the martian atmos- photograph shows, with high resolution, a dark 
phere due to local seasonal variations in  wind- spot covering a portion of the crater floor. Figure 
speed. While this thought is interesting, it d o ~ s  18 indicates the dark area covered with details 
not provide a final solution to the problem, since of identicai orientation, simiiar to dunes formed 
variations in transparency alone cannot explain by winds of stahle direction. The dark spots 
the occasional appearance of new dark areas, 
not previously observed. 

New informatinn, hringng us closer to an 
understanding of the nature of the dark areas, 
resulted from the televised photograph of Mars 
by Mariner 9 (Fig. 18). The large dark area, Syrtis 
Major, on photographs taken from an altitude 
less than 2000 km, consisted of numerous dark 

plumose” spots as well as light and dark bands 
which extend for tens, sometimes hundreds 
of kilometers with no topographic relief - even 
in photographs with the best angular resolution 
[146, 2091. The light bands are longer and 
narrower than the dark bands; both generally 
originate in craters or projecting relief details, 

“ 

detected in other craters are possibly of the same 
nature. However. there is no reason to assume 
that all varieties of dark spots on Mars are, with- 
out exception, dune fields. Sagan and colleagues 
[210] assume that dark surface areas are often 
outcroppings of solid rock in areas covered with 
light powder ash. They also assume that both 
light and dark mobile material exist on Mars. 
A comparison of the same spots on photographs 
made at different times allowed US specialists 
to determine changes in the albedo of individual 
sectors, in comparison to the albedo of neigh- 
boring areas within the field of vision. The 
characteristic time of changes is not more than 
2 weeks. The appearance of new bright bands or 

indicating that the bands originate with winds disappearance of old ones was not observed. 

-. 
f 
P 

FILLIRE 18.-Secti(in of hottom of a 150-km crater in a region of hellespontus in zero-angle camera of 
llariner 9. Photograph Of a surface covered with dunes taken with wide-angle camera appears as 
vcrv dark spot. 
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A review of the published photographs shows
that the most noticeable changes are increases in

area due to movement of dark spot boundaries,
with conservation of all fine structure details

unchanged within the limits of the previous

boundaries. Sagan and colleagues defend the

wind-dust genesis of the spots and bands and

their changes with time [209]. They suggest that

local changes in spots and bands cause the classi-

cal seasonal and secular changes in albedo of the
Martian dark areas.

Martian "'canals." The series of unusually

straigt_t, geometric lines observed on Mars are

the result of a complex and insufficiently studied

optical illusion, arising not only during visual
observations, but also during photography of

Mars through weak telescopes or with poor image

quality. This can now be stated with assurance.

The photographs from spacecraft show no net-

work of "canals" on Mars. However, quasilinear

natural formations are present, among which the

large ones are not sufficiently regular and the

small ones could not possibly be seen from

Earth under any conditions.

Polar caps. A white spot around the pole can

be clearly seen through a telescope in the winter

hemisphere of the planet. Only a small part of

the Mars polar cap is observable; its greater mass

is located in the field of the polar night, in colder

regions. In the spring and early summer, the

white cap decreases rapidly in size, but another

appears at the opposite pole, where winter is

beginning. The process of fall and winter

growth of the polar cap is usually obscured by a

continuous layer of clouds, which arises at this

time over the polar area.

The north polar cap is not as large as the south

polar cap, which has a mean diameter by mid-

winter of 3500 km, sometimes exceeding 5000 km.

However, the huge south polar cap disappears

almost completely during spring and summer,

whereas the north polar cap shrinks more slowly

and its remainder (varying from year to year)

always exceeds 350 km diameter, according to

ground observations. These differences are con-

nected with insolation characteristics, discussed

in a previous section, Parameters of Axial

Rotation and the Martian Seasons.

In the late 19th century and the early 20th, it

was assumed that the polar caps of Mars con-

sisted of ice and snow, and their spring thaw was

the main source of moisture for the hypothetical

martian biosphere. However, after spectroscopic

observations showed the paucity of water vapor

in the martian atmosphere, the opinion concern-

ing the white polar cover changed: it was assumed

to be a thin layer of water frost. The results of

spectrophotometry indicated the presence of ice

crystals. More recent data changed basically the

classical concept of the nature of Mars polar caps.

Mathematical modeling, followed by significant

improvements in the spatial resolving capacity
of instruments used for radiometric measure-

ments of the Mars surface temperature, combined

with results of spectrometry, showed that carbon

dioxide is included in the composition of the white

polar cover. Some specialists believe that the

heart of the polar cap is made of ice, which may

be covered by solid carbon dioxide during the

winter. Carbon dioxide clathrates are probably

present.
During the spring and summer reduction of the

polar cap size, a dark border, several hundreds of
kilometers wide, is observed around the polar

cap; the reality of the dark border has been con-

firmed by Mariner 9 photographs. Certain spe-

cialists have thought that the dark border results

from increased moisture in the soil due to thawing

of glaciers. However, this connection could not

be direct, only indirect, since the horizontal sur-

face temperature at this point is below freezing,

with only slopes that are turned toward the Sun

rising above the freezing point. Sagan and col-

leagues suggested a hypothesis [210] for the

development of the dark border: the possibility

of light dust blowing away from the dark soil

by the winds which are caused by temperature

difference between the polar cap and its

surroundings.

The Relief of Mars

Methods of Altitude Measurement

The surface of Mars is mostly smooth and pos-

sibly quite free of slopes, according to recent

assumption. No mountain shadows could be

observed through telescopes; the lines of the twi-

light band between the day and night hemi-
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spheresoftheplanetweresmooth,withoutdark
projections.Estimatesof theupperlimit of alti-
tudeof martianmountainswithsharpshadows,
whichmightremainunseenfromtheEarth,have
beenfoundto be too rough,whichprobably
resultsfromdifficultiesin accountingfor atmos-
phericinterference.Newmethodsaidtheastron-
omers.Radarobservationsof Mars from the
Earth'ssurfacepermitmeasuringthedistanceto
thesubradarpoint(atthecenteroftheplanet's
visibledisk)withextremelyhighaccuracy(down
to -+75 m) on the basis of delay time of the radio
echo. The axial rotation of Mars causes the sub-

radar point to shift along a single parallel. Con-

tinued operation of the radar set yields a profile of

the planet's surface along the subradar parallel.

As time passes, the aerographic latitude of the

subradar point changes slowly; in this way, radar

profiles of the martian relief have been made

along several parallels [51, 181].

Radar, in principle, cannot compare the height

of levels at points far apart on Mars, yielding only

the altitude measured from the level of a sphere,

the center of which corresponds to the center of

the planet's mass. Also, any surface of equal alti-

tudes (i.e., any gravitationally equipotential sur-

face), from which the heights of mountains and

depths of depressions on Mars could be meas-

ured, is definitely not precisely spherical, but

rather will be quite complex in form, deviating up

to 10 km from the approximation of a sphere.

Comparisons of heights of radar profile details

can be made only over a comparatively short

sector without knowing the surface shape of equal
altitudes.

Other methods, based on measurement of the

gas content above the surface of Mars in a vertical

column of unit cross section, can be used to relate

all measured levels to a single common level for

the entire planet. Obviously, there is more gas
above a depression than above an elevated area.

By comparing the atmospheric pressure over two

different points, then using the known barometric

formula, the difference can be found in levels (or

difference in altitudes) of the planet's solid sur-

face at the points observed. The surface heights

produced by the barometric formula are baro-

metric altitudes (or pressure altitudes); the

method is barometric hypsometry.

The pressure at the surface (consequently,

barometric altitude) can be found by at least
three methods:

1. spectrometry based on peculiarities of the

spectral lines;

2. scattering of light in the atmosphere;

3. the radio refraction method using space-
craft.

On-board hypsometry, using all these methods on

Mariner 6, 7, and 9 as well as spectral hypsometry

from terrestrial observatories and Mars 3, have

yielded extensive material on which preliminary

maps of Mars surface altitudes have been based

[29, 80, 102].
What can be used as the zero altitude level on

a planet which does not have such a convenient
benchmark as "sea level?"

The origin of the reading has been taken as the

6.1 mbar barometric pressure level-the triple

point of H20, corresponding to a reduction in

boiling point of water to 0 ° C. Above this altitude

level (i.e., at lower atmospheric pressures),

H20 can exist only as ice or vapor, whereas below

this level it can exist as a liquid.

Barometric altitude measurements. There may

be significant errors in measurements of bar-
ometric altitude resulting from variations in

atmospheric pressure that are seasonal [30],

diurnal [29], and meteorological [87], as well as

a few unavoidable simplifications in the theory.

The results produced at different moments in

time do not belong to the same system of refer-

ence, since the zero level altitudes drift and the

scale of altitude do not remain strictly constant.

It is not possible at present to make corrections

for many of these sources of error. Nevertheless,
the method for measurement of barometric alti-

tudes by measuring the atmospheric pressure
both in the optical band (with preference to the

long wave region of the spectrum, where aerosols

have less influence) and in the radio-frequency

band remains the only method for comparison of

surface level altitudes at distant points on the

planet, and production of such important relief

characteristics as the full amplitude of altitudes.

"'Geological '_ forms on Mars. Preliminary re-

suits of geological studies [146], based on tele-

vision experiments by Mariner 9, 1971-1972, indi-
cate that the surface of Mars is a result of a more
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complex geologicai history than that of the Xoon. 
Mars photographs show traces both of meteorite 
impacts and volcanic and tectonic activity, traces 
of many processes of surface erosion, movement, 
and sediment deposit. 

Main Types of Martian Relief [146] 
Territories covered with craters. Such terri- 

tories are quite extensive on Mars, but are not the 
dominant type of surface, in contrast to the opin- 
ion formulated after the first Mars photographs 
by spacecraft. The morphology of craters and 
distribution by dimensions indicate that most are 
of meteorite origin. A few, possibly, are of vol- 
canic origin, but such craters are difficult to dis- 
tinguish from meteorite craters when both have 
been greatly altered. 

Mountainous territory. One example of moun- 
tainous territory is the area from 260" to 310" west 
longitude along the 20th parallel in the southern 
hemisphere of Mars, which is mukiple-peaked 
and has primarily smoothed mountains similar to 
the Apennine chain on the Moon. Volcanic moun- 
tains are also encountered on Mars, as well as 
high slopes of fault origin and waves of impact- 
explosive origin. 

Smooth planes. Located around the higher 
relief forms, smooth planes occupy a significant 
portion of the northern hemisphere, as well as the 
surface of large basins in the central southern 
latitudes and floors of some very large craters. 
This relief form has several possible varieties, 
distinguished by one characteristic peculiarity: 
few or no traces of meteoritic bombardment. 

Volcanoes. In the lower northern latitudes 
from 90" to 140" and around 210" west longitude 
(in the areas of Tharsis-Amazonis-Elysium) , 
there are many volcanic domes. Four gigantic 
volcanic shields are among them, the largest (in 
volume) being in the area of Nix Olympica (18", 
134"). A huge volcanic cone rises above it. At its 
peak, the caldera consists of several adjacent 
craters with floors at different levels (Fig. 19). 
The main crater, 65 km in diameter, is located at 
an altitude more than 25 km above the surround- 
ing terrain or at an altitude of 29 km above the 
6.1 mbar pressure level [81]. The foot of the 
mountain is of dark material, separated from the 
surrounding plain by steep cliffs, and the diameter 

of hs base is about 5c)I! krr?. Nix O!ympica is 
significantly larger than the world's largest vol. 
canic formation, 225 km in diameter, in the 
Hawaiian Islands, with its main crater, Mauna 
Loa, beitlg ai aii a!ftude of mere 
above sea level and 9 km over the plane of the 
ocean floor. 

Another of the highest Mars peaks, compara- 
tively close to Nix Olympica, belongs to a volcano 
located at the center of a great dark spot, the 
middle spot ( O O ,  112"). The caldera of the vol- 
cano rises 13.5 km above the level of the foot of 
the mountain, 19.2 km above the arbitrary zero 
level, and more than 23 km above the level of the 
lowest plains [75]. This caldera, 40 km in diam- 
eter, which has been photographed in large scale 
(Fig. Z O ) ,  clearly shows vertical traces of slides 
and small meteorite craters on the inner slope of 
the circular rim. The bottom of the caldera is 
flat and smooth. 

Around the volcanoes, many structures indi- 
cate an era of widespread volcanic activity follow- 
ing completion of the formation process of 
territory covered by the meteorite impact craters. 
A comparatively small volcanic complex was 
found beside the basic volcanic area, which, 
according to its type, shows special features. It is 
located in the Mare Tyrrhenum, approximately 
220", 253". A round depression in the center 
has a diameter of about 15 km, surrounded by 
a break crack, which outlines a territory of about 

4000 

FIGURE 19.-Martian volcano Nix Olympica, 500 km in 
diameter at base. The edge of the volcanic shield is sepa- 
rated from adjacent plane by  steep cliffs. Main crater. 
65 km in diameter, is located at over 10 km altitude with 
several volcanic apertures. (Mariner 9 photograph) 
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45 km in diameter. Low mountain ridges and 
channels resembling the dandelion in design 
extend in radial directions for over 200 km. A 
broad channel, differing from other channels by 
its correct form, connects the central depression 
with the elliptic depression of similar size which 
is located 35 km to the southwest. Another vol- 
canic formation with a broad channel, known on 
Mars, leaves the crater and becomes a sharply 
outlined depression. This complex is in the 
Ceraunius region next to 24", 097O-but in the 
latter case there is a typical volcanic dome. 

The spectral search for volcanic gas, par- 
ticularly water vapor, made by Mariner 9 in the 
calderas of martian volcanoes yielded no positive 
results. During the final stage of Manner 9, infra- 
red instruments indicated that the extensive 
white clouds near several of the volcanoes in the 
Tarsis area were composed of water ice. 

Grabens lo and the Valley Marineris (Grand 
Canyon). Some territories are cut by a network 
of wide, deep grabens-tracers of fractures and 
faults. The largest martian graben, the Grand 
(or Main) Canyon, extending for 2500 km in the 
region of Tithonius Lacus-Coprates-urorae Sinus- 
Eos, is 100-250 km wide. The canyon, in the area 
of Melas Lacus, is bordered by two trenches, the 
total width reaching 500 km. The slopes are cut 
by giant ravines (Fig. 21). Photographs along the 
Grand Canyon .show chains of craters with no 
rims which appear to be strung along the great 
crack. 

The depth of the Grand Canyon from the level 
of its edges is 6 km in some parts. The complex 
problem of removing rock from the canyon sys- 
tem has been noted [146]. Some of the material 
might have been carried along the canyon in 
the direction of the slope, from west to east; 
however, no details indicating such transfer have 
been discovered. Furthermore, on the north side 
of the canyon system a broad, deep, fully closed 
basin can be seen, which is, consequently, either 
a result of settling or removal of the material by 
the wind. 

Chaotic terrains on Mars are in the form of 
large, isolated spots, containing blocks of rock 
intricately broken and split. The form is explained 

~ 

''A graben is a trench limited by faults. 

by the outer layers settling after removal of mate- 
rial from beneath the surface. There are no known 
analogues on the Earth or Moon. 

Circular basins. These have flat bottoms and 
are surrounded by mountain areas, reminiscent 
of giant craters. Formations of this type include, 
for example, Libya, Edom, Iapygia. 

The greatest martian basin, Hellas, is some 
1500 km in diameter, which is a depression, some 
4 km below the 6.1 mbar barometric pressure 
level. Photographs made in 1969 and 1971 of the 
Hellas surfack (or at least a significant part of i t)  
indicate that it is unusually smooth, and different 
from neighboring regions. A few relief details can 
be distinguished only in the very border zone of 
the basin, close to mountainous areas. A drawing 
shows one crater close to the mountain and a 
small dome in the middle of a smooth plain [118]. 
At the same time, the cloud masses hiding the 
relief are clearly visible - not on this drawing, but 
on another of the same scale depicting a part 
1000 km removed from here (Fig. 5) .  Leovy and 

% - & I -  f t  
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FIGURE 20.-Portion of rim and floor of a 40-krn crater atop 
the highest martian peak in center of dark volcanic shield 
called middle spot. (Mariner 9 photograph) 
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colleagues i118, !I?] poixt e ~ t  that the first of 
these areas looked completely smooth on all previ- 
ous photographs. This is undoubtedly interesting 
but it is scarcely possible to generalize about the 
entire territory of the Zaaifi. It is iio: considered 
sufficient to propose a hypothesis that the 
absence of relief details in Hellas is an optical 
illusion; reasons for the absence of meteorite 
impact traces, which have severely bombarded 
neighboring areas, are not clear. Several different 
hypotheses have been set forth to explain the 
observed peculiarities of Hellas. Some specialists 
assume that clouds of dust exist here constantly 
[211], covering the true relief. Davydov’s hypoth- 
esis [38] assumes that within Hellas there is a 
great water basin, covered with a solid layer of 
frost and wind sediment with a comparatively 
young outer surface. In this model, only small 
craters could be formed, the dimensions of which 
are small in comparison to the thickness of the 

FIGURE 21.-Portion of the martian Grand Canyon. (Mariner 9 
photograph) 

s d i d  crust on the si.irfacr? of the water. A larger 
meteorite impact would cause a penetrating hole, 
which would be immediately filled with water to 
the Archimedes level, covered rapidly with ice, 

Streamlike formations. According to current 
concepts, rivers could not flow on Mars at 
present - the mean daily surface temperature is 
below freezing in all climatic zones. Furthermore, 
due to the low atmospheric pressure, HzO can 
exist only as ice or vapor over the entire surface 
of Mars, except for depressions. Therefore, the 
discovery of channels, quite similar to riverbeds 
on the Earth, in photographs of Mariner 9, was 
quite surprising. 

Figure 22 (a and b) shows three broad, winding 
valleys with “tributaries;” typical shoreline 
terraces, streambed sediments, and islands with 
their characteristic outlines are all visible on the 
photograph in Figure 22a. On the photograph in 
the valley (Fig. 22b), a dark “thread” several 
kilometers wide can be seen, i.e., hardly a Volga 
or Mississippi - probably traces of a streambed. 
Around all this, a typical martian scene: the 
ancient surface, broken over the centuries by 
young and old craters. 

Several streamlike formations on Mars extend 
as much as 1500 km in length, and over 200 km 
in width. This is reality, and it requires an 
explanation which does not contradict other 
firmly established facts. To cut these streambeds 
would require a tremendous quantity of water or 
another liquid. It has been noted [146] that in 
addition to a stream of liquid, the possibility of 
erosion by a fluidized “solid-gas” system must 
be analyzed. The authors of this work assume 
that the source of the liquid more likely was the 
lithosphere rather than the atmosphere. This is 
indicated by some of the largest streambeds 
being found in the chaotic territory. In areas of 
elevated geothermal flow, the subsoil ice is 
probably thawed. The liquified material accu- 
mulates in a natural, impermeable reservoir 
until it bursts. Then, a brief but powerful flow 
develops. However, this idea requires further 
development [ 1461. 

Small streams are sometimes encountered in 
areas where the presence of ice beneath the 
surface is impossible, for example within me- 

az?. ix time “p=>qCl_prpcj” with dust. 
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FIGURE 22, a (above) and b (left).-Examples of large stream- 
like formations on Mars. (Mariner 9 photographs) 

teorite craters on the slopes of the central peaks. 
In such a situation, water erosion would require 
intensive precipitation of H 2 0  from the 
atmosphere. 

Could there have been rainy weather on Mars 
during some past period of its history? This 
possibility has been a subject of discussion for 
planetary scientists since long before discovery 
of the martian streambeds. It was assumed that 
during certain epochs the evaporation of solid 
carbon dioxide polar reserves brought a large 
quantity of carbonic acid gas into the atmosphere 
and caused an increase in atmospheric density. 
During such epochs on Mars, it seems, water 
reservoirs with open liquid surfaces could have 
existed. The high content of water vapor in the 
heated atmosphere must have supported an 
increased hothouse effect. However, it was 
necessary to indicate the primary cause of 
hypothetical warming. 
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Studieswerepublished in 1973 [173, 242] in

which long, periodic changes of insolation on

Mars were confirmed by sufficiently strict reason-

ing (cf. the section, Parameters of Axial Rotation
and the Martian Seasons). Complicated changes

of the insolation regime with the mutual imposi-

tion of several periods of cyclic recurrence

permit the assumption that from time to time,

there are epochs when the sums of the masses

of the two martian polar caps become minimal.

In this hypothesis, among other parameters,

the possible amplitude of atmospheric pressure
variations on Mars is not known, nor is the

quantity of solid carbonic acid in the polar

regions.

Polar relief. Original surface forms are en-

countered in the areas covered in winter by

the polar caps. Even after the white cover re-

treats, the surface seems to be covered by multi-

ple layers of sedimentation. These deposits give

the impression of comparatively smooth polar

relief, approximately the same in winter and

summer, apparently replacing the depressions

and covering the other varieties of geological
structures observed in the lower latitudes.

tion of water vapors and other gases on ground

basalt powders, concluded that the weathered

products of geological rock on the martian surface

may contain up to 15 g,lcm 2 of adsorbed water.

A decrease in atmospheric RH plus increased

temperature during a day can bring about a

partial desorption of H20. From the point of

view of contemporary geophysics, where the

eruption of rock formed volcanic domes, a con-

siderable quantity of water from martian depths
must have been released. Most of the reserves

of water on Mars at present may be concentrated

in the layers of sediment in the form of perma-

frost [117] or, posMbly, even in large bodies

of water beneath a layer of permafrost [36],

where the ordinary geothermal gradient would

produce positive temperatures.
Certain peculiarities observed might indicate

significant reserves of water in the outer layers
of Mars:

(a) streamlike formations;

(b) indications of glaciers in the polar caps;

and

(c) large basins, at least in one of which is

a completely smooth, sufficiently leveled
low surface.

Water on the Planet

Spectral measurements indicate that the
absolute content of water vapor in the martian

atmosphere is very low (see section, Chemical

Composition of the Lower Atmosphere). However,

in some places during certain seasons, the

relative humidity (RH) reaches 100%. From

physics, it is known that the absolute quantity
of water vapor in the atmosphere is limited by

temperature, and at low temperatures, satura-

tion occurs at extremely low absolute humidity.

For this reason, the low content of moisture above

the martian surface cannot be taken as a re-

liable indication of a shortage of water resources.

It should be recalled that on Earth, water reserves

are significantly greater than its content in the
air.

The considerable quantity of HRO in the

external layers of Mars can exist not only in the

free state, but also in a chemically bonded and
adsorbed state. Fanale and Cannon, basing their

work on laboratory measurements of the adsorp-

Phobos and Deimos

The natural satellites of Mars were discovered

visually by A. Hall through the US Naval Observa-

tory telescope in 1877, and first photographed

at the Pulkovo Observatory in 1896. They differ

from the known satellites of all other planets

in their extremely low altitude and small
dimensions.

The information produced by terrestrial

methods can be reduced primarily to determina-

tion and refinement of the parameters of orbital
motion of Phobos and Deimos [221]. They

revolve around Mars almost in the plane of the

Equator. Phobos flies 70 times closer to the
martian surface than the Moon to the Earth

and makes a full orbital revolution each 7 h

39 min (sidereal period), i.e., more rapidly than

the diurnal rotation of the planet. This is the only

known case of this phenomenon in the solar

system.
The unique photographs of the satellites of

574-269 0 - 76 - 14
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Mars made by Mariner 9 [188] show that they 
are small, natural bodies; that they are not 
spherical; and in shape are more reminiscent 
of potatoes (Fig. 23). Phobos measures ap- 
proximately 21 X 26 km, Deimos-12 X 13l/2 km. 
Both have the same albedo as basalts and carbo-, 
naceous chondrites. These two are the most 
abundant in the solar system in the relatively 
dark minerals. However, a selection cannot be 
made between them [ 1881. 

The surfaces of the Mars satellites show many 
craters, definitely of impact origin, since it is 
fundamentally impossible for centers of vol- 
canism to exist within such tiny bodies. The 
largest crater on Phobos is 5.3 km in diameter. 
The power of an impact capable of forming such 
a crater is near the power necessary to destroy 
this satellite entirely. 

The number of craters per unit surface area 
of Phobos and Deimos is approximately 100 
times that of the surface of Mars. This indicates 
the effectiveness of the processes which smooth 
the relief on the surface of the planet, and the 
great age of its satellites. 

Judging from the synchronism of the periods 
of axial rotation and of orbital rotation around the 
planet currently achieved, the last impact of a 
sizable meteorite on Phobos occurred more than 
lo6 years ago, on Deimos - IO8 years ago. 

Again, the Problem of Life on Mars 
Sufficient information has not been produced 

up to the present to prove the existence of biologi- 
cal activity on Mars. Whether the firmly estab- 
lished facts include any that could reliably 

eliminate this possibility must be judged by biolo- 
gists, not by astronomers. New information on 
Mars produced in 1971-1972 apparently has pro- 
vided a foundation for further studies to solve this 
problem, which will be undertaken. There is hope 
that completion of this area of study will serve as 
a beginning for others to follow. 

Summary 
Many problems related to the planets of the 

Earth group still await solution and are being 
solved at present by the combined efforts of 
astronomers and space scientists. Further growth 
of knowledge in this area will not only help to 
better understand the nature of our neighbors, 
but also will bring us closer to the solution of 
numerous geophysical problems, and thus 
broaden prospects to achieve results for the good 
of all mankind. 

FIGURE 23.-The martian satellite Phobos. 
(Telephoto by Manner 9) 
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Chapter 5

PLANETS AND SATELLITES OF THE OUTER SOLAR SYSTEM,

ASTEROIDS, AND COMETS 1

RAY L. NEWBURN, Jr. AND SAMUEL GULKIS

Jet Propulsion La_boratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena USA

OUTER SOLAR SYSTEM

The outer solar system beyond Mars, which
contains more than 99% of the nonsolar mass in

the solar system, is of major cosmogonic sig-
nificance. Here are most of the asteroids and

comets-the giant planets: Jupiter, Saturn,

Uranus, and Neptune, and their 29 satellites as

well as the planet Pluto which is more like a

satellite than a companion planet to the giants.

The giant planets and probably their satellites

differ markedly from the planets and satellites

of the inner solar system. In contrast to mean
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densities near 5 g/cm 3 for the terrestrial planets,

mean densities of the major planets range from

0.7 g/cm 3 for Saturn to 1.6 g/cm s for Neptune.

The giant planets are large with radii ranging

3.7-11.2 times that of the Earth; all rotate rapidly

with periods from ca 10-ca 15 h. This rapid

rotation produces a pronounced oblateness,

particularly of Jupiter and Saturn. Rotational

effects are also important in determining the dis-

tribution of plasma in the Jovian magnetosphere.

Earth-type planets and the giant planets differ,

too, in the chemical nature of their atmospheres

which are, respectively, oxidizing and reducing.

The larger satellites of the giant planets also

appear significantly different from the Moon,

some of them, it is believed, being composed

of large fractions of various ices or at least ice

covered. Three satellites, Io, Ganymede, and

Titan, are thought to have atmospheres, with that

of Titan being quite substantial.

The major planets and their satellites are

considered to be of considerable biologic interest,

in addition to their importance toward under-

standing the formation of the solar system.

Sagan [404] and other workers have shown that

synthesis of complex organic compounds takes

place most effectively in a reducing atmosphere.

Major steps leading to the origin of life on Earth
are believed to have occurred when the Earth's

atmosphere was richer in hydrogen than at
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present. Large quantities of hydrogen would be
lost from the Earth during geologic time due to

the planet's inability to retain lighter gases.

In contrast, major planets could retain any gas,

including hydrogen. Their primitive reducing

atmospheres may therefore be of major exo-

biologic significance [404]. The satellite Titan,

for example, is a likely site of simple organic

compounds, having both a reducing atmosphere

and a solid surface on which complex molecules

can form and accumulate.

Numerous environmental differences between

inner and outer solar system objects are bases

for anticipating that atmosphere and surface

processes, totally different from those observable

on the planets of the inner solar system, may be

operative. In order to develop hypotheses about

these processes, an adequate understanding of

probable conditions on the planets and satellites

is needed.

The purpose of this chapter is to present the

best available knowledge of the outer solar system

in mid-1974 to serve as a guide for studying the

outer solar system. Only observational results

and direct interpretation are discussed, with

results _f a more speculative nature limited to
literature references. Emphasis is placed upon

planets and larger satellites of greatest biologic
interest; comets, asteroids, and the smaller
satellites are also discussed but in less detail.

The principal physical and rudimentary photo-
metric data for the five outer planets are pre-
sented in Tables 1 and 2; when using these, it is
useful to remember that some data are still un-

certain, especially for the outer three planets.
Such uncertainties are usually indicated in the
tables and, where important, are generally dis-
cussed in some detail.

Important information on planetary motions
is in Table 3; many of these quantities are known
to higher accuracy than those given, and addi-

tional figures can be found in the original refer-
ences. Sufficient information is included for

most calculations in physical planetology, but
not for studies in celestial mechanics.

JUPITER

Jupiter, being the largest and nearest giant

planet, is the most studied. With the flyby by

TABLE 1.- Physical Data

Parameter 1 Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune Pluto

Reciprocal mass 2 [128]

Mean error in mass 3 [128]

Mass (Earth) = 1) 2.4
Mass, kg 2,_

Equatorial radius (km)

Equatorial radius (Earth=l) s
Oblateness 9

Mean density, g cm -3,o

Equatorial surface gravity, m s -2''

Equatorial escape velocity, km s- 1,2

1047.357

±0.005

317.89

1.8989 × 10z_

71 600 [219]
11.23

1/16.7 [219]

1.314

22.88

59.5

3498.1

±0.4

95.18

5.6854 x 1026

60000 [120]
9.41

1/9.3 [120]

0.704

9.05

35.6

22 759

±87

14.63

8.739 × 1025

25900 [1023
4.06

1/100 [102]
1.21

7.77

21.22

19 332

±27

17.22

1.029 x 102e

24750 [152] s
3.88

1/38.6 [152]
1.67

11.00

23.6

3OOO0OO

--+500000

0.11

6.6 × 1023

ca 3 200 7

ca 0.5 7
Unknown

ca 4.9 7

ca 4.3

ca 5.3

Where the same source was used for all five planets, the

reference number is given in this (parameter) column. In all
other cases, it follows the individual datum. Additional in-

formation is given in footnotes.
2 Includes the mass of satellite systems and atmosphere.
3 Mean error from residuals of group means, groups being

formed from results having a common method of derivation.
The error for Pluto is estimated only.

4Calculated using 328 900.12 for the reciprocal mass of
the Earth-Moon system and 81.3025 for their mass ratio [128].

5Calculated using data above, G=6.673×10 -2° km 3 s -2

kg 1, and GMo=1.327125 × 10 u km 3 s 2 [320].

s Improved analysis by light curve inversion [491] requires

a larger scale height for Neptune's atmosphere. This would
decrease the radius to optical depth unity by about 200 kin.

No change was made because of comparable uncertainties
in several quantities.

7See discussion in section on PLUTO.

s Calculated using Re= 6378.160 km [320].
9 Oblateness or optical flattening is defined as (Requatortal--

Rpolar)/Requatoria).
lOCalculated assuming all are oblate spheroids.

l_including centrifugal term, g_= 9.78 ms z at the Equator.
12No rotational contribution included.
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Pioneer 10 on December 4, 1973, Jupiter also
became the first of the giants to be studied at

close range by spacecraft. In spite of this atten-

tion, knowledge of Jupiter still lags behind that of

Mars or Venus, and intensive study is scheduled

during the coming decade. In the pages that fol-

low, an effort will be made to present an overview

of current knowledge of Jupiter and to point out

gaps in fundamental data and understanding.

Atmosphere

Background Information

The first report on dark absorption bands in

the spectrum of Jupiter apparently was made by

Secchi in 1863. Shortly after the turn of the

century, Slipher photographed these bands in

some detail. In the early 1930s, Wildt suggested,

and the work of Dunham confirmed, that they

were due to the presence of methane and

ammonia. Pioneering measurements of tempera-

tures of the planets were made using vacuum

thermocouples, in the mid-1920s, by Menzel,

Coblentz, and Lampland at Lowell Observatory

and by Pettit and Nicholsen at Mt. Wilson Observ-

atory. These showed that Jupiter was definitely

a cold body, as Jeffries had argued in 1923 on

theoretical grounds. Model studies analogous

to the modern paper of Zapolsky and Salpeter

[534] indicated that the bulk of Jupiter must be
hydrogen and helium, since no other substances

have sufficiently low density at low temperatures

to explain the observed mean density. Baum

and Code [32], in 1952, observed photoelectri-

cally an occultation of the star o'-Arietis by Jupiter,

deriving from these observations a mean molec-

ular weight of 3.3 for the Jovian atmosphere.

Although recent studies have shown that large
errors are possible using Baum and Code's

curve-fitting technique [504], their basic conclu-

sion that Jupiter's atmosphere must consist

mainly of hydrogen and helium remains valid.

Actual spectroscopic detection of molecular

hydrogen was made by Kiess et al [248] in 1960.

The classic assumption was that gases in a

planetary atmosphere could be considered a

uniform transparent layer, except for pure

absorption at some discrete wavelengths, above a

TABLE 2.- Photometric Data

Parameter _ Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune Pluto

Mean opposition magnitude, Vo

[194]

Mean surface brightness at zero

phase 2 V,,,,o/(arc sec) 2

Mean surface brightness at zero

phase (Earth = 1 )

Color index 3 B-V [194]

Bolometric bond albedo,/_

Calculated effective temperature 4
oK

-2.55

5.6

3.98 x 10 -z

0.83

0.45 [454]

105

0.75

6.9

1.20 × 10 2

1.04

0.61 [495]

71

5.52

8.2

3.63 × 10 -3

0.56

0.33 [532] 5

57

7.84

9.6

1.00 × 10 _3

0.41

0.33 _

45

14.909

ca 18.2

ca 3.6 × 10 -7

0.80

0.14? 7

42 s

1 Photometric data in this table are in the widely used UBV

photometric system. The broad passbands of this system were

designed for stellar work, but the V-band gives a fair approxi-

mation to naked eye response. Detailed photometric proper-

ties are given in the main body of the text from modern narrow-

band photometry.

Calculated from Vo and data in Tables 1 and 3.

3 Color index of the Sun is 0.63 [194].

4 Calculated from A, data in Tables 1 and 3, and a value for

the solar constant of 1353 Wm 2. This is the effective tempera-

ture each planet would have, if solar insolation were the only

energy source.

5 Original value scaled to radius in "Fable 1.

6Estimated as discussed in the subsection, Visible Surfaces,
under URANUS AND NEPTUNE.

7 Harris' [194] value for the visual albedo. It assumes a

phase integral equal to that of Mars and a radius of 0.45 times
that of the Earth.

SEffective temperature of a rapidly rotating body with the

(very uncertain) properties listed. Pluto rotates slowly enough

so that a relatively large difference between dayside and night-

side temperatures can be expected. The effective temperature
ofa nonrotating body would be 50.5 ° K.

9 Andersson and Fix [12] have shown strong evidence of long

period change in this mean magnitude; they find 15.07 for

1972 at zero phase. See discussion in the section, PLUTO.
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well-defined reflecting layer (clouds or solid

surfaces). Abundances were determined from

absorption line strengths, with allowance for

mean path length through the atmosphere. The

early Jovian models of Kuiper [261] were of

this reflection-layer type, for indeed, with infor-

mation available even 20 years ago, no other

assumption was feasible. Many atmospheric abun-

dances are still quoted as though this assumption

were vahd, even while recognizing that in most

cases it is not.

In a dense atmosphere, especially such as

that of Uranus, Rayleigh scattering begins to

contribute significantly to atmospheric opacity

in visible light. As long as scatterers and ab-

sorbers are homogeneously mixed, and the

properties of the scatterers are constant with

height, and known, the abundance and atmos-

pheric albedo problems are still quite tractable,

although in reality this is never the case. When-

ever a condensable gas is a minor component

in saturation equilibrium, scattering density

changes independently of gas density as a

function of altitude. Spectral line formation and

continuum albedo values in the resulting in-

homogeneous atmosphere require a major

numerical effort in a large computer.

While theory is adequate for most parts of the

direct problem of predicting the behavior of radia-

tion interacting with a simple, static, one-dimen-

sional (vertical) atmosphere of known properties,

the inverse problem, requiring definition of an

atmosphere from observed radiation, is far more
difficult. Solution of this "atmospheric sounding"

problem for Jupiter definitely requires data over

a wide range of wavelengths and from point

to point on the disk, which can only be obtained

with adequate spatial resolution by special

spacecraft experiments [456]. Up to the present,

most work has consisted of solving the direct

problem for families of "reasonable" models

and comparing these to observations.

Further complications are of two types. One,

already implied, is that Jupiter does not have

a uniform atmosphere (nor does Saturn). There

are obvious belts, zones, and spots (to be dis-

cussed later), and even the limited quantita-
tive information now available indicates definite

variation in many physical parameters from point

to point on the Jovian disk. Attempts at tempera-

ture sounding with Earth-based spatial resolu-

tion, such as the recent work of Ohring [346],

at best can give only an average over large areas

of a very nonuniform planet. The second compli-

cation is that Jupiter is a dynamic body with

obvious changes from month to month visible

on even the poorest photographs.

Improvements in knowledge of planetary

atmospheres follow a sort of iterative process,

hopefully one which ultimately converges to the
correct answer. The general procedure is to

calculate preliminary models based upon the

best estimates of atmospheric composition and

temperatures. Data are then interpreted in terms

TABLE 3.- Mechanical Data

Parameter Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune Pluto

5.203 9.539 19.182 30.058 39.439Mean heliocentric distance,
AU [341] '

Orbital eccentricity [341]
Orbital inclination [341] t
Sidereal period [341] z
Mean orbital velocity, km s i [400]
Orbital angular momentum, kg kmz

s- 1, calculated
Inclination of Equator to orbit
Period of rotation

0.0484
1° 18'
11.862
13.06
1.929 x 103r

3.07° [369]
(see 4)

0.0557
2° 29'
29.458
9.65
7.813 × 1036

26.74° [369]
(see 3)

0.0472
0 ° 46'
84.013
6.80
1.700 × 103"

97.93 ° [369]
10.8 h [328] 3

0.0086
1°46 '

164.793
5.43
2.514 × 1038

28.80° [3691
15.8 h [327] 3

0.2502
17° 10'
247.686

4.74
ca. 1.8×1034

>50 ° [12]
6.3874 d [342]

1Mean elements for the epoch 1960 January 1.5 ET.
2Tropical years.
3Tfiese periods are not accurately known. See subsection,

The Visible Surfaces, under URANUS AND NEPTUNE.
4See subsection, The Visible Surfaces, under JUPITER.
5See subsection, The Visible Surfaces, under SATURN.

REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE

.._,.±=_.f:',AL PAGE IS POOR
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of suchmodels.Specifically,visibleandthermal
(infrared) opacities, which control energy
transfer,are calculatedfor the best available
abundances,andanattemptismadeto studythe
energybalanceof the atmosphereandderive
temperatureandpressureprofiles,perhapsfor
auniform,one-dimensionalatmospherein radia-
tive equilibrium.Trafton publisheddetailsof
this majorstepin 1967[465]for thefourgiant
planets.Analysisof spectroscopicdataandlimb-
darkeningcurves,usingimprovedmodels,con-
firmed the inadequacyof the reflecting-layer
theoryand that an inhomogeneous model was

required, at least to explain the observed center to

limb variations. With resulting improvements

in one-dimensional models, progress is now being

made toward understanding the real, three-

dimensional, dynamic Jupiter and toward models

of the Jovian ionosphere, but these areas con-
stitute the research frontier and are discussed in

following sections.

Composition

Molecular hydrogen is the major constitutent

of the Jovian atmosphere, and theoretical under-

standing of its properties is the best of any

neutral molecule. Since it is a homopolar mole-

cule, H2 has no normal dipole spectrum. A

dipole moment can be induced by sufficient

pressure but the resulting lines are broad, with

small central intensity, and their equivalent

widths are difficult to determine. Only the

fundamental induced band at 2.4 /zm has been

seen on Jupiter by Stratoscope II [99]. Molec-

ular hydrogen does have a small quadrupole

moment, and hydrogen abundances on Jupiter

result largely from studies of lines in the second

and third overtone (3-0 and 4-0) quadrupole
rotation-vibration bands. These tines are in-

trinsically very weak and appear only because

the Hz abundance on Jupiter is very large. An

additional observational problem is introduced

because these lines undergo observable colli-

sional narrowing before ordinary pressure

broadening sets in, making it difficult to deter-

mine accurate shapes and therefore pressures.

The correct shape of such a line, narrowed by

weak collisions, is believed to be given by

[__

the Galatry profile [221, 233]. Unfortunately,

such lines saturate while still very weak, and

the highest possible resolution is required to

obtain reasonable precision in abundance. The

best H2 abundance available presently is about

65 km-amagat above a pressure near 1.7 atm [301].

Methane has a rich dipole rotation-vibration

spectrum extending from 7.8 /an well into the

visible. Unfortunately, easily observed high
overtones in the visible and near infrared are

so complex that they have yet to be theoretically

analyzed. No rotational quantum number

assignments exist for any overtones higher than

the 3v3 band at 1.1 /zm, and only the R branch

of that band has been analyzed, by Margolis

and Fox in 1968 [299]. Laboratory line strengths

are available from Bergstralh and Margolis
[46], the Lorentz half-width from. Bergstralh

[45]. Abundance of methane appears to be

about 45 m-amagat above a pressure level near

1.7 atm [220, 298, 301]. An independent result,

using the technique of Fourier spectroscopy,
which averaged over a large part of the visible

disk, gave 38 +8 m-amagat above a pressure of

about 2 atm [295].

Ammonia also has a rich dipole spectrum.

Vibrational quantum numbers have been as-

signed to 42 bands in a recent analysis by

McBride and Nicholls [314], who also carried out
a rotational analysis of the 5v_ band of ammonia

at 6450 _ [315]. The 5vl band is quite complex,

with many blended features, and it is not clear

that accurate abundance and temperature

results for Jupiter can be obtained from assign-

ments at available laboratory and observatory

resolution. An empirical curve-of-growth analysis

by Mason [310] suggests an abundance of

13+3 m-amagat and appears to be the best

published result. This abundance should refer

to the level above about 1.7-2.0 arm pressure

as in methane and hydrogen, since a dense cloud

deck is believed to be at that level (see section,

Atmospheric Structure). The recent much

higher abundance of Ohring [346] seems

incompatible with other observations and with

models assuming a solar abundance of nitrogen

[506]; (see section, Atmospheric Structure).

This result may be due to neglecting the clouds

in the analysis.
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MeasurementsofJovianthermaldisktempera-
tures at radio wavelengthsprovidedata on
ammoniaabundancebelowtheammoniaclouds
[115, 137,184,525] as well as abovethem
[183,525].Ammoniamanifestsitself through
inversion-splittingof the molecule'srotational
energystates.Thesetransitionsarebelievedto
providetheprincipalsourceof radioopacityin
theJovianatmosphere.GulkisandPoynter[184]
havederivedan ammoniamixingratio of ca
1.5×10-4 belowthe clouds,basedon the ob-
servedtemperaturespectrum(seenextsection,
Temperature). This value is close to that expected

for an atmosphere which contains a solar cosmic

abundance of elements [278], thereby support-

ing the view that Jupiter's atmosphere is com-

posed of primitive solar nebula material.

Direct spectroscopic detection of helium on

a cold body is not possible from Earth's sur-

face and is very difficult even from an Earth-

orbiting satellite. The traditional assumption

has been that helium is present on Jupiter in

near solar abundance, but the first direct

observational evidence of its presence was
detection, by Pioneer 10 [239], of the 584._

helium resonance line with a strength of 10-20

Rayleighs. Unfortunately, this measurement

cannot be converted easily to a deep atmospheric
abundance. Two crude abundance values for the

region below the turbopause became available

recently, however. Light curve inversion of multi-

wavelength observations of the occultation of the

star /3-Scorpii by Jupiter allowed Sagan et al

[406] to derive a helium fraction of 0.16 +°"19_0.16

by number. The solar fraction is He/(Hz+He) =

0.12 [73]. A helium fraction can also be deter-

mined from the pressure effects of helium on the

H2 rotation and translation spectrum in the far

infrared [223]. The Pioneer 10 infrared radiom-

eter experiment thus definitely indicated the

presence of helium, the preliminary ratios being

given as He:Hz = 0.6 in the south equatorial belt

and 0.8 in the south tropical zone [88]. Until

more complete experimental results including an

error analysis are available, continued use of

the solar fraction, ca 9 km-amagat, seems
reasonable.

Three new molecules have been identified

recently on Jupiter by Ridgway, using a Fourier

spectrometer on the 150-cm McMath solar

telescope [392]. He estimates 10 cm-amagat 2

ethane (CzHr) and 0.2 cm-amagat acetylene

(C2H2) as preliminary values from available data

[392]. Roughly 0.9 cm-amagat phosphine (PH3)

was also detected [393]. Presence of nonequilib-

rium species such as C2H_, C2H2, and PH:_

in these abundances strengthens the possibility

that more complex organic species are also

present.

Two isotopes have been detected on Jupiter.

Beer and Taylor [34] found 1.3 +--0.3 cm-amagat

CHaD in their Fourier spectra of the 4.65 /xm

region. With allowance for deuterium fractiona-

tion, they derived the ratio D:H=4.8×10 -5

with error bounds of roughly +-50% [34].

Their results are somewhat model-dependent, that

being the source of most of the probable error.

Fox et al [148] reported the probable detection

of _3CH4 in Jupiter with an isotopic abundance
ratio tzc:_aC = 110--+35.

All the abundances quoted in the previous

paragraphs are some form of mean in both time

and space. An attempt is always made to reduce

the data to a one atmosphere path. Average limb-

darkening results are discussed in a section, The

Visible Surface. However, an entire series of

papers at the 1974 annual meeting of the Division

of Planetary Sciences, American Astronomical

Society, gave evidence of additional spatial and

temporal variations in the strengths of various

Jovian atmospheric components. For example,

variation in the strength of the 3-0 S (1) line of Hz

by 40% in a week was reported [479]. Until such

changes are clearly understood and reported, all
abundance data must be treated with caution.

A number of rocket and satellite studies have

been made of Jupiter at ultraviolet wavelengths.

Atomic hydrogen has been detected several

times by means of its Lyman-a emission at

1216 _. In a recent rocket study by Rottman et al

[399], a disk brightness of 4.4 krayleighs in this

line was found, while Pioneeer 10 found 1 kray-

leigh [239]. The difference may be a real time
fluctuation or could be due to interference in the

rocket experiment from the bright hydrogen

torus in Io's orbit (see section, SATELLITES

2 Later corrected to 1 cm-amagat (Astrophys. J. 192:L51,
1974).
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AND RINGS).Other featuresexist in these
and other spectra(seeJenkins[235]), but
resolutionisstill lowandidentificationuncertain.

Spectroscopicsearcheshave placedupper

limits on other species in Jupiter's atmosphere.

The limits depend upon the molecular band

wavelength as well as its intrinsic strength,

since the Jovian atmosphere is much more

transparent in some regions (near 5 /zm, for

example) than others. More than one upper

limit is given in Table 4 to provide informa-

tion corresponding to different spectral regions.

Large-scale computer calculations have

been carried out on the probable molecular

composition of the Jovian atmosphere, assuming

it is in thermodynamic chemical equilibrium.

The most extensive work has been undertaken by

Lewis and coworkers. Beginning with cosmic

abundances, Lewis [278] showed that at temper-

atures from the freezing point of water to above

1000 ° K, virtually all oxygen is contained in

HzO molecules, all carbon in CH4, all nitrogen

in NH3, and all sulfur in H2S. At lower temper-

atures, HzO freezes out and HzS is removed

through the formation of NH4SH clouds [506].

TABLE 4.--Upper Limits on Undetected Gases in
the Jovian Atmosphere

Gas

CzH,(ethylene)

CHzNHz
(methylamine)

HCN (hydrogen
cyanide)

EzN_(cyanogen)

H2S (hydrogen
sulfide)

SiI-l,

(silane)

Wavelength,
/xm

10.5
5.3
0.8715

12.8
1.52
1.0325

14
4.75
1.53
1.0385

4.7

8.0
1.58
0.22

10.5
0.9738

Upper
abundance,

limit
cm atm

0.5
5

200

0.05
2

30O

1
7O
5

2O0

30O
25
0.08
1

2OOO

Reference

[163]
[163]
[354]

[163]
[98]
[354]

[163]
[1631
[98]
[354]

[1631

[1631
[981
[9]

[1631
[3541

Molecules such as PH3, CzH2, and C2H6 are dis-

tinctly nonequilibrium species, however, and

indicate the occurrence of dynamic processes to
some extent.

Temperature

Fundamental improvements in detectors of

middle- and far-infrared radiation became

available in the early 1960s; during this same

period, the sensitivity of radio telescopes to milli-

meter waves was also improved, making studies

of Jupiter practical at these wavelengths. Tem-

peratures at wavelengths shorter than 1 mm are

given in Table 5 in two groups: disk brightness

temperatures and subsolar-point blackbody tem-

peratures from thermal maps.

Thermal radio radiation from Jupiter was

first detected at 3.15 cm wavelength in 1956

and 1957 [313]. These early observations

gave a temperature of 145°-4-26 ° K which was

reasonably consistent with the estimated equilib-
rium temperature of Jupiter and with infrared

measurements. Subsequent observations of

Jupiter at longer wavelengths revealed rapid

increase in temperature with increasing wave-

length. It was suggested by Drake [125] and
later confirmed by observations that the longer

wavelength radiation from Jupiter is generated

by high energy electrons trapped in the magnetic

field of Jupiter in regions similar to those of the
Van Allen belt around Earth.

Thermal emission from Jupiter's atmosphere

and radiation belt (synchrotron) emission are

now known to contribute equally to Jupiter's

total emission near 7-cm wavelength. Presence

of the synchrotron emission component makes it

difficult to measure accurately the planet's

thermal disk spectrum. Attempts have been

made to separate disk from nonthermal emissions

by using radio interferometric techniques and

by making certain assumptions about the polar-

ization properties of synchrotron emission. The

interferometric method of separation is the most

reliable of the two methods although there are

few measurements using this technique. Berge

[39, 40], Branson [63], and Olsen have used the

interferometric technique to derive atmospheric

emission at wavelengths from 2-21 cm. Dickel

[115] combined his polarimetric observations of

574-269 0 - 76 - 15
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Jupiter with interferometric results and atmos-

pheric modeling to derive the thermal spectrum

from short millimeter wavelengths to 21 cm.

The resultant disk spectrum of Jupiter is shown

in Figure 1. (For data used in this figure see

[179, 343, 483]). The observed spectrum (after

removal of synchrotron emission) rises from a

value near 140 ° K at 1.25 cm to over 350 ° K at

21 cm. The generally accepted interpretation of

this spectrum is that it is due to a deep convec-

tive atmosphere, in which ammonia exists as a

trace constituent and is the principal source of

radio-opacity.

A large number of rotational temperatures

have been derived for Jupiter. Since the atmos-

phere is not isothermal, temperatures so derived

are obviously a form of weighted mean over the

absorbing region. The Curtis-Godson approxi-

mation is frequently employed to determine the

appropriate weighting factor in a vertically

inhomogeneous model atmosphere, so that the

model can be compared directly to observations.

This is a valid procedure, even for the collision-

narrowed lines in the quadrupole spectrum of

H2 [301]. In applying it to Jupiter, however,

proper allowance must be made for the effects

of absorption and scattering in the cloud layers,

which requires that these be modeled also.

Margolis [298] showed that a simple reflecting

layer model could be used for temperature, pres-

sure, and abundance determinations as long as

observations were strictly limited to the center

of the disk. Apparently, this is because the upper

cloud deck is strongly forward scattering and of

moderate optical depth in the infrared, while the

secono cloud layer is very dense and behaves

like a reflecting layer [301]. Explanation of

center-to-limb variations requires a full inhomoge-

nous atmosphere treatment, however. Therefore,

most of the rotational temperatures reported

are of little quantitative value, since they combine

data taken all over the disk. It can be stated,

however, that temperature at the second (main)

cloud deck must be higher than any of the

measured rotational temperatures, and several

of these are /> 180°K [300, 358].

The width of the pressure-induced fundamental

band of H2 required a temperature of 200 °-

Wavelength,
/xm

7.5-8.2

9.2-12.0

30-45

45-80

65-110

30-300

1.5-350

Disk

brightness
temperature,

°K

140

127

136 + 1

150+5

153 - 7

133 -+ 1

134+4

T_LE5.--

Reference

[165]

[163]

[16]

[16]

[16]

[16]

[23 ]

tovian Brightness Temperatures to 1 mm

Remarks

In v4 band of CH4; covered 65% of disk

In v2 band of NHa; covered 65% of disk
Calibration assumes Mars is a 235°K blackbody

Do.

Do.

Do.

Stellar calibration

Wavelength, Subsolar
point temp., Reference Remarks

gm oK

See remarks

See remarks
See remarks

130-135
129
150?

126
123
145

5

7.9

8.4

8.2-9.2

8-14

17.5-25

14-25

28-40

30-55

[241,357,508]
[1653

[165]

[507]

[516]

[163,2851

[aS]
[2883

[as]

Radiation primarily from discrete sources with temperature perhaps ca 300 ° K

Limb-brightening curve only, normalized to disk center A_/_, ca 0.015

Limb-darkening curve only, normalized to disk center A_/_, ca 0.015
Correlated with surface features; higher values in belts than in zones

Temperature shown is average of 5 nights; individual nights shown in refereno

Low reports variation in time and over disk, but complete details unpublished

Pioneer 10 result for the South Equatorial Belt

Calibrated with ct Boo and ct Her but Jupiter observations made at large air mass

Pioneer 10 result for the South Tropical Zone
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225 ° K, according to Danielson [99]. Since

absorption in such bands varies as the square of

the density, this temperature presumably would

refer to a better defined level near the main

cloud deck. The meaning of all temperature

measurements is understood much more plainly

in terms of the models discussed later in this

section.

The Visible Surface

Clouds. The surface of Jupiter is shown to

consist of alternating bright "zones" and dark

"belts," even through a small telescope, with the

zones generally whitish or yellowish and the
belts more often brownish or reddish. The

better photographs taken from Earth and those
of Pioneer 10 show an intricate structure of

spots, festoons, plumes, and waves [146]. Grays,

blues, and blacks show up locally. The overall

impression is onc of pastels, although local
areas can have considerable saturation.

The clouds of Jupiter have been "known"

for many years to be of ammonia cirrus, i.e.,

clouds of small frozen ammonia particles. It will

be indicated in the discussion of atmospheric

structure that indeed, there must be a layer of

60o
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FIGURE l.--Microwave spectrum of Jupiter's disk radiation.

ammonia cirrus clouds, but recent work indicates

that this layer must be rather tenuous. At longer

wavelengths, one apparently sees through these

clouds, at least near the center of the planetary

disk, and through a clear region below them to a

second, more substantial cloud deck that is

perhaps made up of ammonium hydrosulfide

particles.
The source of colors and cause of the banded

appearance of Jupiter are not known in detail,

although there are a number of hypotheses about

the former. For example, Owen and Mason [356]

suggest that the dominant yellowish color might

be caused by a dilute mixture of (NH4)2S in the

NH4SH cloud deck. Lewis and Prinn [282] added
the suggestion of (NH&Sx, or elemental sulfur.

A detailed study by Prinn of ultraviolet

(h _<2700 _) radiation transfer and photolysis

in the Jovian atmosphere [374] indicates that

some radiation of wavelength _reater than 1600/_,

should penetrate through the atmosphere to the

clouds and may result in photolysis of NH3 and

H2S. He suggests that these begin chain reac-

tions which may result in a freezing out of such
colored material.

Sagan and Khare [246,405] reported on labora-

tory experiments in which various mixtures of

CH4, CzHs, NH3, H2S, and liquid Hz0 were

irradiated by mercury emission at 2537 or 2537

and 1849 _. Reaction products included a high

molecular weight reddish-brown polymer and

various amino acids. Another nonequilibrium

process, electrical discharge, may result in com-

plex organic molecules. Ponnamperuma and

coworkers [81,325, 523] studied the products of

electrical discharges in mixtures of CH4 and

NH3. Hydrogen and nitrogen were liberated, and

HCN and various nitriles were found among the

volatile products, which was of considerable

biological interest because nitriles hydrolyze to
amino acids. A reddish nonvolatile reactant was

also formed which yielded, upon acid hydrolysis,
a number of amino and imino acids.

If the Jovian atmosphere is convective to great

depths, as suggested by radio data, then the high

temperatures will tend to destroy any complex

organic molecules. Whether a steady state is

possible, with sufficiently rapid production by

photolysis and/or discharge to maintain visible
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amountsof them,dependsonanumberofcom-
pletelyunknownfactors.Theprominentideasof
a decadeago,that colorsarecausedby free
radicalsor solutionsof sodiuminammonia,have
fallenintodisfavorastheatmosphericstructure
ofJupiterhasbecomebetterknown.

The detailedstructureand motionsof the
Joviancloudsaredirectevidenceof extremely
complexdynamicbehavior.Althoughthey re-
mainin alternatingdarkbeltsandlight zones
parallelto the Equatorof the planet,complex
phenomenaoccur,particularlyat the edgesof
the belts.A tremendousamountof dataon the
visibleappearanceof Jupiterovera longperiod
hasbeencollectedanddescribedbyPeek[361];
his bookshouldalsobeconsultedfor standard
nomenclaturefor thevisiblesurface.

Informationontherotationperiodwithinindi-
vidualbeltsand zoneshasbeengatheredby
Chapman[831,Reese[383],andInge[224].For
example,thesedatashowthat since1917,the
northtemperatecurrentatthesouthedgeof the
north temperatebelt has rotatedevenmore
rapidlythantheequatorialbelt.Overtheyears,
there havebeenmanyattemptsto correlate
solaractivitywithactivityin Joviancloudbelts
or theGreatRedSpot,asvariouslydefined.A
samplingof recentpapersseemsto sayyes[25],
no[144],andmaybe[26,376,377].

It isnotabsolutelycertainwhichphenomenon,

if either, belts or zones, lies higher in the atmos-

phere. There is agreement that the upper cloud

deck is nonuniform; but Teifel [460] finds more

absorption in the h-6190 methane band above

dark belts, and Owen and Westphal [357] find less

absorption in the even stronger h-8940 methane

band above the belts. The hottest spots on the

planet are in belts, localized blue to black areas

showing temperatures of 300 ° K or greater [508],

although these may be holes where radiation

from deeper regions easily penetrates. Tempera-

ture maps indicate that belts have higher tem-

peratures than zones, however, even where there

are no hot spots, which may indicate they are

lower than the light-colored zones. The origin of

belts is a complex hydrodynamic problem [for

example, see 159, 207, 447, 477], and even an

empirical description of them still lacks physical
detail.

Rotation. One of the interesting problems of

Jovian meteorology is that clouds making up the
visible surface rotate as two rather distinct sys-

tems. Points within about 10 ° of the Equator

constitute System I, whose standard meridian

rotates with a period of 9 h 50 min 30.003 s. Points

lying more than 10 ° from the Equator in either

hemisphere constitute System II, whose standard

meridian rotates with a period of 9 h 55 rain

40.632 s [361]. Cloud motions relative to standard

meridians make a choice of period completely

arbitrary; however, some exact standard is
needed for reference, and the numbers used

have historical significance. The so-called equa-

torial jet which constitutes System I has been a

particularly vexing meteorologic problem. It

rotates more rapidly than any other visible sur-

face part (except for the small north temperate

current), and apparently more rapidly than the

body of Jupiter (System III).

A true rotation period is difficult to define

unless a body has a solid surface for reference,

and Jupiter may not have such a surface (see

section, Body Structure). The most likely true

period seems to be that in which the mag-

netosphere rotates. This rate has been measured

by radio astronomers at both decameter and

decimeter wavelengths, and it is generally re-

ferred to as System III. A modern value of

the System III period, based upon both deci-
meter and decameter studies, is 9 h 55 min

29.75 s ±0.04 s [78]. If Jupiter should be fluid

throughout, the concept of average or body

rotational period will be difficult to define and of

little use.

Great Red Spot. The most permanent feature

of Jupiter's visible surface is the famous red

spot. An elongated area of some 38500 km in

length by 13 800 km in width when at its largest

in the 1880s [382], the Great Red Spot was

probably seen 300 years ago and definitely noted
in observations made more than 120 years ago

[361]. The spot became most famous during

the period 1879-1882, when its color was quite
intense. Since that time, its visibility and color

have waxed and waned, and even though the

color has disappeared entirely at times, the loca-

tion of the spot, the so-called red-spot hollow,

has always been obvious. The red spot was very
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prominentduring1962and1963,andremained
quite"healthy"through1965.It startedtofade
in 1966,and by February1968wasextremely
weak.Then,it suddenlybeganto strengthenand
soonwasbackto its oldprominenceof 4 years
earlier[382,384,388,435,436,437].Thiscan
beseenfromthe isodensitometryof Banosand
Alissandrakis[27].During1969,itssizeaveraged
about28200by 13700km[382].

The remarkablefeatureof the spotis thatit
doesnotseemto besolidlyattachedtoanyfixed
surfacebuthaswanderedthrough1200° of longi-

tude during the past century. (movement with

respect to a mean motion of Jupiter which mini-

mizes the red spot motion). There have been

numerous short-period oscillations in regard to

the steadier motion. Solberg [436] found a 3-

month periodicity in these smaller excursions,

and data for 7 consecutive years now give the

oscillation a mean amplitude of 0.8 ° and a period

of 89.89--+0.11 d [382]. The circulating current

has had a rotational period of 90 d with respect

to System II during this time and may be driving

the red spot in this oscillation. Meanwhile, the

spot's center latitude remained nearly fixed, as

always. During 1968-69, it had a mean value

of --22.250-- + 0.03 ° and always remained between

--22.0 ° and -22.5 ° [382]. New data for 1969-71

have been given by Reese [384, 386].

It is interesting that at 5/xm and at 8-14 ttm,

the red spot is cooler than its surroundings

[241, 515]. This is compatible with several ob-

servations showing less absorption above it

[53, 329, 356] and suggests the feature penetrates

to a high atmospheric level.

In January 1966, a small dark spot moving

along the north edge of the south temperate belt

approached the red spot, started around its south
side, and circled it almost 1.5 turns before it

disappeared [387]. Its period of circulation was

9 d. During the following year, four other dark

spots, at least two from the south equatorial

belt, showed similar behavior, though seen

through only part of a turn around the red spot.

These four spots had a circulation period of 12 d.

Reese and Smith [387], reporting these fascinat-

ing observations, suggest that perhaps different

atmospheric levels were involved.

Older hypotheses on the nature of the red

spot were variations of a solid island floating in

dense atmosphere [361], but increased knowledge

of physical conditions in the Jovian atmosphere

has made such theories highly improbable

[402]. No known substance can be both solid and

have a lower density than the Jovian atmosphere

at temperatures and pressures thought to exist

there. If the floating object is supposed to have

sufficient vertical extent to reach a depth where

phase changes offer a level in which to float, then

it would almost certainly be disrupted by the
stresses at pressure levels of 0.1-10 Mbar

[208]. Furthermore, an object floating in a

density discontinuity would tend to be moved in

latitude (toward the Equator) by the Ei_tviis

force [4021.

It was proposed by Hide in 1961 that the red

spot might be the upper end of a Taylor column,

a stagnant column of fluid caused by a two-

dimensional atmospheric flow unable to surmount

a topographic feature [202, 203]. The gross longi-

tudinal motion is attributed to actual change in

the rotation period of Jupiter's mantle caused

by hydrodynamic motions in the core [202]. Of

course, if Jupiter has no solid surface, then addi-

tional hypotheses must be invoked to save the

Taylor column, such as the topographic feature

being a magnetic loop or the upper end of an

internal convection cell. Smoluchowski [431]

has suggested that the topographic feature,

causing the Taylor column, could be nearly pure

solid hydrogen floating in helium-rich liquid

hydrogen. However, there would still be the

problem of explaining the latitude constraint.

There have also been fluid-dynamic objections

to the Taylor column hypothesis. The "original"

Taylor column was considered as an application

of the Taylor-Proudman theorem for a homo-

geneous fluid. Such columns, which have been

produced in the laboratory [208], are completely

stagnant with no vorticity or exchange with their

surroundings. The question arises whether a
similar structure can exist in a real baroclinic

atmosphere and perhaps have some exchange

with its surroundings. Hide [206] considers it

likely, while Stone and Baker [448] consider it

unlikely, as do Sagan [403] and Kuiper [265,266].

In part, this becomes a question of semantics:

Should the resulting structure be called a Taylor
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columnevenif it exists?Hide[204,206] continues

to study the problem while viewing his hypothesis

cautiously.

Golitsyn [170] suggests that the characteristic

period for major changes in Jovian circulation

may be 3 x 105 yr or more, and, therefore, the

red spot may simply be "a large long-lived eddy."

Streett et al [450] have been studying the so-

called Cartesian diver hypothesis in which a

mass of hydrogen-rich solid floats in neutral

buoyancy in a stratified fluid mixture of hydro-

gen and helium deep in the atmosphere and

changes the surface appearance, perhaps through

its effect on atmospheric convection or even

creation of a Taylor column. Kuiper [266] studied

a model of "organized cumulus convection" for

the red spot and made persuasive arguments in

its behalf, although Maxworthy [312] found con-

siderable fault with the dynamics of his

description.

The Great Red Spot of Jupiter is, at present,

a fascinating, mysterious object, unique in its

size and stability among atmospheric phenomena

in the solar system. Until some hard, quantitative

knowledge of Jovian atmospheric dynamics is

obtained, it will remain one of the solar system's

intriguing puzzles.

Photometric properties. Acquisition of photo-

metric data on Jupiter is not an easy task. Com-

plex atmospheric absorption and scattering cause
rapid changes in photometric properties with

wavelength. Rapid rotation limits the time

available for detailed study and secular changes

in the visible surface alter even disk-integrated

properties as well as detailed properties. Finally,

the phase angle of Jupiter, as observed from

Earth, never exceeds 12°, so it is not possible

to measure the phase function, phase integral,

or complete photometric function. Jupiter's mean

opposition magnitude has ranged over 0.45 mag-

nitude at various oppositions since 1862 [194].

The value in Table 1 is the mean of these, although

during 1963-65 [529] the actual value was

Vo =- 2.70, 0.15 magnitude brighter. Harris [194]

suggests that a phase coefficient of 0.005 magni-

tude/degree is appropriate at small phase angles

for visual data. This implies that current observa-

tions will always be needed whenever the best

possible photometric data are required.

A group associated with Harvard College

Observatory carried out extensive photometry

of Jupiter and Saturn from 1962 through 1965 in

southern France and South Africa [230, 231],

using 10 narrowband filters as well as UBV. Their

detailed response curves are given by Young and

Irvine [529]. The effective wavelengths and

geometric albedos which resulted for the 10

narrow passbands are given in Table 6, having

been corrected to agree with data in Table 1

and a visual solar magnitude of--26.8. The magni-

tudes given are an average of South African [231]

and French [230] data. When tabulated chrono-

logically, these data show a change in Jovian

color from 1963 to 1965 [210].

TABLE 6.-

Passband

v

u

s

P

m

1
k
h
g

e

rovian Geometric Albedos

Effective Geometric
wavelength, _ albedo

3147 0.261
3590 0.305
3926 0.350
4155 0.404
4573 0.449
5012 0.483
6264 0.547
7297 0.415
8595 0.305

10635 0.295

Good reflected light, integrated photometry of

Jupiter at wavelengths beyond 1.1 /xm does not

exist, one reason being that the extensive absorp-

tions by CH4 and NH3 beyond that wavelength

leave only a few windows through to the con-

tinuum. Spectra at longer wavelengths have

been taken [35, 98, 99, 163, 236], but none give

absolute integrated results (although Danielson's

[99] wide-slit measurements come close).
Satellite and sounding rocket studies of the

Jovian ultraviolet spectrum have been made,

in addition to the Pioneer 10 experiment, but

calibration has been a difficult problem; many of

the early results are not mutually compatible.

Recent photometry, benefiting from improved

measurements of the solar ultraviolet, has been

obtained by Wallace et al [496]. Their Orbiting

Astronomical Observatory (OAO-2) results

covered the wavelength region from 2100 to
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3600 _ at a resolution of 20 ._ and showed a

radiance factor of 0.25 at 3000 _ and 10 ° phase,

rising to 0.31 at 2500 _,, and dropping back to 0.25

between 2000 and 2100 _. True geometric albedos

would perhaps be 5% larger, while corrections

to the solar absolute magnitude and Jovian radius

used in this document would decrease the final

result by about 7%. Fluctuations in ultraviolet

flux within about 0.05 magnitudes occur in one

10-h rotation of Jupiter, the planet being faintest

when the red spot is on the central meridian

[408]. There are no accurate albedos below about

2000 A because the solar continuum is falling

rapidly to nearly zero below 1800 /_. Rocket

spectra show some faint emission, due possibly
to H2, throughout the region from 1250 _ to about

1600 _ [399].

Since the phase angle of Jupiter never ex-

ceeds 12°, the phase integral q cannot be meas-

ured from Earth. Limb-darkening curves have

been used to derive approximate values for q:

q(U) = 1.55, q(B) = 1.60, and q(V) = 1.65, but

there is no unique relation between limb darken-

ing and phase integral, and these values could be

grossly in error [194]. Taylor assumed a phase

integral of 1.6 at all wavelengths, to derive a

bolometric Bond albedo of 0.45 [454]. The

uncertainty in the latter was considered to be
about ___0.07.

Limb-darkening curves have been derived by

a number of observers both in and out of specific

molecular bands [24, 201, 329, 337, 354, 459,

460]. Infrared equatorial and meridional limb-

darkening curves have been taken from 0.6 to

2.0 gm [56]. Detailed photoelectric photometry
has been carried out in 24 bands from 0.30 to

1.10 /zm [364], in which the north and south

tropical zones have been compared with the

combined north equatorial belt and equatorial

zone, with sizable differences found. Even more

detailed work has been done [53], using 8 bands

from 1.4 to 1.63 /.Lm, taking data at 41 points
on the Jovian disk and at three phase angles,

from which an NH3 absorption map of Jupiter,

limb-darkening coefficients, and some CH4 dis-
tributional data have been derived.

Polarimetry is a rather neglected technique

for atmospheric study. Morozhenko and Yano-

vitskiy studied the entire disk of Jupiter as well

as the disk center in seven passbands [330, 331].

They derived a refractive index for atmospheric

aerosols (1.36), which is that of ammonia, and

particle diameters ca 0.4 /zm. In detailed

polarimetry, much stronger polarization was

found at Jupiter's poles than near the equator,

for example [187], and even considerable asym-

metry is found between the two poles [154, 156].

At short wavelengths near the Equator, the po-

larization is typical of molecular scattering, while

at longer wavelengths, there is evidence for

aerosols. Much larger optical depths appear to

be reached near the poles, perhaps indicating
fewer ammonia particles there. With careful

interpretation and improved models of the

Jovian atmosphere, polarization measurements

should offer fairly direct, local information on

cloud heights and atmospheric aerosol content
at the time of observation; this is information

difficuh to obtain in any other way.

The recent report of circularly polarized visible

(6800 _) light from Jupiter [243,244,245] was un-

expected. At first, polarization was positive in

the south polar region, and twice as large and

negative in the north polar region, with frac-

tional values a few times 10 -5. Then, as Jupiter
approached opposition, magnitude decreased

to zero; after opposition, it increased but with

opposite sign, indicating atmospheric multiple

scattering to be responsible for the effect.

Energy Balance

An apparent discrepancy between solar energy

absorbed by Jupiter and energy emitted by the

planet was emphasized by Opik [349]. A bolo-

metric albedo for Jupiter of 0.45 implies that the

effective temperature should be 105 ° K [454].

Brightness temperatures have been measured at

virtually every wavelength in the infrared, and

an effective temperature as low as 105 ° K seems

impossible. The very broadband measurement

covering 1.5-350 gm yielded a temperature of

134 ° K [23] which is revealing, since more than

99% of the energy of a 105 ° K blackbody is

emitted in this wavelength range. It can be argued

that the bolometric Bond albedo for Jupiter could

be seriously in error (see subsection Photometric

properties), but even if Jupiter were a blackbody
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(withzerobolometricalbedo),whichit clearly
is not,its effectivetemperaturewouldonly be
121° K. Only 15% (or 0.45+0.07) total un-

certainty in the bolometric Bond albedo is esti-

mated [454]. An albedo of 0.38 would raise the

effective temperature to 109 ° K.

Jupiter rotates in less than 10 h. If the thermal

relaxation time of the radiating "surface" of

Jupiter is long compared with 5 h, it must radiate

effectively from the total surface of the planet.

If it relaxed to a very low temperature in much

less than 5 h, then it would effectively radiate

only from the lighted hemisphere, whose radia-

tion balance temperature could be a factor of

as much as 20.25 greater than 105 ° K (or 124 ° K).
In fact Pioneer 10 showed that there is no

difference between day and night side tempera-

tures [88], as was expected from theoretical

calculations and from thermal limb-darkening

curves.

An effective temperature of even 125 ° K
implies contribution from an internal energy
source of 7 × 10-4 W cm-2, an amount of power

equal to that absorbed from the Sun (assuming
the Bond bolometric albedo of 0.45 is correct).

An effective temperature of 134 ° K corresponds
to an internal source of 1.2 × 10 -3 W cm -2.

This internal source has large effects upon
both models of the Jovian interior and model

atmospheres.

Atmospheric Structure

Models

Pressure-temperature-altitude profiles for the

Jupiter atmosphere have been calculated by a
number of authors. These models are based on

many simplifying assumptions, meant to be

representative of average conditions. Local

variations of atmospheric parameters (weather)

are ignored. Dynamics are included in calcula-

tions only insofar as they determine the average
static structure.

Standard model atmospheres generally consist

of a tropospheric region in which the deep

atmosphere is in convective equilibrium with an

upper troposphere in radiative equilibrium. An

accurate model of the thermal opacity of the

upper atmosphere is required to compute models

of the radiative region. The dominant source of

thermal opacity in this region has been shown

to be pressure-induced translational and rota-

tional absorption by molecular hydrogen [465].

Ammonia furnishes some additional opacity,

the greatest amount coming from the u2 rotation-

vibration band at 10/xm [160, 467]. Other sources

of atmospheric opacity are the u4 methane band

at 7.5/xm, cloud layers, and any aerosols present

in the atmosphere. The methane band provides

complete absorption of more than 100 cm -1

of spectrum even above the effective tempera-
ture level of 134°K in the Jovian atmosphere

[455], but this is a very small fraction of

total opacity. Polarization measurements of

Morozhenko and Yanovitskiy [331] noted only

small concentrations of aerosols but may have

referred to strictly high atmospheric levels.

Stratoscope II observations of the 3.0/xm bands

of NH3 require many larger solid particles for

satisfactory explanation of the observed band

strengths [4091.

Almost two-thirds of the energy enters the

Jupiter troposphere by convection, driven by the

internal energy source. About 45% of incident

solar energy is reflected, more than 10% is

absorbed fairly high in the atmosphere in strong

methane bands [476], a very small amount is

absorbed in gaseous ammonia and molecular

hydrogen, and the remainder-slightly more
than 40%- must be absorbed by clouds at various

levels.

A model atmosphere for Jupiter was published

recently which includes thermal opacity of

molecular hydrogen and ammonia and takes

proper account of dynamic effects [477]. This

model is reproduced as Table 7. It assumes an

effective temperature of 135 ° K, He:H2=0.1;

CH4:H2=3× 10-3; maximum NH3:H2= 1.7 ×

10-4; and surface gravity 2500 cm s -2. Omission

of cloud layers is the model's most obvious

deficiency. Methane was also not included;

hence, there is no atmospheric heating or opacity

and no modeling of the temperature inversion

region of the atmosphere above the tropopause.

Also, there is still some disagreement as to best

values for the pressure-induced opacity of H2

[426], and changes could result.

It is necessary to mention at this point that

REPRODUCIBILITY OF TI_

ORiC-;Z:-:AL PAGE IS POOR
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temperature and pressure profiles were ob-

tained from the S-band (2.3 GHz) occultation

experiment [250] on Pioneer 10, which produced

measurements deep into the neutral atmos-

phere, reaching a level of 2.8 atm for daytime

entry and about 2.4 atm for nighttime exit.

Assuming a composition of 85% Hz and 15% He,

atmospheric temperature at these pressures

was found to exceed 700 ° K, considerably higher

than convective equilibrium models and ground-

based infrared and radio observations had

predicted. This result now appears to be in-

correct; the discrepancy is believed to be due to

an incorrect inversion procedure which resulted

from neglecting the oblateness of the planet.

For example, the Trafton-Stone model has a

temperature of 180 ° K near 1 atm whereas

the occultation result gives a temperature near

500 ° K at this same pressure level. Most infrared

and radio measurements from Earth have in-

dicated a temperature about 130°-150° K at

pressure levels about 0.3-1 atm, whereas the

Pioneer 10 occultation result yielded tempera-

tures between 3000-450 ° K over this pressure

range.

Another important difference between the

models and occultation data is the temperature

lapse rate. Pioneer 10 measured a temperature

lapse rate of about 2.5 ° K/km which is sub-

stantially greater than adiabatic for the assumed

composition. It is not currently understood how

these discrepancies can be reconciled. Kliore

et al [250] suggest that the presence of cloud

or dust particles in the 1-30 mbar pressure

altitude range could confuse interpretation of

infrared data. However, they correctly point out,

this would not explain observatiohs at micro-

wave frequencies.

TABLE 7.--Radiative Dynamical Model Atmosphere for Jupiter t

Depth, Temperature, Pressure, Density, H2 abundance, Optical depth

km °K log dynes era-= gem -3 km-amagat at 520 cm -1

0.0

14.4

22.3

29.7

34.2

41.0

46.3

53.1

57.0

60.2

63.7

67.2

69.9

71.1

73.8

76.7

79.2

81.5

85.7

89.0

95.2

100.4

109.1

116.1

122.1

127.3

131.9

105.6

105.6

106.1

106.8

107.5

109.4

111.8

115.7

119.9

123.3

127.6

132.4

136.9

139.0

144.8

150.9

156.2

160.9

169.7

176.5

189.1

199.5

216.6

230.3

241.9

252.1

261.1

3.843

4.231

4.444

4.643

4.764

4.945

5.083

5.270

5.349

5,425

5.505

5.582

5.639

5.664

5.717

5.773

5.819

5.859

5.930

5.984

6.079

6.153

6.269

6.356

6.427

6.486

6.537

1.694(-6)

4.263(-6)

6.927(-6)

1.008(-5)

1.430(-5)

2.129(-5)

2.862 (- 5)

4.215(-5)

4.933(-5)

5.707(-5)

6.636 (- 5)

7.624(- 5)

8.422(-5)

8.768(-5)

9.521(-5)

1.039(-4)

1.116(-4)

1.188(-4)

1.362(-4)

1.444(--4)
1.677(--4)

1.885(--4)

2.268(--4)

2.606(--4)

2.922(--4)

3.212(--4)

3.487(--4)

0.26

0.63

1.03

1.63

2.16

3.27

4.49

6.91

8.30

9.87

11.9

14.2

16.2

17.1

19.3

22.0

24.5

26.8

31.6

35.8

44,5

52.8

69.0

84.3

99.2

113.7

127.8

0.000

0.003

0.008

0.020

0.035

0.080

0.15

0.30

0.50

0.70

1.08

1.40

1.80

2.00

2.61

3.37

4.16

4.95

6.88

8.65
13.3

18.2

30.1

42.6

55.8

69.7

84.3

l From Trafton and Stone [477].
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A two-cloud layer model for that part of the

Jovian atmosphere accessible to optical astron-

omy is now almost unanimously accepted.

Although suggested at least as early as 1966

by Savage and Danielson [409], the theoretical

studies of Lewis [277, 278] gave a firm physical

basis for two distinct cloud layers. The Lewis

models have strongly influenced interpretations.

All current models show the upper cloud layer

as ammonia cirrus in saturation equilibrium with
its base near 150 ° K (the exact value a function

of ammonia abundance) and extending upward

with rapidly decreasing density to the tropo-

pause (ca 106 ° K). In simple one-dimensional

models, such as we are considering here, the

optical depth of this upper cloud layer in visible

light is 1.5-3.0 [220]. Therefore, much of Jupiter

seen through a telescope is this upper layer,
and the obvious two-dimensional structure of

belts, zones, and so forth, implies the strong

possibility of considerable variation in its thick-

ness over the disk. The lower layer is usually

assumed to be a classic reflecting layer of great

density, probably NH4SH as suggested by Lewis

with a base near 225 ° K [277]. The latest results of

Weidenschilling and Lewis [506] for the Trafton

and Stone model [477] suggest that the base may
be near 200 ° K and the clouds no thicker than

the upper deck of NI-I_ clouds. Thus, it may be
possible to see to even deeper levels in the

Jovian atmosphere in areas where NH3 clouds

may be very thin, perhaps to water ice clouds

with a base near 270 ° K. The 5 gm radiation

in dark belts may, in large part, come from these

lower levels. Abundances, base pressures, and

even crude rotational temperatures given in the

composition section are in general agreement

with the Trafton-Stone model. The greatest
uncertainties remain the lack of aerosol data and

poor spatial resolution of most observations over

an obviously inhomogeneous planet, although

continued improvement in all optical parameters

for atmospheric gases also can be expected.
Above the tropopause, there is a minimum of

observational data at present. There is a tempera-

ture inversion caused by methane band absorp-

tion, especially at 3.3 gin, heating the upper
atmosphere. Clearest observational evidence is

in the 7.9 /._m limb brightening observed by

Gillett and Westphal [165]. The light curve in-

version of data from fl-Scorpii occultation by

Jupiter [406] indicates a temperature near 180 ° K

at 10 _ molecules cm -3 density and rising to
220 ° K near 5 x 1013 molecules cm :3.Theoretical

models by Wallace et al [497] tie onto the Trafton-

Stone model nicely at the 30 mbar level and
show a rise to 140 ° K at 3 × 10 -2 atm and 155 ° K

above 10 -3 atm. There are a number of theoretical

studies on the ionosphere above the 10 _3molecule

cm -3 level [76, 319, 420, 451].

The radio brightness temperature disk spec-

trum of Jupiter (Fig. 1) provides data on the

thermal structure and composition of Jupiter's

atmosphere beneath the clouds in the region in-
accessible to optical and infrared observations.

Although interpretation of radio data is model-

dependent, these observations provide important

constraints on possible models. For example,

an atmosphere with a temperature profile which

is isothermal immediately beneath the clouds

is inconsistent with the observed spectrum.

Gulkis and Poynter [184] have shown that the

observed spectrum is consistent with a Hz-He

convective model atmosphere in which tempera-
ture rises to at least 400 ° K and in which am-

monia is present in solar cosmic abundance.

Gulkis et al [183] analyzed pressure-broadened

ammonia absorption in the Jovian microwave

spectrum and derived a pressure of 0.48 atm at
130 ° K.

Dynamics

The banded structure of Jupiter is clear

evidence that dynamic forces play an important
role in its atmospheric structure. Evaluation

of the problem by Stone [446] has shown that

the mean temperature structure (previously

indicated) is very near radiative-convective

equilibrium. He finds static stability very low,
advection a very weak, large-scale effect because

of the internal heat source and size of the planet,

and departures from equilibrium damping out
with a time constant of decades [446]. The nature

of the instability which causes Jupiter to take

on its observed zonal flow pattern is still un-

known. Trafton and Stone [477] have discussed

various dynamic modes, suggesting three not

ruled out by observation, which singly or in
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combinationmay be responsiblefor Jupiter's
behavior:"an inertial instabilityregime,"con-
sideredbyStone[445];a"radiation-condensation
instabilityregime,"discussedbyGierasch[159];
and"a forcedconvectionregime"whichappears
nottohavebeenstudied.Thus,eventhecauseof
the basiczonalstructureof Jupiterremainsun-
knownindetail,whilethecausesofsuchfeatures
as the equatorialjet and GreatRedSpotare
totally speculative.Dynamicsis a frontier of
Jovianresearch.

Body Structure Interior Models

For two major reasons, in a few decades the

interior of Jupiter may be better understood than

any planet except, possibly, Earth. Jupiter must

be composed almost entirely of hydrogen and

helium, since only these gases can make up a

structure of suffcient!y low density at nonstellar

temperatures. These are the simple species most

likely soon to be described quantitatively in the

difficult range of pressure and temperature imme-

diately beyond easy laboratory attainment.

Further, Jupiter has a large internal energy

source. The explanation of this source and the

means by which its energy is transported to

mean optical depth unity in the atmosphere

provide additional strong boundary conditions

not present in most planets. As the equation of

state and transport properties of hydrogen and

helium mixtures improve and are coupled with

accurate boundary conditions of energy flux,

atmospheric composition and state, magnetic

field, and gravitational potential obtained from

future space missions, a unique structure is

likely to result.

There are two basic types of Jupiter models,

both linked closely with two basic ideas about the

planet's origin. The gravitational instability hy-

pothesis assumes fluctuations in the primordial

nebula occurred which were of suffcient magni-

tude that self-gravitation became comparable to

disruptive solar tidal forces in some areas and

materials in the nebula began to collapse [75].

The process of collapse is essentially that of

stellar formation, except that bodies with 0.07

solar masses or less never start nuclear fusion, and

just continue to collapse and cool [175]. Initial

evolutionary studies of a homogeneous body of

Jovian mass showed that, after reaching an early

maximum temperature of 40000 ° K, the body

would rapidly cool and collapse, reaching the

present Jupiter's state of radius and luminosity
(energy production) in just under 2 x 109 years

[172,173]. A more realistic calculation, including

Smoluchowski's [433], recommended changes to

include stratification and heating effects caused

by hydrogen and helium immiscibility, is expected
to stretch this time out to ca 4 × 10 "_years: :_

Static models of Hubbard [215] which fit into

this lo_cal framework, are homogeneous, com-

pletely convective (adiabatic) models for current

Jovian boundary conditions. Temperature, pres-

sure, and hydrogen to helium ratio at any point

completely specify the model [216]. The hydrogen

to helium ratio required is about 2 (by mass),

however, which is considerably smaller than

solar abundance (of more than 3), though not

obviously in conflict with present crude observa-

tions of atmospheric ratio.

The second origin hypothesis assumes gravita-

tional capture of gas by a high-density core [75].

Such theories commonly assume a solar ratio of

hydrogen to helium, since it is difficult to under-
stand how these could have been fractionated in

the outer planets [75]. Models, such as Hubbard's,

can be applied equally here, simply by terminat-

ing the convective calculation at the core surface,

which gives more freedom for change in the

hydrogen-to-helium ratio by picking a proper core
size.

All homogeneous models can be subject to the

criticism that they ignore complex details of the

phase diagram of the H2-He system which are

now becoming available. Hydrogen and helium

have very limited mutual solubility in the liquid

and metallic states [432,449]. Smoluchowski [432]

expects stable boundaries to exist between

phases, with heat flow across the boundaries by
conduction and within each phase by convection.

If the central temperature is a "cool" 7500 ° K, he

then expects the sequence of phases shown in

Figure 2 [432]. A "hot" model with a 10 000 ° K

central temperature would be fluid throughout but

would consist of a helium rich core (containing

a H. C. Graboske, Jr., private communication.
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dissolved hydrogen) topped by a metallic hy-

drogen mantle (containing dissolved helium), and

finally a supercritical molecular hydrogen atmos-

phere (containing helium, perhaps with separa-

tion of hydrogen and helium phases) [432, 433].
To either of these, a heavy element core could

also be added. Thus, the question remains open

of Jupiter having a solid surface anywhere. The

complex hydrogen-helium phase diagram, which

remains quantitatively uncertain, is today's

major source of uncertainty in Jovian models.

The ultimate source of the internal energy radi-

ated from Jupiter may be largely gravitational.

Several authors have pointed out that straight

gravitational contraction of ca 1 mm yr -_ with

a current central temperature ca 10 000 ° K could

supply the observed luminosity [143,215, 430]. If

gravitational unmixing occurs, perhaps resulting

in formation of a core, then the present luminosity

is possible with a lower central temperature, but

the core must grow each year by about 2 ×10 -n

of Jupiter's total mass [143]. Separation of the

H 2 rich fluid

He rich fluid

H 2 rich solid
plus

He rich solid containing H2

H rich metallic solid

plus
He rich solid containing H

H rich metallic fluid

~ 0.8R

~ 0.45R

r He rich fluid containing H
0

T,P

FIGURE2.-Schematic ordering of H and He phases in the
interior of a cool model of Jupiter. (After [4321)

hydrogen-rich and helium-rich layers is con-

sidered a likely contributor to luminosity [407,

432], although its importance relative to straight

contraction cannot be assessed quantitatively.

Any actual phase changes are also contributing to

the overall energy balance in some manner. At

present, simple cooling may well be the major

contributor to the energy production [218]. Yet

the high interior temperatures, which probably

exist today to make this true, ultimately are

themselves most likely gravitational in origin.

The primordial nebula itself was probably very

cool at Jupiter's distance from the Sun [280].

Detailed physics of model building is complex,

largely because the equation-of-state and trans-

port properties of the material involved are not
well-understood and rely almost entirely on theo-

retical derivations. A comprehensive outline of

most of the theoretical methods has been given

by Hubbard and Smoluchowski [218], and details

of the theory behind evolutionary calculations

have been provided by Graboske et al [173]. A

typical Jupiter model [218] is in Table 8; it fits no

particular set of boundary conditions, and does

not include the complex hydrogen-helium phase

details. It does show the general trend of pressure

and density in the interior of Jupiter.

Magnetosphere

The existence of a Jovian magnetosphere, first

inferred from Earth-based radio observations [79],

was confirmed by the first in situ measurements

[186] of Pioneer 10. The Jovian magnetosphere,
as inferred from Pioneer 10 magnetic field and

particle measurements, is substantially different

from the Earth's. In particular, the magnetic

field exhibits a large outward extension, approach-

ing a disk-shaped configuration, at distances

greater than 20 R_. Figure 3 is a schematic dia-

gram of the disk model of Jupiter's magne-

tosphere [486]. Highly energetic electrons and

protons exist throughout the magnetosphere,

concentrated in a thin disklike configuration at

radial distances greater than 20 R_. Inside 20 R_,

the magnetic field becomes more dipolar in form

and energetic particle-trapping appears to be

similar to Earth's Van Allen belt.

In the following sections, nonthermal radio
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emissionsfromJupieraredescribed,followedby
discussionsof magneticfield,energeticparticles,
andplasmacontainedwithinthemagnetosphere.

Nonthermal Radio Emission

Radio emission from Jupiter has been observed

over the wavelength range from 1 mm to ca

650 m. A representative flux density spectrum

of the observed emission is shown in Figure 4.

The observed spectrum at wavelengths greater

than 7 cm is dominated by nonthermal radiation;
at shorter wavelengths the emission is dominated

by atmospheric thermal radiation. Details of the

thermal portion of the spectrum are shown in

Figure 1 and discussed in the sections on Com-

position and Temperature. The nonthermal

portion of the spectrum has at least two clearly

distinguishable components, a centimeter and

decimeter component, extending from ca 0.1

to ca 1 m, and a decametric and hectometric

component, important at wavelengths longer than
7.5 m.

The centimetric/decimetric component is due

to synchrotron emission from high-energy

electrons trapped in Jupiter's magnetic field.

The origin of the hectometric/decametric com-

TABLE 8.- "'Typical" Model of Jupiter 1

Radius, Fractional Pressure, Density,
104km mass Mbars gcm - n

6.9
6.5
6.0
5.52
5.0
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

0.99
0.97
0.90
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.06
0.03
0.01
0.001
0.0

0.004
0.24
1.1
2.5
4.5
7.6

11
15
2O
24
28
32
35
36
37

0.03
0.4
0.7
1.1
1.6
1.9
2.3
2.6
3.0
3.4
3.7
3.9
4.1
4.2
4.2 s

1From [218].
2Approximate radius at which the molecular hydrogen-

metallic hydrogen transition is assumed to occur in most
models.

3Not including a possible dense core.

portent is not yet well-understood. Current

knowledge of Jovian nonthermal radiation has

been summarized [79, 444, 502, 503]. Dickel

et al [115] summarized all available brightness

temperature observations of Jupiter's microwave

spectrum.

Decametric and Hectometric Radiation

The behavior of decametric radiation has

become quite clear in the 20 years since its dis-

covery, although understanding of its mechanism

generation is still vague. Decametric activity has

been detected at ground-based observatories at

frequencies between 3.5 [533] and 39.5 MHz [501],

with possible detection at 43 MHz [255]. Recent

observations of Jupiter with Earth-orbiting radio-

telescopes tuned to frequencies well below the

ionospheric critical frequency have extended the

range of frequencies at which Jupiter has been
detected from 3.5 MHz downward to 450 kHz

[114]. Unlike synchrotron emission which is

continuous, the decametric component is emitted

sporadically, with intense bursts lasting short

intervals. The flux density spectrum of the bursts

shows rapid increase in flux density with decreas-

ing frequency over the range from 40-10 MHz

(7.5-60 m), peaks near 10 MHz, and then de-

creases at still lower frequencies.

On Earth reception, decametric radiation

usually consists of noise which is intensity-

modulated to form randomly occurring bursts

characterized by a hierarchy of time structure.

An entire activity period containing many bursts
is known as a Jovian noise storm, which ordi-

narily lasts from several minutes to several hours.

Quiescent periods between storms may last for

hours, days, or weeks. Bursts generally have

durations of 0.5 to 5 s, but occasionally bursts are

much shorter or much longer. The bandwidths of

individual bursts are usually between 0.05 and

2 MHz. Bursts with durations of 0.5 to 5 s are

known as "L" bursts, while those of shorter

duration are called "S" bursts. The L-burst

waveform is believed to be due to diffraction

effects in the interplanetary medium [124]. The

S-burst waveform, on the other hand, is presuma-

bly of Jovian origin.

Measurements of all four polarization param-
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eters have been made by Sherrill [419], and

Barrow and Morrow [29]. Sherrill concluded that

the degree of polarization is usually at least 0.8

above 15 MHz and is practically 1.0 above 20

MHz. Polarization is always right-handed at

22.2 MHz and higher frequencies. The left-

handed circular component becomes relatively

more prominent as frequency is reduced, but the

right-handed component is still predominant

down to 10 MHz. The average axial ratio of indi-

vidual bursts is approximately 10.5 I, but occasion-

ally bursts appear to be purely circular, with an

axial ratio of unity. The true meaning of polariza-

tion data is not known at this time, although

a likely interpretation is that radiation is being

emitted into some characteristic mode of polariza-

tion at the point of origin and is modified sub-

stantially as it propagates out through the
Jovian magnetosphere on its trip to Earth. Thus,

polarization measured on Earth probably reflects

both initial conditions of polarization at its point

of origin and superposed propagation effects.
A characteristic feature of Jovian bursts is

their tendency to recur at nearly the same

central meridian longitude (CML), measured in

System II. Characteristic histograms of oc-

currence probability as a function of CML are

shown in Figure 5 for two different frequencies.

In the vicinity of 18 MHz, emission appears to

originate from at least three longitude zones,

generally referred to as sources A, B, and C (as

indicated in Figure 5), or as the main source, the

early source, and the late or third source. The

characteristic structure of histograms allows

definition of a rotation period for Jupiter. In

1962, the International Astronomical Union [225]

adopted the rotational period of 9 h 55 min 29.37 s

as the "best-fit" period to histogram data. This

period has been named System III (1957.0). It

has become clear more recently that this period

is incorrect [78, 80, 180, 443]. The mean value of

Jupiter's decametric rotation period is estimated

[78] to be 9 h 55 min 29.75 s -+0.04. This period is
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0.4 s longer than System III (1957.0). Such cor-
rection implies that features on Jupiter in the
System III (1957.0) longitude system will drift to
higher longitudes at a rate of ca 3.6°/yr.

Upper limits on source sizes of individual
Jovian emission events have been determined

with long baseline interferometers. Dulk [126],
using baselines up to 487 000 h, obtained an upper
limit to the size of an incoherent source of 0.1"

(400 km at Jupiter) at 34 MHz. Carr et al [80]
observed individual S-bursts at 18 MHz with

interferometers having baselines up to 450 000 h.

Their preliminary results indicate that if S-burst
sources are incoherent, at least some of them

must be smaller than 0.1". Despite the high

angular resolution achieved, the positional
uncertainties of the source of emission are still

very great.
An unusual property of decametric emission

discovered by Bigg [52] is the modulating effect
of the satellite Io. Recently Desch and Carr [114]
reported a similar modulating effect of the

satellite Europa, which shows up at frequencies
less than 1.3 MHz. Bigg found that the majority
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of the stronger source B emission events occur

when the orbital position of Io is within a few

degrees of 93° from superior geocentric conjunc-

tion, and that most source A events occur when

Io is near 246 °. This effect has been well-verified

[79, 502]; however, it is now apparent that while

many source A events depend on Io's position,

many do not.
Conseil et al [91] have recently shown a

close relationship between solar wind velocity

and the phase of Io during radio bursts from

Jupiter. Most source B emission is Io-dependent.

The Io effect is apparently much les's pronounced

at 10 MHz [127, 389] than at higher frequencies.

There is no widely accepted theory which ex-

plains how Io modulates emission, although a

number of ideas have been advanced [71, 132,

140, 167, 168, 308, 410, 502]. Gurnett [185] has

recently suggested that photoelectrons are
emitted from Io's surface and accelerated in a

sheath surrounding Io. This suggestion is inter-

esting in light of the Io ionosphere detected by
Pioneer 10.

Understanding of the complete mechanism of

creation of decametric radiation is still highly

speculative. Two phenomena probably occur:

(1) generation of an anisotropic distribution of

particles or waves; and (2) generation of dec-
ametric radiation by them. Measurements of

true source positions relative to Jupiter's disk

would help to eliminate a number of the many

conflicting theories.

Centimetric and Decimetric Radiation

Jupiter emits a nearly constant flux density

of about 6.0_+ 1.0× 10-26 W m -z Hz -2 (4.04 AU)

at wavelengths from about 5 to 300 cm. Inter-

ferometric observations at wavelengths of 10 to

20 cm indicate that radiation is coming from an

area much larger than that of the planetary disk.

Figure 6 shows Berge's [39] suggested bright-
ness contours of the 10-cm radiation. An inter-

esting result of this study is that the disk tempera-

ture for the thermal component at 2880 MHz

appears to be ca 260°K, nearly twice the effective

temperature of Jupiter. Branson [63] obtained

brightness temperature maps of emitting regions
at 1407 MHz at each of three values of CML

spaced 120 ° apart. They illustrate strikingly the

large emitting region, and its rocking as the planet

rotates. At wavelengths above 21 cm, the belt

structure has not been measured accurately, and

there is considerable disagreement in available

experimental data as to whether or not the
overall extent of emission increases with in-

creasing wavelength [178].

Throughout most of the decimetric spectrum,

radiation is linearly polarized, the degree of

linear polarization reaching a maximum of ca

25% at 21 cm and decreasing toward longer and

shorter wavelengths [115]. The direction of the
electric vector rocks back and forth _ 10 ° rela-

tive to the rotational Equator as the planet rotates.

Radiation also shows a small degree of circular

polarization [38, 252,413]. Observations of circu-

lar polarization provided information about

polarity of the dipole and magnetic field strength

within the Jovian magnetosphere. Circular

polarization measurements of Komesaroff et al

[252] have been used to derive a field strength
in the radiation belts between 0.4 and 1.9 G.

These measurements agree well with the mag-
netic field model based on Pioneer 10 measure-

ments, predicting a field strength of 0.7 G at

1.8 Rj. The results also confirm that Jupiter's

magnetic dipole is antiparallel to that of the Earth,

which was first pointed out by Warwick [500] and

corroborated by Berge [38].
Accurate position measurements of decimetri-

centroid emission relative to the optical disk

have been made [40, 317,394,443] which indicate

that the Jovian magnetic field is well-centered
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andreasonablysymmetric.Resultsruleoutdis-
placementsgreaterthan severaltenthsof a
diameter.

The possibledependenceof decimetricflux
densityonsolaractivityhasbeendiscussedby
manyauthors(e.g.,[79]).Investigationof the
possibledependenceoftotalfluxdensityonsolar
activitywascarriedout by Gerard[158]from
December1967to August1968;he foundevi-
dencefor positivecorrelationbetweenthe 11.13
cmJoviantotalfluxandsolaractivityasmeasured
bythe10.7cmsolarflux.Measurementsmadein
19,1at _,,.,cmwavelength_h-w,_,t......... that Jupiter's

flux density had varied by ca 20% over a period
of 8 years [249], although this change could not

be correlated with solar activity.

A mean rotation period of Jupiter can be

determined at decimetric wavelengths by com-

paring longitudinal distribution, of either polariza-

tion angle or total intensity, with similar distribu-

tion obtained several years later. More precise

decimetric results are given in Table 9. The

weighted mean of decimetric measurements is

estimated to be 9 h 55 min 29.71 s-4-0.07 s [78],

which is not notably different from the period

obtained at decametric wavelengths, but is a

significant departure from System III (1957.0).

There is no indication that the period has changed
over the interval for which observations have been

made. Decimetric determinations of the rotation

period are as shown in Table 9.

TABLE 9. -- Decimetric Determinations of Jupiter's
Rotation Period

Reference

Bash, Dr_ike,Gundermann, and
Heiles [31]

Davies and Williams [105]
Komesaroff and McCulloch

[2513
Whiteoak, Gardner, and Morris

[514]
Gulkis, Gary, Klein, and

Stelzried [181]
Stannard [443]

Rotation period

09 h 55 min 29.70 s--+0.04s

09 h 55 min 29.50 s--0.29 s
09 h 55 min 29.83 s-0.16 s

09 h 55 min 29.69 s ---0.05 s

09 h 55 min 29.74 s z0.05 s

09 h 55 min 29.74 s_+0.03 s

In summary, the distinguishing characteristics

of this component are its flat nonthermal spec-

trum, the large, distinctive shape of the emitting

region, relatively high degree of linear polariza-

tion, very small degree of circular polarization,

and variations of all of these with rotation. Shortly

after discovery of this component, it was sug-
gested [125] that synchrotron radiation from

relativistic electrons was the source of this radia-

tion. A number of authors can be credited for

having laid the groundwork which proved

conclusively that the synchrotron mechanism

was indeed responsible for this radiation [82, 137,

138, 139, 463]. In 1974, previous models were

reviewed and a new model developed for electron

and proton fluxes in radiation belts [444], based

on knowledge of Jupiter prior to the Pioneer 10

encounter with Jupiter.

Magnetic Field

A single bow shock crossing was observed with

the Pioneer 10 magnetometer [428} at 108 Rj

during the inward passage of the spacecraft.
Magnetic field strength increased from 0.5 to

1.5 y (1 T=10 -5 G) at the bow shock. The

magnetopause was first observed at 96 Rj as a
well-defined boundary, with the magnetic field

strength increasing to 5 y. Magnetic field strength

remained near 5 y from 90 to 50 R_ but was very
irregular, frequently dipping to 1 T- As evidence

for the large variability of the outer magneto-

sphere, the magnetopause boundary first en-

countered near 96 Rj appeared to move in past the

spacecraft as it neared 50 Rj. Similar multiple

encounters with the magnetopause boundary
were seen on both the inbound and outbound

spacecraft passage.

The field strength rises monotonically begin-

ning at about 25 Rj and going inward, and the

direction becomes more dipolar. Data acquired

between 2.84 and 6.0 R j, enabled Smith et al

[429] to fit an eccentric dipole model to the data.

The dipole has a moment of 4.0 G R.3 and a tilt
J

angle with respect to Jupiter's rotation axis of

11 °. The-System III (1957.0) longitudes of the

magnetic pole in the northern hemisphere are

222 °. The field is directed in the opposite sense

to that of Earth. The dipole is displaced from the

center of Jupiter by 0.11 R_ in the direction of

latitude 16 ° North and System III (1957.0) longi-

574-269 O - 76 - 16
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tude 176 °. The dipole tilt and longitude of the pole

are in reasonable agreement with values inferred

from radio astronomy measurements.

The large outward extension of the magnetic

field is evident by comparing measured field

strength between 50 and 90 Rj with the 4 G

surface dipole field measured inside 6 Rj. The

latter would yield a field which varied as the

inverse cube of the radial distance from the dipole

with a strength of 3.2 T at 50 R j, whereas the

measured field was ca 5 T throughout the region,

which suggests that the magnetic field is inflated

or being pulled out away from the planet. The

inflation is probably due to stress produced by a

corotating plasma in a magnetosphere dominated

by centrifugal forces. The view that additional

pressure must dominate magnetic pressure is

supported by the observation that magnetic

energy density just inside the magnetosphere

(10-10 erg/cm 3) is less than the estimated solar

wind energy density (5 × 10-1° erg/cm3).

Energetic Particles

Prior to the first detection of the Jovian bow

shock by Pioneer 10, energetic particles were

detected by the spacecraft when it was about

360 Rj from the planet [421]; the particles ap-

peared in the form of sudden increases in elec-

tron fluxes, with energies ranging from about 1
to 30 MeV. Peak intensities were _> 100 times

interplanetary quiet time levels and events

lasted about 2 d. These particles, it is believed,

escaped into the interplanetary medium from

the bow shock or magnetosphere of Jupiter.

Within the magnetosphere at Jovicentric

distances from ca 20 to 100 R j, high-energy
electrons and protons, like the magnetic field,

are concentrated in a disklike region near the

magnetic equatorial plane. Stable trapping of

particles in this region is doubtful, so that some

authors refer to this region as the quasi-trapping

region. Inside ca 20 Rj, where the magnetic

field becomes more dipolar, energetic electrons

and protons appear to be stably trapped. Particles

are not tightly confined near the magnetic Equator

in this region. Detailed spectra of electrons and

protons in the trapped particle region are not

available at this time, although individual experi-

reenters have given preliminary values. Simpson

et al [422] find that the peak omnidirection

electron flux greater than 3 MeV is ca 2.5 × l0 s

electrons cm -2 sec -1 (at L=3.1). Peak omni-

direction flux of protons greater than 35 MeV is

6×10 s protons cm -2 sec -1 at L=3.4. Van

Allen et al [485] give the following provisional

expression for omnidirectional intensity J0 of

electrons with energy/> 21 MeV within the region

3.5<L< 12Rj

ILlJ(E_ > 21 MeV) =3 × 10 s exp --

c°s6 A
_/4--3 cos2A

,,/2 (1)

In this expression, J is in electrons/cm 2 s, L

is the magnetic shell parameter in units of

Rj, A is the magnetic latitude, and m=3.5+

(3"86) sT is the pitch angle parameter.

Plasma Density

A "thermal plasma" must also exist in addition

to energetic particles contained with the magneto-

sphere. Plasma density is an important parameter

in theories of satellite-magnetosphere inter-

actions, decametric and decimetric radiation,

and configuration of the magnetosphere itself.

The Pioneer 10 payload was not able to provide

direct unambiguous data on this plasma distribu-

tion; hence it is necessary to rely almost solely
on theoretical considerations to determine this

quantity [64, 167, 226, 321,322]. These theories

have recently been reviewed by Mendis

and Axford [322], who reached the general
conclusions:

the thermal plasma should corotate with the

planet,

thermal plasma should be concentrated

toward the equatorial plane,

centrifugal forces due to rotation of the

planet are important in determining

distribution of plasma,

a nonthermal component of plasma in the

ionosphere is responsible for populating

the magnetosphere,
recombination sets the limit of maximum

plasma density.

:' "='[_DUCIBILITY OF THE
4 "[._=.:,,_JPAGE IS POOR
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Both Ioannidis and Brice [226], and Mendis

and Axford [322] derived models in which maxi-

mum plasma density is ca 30 cm -3. This occurs

around L= 10 (10 Rj in the equatorial plane).

SATURN

Saturn appears similar to Jupiter in many

ways, with the obvious exception of its ring

system. A magnetic field has not yet been de-
tected on Saturn but this could have escaped

detection thus far. With mean density of only

0.70 gcm -a, the bulk of this planet once again
must be dominated by hydrogen and helium as,

presumably, is its atmosphere, although no meas-

urement of its mean molecular weight exists.

Theoretically, the problems of atmosphere and

interior are essentially the same as those dis-

cussed for Jupiter, and will not be repeated.
Ground-based observation of Saturn is much

more difficult; Saturn has only one-third the

surface brightness of Jupiter, and all means of

detection relying upon surface brightness require

at least three times the exposure or integration

time. The planet is nearly twice as far from the

Sun as Jupiter and twice as far from Earth, so
that the total flux received from Saturn on Earth

is down by a factor of roughly 16 from that

received from Jupiter. Also, geometric resolution

of Saturn's surface seen from Earth is only half

as great as that for Jupiter. It is not surprising

that knowledge of Saturn is less extensive.

Atmosphere

Composition

Molecular hydrogen was first positively

identified in the Saturn atmosphere through
detection of two lines of the 4-0 overtone in its

quadrupole spectrum by Miinch and Spinrad in

1962 [336]. Lines in both the 3-0 and 4-0 overtones

have since been used to derive abundances,

temperatures, and pressures in the usual way.

The most recently published work suggests an

abundance of 76±20 km-amagat of H2 at an

effective pressure 4 of between 0.4 and 1.0 atm

4The effective pressure is half the base pressure in a
• . " . at 6450

[133]. A study of 14 plates [47], each containing

the S(0) and S(1) lines of the 3-0 band, taken over

a 3-month period suggests that the apparent

abundance is variable between perhaps 75 and

140 km-amagat or more.

Detection of methane on Saturn followed the

same historical sequence as on Jupiter. There

have been three recent high-dispersion studies

of the R branch of the 3u3 methane band at 1.1

/.tm: photographically recorded slit spectroscopy

[44], photoelectrically scanned slit spectroscopy

[471], and Fourier spectroscopy of most of the

disk [106]. Each took reasonable care to exclude

the ring. Trafton's result is larger by a factor of

3 than Bergstralh's for the same half-width,

while the result of de Bergh et al falls in between.

There is some indication of temporal variation,

as in the H2 lines. Part of the variation is probably

due to differences in techniques used to locate

the continuum. The best choice at present ap-

pears to be using the result of de Bergh et al

[106], 42±11 m-amagat above a reflecting layer

base pressure of 2.8 ±0.6 atm, recognizing that

this is a planetwide average and that the reflect-

ing layer model is very questionable for Saturn.

All results are much smaller than the early esti-

mate, 350 m-amagat (of Kuiper [261]) made

empirically using shorter wavelength bands.

The difference is certainly caused in part by

comparison of Kuiper's spectra with laboratory

results originating at far higher temperatures,

but it may also be, in part, an indication of a

complex inhomogeneous atmosphere.

The abundance of NH3, on Saturn remains a

matter of considerable debate. Dunbar reported

its presence in an amount "probably not more

than 2 m at atmospheric pressure" [130]. Later,

when ammonia could not be detected [351,440],

it was suggested that there had been confusion

with weak methane lines. Ammonia was again

reported [166] in 1966, the lines being about

0.15±0.06 the strength of the corresponding

band (6450 A) in Jupiter. Small temperature
changes on Saturn would cause considerable

change in the amount of gaseous ammonia in the

atmosphere "above the clouds." There is "fairly

impressive evidence for short-period changes

(occurring in a few years) in the atmosphere of
taken in
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December 1970 [97] showed no ammonia, and an

upper limit of 7 m-atm was derived.

Cruikshank [97] also reported that observa-

tions of the strong 1.5 /xm ammonia band in

1969 by Kuiper, Cruikshank, and Fink failed to

detect ammonia, and allowed an upper limit in

abundance of only 20 cm-atm above optical

depth unity to be set at that wavelength. An

upper limit of about 2 cm-amagat was reported

from studies [309] in the 4150-cm -1 region

during 1973-74, while in the X6450 band, an

amount was detected "an order of magnitude

less than on Jupiter ''5 (ca 1 m amagat?). These

observations are not as different as they might

seem, since apparent abundance on Jupiter in
the former band is 50-100 times less than in the

latter, and none of these measurements is

precise.

There is a hint of the strong v., band of am-

monia at 10.5 /.tm in the spectrum of Gillett

and Forrest [161]. Measurements of the thermal

disk temperature of Saturn at radio wavelengths

provide strong support for the presence of

ammonia in its atmosphere. Interpretation of

radio data implies a relative concentration of

ammonia beneath the clouds of 3 × 10 -5 [269]

to 1.5×10 41184].
There is no observational evidence for helium

on Saturn, but with proof of its presence on

Jupiter, confirming earlier theoretical expec-

tations, there is little doubt that it will be found
eventually on Saturn as well.

The medium resolution spectrum (AX/X_-

0.015) of Saturn in the 7.5-13.5 region [161]
gives a hint of two other species found on

Jupiter, perhaps 2 cm-amagat of phosphine

(PH3) and a small amount of ethane (C2Hs).

High-resolution spectra will be required for

definite proof that these gases are present.

Temperature

Modern temperature measurements on Saturn,

in the infrared and microwave regions of the

spectrum, were first made at about the same time

as those on Jupiter. A compilation of infrared

results is given in Table 10. Radio emission

5 E. Barker, D.P.S. Meeting, Palo Aho, 1974.

from Saturn has been observed over the wave-

length range from ca 1 mm longward to ca 94

cm. Figure 7 shows disk brightness temperatures

at radio wavelengths [343, 483, 528]. A distinct

feature of Saturn's spectrum is the wavelength

dependence of the measured temperature. The

temperature increases from near 130 ° K at milli-

meter wavelengths to close to 540°K at 94 cm,

this behavior is qualitatively similar to the thermal

radio spectrum of Jupiter.

Suggestions have been advanced to explain

the marked increase in temperature with wave-

length. Excess radiation may be due to (1)

nonthermal emission from a trapped radiation

belt, (2) thermal radiation from Saturn's rings,

(3) free-free emission from Saturn's ionosphere,

or (4) emission from Saturn's atmosphere.

There is little experimental evidence so far to

support the first three mechanisms. Interfero-

metric measurements have been made [41,

43, 66] over the wavelength range 3.7 to 21 cm

which rule out strong emission from either a

radiation belt or the rings. It is estimated [41]

that at 21-cm wavelength no more than 6% of

TABLE lO.--Saturn Brightness Temperatures to
1 mm

Wave-

length,

/xm

5

7.7-7.9

8.5-11.5

10-14

10-14

17-25

30-45

45-80

65-110

125-300

30-300

45-300

1.5-350

Brightness

temperature, 1

oK

ca, 120

t29

ca. 103

100 -+ 3

c99--3

c 97.3 --+2

89 --+4

94 +-- 2

97--+5

93_+4

88+ 1

91-+1

97--+4

Refer-

ence

[286]

[161]

[161]
[5]
[5]

[338]

[16]

[16]

[16]
[161
[16]
[16]

[23]

Remarks

15%of disk obscured

by rings

Do.

Measures actually refer

to + 17°latitude

Limb was 95.5 ° -+ 2 ° K

All of rings as well

as disk

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

t Values preceded by a "c" are center of disk temperatures.

Others refer to averages over most or all of the disk. Pos-

sible ring contributions are noted in the remarks column.
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the total radiation can come from visible rings,

nor more than 5% from a radiation belt.

In order to explain the spectrum on the basis

of free-free emission from Saturn's ionosphere,

an emission measure many orders of magnitude

larger than expected for Jupiter would be re-

quired [182]. Since solar ionizing flux is less at

Saturn than at Jupiter, and their compositions

are similar, it is expected that the emission

measure of Saturn's ionosphere is less than

Jupiter's. Therefore, it is unlikely that free-free

emission from a hot ionosphere can explain

the observed spectrum, A nnmber of authors

[182,269,524] have shown that the gross features

of Saturn's centimeter wavelength spectrum

can be explained in terms of thermal emission by

an atmosphere whose opacity is wavelength-

dependent and in which ammonia is assumed to

be the principal source of opacity at radio wave-

lengths. A deep convective atmosphere is re-

quired to explain the observations. Saturn's

spectrum was also measured [524] in the vicinity
of the 1.25-cm inversion band of ammonia;

evidence was found of ammonia as a constituent

gas in the upper atmosphere.

Three studies of the 3ua methane band on

Saturn [44, 106, 4711 resulted in rotational

temperatures between 130 ° and 140 ° K in spite

of diverse abundances. A rotational temperature

ca 80 ° K from hydrogen quadrupole lines was

found [133], and departures from equilibrium
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_'IGURE 7.--Microwave spectrum of Saturn. Error bars are
only shown for longest wavelengths where there are few

measurements.

by hydrogen at these temperatures were noted.

This problem is probably even more acute on

Uranus. Any apparent hydrogen rotational

temperature in a region where kinetic tempera-

ture is under 100 ° K likely cannot be given the

usual interpretation as an equilibrium thermo-

dynamic temperature.

The Visible Surface

The clouds on Saturn appear to be in a state

of differential rotation, the period increasing

from 10 h 2 min (-_+4 min) at the Equator to

6% greater at 27 ° latitude, 8% greater at 42 °

latitude, and 11% greater at 57 ° latitude, as

determined from Doppler spectroscopy [326].

Saturn has a so-called equatorial band, which is

dark in blue light and bright in red light, six

named cloud belts in each hemisphere, and light

zones between these, for a total of at least 25

distinct degrees of shading under optimum ob-

serving conditions [385].

White spots appear on Saturn on rare oc-
casions, persisting for a few days or weeks,

never achieving the prominence or lifetime of

the sporadic spots on Jupiter [1]. A recent spot

at latitude --57.3 ° set a record for both per-

sistence and high south latitude. Its motion

during a 490-d period from October 1969 to

February 1971 appeared to be a damped 169-d

sinusoid about a mean rotation period of 10 h

36rain 27.9 s+0.2 s [385]. The spot measured

8000 km north and south by 6000 km east and
west.

Data were collected [117] on motions of eight

earlier, well-observed spots which showed that

three high-latitude objects (+57 ° , +36 °, and

-36 °) had rotation periods around 10 h 38 min,

while four spots within 8 ° of the Equator had

periods between I0 h 12 min and I0 h 15 min.

A spot at -12.3 ° had a period of 10 h 21 rain.

Thus, spot motions are not in good agreement

with the spectroscopic rotation period. Moore

recognized possible sizable errors in his work.

Also, it is known that typically a spot may be

driven at a distinctly atypical rotation rate (or at

least such is true on Jupiter), so perhaps the

results are not surprising. Nine spots and one

spectroscopic study are not sufficient data to
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suggest a firm hypothesis. Hide [205] suggests

that better observations will show a discrete

equatorial jet similar to the one on Jupiter.

Shades of orange, blue, and so forth have been

reported on Saturn by experienced observers,

but all colors are extremely subtle, except for

predominating variations from white to pale

yellow to brownish yellow [1]. Their origin is

unknown, but speculation is similar to that

about Jupiter. Visible clouds are probably

ammonia cirrus but somewhat more dense than on

Jupiter (see section, Atmospheric Structure).

It is extremely difficult to obtain good inte-

grated (full disk) photometry of Saturn because

of the rings. Utilizing the 3 years of Harvard

photometry [230, 231] obtained with the ring

inclination varying relative to Earth, Irvine and

Lane [228] reduced it to "no-ring" data. The re-

suiting geometric albedos are in Table 11. These

authors also derived approximate no-ring phase

coefficients of 0.013__0.007 mag deg-l fi_r

hh3500-5000 and 0.035___0.010 mag deg -_ for

hh6200-10600. In the infrared from 2-3.2 /xm,

Saturn has a higher reflectivity than Jupiter, while

from 3.2-4.2/zm the reflectivity of both planets is

very low [236]. The combined reflectivity of planet

and ring is about 30% higher at 2500 than at

3500/t and seems to decline at still shorter wave-

lengths [496].

Much of the detailed photometry for Saturn is

in the form of polar or equatorial scans. Binder

and McCarthy, [56] in particular, have furnished

both equatorial and meridional limb-darkening

curves in nine passbands from 0.6-1.55 tzm.

Normal albedos (or close approximations) as a

function of wavelength for the center of the

disk, at a resolution of about 500, were obtained

by Teifel in 1968 [461]. Selected values from

this work are in Table 12. In yellow and red

light, the equatorial band is the brightest region

on Saturn, and the north polar region, the

darkest [461]. In blue to violet light, the polar

region becomes quite bright and the equatorial

band fades [461]. Both weak and strong methane

bands show decreasing absorption from center to

limb along the Equator and increasing absorption

from center to pole along the central meridian

[354, 461]. Methane absorption at -20 ° latitude

is 25-28% greater than at the Equator, much

more than a straight air mass (secant) effect

[461]. These effects can be interpreted in terms

of varying density of ammonia aerosols with

latitude.

Energy Balance

Photometry of Saturn is far more difficult than

for Jupiter, because of the rings. No near-

infrared, integrated photometry has been pub-

lished beyond 1.06 /zm: many energy balance

studies have simply used the bolometric Bond

albedo of Jupiter, although existing data tend to

indicate a somewhat higher value for Saturn.

Calculations in this chapter are based upon

Walker's [495] unpublished value of 0.61, re-

suiting in a calculated effective temperature of

71 ° K. A rapidly rotating body of zero albedo at

Saturn's distance from the Sun would have an

effective temperature of 90 ° K. The broadband

measurement of Aumann et al [23] is 97 ° K. Thus,

it appears that Saturn, like Jupiter, is radiating

more energy than it receives from the Sun- three

and a half times as much, accepting the 0.61

bolometric albedo and the 97 ° K temperature. It

TABLE 11. --Integrated Photometry of Saturn 1

Passband

U

B
V

3590
3926_

4155

Geometric

albedo

0.169

0.302

0.436

0.184

0.199

0.240

Passband

4573_

5012_

6264_

7297

8595_

10635_

Geometric

albedo

0.318

0.377

0.498

0.376

0.297

0.417

TABLE 12. --Detailed Photometry of Saturn

Wavelength,/t Normal albedo Wavelength, _ Normal albedo

4100

440O

480O

5200

5600

5850

0.26

0.31

0.42

0.48

0.52

0.67

6050

6200

6400

6600

68O0

0.67

0.50

0.72

0.71

0.67

1 Data from [228]. 1 Center of disk data from [461].
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has been pointed out that the rings are not as

cold as was once thought, and that the measure-

ment of Aumann et al undoubtedly includes a ring

contribution. However, at the time of that meas-

urement (Dec. 2, 1968) the rings were inclined

only 13.2 ° to the Sun and not intercepting as

much energy as in recent years.

Also, Murphy's recent work [338] indicates a

temperature for the disk center at 17-25 ttm

of 97.3 ° K, with little decrease toward the limb.

Thermal opacity in this passband is less than

immediately on either side of it, but it does not

appear that th_ 17-25 /xm brightness tempera-

ture could be sufficiently higher than the true

effective temperature of Saturn to otherwise

explain the apparent energy imbalance.

Atmospheric Structure (Models)

Thermal opacity in Saturn is dominated by

pressure-induced Hz absorption, as for Jupiter

[476]. Thermal structure is more uncertain

because the magnitude of the internal energy

source is less well-determined, the hydrogen to

helium ratio is unknown, and the temperature

lower (making the relative amounts of ortho- and

parahydrogen a factor). The NI-lz abundance is

also uncertain and has not been included as an

TABLE 13.--,4 Nominal

0.100
0.168

0.300

0.727

1.00

1.12

3.00

3.94

5.10

6.92

10.0

30.0

100.0

300.0

1000.0

oK
gcm 3

77.0 3.59 x 10 -5

77.0 6.04 x 10 -5

95.0 8.37 x 10 -s

130.0 1.55 x 10 -4

145.2 1.91 x 10 4
151.0 2.05 x 10 -4

210.0 3.95 x 10 4
230.0 4.74 × 10 -4

Density, Ahitude, z
km

81.1

67.1

49.8

15.3

0.0

-5.9
-67.5
-88.4

250.0

275.9

309.9

434.1

617.8

841.3

1166.2

5.64 x 10 -4

6.94 x 10 _4

8.93 × 10 -4

1.91 x 10 -3

4.48 x 10 -3

9.99 x 10-3

2.37 x 10- 2

--109.9

--138.1

--175.5

--317.0

--536.0

--813.7

--1232.1

opacity source in the existing radiative equilib-

rium calculations of Trafton and Miinch [476].

There is evidence of methane absorption in the

high atmosphere of Saturn as for Jupiter, the

7.7-7.9 /xm temperature rising to 129 ° K [161].

A nominal radiative-convective model con-

structed for Saturn [359] is given as Table 13. A

major difference between the structure of

Saturn's and Jupiter's atmospheres is caused by

much smaller local gravity, which greatly in-

creases scale height. Palluconi assumed a wet

adiabatic gradient wherever it exceeded the

radiative gradient, a good approximation to the

effects of dynamics [3591, especially when other

uncertainties are so much greater. His assumed

composition (footnote in Table 13) did not include

H2S, so no NH4SH clouds are shown. Actually,

such a layer might be expected at the very top of

the solid H20 cloud layer, which is shown. The

effective pressure of H2 and CH4 line formation

has been given as ca 0.5-1.5 atm. This is thc

region within the ammonia cloud layer and

matches the 130-140 ° K methane rotational

temperature in Palluconi's model. A 5-/xm tem-

perature of ca 120 ° K [286] fits well enough as the

temperature of the cloud tops. Microwave studies

in the NHa inversion line at 1.25 cm indicate

optical depth unity is reached at a temperature

Saturn Model Atmosphere x

n p_

km

26.9

26.9

33.1

45.4

50.7

52.7

73.4

80.3

87.2

96.3

108.1

151.5

215.6

293.6

406.9

Hp,

km

26.9

26.9

51.7

69.7

77.3

80.2

109.5

119.1

128.0

141.3

157.6

216.4

302.1

405.5

554.9

W,

mgl i

0.003377

0.0762

0.205

0.0743

0.574

4.82

Comments

Tropopause

Zero altitude 2

NH3 cloud base

Solid H20

Solution H20-NH3 cloud base

1From Palluconi [359]. The composition used is H2,
88.572%, He, 11.213%, H20, 0.105%, CH4, 0.063%, Ne.

0.013%, NH._, 0.015%, and others, 0.019% by number; H_ is

the pressure scale height, Hp is the density scale height, and
w is the mass of cloud per unit volume of gas.

2The zero altitude is arbitrarily selected at 1 atm pressure.
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near 135 ° K and a pressure of about 2/3 atm [524].

All of this fits together as well as can be expected,

given the present limited number of observations

upon which to base model calculations.

No optical observations show any evidence of

penetration of radiation from below the top cloud

deck, such as was true for Jupiter. Nor is thisany

surprise, given the greater cloud density ex-

pected. The previously discussed limb-darkening

curves for the equatorial belt would indicate that

a simple reflecting layer model for spectral line

formation is inappropriate, because they show

decreasing rather than increasing absorption

from center to limb. It may well be that a reflect-

ing layer model can be used for relative abun-

dances at the center of the disk, while scattering

must be included to explain limb darkening, as

for Jupiter. Finally, it must be remembered that

there is considerable spatial variation over the

disk of Saturn [56] and probably temporal varia-

tions as well. A single static atmospheric model

can hardly be expected to explain such changes.

Body Structure (Model Interiors)

The contemporary philosophy behind model

interiors of Saturn is the same as for Jupiter. In
practice, however, it is difficult to derive a com-

TABLE 14.--A typical Saturn Model

Radius, Fractional Pressure, Density,

104 km mass Mbar g cm -3

5.7

5.5

5.0

4.5

4.0

3.5

3.02

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

0.98

0.95

0.84

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.25

0.2

0.05

0.0

0.001

0.01

0.1

0.4

0.9

1.9

2.5

4

5

6

7

ca 10

ca 10

0.01

0.06

0.3

0.6

0.9

1.1

1.4

1.7

1.9

2.0

ca 3

ca 3

ca 3 3

1From Hubbard and Smoluchowski [218].

_Approximate radius at which the molecular hydrogen-

metallic hydrogen transition is assumed to occur in most
models.

3Not including a possible dense core.

pletely convective Saturn model. Even though

its mean density is much lower than Jupiter's,

Saturn's mass, and therefore its gravitational

compression, are sufficiently smaller that models

of Saturn have always required a much larger

helium-to-hydrogen ratio than Jupiter and often

a high molecular weight core as well [218].

Hubbard's completely convective models [214]
required a mass fraction of only 27% hydrogen

and a very high central temperature. If the in-

ternal energy source is somewhat smaller than
previously thought, because of confusion with

flux from the rings (see section, Energy Balance),

and a core is included, then a perfectly satis-

factory hydrogen-to-helium ratio can presumably

be accommodated, whatever the ratio may be.

A typical Saturn model interior by Hubbard and

Smoluchowski [218], in Table 14, is only meant to

show the general trend of probable physical

conditions inside Saturn. (Refer to the original

literature for specific models.)

URANUS AND NEPTUNE

Uranus and Neptune have proven rather

intractable bodies, for obvious reasons. Uranus

has a visual surface brightness less than 1/10

Jupiter's. Its total visual flux at opposition is less

by a factor of more than 1000, while Neptune's

visual flux is less by an even larger factor. Infra-

red and microwave flux densities are also less

than for Jupiter. Nevertheless, steady improve-
ment in optical and microwave instruments has

made possible significant progress in understand-

ing these unique bodies, especially during the

past 5 years.

Atmospheres

Composition

The existence of hydrogen on Uranus and

Neptune was first inferred observationally by

Herzberg [200] in 1952 by comparing a planetary

feature seen by Kuiper [261] in Uranus and Nep-

tune with laboratory spectra showing the h8270

pressure-induced dipole Sa(0) line of H2. In 1963,

Spinrad [439] reported observation of the first n2

quadrupole line in Uranus, S(0) of the 4-0 band,

and finally in 1973 the quadrupole lines in

Neptune were detected by Trafton [473].

REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE

:-_3:,_AL PAGE IS POOI_
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There are now several sets of observations at

present of the Uranian quadrupole lines, and

these do not agree particularly well. It is not
now clear whether these differences could be

caused by real variations, as for Jupiter and

Saturn, or whether they reflect observational

difficulty, since it is particularly hard even to

locate the continuum accurately on Uranus and

Neptune. Because attempts to derive actual

abundances are strongly model-dependent, only

equivalent widths are given in Table 15, and the

abundance problem is considered in the section,

4tmospheric Structure (Models). The pressure-

induced dipole lines of H2 are all very broad,

shallow features, and particularly difficult to

measure accurately in a spectrum with strong

CH4 absorption everywhere. Approximate equiva-

lent widths for three of these lines in each planet

have been given by Belton and Spinrad [36].

Th_ first to report absorption bands in the

spectrum of Uranus was Secchi, in 1869. Wildt

suggested in 1932 that these might be caused by

CH4; in 1933, Dunham proved this for an infra-

red band on Jupiter; and by 1934, Adel and

Slipher showed it to be true for Uranus. Slipher's

work in the first decade of the 20th century con-

firmed earlier conjectures that Neptune's spec-

trum was very like that of Uranus, except that

absorptions seemed even stronger. The work of

Wildt, Dunham, Slipher, and Adel therefore

confirmed the presence of methane on Neptune.

Eachlaboratory study of CH4 at increased path-

length and resolution seems to result in identifica-

tion of previously unexplained features in the

spectra of Uranus and Neptune. Owen's 1967

study [353] of the _7500 (Kuiper) CH4 bands at

path-lengths of 5.15 km-amagat suggested the

presence of 3.5 km-amagat of methane on Uranus

and 6 km-amagat on Neptune. These numbers

were necessarily crude because of unknown

effects, on the line equivalent widths, of tem-

perature differences between laboratory and

planet. Laboratory spectra of methane at 8.45

km-amagat and new spectra of Uranus in the

_7500 band by Lutz and Ramsay [290] gave line

strengths and improved wavelengths, suggesting

even greater methane abundance on Uranus.

It has been shown very recently [355] that the

_6420 feature usually attributed to an induced

dipole transition in H., was at least largely caused

by methane. Even a 10.1 km-amagat laboratory

column of CH4 was inadequate to match this and

other Uranian features. Assuming spectra result

from a mean atmospheric path in the Uranian

atmosphere of three times a vertical column again

suggests even more than 3.5 km-amagat of

methane. The actual abundance is both tempera-

ture- and model-dependent but is certainly very

large. Many very high overtone bands show con-
siderable strength even below 5000 _&,which can

be seen in the spectra of Galkin et al [153].

Photometry by Wamsteker [499] suggests that

methane abundance on Neptune may be smaller

than on Uranus, rather than larger as is usually

assumed. Additional observations of both planets

are acutely needed.

TABLE 15.--Equivalent Widths (m A) of H2 Quadrupole Lines in Uranus and Neptune

Planet Uranus Neptune

Observer and Giver & Spinrad Lutz Price Trafton Encrenaz & Owen Trafton
reference [166] [289] [373] [472] ' [133] [473]

Dateline Dec. Mar. May-July May 3-0 1972 Feb. 1973 May-July
1964 1965 1971 1972 4-0 1972-73 1973

SI0), 4-0 _,.6435 26 -+ 10 37 -+ 12 62 -+ 19 30 -4-3 30+_ 28 -+4
Silk 4-0 _6368 37+_ 49 + 15 58 -+ 13 29 ---3 29+36 31 -+4
SI0), 3-0 _8273 95 "4-25 170-+ 18
St1), 3-0 _8151 114-+ 15 167-+20

Also private communication.
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Ammonia has not been identified in optical

spectra of Uranus or Neptune. Its presence is
expected theoretically, but only deep in their
atmospheres [280]. There is some observational
evidence of its presence in the rather uniform
brightness temperatures of all the major planets
near the ammonia inversion band at 1.25 cm [184].

There is no direct observational evidence of

helium on Uranus and Neptune. The thermo-
spheric temperature of Neptune (discussed in the
next section) suggests that helium abundance car,
be no higher than 50% by number.

Trafton [475] has found a number of strong
unidentified lines in the spectrum of Uranus
between 1.04 and 1.07 /zm. It is suggested that
these might be caused by a methane isotope or
one of the simple hydrocarbons produced from
methane, although they may equally be caused by
some other new atmospheric gas.

Temperatures

Low [284] made the first thermal infrared meas-
urements of Uranus in 1966, reporting a tempera-
ture of 55o-4-3° K in the 17.5-25 /xm window.

Harper et al [193] found a value of 45° K for the
350 /xm region and Low et al [288] measured
490+3 ° K between 28 and 40 p.m. Recently
working at the high altitude (4200 m) Mauna
Kea Observatory, Morrison and Cruikshank
were able to measure the flux from both Uranus

and Neptune between 17 and 28/xm. They report

54.7°+--1.8 ° K for Uranus and 57.2°+1.6 ° K for

Neptune [333]. These temperatures are all based
upon slightly different planetary radii, but a one
percent change in radius causes a temperatur e
change of only about 0.1°K at these temperatures

and wavelengths.
Radio emissions from Uranus and Neptune

have been observed over the wavelength range
1.4 mm to 11 cm. The representative disk bright-

ness temperature spectra for these planets are
given in Figures 8 and 9. Most of the data used to
compile these figures are in references [179,343,
483]. Similar to Jupiter and Saturn, brightness
temperatures of these planets are near 130° K
near 1 cm wavelength, and increase at longer
wavelengths. Based on solar heating alone, these

planets would have a temperature near 50° K. A
simple explanation for these planets being so
warm at radio wavelengths is that radio emission

originates deep in the atmosphere where it is
warmer and denser than in the infrared radiation
level. Trace amounts of ammonia are believed

to provide atmospheric opacity [179]. While a
great number of molecules absorb near 1-cm
wavelength and become progressively more
transparent at longer wavelengths, only two, NH3

and H20, have very strong absorption lines in this
wavelength region and are likely constituents
of the major planet atmospheres. Hydrogen (H2)

and helium may also contribute to the opacity
through their induced dipole moments.

The only spectral lines observed on Uranus
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or Neptune with definitely known quantum

numbers are the molecular hydrogen lines.

Rotational temperature can be derived for each

pair of lines in a given band (listed in Table 15)

if H,, is assumed to be equilibrium hydrogen

rather than normal hydrogen. These temperatures

generally fall in the 110-120 ° K range. Scatter in

measurements and the peculiar behavior (already

discussed) of the more extensive Saturn data

suggest cautious interpretation.

Tentative quantum number assignments by

Owen in the _6800 band of methane suggest a

rotational temperature of 600_-+ 15 ° K [352]. Since

this is some 25 ° K lower than the temperature to

be expected for the observed amount of methane

in saturation equilibrium, its meaning is quite
uncertain.

The star BD-17 ° 4388 was occulted by Neptune

in 1968, observations being made in Australia

and Japan. The original results from Australia

were reported by Freeman and Lynga [152], from

Japan by Kovalevsky and Link [254]. A complete

analysis of the Australian observations by means

of light curve inversion, recently published

[491], indicates an upper atmospheric scale

height of 55-58 km. This implies a temperature

of 150 o K for a pure Hz atmosphere and higher

yet in direct proportion for larger values of

molecular weight. Veverka et al [491] suggest

that the large methane abundance on Neptune

should assure effective radiative cooling of the

thermosphere, implying that the H:He ratio can

be no greater than 50% by number density.

Uranus is unique in the solar system in its
axial inclination of 98 ° . The axis of Uranus was

practically in the plane normal to the solar

radius vector in 1966, all parts of the planet

exposed to the Sun during one 10.8-h rotation.

In 1985, the north pole of Uranus (assuming

north is defined by the angular velocity vector)

will face the Sun continuously, and temperatures

in this visible hemisphere might rise as much as

20%, assuming no effective heat exchange

between northern and southern hemispheres.

Stone [447] suggests the radiative relaxation time

for Uranus is so long that substantial seasonal

effects are unlikely. He predicts that the polar

regions, receiving more heat from the Sun per

orbit, will be hotter than the Equator.

The Visible Surfaces

Uranus normally appears as a small bluish-

green disk, even through a large telescope, and

is featureless except for a reasonable amount of

limb-darkening. The Stratoscope II balloon

telescope during its flight of March 26-27, 1970,

found no surface features, i.e., an upper limit of

5% contrast on any beltlike feature at wave-

lengths ;_,3800-5800 [102]. Yet the best of the

classic visual observers, using large refracting

telescopes (aperture > 50 cm) at times of superior

"seeing" [2], usually reported two faint equatorial

belts on either side of a bright equatorial zone

and darker poles. Almost all observers found

these belts inclined somewhat to the plane of

the satellites [2]. Perhaps the belts vary in
contrast.

Neptune is almost always described as a

small, featureless bluish-green disk when seen

through a moderate to large telescope. Dollfus

described it as showing pronounced limb darken-

ing and very weak spots of irregular shape, but

no band structure [116].

In determining rotation periods, astronomers

turned to spectroscopic and photometric tech-

niques, since there were no obvious surface

features to use. In spectroscopy, rotational

velocity is measured from the Doppler shift of

spectral lines. In 1930, Moore and Menzel [328]

published a spectroscopic rotation period for

Uranus of 10.8 h (the period generally quoted

today). They noted it could be in error by as much

as a half hour, although it was in substantial agree-

ment with the 1912 spectroscopic result of Lowell

and Slipher. Similarly, Moore and Menzel [327]

published in 1928 the rotational period still

quoted for Neptune, 15.8_+ 1.0 h.

Campbell [2]6 reported that in 1916 the light

from Uranus fluctuated by 0.15 magnitudes in a

period of 10 h 49 min 26.4 s, although the varia-

tion seemed to disappear later.

A long list [194] _ves positive and negative

reports on light fluctuations from Uranus since

that time. Whether any of these variations were

real, perhaps related to belt activity, or the prod-

uct of inadequate early photometry is still not

SThis is a secondary reference.
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certain,but variationsusinga modernphoto-
electricphotometerhavenotbeenreported.The
situationforNeptuneis similar.

The largeamountof methanein the atmos-
pheresof UranusandNeptunecausestremen-
dousabsorptionin theredandnear-infraredand
is at leastpartiallyresponsiblefor the bluish-
greencolorsof theseplanets.It appearsthat
somehydrogenpressure-inducedabsorptionis
alsorequiredto matchthe geometricalbedoof
each[499].Matchingthegeometricalbedodatais
the mostimportantconstraintavailablein con-
structingmodelatmospheres.

Therearethreeimportantsetsof albedodata:
Wamsteker[499]coverscompletely0.3-1.1/xm

at a resolving power )`/A)` ca 30 on both planets;

Appleby and Irvine [15] and Appleby [14] cover

10 wavelengths on Uranus and seven on Neptune

at slightly higher resolution; and Younkin [530]

covers completely 0.33-1.11/xm at 50 _ ()` < 0.7

p,m) and 100 _ ()`>0.7 /xm) resolution for

Uranus only. Scaled to the same planetary radii,

the three sets of results agree reasonably well.

Younkin's data have the highest peaks and

troughs in the red and infrared, of course, since

it has the highest resolution in this region of

strong methane bands. His geometric albedo

curve for Uranus scaled to the radius of Table 1

is shown in Figure 10. Neptune is shown to be

nearly identical to Uranus at wavelengths shorter

than 0.54/xm but with lower peaks and shallower

troughs in the region of methane absorption,

perhaps indicating broader methane bands [499].
The albedo of Uranus was measured at wave-

lengths of 1.26, 1.62, 1.74, 2.17, and 2.27/xm with
0.098 to 0.062/xm passbands, resulting in values

of 0.02 or less at each wavelength [55]. Ultraviolet

albedos have become available from the orbiting

astronomical observatory. The albedos for Uranus

and Neptune were found to be about the same at

),2590 as at )`4000, while Uranus appears to have

a still hegher albedo (ca 0.7) at )`2110 [408].

The bolometric geometric albedo for Uranus

has a value of 0.32 [530,532]. When scaled to the

radius of Table 1, this becomes 0.27. Adopting

Younkin's suggested value of 1.25 for the phase

integral at all wavelengths, a bolometric Bond
albedo h_r Uranus of 0.33 can be derived. The

existing photometry of Neptune is sufficiently

similar to that of Uranus to adopt the same value.

Since the maximum phase angle achieved by

Uranus is only 3.1 ° , as viewed from Earth, and

that of Neptune only 1.9 ° , it is obvious that

accurate radiation balance studies can only be

carried out from space probes.

The limb-darkening curve is one final impor-

tant type of data which furnishes an important

boundary condition on atmospheric models.

Difficulties in obtaining meaningful results on

bodies only 4 and 2.5 arc seconds in angular

diameter are obvious, and, in fact, no data exist

for Neptune. Danielson et al [102] obtained
excellent curves for )`)`3800-5800 from their

Stratoscope II photographs of Uranus. Sinton has
shown there is come limb-brightening at 8870

in the middle of a strong methane band where

the albedo is only lV/_-2% [424].

Atmospheric Structure (Models)

The thermal atmospheric opacities of Uranus

and Neptune are dominated by molecular

hydrogen, as are Jupiter and Saturn [465, 468].

Additional opacity induced by methane, as sug-

gested by Fox and Ozier [147], would become im-

portant only if either planet proved to have a large

internal energy source. The measured infrared

temperatures discussed above for Uranus all

seem compatible with expected effective tempera-

ture calculated from purely solar heating except

for the 300-500/xm result, which is anomalously

low. The 17-28/xm value for Neptune seems high,

however, and Trafton [474] suggests an internal

heat source which may be tidal dissipation caused

by Triton, Neptune's very large, close satellite.

Definite sources of visible opacity in the Uranus

and Neptune atmospheres include Rayleigh and

Raman scattering of H2, very weak quadrupole

and stronger induced dipole absorption of H.,, and

very strong methane absorption. A pure molec-

ular atmosphere containing only these opacities

cannot match measured geometric albedos and

H2 and CH4 line equivalent widths on either

planet [36, 499]. A dense cloud layer of solid

NH3 particles must form at about 170 ° K and

8 bars on Uranus, if that gas is present, as

expected [375], and if Trafton's temperature

profile from his thermal opacity work is area-
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sonablefirst approximation[465].Thereshould
alsobe a thin CH4hazewith a baseat about
60° K and 0.4 bar. Such a model is consistent

with the Stratoscope II limb-darkening curves

[102], and the amount of H2 above the NH3

cloud tops (_>370 km-amagat) is reasonably
consistent with measured equivalent widths of

H2 quadrupole lines [36] and with observed geo-

metric albedos [499]. Recent work indicates the

mixing ratio of CI-L cannot be above about 10 -2,

or too thick a CH4 cloud layer will result [100].
The case for Neptune is less clear because few

observations are available. With higher surface

gravity, pressure at the NH3 cloud deck would

be higher, the amount of H2 above this deck

larger, and any reflection from the deck less

important than on Uranus. There may be thin

argon clouds high in Neptune's atmosphere [475].
Detailed inversion of the light curve obtained

when Neptune occulted the star BD-17 o4388 in

1968 furnishes the only quantitative observational

data on the upper atmosphere of Neptune.

Veverka et al [491] found the "quasi-linear" scale

height to be 55-58 kin, although there is localized

structure showing swings between about 30 and

80 km. At a number density of 1015 era-a, the tem-

perature would be about 130 ° K in a pure H2 at-

mosphere, with a small positive temperature gra-

dient reaching to higher elevations. Any mixture of

heavier gases raises this temperature in direct

proportion to the mean molecular weight. No
analysis of the complex details of the refrac-

tivity profile has been made because too much

data is missing. The ionosphere of Neptune is

expected to be somewhat cooler than that of

Jupiter [491] because of the greater amounts of

methane and its photoproducts, which are etfi-

cient radiators, and the lower effective tempera-

ture of Neptune. No observational data exist for

the upper atmosphere of Uranus.

Body Structures

Real models, analogous to those for Jupiter and
Saturn, do not exist for the interiors of Uranus

and Neptune. Calculation of the unique mass-

radius relationship for homogeneous, cold bodies

[534] indicates that these planets probably con-

tain large amounts of lighter elements but are

not so hydrogen-rich as Jupiter and Saturn [217].

A number of models containing large amounts of
metallic ammonium (NH4) or a mixture of

CH4, NH4, H20, and Ne in solar abundances

were constructed during the 1960s [370, 380,

390], but recent radical changes (ca 10%) in

the best values for the radii of Uranus and Nep-
tune have rendered them obsolete, even as crude
models.

Makalkin [296] has reintegrated the cold

(equation of state at 0 ° K) Neptune models of

Reynolds and Summers [390] using the new
radius. The resulting best fit occurs in a model

with a larger fluid envelope and smaller solid

core of higher central density, although it
actually does not fit observed data well. Makalkin

[296] suggests a hot model as the best possibility
to improve the fit, although he notes that the

composition could also be juggled. Zharkov and

Trubitsyn [537] have run hot models for Uranus

and Neptune with adiabatic temperature gradi-

ents. In such models, heavy element cores must

be liquid, starting with atmospheric temperature

even as low as 50 ° K at 1 bar pressure level.

It is not possible to state at present if Uranus

and Neptune have solid surfaces, however, if they

do, the surfaces are probably at depths of at least

5000 km. Improved values for radius, oblateness

and higher order gravitational terms, rotation

period, and atmospheric composition and struc-

ture are all needed as boundary conditions before

interior model-building can produce convincing
results.

PLUTO

General Background and Physical Data

Pluto was discovered by Tombaugh on Feb-

ruary 18, 1930, after 25 years of deliberate,

intense search [464]. Its orbit is the most eccen-

tric and most highly inclined of any planet. Near

perihelion, which it reaches next in 1989, it is

nearer the Sun than Neptune can ever come,
and midway between its nodes, it lies a billion

and a quarter km above the ecliptic plane. Be-

cause of that inclination, there is no chance at

present of a catastrophic encounter with Neptune.

A special perturbation study covering 120 000

years was presented in 1965 by Cohen and
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Hubbard[90];it uncoveredanapparentlystable
librationin thePluto-Neptunecoupleover19670
years.The study indicatedthat Neptuneand
Pluto neverapproachnearer than about 18
astronomicalunits(AU)toeachother,andthatthe
closestapproachalwaysoccurswhenPlutoisnear
aphelion.More recentstudieshavereinforced
thisconclusion.WilliamsandBenson[520]carried
outa4.5x 10"yr integrationwhichconfirmsthe
20000-yroscillationoverthe longerperiod,and
whichhasuncoveredotherresonances,in partic-
ular,animportantonewithaperiodof 3955000
years.Thetotaleffectofthesetermsistoincrease
the minimumPluto-Neptunedistanceandthe
apparentstability of the outer solar system.
WilkinsandSinclair[517]havenotedthemini-
mum distance(16.7AU) betweenPluto and
Neptuneis muchgreaterthan the minimum
distance(10.6AU)betweentheplanetsPlutoand
Uranus.

ThesuppositionthatPlutomightbeanescaped

satelliteof Neptunewasoriginatedby Lyttleton
[291].The escapehypothesiswaslater cham-
pionedby Kuiper[264]andRabe[378,379]asa
likelyoutcomeof Kuiper'sprotoplanettheoryof
the originof the solarsystem.Thetwoescape
mechanismsproposedarecompletelydifferent,
however.Plutoseemsphysicallymorelikeasatel-
liteofagiantplanetthanoneoftheplanetsthem-
selves.Ontheotherhand,resonancestudiesnoted
inthepreviousparagraphseemtoindicateextreme
stabilityof Pluto'sorbit. It hasbeensuggested
asunlikelythatthe20000-yrlibrationbeganmore
recentlythanthetimeatwhichplanetarymasses
stabilizedat their presentvalues[520].The
currentstabilityandearlierescapefromNeptune
are not necessarilyincompatible,but these
studiesinevitablymakethe escapehypothesis
seem less attractive than previously.Only
detailedstudy and comparisonof Pluto and
Triton seemlikely to indicateif they might
havehadacommonorigin.
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Pluto appears as a point source in all but the

largest telescopes, and even in the largest

telescopes it can be resolved only under the

finest observational conditions. Kuiper made a

direct measurement in 1950 of 0.23" (about 5860

km) for Pluto's diameter [260], which may be

subject to uncertainties approaching 50%. A

far more accurate technique for measuring

such small angles is photometric observation of

a stellar occultation, but such occultations

occur rarely. A "very near miss" recently fixed

the extreme upper limit of Pluto's diameter at

6800 km [189].
The mass of Pluto has been difficult to deter-

mine, since it requires measuring perturbations

on a large body, Neptune, by a smaller one,

Pluto. Pluto has made only half a revolution

including all known prediscovery observations

back to 1846, further complicating determina-
tion of its mass. The best available mass figure

for Pluto presently is 0.11 that of Earth [414],

which, together with a 6400-km diameter, implies

density of 4.9 g cm-3. The history of attempts
to determine the mass of Pluto has been one

of continuous uncertainty, with the "best"

value being 0.91 that of Earth until as recently

as 1968. Halliday [188] suggested that a small

change in the mass of either Saturn or Uranus

could easily cause a large change in the mass

determined for Pluto. The safest conclusion may

be that of Ash et al [22], that "Pluto's mass

cannot be determined reliably from existing
data."

The rotation period of Pluto was first measured

photometrically in 1955 by Walker and Hardie

[494]. The latest period for Pluto obtained from

phasing more than 20 years of data is 6.38737___

0.00018 d [342]. Although the rotation period is

quite constant, amplitude and mean opposition

V magnitude of the light curves have not been.

Andersson and Fix [12] find that the mean bright-

ness of Pluto has decreased 0.20 magnitudes

and amplitude of the light curves increased from

0.11 magnitudes 20 years ago to 0.22 magnitudes

today. Attributing these changes to variation in

the sub-Earth point on a Pluto with albedo features

as the latter planet moves along its orbit, they

solved for the obliquity of Pluto's axis and found

it "probably greater than 50o. ',

Atmosphere

Pluto's low mass and temperature suggest

that it may not have an atmosphere. Many

potential atmospheric molecules, such as CO2,

H20, and NH3, would lie frozen on the surface,

while others, such as H2 and He, would escape.

The atmosphere might contain extremely small

amounts of CH4 and/or N2, but even at 50 ° K,

the vapor pressure of these species is extremely

low. Heavier inert gases, such as neon and argon,

could form a permanent atmosphere, but these

are difficult to detect spectroscopically. Hart

[196] finds that the .... t.. ,_r, ecL_op,,oLome,ry of Fix et

al [142] would allow 1 atm of neon but this seems

incompatible with 3 atm pressure because of
increase in ultraviolet albedo that would result

from Rayleigh scattering.

No evidence of an atmosphere could be

detected on Pluto in a low-dispersion (720 and
340 _ ram-l) spcctroscopic study of the visible

red [258]. Much higher dispersion is certainly

available today, but the best hope for detecting

an atmosphere, which might be largely inert

gases, would be by means of a spacecraft

occultation experiment.

Photometric Properties

As noted previously (in the discussion on rota-

tion period and axial obliquity), the magnitude of

Pluto reduced to mean opposition distance seems

to be increasing, as is the amplitude of its

diurnal variation. Pluto, because of its large

orbital eccentricity, would be more than a

magnitude brighter at perihelion than at its mean

distance, were it not for this effect attributed to

bright polar caps by its discoverers [12]. They [12]

also suggested a phase coefficient of 0.05 magni-

tude/degree be applied to all Pluto photometry.

The relative brightness of Pluto has been

measured between 3400 and 5900 _ in 21 pass-

bands having a full width of 128 _ at half-maxi-

mum transmission [142]. This work showed a

slowly increasing albedo toward the red from

h3800 as well as a steeper increase toward the

blue from that point and some hint of structure

at 4800 and 5800_&. Harris' photometry [194]

shows a body considerably redder than the Sun
at h6900 and 8200.
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The radiusof Plutois so poorlyknownthat
attemptsto quotea geometricalbedobasedon
the radiusarealmostmeaningless.Harris[194]
pickedaradiusof0.45thatofEarth,whichgives
pv=0.13.He thenchosea phaseintegralequal
to that for Mars(qv=l.04), to derivea visual
Bond albedoAv=0.14.The albedoof Pluto
seemsto changeonly slowlywith wavelength,
sothisvaluewasinsertedin Table1 asa guess
at thebolometricBondalbedo.It is obviousthat
an accurateradiusand phaseintegralfor at
least1wavelengthmustbemeasuredbeforesuch
numberscanhaverealmeaning.It seemslikely
that the bolometricBondalbedofor Pluto is
sufficientlysmaller than Neptune'sto give
Plutothehighereffectivetemperature.However,
Pluto'sslowrotationwill assureconsiderable
differencein actual daysideand nightside
temperatures,theformerreachingperhaps50° K.

Polarimetry of Pluto by Kelsey and Fix [242]

indicates that the planet probably has a micro-

scopically rough surface, and their value of 0.27%

polarization at a phase angle of only 0.8 ° is cer-

tainly compatible with a low albedo, since it

hints at a deep negative branch for the polariza-
tion curve.

Body Structure

Since even density of Pluto is grossly un-

certain, meaningful work on the structure of the

planet is unlikely until a spacecraft has ac-

curately determined at least its basic physical

measurements with some accuracy. A large

magnetic field seems unlikely, since Pluto is

small and rotates slowly, but after Mercury,
who knows?

SATELLITES AND RINGS

Less than a decade ago, satellites of the solar

system (except the Moon) were in the backwater

of astrophysical research. The extensive photo-

electric photometry of Harris [194] and occasional

studies by Kuiper and his students constituted

the majority of modern knowledge, other than

that of their masses and motions. During the past

5 years, satellite study has burgeoned into one of

the most active fields of solar system physical
research, one which required 100 pages to en-

compass in the recent review of Morrison and

Cruikshank [335]. The emphasis here will be upon

the Galilean satellites of Jupiter, and Titan, the

bodies most likely to be of biological interest. The
aforementioned review is recommended for addi-

tional physical information. Reviews of celestial

mechanics are in papers by Wilkins and Sinclair

[517] and Porter [369]. No review of satellites,

however brief, would be complete without some

description of the innumerable small satellites

seen as the rings of Saturn, which will be dis-

cussed ahmg with Saturn's satellites.

Jupiter's Satellites

Jupiter has 12 known satellites, 5 near the

planet in circular orbits in the equatorial plane

and 7 in far out, highly eccentric, highly inclined

orbits. 7 The basic orbital elements are given in

Table 16, together with mean brightness and

change of brightness caused by rotation. JV,

sometimes called Amalthea, and the four large
Galilean satellites (discovered by Galileo in 1610)

appear to keep one face toward their primary

[237, 335], rotating on their axes in the same

period as they revolve about Jupiter. Almost

nothing is known about the other seven bodies,

or even Amalthea, which is so close to Jupiter

(1.54 radii from the planetary surface) as to

virtually prohibit accurate photometry.

The Galilean satellites are large, important

bodies in their own right. Ganymede is larger than

the planet Mercury, and all but Europa are larger

than the Moon. In understanding these bodies, it

is of great importance that accurate physical

data are finally becoming available. In 1971, Io

occulted/3-Scorpii C [219, 347,457], and in 1972,

Ganymede occulted SAO 186800 [77], giving

greatly improved radii for the two satellites. With

these radii forming a base, it became possible to

derive further data from mutual occuhations

occurring every 6 years when Earth is in the plane

of the satellite orbits [67]. Finally, new masses

have come from the flight of Pioneer 10 [8]. These

data and quantities derived from them are in
Table 17.

7A thirteenth satellite, lying just inside JVI, was discovered
in Sept. 1974.
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The occultation by Ganymede, besides an

improved radius, apparently gave the first direct

evidence of an atmosphere on a Galilean satellite,

suggesting a surface pressure on Ganymede of at

least 10 -6 bar but probably not as great as 10 -3

bar [77]. The star occulted was quite faint, how-

ever; and there are some questions on the

reliability of the pressure data. The Pioneer 10 S-

band radio occultation experiment [250] detected

an electron density of 6x104 cm -3 at 100_+40 km

above the surface of Io and a neutral atmosphere

corresponding to surface pressure of 10 -s to 10 lo

TABLE 16.-Jupiter's Satellites

Semimajor V magnitude Rotational
Satellite axis, Eccentricity i Inclination 1,2 Sidereal period at mean change in V

km opposition 5

JV 3

JI (Io) 3

JII (Europa) 3

JIII (Ganymede) 3

JIV (Callisto) 3

JVI 4

IVII 4

JX 4

fXII 4

fXI 4

JVIII 4

JIX 4

181 500

422 000

671 400

1 071 000

1 884000

0.0028

0.0000

0.0003

0.0015

0.0075

0027.3 '

0°1.6 '

0°28.1'

0°11.0 '

0°15.2 '

11 h 57 min 22.70 s

1 d 18 h 27 min 33.51 s

3 d 13 h 13 min 42.05 s

7 d 3 h 42 min 33.35 s

16 d 16 h 32 min 11.21 s

11 487 000

11 747 000

11 861 000

21 250 000

22 540 000

23 510 000

23 670 000

0.158

0.207

0.130

0.169

0.207

0.378

0.275

27.6 °

24.8 °

29.0 °

147 °

i64 °

145 °

153 °

250.57 d

259.65 d

263.55 d

631 d

692 d

739 d

758 d

ca 13.0

4.80

5.17

4.54

5.50

14.88

16.

18.6

18.8

!8.1

18.8

18.3

(7)
0.i6

0.31

0.15

0.15

U

N

K

N

O

W

N

1Eccentricities and inclinations for regular

slightly variable. Those for irregular satellites
variable.

2 To the equatorial plane of Jupiter.

3 From [400], except photometric data.

satellites are

are extremely

4 From [369], except photometric data.

5From [194], except JVI which is from [10, 11].

6From [335].

7 Possibly variable with leading edge brighter.

TABLE 17. -- Galilean Satellites: Physical Data

Parameter I Io (JI) Europa (JII) Ganymede (JIII) Callisto (JIV)

Mass (Jupiter = 1) [8]

Mass (Moon= 1) 2

Mean diameter, km

Mean density, g cm-3 4

Mean surface gravity, m s -24

Escape velocity, km s-14

Bolometric Bond albedo [335]

Effective temperature, K s

Maximum temperature, K 7

4.696 × 10 -5

_+0.06

1.213

3636 _+ 5 [347]

3.54

1.80

2.56

0.62 + 0.13

96

135

2.565 × 10 -5

±0.06

0.663

2980 _+ 1003

3.51

1.46

2.09

0.74 ± 0.14 5

87

123

7.845 × 10 5

± 0.08

2.027

_+30 [77]5270 -2oo

1.94

1.43

2.75

0.35- + 0.08

109

155

5.603 × 10 5

-+0.17

1.448

5000 _ 150 [119]

1.63

1.14

2.38

0.11 -+ 0.03

118

167

1Where the same source was used for all four satellites,

the reference number is given in the parameter column. In

all other cases, it follows the individual datum.

2Calculated from value above, mass of Moon = 7.347 × 1022

kg [190], and mass of Jupiter=l.8985 × 10 zT kg [8]. Unlike

the figure in Table 1, this does not include the satellites' mass.

aThis figure is the average of three values from mutual

occultation observations reported at the 1974 AAS Division

of Planetary Sciences Meeting, Palo Alto, Calif.

4Calculated from mass and diameter given above. G=

6.673 x 102o km 3 s-2kg-l.

5Corrected from 0.68 for new value of radius given above.

6Calculated from F=4(1-A) -1 o" T_, assuming the flux

F= 1353 Wm 2 at 1 AU and the Stefan-Bohzmann constant

o-=5.669× 10 -s Wm -2 deg 4. A is the bolometric Bond

albedo.

7Calculated from F= (l-A)-1 _ T 4. This is the maximum

equilibrium temperature that a body of the given albedo,

normally illuminated, can have at 5.203 AU from the Sun
without an internal heat source.

574-269 0 - 76 - 17
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bar (depending upon composition) on that satel-

lite. The Io optical occultation observations had

only resulted in an atmospheric upper limit of

about 10 -7 bar [30,427].

In 1964, Binder and Cruikshank [54] reported

an apparent excess brightness on Io of about

0.1 magnitude as it reappeared after solar eclipse

by Jupiter, the excess disappearing in about 15

min. It was suggested that this might be evidence

for an atmosphere condensing during eclipse and

evaporating in sunlight. It was estimated that

about 2 × 10 -7 bar of evaporate would be required

to satisfy the observations [279]. Since 1964,
there have been many photometric studies of Io

eclipses, some positive, some negative. If the

phenomenon is real, it is certainly intermittent,

and the Pioneer 10 results on atmospheric

pressure would indicate it is not caused by

atmospheric condensation. The results for 1973,

using photometers specially designed to reject

scattered light from Jupiter, were all negative

(no brightening) [151,324].

The discovery by Brown [69] of sodium D-line
emission from the satellite was the most unex-

pected and spectacular result on the atmosphere
of Io. Confirming observations were soon reported

by Brown and Chaffee [70], and then Trafton

et al [478] found that the sodium radiation came

from a large area around Io (more than 10 arc

seconds in radius). The amount often averaged ca

10" atoms cm -2, assuming it to be uniform and

optically thin over the field of view, although it

apparently is variable in time. Meanwhile, Judge

and Carlson [239] reported an apparent torus of
hydrogen around Jupiter in the orbit of Io with a

surface brightness of 10 kilo-Rayleighs (assuming

it is all Lyman a-radiation). Presumably, the torus
of hydrogen around Io is similar to the torus which

McDonough and Brice suggested would be found

around Titan [318]. The most acceptable explana-
tion so far suggested for the observations is sput-

tering of Io's surface by charged particles from

the Jovian magnetosphere, followed by resonance

fluorescence within the sodium and hydrogen

clouds thus created [311].

Photometry of the Galilean satellites has indi-

cated that their surface properties vary consid-
erably from satellite to satellite. This is well

illustrated by the broadband photometry of Lee

[274], shown in Figure 11 with Morrison and

Cruikshank's normalization [335]. More detailed

studies at higher spectral resolution have shown

that Europa and Ganymede are coated largely

with H20 frost [141,365] at a temperature near

150 ° K and of ca 0.1 mm grain size [247]. Kieffer

and Smythe [247] estimate fractional abundance

at 75% and 60% on JII and JIII, respectively,

while H20 frost is at most a minor constituent on

JI and JIV. Io retains its very high and largely

featureless albedo even at 5/xm [164]. Kieffer and

Smythe [247] suggest strongly hydrated minerals
as candidates for the JI surface.

Polarization results also indicate differences

among the Galilean satellites, with Callisto

standing out with a strong negative branch more

than twice as deep as any of its companions

[122,488].

A number of brightness temperature measures

have been made through the 8-14/xm and 17-28

/xm windows in Earth's atmosphere. Table 18 is

taken from Morrison and Cruikshank, with

Europa temperatures corrected for the new

radius given in Table 17. The 10 gm tempera-

tures are consistently 10 ° K higher than those at

20 /xm, a surprising result. Hansen [192] has

shown what appears to be a distinct emission

feature at 12 /_m on the three Galilean satellites

he observed (JI,JIII, and JIV), which may account

for the difference but this also needs explana-

tion. Flux curves during eclipse have been

obtained by Hansen at 10/_m [191], and Morrison

and Cruikshank at 20 /xm [334]. In general,

results can best be explained by a thin low-

conductive layer over a thick layer of high

conductivity for JI, JII, and JIII, with some

additional complexity for JIV.

The brightness temperatures of Ganymede and
Callisto at millimeter and centimeter short

wavelengths are given in Table 19. Temperatures

have been adjusted (where possible) to the

satellite radii given in Table 17; temperatures

in parentheses are those published. These

measurements are quite dimcult to make because

of the usual problem of detecting a weak signal

in the presence of a nearby strong signal. Of the

four measurements shown for Callisto, it is ex-

pected that interferometric measurements at

3.71 cm and high signal/noise measurements at

REPRrODUC_/.LITY OF THE

.... =,!z__L PAGE IS POOR
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2.82cm usingthe 100-mBonnradiotelescope
arethe mostreliable.Thesearealsothe most
interestingbecausethey indicatebrightness
temperaturessignificantlylower than infrared
temperatures.Also,the differencein brightness
temperaturesof the twosatellitesis largerthan
wouldbeexpectedfromtheiralbedos[360].

The low brightnesstemperaturescanbeex-
plained[360]byradioemissionoriginatingbelow
thesurface,wherethevariationof temperature
with phaseis lower.This implies,if correct,
that interiorof the satellitesis colderthanthe
surface.Brightnesstemperaturemeasurements
at3.55mmand8.2mm(incontrastto centimeter
wave measurements)are considerablyhigher
thanbothinfraredandcentimeterradiomeasure-
ments;their statisticaluncertainties,however,
arelarge.Theideahasbeenadvancedthathigh
brightnesstemperaturesare the result of a
nearlytransparenticesurfaceonthesesatellites

[271].In the Lewis[279]models,the lapserate
in the ice crustis ca 1° K/km, and a crustal
thicknessof ca 100km is requiredto explain
theobservations.Thistheorypredictsthatbright-
nesstemperaturedoesnot dependon wave-
length,whichis inconsistentwithavailabledata.

Theformation,internalstructure,andchem-
istry of the Galileansatelliteshavebeencon-
sideredbytwogroups[279,280,281,368].These
studiesindicatethatall fourbodiesarelikely to
havea coreof hydratedsilicates,andGanymede
andCallistomay well havethick mantlesof
frozenor liquidwater(liquid,if thereis evena
smallamountof radioactivedecayin their in-
teriors).Eachshouldhaveat leasta thin solid
crust,possiblyice on all but Io, althoughon
Callisto,the low albedoobviouslyrequiresan
additionaldarkmaterialonthesurface.

All theGalileansatellitesareveryinteresting,
apparentlyquitedifferentfrombodiesnearerthe

1.0

0.8

O

.e 0.6'

_ 0.4.

0.2-

0

0

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
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FIGUREl l. -- Geometric albedo of the Galilean satellites, 0.4-3.4/_m. (Adapted from [274]as normalized

by [3351)
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Sun. Only Io and Europa have densities similar

to the terrestrial planets (or perhaps the aster-

oids), and their albedos are many times higher
than nearer, airless bodies. Io also exhibits a

number of unique phenomena apparently asso-

ciated with the Jovian magnetosphere. These
satellites are sure to receive increased attention

from space probes and ground-based observers

during the next decade.

Saturn's Rings and Satellites

The Rings

Saturn has 10 satellites, all but the outermost

(Phoebe) in fairly regular orbits, and a glorious

set of rings. The rings around Saturn, which

appear to be unique in the solar system, were

first seen by Galileo in 1610 as queer appendages

on either side of the planet. The real nature of

the appendages as part of a flat ring around the

planet was discovered by Huygens in 1655. In the

1670s, Cassini found that the ring was double,

a dark line separating it into two concentric

rings. The dark line is now called Cassini's divi-

sion, the outer ring A, and the inner ring B. In

1850, Bond at Harvard and Davies in England

independently discovered a very tenuous

third ring, a "crape ring" or Ring C, inside

the first two. For many years, there has been

considerable controversy about the existence of

a fourth, extremely tenuous ring outside the A

ring. Some positive evidence of this D ring's

existence was obtained by Feibelman during the

most recent [136] edge-on aspect, and was re-

cently confirmed by Kuiper [267] who found

evidence of material extending nearly to Dione.

Similarly, there have been reports of material

inside the crape ring [60, p 382]. Guerin has

presented most convincing evidence of this [96,

176, 1771 from photographs of Saturn which seem

to confirm the presence of at least a small amount

of ring material almost to the planet's atmos-

phere. He calls this material, which is separated

from the C ring by a dark division, the D ring.
To avoid confusion with material external to the

A ring, it has been suggested that any material

external to the A ring be called the D' ring [149].

Radial dimensions of the rings are given in
Table 20.

The thickness of the rings is not easily deter-

mined, since they are very thin. The only times

the rings have been observed when Earth was

exactly in their plane occurred in October and

December 1966 [60]. Then, through large tele-

scopes, the rings did not completely disappear

as it sometimes had been predicted they would.

Photometry was undertaken at that time [61,145]
with somewhat discordant results. Both sets of

data were analyzed and each found internally
consistent. The thickness cannot be less than

500 m, nor is it likely to be greater than about

4 kin. Systematic errors seem likely to cause the

value to be underestimated [61], consequently a
value of 2-3 km seems best until additional

observations become available.

It is certain that the rings are not solid.

Maxwell showed theoretically in 1857 that a

solid ring rotating around a planet would not be

stable, and Keeler showed spectroscopically in

1895 that the rings were in differential rotation.

On at least six occasions, stars have been seen

through the A ring, even though of magnitude

7.2 or fainter [59], giving rather direct proof of

the rings' particulate nature. On at least two

TABLE 18. -- Galilean Satellite Temperatures 1

Authority

3illett, Merrill, and Stein

nansen

Morrison

Morrison, Cruikshank, and Murphy

nansen

Morrison

Wavelength,

_m

11-12

8-14

8-14

17-28

17-25

17-28

Io (JI)

139_+3

137---3

138_+4

128_+5

124_+4

130_+3

Europa (JII) 2

132_+3

131_+3

130_+4

123+5

122_+4

123 _+3

Ganymede (JllI)

142 _+3

142 ± 3

145 _+4

138 ±5

132 _+5

143 ±4

Callisto (JIV)

157 ± 3

152 _+ 4

153 _+ 5

151 ± 7

142_+ 6

155 _+ 5

1From Morrison and CruiKshank [335]. 2 Corrected for new radius of Europa, 1490_+ 50 kin.
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occasions, eighth magnitude stars were seen

part of the time during passage behind the

brighter, more dense B ring [59]. The trouble-

some problem of the mechanical stability of the

ring will not be discussed here. (See references

[60, 92, 93,527] for further information.)

Additional information on the rings has come

from four sources. Only photometry has been

available for a considerable time; infrared

radiometry, microwave radiometry, and radar

information are very new. The large body of

photometric work (reviewed by Morrison and

Cruikshank [335]) will only be summarizcd here.

The visual surface brightness of the B ring and

parts of the A ring are somewhat higher than

the mean surface brightness of Saturn [95],

indicating individual particles of very high albedo,

since the rings are not optically thick. Several

studies of ring optical depth converge on values

of 0.7-1.0 for the B ring and 0.4-0.5 for the A

TABLE 19.--Microwave Brightness Temperatures

of Ganymede and Callisto

Wavelength
[reference] Ganymede Callisto

3.55 mm [171] 276 (255_+80)

8.2 mm [272] 233 (280--_ 120)

2.82cm [360] 55_+14 (55_+14_ 88--+18 (88+_18)

3.71 cm [42] 101 (101_+25)

TABLE 20.--Saturn's Rings, Dimensions

Parameters Radii, km Saturn radii

Equatorial radius, Saturn

Outer edge, ring D
Guerin division

Inner edge, ring C

Inner edge, ring B

Outer edge, ring B

Cassini division

Inner edge, ring A

Outer edge, ring A

Semimajor axis, orbit of

Janus

60000_+240

72 600 _+2000 2

Width ca 4200 km 2
76 800 -+2000

92 000 _+850

117800-+350

Width ca 2600 km

120 400 _+400

136 450 _+350

168 700 2

I

1.00

1.21

1.28

1.54

1.97

2.01

2.28

2.81

1From [120], except where otherwise indicated.
2From [149].

3The edges of A and B rings are not sharp. Direct measure-
ments of the width of the Cassini division often result in much

larger values (i.e., ca 3500 kin. Dollfus, [120]).

ring [335]. There is a very large opposition effect

of 0.2 magnitude in the yellow up to 0.4 magnitude

in the infrared and ultraviolet [229]. Since large

opposition surges are usually identified with dark

surfaces, the effect in Saturn's rings classically

(since the 1880s) has been associated with mutual

shadowing of the particles but such an effect

should be independent of color, which is not what

Irvine and Lane observed. The effect may be a

combination of shadowing and backscattering.

Recent infrared spectrophotometry has shown

that ring particles are largely ice or at least ice-

covered [363]_ accounting for high yellow, red,

and infrared albedo. However, a sharp drop in

the ring albedo below 6000 A, very much like

the Io's behavior [28, 273], is not the behavior

of ordinary pure ice.

Radiometry in the 8-14/xm windows is given in

Table 21. It seems clear that ring temperature

has increased with increasing Sun angle, implying

shadowing was occuring at h)w angles. Most

surprising is the high temperature for bodies of

such high albedo. The effective temperature of a

blackbody at Saturn's distance from the Sun is

only 90 ° K. This would be raised to about 94 ° K

for the B ring by including radiation from Saturn

[338]. Estimates of the bolometric Bond albedo

for ring particles generally lie between 0.5 and

0.8 or higher [335], implying fairly large, non-

isothermal particles which are much warmer on

the Sun-Earth side.

Recently, Goldstein and Morris demonstrated

that the rings of Saturn are remarkably efficient

radar reflectors by transmitting and receiving

strong echoes from the rings at 12.6 cm [169].

The measured Doppler spread of echoes matches

that expected from the particles in the bright

TABLE 21.--Temperature of Saturn's Rings

Wavelength,
/xm

2O

12.7

2O

2O

11

2O

Saturnicentric
latitude

of the Sun

_,5 °

18°

26 °

26 °

26 °

26 °

Ring Brightness Refer-
observed temperatureoK ence

A and B?

A and B

A

B

B

B

<60 [23]

82.7 [5]

89 [338]

94 [338]

91 [335]

96 [335]
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inner ring, thereby strongly supporting the

results. The received radar echo power was
62 _ 6% of what would have been received from

an isotropic reflector, without loss, in the same

projected geometric cross section as the A and B

rings and at the same distance-an entirely

unexpected result. This reflectivity compares

to 6% for Mercury, 12% for Venus, 8% for Mars,

and 5 to 15% for the asteroids, Icarus and Toro.

Interpretation is still very speculative, although

it is generally agreed that radar observations

require that reflecting objects be a centimeter-

size or larger.

Goldstein and Morris [169] hypothesize that

the scattering objects are likely to be rough with

diameters on the order of a meter or larger.

Pollack et al postulate that centimeter-sized

particles of high albedo yield the observed high

reflectivity through multiple scattering [367],

and it is pointed out that radio brightness tem-

peratures of the rings provide important con-

straints to the models. A third hypothesis pro-

posed does not require a large single-scattering
albedo. Penengill and Hagfors [362] point out

that backscanering from transparent spheres can

show considerable gain over simple external

reflection from the front surface of an equivalent

sphere. Such gain results from internal scattering

processes. For Saturn's rings, it is proposed,

smooth ice fragments larger than 8 cm in radius

will reproduce the radar result.

There are a number of single antenna and a

few interferometer brightness temperature meas-

urements of Saturn and its rings. Single antenna

measurements yield the combined radiation from

the Saturn-ring system, whereas interferometric

measurements allow the ring brightness contribu-

tion to be separated and measured directly. One

method of studying the ring influence is to

observe dependence of the single disk antenna

brightness temperatures on the planetocentric

latitude of Earth (relative to the plane of the
rings). A second method is to estimate the disk

contribution from atmospheric models and attrib-

ute the residuals to the rings.
In a recent compilation of single antenna data

[234] which relate to brightness temperature of

the rings, it is shown that, with the exception of

data at 1-mm wavelength, there are no statisti-

cally significant variations of brightness tempera-

ture with planetocentric angle. Measurements

are consistent with absence of the rings, thereby
showing that brightness temperatures of the rings

must be low. Observing at a wavelength of 1 mm,

Rather et al [381] measured a brightness tempera-

ture for Saturn that is 45 ° ___15 ° K larger than that

observed for Jupiter, inferring a brightness tem-

perature of 35 ° +__15 ° K for the rings. Because of

the large size of the scatterers implied by radar

observations, Pollack et al [367] infer that low

brightness temperature must be due to emissivity

effect. Janssen [234] combining the Rather et al
data with earlier data, finds that the 1-mm data

are consistent with an emissivity of 0.4. Briggs

[66] estimates an upper limit of 80 cm to the

particle size by assuming they are pure water ice.

High resolution interferometric observations of

Saturn have been carried out at 3.7, 11, and 21

cm wavelengths [41, 43, 66] showing that nearly

all of Saturn's emission originates from the

planetary disk. Berge and coworkers estimate

brightness temperature of the rings to be less

than 10 ° and 40 ° K at 20 cm and 10 cm, respec-

tively. Briggs, in agreement with Berge, found

that average ring brightness temperature is less

than 20 ° K at 3.7, 11, and 21 cm. Further, he

found that when his interferometric fringes were

perpendicular to Saturn's polar axis, the apparent
size of the planet decreased. Such effect was not

seen when the fringes were aligned with the polar

axis. Briggs interpreted these data by a model

in which the rings obscure part of Saturn's disk,

thereby reducing the apparent size of the disk.

Ring particles which are good scatterers and poor
emitters can diffuse radiation from the disk while

having a low brightness, which is consistent with
both radio and radar data.

Several lines of evidence have converged to

indicate that ring particles must be at least a few

centimeters in diameter. Two not previously

mentioned are the Poynting-Robertson effect

which would sweep the ring free of all original

particles smaller than about 3 cm in 5 × 109 years

[61,505], and sputtering which would erode several
centimeters of ice in a similar time [195]. Thus

any small particles would have to be of more
recent origin, nor can the rings be a monolayer,

since shadowing and multiple scattering appear
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to be required.Thusa numberof "classical"
modelssuggestingmicron-sizedparticlesor a
monolayerof variousthicknessesapparently
havebeenruledoutbyrecentstudies.Nocom-
pletelyconsistentringmodelsexistasyet,how-
ever,andtheremaystill besurprisesinphysical
studyof oneof themostbeautifulobjectsof the
solarsystem.

The Satellites

The satellites of Saturn are laid out fairly

regularly except for Phoebe, which is in an

elongated retrograde orbit. The basic orbital

elements are given in Table 22. Janus was dis-

covered in 1966 when Saturn's rings were "edge-

on." Even with the ring lights almost zero, Janus

is difficult to see, with a magnitude of only 13.5

or 14, located next to a very bright planet [118,

425, 462]. Absolute confirmation that the object

observed is indeed a satellite and not a ring

condensation will probably have to wait until

the rings are again edge-on, although the best

of the photogrephs are very convincing.
The satellites of Saturn are rather substantial

bodies, for the most part, all larger than the seven

irregular satellites of Jupiter, and at least five

(perhaps seven) of them of greater size than the

largest asteroid. Titan (to be discussed in detail)

is more massive and somewhat larger than the

Moon. The basic physical data for all the satellites

(except Janus) will be found in Table 23. Addi-

TABLE 22.--Saturn's Satellites i

Satellite Semimajor
axis, km

anus a 168 700
Vlimas 185 800
Z.nceladus 238 300

Fethys 294 900
Dione 377 900
Rhea 527 600
"itan 1 222 600

Hyperion 1 484 100
[apetus 3 562 900
Phoebe 12 960 000

Eccen- Inclina-
tricity tion z

ca 0
0.0201
0.00444
0
0.00221
0.00098
0.029
0.104
0.02828
0.16326

caO
1°31.0'
0°01.4'
I°05.6'

0°01.4'
0o21'
0o20'

(17-56')
14.72°
150.05°

Pefiod, d

0.815
0.942422
1.370218
1.887802
2.736916
4.517503

15.945452
4 21276665

79.33082

550.45

1From [369], except
To plane of ring.

3From [149].

data for Janus.

tional photometric and radiometric data for a
number of Saturn's satellites are reviewed in

Morrison and Cruikshank [335] and will not be

repeated, except for mention of Iapetus and Titan.

Iapetus

Iapetus was discovered by Cassini in 1671, who

immediately reported a great brightness varia-

tion, suggesting . . . "but it seems, that one part

of his surface is not so capable of reflecting to us

the light of the Sun which maketh it visible, as

the other part is" [1]. That, indeed, has proved to

be the case. Murphy et al [339] found anticorrela-

tion between visible brightness and infrared flux,

with Iapetus having a temperature of 117 °-4- 4 ° K
and visual albedo of 0.04_0.01 near minimum

light, and a temperature of 110°+4 ° K and 0.25 -----

0.05 visual albedo near maximum light. They

suggest that the albedo at maximum is about 0.28.

Zellner's [535] polarization studies are consistent

v,ith a bright trailing hemisphere and a dark

leading hemisphere. Neither of the above studies

is consistent with an elongated shape.

The most detailed photometry of Iapetus (that

of Millis [323]) showed successive minima differ-

ing by 0.3 magnitude, which is attributed to

change in solar phase angle, the resulting phase

coefficient and opposition effect being com-

parable to that of the Moon, Callisto, and some

asteroids-all having dark surfaces. A much

smaller phase coefficient was found for the bright

side, comparable to bright Io and Europa. The

first good color curves obtained [323] showed 0.07

variation in B-V and 0.045 in U-B. Iapetus, then,

is truly a remarkable object with one hemisphere

six times as bright as the other. The best theory
so far, proposed by Cook and Franklin [94], is

that a thin ice crust was largely eroded from one

side by meteoroidal bombardment of its leading

hemisphere.

Titan

Titan is certainly the most interesting of
Saturn's satellites because of its extensive

atmosphere. In 1944 Kuiper [258] first dis-

covered methane on the satellite, empirically

estimating its abundance in a presumed pure

4Varies from 17' to 56' [400]. methane atmosphere at 200 m-amagat in 1952
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[261]. There the matter stood for 20 years until

Trafton's [469] surprising announcement of the

possible presence of H2 on Titan. He further

suggested [470] that even the spectrophotometric

observations of McCord et al [316] showed that

either methane must be an order of magnitude

more abundant than previously thought or a

minor constituent. Hydrogen observations [469]

suggested the presence of ca 5 km-amagat of H2

(with a very large uncertainty).

Very recent radiometry by Low and Rieke

[287], however, shows no evidence of the 17/xm

pressure-induced H2 feature, so the abundance is

probably much lower than 5 km-amagat. Trafton

also found [475] that there is at least one addi-

tional spectroscopically active gas on Titan

absorbing in the 1.05-1.1 /xm area. There is

evidence of an additional absorber near 1.65/xm

[297]. Further, there is a prominent emission

feature near 12 /xm [162], probably best ex-

plained as the 12.2 gm ethane (C2Hs) band [101].

Both ethane (C2H6) and ethylene (C2H4) have

bands in the 1.65 Ixm region, but Trafton [475]

was unable to find evidence for absorptions of

either in the 1.06 /xm region. He suggests an

isotope of CH4 as one possible explanation of

these lines [4751.

Evidence of clouds on Titan further compli-

cates spectroscopic interpretation. Polarization

observations [489,536] suggest the presence of an

opaque cloud deck. Further, there is a rapid

decrease in Titan's albedo through blue, violet,

and near ultraviolet [25, 72], entirely opposite to

the effect of molecular (Rayleigh) scattering.

Albedo decrease virtually requires the presence

of an aerosol, preferably a fine dust which absorbs

ca _ i [28].

A major boundary condition on models of

Titan's atmosphere is furnished by photometric

and thermal data. Younkin's [531] high resolu-

tion spectrophotometry from 0.50 to 1.08 /xm

permitted derivation of geometric albedos. With

TABLE 23.--Saturn's Satellites, Physical Data

Parameter _ Mimas Enceladus Tethys Dione Rhea

Mass (Saturn= 1) 2

Mass (Moon= 1) 3
Mean diameter, km 16

Mean diameter (Moon= 1) s

Mean density, g cm 3_'

V mag at mean opposition _0

Rotational change in V

6.59±0.15×10 s

0.00051

ca 400 _

ca 0.1

ca 1.0

12.1

Unknown

1.48+0.61 x 10 -7

0.001

550 ± 300 4
0.16

ca. 1.0

11.77

ca 0.412

10.95±0.22 × 10-_

0.0085

1200±200 4
0.35

0.7

10.27

0.16 .3

20.39±0.53 x 10 -:

0.0158

1150 ± 231

0.33

1.5

10.44

0.20 .3

3.2±5.6×10 -6

ca 0.025

1450 ± 200 4

0.42

ca 1.1

9.76

0.19 5

Parameter _ Titan Hyperion Iapetus Phoebe

2.4619 ± 0.0029 × 10 -4

1.905

4850 ± 300 4
1.40

2.34

8.35 15

0.00 5

ca 2.0 x 10 -7
0.0015

160 - 920 .3,7

14.16

Unknown

3.94±1.93× 10 _

0.02

1800 ± 200 s

0.52

ca 0.7

11.03

1.92 13

Mass (Saturn= 1) _

Mass (Moon= 1) 3
Mean diameter, km

Mean diameter (Moon=l) s

Mean density, g cm .3_*

V mag at mean opposition _°

Rotational change in V

Unknown

60-320 s, 7

All references are given in these footnotes.

2 From Duncombe, Klepczynski, and Seidelmann [128].
a Calculated using mass of Moon= 7.347 :x:10_2 kg (190).
4 From Dollfus [119].
s From Morrison and Cruikshank [335].

6From Murphy, Cruikshank, and Morrison [339].
¢ Lower limit assumes a geometric albedo of 1.0; the upper

limit, 0.03.

SCalculated using diameter of Moon=3475 km [190].
' Calculated from data above.

_oFrom Harris [194] except for Titan and Phoebe.

H From Andersson [10, 11].
i_ From Franz and Millis [150].
,3 From Millis [323]. (See discussion in text).

_4Phoebe is apparently not "locked' to Saturn. Its period
of rotation is apparently less than 1 d [10, 11].

15From Blanco and Catalano [58].
16Elliot, Vcverka, and Goguen reported new radii for five

satellites at IAU Colloquium No. 28, Planetary Satellites,
Ithaca, N.Y., Aug. 1974. These will cause major changes
in all physical data. For example, their values for Titan and

lapetus are 5832 ± 53 and 1595 ± 139 respectively.
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existing measurements from 0.30 to 0.50/xm and

a synthetic spectrum based upon similar Jupiter

and Saturn results from 1.08 to 4.0 txm, Younkin

[531] derives a bolometric geometric albedo of

0.21 and suggests using a bolometric Bond albedo

of 0.27 ± 0.04. The effective temperature of Titan
then is 84o±2 ° K.

Detailed thermal measurements (from l_ow

and Riecke [287]), given in Table 24, show a

surprising picture. Even a nonrotating blackbody

(zero albedos) normal to the Sun can reach only
127 ° K at Titan's distance from the Sun. It would

appear that there"_- must be eithcr a fairly effective

atmospheric greenhouse mechanism or an at-

mospheric uonequilibrium radiator in operation.

The peak at 8/xm is to be expected front methane

inversion as on Jupiter and Saturn. The peak at

12 p,m may be C2HG as noted above. The rest can

potentially be modeled in at least two ways.

A series of greenhouse models for Titan was

computed [366] in which the best fit to the data

then available suggested roughly a 50-50 mix of

H2 and CH4 with a surface temperature and

pressure of at least 150 ° K and 0.4 atm. The green-

house was created by pressure-induced transi-

tions in the gases, but there was visible opacity

from methane clouds. The biggest problem is that
the pressure-induced H._,feature that would then

fill the region near 17/xm simply does not seem

to be present [287].

Danielson, Caldwell, and Larach suggest that

an aerosol layer of micron-sized particles would

absorb a large part of incident thermal radia-

tion [101], but could not reradiate it effec-

tively at wavelengths several times their size,

hence creating thermal inversion and explaining

high 5 p,m temperatures. The surface would be

near 80 ° K, heated by direct solar radiation and

reemitted atmospheric radiation. The greatest

problem is that the Bond albedo appears to be

higher (0.27) than they assumed (0.20).

Low and Rieke suggest a slight modification:

retaining the particle inversion layer but adding

a bit of greenhouse would keep the surface tem-

perature up to 80o-90 ° K, as required to keep

too much CH4 from condensing out in spite of

the higher albedo [287]. Detailed calculations

have not yet been made for a combined _een-

house-inversion model of Titan's atmosphere, but

it seems plausible. Reliable quantitative models

must await radio surface temperatures and posi-
tive identification of the unknown absorbers in

Titan's atmosphere, s

The nature of Titan's crust is expected to be

the factor which determines the presence and

composition of the atmosphere. This problem and

that of hydrogen escape have been considered

by Hunten [222], who showed that a pure H2

atmosphere would escape extremely rapidly but

that 10-25% H2 could probably be retained in a

steady state, produced perhaps from photolysis

of NH3. Although an atmosphere on Titan may

have a sufficient velocity to escape from Titan,

it probably does not have a Saturn escape

velocity [318]. Consequently, atoms and mole-

cules lost by Titan are forced by the planet's

gravitational field to orbit Saturn until ionized,

or until recaptured by Titan.

There is no direct observational knowledge of

the surface and interior of Titan. For example,

in spite of very high precision photometry, no

variation in Titan's brightness has been de-
tected which could be attributed to rotation.

Titan is usually assumed to keep one face toward

Saturn, rotating and revolving synchronously,
but this is no more than an educated guess.

According to Lewis' models [279, 281], the

surface may be largely methane hydrate ice,

although obviously this is a function of what the

surface temperature proves to be. The interior may
contain a hydrous silicate mantle overlain with a

hydrous ammonia solution immediately below

the solid crust [279, 281], while there may be a
troilite (FeS) core. The uncomfortable fact

remains that the only real observational datum

on the interior of Titan is its density, and even

that is uncertain by perhaps 20% because of the

uncertainty in the satellite's radius, s

Satellites of Uranus

Uranus has five satellites which form an ex-

tremely regular system, for which basic data is

sThe new 5832 km radius for Titan (see Table 23) reduces
the temperature discrepancy significantly and decreases the
density by 60%.
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giveninTable25.Thesatellitesaretoosmallfor
directmeasurementof sizeat the distanceof
Uranus,andnonehasbeendetectedin themiddle
infraredto allowa radiometricradiusdetermi-
nation.If ice-covered,with a veryhighalbedo,
theycouldbeassmallas200km (Miranda)to
700km (Titania)in diameter.Givenextremely
dark surfaces,diameterscould be 1300km
(Miranda)to 4000km (Titania).If Kuiper'sun-
certainmasses(seeTable25)are takenliter-
ally, thetruediametersmustbenearthelower
limits to keep the densities above 1 g/cm 3.

Satellites of Neptune

Neptune has only two satellites. The apparently

large and massive Triton is in retrograde motion

in an orbit with no detected eccentricity, while

tiny Nereid is in direct motion in a large, highly
eccentric orbit. Basic data for the two satellites

are given in Table 26. Very rough mass and

diameter figures exist for Triton, 1.3+0.3 × 10 -3

of Neptune [253] and 3770-+-1300 km [119],

respectively.

Triton is apparently large enough to hold an

atmosphere, although none has yet been de-

TABLE 24.--Infrared Photometry of Titan i

_, gm TBa, °K

1.65
2.2
3.6
5.0
8.8

10.3
10.6
11.6
12.6
17
19
21
22.5
24.5
34

AX,/_m p2

0.3 ca. 0.01
0.6 0.05
1.0 0.01
1.0 _ 0.10
1.0 --
1.3 --
5.0
0.8
1.0
2 --
1 --

8 ----

5 ----

12 --

w--

165
136
125
124
128
129
101
97
93
91
86
82

i From [287].
Geometric albedo.

3Assumes a diameter of 5100 km rather than
4850 km as given in Table 23. The new value of
5832 km (see footnote 16, Table 23) will reduce
all of these significantly.

tected; an upper limit of 8 m-amagat of methane

has been set [441].
The maximum surface temperature on Triton

(assuming little atmospheric opacity) is noted at
below the condensation temperature of methane

hydrate [335], but above that of pure methane.

Any atmosphere may have to consist largely of

inert gases.

ASTEROIDS

Discovery and Logistics

A belief in basic order in the universe is

inherent in science. Especially strong in the past

was a corollary belief in simple mathematical

symmetry in all things as well. This led in 1766 to

Titius' discovery of a simple mathematical

progression describing the distances of the then

known planets from the Sun. The regularity

(highly publicized later by Bode) is often known
as Bode's law. Uranus, discovered in 1781, fit

the law very well with one exception: the law

predicted a planet at a heliocentric distance of
2.8 AU and none was known.

A cooperative search for the "missing planet"

was then proposed. Even before the letter asking

his cooperation reached him, Piazzi discovered

a small planet while working on a star catalog

[283]. This body was discovered January 1, 1801
and found to be at a mean distance of 2.77 AU.

It was named Ceres. The next year, while making

additional observations of Ceres, Olbers dis-

covered a second small planet which was named

Pallas [283]. He immediately suggested they

might be parts of a larger planet which had

exploded [283]. The same year, Huth suggested

that between Mars and Jupiter the matter which

formed the planets had simply collected into

many smaller bodies rather than one large one

[283]. In 1804, Harding found Juno; in 1807,
Olbers added Vesta; and in 1845 and 1847,

Hencke added Astraea and Hebe [283]. Two

more small bodies were found in 1847, and no

year since then has passed without at least one

discovery [400].

Astronomers agreed in 1851 to officially desig-

nate the small planets, minor planets [283], but
Herschel's term asteroid (starlike) has been

more commonly used. When an asteroid is

discovered and reported, it is given a provisional
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designation [157]. If recovered at a second appari-

tion, it is given a number in chronological order

on the list of confirmed objects and named by its

discoverer [157]. All names were feminized at one

time, but this convention is no longer followed

[157]. By early 1974, the list of numbered asteroids

had reached 1846. An annual ephemeris of the

numbered asteroids is published by the Institute

for Theoretical Astronomy in Leningrad, while

all minor planet observations, ephemerides of

objects which have not yet received numbers,

and hsts of orbital elements and residuals of

diffcrcntial corrections are published by the

Cincinnati Observatory in Minor Planet Circulars

[1981.

Statistics and Groups

There have been two systematic searches for

asteroids, from which statistical conclusions are

relatively free from the selection effects resulting

from using only the catalog of numbered objects.

The first was the McDonald Survey, from 1950

through 1952, with a 25-cm f/7 four element

photographic objective [268]. It reached to about

the 16th apparent magnitude (in the blue). The

second was the Palomar-Leiden Survey using

plates taken in 1960 with a 122-cm f/2.5 Schmidt

camera [212]. It reached through the 20th ap-

parent magnitude, but only in a small group of

selected areas which biased against high eccen-

tricity and high inclination objects [256]. The

total number of asteroids brighter than photo-

graphic (B) magnitude 21.2 at mean opposition

is 4.8 _+ 0.3 × 105 [157]. Schubart [411] estimates

the total mass of all asteroids to be only about

2.4× 1021 kg, which is 4 x 10 -4 of Earth's mass.

The great majority of asteroids have orbits

with semimajor axes lying between 2.17 and 3.3

AU, the lower limit apparently the result of

interactions with Mars. Williams [518] suggests

that the asteroid belt once extended to much

smaller heliocentric distances but was swept

clean by collisions and close approaches to Mars,

except for isolated groups. The upper limit of

the main belt is the 2:1 resonance with Jupiter,

the location where the mean daily motion of a

body is exactly half that of Jupiter. The average

inclination of asteroid orbits is about 4 ° near the

inner edge of the main belt rising to 11 ° near the

outer edge, with the larger asteroids less well-

confined to the ecliptic than the smaller ones

[157]. The mean orbital eccentricity of asteroids

TABLE 25.--Satellites of Uranus 1

Semimajor Inclination _, Mass 3 V magnitude at
Satellite axis, km Eccentricity deg Period, d (Uranus = 1) mean opposition 4

Miranda "_

Ariel

Umbriel

Fitania

Oberon

129 800

190 900

266 000

436 000

583 400

0.017

0.0028

0.0035

0.0024

0.0007

3.4

ca 0

caO
caO

caO

1.41348

2.52038

4.14418

8.70587

13.46325

1 x 10 -s

15 × 10 s

6 x 10-s

50 × 10-_

29× 10 s

16.5

14.4

15.3

14.01

14.20

Adapted from [263], except as otherwise noted.
ZTo what is thought the plane of Uranus" Equator. Dunham

[129] reports that small mutual inclinations, in fact, exist
for all the satellite orbits.

3Very uncertain values, derived with the assumption of

equal densities and albedos for all five bodies.
4Taken from [194].
s Orbital elements from [513].

TABLE 26.--Satellites of Neptune i

Satellite Semimajor
axis, km Eccentricity

l'riton 355 550 0

Nereid 5 567 000 0.74934

From [369], except as otherwise noted. 2 From [194].

Inclination, Period, d V magnitude at
deg mean opposition

159.945 5.876844 13.55

27.71 359.881 ca 18.7
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in the Palomar-I.eiden Survey is 0.147, the com-

plete range being 0 to 0.385 [212,256].
Numerous asteroid groups are of special

interest both within and outside the main

asteroid belt. The Trojan asteroids occupy the

1,4 and 1.5 l,agrangian solutions to the three-body

problem in the Sun-Jupiter system, following and

preceding Jupiter by roughly 60 ° in its orbit. A

special search of the preceding (Ls) point indi:

cated it contained about 700 members brighter

than mean opposition magnitude of 20.9 [213].

Preliminary results show only about 300 near

the following point. 9 There is a stable resonance

at the 3:2 commensurability with Jupiter (at

4.0 AU), which contains 23 numbered members

and 10 discoveries of the Palomar-Leiden survey

known as the Hilda group [211]. One asteroid

called (279) Thule is in the 4:3 commensurability

(at 4.3 AU) [211]; two asteroids (1362) Griqua,

and (1101) Clematis are librating about the 2:1

resonance [302]: and 24 known members (15
numbered) in the Hungaria group are in the 9:2

resonance (at 1.9 AU) [302].
Asteroids crossing Earth's orbit are called

Apollo asteroids after the first one discovered to

do this. Seventeen are known, but several will be

recovered only by chance [155, 305]. Apollo

itself was recovered in a deliberate search by
McCrosky in 1973, the first time it was seen

since its discovery in 1932 [305]. Asteroids coming
nearer than the perihelion distance of Mars

(1.38 AU) but not crossing Earth's orbit, are

called Amor asteroids [155]. Sixteen are known,

but at least one, and perhaps two or more are

lost [155]. One very special object is (944)
Hidalgo: at the greatest mean distance of any

known asteroid (5.8 AU) with an eccentricity of

0.66, it moves in to 2.0 and out to 9.7 AU [302],is

the only minor planet known to come closer than

1 AU to Jupiter; it reached 0.38 AU in 1673 [302].

Hidalgo's orbit is also at high inclination. 42.5 °,

the largest known for many years. Hidalgo shares

with Apollo and Amor aster,_ids the virtually

ubiquitous property of high-eccentricity orbits.

Only (433) Eros (eccentricity 0.22)of these groups

has an eccentricity less than 0.36; (1566) Icarus
holds the record at 0.83.

9T. Gehrels, private communication.

Most Apollo and Amor asteroids do not have

particularly high inclination orbits, but this

may have been a partially observational selec-

tion. Recent discoveries include Apollos 1973

EA at 40 °, 1972 XA at 41 °, and 1973 NA at 67 °

[305]. One Amor asteroid, (1580) Betulia, has an
inclination of 52 °. It was found that a number of

the lower inclination Apollo and Amor asteroids
are in resonance with. or librate about a reso-

nance witb Earth, ahhough the "captures" may

not be of very hmg duration [227].

In 1866, Kirkwood noted an apparent structure

in the main asteroid belt, notably gaps at com-

mensurabilities with Jupiter's period. The

"Kirkwood gaps" at 2:1, 3:1, and 5:2 are par-

ticularly prominent [84], ahhough (as previously

noted) there are occasional asteroids exactly in,

or librating about, a commensurability.

In a series of papers from 1918 through 1933,

Hirayama recognized families of asteroids within

the main belt with very similar "proper" orbital

elements. "Proper" elements represent the mo-

tions of a body freed from most secular perturba-

tions ([68], pp. 524-529). These Hirayama

families are generally assumed to be collision

fragments [211]. When clustering occurs in the

angular variables as well, Alfv6n has called the

result a "jet stream." A complete listing of the

Hirayama families and of many jet streams

among the numbered asteroids has been given by

Arnold [19]. Additional families were fimnd in the

Palomar-Leiden survey [211].

Origin and Evolution

Classical theories of the origin of asteroids

were those enunciated by Olbers and Huth within

a year after the discovery of Ceres. Kuiper [262]

consolidated these ideas, suggesting perhaps

100 (originally 5-10 [259]) bodies were formed

by accretion while the rest resulted from colli-

sions. In 1953, Kuiper [262] noted that some

accretion must still be continuing while Alfv6n,

going much farther, describes gravitational

focusing into "jet streams" as a major accretion

mechanism still operating to the present [3]. A
number of scientists have worked on the me-

chanics of the problem [33, 103, 480, 482]. A

recent comprehensi-e study by Napier and Dodd

_Ty;PKoDUC_!LI_£Y OF THE

_>RIG[NAL PAGE IS POOR
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[340] indicates that collisions among some of

the original asteroids are the most probable

origin of the main belt.

The source of asteroids crossing into the inner

solar system and of meteorites recovered on

Earth is of great importance. There is evidence

that some, but probably not all, of the Apollo

asteroids may be nuclei of extinct comets [302,

303]. Evidence from spectrophotometry of aster-

oids (to be discussed) indicates that at least one

Apollo, 1685 Toro, shares characteristics with

main belt asteroids of the Flora group and with

common chondritic meteorites [86, 238]. There

has been a severe problem, however, that cosmic

ray exposure ages of stone meteorites are very

short compared to the time normally required to

perturb them from the main belt into an Earth-

crossing orbit without an extreme collision,

which would create an obviously shocked body.

Two mechanisms have been suggested very

recently which seem to supply sufficient stony

meteorites from low velocity collisions with low

exposure to cosmic rays [519, 538]. Both mecha-

nisms furnish material only from the immediate

vicinity of resonances, which would imply that all

stony meteorites may originate from a limited
number of asteroidal sources. Most iron meteor-

ites are old enough to come from several places in

the belt. Many meteors, entering Earth's atmos-
phere from well-known streams associated with

comets, appear generally to be quite fragile and

burn up long before reaching the ground. More

substantial bodies could exist in cometary debris,

however, and there is no problem dynamically
in bringing them to Earth. There is quite general

agreement, then, that meteorites originate in

the asteroid belt and/or comets, but which types
come from where is still a much debated and

researched question. Standard references on the

subject include [7, 17, 18, 197, 509, 510].

Physical Data

The masses and diameters of the asteroids

are of fundamental importance, but masses exist

for only three asteroids, and one of those is very

uncertain. In 1968, Hertz [199] published a mass

of 1.2-+0.1 ×10 -t0 solar masses for (4) Vesta

determined from a series of close encounters

with (197) Arete. In 1974, Schubart [412] reported

new masses for (1) Ceres and (2) Pallas derived

from their mutual interaction, that for Ceres being
5.9---0.3×10 -t° solar masses and for Pallas

1.3---0.4 x 10 -to solar masses. The mass of Ceres

is roughly half the total mass of the asteroid

belt [411].

Useful direct measurements of diameters have

been made only for the first four asteroids. There

are two other known methods to determine

diameters: one using both infrared radiometry
and visual photometry to determine albedo and

diameter [332], the other, polarimetry to determine

albedo, which, when coupled with visual photom-

etry, gives a diameter [490]. Results from all

three methods are compared in Table 27. Infra-

red and polarization results agree well but are

obviously systematically larger than direct
measures. Ceres has also been detected at 3.7 cm

]651. Use of the polarization diameter gives a

disk brightness temperature of 160°-+53 ° K,

which is in good agreement with the expected

temperature from solar insolation [65]. The larger

diameters for Ceres and Vesta imply densities

of 2-21/2 g cm -3, but uncertainty in both masses

and radii is sufficient to make this number of

little value. Diameters have been measured for

other asteroids and used to determine geo-
metric albedos (to be discussed).

A great deal of information about asteroids

has come from their light curves at one or more

wavelengths. Since most asteroids have either

an irregular shape or variation in reflectivity over

their surfaces (or both), it usually requires
careful photometry to find the period in which

light fuctuations repeat (to phase the light curve),
hence the rotation period. This has been accom-

TABLE 27.-Asteroid Diameters

Asteroid

(1) Ceres
(2) Pallas
(3) Juno
(4) Vesta

Direct
measure-

ment 1, km

77O

49O

195

39O

Infrared
measure-

ment 2,km

1000

53O

24O

53O

Polarization
measure-

ment 3,km

1050

56O

225

515

Barnard's values as quoted by Dollfus [122].

From Chapman and Morrison [84].

3 Zellner's values as quoted by Chapman and Morrison [84].
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ptished to varying accuracy for some 50 asteroids;

results through 1971 have been summarized by

Taylor [458]. Well-determined rotation periods

vary from 2.273 for (1566) Icarus to 18.813 for

(532) Herculina [458], but a few objects appear to
have much longer periods. Different aspects of

the asteroid are seen by observing over a rea-

sonable fraction of a revolution period-the

amplitude of the light curve decreasing as one

looks more at the pole.

Techniques have been developed for measuring
the coordinates of the pole and the sense of rota-

tion [458,487] and results have been summarized

by Vesely [487]. Some of the techniques used for

small amounts of data unfortunately do not lead

to unique answers when the shape is somewhat
extreme, which is true for many asteroids. De-

termination of shape as well as rotation axis is

considered by Dunlap [131]. In principle, albedo

variations on the surface can also be modeled

from light curves of sumcient detail and ac-

curacy. Here, curves at more than 1 wavelength

are useful, since albedo markings may vary

with wavelength while shape will not.

Some description of the composition of aster-

oids has become possible for the first time, with

the advent of precision spectrophotometry,

placed on an absolute scale by means of polar-
ization or infrared radius determinations. A

summary of work through mid-1972 has been

given by Chapman et al [87], while Chapman and

Morrison provide a popular account of more

recent work [84]. Two gross classes of asteroids
are: red objects with moderate blue geometric

albedo (0.1-0.2) and higher red geometric albedo

(0.14-0.23); and dark, neutral objects with nearly

fiat spectral response, having geometric albedos
from 0.09 down to 0.03. The latter sometimes

show slight slope or structure and a decreasing
albedo below 4000 /_. The former often show

distinct spectral features. The first (red) class is

of largely silicate-type material, and the second

(dark, neutral) class is of carbonaceous chon-

dritic-type material.

Chapman and Salisbury [85] have made de-

tailed comparisons of laboratory spectral reflec-
tivities between 41 meteorites and 36 asteroids.

Only the Earth orbit crosser (1685) Toro [86] and

(43) Ariadne [238] and (8) Flora [84] from the

inner edge of the main belt resemble ordinary
chondritic meteorites. Matches to enstatite

chondrites were found [85] for (16) Psyche and

(29) Amphitrite, to a basaltic achondrite for (4)

Vesta, to a carbonaceous chondrite for (2) Pallas,

and to Chantonnay (a shocked, brecciated L6

chondrite) for (192) Nausikaa. However, it is

most striking that many asteroids resemble no

known meteorite while many meteorites re-

semble no studied asteroid [85]. This is consis-

tent with the idea that most common stony

meteorites are derived from a very few atypical

asteroids. Research on asteroids is only be-

ginning to reach maturity. Detailed studies have

been under way for only 5 years and many im-

portant new geochemical results can be expected
in the near future.

COMETS

History and Nomenclature

Ancient Chinese records contain the earliest

clear reference to a comet, one which appeared

during a war about 1055 BC [209]. Records of

Halley's Comet go back, possibly, to 240 BC or

even to 467 BC [209, 304], and no apparition has

gone unreported since it was seen in 86 BC

[283,304].

Two schools of thought existed among the

ancient Chaldeans [283]: one group held that

comets were like planets but moving far enough
from Earth to be invisible most of the time; the

other group believed comets were "fires produced

by an eddy of violently rotating air." Aristotle

considered them atmospheric, the product of dry

and windy weather [283]. In peoples' minds they
soon came to be the cause of winds, and then of

things associated with winds, such as floods and

severe fires. At first they were omens, later only

bad omens, so that for 2 millennia people were

frightened of comets. As late as 1910, during the
appearance of P/Halley, confidence men did a

large business in comet pills and gas masks to

ward off "its noxious influence" [6l.

Comets had been "respectable" among

educated people for several hundred years before

1910. Tycho Brahe showed that the great comet

of 1577 was more distant than the Moon because

observations over all Europe clearly indicated

the comet's smaller parallax [2831. As early as
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1665,Borelliobservedthat the cometof 1664
hadapparentlymovedin anellipticalorbit "or
anothercurvedline" ratherthana straightline
[283].However,usingthenewgravitationaltheory
ofhisfriendNewton,it wasEdmondHalley,who
showedthatcometswererelativelywell-behaved
membersof the solarsystem.Hedemonstrated
that the cometof 1682had an orbit nearly
identicalto cometssightedin 1607and1531,and
that four earlier cometshad appearedat in-
tervalsofabout76years[283].Hethenpredicted
its reappearancein 1758,which, of course,
occurred.

In currentpracticeeachcomet,in orderof
discoveryor recoveryin a givencalendaryear,
is provisionallydesignatedby thatyearandsuc-
cessivelettersof thealphabet,i.e.,1974a,1974b.
In about2 years,after their orbitsare well-
determined,cometsare redesignatedwith the

year and a roman numeral in the order of their

perihelion passages, i.e., 1971 I, 1971 II. Each

comet is also designated by the name of its
discoverer(s) but not by more than three names.

If the comet's period is less than 200 years, the

name is usually preceded by P (for periodic),

and it may often be preceded or followed by its

most recent observed perihelion passage designa-
tion, i.e., 1910 II P/Halley. If tbe discoverer has

more than one periodic comet to his credit, the

name is followed by a number, i.e. P/Temple 1

and P/Temple 2. In a few instances, where a

comet has been lost for several returns, the name

of its recoverer has been added, thus P/Swift 1,

having been lost for eight successive apparitions

and recovered by Gehrels on the ninth in 1973, is

now designated P/Swift-Gehrels. At times a comet

has been designated by the name of a scientist

who has intensively investigated its orbit, the

most prominent being P/Halley and P/Encke.

Cometary Orbits

Edmond Halley proved that at least one or more

comets moved in orbits that were highly eccentric

ellipses. Other comets, apparently the great

majority, seemed to move in parabolas or

even hyperbolas. Comets were therefore desig-

nated periodic and nonperiodic, but as astrom-

etry became more precise, this dichotomy

began to seem more and more artificial. Mars-

den's recent catalog [304] lists 503 comets with

periods greater than 200 years. Of the 392

observed from 1800 through 1969, only 10

orbits were even formally hyperbolic when

traced back beyond Neptune and referred

to the solar system barycenter. Only 1899
I had a hyperbolic excess greater than three

times the formal standard error, and Marsden

feels this one would be removed from the hyper-

bolic list if allowance were made for nongravita-

tional effects [304]. Marsden, along with the

majority of orbit specialists (but by no means all)

believes that all comets are initially bound to the

solar system, although they may be lost (given a
hyperbolic velocity) through planetary perturba-

tions. Comets today are usually termed short

period (periodic) or long period, the split being at a

period of 200 years, although this is an arbitrary,
nonphysical distinction. Five known comets have

periods between 100 and 200 years and seven

between 200 and 300 years; but this does mean

the short period category includes all "comets
seen more than once.

A more physical distinction of comets could be

based upon orbital characteristics. Table 28

groups the inclinations and periods of all comets

seen at more than one return. Clearly, the vast

majority of short period comets are very short

period and show great preference forthe plane of

the ecliptic. No comet with a period of less than 13

years has an inclination greater than 32 ° . The

long period comets, on the other hand, show

absolutely no preference for the ecliptic orbit.
Their lines of apsides are located almost ran-

domly, though showing some clumpiness and a

slight (many say significant) preference toward

the galactic plane [292,521] (see also, Volume I,

Part 1, Chapter 1). Another significant difference

is that the median perihelion distance of the 503

TABLE 28.--Orbital Characteristics of 65 Comets
Appearing More than Once

Inclination

i< 30°
i < 60°
i < 90°

No.

55
6O
62

Period No.

P< 10yr 46
P < 20 yr 55
P < 50 yr 58
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longperiodcometsis 0.84AU, onlyabouthalf
that of the shortperiodcomets(1.5AU)[304].
Themeaningof thesedynamicaldifferenceswill
be consideredin the section,Origin and
Evolution.

Empirical Behaviorof Comets
A comet,atverygreatdistancesfromtheSun,

is usuallycompletelystellarin appearance,if
it canbeseenat all. Asit reachesheliocentric
distanceof about3 AU, it beginsto developa
small nebulosity,called the coma.Spectro-
scopically,the initial nebulosityis largelyemis-
sionfromthe(0-0) bandof thevioletsystemof
CN near3880_ [453].At about2 AU,emission
from thecomplex_,4050groupof C3beginsto
develop,asdoesthe c_-ammonia system of NH2

(with weak bands scattered throughout the

visible and near-infrared), but these bands are

seen only-in a much smaller area around the

nucleus than CN [453]. At 1.8 AU, the Swan bands

of C2 begin to develop (primarily (1-0) at _,4737,

(0-0) at _,5165, and (0-1) at _5636), having a

greater spatial extent than C3 but not so great

as CN [21,453]. By 1.5 AU, all radicals normally

present can be seen (OH, CH, NH), as well as

other overtones of C2 and CN (0-1 of CN usually

appears at about 2 AU) [453].

In 1970, Code et al [89] reported the presence

of a large corona of H about Comet Tago-Sato-

Kosaka, detected from its Lyman-a emission at

1216 _ by the Orbiting Astronomical Observ-

atory. Since that time, hydrogen has been

observed about comets Bennett, Encke, and

Kohoutek, and it is obvious that atomic hydrogen

is a major feature of all active comets, although

its time of onset has not been reported observa-

tionally. Lines of metastable oxygen [OI] in the

region _6300-6400 have been observed in comets

since the available spectral dispersion became

high enough to separate them from terrestrial

airglow lines and other cometary emissions.
These have now been observed at more than

1.5 AU [442]. At about 0.7 AU, the D-lines of Na

usually appear in emission [453]. Comets ap-

proaching very close to the Sun, such as Ikeya-

Seki 1965 VIII, also show emission lines of K, Cr,

Mn, Fe, Ni, and Cu, plus ionized Ca [372].

The coma, although brightening as it approaches

the Sun, generally shrinks in apparent size after
reaching a maximum near 1.4 AU [453]. Mean-

while, the continuum of reflected sunlight, com-

pletely dominant beyond 3 AU and corresponding

only to the stellarlike nucleus or occasionally

a small area around it [123, 257], may grow in

extent and dominate the entire central spectrum

(as for comet Bennett), or, it may remain so weak

as to be virtually undetectable (as for P/Encke),

making the spectrum seem to be pure emission
features.

The brighter comets nearer the Sun than 1.5

AU usually develop tails (type I) which seem to

be composed largely, if not totally, of ions, emis-

sion features of CO + and N._,+ being dominant

[453]. CO_-, CH +, NH ÷, and n20 + are also seen

in ion tails. On rare occasion, an outstanding ion

tail may develop even at a far greater distance.

Comet Humason 1962 VIII showed great tail

activity at more than 2.5 AU, with CO + and N_-

completely dominating the coma spectrum as well

as that of the tail [174,396]. Strong CO + emission

was seen even at 5 AU [452]. Normally, beginning

at about 1 AU, a comet may also develop a tail

(type II) which shows only a continuum of re-

flected sunlight, apparently scattered from very

small particles (ca 1 /xm). Apparent type II tails
have occasionally also been observed at very

great distances (3.95-5.0 AU) [350, 417]. The ion

tails usually appear very straight, often with

intricate filamentary structure and/or a turbulent

appearance, while the "dust" tails are more
featureless and often curved. Depending upon

geometry, the two tails may appear separate or

superimposed, in cases where a comet exhibits

both types.

Any attempt to discuss an "average" comet or
to predict its behavior is valid only in a statistical
sense. Comets are individual entities. Their

behavior is a complex function of dust-to-gas

ratio, gas composition, and age (number of times

they have come nearer than ca 4 AU to the Sun)

at the very least; many additional variables can

be hypothesized. The early attempts to forecast

the brightness of comet Kohoutek (1973f) near

perihelion are excellent examples. Long-period

comets almost always brighten less rapidly with

distance than short-period ones, and any hope
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thatKohoutekwouldbrightenasr-e,or even r -4,

all the way from 5 AU was extremely optimistic.

Long-period comets typically brighten at ca

r -2-s [123] to the extent that a simple power law

can describe their behavior. The complexities of

the situation have been well described by

Sekanina [416] for one comet, P/Encke.

Cometary Moclels

There is no universally accepted model of

comets. The most widely accepted one by far is

the icy conglomerate model of Whipp!c f_111t_'J- -L J,

which has been amplified considerably, especially

by Delsemme and coworkers [108] and Sekanina

[415]. It works well for the average comet, and

cometary observations will be discussed here in

terms of this model. Competing ideas about

comets will be discussed briefly in the section,

Origin and Evolution.

A comet has been pictured by Whipple [511]

as a solid, low-density structure of frozen gases

well-mixed with dust and larger debris. As it

approaches the Sun, volatile substances begin to

vaporize, forming a dust and gas atmosphere

which is seen as the coma. Streaming back

under the influences of radiation pressure and the

solar wind, the dust and ionized gases form tails.

The relatively sudden onset of activity at 3 AU
has been explained by the discovery that water

is the major component of comets, which con-

trois the vaporization rate [108]. Whipple

was led to the icy conglomerate model in order

to explain the apparent secular acceleration of

P/Encke. The nongravitational "jet propul-

sion" effect of gases vaporizing from part of

the sunward hemisphere of a rotating nucleus

seems quite an adequate explanation for Encke

as well as other comets [307]. Sekamina has

suggested that some or all comets may have a

rocky core [415]. Thus, as comets grow older

their activity would decline, being dependent

toward the end upon the amount of gas which

could diffuse to the surface. The end product then

might be an Apollo-type asteroid, as discussed

previously [303].

A major problem is the determination of the

parent molecules of all radicals and ions actually

observed in comets, that is, the composition of the

frozen gases in the nucleus. Observed abun-

dances and extent of H and OH are compatible

with photodissociation of an H20 parent [48].

Water was finally detected, at 22.23 GHz, in

1974 [232]. Microwave studies also revealed the

presence of two other stable, neutral species in

comet Kohoutek: methyl cyanide (CH3CN) [484]

and hydrogen cyanide (HCN) [434]. It is not clear

whether either can be the parent of CN, since the

photodissociation lifetime of CH3CN seems too

long [371] and that of HCN is unknown. The par-
ent molecules could be much more volatile than

watcr and still controlled by water vaporization if

trapped as clathrates, as suggested by Delsemme

and coworkers [110]. The interesting possibility

of releasing a halo of icy gains from the nucleus,

thereby increasing the effective area of release of

material, is considered by Delsemme and Miller

[110, 111, 112]. This has the added attraction of

explaining the photometric nucleus, an optically

thick region in the coma much larger than the

"real" nucleus could possibly be.
As soon as the radical or ion is formed, its

excitation is well-understood for most species.
It is resonance fluorescence excitation of a colli-

sionless gas [452], except possibly in the inner-

most region of the coma [297]. This has been

shown quantitatively in CN, for example, where

the strength of individual rotational lines in the

comet is completely dependent upon the helio-

centric velocity of the comet, as the Doppler

effect shifts the wavelength and therefore the

available intensity of exciting solar radiation, par-

ticularly when shifting through a Fraunhofer line

[21, 104, 297, 452]. The intensity shift with

changing velocity is known as the Swings effect.
The Greenstein effect is similar but much smaller,

resulting from the actual velocities (ca 1 km s-')

of the gases in the comet [21,297,452]. Rotational

temperatures for C2 are always quite high

(30000-5000 ° K) as compared to heteronuclear

molecules (200o-500 ° K) because a homopolar

molecule cannot make pure rotational transitions,
but there is no fundamental difference in excita-

tion mechanism [452[. Resonance fluorescence

works well for ions, too, as demonstrated by

Arpigny for CO + [20]. Only for metastable oxygen

does resonance fluorescence seem completely in-

adequate [452]. It is generally believed that this

574-269 0 - 76 - 18
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excitation results directly from the dissociation

of the parent [51].

The flow of hydrogen from comet Bennett

1970 II was measured after perihelion from 0.6

to 1.04 AU [48]. The flow rate followed roughly

an r -2 law (r = heliocentric distance), being

0.7 x 1029 H atoms s -1 sterad -1 at 0.81 AU [48].

P/Encke produced ca 5× 1026 H atoms s -1
sterad -1 at 0.715 AU before perihelion in 1970

[48]. Assuming that all hydrogen comes from

water and all water finally is completely broken

down (OH also dissociates), the number of water

molecules emitted by the nuclei was half these

values. An old periodic comet, Encke, a bit closer

to the Sun and before perihelion, was producing
less than 10 -2 as much water as a "new" comet,

Bennett, after perihelion. This clearly indicates
that either Encke is much smaller than Bennett,

or no longer "an infinite source" controlled only

by solar insolation, or both.

Limits on cometary nuclei size can be set by

measuring their apparent brightness at an in-

active time (beyond 3 AU) and assuming various

reflectivities. A compilation of such data by

Roemer [397] suggests P/Encke is between 1.2
and 7.0 km in diameter, for example, while

Humason is a giant between 19 and 110 km, and

Tuttle-Giacobini-Kres_k, a dwarf between 0.2

and 0.8 km. Studies by Delsemme and Rud [113]

suggest Bennet has a diameter of about 7.5 km

and a Bond albedo of 0.66, while the mean Bond
albedo of Encke must be much smaller, with

water-ice covering only a small fraction of the

surface or no longer controlling H production. A

nucleus of density 1 g cm-3 and 4 km in diameter

would have a mass of 3 x 1013 kg, one 50 km in

diameter, a mass of 5 × 1017 kg. The range 1012-

10 TM kg is about that usually given for the smallest

to largest possible comets.

Modeling of cometary tails has a long history.

The mechanical theory of dust tails was well-

developed by Soviets Bredikhin, Orlov, and

others many years ago. The problem is essen-

tially that of the motion of particles given various

initial conditions moving under the dual forces of

gravitation and solar radiation pressure [62], al-

though details of dust emission mechanisms are

still very much open to question [37,526]. Appar-

ent objections to the purely mechanical theory

stemming from observations [350] of nonradial

tails at great distances can be explained by emis-

sion of icy grains at very large heliocentric

distances [417].

Levin [275] has suggested that dust tails should

remain divided into two categories, Bredikhin's

type II and type III, and that one of these
contains a large amount of neutral gas as well as

dust, but this does not create a severe physical

theory crisis. Type I tails are altogether different.

Their structures appear to show accelerations

far too large to have been induced by radiation;

in fact, Biermann [49] was led to predict the solar

wind, long before its actual detection, to explain

these accelerations. A fairly detailed model of the

interaction of a typical long-period comet with

the solar wind has been presented by Biermann,

Brosowski, and Schmidt [50]. It predicts the exist-

ence of a shock front about 106 km in front of the

nucleus where the flow becomes subsonic and of

a contact surface at about 105 km inside which

the solar wind cannot penetrate. Wallis [498], on

the other hand, suggests a collisionless charge

exchange that slows the solar wind. Others

have suggested that the contact surface may be

unstable. Photoionization is insufficient to ex-

plain ion densities observed in a comet, and so

apparently is charge exchange [107]. A critical

velocity theory of ionization has been proposed

(e.g., [418]). No real understanding exists of the
mechanisms of interaction between a comet and

the solar wind, hence there is no generally ac-

cepted mechanism for the formation and behavior
of ion tails.

A discussion of comets within the framework

of the icy conglomerate model should not neglect

mention of a few of its problems. Some comets

(previously noted) show activity at a heliocentric
distance of 5 AU or more, much too distant to be

caused by H20 vaporization. If a comet has never

before been near the Sun, then it could easily

have a layer of more volatile species which would

be activated at great distance. A comet with an

excess ratio of volatile substances to water could

not trap them all as clathrates, and would exhibit

activity outside of control by water. These are the

explanations usually offered for "new" comets.

There are, however, "problem children," the best

known being P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1,

_EPRODUCIBILITY OF THI_
_3_:AL, PAGE IS PO01_
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which is known to be in a nearly circular orbit

(eccentricity 0.132) beyond Jupiter (perihelion

5.54 AU, aphelion 7.21 AU). This object, normally

of magnitude ca 19, suddenly, in less than a day,

brightens by as much as 7 magnitudes (a factor of
more than 600) [391]. At least 20 outbursts were

observed between 1939 and 1950, and these must

be fairly common, since the comet is observed only

rarely [391]. Crude spectra obtained on two occa-

sions showed only a pure continuum of scattered

sunlight; the cause of these outbursts is unknown.

The only other comet in nearly circular orbit

at large distance, P/Oterma (e=0o!44_ q=3.39

until recent perturbations by Jupiter) has never

shown such activity [391]. There have been rather

extreme brightness fluctuations in a number of

comets nearer the Sun. P/Tuttle-Giacobini-

Kresfik flared by 8-10 magnitudes in less than

5 days in May 1973 [398], just a day or two before

its perihelion passage at 1.15 AU. It continued
lesser outbursts for several weeks. "Pockets of

gas," or sometimes solar activity are occasionally

used as explanations [13]. Even rather prosaic
objects such as P/d'Arrest cause occasional

problems. P/d'Arrest appears to have a well-

condensed photometric nucleus after perihelion,

but before perihelion, it is extremely difficult to

locate and is invariably faint and diffuse [492].

This behavior has no reasonable explanation in

terms of the icy conglomerate model. At least

three diffuse comets (P/Westphal 1913 VI, Ensor

1926 III, and Pajdusakova 1954 II) have disap-

peared as they approached the Sun. Perhaps they

simply "ran out of gas." It will be most interesting

to find if P/Westphal reappears on schedule in
late 1975.

Origin and Evolution

The nature and origin of comets has a long

if not too satisfactory history. The idea that

comets originate in interstellar space is often

called the Laplace hypothesis, since Laplace

made the first mathematical study of capture
probabilities. However, the idea of interstellar

formation goes at least back to Kepler [391].

The idea of formation within the solar system

by ejection from the major planets is usually

attributed to Lagrange [391]; at times all

forms of origin within the solar system are

termed Lagrangian, although Vsekhsvyatskiy
[493] is virtually alone in still championing the

Lagrangian hypothesis in its original form. Until

Whipple's icy conglomerate model, it was gen-

erally agreed that comets were a loose swarm of

separate particles with slight mutual gravitation

[400]. At about the same time as Whipple's theory

appeared, Lyttleton [292] presented a study of

origin by accretion from interstellar clouds. In

the resulting comet, mutual gravitation is un-

important near the Sun, and each tiny particle

pursues its own independent Keplerian orbit

except for collisions.

Respected scientists, during the past 6
years, have advocated all four combinations of

interstellar and solar system origin with "com-

pact" and "loose-swarm" nucleus, plus various

in-between theories. Witkowski supports a

compact nucleus of interstellar origin [522];
Lyttleton, a very loose swarm of interstellar

origin [292, 294]; Robey, a loose structure of

plasma created from the Sun [395]; Alfv6n,

current creation of compact structures from loose

ones by his jetstream mechanism [4, 481].

However, a large majority of comet specialists

now favor compact structures created somewhere

within the gravitational influence of the Sun,
and further discussion is limited to such theories.

There are apparently two distinct dynamic

families of comets (noted previously, under

Cometary Orbits). Everhart [134, 135] has shown

that there is no evolutionary path linking the two

families, but suggests that both distributions

(and a third group with very large perihelia, which

we could never observe) could be derived from

a source at near infinity (relative to solar binding

energy) with all comets entering the system in

near parabolic orbits [135]. Those with perihelia

near Jupiter and Saturn could then be perturbed
into short-period comets, while those with smaller

perihelia would remain almost unperturbed and

constitute the long-period family [135]. Between

3×104 and 105 comets would be required, with

perihelia near Jupiter at present, in order to keep

the supply of short-period comets in steady state
[1091.

The question then arises: What is the origin

and behavior of the possible source of comets

"near infinity?" Oort [348] proposed that comets
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originated at the same time and in the same

general region as planets, and that perturbations

threw them outward into a vast cloud between

30 000 and 100 000 AU. The orbits would there be

randomized by stellar perturbations so that all

sense of their origin in the ecliptic plane would

be lost [348]. Whipple [512], Safronov [401],

Nezhinskiy [344], and others have supported this

idea. One big drawback is the inefficiency of the

process. Another is that the resulting distribution

of comets in heliocentric distance apparently

would be completely unlike that observed today

[135]. Cameron [74] suggests that comets origi-

nated in independent subdisks of the solar nebula

already far beyond Pluto and reached even greater

aphelion distances as a result of mass loss in

the solar nebula and Sun during the Sun's T

Tauri stage. O'Dell [345] has considered an in-

teresting variation in which comets form as a

vast cluster (ca 10 :_:_) of small bodies (radius

ca 70 /xm) at great distance, accumulating

interstellar volatile substances on their surfaces.

Approaching the Sun, they 6ollapse into a struc-

ture not readily distinguishable from Whipple's

icy conglomerate comet.

Purported observational evidence for the

existence of the "Oort Cloud" [348] has been

strongly challenged by Lyttleton [293]. Improved

evidence of its existence [306] is based upon

improved orbital elements for comets of very long

period and with relatively large perihelion

distance (so nongravitational forces from escaping

volatile substances are insignificant), but even

the improved result isn't terribly convincing,

being based upon too few data points. In part,

the argument is semantic. Lyttleton has clearly

shown that there is no evidence for a "shell"

in which the number of comets per unit volume

is very high, but there does seem to be a grouping

in "binding energy space" (E cc l/a, where a

is the semimajor axis). Whether this is considered

a mathematical artifact or physically significant

depends upon the author.

The possibility of storing some comets nearer

the Sun, perhaps among the giant planets, has

been considered. The action on them by the giant

planets is so strong that such orbits are soon

transformed [135,240]. Everhart [135] estimates

that most orbits between Jupiter and Neptune

would be emptied in about 107 years with no

new supply available. The best theory at present,

then, seems to be one in which the comets

originated as a part of the primordial nebula,

at least in the region beyond Saturn, and more

probably beyond Pluto, and are kept in "cold

storage" most of their lives. Tb_y are never

seen at all unless their perihelion distance falls

below about 6 AU, and they are seen regularly

only if captured into short-period orbits by the

action of the giant planets.

The average short-period comet, with a period

of 10 years, may live 104 years or so before all

its volatile substances are lost. What becomes of

it then? It may totally dissipate, leaving nothing

but a meteor stream. In Sekanina's [415]

mantle-core model, there should be a rocky

remnant, however, perhaps appearing as an

Apollo asteroid [302, 303] (as discussed pre-

viously). Until there has been more study of

both. comets and asteroids, from the ground

and from spacecraft, there can be no final answer

to this question.
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Jupiter. The Great Red Spot, a shadow of the moon, Io, and Jupiter's cloud structure are shown in 
this photograph taken at  0702 GMT on December 2, 1973, as NASA's Pioneer 10 spacecraft was 
2500 OOO kilometers from the giant planet. (NASA 73-H-1164) 
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CONDITIONS 1
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The development of new scientific disciplines

begins with setting new trends in experimental

research. This applies to space biology, which

involves study of the effect of extreme factors on

living matter, evaluation of various methods of
detection of extraterrestrial life, and develop-

ment of the most promising methods of sterilizing

devices to be sent into space. The development of

a new scientific discipline is impossible without

preliminary generalization of all data obtained
previously which are directly related. In regard

to the effects of the majority of extreme factors

found in free space and on the planets, research-

ers have a great scientific inheritance at their

disposal, handed down by ecology, biophysics,

biochemistry, and microbiology.

Systematization of these data made it evident

that an extensive body of literature deals with a

number of physical factors found in space: the

effects of low and high temperatures, ionizing and

UV radiation, the effects of various gases, vibra-

tion, desiccation, and acceleration. At the same
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time, space biology is obliged to begin study of

the physical factors in space which have not been

studied previously.

This situation is complicated by some of these

factors not being completely reproducible under

laboratory conditions. This is particularly true of

weightlessness, and of vacuum which may reach

10 -_6 mm Hg in space. However, this has not

prevented the obtaining of interesting results in

the study of these extreme factors. A number of

physical and chemical factors are of no special

interest in space biology such as ultrasound,

effects of various chemicals (including surfactant

substances), and concentrations of hydrogen ions.

Investigation has centered principally on micro-

organisms for many reasons. The universal

distribution of microorganisms indicates their

exclusive ability to accommodate to the most

diverse ecological niches. Another reason is the

unusually high resistance of microorganisms to

the action of extreme factors. Finally, the majority

of methods for detecting extraterrestrial life are

based on seeking microorganisms that inhabit

the soil of planets and multiply on a nutrient me-

dium that is brought to the planet along with the

biological station. Thus, microorganisms have

become the favored subject in studying the action

of extreme factors, although other studies have

been performed that include higher plants and

lower animals.

There are several ways of studying the action
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of extreme factors: tests in the laboratory, in

deep space, on the surfaces of planets or their

satellites, and finally inside a flying spacecraft.

The walls of a spacecraft in flight shield the living

materials under study considerably against

action of some extreme factors; however, under

these conditions it is quite possible to study the

influence of weightlessness and vibration.
Generalization of data in the extensive litera-

ture on the action of extreme factors on living
matter involves considerable difficulties. There

is considerable lack of agreement between the

results obtained in describing the resistance of

living objects to a given external factor. Only
those results can be used which have been es-

tablished repeatedly by several investigators;

data which differ markedly may be mentioned

as available in the literature but as yet un-
confirmed.

In this chapter, limits of the biosphere and
characteristics of extreme factors will be dis-

cussed, then the effect of individual physical and

chemical factors on living organisms.

LIMITS OF THE BIOSPHERE

The concept of the biosphere would be in-

complete without a definition of its limits, which

are also a function of living matter being able to

withstand the powerful action of various physical
and chemical factors. Several limits are of no

interest in space biology, while others are of

direct significance.

Many extreme factors affect various types of

living matter on Earth. Therefore, the ecology of

microorganisms, plants, and animals provides

valuable data for space biology. The theory of the

biosphere developed by Vernadskiy includes in

the Earth's biosphere all organisms plus the

abiotic medium in which they exist [159]. This is

a complete unit but it is full of contradictions;

both organisms and the inorganic conditions

under which they exist undergo changes. A con-

clusion in ecology reached long ago is that the
lowest life forms are those most resistant to

extreme effects: bacteria, actinomycetes, micro-

scopic fungi, certain algae, and protozoa.

In discussing the limits of the biosphere, the

distribution of life vertically has been studied

only slightly. The upper limit of the biosphere

has not been established; in collecting samples

in the stratosphere by means of stratospheric

balloons, the necessary technical requirements

were not observed, andthe collection of samples

at high altitudes has been complicated by the

admixture of soil microorganisms from the

surface of the balloon, the envelope of which

lay on the ground while being filled with gas. The

only exception is the studies carried out some

time ago using the Explorer II stratospheric

balloon, where samples were collected under

sterile conditions. At an altitude of 20 km, spore-

forming bacteria and microscopic fungi were

found, but only in small amounts, Hence, micro-

organisms can retain viability under stratospheric

conditions despite low temperature, UV and ion-

izing radiation. Consequently, air currents may

lift microorganisms to heights of 20 km. No data

are available yet on the ability of microorganisms

to be elevated to great heights.

For the detection of microorganisms at high

altitudes, certain changes are necessary in our

views regarding the possibility of transporting

microorganisms in space [9]. The well-known

forms of microorganisms weigh too much to
move around under stratospheric conditions or

in deep space under the influence of light pres-

sure. In this connection, the attention of biologists

has been attracted to the discovery of micro-

organisms with life cycle forms invisible under

the light microscope. This is particularly true of

mycoplasms and viruses. The possibility of

transport in space of such light particles cannot

be ruled out. However, the very long action of

extreme factors in space makes such transport

of small microorganisms highly unlikely. During

this new stage of scientific development, the

theory of panspermia has been revived. The

possibility of transport of very small embryos in

nonscientific space is not antiscientific in itself.

However, the theory of panspermia does not solve

the basic problem of the origin of life, which has

ceased to be simply a philosophical problem and

has become an orderly theory in conjunction
with the establishment of chemical evolution in

space and successes in chemical synthesis.

The lower limit of the biosphere, too, has been

inadequately defined. Living microorganisms are

frequently found on the ocean floor; samples
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havebeencollectedat depthsof 11km.At such
greatdepths,microorganismsaresubjectedto a
pressureequal to 1100kg/cm2. Purplesulfur
bacteriahavealsobeenfoundin oil reservoir
waterflowingfrom greatdepths[31,82, 106].
Microorganismshavebeenfoundin coresfrom
depthsof4km.Livingmicroorganismsinperma-
frost zonesor in rock salthavenotbeencon-
firmedsofar.

Lifewhichexistsathighandlowtemperatures
hasbeenstudiedwith extraordinarythorough-
ness.It maybe consideredfirmlyestablished
that living microorganismsthat multiply at
750-90° C live in geysers and hot springs. The

influence of low and high temperatures on

living matter is discussed in greater detail in

a subsequent section in this chapter, under
TEMPERATURE.

Marine biology was the first area in science to
establish that certain bacteria in the seas can

reproduce very well at pressure of 400 atm. Such

barotolerant microorganisms have been subjected
to special study; barotolerant bacteria have also

been found in soil in flower pots and greenhouses,

which must be considered slightly paradoxical.

In modern ecology of microorganisms, a great
deal of information is available on the life of

microbes at very low and very high pH values.

Bacteria and fungi which form various organic

acids are naturally quite resistant, presenting a

simultaneous resistance to both the specific

action of acids and to low pH. However, the low

pH values formed by readily dissociating mineral

acids are withstood much better by the micro-

organisms. Thus, Thiobacillus thioparus and

other species of Thiobacillus, which oxidize vari-

ous reduced compounds of sulfur to form sul-

furic acid, multiply at pH 1.0, and some at pH

0.5. These microorganisms are found in ore

refuse which contains sulfides and in heaps of

extracted sulfur. On the other hand, there are

soda lakes inhabited by various procaryotes and

eucaryotes. In such lakes, found in Asia and

Africa, the water reaction reaches a pH of 8.0-

9.0. Still more alkaline reactions are produced

under industrial conditions, in particular, in the

leather industry in the fluids of lime pits which

have a pH of 11.0 where Bacillus mesentericus,

which is resistant to this reaction, can multiply.

The gas composition on Earth can vary within
wide limits. At the bottom of the seas and oceans

there is little free oxygen, but active life can be

observed. On the ocean ground at a depth of

10000 m, Polychaeta, Isopoda, Bivalvia, Holo-

thurioidea, and others were found in addition to

microorganisms, which must be remembered

when discussing life on planets which contain

almost no oxygen. Anaerobic bacteria occurring

in various layers of soil is less certain; aerobic

soil microorganisms can utilize oxygen to create
anaerobic conditions.

The content of various gases in the atmosphere

or in bodies of water is accompanied by multipli-

cation of special physiologic groups of micro-

organisms that utilize these gases. This applies

to the bacteria which oxidize hydrogen, methane,

hydrogen sulfide, carbon monoxide, those which

use carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and so forth.

Hence, composition of the atmosphere or nature

of gases dissolved in water can lead to complete

lack of life only in unusual cases, which is true

of the dead hydrogen sulfide zone in the Black

Sea.

Ionizing radiation under natural conditions

does not exert any pernicious influence on micro-

organisms, inasmuch as the available doses are

insufficiently high. On the other hand, the steriliz-

ing effect of UV radiation is quite evident. The

effects of various types of radiation on living orga-

nisms are described in subsequent sections of

this chapter, ULTRAVIOLET RAYS, and
IONIZING RADIATION.

Highly diverse biological niches are popu-

lated by microorganisms, and they occupy the

extreme limits of the biosphere (indicated in

data already presented). However, an under-

standing of the biosphere requires involvement

of active interaction between organisms and the

conditions of their existence. Lower and higher

plants are very important in the circulation of
chemical elements on Earth; participation of

plant organisms in breaking up rocks, and in

pedogenic processes has long attracted natural-
ists' attention. There has been less interest in

ecological changes which result from the vital

activity of living matter, in particular of micro-

organisms. The hydrogen sulfide zones in the

oceans, formed from the reduction of sulfates,
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arecompletelyemptyof life; the considerable
liberationof hydrogenand methanefrom the
mudof freshwaterreservoirsgovernsthenature
of the microbiocenosisin theseareas.Certain
productsof vital activity act as "meansof
protection,"whichappliesparticularlyto lactic
acid, certainpigmentsreleasedinto the sur-
roundingmedium,antibiotics,andtoxins.These
substances,whichinhibit otherspecies,enable
thespecieswhichformthemto competebetter
in thebattlefor survival.

Hence,thebasicdevelopmentofthebiosphere
is the adaptationof living matterto various
livingconditionsandtheactivechangein these
conditions.

NATURE OF EXTREME FACTORS

The task of space biology involves the study of

extreme factors which act on the planets, in deep

space and on objects in space; some of these

factors have been long studied in biophysics and

ecology. This applies to the action of high and

low temperatures, ionizing and UV radiation,

magnetic field, pressure, environmental reac-
tions, and various chemical substances. The

study of certain factors which includes weight-

lessness and others was begun recently, only

after space biology acquired the rank of a science.

The great majority of extreme factors may be

created under laboratory conditions with appro-

priate devices. Such devices are so powerful that

the researcher is able to subject the test objects
to the effect of UV radiation in doses which cells

receive in deep space. The same is true of many

other extreme factors; however, certain factors

cannot be reproduced under laboratory conditions.

Any physical or chemical factor may be ex-

treme and everything depends on its energy,

dose, duration of action, and means of applica-

tion. Suffice it to say that high pressure produced

by such inert gases as argon or nitrogen can cause

the death of bacteria in a fluid. The experimenter

can study the influence of each factor individually

as well as in combination, which is highly im-

portant since one factor may influence the

sensitivity to another factor. Thus, increasing
the pressure reduces the sensitivity to high

temperature. Preliminary loss of moisture makes

the cell resistant to a number of external influ-

ences. In studying the interaction of various

factors it becomes clear that some lead to syner-

gism while others have an antagonistic or pro-

tective effect, and finally, it is possible that a

certain factor has no infuence on the activity of
another.

The complex action of several factors can be

reproduced in special climatologic stations where

the conditions on a given planet or in deep space

can be simulated. Living objects have been

studied most frequently by means of the "Arti-

ficial Mars" station, in which the living condi-

tions correspond to those on the planet Mars.
There are also devices which simulate the con-

ditions in deep space or on the Moon.

The number of extreme factors of interest to

space biology is far less than the number inves-

tigated in ecology and biophysics. Thus, the in-

terests of space biology are in the effects of

vacuum, low temperature, temperature variation,

weightlessness, vibration, and acceleration, the
action of high doses of ionizing and UV radiation,

low moisture content in the substrate, and gases.

At the same time, the action of toxic substances,

the influence of various salts, high osmotic

pressure, and other factors are generally of little

interest to space biology, but the possibility

must be included that this depends on the limited

information on the soil and atmosphere of the

planets.

The first detailed chemical analyses of the

soil and atmosphere of the planets will probably

require study of the physiologic effect of various

chemical compounds and new factors. During

spacecraft flight, biological objects are sub-

jected to the action of numerous flight factors

including weightlessness, acceleration, vibration

and ionizing radiation. The researcher must deal

with the combined action of many factors; all

efforts to analyze this complex into its individual

elements have failed thus far. A principal reason

is that under experimental conditions on Earth,

it is not possible to reproduce weightlessness

and study its interaction with other flight factors.

Interesting studies are conducted along this line

to explain the physiologic effects of vibration,
influence of weightlessness, resulting action of

ionizing radiation, and so forth. However, none

of these will permit the necessary classical

...... " _UC_ILITY OF THE

?AOE IS POOR,
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analysis of each of the factors acting during flight,

and recreate the necessary synthesis of a combi-

nation of all existing flight factors acting on the

biological objects.

In determining the effect of a factor, three

physiologic points are established: minimum,

optimum, and maximum. Insufficient attention is

usually given to the fact that during the action of

a factor of a given intensity, the object in ques-

tion is able to multiply but the biologic object

gradually dies under repeated exposure to the

same factor at the same dose. An example is the

relationship of a culture of microorganisms to

high temperature; they can grow once at a rela-

tively high temperature, but the culture dies

following repeated passages at the same tem-

perature. Thus, in determining maximum and

minimum physiologic points, the objects must

be exposed to them several times in order to

determine if tile organism really can exist under

these conditions. In studying the extreme fac-

tors, their effects on viability (ability to survive),

growth and multiplication, and variation (fre-

quency of development of mutations) are
determined.

In ascertaining the influence of any extreme

factor on growth, development, multiplication,

and so forth, there is no difficulty involved. It is

more complex to determine the dose of a factor
which leads to the death of the cell. The cell

may be inactivated and not grow under the con-

ditions usually employed, but if the factors are

changed, it may undergo reactivation and the cell

will reproduce. Spores subjected to the action of

high temperature will not grow on some nutrient

media, while some spores will grow on other

nutrient media with other compositions. This is

fully applicable to photoreaetivation which is

possible following the action of UV radiation and
in other cases.

Considerable experimental data have been ac-

cumulated which indicate that various extreme

factors can act in different ways on functions of

the living organism described. Thus, very low

temperatures prevent reproduction of micro-

organisms, but in conjunction with additional

dehydration of the cells, their existence can be

prolonged. The effect of any factor depends on

its specificity, dose (amount of energy), and dura-

tion of action. Rapid changes in conditions of

existence usually have a profound effect on living

organisms. With a slow drop in temperature,

certain species of bacteria will grow at --5 ° C,

while a rapid drop of temperature from + 30 ° to

0 ° C may be lethal for some bacteria. To a certain

extent, this is true of rapid increases in pressure

alternating with conditions corresponding to

atmospheric pressure. However, for most micro-

organisms, desiccation of cells at low tempera-

ture does not cause the death of the entire popu-

lation. This is the basis for lyophilization of

cultures used for their preservation.

The number of cells dying during lyophiliza-

tion varies greatly with species of microorga-

nisms: for Staphylococcus aureus 11.9%, for

Pseudomonas fluorescens 41.0%, and for Sac-

charomyces carlsbergensis 92.0%. For the most

part, biological objects studied have been sub-

jected to the action of a complex of factors,

which is true of all experiments aboard space-
craft or satellites. It is also the reason that in

laboratory studies, it is necessary to study the

effect of each factor separately. However, these

studies are not always capable of determining
the interaction of various factors which act

simultaneously upon the living object; there may

be a neutralization of one factor by another,

intensification of action, change in mechanism of
action, and so forth.

Problems in space biology include a compara-

tive study of the effect of a given factor on both

more complex and less complex organized life

forms. Such an evolutionary approach makes it

possible not only to confirm different degrees of

sensitivity in various objects, but also to start a

means for comparative study of the mechanism

of action of extreme factors. Thus, anaerobic

organisms do not react to the action of oxidative

phosphorylation inhibitors. Poisons which act

on the nervous system or the hemopoietic organs

of animals often fail to exert any kind of inhibiting

effect on microorganisms. The study of the action

of extreme factors yields results that are valuable

in many respects.

First, these data are valuable for space

medicine with the principal task of creating

conditions to insure safety of both the flight

and the cosmonauts on planets and satellites.
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Second,thesestudieswill makeit possible
to investigatethe actionof theseextreme
factorsandtheir combinationswhichmay
existon other planets on terrestrial mate-

rials, thus facilitating the search for extra-

terrestrial life.

Third, the intensity of the action of extreme

factors observed in space and on the planets

governs their ability to sterilize objects in

space and determines whether or not the

terrestrial organisms which are conveyed to

a planet will be able to reproduce.

Fourth, research in this direction will provide

new scientific data on the action of factors

which have not been studied previously.

This relates to a high vacuum, weightless-

ness, superhigh doses of UV radiation, and
the like.

Study of the action of extreme factors is

directly related to the general biological problem

of living matter adapting to various living condi-

tions. In most cases development of different bio-

logical races differs in some particular feature.

For example, marine and fresh-water forms of

sulfate-reducing bacteria can be used which

belong to the same species, or mesophilic and

thermophilic variants of Bacillus mycoides. It is

certain, however, that an ecotype can be a newly

created species, since in the future, it will be-

come markedly different from the original form

in many other ways. In regard to the mechanism

of adaptation, there is still no basis for assuming
that there will be such accommodation on other

planets in ways different from those on Earth.

Another problem of similar importance

biologically concerns the temporary complete or

nearly complete cessation of metabolism in living

matter which leads to anabiosis (with which

many studies have dealt). The periodically

developing state of anabiosis which has no effect

on subsequent transition to active life is ex-

tremely important in space biology. Thus, varia-

tions from +20 ° to --90 ° C during the martian

day produces a brief anabiotic state which

develops at low temperature. However, according

to experiments with terrestrial organisms, this

has no effect on living organisms' ability to

metabolize, to grow and multiply when the

temperature rises again. Short-term cessation of

life may be a widespread phenomenon. The

seeds of certain plants with a dense, hermetically

sealed exocarp are thought to retain their viability

for a long time. However, all attempts to detect

vital activity in the cells of algae which have been

preserved in rock salt for 250 million years have
been unsuccessful. Searches for living matter in

meteorites have been equally fruitless. Ap-

parently, retention of the normal structure of

protein for millions of years is impossible, which

explains the lack of data on very long anabiosis.

TEMPERATURE

Effects of Low Temperatures

Of great interest to space biology is the effect

of low temperatures which may be very low in

deep space and on the planets. (See Part 2,

Chapters 4 and 5 of this volume.) Microorganisms

and the seeds of higher plants remain viable at

very low temperatures. This was demonstrated

experimentally long ago. Later, a special science,

cryobiology, dealt with the relationship of various

living substances to low temperatures, the
mechanism of their action, and the influence on

growth and reproduction [10, 11, 102]. Many

higher plants and animals on Earth live at

temperatures from -10 ° to --20 ° C and some

species retain viability at still lower temperatures

(-20 ° to -50* C); comparatively few living sub-

stances can survive at temperatures below- 50 °.

Liquefied gases are usually employed in testing

the resistance of various organisms; thus, the

temperature of liquid air is --195 ° C, liquid

hydrogen is --250 ° C, and liquid helium is be-
tween --269 ° and --271 ° C. Test results of the

resistance of various living substances are shown

in Table 1 [31, 33, 35, 46, 47, 159, 162, 166, 167,

168, 170, 172], which indicate these conclusions.

1. Temperatures below --190 ° C are with-

stood by many bacteria, yeasts, micro-

scopic fungi, algae, protozoa, worms,

insects, human spermatozoa, and higher

plants.

2. Various species of bacteria are particu-

larly resistant, retaining viability at
absolute zero (-273 ° C).
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Objects Temperature, "C 

- 252" 
- 273" Species of bacteria 

Microscopic fungi, yeasts, bacteria 

- 269" to - 271" 
- 190" 
- 269" 

- 197" 
- 197" 
- 253" 
- 13 Aerobacter aerogenes 
- 272" Dried rotifers 

Spores of bacteria and fungi, seeds of higher plants 
Staphylococcus aureus, Salmonella typhi, Bacillus subtilis 
Human spermatozoa 

Trebozia erici (from lichen) 
Protozoa, Anguillula aceti (vinegar eel) 
European black currant, birch 

- 269.5" Spirochetes and trypanosomes 

- r o  

- 195" to'209" 
- 195" Porphyra yezemis 
- 195" Trichinocamus populi 
- 150" Escherichia coli 

Morus lornbycis (mulberry) 

3. Terrestrial microorganisms in space or on 
planets that have very low temperatures 
have not died. Consequently, low tem- 
perature in space does not have a 
bactericidal effert and the microflera 
which are on the surfaces of satellites and 
spacecraft remain viable. 

Study of the Moon has confirmed the latter 
view, inasmuch as living terrestrial bacteria were 
found on the Moon which had been transported 
there earlier aboard spacecraft. The extreme 
resistance of microorganisms to superlow tem- 
peratures is generally recognized. Considerable 
interest attaches to the ability of higher plants 
to withstand such conditions [92]. Figure 1 shows 
European black currant bushes, grown from 
grafts, which were hardened at -253" or -195" C 
[155, 1561. Cell cultures from malignant tumors 
'have also been found to be extremely resistant. 
The preservative capacity of low temperatures 
has been reflected in t h e  widespread storage of 
collection cultures in liquid nitrogen, in hermet- 
ically sealed refrigerators. The combination of 
very low temperature (liquid helium) with 
evacuation of the test tube containing the micro- 
organisms to lo-' mm Hg has a particularly 
favorable effect. 

The ability to withstand a temperature of 
absolute zero (-273" C) may be considered 
proved. However, there are no data to indicate 
how long such a temperature can be withstood 

Reference 

~ 5 1  
~ 3 1  

[lo, 111 
[1611 
r831 

P101 
WI 

[155, 1561 

[MI 

~331 

11631 

~ 3 2 1  
~ 5 2 1  
~ 5 1 1  
[1151 

by living nhjects; extrapolation cou!d be =.de on 
the basis of these observations: in rapid freezing 
of bacteria in collected milk and subsequent 
dehydration at 77-100 mm Hg, bacteria retained 

Freezing influences retention of viability con- 
siderably, but in this regard, there are no char- 
acteristics common to all biological objects. With 
very rapid freezing to very low temperatures, 
a number of the viable cells are preserved in 
individual cases, while others require initially 

!heir vi&i!ity &pr 10 years. 

FIGURE 1.-Black currant bushes (Ribes nigrurn L.) grown 
from grafts cooled to -195" C (center) or -253" C (left) 
with control (right) [48]. 
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gradual cooling to not very low temperatures and 
then rapid cooling to ultralow temperatures. As 
for thawing, rapid thawing insures preservation 
of more living cells than does slow thawing. 
Depending on the means of freezing and the 
nature of the biological object, from 10%-70% of 
the cells remain alive following exposure to ultra- 
low temperatures. In contrast to single freezing 
at ultralow temperatures, alternate multiple 
freezing and thawing leads to the death of a great 
many of the objects under study. In this connec- 
tion, a method of sterilizing soil has been pro- 
posed which has the advantage of physical and 
chemical properties of the soil changing less than 
when sterilization is done by means of an 
autoclave. 

There is dehydration of the cells under ultralow 
temperatures [102]. If the water freezes, forming 
crystals outside the cell, this creates favorable 
conditions for living organisms, but when 
biological objects freeze, crystals may develop 
inside the cells causing their death. At the 
beginning of thawing or the end of cooling a 

living organism, recrystallization may be ob- 
served during which many large crystals of water 
appear inside the cell (Fig. 2). Electron-micro- 
scopic study of objects has revealed cavities or 
spaces containing ice crystals. 

The least damage is observed in vitrification, 
where individual ice crystals are not found, but 
all of the water congeals, retaining its amorphous 
state. If the cells have a small relative surface, 
for example in bacteria, vitrification is usually 
observed and no crystals develop inside the cells. 
The finer mechanism of the effect of freezing is 
interesting. Denaturing the protoplasm leads to a 
higher content of salts in the cell, has an effect 
on the spatial position of the molecules, and 
affects separation of hydrogen bonds and forma- 
tion of SH or SS bonds. In the final analysis, 
denaturing and conformational changes may 
occur in protein complexes. 

The instantaneous action of low temperatures 
may cause mutational variability. Such tempera- 
ture shocks produce, in particular, the well- 
known mutations in drosophila and micro- 
organisms. 

FIGURE 2.-Recrystallization of water in dormant spores 
during rapid cooling [35]. 

Life at Low Temperatures 

The ability to produce a great deal of heat 
explains why certain homoiotropic animals can 
obtain food and reproduce at low temperatures 
from -20" to -50" C. This is true of penguins, 
polar bears, and others. In contrast, the higher 
plants and poikilothermal animals usually cannot 
survive at very low temperatures. However, the 
ability to live and multiply at temperatures from 
+5" to -2" C is characteristic of many marine 
plant and animal organisms. Their number is 
enormous if it is taken into account that 90% of 
the water in the World ocean is at this tempera- 
ture. Psychrophilic microorganisms growing at 
temperatures from -6" to -9" C have been found 
in the waters of the North and South Arctic 
Ocean. 

Nival (snow) flora and fauna which live in the 
Himalayas at altitudes of 6000 meters are also 
capable of existing at ~ 5 "  C, even at - 17" C, with- 
out becoming anabiotic. This is true of the beetle 
Astagobius angustatus, the snowfly (Chiona) , 
several species of needletails and spiders 
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(Hypogastra, Poistoma). The red or orange coat-

ings which cover snow or glaciers are formed by

accumulations of algae (Chlamydomonas nivalis),

red yeasts (Rhodotorula) and microscopic fungi

[6, 47]. These microorganisms can also multiply

at temperatures below --5 ° C. It is much more

difficult to determine the ability to live and grow

at low temperatures than to establish the re-

sistance of an organism to a single exposure at

very low temperatures.
In studying the growth of microorganisms, any

liquid or solid nutrient medium will freeze when

the temperature drops. The freezin_ point of the

nutrient medium may be lowered by sharply

increasing the content of salts or sugars in the

medium, which may be favorable for studying

the growth of halophilic or osmophilic micro-

organisms. It must be added that as the tempera-

ture decreases, there is a significant drop in the

rate of cell reproduction. Physiological activity

can also be evaluated on the basis of ability of the

cells to move about in the liquid medium. A

reliable indicator also is the study of photo-

synthesis at low temperatures.

Data on physiological processes at low tem-

peratures are in Table 2, which permit these
conclusions:

1. In both conifers and lichens, photosyn-

thesis is definitely possible at -20 ° C, and

perhaps at still lower temperatures.

2. From discussion in the scientific litera-

ture, it can be concluded that the mini-

mum temperature at which growth of

microorganisms is possible is--12 ° C.

Reports of growth at lower temperatures

would best be considered unproven,

although an exception is Dunaliella

salina which, as a halophilic form, may
be found in solutions of sodium chloride

cooled to --15 ° C.

Reports in the literature also state that red

yeasts and microscopic fungi have grown, and

the latter have formed spores, at temperatures

from -34 ° to -44 ° C. (These data have not been

included in the table.)

The ability of high-mountain fauna and flora to

remain viable at minus temperatures has already

been described. Natural adaptation to other

ecological conditions has taken place simul-

taneously. These organisms are more resistant to

the action of UV radiation, low atmospheric

pressure, and periodic temperature changes that

occur in night and day, as well as low atmos-

pheric humidity. The soil of Antarctica also con-
tains low moisture which sometimes does not

exceed 10%. All of these conditions bear a

certain degree of similarity to those on Mars.

However, any part of the Earth is not as harsh

as the living conditions on Mars.

High Temperature

There is no ecological factor to which living

organisms have adapted as exclusively as to low

and high temperatures. It must apparently be

considered proven that life is possible within

limits from --12 ° to +80 ° C. Accordingly, lethal

high temperatures can vary markedly. Fish that

live in Antarctic waters of a temperature of

+2 ° C, will die in water at +6 ° C. The majority of

nonsporeforming bacteria lose their vital capacity

at 60 ° C in the course of 10 rain. Sporeforming

bacteria, which are very resistant to desiccation

and moist sterilization, usually can withstand

150°-160 ° C for 30 min during dry sterilization

and will die at 120 ° C after being autoclaved for

1 h. However, dry heat at 180 ° C will kill all

sporeforming bacteria.

The higher the temperature, the sooner all the

cells will die. Thus, spores of thermophilic

Bacillus stearothermophilus die at 120 ° C in 100

rain, and in 1 rain at 188 ° C. The more resistant

the cells are to drying, or the less water they

contain, the more resistant they are to heat. This

may explain precisely why dried rotifers die only

at 170°-200 ° C after being exposed for 5 min.

It is not simple to show that all bacterial

spores died during sterilization. First, spores

grew 10-15 d after seeding following heat treat-

ment. Second, the chemical composition of the

nutrient media influences the number of germi-

nating spores, especially certain amino acids.

Hence, it is not possible to demonstrate the

sterility of a sample under examination by using

only standard nutrients for the cultures, if these

media are of incomplete composition.

The resistance of microorganisms to high tern-
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peratures is influenced by many factors: total

numbers of cells in the sterilized material, age

of the cells and stage of their development;

composition of the nutrient medium on which

the microorganisms are grown, amount of water

in the cells; hydrostatic pressure, and others.

The sterilizing effect of high temperatures is

discussed in greater detail in Chapter 9 of this

volume, "Planetary Quarantine, Principles,

Methods, and Problems," which discusses the

sterilization of spacecraft.

Thermophilic microorganisms, which are

widely distributed in nature, are found in hot

springs with various water composition, and in

piles of organic matter (peat, hay, manure), where

the temperature rises sharply from their vital ac-

tivity. Thermophiles were formerly believed to

be primarily sporeforming bacteria and actino-

mycetes, but it was shown later that there are

also thermophilic blue-green algae and non-

sporeforming bacteria. Geysers are usually in-

habited by microorganisms which, after a pure

culture has been isolated, will grow on nutrient

media at temperatures from 60 ° to 75 ° C depend-

ing on the species.

Slides submerged in water of hot springs show

growth of flexibacteria cells after 10 d at 93.5 °-

95.5 ° C. Foulings formed by the cells of the true

bacteria have been found in water at 850-88 ° C.

Pure cultures of thermophiles will not grow in

nutrient media at such high temperatures.

Assimilation of carbon dioxide by hydrogen

bacteria has been confirmed by means of carbon

dioxide labeled at the carbon; these bacteria

live in geyser water at 73 ° C. Thermophilic sulfate-

reducing bacteria have been isolated from cores

taken from depths of 4000 m, where the tempera-

ture reached 105°C; these cultures grew at 65°C.

Thermophiles can multiply at high tempera-

tures, which is associated with adaptation to

altered life conditions created by high tempera-

ture. There is considerably less oxygen in

the water of hot springs, greater solubility of

various substances, a more pronounced un-

favorable effect of harmful chemical compounds,

and all biochemical processes involved in vital

activity are sharply accelerated. Generation time

in thermophiles at 70 ° C is 13-14 min, while for

Bacillus stearothermophilus it is 10-11 min.

Correspondingly, the lifetime is shortened and

autolysis of cells begins earlier. Observations

indicate that when water salinity is increased or

osmotic pressure rises, bacteria can grow at

higher temperatures. At pressures of 1000 atm,

sulfate-reducing bacteria can grow at 104 ° C.

Reports on the action of high temperatures on

living organisms indicate that at the temperature

on Venus (400 ° C), life is completely impossible.

It is sometimes assumed that the great amount

of clouds on Venus consist of water, have con-

siderably lower temperatures, and may contain

unicellular microorganisms capable of reproduc-

ing under these conditions. This assumption is

less than likely, but it cannot be completely

TABLE 2.- Physiologic Processes in Different Organisms at Low Temperatures

Temperature, °C

-- 20 ° to -- 40 °
-- 24 °
-- 7.5 °

--12.2 °
-- 12°
-- 17.8°
-- 15°
-- 20 °
--30 °

-- 20 ° to -- 24 °
-- 18° to -- 20 °

_ 18°
_ 30 °

Organism

Lichens, conifers

Geotrichum candidum

Bacteria on the surface of fish

Microscopic fungi on frozen raspberry

Bacteria and microscopic fungi

Microscopic fungi, yeasts

Pyramidomon, Dunaliella salinu
Bacteria

Algae

Insect eggs

Microscopic fungi, Pseudomonas (in

fruit juice)

Aspergillus glaucus "red yeasts"
Lichens

Vital activity, indication

Photosynthesis
Growth

Growth

Growth

Growth

Growth

Movement in liquid
Growth and luminescence

Photosynthesis

Development
Growth

Growth in glycerine

Photosynthesis

Reference

[881
[14}

[12]
[81

[871

[87]

[165]

[129]

[851
[160]

[16]

[16]

[140]
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rejected,sincereproductionof microorganisms
in a fog of very finenutrientmediumdroplets
hasbeendemonstrated.

VACUUM

Very low pressure is a typical extreme factor

in space; its influence on biological objects was

not studied before the development of space

biology. However, the best instruments still

cannot produce the vacuum in space which is

about 10 -is mm Hg. The vacuums that are

created usually do not rise above 10 -9 or 10 -l° mm

Hg. "_ " "r_xpenmeuts with _-eatcr vacuums might

provide new results, but the vacuum that can be

created with existing apparatus suffices to pro-

vide some idea of the effect.

In ordinary devices, the influence of the

vacuum (for technical reasons) usually is com-

bined with simultaneous exposure to low tempera-

tures, -23 ° to --35 ° C. In other devices [28]

with different designs, temperature can be es-

tablished between -190 ° and +120 ° C. The

experiments may vary from several days to

several years.

The retention of viability is usually studied in

highly diverse microorganisms and some pro-

tozoa and viruses following exposure to a vac-

uum. The influence of the vacuum on certain

physiological processes in microorganisms and

certain enzymes has also been studied. Most of

the high-vacuum studies are shown in Table 3,

the data of which are reviewed here.

1. All sporeforming bacteria retained via-

bility at high vacuum and low tempera-

ture not only for days but for 5 years.

These results were obtained in the

majority of the studies and only two re-

ported the death of spores. Spores of

B. subtilis are 10 times more resistant

than vegetative ceils.

2. Nonsporeforming bacteria are less re-

sistant, their deaths varying within wide

limits of 4.7%-95%, and in 4 species of

yeasts from 0.64% to 33.9%. Under high-

vacuum conditions and low temperature,

cells are better able to retain their

viability than in laboratory desiccators,

therefore the viability of experimental

microorganisms in comparison with

controls may reach 147%.

3. The high resistance to vacuum by vari-

ous algae, conidia of Aspergillus, and

mycelia of fungi (lacking spores or

conidia) was quite unexpected. There is

only one report of death of the conidia of

Penicillium. Under the influence of vac-

uum, the titer of various bacteriophages

decreased from 3 • 10-7-1 • ]0 -9 to 1 • 10 -7

-- 5" 10 -7, i.e., by 2-4 orders. Protozoa re-

tained viability for a long period.

TABLE 3.--Effect of a Vacuum on Microorganisms

Organism Vacuum Temperature, °C Duration, d Results Reference

2, 4, 7, 16, 32 [128]B. subtilis, Bacillus cereus,

B. mycoides,/1, niger,

Aspergillus flavus

(Lyophilized spores of
bacteria and conidia

of Aspergillus)

B. subtilis, Myco-

1 × 10-L5 × 10 -7

mm Hg

5.0 x 10 -9- + 23 ° to + 24 °

All microorganisms re-

tained viability except

B. cereus, which died

after 32 d in a vacuum

Did not die

bacterium smegmatis,

Aspergillus fumigatus

B. subtilis, A. niger,

Aspergillus terreus,

Penicillium citrinum

3.6 × 10 1o

mm Hg

I×10-L6x10 9

mm Hg
10,30
4O

45

Only conidia P. citrinum
died after 10 d, all

microorganisms died

after 30 d

[1271

[19]
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Organism

B. subtillis var. niger

Bacillus megaterium, B.

subtilis var. niger, B.

stearothermophilus,

Clostridium sporogenes,

A. niger

B. subtilis vat. niger,

Mycobacterium phlei,

A. niger

Sarcina .{lava, Brevibacter-

ium linens, B. subtilis,

B. mesentericus var.

niger, B. mycoides, B.

megaterium, _4r-

throbacter simplex,

Aspergillus oryzae

S. flava, Pseudomonas

pyocyanea, P. fluores-

cens, E. coli, Serra-

tia marcescens, B. linens,

B. subtilis, B. mesen-

tericus, B. mesentericus

var. niger, B.

mycoides, B. mega-

terium, A. simplex,

Vibrio metchnikovii, A.

oryzae, Chaetomium

globosum, Fomes fomen-

tarius, Coriolus

pubescens

Saccharomyces vini,

Saccharomyces rouxii,

Torulopsis aeria,

Candida tropicalis,

Rhodotorula rubra

Streptococcus faecalis,

S. aureus

E. coli

TABLE 3. -- Effect of a Vacuum on Microorganisms- Continued

Vacuum Temperature, °C Duration, d

1 x 10-s-6 x 10 -9

mm Hg

lXl0 S-l×10 to

mm Hg

x 10 7-1x 10 -1°

mm Hg

1×10 amm

1xl0 S-lx10 -9

1 x 10 9 mm Hg

1 x 10 9-1 x 10 -1°

mm Hg

See footnote at end of table.

Ix 10-LlXl0

mm Hg

-190 ° to +120 °

+25 °

-23 ° to --35 °

-- 23 ° to -- 35 °

--23 ° to --35 °

+4 ° to +80 °

35

4&5

140

Results

Spores remained
viable

At -- 190 ° and -- ll0°C

and in a vacuum they

survive; at -4-60 ° death

sharply increases; 40%

of B. subtilis var.

niger, and 25% of

A. niger survive

Significant number of

mlcroorgamsms
survived

Viability depends on

the species and varied

from 57.5% to 147% 1

I3 of 17 species did not

die; their viability

varied 0.34%-147%'

vegetative mycelia of

the fungi showed

growth; these died:

V. metchnikovii,

S. marcescens, P.

jquorescens

Viability depends on

species and varied

0.64%-33.9%

Number of living cells

decreases as a function

of temperature in-

crease; 4%-10%

present at 40 °

1% cells survived;

inactivation of cells

by UV and x-rays in

vacuum increased

Reference

[112]

28, 291

144, 451

1671

:68]

63, 69, 96]

142]

[22]
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TABLE3.--Effectof a Vacuum on Microorganisms-Continued
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Organism Vacuum Temperature, °C Duration, d Results Reference

E. coli 2 × 10 s [61]

Chlorella vulgaris,

Z yngbia aestuarii,

Scenedesmus acumi-

natus, Mastigocladus

laminosus, Amorphonos-

toe punctiforme

Phages of E. coli, T2,

CgF 74, f-2

Desert soil containing

aerobic, anaerobic,

mieroaerophilie bacteria,

fungi, algae, and

protozoa were sub-

jected to the action of

a vacuum

E. coli, B. subtilis

E. coli

S. tiara, B.

megaterium, A.

terreus

B. megaterium, B.

subtilis, B. stearo-

thermophilus, C.

sporogenes, A. niger,

Soil actinomycetes

1 × 10-S_l × 10 9

mm Hg

1 × 10-S_l × 10 9

mm Hg

1 × 10-s-1 × 10 s

mm Hg

-- 23 ° to -- 35 °

-- 23Oto - 35 °

4 °

20 °

55 °

4 years

5 years

2 x 10-7-5 x 10 -9

1 × 10-1-1 × 10 1o

mm Hg

1 × 10 9 mm Hg

1 × 10-s-1 × 10 -_°

mm Hg

80 °

+ 20 ° to -- 190 °

From 1 to 7 d,

from 1 to

3h

21

+25°t0 - 190 ° 2-5

At 1 mm Hg pressure or

less, cellular division

was inhibited and

radiosensitivity of the

cells increased

All the algae retained

viability

Inactivation of phages in

vacuum varied

3 × 107-1 × 109 to

1 × 103-5 × 107

After 4-5 years the

number of viable

aerobes and micro-

aerophilic bacteria de-

creased; number of

algae decreased from

106 to 102/g soil; after

4 years, protozoa re-

tained viability but

died after 5 years

Vegetative cells of B.

subtilis were 10 times

less resistant than

spores, whose viability

was 23%-56%

About 95% of the cells

died

Viability retained

All sporeforming bac-

teria survived;

temperature had no

effect on viability;

only actinomycetes

survived heating to

120 ° C under vacuum

conditions

[72,731

[75]

[24]

[62]

[23]

[811

[29, 111]

In the vacuum and low temperature, cells retain viability better in a test than in the control, i.e., in a desiccator with usual

pressure and room temperature.

574-269 O - "/6 - 20
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4.

.

When temperature is increased to plus

values, the number of surviving micro-

organisms in the vacuum drops sharply,

but even at 60 ° C, spores of B. subtilis

and conidia of Aspergillus niger retain

viability.

Microorganisms in desert soil are pro-

tected considerably against the effects

of a vacuum, since various bacteria,

fungi, algae, and protozoa remained alive

in the soil for 4-5 years [24]. In this con-

nection, the cells in a vacuum became

more radiosensitive. Thus, at an x-ray

dose of 145 kV, 1 krad/min in a single-cell

layer of cells of E. coil at 10-Smm Hg

kills more bacteria than at 760mm Hg

[139, 140]. (See Figure 13 in a subsequent

section, under IONIZING RADIATION.)

In a vacuum, the effect of UV-rays (245 nm)

on bacteria is more pronounced than at normal

pressure, and photoreactivation of the cells be-

comes impossible following vacuum exposure. If

pressure is increased, cell division is inhibited.
In short, these are the actual data on the effect

of a high vacuum (Table 4). Yet very little is
known about the mechanism of its action, and

it is not possible to assume complete dehydration
of the ceils under these conditions. This would

require determination of the bound water with the

aid of nuclear magnetic resonance. A description

of the cytological changes would be simphfied

TABLE

No. of

experiment

4.-Effect of High Vacuum on the Oxidation Capacity, Resistance of lron Porphyrin Enzyme

and ATP of Microor. "anisms

Organism

S. tiara, A.

simplex

S. j_ya,

S. mar-

cescens,

,4. sim-

plex, S.

rouxii

S. j_l)a,

S. mar-

cescens,

A. sim-

plex, S.

rouxii, C.

tropi-

calis

Vacuum

lxl0 2_

1 x 10-_o

mm Hg

1 × 10 -s-

1x10 _

mm Hg

1 × 10 -s-

1 × 10 -9

mm Hg

Temperature, °C

-- 23 ° to -- 35 °

-- 23 ° to -- 35 °

--23 ° to --35 °

Oxidation

of glucose

and alcohol

Oxidation

capacity

retained;

.4. simplex

oxidizes

glucose and

ethyl alco-

hol more

intensively

than S.

flava

Iron porphyrin enzymes

On

On cellular
subcellular

level, %
level, %

-- I

93 78

78 70

93 68

87 68

Activity of

ATP on

subcellular

level

95

101

100

92

89

Reference

[74]

[79]

[77]

Duration ,)f experiment: 3 d; activity in the control assumed to be 100%.
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by experimenting with a well-studied cytological

model such as the yeast cell.
Some data indicate that bacteria retain the

ability to oxidize glucose and ethyl alcohol

following a stay in a vacuum. ATP in three

species of bacteria and one species of yeast is

not inactivated by a high vacuum. Cells may lose

ATP from boiling or disintegration; in either

instance, following a stay in a vacuum, this may
be detected by luminescence. In these species,

activity of the iron porphyrin protein following
exposure to the vacuum is decreased 14%--32%

(thc control is assumed to be 100%). The re-

sistance of cells to high vacuum is in complete

aFeement with the fact that the vacuum has

almost no inactivating effect on trypsin, peroxi-

dase, cytochrome C, or ATP, and reduces activity

of catalase, ribonuclease, a-amylase, and urease

to a comparatively insignificant degree (Table 5).

Although unicellular organisms are relatively
resistant to high vacuum, there are no data on the

possibility of growth under these conditions.

Theoretically, such a possibility would clearly
be excluded. It can be assumed that bacteria

spores in a micrometeorite, which protects them
against solar radiation, could retain their via-

bility in space.

The effect of a high vacuum is of great interest

to space biology. Various living organisms in the

soil have survived under high vacuum conditions

for 4-5 years, which indicates that the vacuum

does not have a sterilizing effect. This cannot be

the cause of rapid death of microorganisms on the

surface of Mars or the Moon, which is confirmed

by detection of microorganisms on the Moon

brought there previously by spacecraft. It is also

obvious that microorganisms on the surface of

spacecraft in flight through space will be kept
viable under vacuum conditions. Resistance to

high vacuum makes it understandable that, with

comparatively slight decrease in pressure (4.5-

7.6 mbar), many microorganisms can reproduce

very well.

PRESSURE

Mud of the Pacific Ocean is inhabited by

various microorganisms subjected to 1000 atm

pressure. The area of the globe occupied by

oceans and their depths makes it necessary to

conclude that high pressure is unquestionably

one of the most widespread ecological factors

acting on various animals and plants. Studies

have been pursued for 100 years on the resistance

of cells to single exposure to high pressure, and

the influence of the high pressure on growth and

physiology of various species of microorganisms.

These studies have progressed in two directions.

First, the influence of high hydrostatic pressure

has been investigated under laboratory conditions

as it applies to various microorganisms. Modern

presses make it possible to study pressures of
50 000 atm or more. The second direction involves

raising samples of mud from the deep ocean

bottom and determining the physiological features

of the microorganisms living in the mud. All

other living creatures inhabiting dry land, except

bacteria, microscopic fungi, actinomycetes, and

algae, perish rapidly at high pressure.

TABLE 5.--Effect of High Vacuum on Crystalline Enzymes, Cytochrome C and ATP 1

Vacuum

lxl0 s_
1x 10-10
mm Hg

1× 10-a-
1× 10-_
mm Hg

a-amylase

51

1Durati,mof experiment 3

Results of Activity, %

Trypsin Urease

103 65

I Ribo- Catalasenuclease

79

88
69
82

Perox- Cyto-
idase chrome C

ATP

86 98 97
79 69 97
I 63 99

at --25 °to -35 °C; activity in the control assumed to be 100%.

Reference

[71]

[76]
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The resistance of microorganisms to a single

exposure of high hydrostatic pressure has been
shown repeatedly [95, 161, 177, 178, 179]. The
results of these experiments in Table 6 permit
these conclusions:

1. Various species of microorganisms pos-
sess different degrees of sensitivity to

high pressure. Thus, yeast (Saccharomyces
cerevisiae) at a pressure of 7000 atm dies
in several seconds, while not all spores of

B. subtilis die at a pressure of 17600
atm for 75 h.

2. The higher the pressure and the longer
the exposure, the more pronounced the

effect of high hydrostatic pressure. Thus,

in a single exposure to 3750-7500 atm

pressure, nonsporeforming bacteria re-
tained their viability. When the exposure
was lengthened to 1.5-3 h, pressures
above 3000 atm were sufficient to kill

these species.
3. In the majority of cases, Table 6 shows

only the maximum pressure used which
led to the death of cells; at lower pres-

sures (200-400 atm), microorganisms
showed only inhibition of growth.

Under high pressure, cultures of various
bacteria (E. coli, Pseudomonas, S. marcescens)

TABLE 6.- Resistance of Microorganisms to High Pressure

Organisms Pressure, arm Duration of exposure i Results Reference

3000 4 h to 4 d Did n_t die [25]Micrococcus agilis, S. aureus, Thiosarcina rosea,

Bacterium pyocyaneum, Bacterium prodigiosum,

S. typhi abdominalis, Corynebacterium pseudo-

diphtheriae, Mycobacterium tuberculosis hominis,
Bacillus anthracis, Vibrio comma, Oidium lactis

S. marcescens, Streptococcus lactis, Aerobacter
aerogenes, P. fluorescens

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Saccharomyces albicans

2040-3060

3400-4220

5780-6800

2040-2380

60 min

40 min

4 rain

60 min

B. subtilis

B. subtilis

S. cerevisiae

30 sp bacteria

56 sp bacteria

63 sp bacteria

Deep-water mud, containing microorganisms

Sporeforming bacteria in milk

Mixed microflora from deep water mud

3674-4080

5780

3000-12 000

17600

7000

600

1000-2000

600

800

1000

10 min

5 min

14 h

75 h

Several s

2d

Min to several

years

4d

9 min

400 18 mo; reinoculated

after 1-2 mo

All died

Did not die

Some died

All died

Many survived

33 cuhures died

23 cultures died

Reproduction
inhibited

Viability retained

Normal growth

[6O]

[991

[7]

[1041

[173]

[173, 1741

[119]

[93]

[154]

[26]
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formed long threads reaching 200/.tm which may
be considered the result of inhibited cell division.

The transition to normal pressure led to break-

down of the threads into fragments. DNA was

found only at the ends of the threads, but its

content in the cell at atmospheric pressure

remained normal.

There is not uniform opinion concerning the

dimensions of the cells. The size of the cell

decreases, according to some data, while other

data indicate that it increases. As the hydrostatic

pressure rises, various physiological characteris-

tics of the microorganisms change. Initially,

reproduction is suspended, while mobile forms,

for example Pseudomonas aeruginosa, retain

active mobility even after exposure to pressure of

12 000 atm. Those cells with suspended reproduc-

tion do not lose respiratory ability while glucose,

mannose, fructose, malate, lactate, succinate, or

other substances are present. Respiration was

lost in P. aeruginosa after pressure of 800 atm

for 30 min [68].
The establishment of maximum tolerable pres-

sure is quite complex. Evidently nonsporeforming

bacteria which retain viability after exposure to

600-1000 atm for 3-4 d may be included among

the barotolerant forms. In comparison with

bacteria, algae are somewhat more resistant;

Chlorella pyrenoidosa began a slower rate of

reproduction only at 500 atm; Hydrodiction

reticulatum proved somewhat less resistant.

After 26 hours' exposure to 400 atm, the yield

decreased 50%. At prolonged pressures of

100-200 atm, the multiplication rate of Chlorella

increases [149]. In the study of temperature

influence on bacteria resistance to high pressure

there is no clear picture. In isolated experiments
involving temperature increases to 40 ° C, the

number of species that grew under a pressure of

400 arm decreased markedly, while in others, as

the temperature rose, the unfavorable influence

of high pressure on growth decreased.

The properties of certain food products change

during sterilization and heating. A number of

patents have been granted which are applicable

to the sterilization of such products by means of

multiple exposure to high pressure. However,

these sterilization methods do not apply to spore
resistance and barotolerant forms.

Increased pressure may play a role as a mu-

tagenic factor, inasmuch as mutations formed

following its action on the fungus Neurospora

crassa, which is well-known genetically [107].

After tadpoles of Rana temporaria have been

exposed to high pressure once, they become

more resistant to subsequent high pressure, it

has been reported.

Under terrestrial conditions, microorganisms

that grow and multiply at atmospheric or slightly

reduced pressure are predominantly species

that inhabit mountains at high altitudes.

A mud sample taken from the Philippine deep
in 1952 at a depth of 10000 meters was cul-

tured, and results obtained differed as a func-

tion of the pressure employed. In cultures kept

under a pressure of 1000 atm, from 16 to 100

times more bacteria grew than in the same

medium at normal atmospheric pressure [176].
This was the first demonstration of barophilic

bacteria growing better under high pressure.

Barophific bacteria were found in the intestines

of deep-water animals, and in mud collected at

a depth of 7400 m. It was also shown that deep-

water denitrifying bacteria reduced nitrates at

high pressure, while denitrifiers isolated from
shallow water ceased to reduce nitrates at

400-600 atm pressure. A similar pattern was

observed with sulfate-reducing bacteria-they

failed to grow at atmospheric pressure and re-
duced sulfates at 1000 atm. An observation on

barophilic bacteria is that culture of Pseudomonas

sp, isolated from marine water, at 28 ° C and a

300-350 atm pressure, accumulated 30% more

biomass than at normal atmospheric pressure

[94].
However, a number of studies have yielded

negative results. In similar experiments with

mud collected from deep waters in another deep

(the Kermadec-Tonga), no barophilic bacteria

could be found; nor were there any in cultures

of mud taken from the Kurile-Kashgat deep. It

would not be correct, however, to doubt that

there are barophilic forms in deep-lime mud.

In studying the physiology of barotolerant
bacteria, it was found that some formed more

organic acids by fermenting hydrocarbons at

high pressure, and at the same time secreted

less carbonic acid. At high pressure, the process
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of decarboxylation is probably inhibited, which 
is concerned with formation of a great deal of 
acid. The influence of one physical factor gen- 
erally may influence the results of action of 
another factor. Thus, all spores of B.  subtilis 
die within 90 min at 93.6" C and 1 atm pressure, 
while at the same temperature but at 600 atm, 
20% of the spores will survive. 

WEIGHTLESSNESS 

The development of life on Earth probably 
took place in a primal ocean, the water con- 
taining organic substances that resulted from 
chemical evolution. Living matter that inhabited 
the water during the transition to the terrestrial 
form of life had to adapt to a biologically more 
powerful gravitation than there had been in the 
water. This left its impression on the entire 
evolution of living matter on Earth. There was 
a relative increase in the weight of the skeleton 
and marrow, as well as an increase in the amount 
of blood. This is confirmed by comparing these 
parameters in fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds, 
and mammals [91]. It would be erroneous, 
however, to state that this is the only change in 
animals and plants which have abandoned the 
ocean and taken up life on Earth. Various func- 
tions changed and gravitation became one of the 
conditions necessary for the normal existence of 
terrestrial organisms. This is confirmed by space 
medicine data; changes produced by weightless- 

ness were observed during the flights of cosmo- 
nauts and included hypokinesia and excessive 
excretion of calcium related to decalcification of 
bone tissue. Exposure to weightlessness seems to 
change the physiology of the organism, requiring 
gradual readaptation to normal conditions of 
weight. 

Complete weightlessness cannot be simulated 
experimentally on Earth. However, its action 
aboard spacecraft and satellites is never isolated. 
The clinostat made a significant contribution 
to the problem of weightlessness (Fig. 3). It is 
possible to simulate weightlessness in the hor- 
izontal clinostat [30, 48, 491. The growth of 
young monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous 
plants has been best studied. Rotation in the 
clinostat combined with weightlessness cause 
the root of the growing plant to change its orien- 
tation, which is shown in Figure 4. Normal growth 
direction is deflected up to 5 h after the test. 

Moistened oat seeds were placed in cylindrical 
blocks of agar, and the agar blocks were fastened 
to a clinostat combined with a centrifuge; it was 
shown that the threshold force of gravity equaled 

G. A plant growing on such a clinostat is 
shown in Figure 5. Effects are different, de- 

d d  
Direct 

FIGURE 3.- Clinostat with reduced vibration combined with F I G U R E  4.-Flight effect of Biosatellite 11 on orientation of 
centrifuge [163]. primary roots [78]. 
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pending on the size of the centrifugal forre. The 
size of the gravitropic reaction, determined by 
the under- and above-Earth parts of the plants, 
is shown in Figure 6. Thus, some effects in plants 
caused by Earth gravitation r m  be redxed  ?e 
zero with the aid of a clinostat. In particular, the 
usual geotropism of roots is not observed in the 
plants. 

A comparative study of the growth of di- 
cotyledonous plants, such as Capsicum annuum 
(pepper), aboard Biosatellite I1 or in a clinostat 
on Earth [37], indicated that in both cases all 
the leaves had epinasty, with the interaxial angle 
of a plant on a satellite reduced by 20"-60". In 
wheat sprouts, orientation of the coleoptile and 
of the primary and secondary roots as well as 
cytological changes were similar, but not the 
same, aboard a satellite and in the clinostat [38]. 

A theory previously held then forgotten, that 
intracellular grains may play the role of statoliths 
which insure normal reaction to gravitation, has 
again acquired validity. In control plants, starch 
grains were found in the lower parts of cells of 
the coleoptile and roots, while in experimental 
plants (in-flight or in the clinostat), these grains 
were located in no particular order. In contrast 
to the plants, giant amoebas (Pelomyxa cardien- 
sis) and fertilized eggs of the frog (Rana p i -  
piens), aboard Biosatellite 11, changed very little. 

The d i ~ i s i ~ n  of fertilized hog eggs that had been 
under conditions of weightlessness aboard the 
Gemini 8 and 12 spacecraft also took place nor- 
mally [78,164]. 

Aiiiiiiak ihai live in water are perhaps iess 
sensitive to weightlessness than those that 
live on land; by living in water they become ac- 
customed to gravitation in liquid, a characteristic 
which has been reinforced by evolution. Changed 
gravitation may also influence the results of 
ionizing radiation action. Thus, the secondary 
roots of bean sprouts (Vicia faba) ,  grown in a 
clinostat, were subjected to x-irradiation. This 
led to a shift of phases in the cell cycle of the 
roots, increase in the number of micronuclei, 
change in the mitotic index, and other abnormali- 
ties [49]. 

Lower organisms can withstand considerable 
increases in gravitation quite well; the bacteria 
E. coli grow when exposed to 100 OOO G for 40 d. 
The effect of 400 000 G on ascarid eggs for 1 h has 
no influence on emergence of larvae from the 
eggs. In more complexly organized living matter 
(birds, rodents), body size decreases and growth 
lags in comparison with controls. Rats accelerated 
for 4-6 hours at the 2-G level for 2-3 months 
showed a decrease in weight of the experimental 
animals, shown in Figure 7. At the same time, 

Flc;r R E  5.-Oat sprouts and roots grown on the centrifugal 
clinostat [163]. Arrows indicate direction of acceleration- 
0.1 G on seeds; a and b, rotation of the clinostat at 2 rpm; 
c ,  control. 

FIGURE 6.-Orientation of plants grown in a clinostat with 
simultaneous rotation on a centrifuge [163]. 1, sprouts: 
2, coleoptile: 3, mesocotvls: 4, roots. 
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creatinine and total nitrogen excreted in the urine

increased (Fig. 8).

VIBRATION

Vibration is a spaceflight factor that can affect

biological objects aboard a satellite or space-
craft. The intensity of the vibration varies within

wide limits. The purpose of laboratory experi-

ments on vibration is to clarify its influence on

the object under study and thereby come close

to interpreting the total effect produced by space-

flight factors. Studies conducted on a vibrating

stand permit variation in the intensity of the

vibration; an effort is usually made to simulate

vibration during flight.

Experiments were carried out with a Goodman

motor 8/600, frequency 5-500, maximum

amplitude 12.5 mm, and maximum load 20 kg.

Acceleration and amplitude were constant and
the vibration was sinusoidal. Vibrations were

imposed on mice examined cytologically to deter-

mine changes in marrow after 24 h. Among the

experimental animals, 9.79% showed pathologic

mitosis, while the controls showed only 2.61%

[101]. Similar experiments with mice were

under less rigorous conditions (frequency 70 Hz,

amplitude ±0.4 mm). The mice were infected

with cells of Erlich's carcinoma and subjected
to vibration for 7-30 rain after 6 d. After the

vibration was terminated, 24 h later, the ascitic

fluid was fixed and the total number of anaphases

and pathologic anaphases was counted by
fluorescence microscopy [101]. After 15 min of

vibration, pathologic anaphases were 42.3%,

while the controls showed only 13.6%

There is a basis for concluding that vibration

causes restructuring of the chromosomes in

mouse cells, which may have to do with agglutina-

tion of chromosomes and ultimately with incor-

o 1001\_1 I..,,.-.__.._L_lv,I I ,_l ......1._/
. 9 I--"_"...--__./_"__.._'_.--_ la-t

80[-, ,-I
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Growth, d

FIGURE7.-Effect of acceleration on the weight of rats (in %
of weight of control animals) [84]. la, 2 G; lb. 0.8 G: (ani-
mals fed during rotation): 2, 2 (; (animals not fed during
rotation).

rect chromosome division. Vibration may have

a favorable influence on the development and

metabolism of mice. Thus, at a frequency of

70 and 1500 Hz and exposure for 1 h, there is a

considerable increase in body growth of mice

(Fig. 9). Vibration at 35-700 Hz with 0.4-0.05 mm

amplitude increases the effect of irradiation,

whi_ch is observed in lysogenic bacteria. In labora-

tory experiments, low-frequency vibration
induces crossing over in cells of male Drosophila.

Following exposure to vibration there is increased

activity of the antigen-antibody reaction; this

200

(.-

"-1

> 150
.i

I
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Q

E

Q

_- 100

5O

2nd day
Before
action After

acceleration

FIGURE 8.-Increase of amount of nitrogen excreted with
urine by rats during acceleration [84]. Acceleration 10 G.
50 min. 1, control; 2, experimental.
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effecet is similar to the action of chemical muta- 
gens or ionizing radiation. Vibration may have a 
definite and significant stimulating effect which 
leads, in particular, to sharp acceleration of the 
growth of onions ([31] Fig. 10). 

In summary, certain conclusions can be drawn. 
First, vibration is one of the dynamic factors 
which act independently on biological objects. 
Second, vibration is one of the flight factors that 
change the effect of radiation or other influences. 
Thus, an increase in weightlessness removes 
the unfavorable effect of vibration [Sl]. Third, 
the nature of changes produced by vibration have 
been only slightly studied scientifically, which 
refers to data of cytology, physiology, biophysics, 
and biochemistry. The fine details of the mech- 
anism of the action of vibration have not yet 
been ascertained. 

ULTRAVIOLET RAYS 

Only a portion of ultraviolet radiation reaches 
the surface of the Earth which is shielded by 
water vapor, dust, and ozone in the atmosphere 
[133]. Microorganisms enter the air from the 
Earth’s surface, but microflora that live in the air 
are constantly subjected to selection under the 
influence of UV-rays. The most resistant micro- 
organisms are those whose cells contain pig- 
ments: analysis of microflora that inhabit the air 
reveals a considerable majority of colonies of 
bacteria and fungi that are colored yellow, 
orange, red, green, brown, purple, or black. 
Most of these pigments are carotinoids, while 
some are melanins which can protect the cell 
against the lethal effects of UV-radiation. Color- 
less (apigmented) mutants obtained in these 

170 
, I  

160 - 
8 150-  

140 - 

- 
- 

Suspension, d 

FIGURE 9.-Change of body wpipht in mice after vibration 
(170 Hz. 60 min, 10 units [ 7 ] ) .  1 .  experimental: 2. control. 

cultures are far less resistant to UV-radiation than 
are the original form. The pigments are not 
secreted from the cell into its surrounding 
medium. 

The pigmented bacteria that form pigments 
(primarily phenazinic) liberated by the cell into 
the liquid nutrient medium are not resistant to 
UV-radiation. The screening protection of pig- 
ments is supported by the fact that high moun- 
tain and desert soils show a wide distribution of 
fungi that form dark pigments, and at an altitude 
of 4000-5000 m they are the only inhabitants of 
the soil. The pigment protects the cells against 
increased radiation levels by absorbing the light 
quanta. In addition to the pigments, the proto- 
plasts of cells of microorganisms and their cell 
walls contain substances which are also protec- 
tive. Thus, a 2 %  aqueous solution of polysac- 
charide synthesized by Bacillus mucilaginosum 
completely protects the cells against the lethal 
action of radiation. 

FI(:URE 10.-Effect of vibration on growth of onion bulbs in a 
clinostat [7]. 1, experimental; 2, control. 
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Theeffectof UV-raysis betterwithstoodby
microorganismsat rest,multiplyingslowly,acid-
resistant,formingsporesor conidia,containing
ribonucleateof magnesium,wax,or lipids,and
alsothoseinadehydratedstate[40].Sensitivityto
UV-radiationvaries in different but similar
species.Thus,Paramecium bursaria is twice as
resistant as P. caudatum. Within the limits of

a single genus of yeast, Rhodotorula, the most

resistant and most sensitive species differ from

one another by a factor of 300. Resistance may be

an ecological factor, inasmuch as the mountain

strains of red yeasts are more resistant than

forms in the valley [147]. Resistance to UV-

radiation may be increased by numerous, repeat-

ed exposures to radiation, so that in this way in

2 years, Rhodotorula was used to produce a

much more resistant form than the original [146].

During a number of years, Bodo marina was

subjected to radiation action at a wavelength of

253.4 nm; the adapted form was able to with-

stand 38.5x103 ergs/mm 2, while the control

could withstand only 2.75× 103 ergs/mm 2.

Photoreactivation means that objects exposed

to daylight following UV-radiation recover via-

bility to varying degrees. The enzyme systems

that participate in photoreactivation can carry
out their function even after living objects have

been irradiated with rays that do not reach the

Earth's surface. The preliminary effect of cosmic

radiation on higher plants does not destroy their

capacity for photoreactivation after being exposed

to UV-radiation [137].

Photoreactivation is accomplished with visible

light (4200-5400 _), but external conditions

affect the degree of photoreactivation; thus, for

example, at temperatures below the optimum for

a given object, it proceeds more satisfactorily.

Observations that photoreactivation can take

place directly under simultaneous exposure to

UV-radiation and daylight are of great interest.

Thus, P. caudatum, irradiated for 16-18 h with

doses of 1.5-40 and 120/xW (2537 _), shows re-
tarded division and dies after 25 d. At the same

radiation level, but simultaneous irradiation with

visible light (2.8-15 thousand Ix), division pro-

ceeds normally for 42 d. The ability of various

microorganisms to achieve photoreactivation

varies markedly, but in the case of Streptomyces

griseus, photoreactivation increases viability

by a factor of 300 [133].

UV-radiation with a wavelength of 2537 _ is

generally recognized to have the greatest bac-

tericidal effect. Under deep space conditions
or on surfaces of celestial bodies which lack

atmospheres, living cells would die rapidly from
the effects of ultraviolet-radiation. However,

UV-radiation can easily be cut off by very thin

shields. Thus, the stony meteorite known as the

Kunashak was broken up and very small cones

with bases of 36 /zm, 145 /zm high were made

from the resulting sand by adding a very small

amount of clay. Spores of B. megaterium were

added to the central portions of these cones

while they were being manufactured. These

cones were then subjected to UV-radiation in

doses equal to that received had they been in
space for a year: 2.6 × 107 ergs/cm z to 7.8 × l0 s

ergs/cm z [69].

Subsequent inoculation of the broken-up cones

showed that all spores retained viability. Since

it was necessary to define the possible minimum

thickness of the shield, spores of Bacillus cereus

were covered with a film of chrome, the thickness

of which gradually increased [70]. If the film

reached a thickness of 800 _, the spores would

not die from a dose corresponding to 7.8×107

ergs/cm 2. Consequently, a relatively thin layer

of Martian dust would completely protect living
cells from the effects of UV-radiation.

This conclusion is supported by various bio-

logical objects that have been raised to high

altitudes by rockets, spacecraft, and stratospheric

balloons and which died rapidly from the effect of

the solar radiation. However, it was sufficient to

cover them by a thin protein film to protect their

viability; all of the studies that were conducted
with the "Artificial Mars" confirm that micro-

organisms exist in the outermost layers of the

soil, or, the crushed mineral limonite completely

protects them against death. Several doses of

UV-radiation used in these experiments were

33.6 x l0 s ergs/cm _ for 3 weeks, a total dose of

109 ergs/cm 2 in the other experiments. With 10

xenon arc lamps it was possible to deliver a dose

of 7000 ergs/cm" s-' at wavelengths from 2000-
3000 _. All of this indicates that if there are

living organisms in the soil of Mars, they are

,__ IS POOR
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well-protected against the lethal effect of UV-
radiation.

The luminance on Mars is 0.44 of the ter-

restrial solar constant. However, there is a shift

on this planet in the quantum maximum of solar

radiation to the shortwave region: on the Earth

it is 680 m/xm and on Mars 550-565 m/zm. Wave-

lengths of this order on Earth are absorbed con-

siderably by anthocyanins [148], which is

precisely the way high-ahitude vegetation shows

an intensified absorption of radiant energy in the

green and infrared regions of the spectrum. This
is rc!ated, in turn, to intensification of the

synthesis of anthocyanins.

IONIZING RADIATION

Resistance to ionizing radiation and the
mechanism of its action on warm-blooded animals

have been discussed in Volume II, Part 3, Chapter

12, '%uizing Radiation," of this pub_cation.

Space biology has considerable interest in lower

organisms that are resistant to ionizing radiation.

With an increased level in natural radiation, as

the result of adaptation, resistant forms will

develop [50]. Thus, microorganisms isolated

from water in radioactive springs are 3-10 times
more resistant to radiation than cultures extracted

from water of nonradioactive springs [90]. These

are inherited changes and their development is

only possible at a sufficiently high, natural radio-

activity level (for example, 194-362 mrad/h).

Forms that are resistant to ionizing radiation
are also found in mines, where minerals contain

radioactive elements. The practical activity of

man is accompanied by the development of con-

ditions under which high doses of ionizing
radiation are received. Thus, the water of nuclear

reactors contains forms that developed at doses

of millions of rad. The development of such
resistant forms is reflected in the names of such

species, e.g., Micrococcus radiodurans.

Ionizing radiation usually cannot be listed

among the factors which are dangerous to bio-

logical objects inside satellites and spacecraft

[134]. Ionizing radiation inside spacecraft does

not exceed 30-40 rad, even when passing through

the Earth's internal radiation belt and during

solar flares. There are two points of view con-

cerning the influence of different forms of

ionizing radiation. According to one, in case of

action of protons with a broad activity spectrum

(50-630 MeV or 6°Co rays), the death of yeasts

will be the same (Figs. 11 and 12). Similar re-

suits were obtained with the phage E. coil, and

cultures of animal and human tissues [123].

Supporters of the second theory feel that /3-

particles have less effect on B. mesentericus

than T-rays, while other data indicate that neu-

trons are less fatal to E. coli than x-rays. This is

also supported by the fact that, to obtain muta

tions in Drosphila, the dose of neutrons must be

1.5 times greater than the dose of hard x-rays. It

is important, however, that the bactericidal effect

is not directly proportional to radiation intensity,

but is a function of the dose expressed in

roentgens per minute. This may be illustrated by

the data in Table 7 [98].
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FIGURE ll.-Effect of protons on haploid yeasts (Saccharo-

myces). 1, 24 MeV; 2,510 MeV; 3, 3,-rays from 6°Co.
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The bactericidal effect has nothing to do with

the intensity of the radiation but only with its

dose. Consequently, the dose absorbed by the

organism is of critical significance [98]. In study-

ing radiation effects, the term Relative Biologi-
cal Effectiveness (RBE) is frequently employed,

i.e., the effectiveness of one kind of radiation in

regard to another.

Unicellular organisms exposed to ionizing

radiation for a long period can be subjected to

the influence of a very high total dose. Thus,

a culture of P. caudatum, when exposed to a

single dose of 10 krad for 5 months, received
7000 krad, and the inhibition of division by

Paramecium was independent of the total dose;

rather, it was a reaction to the direct dose

received.

The easily reproduced action of a-,/3-, T-rays

and neutrons does not provide the answer

to the effect of the spectrum of protons with the

15-200 MeV range which are captured by the

geomagnetic field [153]. Unprotected biological

objects have not been directly elevated to the

necessary altitude. However, it is completely

feasible to study the effect of components that

consist of heavy ions [109]. At an altitude of

30 km, black mice and rabbits developed areas

of white fur corresponding to the track which was

left after exposure to heavy ions. Histological
examination of the white areas did not reveal

any melanin or melanocysts, and the deep-lying
hair follicles had vanished.

The resistance to ionizing radiation is in-
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FIGURE 12.-Inhibiting action of 630 MeV protons and T-
rays on mitosis in yeasts [130].

fluenced by a great number of factors. The rest-

ing stages, particularly spores of bacteria, are

much more resistant than vegetative cells, which

is precisely one of the factors preventing the

use of ionizing radiation for spacecraft steriliza-

tion. Algae cells are quite resistant; thus,

T-rays in doses of 2.45 × 106 rad have a lethal
effect on Microcoleus, Phormidium, and Synecho-

coccus. The nonpigmented forms of Gliocladium

Jimbriatum are more sensitive to T-rays than all

the pigmented, darkly colored strings of the

fungus, which is difficult to explain when dis-

cussing ionizing radiation [108]. Cultures of

microorganisms in the exponential phase of

growth are more sensitive to radiation than when

in the lag phase, stationary phase, or slowing-

of-growth phase. Conditions under which the

organisms existed before, during, or after ir-
radiation have considerable influence on the

results. Thus, under conditions which lead to de-

crease in molecular oxygen during x-irradiation_

the resistance of organisms rises.

Irradiation at low temperatures decreases the

lethal action of ionizing radiation. This has been

proven by many observations. Yeasts are more
resistant at -33 ° C, the action of T-rays on spores

of Phycomyces nitens and cells of Salmonella
schottmuelleri is weaker at --192°C. Sensi-

tivity of B. megaterium spores decreases as a

function of temperature decrease from +37 °
to -195 ° C. Other studies established the

protective action of deep cooling on radiore-

sistance of seeds of various plants, spores of

lower fungi, yeast, bacteria, and certain tissue

cultures.

The movements of ions and radicals are de-

creased in the frozen state, so that radiation

TABLE 7.--Effect of X-Rays on

B. mesentericus Spores [98]

Intensity, MLD,R (37% of
Rays R/min living cells remain)

X-rays, 8_.

X-rays, 0.15

6.24 x 103
6.02 x 104
7.70 x 105

65
209

1.5 x 105
1.2 x 105
1.7 x l0 s

5.6 x 103
5.7 x 103
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resistanceof bacteriaincreasesby a factorof
9, in comparisonwith resistanceof bacteriaat
the sametemperaturebut in a liquidmedium.
This involvesthe temperatureat whichwater
changesto ice.Theinfluenceof externalcondi-
tionson radiationresistancemaybe illustrated
by E. coli being more resistant to ionizing radia-

tion under anaerobic conditions by a factor of 3

(Fig. 13), by 2.5 times in the presence of cys-

tein, by 3-6 times when cells are frozen in air,

and by 10-12 times during freezing in the ab-

sence of oxygen. Dried cells of organisms are
less sensitive to radiation than those which

contain the normal amount of water. Increasing

the sensitivity under aerobic conditions is re-

lated to the radicals which develop: H'+O2--_

H20. Water, however, is the principal source

of harmful radicals and oxidative compounds:

H 20"--_ H" + HO -, 2 H20 _ H202 -4- H2.

A number of substances are protective against

radiation on all lower organisms, if used before

or during irradiation. These include thiols, al-

cohols, glycols, and other organic compounds

which are radioprotective. The latter are some-
times used to demonstrate that the decrease in

mutations aboard a spacecraft is a function of
radiation. Use of these substances reduces the

effect. Any physical factor which acts on living

matter living on the Earth can be included among

those factors to which organisms adapt in the

course of evolution. In this connection, P.

caudatum and P. aurelia, which are completely
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FIGURE13.--Increase in number of cells killed by x-rays [67].
1, experimental- 10-5 mm Hg; 2, control-760 mm Hg.

protected against radiation, begin to multiply

more slowly and normal growth is observed only

at a dose of 700 mrad/yr. Ionizing radiation has

a stimulating effect on these objects; with a dose

of 8°Co of 600-39 000 mrad/yr there is an increase

in the growth of the culture.

With x-rays, the rate of ionizing is 10 000-

150000 eV, i.e., at much higher values than
ionization under the influence of UV-radiation.

Higher doses of UV cause various, numerous

changes: oxidation of unsaturated bonds,

breakup of hydrogen bonds, and polymerization.

All of this leads to disrupting the synthesis of

nucleic acids, inactivation of enzymes, formation

of toxic substances, and lethal mutations.

The "life" duration of forming radicals is

short, but they may move out of the zone of
irradiation and react with nucleic acids or

proteins. Bactericidal action of radiation, it

should be noted again, is not caused by the

intensity of radiation but only by the number of

rads absorbed by the organism. A single irradia-

tion may damage a vitally important molecule and

once damaged, in an organism which already has
irreparable injuries, all subsequent radiation will

not have a biological effect. Some time is re-

quired for the death of a bacterial cell following

the beginning of its radiation; during this

time, the harmful action of ionizing radiation
is realized.

The target theory has aroused lively discussion

in radiobiology-there are arguments pro and

con. In examining this theory in conjunction
with the action of ionizing radiation on lower

organisms, it is natural that the sizes of micro-

organisms make it possible for the rays to

penetrate any part of the cell. The chances of a
lethal dose of radiation from random incidence

are the same for all parts of the cell. Conse-

quently, the number of ceils which die must be

directly proportional to the number of cells

which have absorbed quanta of energy. However,

the number of cells which actually die is always

less than the radiation absorbed by the micro-

organisms, which has led to the concept of the
sensitive zone of bacteria. This zone, in that

part of the cell where the absorbed quanta lead

to death, is equal to 5% of the total volume of
the microorganism.
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If thedimensionsof thetargetfor eachtype
of radiationandthevolumeofthesensitivezone
areknown,bydividingthelatterbytheformer,
thetotalnumberof sensitivetargetsin thebac-
teriaisobtained.Deathof bacteriafromionizing
radiationis reminiscentof first-orderreactions.
However,therearefive argumentsagainstthe
theoryoftargets.

1. Thecurveof mortalityis notexponential
and the natureof the curvechanges
easily.

2. Thereis nodirectrelationshipbetween
themortalitycurveandthereceiveddose
(mentionedabove).

3. Thecontentsof the cell are inhomoge-
neousand penetrationof the ray into
vitallyimportantmoleculesof the latter
will resultin deathof the cell. For ex-
ample,250genesare foundin the cell
ofE. coll. It is also possible for radiation

to damage the supply of lipids which does

not lead to death of the microorgaism.

4. When irradiating diploids and polyploids,
all the alleles of the gene must be in-

activated in order for death to occur; this

is impossible, however, since according

to target theory the changes are in a

single molecule.

5. The target theory requires a relationship
between the curve of formation of muta-

tions and the curve of death of cells.

Indeed, the curve of mutation develop-

ment may not increase after reaching a

certain level, but the death of the cells

can always increase.

The target theory has been a strong stimulus

to research in experimental radiobiology, and

has yielded many valuable results for science.

MAGNETIC FIELD

In a study of the physiologic effect of the

magnetic field, the results were contradictory.

The magnetic field on Earth is equal to 0.5
oersted; artificially generated magnetic fields

may be equal to 167000 oersteds or more. In

studying the action of a magnetic field corre-
sponding to 140 000 oersteds for 2 hours on the

fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, and the

fungus, N. crassa, no mutants developed. The

fluorescent bacteria, Photobacterium fischeri,

showed no change in the intensity of its lumi-

nescence. However, eggs of the sea urchin de-

veloped more slowly after being subjected to
this influence than those of the control. The

effect of the magnetic field of 100 000 Oe failed

to produce any pathologic reactions in white

rats, and in C. pyrenoidosa, neither photo-

synthesis nor respiration changed. However, the

physiology of higher plants was affected by a

weak magnetic field [116]. Low-frequency

magnetic fields (3-5 Hz, 500-2000 Oe) produced

pathologic changes in rats [35].

The duration of exposure is extremely im-

portant. When bacteria are exposed to 14000

Oe for 24 h, growth is suppressed. Following

exposure for 28 d at 5900 Oe, young mice lost

weight and some of the males died. The higher

the organization of the object under study, the

more easily the changes develop. Thus, in man,

35 Oe is sufficient to produce a mild toothache

and an unpleasant taste in the mouth. The

magnetic field on Earth, weak as it may be,

must be included among the normal factors

constantly acting on all life. In this regard, the

development of conditions under which the
effects of the magnetic field are absent can

lead to disruption of normal physiologic con-

ditions in experimental animals. This problem

requires further study.

DESICCATION OF CELLS AND THE

BIOLOGY OF XEROPHYTES

Cells may lose water for different reasons.

Thus, dehydration is observed at high vacuum,

very low temperatures, or during ordinary drying,

which takes place at normal pressure and low

temperature, but in a dry atmosphere. Only the

latter possibility will be discussed.

Prolonged viability with considerable loss of

moisture is not known in animals. Higher

plants, e.g., Myrothamnus flabellifolia, can be

desiccated to an air-dry state and retain growth

capacity for a long time [46]. Dried blue-green

algae have remained viable for 7 years. Seeds of

plants may remain alive for a long time under
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theseconditions.The fertility of wheatseeds
afterstoragefor 2-3 thousandyearsinEgyptian
tombshasnotbeenconfirmed.However,seeds
ofNelumbo nucifera, which have a very dense and

hermetically sealed exocarp, grew after being

in Asian tombs for 1000 years [89].

The viability of microorganisms that have
been isolated from soil particles adhering to

the roots of plants, kept for 200-300 years in

herbaria, is completely rehable information.

These typical soil microorganisms have been able

to withstand prolonged desiccation. Still more

convincing are cultures prepared from spore-

forming bacteria cultures, stored for 100-110

years in collections of cultures of microorganisms,

which grew. The most resistant are spores of

bacteria, and those species of nonsporeforming

bacteria which contain wax and lipids (micro-

bacteria, actinomycetes), or which have a

mucous capsule, e.g., Azotobacter.
Whether desiccated cells contain some bound

water remains an open question; only recently

the use of nuclear magnetic resonance for detect-

ing residual water was begun. Microbiology,

a comparatively young science, does not have

at its disposal the results of special studies

dew, ted to preservation of viability of cells that

have been stored in the dried state for a long

time. The biochemistry of proteins and nucleic

acids still cannot provide an answer to how long

they can continue to possess properties necessary

for retaining cell viability when the cell remains

anabiotic for a long time. In this regard, all at-

tempts have been unsuccessful to discover living

microorganisms in rock salt 250 million years

old, or in meteorites [1, 15, 73]. On the other

hand, extensive experience has been gained on

preserving viability in cells of various micro-

organisms that have been desiccated in a vacuum

at low temperature (lyophilization). This, of

course, does not prove that when lyophilized cells

are stored for a very long time, the denaturing

or breakdown of the protein structure does not

Occur.

No living substance can survive, grow, and

reproduce without water. Because of the mag-

nitude of the area the oceans and seas occupy

on the globe, a shortage of water cannot arise

flw many plants and animals. The situation is

completely different on land, where there are

deserts. Water in the soil may be physically

bound, i.e., held by particles of soil. This kind of

water surrounds the particles with a film of sev-

eral layers of water molecules so firmly bound

that the water takes on new properties: it will
not conduct electrical current and it will not

freeze at -78 ° C.

The maximum amount of water in the physi-

cally bound state is the maximum hygroscopicity.

Water which is less firmly bound to soil particles

will enter the free state. Thermodynamically

active water in a solution (A,.,,) can be expressed

as the ratio of the pressure of the solution (Ps)

and the vapor pressure of pure water

P$

Determination of Aw makes it possible to estab-

lish the accessibility of a given substrate for

various microorganisms. In the majority of known

bacteria, Aw is between 0.90-0.99; in halophilic

bacteria, Aw is 0.75. All living substances that

are capable of reproduction at values of Aw

lower than 0.75 are xerophytes [98]. The values

of Aw at which the following will grow are

Aspergillus glaucus, 0.70; Saccharomyces rouxii,

0.62; fungi isolated from the surface of plums,

0.60; Xenopsylla cheopis, 0.5; Pleurococcus

vulgaris, 0.48; Lepisma domestica, 0.45.

The term xerophile which is sometimes used

has no basis in fact; both higher and lower

plants grow better when the moisture in the

substrate is significant. Xerophiles were formerly

designated plants which grow in soil with a

relative moisture content of 85°/'0--90%. The Aw
value is more accurate than soil relative moisture.

In determining the reaction of organisms to

humidity, the concept of maximum hygro"

scopicity is used widely, but in this connection

it must be kept in mind that it changes as a

function of soil composition, therefore it is

preferable to express water content in weight

percent. Thus, the maximum hygroscopicity of

sandy soil is 1%, that of loam is 3%-5%, and
chernozems that are rich in humus have a value

of 10% [75].

Some samples of sandy soil from the Sahara
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Desertaretotallylackinginwater,whileinothers
its contentvariesfrom 0.8%-1.8%.In the In-
Salakharegion,1 mmof precipitationfell in 4
years.Throughoutthe central Sahara,total
annualprecipitationis 16mm.Nevertheless,the
sandsoftheSaharacontainhighlydiversemicro-
organisms(tobepointedoutlater),whichrelates
to dailychangesin temperatureof 36° C in the

shade and 50 ° C in the Sun. When the tempera-

ture falls, vaporlike water in the air condenses

and precipitates in the form of liquid droplets.

In this way, the Sahara soil can receive an

additional 60-100 mm precipitation per year.

The still greater daily temperature variations

on Mars, which reach 120 ° C, could possibly lead
to similar results. Soils with moisture content

close to maximum hygroscopicity yield fungi

and actinomycetes [117]. Xerophytes usually

are found more rarely among bacteria. In the
Turkmen Desert sand, the moisture content of

which is 0.1%-2.7%, viable microflora have

been found [172]. When slides are buried in the

soil using the Kholodny-Rossi method, and the

moisture of the soil is 2.11%, the mycelia of fungi

are visible on the slides after 7 days [162]. If

slides containing small soil particles are placed
in a desiccator to which 10% H2SO4 has been

added, after 10-60 days at 18°-20 ° C, hyphae of

fungi and mycelia of actinomycetes will be found

growing on the slides. These conditions are shown
in Table 8.

TABLE 8.-Soil Conditions and Moisture Content

Soil

Light chestnut

loam

Solonchak solonets

Dark garden

Maximum hygro-
scopic moisture

(weight, %)

4.29

10.2

9.I

Experimental
moisture (weight,

%)

2.6;3.6;4.9

5.7;3.1;8.5

5.1;6.9;8.0

Under the microscope, the slides show the

fine hyphae of the fungi; Penicillium and Fusar-

ium are particularly numerous. Less water
is required for hyphae growth than for formation

of conidia or sporangia. While the xerophytic

fungi grow well at 80%-85% maximum hygro-

scopicity, the growth of actinomycetes requires

more moist conditions. Formation of slight
accumulations of bacteria occurs at 4.43%-

6.20%, while in solonchak solonets it takes place
at 10.51%-11.20% moisture. At low values of

Aw, the growth rate decreases and development

of the organism is retarded.

Data indicating that bacteria are not as

xerophytic as fungi and actinomycetes have

stimulated systematic searches for bacteria in

the sandy soils of Kara-Kum and Nubian Deserts,

to find the forms which would grow at the very

lowest moisture content of the substrate. Many

strains were isolated, some were found to be xero-

phytic [78, 97], among which were Mycococcus

oligonitrophilus, Mycobacterium rubrum, and M.

smegmatis. Small test tubes containing a mixture

of crushed limonite to which 2% garden soil had

been added were placed on the bottom of a large

test tube to which a saturated solution of KzSO4
had been added. One of the above-mentioned

bacteria was added to the crushed limonite, then

the large test tubes were evacuated and sealed.
The moisture in the crushed limonite in the

presence of the K2SO4 solution was equal to the
maximum hygroscopicity, corresponding to 3.8%

moisture. At the beginning and end of the experi-
ments, inoculations showed that desert soils

contain xerophytic bacteria which grow at such

low levels of moisture [80]. Bacteria were formerly

considered to develop only at higher levels of

moisture. The methodology in these experiments
has been discussed in greater detail in the de-

scription of the studies conducted with the
"Artificial Mars."

Xerophytic microorganisms clearly must

possess two physiological characteristics. First,

an intracellular osmotic pressure must develop

so that they will be able to overcome the forces

that retain water on the surface of the soil

particles. An ecological niche determines the

osmotic pressure of the cell. In bacteria that live

in the north in podzol soil, osmotic pressure does
not exceed 4 arm, while in the southern areas it

is equal to several tenths atm. Among the halo-

philic microorganisms which have increased

osmotic pressure, the halophilic form of B.
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megaterium can be ineluded. Strains of this

species in the soil do not grow on media contain-

ing salt. In an experiment, the halophilic form of

B. megaterium was xerophytic at the same time.

The osmotic pressure in osmophilic yeasts that

grow in honey and jam have been studied in

considerable detail. The xerophyticity of halo-

philic and osmophilic microorganisms has not

yet been studied. It must not be forgotten that in

the halophilic state, mieroorganisms adapt not

only to a high salt concentration, but also to the

specific effect of salt. The majority of halophiles

develop (Table 9) on a 50% glucose medium;

their osmophilie nature has confirmed this.

However, several species did not grow.

The second physiological charaeteristie of

xerophytic microorganisms is that they have

developed an accommodative mechanism which

keeps water in the cell. Thus, in the yeast Cryp-

tococcus albidus, isolated from dry desert soil,

considerable water is retained when the cells

are dried; the presence of this water was con-

firmed by nuclear-magnetic resonance. When the

cells were dried, they became impermeable to

the water "held" in them. Various chemical

methods of processing the cells failed to extract

it. This impermeability of the cell wall or cell

contents has to do with compaction of the protein

structures and changes in their conformation

which arise during desiccation [2].

Microbiocenoses can form in sandy desert soils

only through microorganisms which synthesize

TABLE 9. -- Growth of Halophilic and Halotolerant Bacteria on a Nutrient Medium with

Maximum Concentration of NaCl and on a Medium with Glucose 1 [80]

No. of Growth on a NaCI Growth on a nutrient
Culture

culture nutrient medium, % medium, 50% glucose

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Micrococcus aurantiacus

M. aurantiacus

gicrococcus tetragenes

M. tetragenes

Micrococcus corallinus

Mycococcus rubens

M. smegmatis

Pseudomonas sinuosa

Bacterium album

Pseudobacterium marls

Haemophilus aegyptius

Bacillus amarificans

Flavobacterium breve

B. megaterium- halotolerant

variety

Bacillus pseudococcus

30

25

20

25

20

20

20

15

15

20

20

20

25

20-25

20-25

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

i Cultures were collected from Kara-Bogaz-Gol by O. Ye. Timuk.

574-269 0 - 76 - 21
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organic material by photosynthesis. The sands

of the Sahara contain large amounts of micro-

scopic algae capable of multiplying during a

comparatively short period, and are able to

remain anabiotic for a long period. Algae usually

grow in the surface layers of soil, among which

are various species of Chlorella and Dictyococcus

coccomyxa, as well as Phormidium, Microcystis,

and other blue-green algae. To a lesser degree,

chemoautotrophic bacteria participate in the

primary synthesis of organic substances in the

desert. The heterotrophic microflora are extreme-

ly diverse, and 38 species of fungi have been

found in the sands of the Sahara, primarily

Aspergillus and Penicillium as well as a number

of actinomycetes species.

In less dry soils, highly diverse bacteria include

those that are nitrifying, nitrogen-fixing, urea-

decomposing, denitrifying, and cellulose-decom-

posing. The majority are aerobes; only a few are

anaerobes [41,113,118, 162]. Hence, the expres-

sion "lifeless Sahara" has no meaning. All
deserts on the Earth have soil in which numerous

diverse and active microflora flourish. In areas of

the desert where plants are found, there are

symbiotic relationships between the micro-

organisms and the plants. Thus, in the soil of

Saudi Arabia, taken from the rhizosphere of

Artemisia, there are several milhon micro-

organism cells per gram of soil, while outside

the rhizosphere, there are only several thousand

cells. Living conditions in the deserts have a

direct relationship to space biology, since the

small amount of water is the principal factor

which limits life of terrestrial microorganisms

under conditions simulating those on Mars.

EFFECT OF GASES

The action of various gases on biologic objects

is of interest for a number of reasons. 2 The gas

composition of the atmosphere of various planets

differs and this has a direct relationship to space

biology, since the atmosphere participates in

the energetic and structural exchange of living

organisms thereby playing a considerable role

2On Earth there are a number of gases including oxygen,
nitrogen, ammonia, methane, hydrogen, hydrogen sulfide,
carbonic acid, carbon oxide, and sulfur gases.

in circulating certain elements in nature. Some

of the general viewpoints will be discussed.

The poisonous effect of some gases is so strong

that all living organisms are killed. Such gases

include hydrogen cyanide, sulfur dioxide,

chlorine, ethylene oxide, and methyl bromide.
Gas sterilization has come into wide use in

recent years, particularly for sterilization of

spacecraft. Related problems are treated in

some detailed modern handbooks [66]. Inert

gases which do not have an unfavorable effect

on biological substances at ordinary pressures

include argon, neon, krypton, helium, and

nitrogen.

Louis Pasteur was the first to refute the firm

conviction of his time that life was impossible

without air. He not only discovered anaerobic

butyrate bacteria, but also proved experimentally
that the oxygen in the atmosphere affects them

like a poison. Later, other strictly anaerobic
bacteria were discovered that were incapable of

living in the presence of oxygen, which is harmful

to many living substances when its partial

pressure increases. Thus, an oxygen pressure of

15-44 atm suppresses growth of microorganisms
in meat. The maximum resistance of microbes

and higher organisms is 2-10 atm oxygen

pressure or 10-50 atm air containing 21% oxygen.

The sensitivity of microaerophilic forms of

microorganisms is less.

The resistance of bacteria to oxygen in nutrient

media in a quantity up to 35 g,/ml decreases

sharply when hydrostatic pressure rises [160].

Thus, microorganisms grow well in nutrient

media subjected to oxygen at 3 atm pressure or
45 atm air pressure. However, if the nutrient me-

dium contains 105 rag/1 of oxygen dissolved in it,

bacteria will not grow in this medium at 25 atm

hydrostatic pressure. Some cultures, after

exposure to these conditions for 4 d at 25 ° C, die

completely. In other forms of microorganisms,

increased oxygen content has an inhibiting effect
even at lower hydrostatic pressures, 5-10 atm.

Certain aerobic life forms can utilize oxygen

traces in the atmosphere. Thus, protozoan

flagellata multiply in nitrogen containing only

0.0005% oxygen [103]. Aerobic microorganisms
are capable of using low oxygen concentrations

for breathing before its content in the medium
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isreducedbydiffusion.In particular,Micrococcus

candicans can reproduce witil 0.001% oxygen

content in the medium. If the oxygen content

of the medium is replaced as it is used up,

aerobic bacteria can reproduce in liquid media

that contain 0.02 mg/1 oxygen; this is the smallest

amount which can be determined by the well-
known Winkler method.

These data indicate that a very low oxygen

content in the martian atmosphere would not

be a reason for excluding the possibility of life

on this planet. The influence of each of the physi-

cal factors on Mars must be studied in conjunc-

tion with the other factors. Thus, ecologists

usually consider that anaerobiosis or micro-

aerophilia in organisms correlates to a higher

degree of resistance to low temperature. Obligate
aerobic forms are less resistant to cold. The

biologic effect of atomic and molecular oxygen,
as well as ozone in concentrations detected on

Mars, remains an open question.

Carbon dioxide action on biological objects

is extremely important. The CO2 in the Earth's

atmosphere is assimilated by photosynthesizing

higher and lower plants as well as by chemo-

autotrophs. However, CO2 concentration in

the atmosphere increased to a certain limit will

increase photoassimilation, on which the feeding

of higher plants on carbon dioxide is based.

Microorganisms which form CO2 when they

ferment, e.g., yeasts, reproduce very well in
liquid media saturated with carbon dioxide. On

the other hand, aerobic microscopic fungi are

markedly inhibited by carbon dioxide. Special

hermetically sealed containers have been sug-

gested in which berries or fruits could be stored

in a CO2 atmosphere. The bactericidal effect of

CO2 is clearly evident if this gas is used at 50

atm pressure. In this case, E. coli, Pseudomonas

aeruginosa, Salmonella typhi, Staphylococcus,

Streptococcus, Diplococcus pneumoniae, Myco-

bacterium tuberculosis and other species of yeasts

will be completely killed in several hours. The na-

ture of the gas is very significant; thus, cells of E.

coil completely retain viability when in nitrogen at

120 atm pressure, while at the same hydrogen

pressure, 10%-40% of the cells die.

A rapid rise in pressure has a particularly

unfavorable effect. Thus, pressure rising rapidly

to 160 atm caused the death of up to 90% of the

bacteria cells suspended in water [42]. Nitrogen

and carbon dioxide had less significant effects,

while nitrous oxide and argon had more pro-

nounced effects. It is natural that carbon dioxide

may have an inhibiting effect only when it is used

at a certain partial pressure. Although the martian

atmosphere contains a great deal of CO2, the

pressure is only 4.5-7.5 mbar, which permits two

conclusions. First, regardless of the high content
of CO2, it cannot have an unfavorable effect on

living objects. Second, if living organisms exist

on Mars, capable of photo- or chemosynthesis,

both will differ from similar processes on Earth

with regard to physical chemistry, energetics,

and biochemistry.

From the standpoint of evolution, the observa-

tions of ecologists are interesting: if certain

microorganisms form gases as the result of their

vital activity, and the gases are more or less

poisonous, these species will have much higher

resistance to these gases and to the changes in
the medium under their influence. The concentra-

tions of ammonia which can be withstood by

bacteria that decompose urea and the associated

high pH value of the medium will only be men-

tioned, as well as the considerable quantities of

poisonous hydrogen sulfide formed by sulfate-

reducing bacteria. On the other hand, bacteria

which oxidize methane, hydrogen, hydrogen

sulfide, carbon monoxide, and other gases are

much more resistant to these gases than are the

other microorganisms. Such an increase in

resistance is naturally accommodative and creates

an ecological niche which is inaccessible to other

microorganisms.

STUDIES CONDUCTED ABOARD

SPACECRAFT AND SATELLITES

A great number of biologic studies have been

conducted aboard satellites and spacecraft, about

which there are survey articles [34, 39, 43, 44,

122, 125, 138, 141,144, 166, 167, 169]. These data

form the basis of studies in space medicine which

have ensured cosmonauts' safety in flight.

Besides the construction of the spacecraft or

satellite, the conditions within them are markedly

different from those in space. Vacuum, low
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temperature, ultraviolet radiation, and similar 
conditions do not influence the interiors of satel- 
lites. The biologic objects inside the satellites 
are subjected to weightlessness, vibration, accel- 
eration, and comparatively low doses of cosmic 
radiation. The total effect of spaceflight factors 
must be mentioned since they exert pronounced 
influences on one another. In order to define these 
factors, Earth experiments have been performed 
to study separately the influence of acceleration, 
vibration, and other factors. 

Some factors complicate acquiring uncondi- 
tionally precise and unambiguous data in these 
experiments. During flight, radiation is very low, 
usually several tenth parts of rad [52], and in 
experiments, radiobiologists use much higher 
doses and work with objects lacking the necessary 
increased radiosensitivity. It is difficult to 
establish “classical” controls on Earth, and 
random temperature changes may complicate 
comparison of experiments with the controls. 
The sensitivity of biological objects to various 
classical factors is a function of the inhomo- 
geneity of the material used in the various ex- 
periments. Much depends upon the type of seeds, 
kind of insects, and similar factors. All this 
explains the lack of reproducibility of results 
involving repeated tests, and the considerable 
diversity in  findings of various authors. 

All biological studies which deal with the effect 
of spaceflight factors may be conditionally 
divided into two groups. The first, the results of 
experiments that have been repeated more than 
once, may be classified as generally recognized. 
The second, the data of experiments which are of 
considerable interest and must be reproduced by 
other researchers. 

The first group includes studies with Chlorella 
whose viability of cells in flight is 75.0%, and 
94.6% in the controls [157, 1581. Statistically 
reliable induction of the bacteriophage E .  coli 
K-12 has been observed repeatedly, but there is 
not always a direct relationship between the 
satellite flight duration and induction of the phage 
[5, 34, 167, 168, 169, 1701. 

The well-known antiradiation substances, p- 
mercaptopropylamine and 5-methoxytryptamine, 
reduce the level of phage production activity of 
lysogenic bacteria [4]. Stimulation of growth in 

Allium cepa has been observed during flight [5], 
which is interesting because a similar effect was 
obtained from vibration under laboratory condi- 
tions. Interesting results were obtained with dry 
seeds of Crepis; flight conditions had nothing to 
do with the fertility and growth of the seeds, but 
a statistically reliable increase in the number of 
chromosomal changes was noted [36]. A stay in 
space increased mutagenic sensitivity and seeds 
which had been in flight and subsequently proc- 
essed with ethyleneimine yielded 15.4% chromo- 
somal aberrations, while the effect of ethylene- 
imine alone was 6.5%. In experiments with barley 
seeds, the combined effect of flight factors and 
ethyleneimine yielded a greater mutagenic effect 
than each of the factors separately. 

Formation of mutations in the corn plant [122] 
was established by using precise methods of 
recording. When microspores of Tradescantia 
paludosa were flown in satellites, mitosis was 
disrupted (Fig. 14), along with changes in chromo- 
somes and disruption of growth processes [3, 5, 
122,1351. The sprouts of wheat, carrots, tomatoes, 
peas, and others showed chromosomal changes 
in cells of the primary roots [32], which was also 

1 

FIGURE 14. -Disruption of mitosis in microspores of Trades- 
cantia paludosa postflight [52]. 
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observed in barley and pine seeds following 
flight 14, 321. Spaceflight factors increased the 
frequency of dominant lethals and failure of 
chromosomes to divide in Drosophila 14, 17, 120, 
1221. 

The second group includes experiments, the 
results of which have not been confirmed on each 
flight. Thus, chromosomal aberrations in peas 
were observed in 4 of 14 cases, and in wheat in 
three of nine cases 11221. An increase in the 
frequency of chromosomal changes in sprouts of 
pine, bean, lettuce, cucumber, wheat, and 
mustard were not always statistically reliable 
[143]. During the flight of the Discoverer-17 
satellite, only 30% of Clostridium sporogenes 
spores survived 11221. Even if it is taken into 
account that there was a flare during the flight 
and cvsmic radiation increased to 33 rad, mainly 
due to neutrons, it is difficult to explain such a 
high percentage of mortality of the resistant 
spores. 

i n  studies invoiving Drosophiia, three experi- 
ments showed reliable increases in frequency of 
recessive lethals, but this was not observed in 
four other experiments 11221. The number of 
such examples could be increased considerably. 
For the experimenter, any failure to repeat 
previously obtained data requires indicating the 
reasons for such diverse results. At present, no 
such explanation is possible. Increasing mutability 
of E. coli does not correlate with lack of the same 
effect in other bacterial species on the flight [122]. 

Spaceflight factors cannot be considered highly 
influential, which is supported by failure to 
produce any significant disruptions in the vital 
activity of biological objects in many space 
flights. Neither a decrease in viability nor a 
change in metabolism was found in E. coli, S. 
aureus, or Clostridium butyricum during flight. 
Likewise, there was no change in viability of 
influenza or tobacco mosaic viruses, nor in 
particles of T-2 and 1321 phages. There were no 
mutations in the haploid or diploid yeasts and 
I;. breve; the number of auxotrophic mutations in 
bacteria did not change 11221. The number of 
pigment spots or morphologic mutations in 
Drosophila were the same in experiments and 
controls. There were no genetic effects noted in 
wet, radiosensitive onion seeds, diploid and tetra- 

ploid buckwheat; the frequency of chrc?mnsoma! 
aberrations in  violet stock did not increase. Trad- 
escantia showed coloration after flight (Fig. 15). 

Flight conditions did not have a significant 

seeds of pine, carrot, spring and winter wheat, 
lettuce, and mustard 11221. The sprouting and 
growth of seeds of a number of plants proceeded 
normally and there were no changes in contents 
of protein, lipids, starch, and amino acids. After 
flight, the frequency of regressive lethals was 
determined in chromosomes of male and female 
Drosophila; frequency of mutations in experi- 
mentals and controls was the same. Drosophila 
eggs did not die during flight, and embryonal 
development of the eggs of horse ascarid, 
Parascaris equorum, was normal after flight. 
Usually there are no dominant lethal mutations 
for Habrobracon. After flight, cells in culture of 
HeLa, fibroblasts, and cells of the human amnion 
were found capable of growth and reproduction. 

influence CR C ~ ~ C E G S C Z I ~ :  ~f sprouts from dij. 

FIGURE 15. - Tradescantia with flowers blooming during 
flight [7]. 
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Pieces of rabbit and human skin demonstrated

enormous resistance, inasmuch as they retained

viability following a stay in space (autotrans-

plantation). No obvious pathologic changes were

observed in steppe tortoises which were flown

[1501.
Spaceflight factors had a definite stimulating

effect in some experiments. Dry seeds of wheat,

lettuce, mustard, barley, beans, peas, carrots,

cucumbers, and tomatoes grew better postflight
than the controls. Growth of onion bulbs definitely

increased [31]. Stimulation of spore growth and

mycelia development in actinomycetes were also

observed [122]. The influence of a number of

fight factors made itself felt at a later stage,

whereas radiation damage is directly linked to

the physiologic processes in cells. In this con-

nection, certain objects under investigation were

irradiated repeatedly before, during, or after

flight, which made it possible (but only partially)

to explain the relationship between the flight

factors. The eggs or larvae of insects were con.

venient objects for this study. Pupae of the flour

beetle, Tribolium confusum, were irradiated

with T-rays during a satellite flight. In comparison
with a control (irradiation on Earth), the number

of insects with wing anomalies increased from

29.9% to 44.8% [20, 145]. Hence, flight factors

increased variability.

In similar experiments with larvae of Drosophila

melanogaster, those which had been irradiated
and were aboard the satellite had chromosome

breaks, frequently accompanied by loss of part

of the chromosome, recessive lethal mutations,

and earlier development, all of which were found

more frequently than in irradiated larvae left on
Earth. Weightlessness aboard the satellite

evidently causes failure of chromosomes to
divide and formation of chromosomal trans-

locations [17].

The eggs of Habrobracon were subjected to

T-radiation during the flight of the satellite, which
led to failure of the chromosomes to divide and

consequently to a decrease in larvae hatching

in comparison with controls. In the nonirradiated

sperm of this insect aboard the flight, there was
a threefold increase in the number of recessive

lethal mutations. In irradiated insects aboard the

flight, there was a sharp drop in activity of the

enzyme xanthidehydrogenase. Because of the

vibration that accompanied launching and land-

ing, the frequency of sperm mutations increased

by a factor of 3 in comparison with controls [18].

fl-Irradiation (180 rad) of a culture of leukocytes

led to increased frequency of one-hit aberrations,

including chromosomal deletions postflight.

Irradiation during flight had a definite effect.

However, in experiments with diploid yeasts

Saccharomyces ellipsoideus, haploid Saccha-

romyces bailii, hydrogen bacteria, seeds of lettuce
and peas, it was shown that flight factors have

no influence on the result of subsequent irradia-

tion at a dose up to 160 krad [52]. This result
contradicts the observations in which irradiation

postflight also had a genetic effect. Irradiation of

dry lettuce seeds (Lactuca sativa) preflight (1-10

krad) leads to an increased number of cells with

chromosomal aberrations and development of

other radiobiological effects.

The cells of haploid and diploid yeast S.

cerevisiae, and dry seeds of Crepis capillaris,

Arabidopsis thaliana, and Chlorella vulgaris

were subjected to T-rays preflight ('3_Cs), with

the dose varying 3.0-30 krad. Compared to the

controls, spaceflight factors reduced viability

of Arabidopsis sprouts and Chlorella fertility;

increased mutability of Chlorella and yeasts and

frequency of chromosomal aberrations in meri-

stem cells of Crepis root. The flight increased

the negative effect of irradiation in these objects

according to all indicators. At the same time,

spaceflight factors did not affect the radio-

sensitivity of the investigated objects genetically

[36]. Aluminum or copper shields used in satellites

protect objects from ionizing radiation [153].

Similar studies were performed with Trades-

cantia, irradiated with ssSr, aboard the satellite.

A few control plants aboard the satellite were

protected by a tungsten shield; other control

plants were on Earth. The sizes of cells, numbers
of somatic mutations, and chromosomal aberra-

tions turned out to be the same in the experi-

mental and control plants. However, there was

disruption of pollen formation, and the cells of

the root tip and microspora showed disruption
of mitosis, which evidently had to do with the

influence of weightlessness on the irradiated

object [34].
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Therearefewdefinitedataontheinteraction
ofspaceflightfactors,despitethelargenumberof
studies performed.Evidently the principal
reasonis that it is impossibleto reproduce
weightlessnesson Earth. It is interestingto
compareparalleldataobtainedon a clinostat.
Undertrue weightlessness,the lengthof wheat
sprouts increased14%-17%,the numberof
dividingcellsdropped20%-43%,andthenucleus
volumeincreasedby 13%-26%.This is not
observedonaclinostat[30,32].

Thiseffectis dueto consideringonlyweight-
lessnesswithout the complexof factors in
operationundersatelliteflightconditions.Weight-
lessnessaboarda spacecraftdoesnot disturb
Drosophila growth and laying eggs, but larvae

developed far more poorly in the male than in the

female [31. Tradescantia cells showed far more

frequent mitotic disturbance than the controls,

which is also related to weightlessness [3].

Experiments with oat seeds on a biaxial clinostat

showed that in a 3-d exposure, the threshold

acceleration for stems was 10-3/g, and for the

root, 10 4/g. Biologic objects subjected to ex-

treme factors in deep space has been researched

a great deal less. Rockets were used for research

purposes in addition to stratospheric balloons and
satellites, which incorporated the capacity for

exposing the objects in space. After the rockets
were launched, and at an altitude of 150 km for

3 min, viability was partially retained in spores

of B. subtilis, conidia of Pencillium roqueforti,

coliphage TI, and the poliomyelitis virus.

Solar radiation was the principal reason for
death and fine screens of metal (880 _, Au and

1400 _ A1) completely protected the objects

under investigation against death [63, 65]. In a

similar experiment with the T_ coliphage (Fig. 16),

rapid death occurred; if the control is taken as

unity, 0.00002 phage particles remained following

brief exposure [64]. Experiments on Earth
established that at 1633 _, the T1 coliphage dies

earlier than at 2537 _,, i.e., the wavelength con-

sidered most bactericidal [100].

The most significant influence on E. coli and

B. subtilis is in the ionosphere and stratosphere

by UV-radiation (200-300 nm), while the vacuum

and low temperature do not produce this effect,

according to experiments with rockets and

stratospheric balloons. Penetrating radiation has

a comparatively low level of importance in this

regard. Following irradiation in the stratosphere,

E. coli is capable of photoreactivation [124].

The insignificant effect observed in the

experiments (described above) is evidently due

to brevity of the experiment. Studies aboard a

spacecraft showed much lower resistance of

various biologic objects. Thus, 6-h exposure of

bacterial spores, conidia of fungi and phages

to factors in deep space indicated that only 10 -4

remained viable. Various viruses were quite

resistant. If viability in the controls is used as

unity, viability of smallpox virus is 0.2, that of

PR 8 influenza is 1.0, tobacco mosaic virus is h0,

canine hepatitis is h0, and infectious bovine

rhinotracheitis has only a trace value. The

activity of the enzyme lacticodehydrogenase is

0.2 [58]. However, in another series of experiments

at an altitude of 300 km, lasting 16 h 47 min,

viability of P. roqueforti conidia was 0.00003 and

that of the coliphage T_ was 0.000002 [59]. The

natural conclusion is that prolonged exposure in

space is lethal to living organisms not protected

against the Sun's rays.
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SIMULATION OF

CONDITIONS ON PLANETS

Creating the conditions that exist on other

planets and investigating the viabihty of terres-

trial beings under these conditions was a problem

which was solved only after space biology

developed as an independent science. These

studies were conducted primarily using apparatus

which simulates conditions on Mars, and should

provide answers to four questions.

1. Can terrestrial organisms retain viability

under these conditions?

2. Does the complex organization of living

matter have any effect on its resistance?

3. Are there organisms which not only will

live but also will reproduce under these
conditions?

4. How do individual factors influence

terrestrial matter, and which have the
most unfavorable effects?

Studies in this direction must deal in particular

with the possibility of microorganisms reproduc-

ing under martian conditions, which, to a certain

extent, would give an idea of possible existence

of life on Mars. At the same time, the possibility

of reproduction of terrestrial microorganisms

reaching the surface of Mars aboard spacecraft

would be solved, which is directly related to the

sterilization of spacecraft.

The principal characteristics of devices aboard

the "Artificial Mars" station, described in the

literature, are in agreement, which is easily

explained by the necessity of creating identical

physical and physicochemical conditions in the

apparatus [53, 55, 70, 97]. It should be made clear

that as more and more new information is gained

about Mars by means of spacecraft flying past
Mars or landing on its surface, conditions in the

apparatus will have to be changed.

The "Artificial Mars" is usually a device with a

glass chamber in which martian conditions are

created. A programing mechanism in the device

changes the parameters of conditions within the
chamber.

First, there are temperature variations from

+30 ° C to --60 ° C every 12 h, corresponding
to the martian day. These changes must not

be abrupt; they take place gradually. For

technical reasons, it is very convenient to

place the material to be studied on the end

of a copper rod, in the glass chamber,

characterized by a high degree of thermal

conductivity.

Second, a vacuum pump creates reduced

atmospheric pressure in the glass chamber

corresponding to martian levels.

Third, the chamber is filled with a gas

mixture. In the initial experiments, this

mixture was composed of carbon dioxide,

nitrogen, and argon. On the basis of new

data concerning the martian atmosphere, a

mixture composed mainly of carbon dioxide
is now used.

Fourth, terrestrial organisms subjected to
martian conditions are UV-irradiated. To

irradiate the material under study, it is most

convenient to have a small quartz window

in the glass chamber wall, which transmits
UV-radiation. The total UV-radiation dose

received by the objects under study some-

times reached 33.6×10 s ergs/cm 2 in 3

weeks, corresponding to the "martian dose."

A general idea of the structure of the entire

apparatus is shown in Figure 17 and its

external appearance is in Figure 18. UV-

irradiation was not carried out in research by
a number of authors.

In research with the Artificial Mars, particular

emphasis is placed on the humidity of the atmos-

phere and the substrate on which the objects to

be studied are located. A wide variety of micro-

organisms have usually been studied, located in

different substrates: solid or liquid nutrient

medium; on the surface of membrane filters; in
soil or crushed limonite.

Creating the four conditions (described above)

posed no difficulties, but maintaining a constant
low level of moisture in the substrate was ex-

tremely difficult. This problem will be discussed

subsequently with the results of experimental

research. Brief reports on the conditions and

results of the experiments (described in the
literature) are in Table 10.

These data indicate that many microorganisms,
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including various bacteria and fun& retain 
viability after being kept in the Artificial Mars. 
IE scmp experiments. viability was maintained 
for 6-10 months. The  majority of the experiments 
were performed at pressures much greater than 
those on Mars. In the earliest experiments, 
nitrogen was predominant in the atmosphere, 
while in reality there should have been a large 
amount of carbon dioxide. Higher plants with- 
stand the influence of martian conditions only 
when the experiment is performed at plus or not 
very low temperatures. Simulated martian con- 
ditions are not suitable for reproduction of 
protozoa. 

The  study of each of these physical factors 
separately or in combination indicated that UV- 
radiation in doses found on the surface of Mars 
is absolutely lethal for all microorganisms 
studied. However, cells of microorganisms 
covered with a very thin layer of crushed soil 
are completely protected from UV-radiation. In  
experiments, miroorganisms were mixed with 
soil, which is precisely the reason that in the 
majority of experiments, UV-irradiated objects 
were not studied. Variations in temperature, 
composition of the atmosphere, and reduced 
pressures in the Artificial Mars did not have a 
lethal effect on the organisms under study. 

Data on the reproduction of various terrestrial 
microorganisms under martian conditions are  
limited [163]. The  low level of moisture of the 
atmosphere and substrate is always the factor 
which limits bacteria growth. Thus,  experiments 

L 
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FIGURE 17. -".4rtificial \ lam"  dpvicc: (1651. 1. pas mixture 
cylintlrr: 2. vessrl coritaining (,oolirig mixture: 3.  pump: 
4. lamp producing U\.'-rays: 5. ( ,hamher  l o r  trst objects: 
6. tlwrnially insulated chamber:  7. quar tz  glass "window": 
8. ht>atiiig elt.iiic.nt: 9. copper rod. 

where the object under study was in a liquid 
or very moist medium are of less interest, since 
such conditions are very unlikely on Mars. 

Studies in this direction encountered method- 
ological difficulties. The  crushed limonite con- 
tained 2% garden soil and bacterial cells had 
3.0%-3.8% moisture; when it was exposed to a 
moistened atmosphere of Mars, i.e., mixtures of 

carbon dioxide and nitrogen or argon, the limonite 
was desiccated. It was decided to place a bottle 
of water and another bottle containing a solution 
of potassium chloride in the Artificial Mars 
chamber, which made it possible to maintain a 
constant moisture level in the limonite equal to 
maximum hygroscopic moisture, i.e., 3.8%. The  
cells of nonsporeforming or sporeforming bacteria 
in the limonite, isolated from desert soil, repro- 
duced at this low level of substrate moisture 
(3.0%-3.8%). The organisms were Streptomyces 
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TABLE |0.- Viability and Growth of Organisms under Simulated Martian Conditions

Organism
Viability,

months

Clostridium, Coryne- 10

bacterium, thin

short rods

Glostridium tetani 2

B. cereus 2

Clostridium botuli- 10

mum, Klebsiella

pneumoniae

Anaerobic spore- 6

forming organisms

Clostridium

Anaerobic nonspore-

forming bacteria:

Pseudomonas,

Rhodopseudomonas

C. sporogenes

Winter wheat

Peas, beans, onions,

wheat sorghum,

rice

_. subtilis var. 3

globigii

4. niger, A. oryzae,

Mucor plumbeus,

R. rubra

Vegetative bacteria

cells

Spores of B. subtilis,

B. cereus

_. subtilis

Nonsporeforming

bacteria

Sporeforming

bacteria

Sporeforming

bacilli

_licrococcus sp,

H aemophilus

aegyptius, B. zoo-

gleicus, Mycococcus

oligonitrophilus

Nonsporeforming

bacteria and M.

oligonitrophilus

1_1.ruber, B. mega-

terium

Gr )wth

0.¢

0.2

6h

Die

Growth

Growth

Growth

Die

0.5

Growth

0.5

0.5

Growth

Moisture, %

1.0 or less

1.0

0.5% of soil

weight

Lyophiliza-

tion

Low

8.4

Moist

Moist

<0.5 of sub-

strate

weight

Very dry

More than

8.0

In presence

of water

I Absence of

moisture

3.0

Temperature,

°C

-- 25 to + 25

-60 to +25

- 20 to + 25

- 25 to + 25

-- 60 to + 20

-- 25 to + 23

-- 10 to + 23

+25

-- 60 to + 25

-- 60 to + 25

m

-- 65 to + 25

3 Growth

3.8

3.0

3.8

-- 70 to + 25

m

-- 60 to + 28

-- 60 to + 28

-- 60 to + 28

-- 60 to + 28

P, mmHg N2,% CO_,%

10065

85

65

65

76

65

76

75

85

76

8.5

Po2 no less

than 15

mm

Simulated

martian

conditions

5.3

95 0.3

94 2.2

95 0.5

95 5

94

98

100

93.8

95.5

93.8

m

40

10

20

20

2.0

0.24

0

2.2

0.25

m

2.2

m

5O

8O

80

80

Substrate Reference

Soil [271

Soil [55]

Soil [130]

Lava with [56]

soil

Soil [1211

Soil [131]

Soil [139]

Paper [141]

Felsite + [53]

limonite

(1:1)

-- [1711

-- [571

-- [581

-- [1631

Limonite [70]

with soil

Limonite [34]

with soil

Limonite [78]

with soil

Thin dry [80]
fihns of

agar
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cylindrosporus, M. ruber, Mycococcus oligoni-

trophilus, M. smegmatis, and the halophilic
strain of B. megaterium (Figs. 19, 20, 21, 22).

The ability to reproduce at very low moisture

levels in the substrate is apparently the mos!

prominent characteristic of martian organisms,

if they actually exist on Mars. For this reason,

particular emphasis was placed on xerophytic

519
o AA
,t-- H'H'4

o3

203 _Z :_

///

1 2 3

FIGURE 19.-Reproduction of Streptomyces cylindrosporus
under simulated martian conditions; substrate moisture
content, 3.8% [101]. 1, initial amount; 2, control; 3, in the
"Mars" device.

soil bacteria which multiply at very low sub-

strate moisture levels. Microorganisms col-
lected from desert soil and the Arctic were

studied. The best method proved to be:

A saturated solution of potassium sulfate

was placed on the bottom of a test tube. A

small test tube containing a long slide was

placed in the large test tube. This slide

carried a dried film of agar containing a

suspension of microorganism cells. Later,

the air in the test tube was replaced by mar-

tian atmosphere, then the pressure in the

test tube was reduced to 7 mm Hg by evac-
uation. The test tubes were sealed and

placed in a thermostat at 30 ° C (Fig. 23).

1330

218

o-e

00
"r-

o
O

1 2 3

FIGURE 20.-Reproduction of pigmented microorganisms
isolated from Antarctic soil; substrate moisture content,
4%. 1, control (initial number of cells introduced into
substrate); 2, Mycococcus ruber; 3, M. smegmatis.
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FIGURE 21.-Bacteria reproduction in "Artificial Mars"
device; moisture content of ground limonite, 3.8% [103].
a, initial number of cells; b, number of cells after 14 d;
1, B. zoogleicus; 2, Micrococcus sp; 3, Mycococcus oligo-
nitrophilus; 4, Haemophilus aegyptius.
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After several days, microscopy and photo- 
micrography of the cell cultures and similar 
operations revealed that under these condi- 
tions, bacteria were capable of reproducing 
(Figs. 24, 25). The moisture level of the agar film 
did not exceed 3.8%, since such moisture level 
is established above a saturated solution of po- 
tassium sulfate. With the same method, but 
instead of the glass slide, crushed limonite and 
bacteria can be put in the small tube which is 
then placed in a large test tube with a saturated 
solution of potassium sulfate. After lowering the 

I 
282 I 

1 2 3 

FIGURE 22. -Reproduction of halotolerant strain of Bacillus 
rnegateriurn in the "Artificial Mars" device. 1, control 
(initial number of cellslg of substrate, 100%); 2, seeding 
in the mixture: limonite-tfelsite (1: l )+garden soil (2%); 
3, seeding in the mixture: limonite + felsite (1 : l )  + peat 
(2%). 

FILUHE 23.-Growth of M ~ X Q C C Z S  :;;.be,- G:: ngzr film in 2 

sealed test tube containing 10% KzSO, solution [loa]; 
film moisture content, 3.8%. 

pressure and admitting the gas mixture, the test 
tube is sealed. 

These studies in space biology have established 
new facts for soil microbiology. Xerophytic 
bacteria were previously thought to be capable of 
reproducing only in soil which has a higher 
moisture content. 

FIGURE 24.- Reproduction of B. rnegateriurn on substrate 
containing 3.8% water [IM]. 1, initial number of cells, 
2. reproducing cells. 

FIGURE 25.-Reproduction of Mycococcus ruber cells on sub- 
strate containing 3.8% water. 1. initial number of cells: 2. 
reproducing cells. 
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A special chamber was constructed to simu-

late the frequent dust storms on Mars. The baro-

metric pressure, temperature, and gas composi-

tion of the atmosphere could be varied. As the

result of the artificial storm, cells of B. cereus,

B. subtilis, E. coli, S. marcescens and S. aureus,

in suspension with soil particles, were subjected
to UV-radiation (2400-2800 A). In order to obtain

the martian dose, it was sufficient to expose the

organisms for 55 min at a dose level of 2.6 × 104

ergs/s. The bacteria died rapidly at higher doses

(10s-10 s ergs/cm z) (Fig. 26).

i ^7

6
= 1

m 1

¢-

•-> 1
?

_ -1

0 1 3 7 14 21 28

Exposure time d

FIGURE26.--Survival rate of B. subtilis cells under different
conditions when dust clouds were formed [89]. 1, 25%,
terrestrial atmosphere, 760 mm Hg; 2, freezing and thaw-
ing, terrestrial atmosphere 760 mm Hg (action of UV-
rays); 3, freezing and thawing, artificial martian atmosphere,
pressure of 15 mm Hg (action of UV-rays).

EFFECT OF EXTREME FACTORS

AND THE SEARCH FOR

EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE

Data on the relationship of terrestrial organisms

to extreme conditions are very valuable for the

study of life on other planets. Extreme condi-

tions vary on different planets, but the inter-

action of these conditions and organisms must

be very similar to that on Earth. This relates to

the general assumption that the search for life

beyond Earth must proceed on the basis of ter-

restrial concepts regarding life. Xerophytic

terrestrial microorganisms will reproduce under

the Artificial Mars conditions (already stated);

thus, the extreme factors on Mars will not inhibit

reproduction of certain terrestrial microorga-

nisms. Two conclusions are possible.

First, conditions on Mars are not unfavorable

enough to completely exclude, categorically, the

existence of hfe. Second, the possibility cannot

be excluded of reproduction of terrestrial micro-

organisms that reach Mars aboard spacecraft.
The nature of the extreme factors on Mars

permits several assumptions to be made regard-

ing the possibility of life. Layers of soil closest to

the surface can scarcely contain living ceils

because of the very high doses of UV-radiation
that reach Mars. New mechanisms of resistance

may have arisen in addition to those which are

familiar (pigments and the like), or, all life is

beneath a thin layer of soil [54]. This cannot

disturb photosynthesis, since terrestrial algae

photosynthesize in soil whose surface layers

absorb UV-radiation completely. If photosyn-

thetic organisms exist on Mars, apparently they

photosynthesize without giving off oxygen,

similar to photoautotrophic bacteria.

Traces of oxygen in the atmosphere may be

sufficient to support protozoa life; it is also

possible that there are organisms capable of

anaerobic respiration due to compounds contain-

ing oxygen, and possibly there are anaerobes.

Further, on the basis of terrestrial microorga-

nisms' resistance to ionizing radiation, this
cannot be the reason for lack of life on Mars,

which is equally true of the reduced pressure

and temperature variations that are readily with-

stood by many plant and lower animal organisms.

The most unfavorable extreme conditions on

Mars must definitely include the nearly com-

plete absence of water, both in the atmosphere

and in the soil. For this reason, a profound study

has started, dealing with the propagation, physi-

ology, and biochemistry of xerophytic organisms.

There is still no basis for concluding that the

moisture level of the martian soil is 3.8%, i.e.,

the moisture level for the growth of terrestrial

xerophytes. The possibility cannot be excluded

that soil is moistened periodically by water

contained in the atmosphere when the tempera-

ture falls; the basis for this assumption is that

the polar caps on Mars are evidently composed
of water and carbon dioxide.
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Most of the methods suggested for observing

extraterrestrial life, particularly on Mars, are

based on culturing soil in nutrient media and

recording subsequent reproduction of micro-

organisms. To create conditions for growing

martian microflora, if such exist, two means are

possible. First, conditions similar to those on

Mars can be simulated. Soil cultures must be

grown in very poor nutrient media, and the tem-

perature must be low (+ 10 ° C). The atmosphere

above the soil particles must consist of nitrogen

and carbon dioxide. The experiment must be of

considerable duration and may reach 90 days.

Theoretically, creating ecological conditions

simulating those on Mars must be considered

completely justified. Another possible approach

is based on data from terrestrial ecology. Micro-

organisms can multiply under conditions that are

close to extreme, but this does not mean that

they cannot grow under more favorable condi-

tions. A narrow, very strict ability to adapt to

certain conditions of life is generally not true of

microorganisms. Thus, all xerophytes grow on

liquid nutrient media. Stenothermic thermophiles

grow at 75 ° C, but can also grow at 35 ° C, as can

osmophiles, psychrophiles, and other micro-

organisms capable of adapting to certain life

conditions [114].

The relationship of microorganisms to extreme

conditions makes the use of nutrient media

valuable for observing extraterrestrial life, and

for culturing the media at 200-30 ° C in the absence

of a martian atmosphere [96]. Support for this

method is that microorganisms inhabit the soil

of deserts, the Antarctic, and the Arctic and

multiply well under these conditions. The

necessity of using more favorable conditions for

growth is also governed by the brief duration of

the functioning of the automatic biological

station, 72 hours for example. Under strictly

martian conditions, the reproduction of micro-

organisms will be quite negligible within this time

frame. At the same time, media with both rich

composition and higher temperatures will create

conditions for more rapid reproduction of micro-

organisms, if they do exist on Mars. The search

for extraterrestrial life is discussed in greater

detail in Volume I, Part 3, Chapter 8 of this

work, "Search for and Investigation of Extra-

terrestrial Forms of Life."
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Chapter 7

THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL PREREQUISITES

OF EXOBIOLOGY 1

A. I. OPARIN

Institute of Biochemistry imeni A. N. Bakh, Academy of Sciences USSR, Moscow

EXOBIOLOGY AND

THE ORIGIN OF LIFE:

THE INSEPARABI,E CONNECTION

The world we live in is constantly changing

through a process of evolutionary development

that is gradual, and which leads to emergence

of ever newer, more complex, more diverse, and

richly differentiated forms of reality. This process

may not occur simultaneously and identically

everywhere, but in different ways at different

rates in various places in the universe and on

various objects in the celestial world. Thus,

evolution must not be diagramed as a single

direct line, but rather as a cluster of various

paths, whose separate branches may lead to

very complex and complete forms of organization

and movement of matter. Nothing is known about

many of these forms, and in numerous instances,

their existence is not even suspected. Any one

form should not be considered prematurely as a

special category of life, only because of its com-

plexity or perfection. Life is far from a result

I Translation of, Teoreticheskiye i eksperimental'nyye

predposylki ekzobiologii, Volume I, Part 3, Chapter 2 of

Osnovy Kosmicheskoy Biologii i" Meditsiny (Foundations of

Space Biology and Medicine), Moscow, Academy of Sciences

USSR, 1972, 154 pages.
The valuable compilations for this chapter made by R. M.

Lemmon and G. C. Pimental of the USA are gratefully

acknowledged, as well as the contributions by I. A. Egorov,

V. N. Florovskov, T. E. Pavlovskov, K. B. Serebrovskov, and

V. P. Vdovskin of the USSR.

of all the numerous branches in the develop-

ment of matter; its specific qualities and ways

of emerging and improving are inherent. Only a

single example of life, terrestrial life, is known

at present, from which judgments must proceed

of other possible forms of biological organization.
The Earth and the events which originated on

it must, to a great extent, serve as a model for

broader judgments of life in the universe.

As long as the origin of life on Earth was
considered a kind of rare "happy accident,"

there was little stimulus to discuss life beyond

our planet, apart from calculations of the degree

of probability of such an "improbable" event,

which was scarcely intellectually satisfying.

However, there is every reason now to see in

the origin of life not a "happy accident" but a

completely regular phenomenon, an inherent

component of the total evolutionary development

of our planet. The search for life beyond Earth

is thus only a part of the more general question,
which confronts science, of the origin of life in

the universe. Study of the conception of life on

Earth amounts to an investigation of only one

example of an event which must have occurred
countless times in the world. Therefore, an

explanation of how life appeared on Earth should

strongly support the theory of existence of life
on other bodies in the universe.

The problem of the origin of life, almost com-

pletely ignored by the scientific world at the

321
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beginning of this century, now attracts many

investigators with different specialities and from

various countries. The related scientific litera-

ture has thus increased greatly. It is expedient

to cite from the literature those monographs

[40, 41, 75, 76, 261, 305, 368, 369, 371, 374, 375,

376, 440, 486, 487] and thematic collections

[71, 120, 148, 246, 263, 320, 373, 381, 438, 502,

511] published in recent years which contain

generalized data and broad summaries.

Terrestrial life originated specifically through

the evolutionary development of hydrocarbons

(organic compounds). The proposal is often made

in scientific, and particularly in popular litera-

ture, that life could have emerged on other
bodies of our celestial world based on com-

pounds of other elements (silicon, germanium,

and so forth). Since signs of the existence of such

forms of life have in fact not been observed, this

proposition is general and purely theoretical,

but even in such form it meets very solid theo-

retical objections. Quantum chemistry, which

provides an understanding of the specific elec-

tron structure of molecules [459, 463, 464, 625],

nowhere favors the possibility of a noncarbon

form of life. The most important vital functions

are impossible without conjugate or resonant

molecular systems, which are rich in electrons

and highly delocalized [460, 461]. No other ele-

ment may replace carbon in this respect. In

particular, silicon-close to carbon in Men-
deleev's table-could not serve as the basis for

the structural components of life despite its

abundance on the surface of the Earth [115,'232,

624]. This prediction, according to modern

quantum chemistry, is based on electronic de-

localization, which is inherent in carbon com-

pounds but lacking in silicon compounds [282,

462]. Thus, in the summary works cited and in

this review, attention is concentrated on the

evolutionary development of carbon com-

pounds, which led to the origin of life on Earth.

EMERGENCE AND EVOLUTION

OF CARBON COMPOUNDS

IN THE UNIVERSE

Modern astronomical data reveal surprising

interconnections within the galactic system as

a whole. The evolution of the universe appears

at present as a single development, where each

subsequent stage is inseparably bound to the

preceding one and understood only in that light.

An arbitrarily selected starting point of evolu-

tion, which has lasted many billions of years,

is the process of nucleosynthesis, i.e., formation

of the atomic nuclei of all the known elements.

The evolution of nucleosynthesis is normally

set in parallel with the evolutionary development

of the stars [64, 144, 145, 162, 20_, 555], since it

has become clear that the process of star forma-
tion has occurred and continues without inter-

ruption in the universe [17, 131, 184, 514].

That our galaxy consists of five different types

of star population [329] is conditionally accepted.

Stars of an age close to that of the galaxy [146,
236, 240] belong to the first and most ancient

type-from 12 to 20 billion years old. The Sun,

a younger star of the third generation, is calcu-

lated to be about 5 billion years old, i.e., it

originated after our galaxy had existed for a

long time [58]. Even younger star populations

are in our galaxy, among which, in particular,

are stars located directly in the vicinity of the

spiral branches of the galaxy [11, 65]. The ele-

mental composition of stars of the first genera-

tion differs from that of younger stars in having
a much higher ratio of hydrogen over metals. This

graphically indicates that the initial medium

from which stars of the first generation were

formed consisted almost exclusively of hydrogen,

which even now is the most prevalent element

in space (98% of all atoms in the universe are

hydrogen atoms) [144, 566]. The stars of later

generations (in particular the Sun), however,

were formed from a mixture of light and heavy

elements, which must have originated long after

the galaxy began to form [239, 248].

Nucleosynthesis

Modern data show that two paths of nucleo-

synthesis are possible: one, stable, is related to
the mechanism of stellar radiation in stable

stars; and the other, unstable, is related to super-

nova bursts [77, 79, 558, 559]. The nucleo-

synthesis of light elements is exoergic; the energy

liberated supports the stellar radiation. Be-
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causeelectrostaticrepulsionduringthejoining
of hydrogennucleiis relativelysmall,a con-
versionof hydrogeninto heliummayoccurat
temperaturesof a million degrees.Nucleo-
synthesisof light elementsis even possible
in a contractinggas spherewhich consists
of onlyhydrogen,andit maybeginimmediately
afterthisspherereachestheindicatedtempera-
ture due to its compressionandthe liberation
of gravitationalenergy.Fortheoriginofheavier
elements,however,a temperatureof several
billion degreesis necessary,whichis lacking
in the interiorsof stable stars and arises only

during supernova bursts.

Carbon did not require supernova bursts for

its nucleosynthesis, but originated long before

the formation of the heavy elements in the stable

process of stellar radiation. The carbon-nitrogen

reaction, along with proton-proton transformation,
is the basic thermonuclear source of the stars'

energy. Hydrogen, helium, carbon, nitrogen,

and oxygen comprise the group of nucleo-

genetically related elements. Hydrogen is the

most primordial chemical element in the uni-

verse, and all other elements are formed from

it. The nuclear fusion of hydrogen, as a result

of the action of the proton-proton cycle, led to

the formation of helium at the beginning of stellar
evolution.

The carbon-nitrogen cycle, during the process

of "combustion" of helium and the capture of

a-particles, leads to the formation of carbon,

nitrogen, and oxygen in correspondingly more

developed celestial bodies, particularly in the

so-called carbon stars [64, 65]. Therefore, carbon,

like other light elements (H, He, N, O), is exten-

sively distributed in the universe. It could have

been detected comparatively long ago in studying

the spectra of all classes of stars, including the

most ancient generations [272]. In stellar atmos-

pheres which have the highest surface tempera-

tures, carbon is present in the ionized or neutral

atomic state [210, 433], but even beginning with
type-A stars, g-bands appear in their spectra,

which indicate the origin of primary carbon

compounds-hydrocarbons (methane, CH, [627]).

In the spectra of subsequent types of stars,

the hydrocarbon bands appear with increas-

ingly greater clarity as the surface temperature

of the stars decreases, and reaches maximal

clarity in the M, N, and R spectra. The spectra

mentioned also show, in the atmosphere of

the stars, the presence of compounds of carbon

with nitrogen (CN_) and the so-called Swan

bands, which are determined by molecules

consisting of two connected atoms of carbon

(C2) [497, 526], and the presence of (C3) and

(CH2) [217].

The formation of water, molecular hydrogen,

nitrogen, and oxygen, and of these six diatomic

compounds-C2, CN, CO, CH, NH, OH [11]-

is an unavoidable consequence of the interaction

of carbon with nitrogen and oxygen which are

produced by it in stellar atmospheres which are

exceptionally rich in hydrogen. Thus, in the

atmospheres of relatively cold stars [11, 217],

including the Sun [4], hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen,

and oxygen exist mainly as atoms and as homo-

and heteronuclear diatomic combinations. The

triatomic molecules H20, C3, and C2H are found

in relatively large quantities in the atmospheres

of carbon stars, which, it has been proposed,
were the sources of interstellar carbon kernels

or graphite particles [241]. The presence of HCN,

HCO, CH4 and NH3 in dwarf stars was proposed

by Vardya [596] on the basis of his calculations

and a number of theoretical concepts. However,

not one of these compounds has actually been

detected so far. The stars of various generations

must be viewed, therefore, as the starting place

for the synthesis of original carbon compounds

which are predecessors of organic substances.

Star Formation

Stars are in constant interaction with their

surrounding interstellar space. This interstellar

medium is far from uniform. Turbulent processes

are observed in it, including local warmings due

to the effect of gas ionization. The bursts of super-

nova stars create shock waves, at which time the

gas density in such a wave increases by several

orders, and this may be highly significant for

the formation of gravitationally related condensa-

tions and subsequent formation of stars [134].

If a high-density gas-dust cloud appears on the

path of the shock wave which characterizes the

propagation of an ionization front, it is com-
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presseddueto thepressureof hotgasandcon-
vertedinto a densedark formation-aglobule.
This is the embryoof a star,whichthen,in a
quiteshorttime,maybecompressedevenmore
asa resultof gravitationalcollapseandbecon-
vertedintoaself-luminousbody.A largenumber
of suchglobules,normallyconnectedto nebulae,
areknownat present[132].A graphicexample
of sucha processis representedby filaments
in the constellationCygnus.Studiesof various
photographsof this region,takenduringhalf a
century,showthat thesefilaments,which in-
clude a certainamountof stellarchains,are
fleeingatgreatspeedfromsomegeneralcenter,
shownto be the sourceof radioemissions.A
phenomenonof sucha typeis interpretedby
Fesenkovas proofof a supernovastar burst
in thepastat a givenpointof thegalaxy[132].
Manysimilarfilamentshavebeenphotographed
by Shayn[527]in variousregionsof the sky.

Quicklydevelopingcondensations,in which
noticeablechangeshaveappearedfor several
years,arealsoencounteredin theregionof the
Orionnebula,whereevennowanintensivestar
formationis occurring[32,212].In thespectrum
of this nebula,narrowinterstellarabsorption
bandsof CH,CH+,CN,andanumberof other
molecularbandshave been detected.Solid
particleswithdimensionsin fractionsof microns
arealsoscatteredin thesecondensations.The
compositionof theseparticlesis unknown,but
in their spectralcharacteristicsthey identify
with graphiteand,asrecentlysuggested,even
withdiamonds[498,605].

Starformationfrominterstellarmatteroccurs

constantly in our galaxy [17, 131, 184, 514]; but

in line with this, the stars are constantly giving

off part of their substance into the surrounding

medium, enriching it particularly with carbon

compounds. They create favorable conditions

in space for the synthesis of variouts organic

compounds, radiating cosmic rays and plasma
clouds which contain ionized atoms of different

elements. For example, the Sun creates the

so-called solar wind, which washes the upper
layers of its atmosphere with intense radiation

at great velocity. They comprise a gaseous com-

ponent of the solar corona which, however,

contains solid particles of varying origin [135].

N-type red giants, on an enormous scale, generate

a very fine carbon dust which is constantly ex-

pelled into space by radiation pressure and forms

the chief component in space clouds [109]. The

total mass of these particles does not exceed 1%

of the gas composition of the interstellar environ-

ment. However, these particulates are responsi-

ble for the very high light absorption which

determines the overall appearance of the Milky

Way. These particulates may also give rise to

molecular systems, because they are highly
irradiated by cosmic rays and stellar emanations

[238, 241, 247]. Therefore, it is not surprising

that radiometric determinations give evidence

of the presence, here, of different organic com-

pounds in various regions of interstellar space

[29, 49, 107, 114, 217,465, 529].

Interstellar Space

Thermodynamic data show that in the presence

of hydrogen, carbon is reduced to methane,

nitrogen to ammonia, and oxygen to water [345].

Actually, recent radioastronomic observations

have shown ammonia [82] and water vapors

[83, 540] to be in interstellar space. Carbon

monoxide (CO) has been detected in various

regions of the Milky Way [249, 636]. Molecular

hydrogen in interstellar space was predicted

by Knaap et al before its actual detection [273].

HCN was also observed in Milky Way emissions

[59, 541], and formaldehyde was the first organic

molecule detected in space [411, 542, 654].
The region where it was found is considered

dusty, and it has been suggested that this organic

substance is a consequence of the particulate

protection of molecules from ultraviolet light;

but it is more probable that this is related to an

increased rate of formation of formaldehyde.
Complex chemical processes must undoubtedly

occur in interstellar dust clouds, which prompted
the suggestion that large particles of carbon

capture other atoms (H, N, and O) in interstellar

dust and form more complex organic molecules

[58]. One of such molecules detected in inter-

stellar space is the molecule of cyanoacetylene

[584, 585]. Its formation consists of 5 atoms of

3 different elements, which cannot be explained

by simple gas-phase reactions capable of syn-
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thesizingdiatomicmolecules;however,cyano-
acetylenecould be formed in the reaction
betweenHCNandacetylene:

HCN+ C2H2 _ CH2 = CH- CN

Hodgson [222] suggests a possible reaction for

the formation of pyrrole from an unsaturated
four carbon chain and ammonia. The interaction

of pyrrole with formaldehyde could be the

mechanism for formation of porphyrins in plasma

reactions [226]. There are also indications here

of the presence in interstellar space of other

polymer organic substances, interpreted by

some authors fo¢1 253] "t .... 252, as porphymns, and

by others as polyaromatic hydrocarbons [106,

107, 211,626].

Comets

Studies of comets provide a great deal of in-

formation on carbon compounds in interstellar

matter. There is not yet a completely clear

concept of the mechanism of origin of comets;
however, there is no doubt that such unstable

small bodies could not be generated within the

solar system. Condensations of similar composi-

tion, obviously, arise universally in space from

typical interstellar material. Comets, in their

chemical composition, reflect principally the

composition of primordial solar nebulae [291],

containing large amounts of carbon compounds,

and thus may be considered space models for

the abiotic synthesis of biochemically important

compounds [393, 395]. The nucleus of comets

is seen as a discrete mass of solid particles which

could be formed from typical interstellar material

at a temperature on the order of 10°-100 ° K

[631, 632]. When comets approach the Sun at

a distance less than 3 astronomical units (AU),

it is possible to observe their spectrum, which

reveals fluorescent emission bands corresponding

to molecules of CN, CH, CH2, C2, C3, NH, NH_

and OH, and also to radicals CH ÷, OH ÷, CO +,

N2 and CO2 + [32, 313, 475, 573, 574, 641]. These

compounds supposedly exist in the comet
nuclei in one of these forms:

1. As frozen free radicals [108, 174].

2. As "ice"- water, ammonia, and

methane [631,632].

3. As clathrate-type hydrates [342].

A fourth probable form consists of the so-called

parent compounds, which comprise the internal

parts of the comets and must be complex organic

compounds such as HCN, NH2, H20, CO,
C2N2, CH4, C2H2 and other hydrocarbons

[200, 217, 234, 574].

The importance of these comet substances

for formation of biochemical compounds at the

preplanetary and planetary stages of the Earth

has been particularly emphasized by Or6 [393,

395, 397]. Comets can, even at present, "fatten"

the Earth with organic substances to some

degree. Of course, their role in this connection
was more significant in the past when the popu-

lation density of a near-solar comet cloud was

much greater. Even with the present abundance

of comets, it could be expected that the Earth,

in the course of its history, collided with comets

no less than a hundred times, thereby receiving

various organic compounds from them [394].

tnus, the atmosphercs of stars, ,h,_ _,-oumu-

lations of gas-dust matter, the comet clusters

and interstellar space contain an abundant

amount of carbon and its compounds-organic

substances which alone are completely capable

of supporting all chemical evolution toward

living substances similar to those on Earth [303].

These organic substances may originate, exist,

and evolve in a wide range of temperatures from

3000 ° K and greater which are prevalent in

the atmosphere of carbon stars [11, 434, 573]

down to 1.8 ° K in dust clouds [58]. However, this

evolution could scarcely lead to the emergence

of life here, for which the necessary condition

is the formation of planetary systems. Heavenly

bodies with a sufficiently large mass, such as

stars, may be formed almost entirely from pure

hydrogen. However, the existence of bodies

the size of Earth with only this element is in-
conceivable because the mass of these bodies

would not be sufficient to prevent its dissemina-

tion in space. Accordingly, it is possible to con-

clude that during the first billions of years of the

existence of our galaxy, when heavy elements

had not yet been formed in a sufficient quantity,

planetary systems similar to ours could not

exist. Therefore, life could not exist during the

evolutionary process of these planets, which

makes it possible to conclude that propagation
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of life in theuniverseis limitedtostellarpopula-
tionsofsu_cientlylatetypes.However,it cannot
beassumedthatoursolarsystemisextraordinary
in anyway.A greatmultitudeof similarsystems
mustexistinourgalaxy.Ofcourse,notallplanets
of this oranysystemmaybeabodesof life, for
whichtheymustmeetanumberofconditionsin
terms of dimensions,chemicalcomposition,
distancefromacentrallightsource,temperature,
illumination,andsoforth.Theseconditionscan
evidentlybefulfilledby onlyoneor twoplanets
in a givensystem.After consideringall these
conditions,Shapley[524]calculatedthat there
are l0s placesin the universesuitablefor the
emergenceandexistenceoflife.However,Huang
increasesthis figureto 10is [242].Brown'scalcu-
lationsshowthat a greatnumberof the visible
starsmayhaveplanetarysystemswithoneortwo
planetswith necessaryparametersfor the
existenceof life. Evenif stricterlimitationsare
appliedto the conditionsfor spontaneousemer-
genceof life thanhavebeenconsiderednormal
until thepresent,life couldhaveevolvedatleast
10 billion times in our galaxy,accordingto
Brown'scalculations[55].

EVOLUTION OF CARBON COMPOUNDS

IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM

The formation of the solar system and the

mechanism of this process cannot, at present,

be regarded as completely explained. However,

starting with Russell [485], it has been accepted
that the basis for the formation of the Sun and

its surrounding planets is the process of fusion

of diffuse space matter particles [94, 163, 237,

289, 557, 564, 580, 587, 588, 630, 640]. According

to these concepts, the starting point for formation
of the solar system was the formation of a cloud

of gas-dust matter with a size commensurate

with the scale of a modern planetary system, a

temperature on the order of 50 ° K, and a weak

magnetic field. It contained approximately

1000 hydrogen atoms per 1 cm 3, a significantly
smaller amount of helium, and other inert ele-

ments, which together with hydrogen formed

the gas component of the cloud. Methane, which

is preserved in a gaslike state even at compara-
tively low temperatures, may also have been

present [29]. The remaining elements of the

Mendeleev table were present mainly as com-

ponents of the dust, comprising only thou-

sandths or even smaller fractions of a percent
of the total mass of the accumulation.

The gas-dust cloud was gravitationally un-
stable; it had a known turbulence and certain

central condensation which finally led to its

general disintegration. When the mass of the

central body precipitously increased, it quickly

became very dense and hot due to gravitational

energy. The hydrogen-helium reaction then

caused it to be transformed into our Sun. The

rest of the matter which did not become part of
the Sun formed into a discoidal cloud which

gave rise to formation of the "protoplanets"

[9, 78, 290, 307, 525, 592,594, 633]. Because of

this method of formation, the atomic composi-
tion of the Sun is in direct proportion to the

composition of the gas-dust nebula which gave

birth to it. Hydrogen comprises the main mass,

followed by helium, oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon.

Subsequent heavier elements are represented

in thousandths, tens of thousandths, and smaller

fractions of a percent [177,330, 524].

All substances which were part of the original

gas-dust solar nebula can be divided into three

groups [53]. In the so-called gas group belong

hydrogen, helium, and inert gases which pre-

serve their gaslike state at temperatures close

to absolute zero. Next comes the ice group,

which includes compounds formed from carbon,

nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen, such as water,

ammonia, and methane (the latter might also

be partially assigned to the first group). Finally,

a group arbitrarily called the earth group com-

posed of compounds of silicon, magnesium, iron,
and other heavier elements. The ratio of the

relative mass of these groups in the Sun may be

approximated as:

If the earth group is taken as unity, then the

substances in the ice group will contain

4-7 times more and those in the gas group

300-600 times more mass [53, 56, 565].

Different ratios were created in the proto-

planetary discoidal cloud [590, 591, 633]. Its

temperature depended strongly, first, on the

ever-increasing solar radiation, and second, on
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the loss of heat from the cloud by radiation into

interstellar space. Its temperature at the pe-

riphery thus differed strongly from the central

regions of the gas-dust disk. This gradient must
have determined the nature of distribution of

protoplanetary material in the disk [54]. Nearer

the periphery, where intensive cooling occurred,

substances of the ice group condensed at a great

rate and froze to the earth group particles,

forming the so-called comet clusters. In the region

of Jupiter's orbit and farther towards the pe-

riphery, gas, dust, and the comet clusters quickly

fused into large planets, thus determining their

chemical composition [633].

Formation of Planets

The planetary building processes must

have developed differently in those regions of
the discoidal cloud closer to the Sun and in the

region of the Earth-type planets. Here the gas

component of the cloud was almost entirely

lost. The ice group was preserved only partially,

and the principal material was the earth group.

The accumulation of live dust particles consist-

ing of this material led to formation of planet

clusters-small bodies whose composition
included all the nonvolatile substances of a

primary dust cloud-silicates and their hydrates,

metals (in particular iron), their oxides, sulfides,

carbides, and live particles of natural carbon,

plus components from the ice group-water in

the form of hydrates of ammonia salts and organic

substances (hydrocarbons). The later fusion of

planet clusters led to formation of Earth-type

planets and asteroids [230, 328, 536, 565, 593].

Planets which emerged in this way already
differed from one another in the initial material

of which they were formed. This difference was

magnified later by each one having had its own

subsequent complex history before becoming

what it is now observed to be [469,489]. This also
influenced decisively the evolution of carbon

compounds belonging to the planets. Jupiter in

its very deep and turbulent atmosphere contains

large quantities of ammonia, methane, hydrogen,
and possibly also water vapor [6, 389, 556, 634,

635]. Based on the presence of these substances,

Jupiter might serve as a natural model for study

of the evolution of organic substances [488],

especially because within its enormous cloud

layer there must be a zone where relatively mild

temperatures prevail [338].

Recent laboratory tests simulating conditions

possible for Jupiter have shown that under these

conditions, coupled with electrical charges and

ultraviolet light, complex and polymerized organic

substances are formed within corresponding gas

mixtures [437, 451, 499, 637]. However, Lewis

and Prinn [310] conclude that the results of

these laboratory tests cannot be directly applied

to the modern atmosphere of Jupiter. Conditions

actually existing there contradict possibilities of

the preservation of organic substances and, even

more so, preclude the emergence of life. Condi-

tions similar to those on Jupiter evidently exist

on Saturn and on other large planets, but for
them, it should be taken into account that as the

distance from the Sun increases, their illumina-

tion by solar radiation decreases [207,288, 349,

481,489].

Different composition and different evolu-

tionary paths for the carbon compounds are

inherent on the Earth-type planets. Mercury is

the least studied planet. It is bare rock, devoid

of atmosphere, and thus is open to the entire

spectrum of solar radiation. Its surface facing

the Sun is heated to 350 ° C, while the opposite

side is cooled to--170 ° C, which not only prevents

the emergence of life, but also makes doubtful

any further evolution of carbon compounds which

would be blown away by the solar wind [5, 36,

105,235].

Venus. In contrast to Mercury, Venus has a

very extensive atmosphere, closed at the top by

a dense cloud layer which has prevented direct

telescopic study of its surface. Only radio-

astronomical investigations have permitted some

degree of knowledge on composition of the

atmosphere and temperature which prevail [50,

254, 276,327,388,431,535]. Such data show that

although Venus was formed from the same planet

cluster material as the Earth, is approximately
the same size, and is in an orbit located next to

the Earth's, it cannot serve as a natural model

for the study of evolutionary paths of Earth (see,

however, [354]). Venus, initially a cold body, did

not undergo internal stratification, according
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to Fesenkov.Therefore,in contrasttowhattook
placeon Earth,the long-livedradioactiveele-
mentsonVenusremaineddistributedmoreor
lessuniformlythroughouttheentiremass,which
causedagradualheatingwhichhascontinuedto
thisday[133].

Mars. This planet has greater promise, with

more similarities to Earth [442,652]. It has long

attracted attention because of possible emer-

gence and existence of life; consequently, the

scientific literature on Mars is exceptionally

large [175]. However, numerous early sug-

gestions had to be rejected, for example, the

proposed biologic indications of seasonal changes

resulting from intense summer development of

vegetation on the surface of Mars. A summary of

the pertinent data [28, 35, 81, 175, 214, 268,

304, 337, 361, 430, 491, 539, 571] permits

characterization of the planet Mars:

The principal component of the martian

atmosphere is carbon dioxide (CO2), which

is judged to comprise 50-100% of the atmos-

phere [35, 270, 355]. Nitrogen does not

exceed 5% [92], and very small amounts

of water [409, 583] and CO [255] have

been observed. The presence of argon in

amounts comparable to CO2 is theoretically

probable; however, there are no observa-
tional data.

The martian atmosphere is rarefied, approxi-

mately 100 times less dense than the Earth's

atmosphere at its surface [213, 267, 269, 470].

The mean temperature over the planet at the

bottom of the atmosphere is approximately equal

to 200°-210 ° K. In the summer at the Equator,
the temperature may reach +30 ° C in the day-

time, but may fall the same night to -70 ° or
-80 ° C. Ultraviolet radiation from the Sun with

a wavelength of 1900 _ reaches the surface of

Mars if its atmosphere is not obscured by sand-

storms. The surface layer of Mars is formed of a

sand-dust cover, which contains a significant

amount of limonite. The external appearance of

Mars greatly resembles the Moon. Basically,

it is a desert devoid of water with significant

elevations and depressions, entirely covered by

craters of various sizes, ages, and origins, which

in many cases have more gentle slopes than those

on the Moon, indicating their active disintegra-

tion by winds and great thermal extremes.

The poles of Mars are covered with white

caps which consist of solid CO2 with a water-ice

underlayer [214, 361]. The white caps thaw in

summer, which is related to the darkening of

so-called seas which extends to the Equator. The

small amount of water, complete permeability

of the atmosphere for shortwave ultraviolet

light, and the low temperatures with their great

even drops would create very severe conditions
for life of terrestrial organisms. But these condi-

tions do not exclude completely the possibility
of the existence of life on Mars. Some authors

have suggested that Mars has undergone substan-

tial changes in the course of its planetary history.

In the initial periods, it may have been more like

Earth, and the emergence of life occurred there

the same as on our planet. Once emerged, the

organisms may have gradually adapted to the

increasingly bleak conditions of the martian

surface [528,590].

Meteorites

Recent extensive studies of meteorites have

provided the most significant information on the
material from which the Earth was formed and,

in particular, on those initial carbon compounds

whose evolution in our planet led to the emer-

gence of life. This is true since until recently,

meteorites were the only extraterrestrial objects

which could be subjected to direct chemical and

mineralogical analysis. Their composition must

be very similar to that of the planet clusters
which serve as initial material for formation of

Earth-type planets. Extensive reviews of modern

works on meteorites comprise hundreds of arti-

cles and books [12, 13,263,356,603].

The origin of meteorites is a problem that

cannot be considered completely solved. But it

is accepted as highly probable that they were

formed in our solar system in the zone of the

asteriods which apparently are the "parent
bodies" for them. The time of their formation is

near that of the solar system. All meteorites can

be divided basically into two groups-iron and

stone. The first ones supposedly originated from

the central part of the "parent bodies" and the
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secondonesfromtheperipheralpart.All contain
someamountof carbonandits compounds[293,
331].Ironmeteoritescontaincarbonin itsnatural
form or in a compoundwith metal(cohenite-
FeNi, CO3C).Stony meteoritescontain an
averageof about 1% carbon.Carbonaceous
chondrites,in which the contentof carbon
mayreachalmost5%, areevenricher; a sig-
nificantpartof chondritecarbonis in theform
of organicsubstances[206,601,612]which
may amountto 7% of the carbon;approxi-
mately10%aresolubleinorganicsolvents.These
arecalledbitumenlikesubstances-basicallya
complexmixtureof hydrocarbons[600[.

Thehydrocarbonsof carbonaceouschondrites
werestudiedby Studier[562]and Or6 [293,
366,407] with the aid of a combinationgas
chromatographand massspectrometer.They
showedthat the distributionof hydrocarbonsin
carbonaceouschondritesis somewhatsimilarto
their distributionin ancientsedimentaryrocks,
alsoto productsof abiogenicsynthesisaccording
to Fischer-Tropsch.In all the carbonaceous
chondriteswhichOr6studied,isoprenoidhydro-
carbonsweredetectedin a smallamount,in
particularpristap,thytat,andnorpristap,which
at one time wereconsideredindicatorsof the
biogenicorigin of givenmixturesof organic
substances[75]. However,usingthemeteorite
Groznaya,Vdovykin[603]andOr6[400]showed
thatthesesubstanceshaveanabiogenicnature
andare not the resultof contaminationunder
terrestrialconditions.In a modelexperiment,
thesesubstancesmayevenbeformedbymeans
of inorganicsynthesis[357]. Other organic
substanceshavebeendetectedalongwithhydro-
carbonsin the carbonaceouschondrites[202,
203,206,224,299,308,365,366,398,560,561,
600,606,617,650],in particulararomaticand
fatty acids, sulfur- and chlorine-containing
organic substances(phiophenesand alkyl-
chlorides),cyclic nitrogencompounds,purines
andtriazines,prophyrins[223]andaminoacids
[256].Detectionof the lattersubstancesevoked
especiallyheateddiscussionsin the literature,
becausetheycouldeasilyhavebeenterrestrial
contaminants-inparticularastracesfromthe
fingers of the experimenters.In numerous
instancestheaminoacidcompositionofmeteoritic

samplescorrespondedto that of such con-
tamination[188,540].

Theextraterrestrialoriginof aminoacidshas
beenprovedoften.Particularlypersuasiveare
studiesof the Murchisonmeteoritewhichfell
in Australiaandwasimmediatelysubjectedto
analysis.Along with the predominantamino
acids normally encounteredin chondrites-
glycine,alanine,glutamicacid,and proline-
smallamountswerefoundof2-methylalanineand
sarcosine,which are not componentpartsof
Earth proteins,but arise during abiogenic
syntheses.Twelvenonproteinaminoacidswere
laterfoundwhichcouldhaveoriginatedonlyin
the meteoriteitself or, moreaccurately,even
beforeits formationduringthe actionof solar
radiationonprimordialdust [296,297].All the
aminoacidsfoundin meteoritesareoptically
inactive,with the exceptionof thosethat were
injectedwithterrestrialcontaminants.A number
of othersignsdistinguishmeteoriticorganics
from substancesof the mostancientdeposits
ontheEarth.Theageof meteoriticsubstances
is calculatedat approximately4.5billionyears
[332]; consequently,they are 1 billion years
olderthanthecarboncompoundsfoundonEarth.

Onthebasisofmorphologicsimilarityincarbon
chondrites,Clausand Nagy[85, 359], in the
early 1960s,describedmicroinclusionswhich
luminescein ultravioletrays,which mightbe
expectedof residuesfromspacemicroorganisms
whichcouldhavebeengeneratorsof organic
substancesin meteorites.However,nowit can
beconsideredsufficientlywell-established[137,
602] that the so-calledorganizedelementsof
carbonaceouschondritesare sometimesmor-
phologicallyvery similar to the residuesof
microbes,or in somecases,are particlesof
mineraloriginor smallclumpsor carbonaceous
matter,orin othercases,theresultsofterrestrial
contamination.

Almostall carbonaceouscompoundswhich
havebeenidentifiedin carbonaceouschondrites
maybe producedin the Fischer-Tropschre-
actionfroma mixtureof CO,I-I2andH3in the
presenceof nickel,iron,or a magnetitecatalyst
[562].A numberof organiccompoundsofgreat
biologicalinterest,detectedin meteorites,were
alsosynthesizedbyHayatsu,Studier,andAnders
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from CO, D2 and ND_ in the presence of nickel-

iron and aluminum catalysts. They were able to

identify p-alkanes, iso-, anti-iso, and dimethyl-

alkanes, adenine, guanidine, xanthine, glycine,

alanine, asparaginic acid, glutamic acid, tyrosine,

histidine, pyrrolic polymers, and other organic

compounds [202]. It is very important that the
substances obtained in this manner show carbon-

isotope fractionation of the same sign and of
the same amounts as observed in carbonaceous

compounds of meteorites. These studies show

that the organic substances in meteorites could

have been produced in a catalytic reaction

between CO, hydrogen, and ammonia in the solar

nebula [299]. Thus, the organic substances of

carbonaceous chondrites differ from biogenic

organic substances of rocks by their carbon-

isotope composition, absence of optic activity,

different ratios of separate components of their

compounds, presence of chlorine, and by a

number of other peculiarities [604]. All charac-

teristics point to their abiogenic nature and that

they were formed during agglomeration of the
initial material for meteorites.

Lunar Samples

The second nonterrestrial objects, after mete-
orites, subjected to direct chemical and mineral-

ogical study were lunar soil samples supplied

by US astronauts and the Soviet automatic

stations Luna 16 and 20 [80, 118, 294, 308, 554,

570, 616, 639]. The age of the lunar dust samples

from the Sea of Tranquillity lies within 3.7 to 4.6

billion years. In this respect, they occupy a place

between the oldest samples of rocks on the Earth

and meteoritic material. Thus, lunar organic

substances, if they were found, would be of

special interest, because they would belong to
the period which has not been studied so far.

They could have either an abiotic character

[653] (abiogenetically formed on the Moon
itself) or have accumulated with meteorites

which have fallen on the lunar surface, or, they
might have originated as a result of the vital

activity of organisms which exist or did exist on

the Moon [170]. Unfortunately, analyses of the

lunar material yielded disappointing results in

this regard.

The total carbon content in lunar dust is not

slight; on the average, it is expressed as 150

ppm [127, 257, 350]. For comparison with ter-

restrial rocks, this amount is approximately

equal to 200 ppm on Earth [333]. However, per

portion of organic substances in lunar dust, it is

less than 2 ppm. No sugars, nucleic acids,

fatty acids, or amino acids could be detected

[167, 295, 408]. However, with the aid of a very

sensitive amino acid analyzer, Fox et al deter-

mined the presence of a minimal amount of amino

acids (20-70 parts per billion of lunar soil) in

samples taken by Apollo 11 and Apollo 12 from

trenches, among which the presence of glycine,

alanine, and so forth can be presumed [157, 195,

358]. Traces of porphyrins were also detected in

lunar dust (Apollo 11), but it turned out that

these did not belong to the Moon but were

synthesized in the rocket gases [225, 226]. The

hydrocarbons detected in lunar dust during acid

hydrolysis could have been generated from car-

bides, which are important components of the

carbonaceous complex of the lunar surface [15].
No microstructures were detected on the Moon

which would confirm the presence of organisms

living at present or in the past [24, 504]. The

isotopic composition of the lunar carbon is very

unusual; evidently lunar carbon is a mixture of

carbon of local origin, meteorites, and solar wind

[299, 323]. The abnormally high content of 13C

in lunar dust cannot be assigned to a carbonate

phase because the amount of carbonates, if

present at all, is exceptionally small. Present-

day carbon on the Moon, on the basis of the chem-

ical and isotopic composition, evidently did not

originate from carbonaceous chondrites, which

have continuously fallen onto the lunar surface

for billions of years. Possibly lunar carbon

compounds came from iron meteorites which
contained these substances. However, mineral-

ogical studies show only very small inclusions

of nickel-iron meteoritic material [258]. Since

carbon on the Moon is represented not by carbon-

hydrogen heteroatomic compounds, but princi-

pally by carbides, oxides, elementary carbon,

and a high enrichment of _3C, there are grounds

to propose that it had a unique history on the

surface of the Moon. In this connection, the

organic substances of the original matter and of
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thecarbonaceouschondriteswerestrewnonthe
completelyunprotectedlunar surfaceby solar
wind and were not retained.Only the more
stableand heavycompoundsof carbonwere
preserved.

Thus, both interstellarspaceand cloudsof
gas-dustmatterare quite rich in carbonand
organicsubstances,which were also present
in the protoplanetarydiscoidalsolar nebula.
Butin thoseregionswhereprevailinghighertem-
peratureformed, the gaseouscomponents-
hydrogen,helium,andother inert elements-
musthaveescapedto the peripheralregionsof
thenebulain significantamounts.Methanealso
musthavemetsuchafate.

ThecontentofinertgasesontheEarthisvery
smallin comparisonwith their contentin space
[52,563];their abundancewashighlydepleted
asa resultof volatilizationfromthatpartof the
protoplanetarycloud in whichthe Earthwas
formed.Thisvolatilizationoccurredevenbefore
theEarthwasformedasa planet,undera very
low gravitationalfield.Accordingto Urey[589],
this explainsdepletionof the neoncontenton
ourplanetto a significantlygreaterdegreethan
the heavierxenon.But if the depletionpro-
ceededentirelyby meansof fractionationby
mass,i.e., if volatilizationfrom a gravitational
field tookplaceaccordingto molecularweight,
thenCH4wouldbeexpectedtobeasdepletedas
neon,but in fact carbonis preservedon the
Earthto a muchgreaterdegree.This indicates
thatit wasretainedduringtheformationof our
planetnotasmethane,butin theformofheavier
chemicalcompounds-inparticularasorganic
substanceswhichhadbeensynthesizedunder
conditionsof the interstellarmediumin the
protoplanetarynebula.Thesecosmicorganic
substances,accordingto their origin,entered
the compositionof the planetclusterswhich
servedas materialfor the formationof Earth-
typeplanetsandasteroids.Eachof theplanets
whicharosein sucha mannerfrom a similar
material later had its individual,long, and
complexthermalhistory,duringthe courseof
whichthe initial organicsubstancesevolvedin
a specificmannerfor eachplanet.Thishistory
determinedthe compositionof its modern
carbonaceouscompounds.The thermalhistory

574-269 O - 76 - 23

of the asteroids, because of tileir small weight,

was less significant and therefore the meteorites

which arose during their crushing evidently

retained their original composition and struc-

ture to a great degree.

Space research provides information, to a

great degree, on those abiogenic carbon com-

pounds which were starting compounds for the

further evolution of Earth organics on the path to

the emergence of life. However, research is still

insufficient to understand these paths well. In

order to understand them, the modern geochem-

istry of carbon compounds may be studied and
the behavior of organic substances modified

under conditions which might have taken place

on the Earth at the beginning of its existence.

EVOLUTION OF ORGANIC SUBSTANCES

ON THE EARTH

The formation and initial stages in the evolu-

tion of the Earth as a planet are being extensively

studied at present, from both the geological and

geochemical points of view [22, 29, 49, 117, 130,

309, 487, 587, 588, 593, 594, 607, 608, 614, 615].

Nevertheless, this stage of evolution is still far

from adequately understood and evokes strong

differences of opinion. According to current

widely held concepts, our planet was formed by

accumulation of cold solid bodies with varying

contents of iron and silicates, but basically

lacking such free gases and volatile compounds

as molecular hydrogen, light inert elements, and

methane. They were lost previously in that

region of the gas-dust nebula in which the Earth

was formed. Only a small number of these

gases could be preserved in the Earth's compo-

sition to the degree that they were adsorbed by

solid components of the nebula. They could have

formed the primary atmosphere of the Earth.

However, this atmosphere could not have been

long-lasting because its component gases could

not be retained by the Earth's gravitation.

Because of such loss, the Earth developed its

modern mass and the composition which is now

characteristic of it-one which is close to the

average composition of meteorites.

The remaining compact mass of the Earth

continued to evolve through its internal energy,
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at whichtime the massdividedinto the core,
mantle,and crust.The mechanismfor such
differentiationis quite characteristicof our
planet,but remainsfar from clear.A hypo-
theticalsecondarymeltingdue to the initial
gravitationalheat and radiogenicwarmingis
advancedmostfrequentlyas an explanation.
However,completemeltingoftheEarthbysuch
meanswould require severalbillion years.
Actually,the differentiationoccurredwithinan
incomparablyshortertime.
posedthat"short-lived"and
isotopes,suchas 1°Be,2SA1,

forth, played an important

plete or partial melting of

It has been pro-

presently "frozen"

129U, Z44Ri, and so

part in the eom-

the Earth. In any

case, the entire subsequent course of the evo-

lution of the planet was determined by its

thermal history. During its formation, the

principal sources of internal heat were gravita-

tional energy given off during agglomeration and

compression of the Earth's matter, and energy

formed during the decay of radioactive ele-

ments which were not distributed throughout

the entire mass, but basically displaced toward

the Earth's periphery.

The most important boundary in the Earth's
development was the surface formation of a

crust, atmosphere, and hydrosphere. The modern

Earth crust consists of a granite and basalt

shell. The so-called mantle, of low-grade silicon

and uhrabasic rocks (dunites), underlies the

crust. On the basis of tests on the zonal fusion

of the substance of stony meteorites, Vinogradov
[609] became convinced that the dunites of the

mantle are residues from melting of the original

substance of the Earth, which is similar to the

composition of chondrites. Light basalt rocks
melting from a mantle stratum due to the effect

of radiogenic heat should have been accom-

panied by a discharge of various vapors and

gases due to their evaporation as the temperature
increased, or due to their formation in solid

ground shells during radioactive, radiochemical,

and chemical processes. Therefore, the formation

of aqueous and gaseous shells of the Earth (its

hydrosphere and atmosphere) was closely con-

nected to processes in the lithosphere from the

very beginning.

The amount of water on the surface of the Earth

during its early existence was not great [483,

588]. The basic mass of water which formed the

world oceans appeared only at the very begin-

ning of the Archean era, immediately after

formation of the Earth's crust. It developed

gradually during formation of the lithosphere

from silicate hydrates or generally from bound

constitutional water of the Earth's interior [482,

613]. Archean waters differed substantially in

chemical composition from modern waters. Acid

gaslike products- HCI, HF, boric acid, H2S, CO2,

CH4, and other hydrocarbons which had been

discharged by volcanoes were dissolved in them,

thus they had an acid reaction. The compo-

sition of the water of the ancient oceans began

to approximate modern composition only toward

the middle of the Archean age. The acids became

neutralized after being subjected to the action

of silicates of sedimentary deposits and carbon-

ates of K, Na, Ca, Mg [553] (see, however,

[484, 534]). In spite of the Earth not having free,

molecular hydrogen during its formation, it
retained this element in the form of diverse

compounds which imparted a regenerative char-

acter to both the lithosphere and to the secondary
atmosphere which had arisen.

Molecular oxygen, characteristic of the modern

atmosphere, was practically lacking [87, 230].

Only a very small amount of it could appear

during photolysis of water vapors by short-wave

ultraviolet rays [199]. However, even in this

case, oxygen could not accumulate in the

atmosphere to any significant amount, because

it was absorbed very quickly and completely by

rocks which were unsaturated with respect to

it [302]. Such a process of Oz absorption can be

observed even now. For example, lava masses

ejected onto the Earth's surface during modern

volcanic eruptions are normally very rich in

metal oxides, so that lava and basalts are of

black and green color. The sedimentary forma-

tions from them (red or yellow sands or clays)

are rich in the higher oxide form of iron. Thus,

when free oxygen is abundant in the modern

atmosphere, it oxidizes only the very surface
film of the Earth's crust; if it were not for the

constant biogenic formation of this gas, it would

have disappeared from our atmosphere in a very

short time, since it is absorbed by rocks [179].
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Thus, before the formation of biogenic oxygen

[47, 610], the secondary atmosphere had no free

oxygen and was reducing in nature. This may be

ascertained from direct geologic data obtained

by studying ancient Precambrian deposits.

Rutten [486] divides the history of our planet

into two basic periods: actualistic, similar to

the modern, and preactualistic, the period

preceding it. During these periods, geologic

processes which occurred on the Earth's surface

differed a great deal. For example, during the

modern actualistic era, in an atmosphere rich

in free oxygen, chemical processes play the

chief role in weathering basic rocks. Minerals

already oxidized were transported and de-

posited elsewhere. On the contrary, if the atmos-

phere had a reducing nature (proposed for

the preactualistic era), minerals of the basic

rocks were only worked over physically and

deposited in a chemically unchanged form.

Studies from this point of view of a number of

deposits more than 2 billion years old show

convincingly that they formed under conditions

which lacked free oxygen [230,260,306,467,468].

Studies of gases discharged by modern vol-

canoes and fumaroles provide some concept of

the possible enrichment of the ancient atmos-

phere of the Earth by CO2 and CO. In these dis-

charges, carbon is represented principally in

its oxidized form, and methane comprises only

a small admixture [324, 543, 544]. Their source

could have been graphite scattered in basahs,

also organic substances of cosmic origin. Carbon

could oxidize due to H20. The gases CO2, CO,

CH4 and H2 which are frequently detected in

cavities of ejected rocks also originated in this

way. At high temperatures, the equilibrium

shifted in favor of CH4, and at lower tempera-

tLires, in favor of CO2. Therefore, ancient vol-

canoes ejected CH4 as well as CO_ and CO.

Methane and carbon monoxide shifted princi-

pally to the atmosphere, and CO2 was distributed

between the atmosphere and water [611, 613].

However, a significant part of the carbon monox-
ide dissolved in ocean water interacted with sili-

cates and then shifted to residues in the form

of carbonates. This was in contrast to what might

have happened in the atmosphere of Mars,

which lacked open water.

In summary, it is possible to conclude that the

Earth, from the very beginning of its formation,

was enriched by both natural and carbide

carbon as well as by cosmogenic organic sub-

stances-frequently by quite complex, heavy

molecules. Miller and Urey [346] noted that

these organic substances, during gravitational

and radiogenic warming of the Earth, had to be

subjected to pyrolysis to some degree. The

equilibrium mixture which originated on this

occasion (CH4, CO2, CO, NH3, N2, n20, n2) was
sublimated onto the Earth's surface and served

as material for secondary synthesis of organic

compounds under the action of radiant energy

and other energetic factors. However, it has

become obvious that even in the very depths of

the Earth there was not only decay (which evi-

dently continues), but also synthesis of organic

substances as a result of the Fischer-Tropsch

reaction [202, 299] and similar abiotic processes

[110].

Abiogenie Synthesis

To understand the totality of these complex,

abiogenic, organochemical transformations which

occurred at some time on the Earth has been

rendered extremely difficult. Life originated and

developed luxurianhy on the surface of our

planet, where it forms a zone of life-the bi-

osphere. Within the limits of this zone, the

prebiochemical evolution of organic substances

under natural conditions cannot be directly
observed.

After emergence and further development of

life, an abrupt change of conditions on the

Earth's surface excluded any possibility of

prolonged evolution of organic substances in

the same ways that this evolution had occurred

during the abiotic epoch. If abiotic organic

substances could somehow now emerge, they

would quickly be destroyed, eaten by micro-

organisms which populate the soil, water, and

air everywhere. Charles Darwin pointed this out

in one of his letters [93]. No matter how para-

doxical it may sound, the main reason that life

originates on Earth is the fact that it has already

done so [367] (see, however, [262]). Since life

developed hundreds of millions of years ago,

the possibility is eliminated of studying abiogenic
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synthesesin a pureform undernaturalcondi-
tionsnotonlywithinlimitsof thebiosphere,but
alsoin themostancientdepositsof theEarth's
crust. Organicsubstancesof biogenicorigin
accumulatehere,resultingfrom the vital ac-
tivity of organisms-aprocesswhich is ex-
ceptionallyvigorousand completedat much
fasterratesthanabiogenicsynthesis.

Thebasicdifficultyis thattherearenoavail-
able chemicalmethodsto distinguishreliably
betweenbiogenicandabiogenicorganics.Only
a fewyearsago,the detectionof porphyrinsor
othercomplexorganiccompounds,notonlyon
the Earthbut on anyspaceobject,wascon-
sideredconvincingproofof thepresenceof life.
For example,in 1966Urey wroteconcerning
organicsubstancesfoundin carbonaceousme-
teorites:"evidently,it is safeto saythatif such
materialwouldhavebeenfoundon the Earth,
nobodywould have raisedthe questionof
biologicalorigin"[595].

This position has changedradically. At
present,not oneorganiccompounddiscovered
in ancientterrestrialdepositscould,by itself,
serveasareliableindicatorofitsbioticorabiotic
origin.Thisconcernstheisoprenoidsin partic-
ular,e.g.,pristaneor phytane, which at one time

Calvin [73] considered indicators of biologic

origin. These substances may be synthesized in

an abiogenic way [33]. The more ancient the rocks

which are studied, the clearer the indication of

abiotic processes should be. In a study of petro-

leum samples from different deposits, Robinson

noted that crude petroleum of more ancient

origin contains substances which lag far behind

biochemical compounds, but arise easily by

abiogenic means [477,478, 479].

However, this position is now far from being

universally convincing. The lack of reliable

chemical criteria for the biogenic or abiogenic

origin of natural organic substances has caused

serious arguments between proponents of the

mineral and biologic origin of petroleum [119,

209, 285, 286, 453, 454, 575, 598, 599]; both
viewpoints are extreme and cannot be considered

acceptable. It is understood that organic sub-

stances which are synthesized by organisms and

entered the composition of sedimentary rocks,

after having undergone a number of changes in

the process of geochemical decay and sec-

ondary synthesis, provide a beginning for the

formation of petroleum sources. It cannot be

denied that under the complex conditions of the

Earth's crust, numerous abiogenic syntheses

occurred (and continue), which are based on

mineral, catalytic processes for which both in-

organic forms of carbon as well as products of

the decay of modern and ancient organics have
been, and are, the initial raw material.

As life developed, biogenic processes acquired

increasingly greater importance during the

synthesis of organic substances; but in the

ancient periods of the Earth's existence, in

particular before the emergence of life, abio-

genic processes had an exclusive importance

and only later were obscured by biosynthesis.

From the viewpoint of the origin of life, organic
substances which formed in basic rocks could be

considered examples of inorganic synthesis that

are particularly interesting. Works on the geo-

chemistry of organic substances are reviewed

extensively in Organic Geochemistry [120], so
that only supplementation is needed with refer-

ences to the proposed inorganic syntheses.

Specific finds in this area are fully described in

the scientific literature; only summary mention
of them will be made here.

Kropotkin and Shakhvarstova [283] describe
petroleum occurrence in basic rocks of various

countries and regions-Cuba, Mexico, California,

South America, Turkey, New Caledonia, France,

Brazil, Australia, South America, and the Soviet

Union. Florovskaya et al [140, 143], give data
on the distribution of carbon substances in

different formations of the Earth's crust, includ-

ing magmatic rocks, pegmatites, and hydro-

thermal veins. There are important monographs

on hydrocarbon gases and bitumens in rocks of

the khibinite alkaline massif, on the inclusion of

organic substances in minerals, of carbonaceous

compounds in rocks or crystalline shields and of

the crystalline foundation of plates [141, 142,

245, 284, 428, 429]. Hydrocarbons from Lake

Trinidad asphalt and formations of Mount

Sorrel, which evidently do not have a biological

origin, are of great interest [446, 447]. Most of

these authors consider such finds proof of the

abiogenic origin of the organic compounds
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detected; but since there are no reliable chemical

features in the substances found, these con-

clusions are made only on the basis of geological

concepts and in certain instances can be inter-

preted otherwise.

Biogenie Synthesis

Solving the problem of emergence of life on

Earth involving attempts to trace the consecutive

stages of chemical evolution and its transforma-

tion into a biological form of organization appears

to be a good approach, and is on the same basis

as that which paleontologists follow to study the

Darwinian evolution of life. Such investigations

seek simpler forms of organic materials which

have been preserved in the more ancient zones

of the Earth's crust. The basic purpose of all

related work is to link the increasingly complex

chemical formation with the most primitive
forms of hfe. Serious difficulties are encountered

in this method. On the one hand, the assumption

is that the further back in paleontological time,

the more primitive will be the morphological
structure of the formations discovered. In

addition, many colloid substances which have

no relationship to life might, under artificial and

natural conditions, easily form structures which

externally are very similar to microorganisms.

The "artificial cells" of Herrera [215, 216] are

examples. This author mixed solutions of sulfo-

cyanates and formaldehyde, then fixed the col-
loids obtained with alcohol. Residues were

formed which even expert cytologists recognized

as fixed microorganisms belonging to various

classes of living substances. Therefore, in

examining the most ancient structural formations,

great care must be exercised to determine

whether they are residues of primitive organisms

or artifacts which originated from organic or

inorganic colloidal mixtures. On the other hand,

when any organic substances in the most ancient

deposits of the Earth's crust are discovered, it

can never be said with complete certainty

whether they originated abiogenically or are

products of the vital functioning of organisms

which might have lived at one time. Extensive

reviews are devoted to the most ancient fossils

[25, 75, 88, 261,487, 505, 619, 620].

Petrified remains of animals and plants pre-

served from the beginning of the Cambrian

period clearly picture the irreversible process

in development of the organic world, ongoing

continuously over 550 million years. Not long

ago, it was still thought that the paleontological

chronicle had been broken off during the Cam-

brian age, and that the remains of organisms

which had populated the Earth more than a half

billion years ago had not been preserved to the

present because the rocks which contained them

had been subjected to profound alterations and

metamorphosis which completely destroyed all

biological structures. However, it has been

possible recently to establish that in many places

on the Earth, for example in Sovthern Australia

and Africa, on such platforms as the Russian,

Siberian, and Chinese, and beneath layers with

the most ancient Cambrian complexes, there are

strata closely related to them which contain more
ancient fossil remains.

Investigation indicated that late Precambrian

life was a direct predecessor of the Cambrian.

The fossils discovered here point to the existence,

at that time, of not only a rich flora, but also

fauna, represented by comparatively highly de-

veloped unicellular as well as multicellular

organisms. In particular, in deposits 650 million

years old, in the region of Ediacara Hills (South

Australia), impressions and petrified fossils were

discovered of frozen embryonic jellyfish, soft

corals, platyhelminthes and other extinct forms

of animals [171, 173, 178]. In the Precambrian

deposits of the USSR and China, Vologdin found

the most primitive needles of silicon sponges,

impressions of worms, and so forth [619]. How-

ever, in deeper layers with an age of 800-1000

million years, animal remains are not present,

but, in contrast, the vegetative world is repre-

sented by numerous fragments and accumula-

tions of varied algae and spores of primitive

plants [23, 171].

Stromatolitic Periods

All periods preceding the Proterozoic were

evidently an era of bacteria and algae, the most

important of which were the so-called stromato-

litic formative periods. Stromatolites are unique
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limestoneformationsin the form of relatively
rectilinearcupolasconsistingof a numberof
conesbuiltontopofoneanother.Theyareprod-
uctsofthevitalactivityofancientphotosynthesiz-
ing organisms,principallyblue-greenalgae[172,
198,259,492,618].Early stromatolite-formers
playedanessentialrolein thegradualenrichment
of theEarth'satmospherewithoxygen.However,
in theirinitialexistence,theoxygentheyformed
did not necessarilygo into theatmospherebut
couldhavebeenentirelyabsorbedby chemo-
syntheticironbacteriaalsopresentin the stro-
matolite,whichwereinsymbiosiswiththeblue-
greenalgae.As a resultof seasonalfluctuation,
a laminatedstructureof stromatolitesformedin
whichlimestonealternateswith iron hydroxide
[621].

Depositsof limestonesecretedby organisms
whichhavebeenfoundin theSaharaareclassified
asthebeginningofstromatolites,whichareabout
1.5billionyearsold[42,181].Formationssimilar
to thestromatoliteswerefoundbyMacGregorin
dolomiteseriesof SouthernRhodesia[317],
with agedeterminedat 2.7billionyears[363].
Actualremainsof organisms were not present.

The conclusion that these formations developed

from algae is based only on external similarity

to stromatolites. However, it is completely

possible that the producers of limestone secretion

in Rhodesia had no definite morphological struc-

ture but were only masses of abiogenic colloidal

material or probionts which preceded life.

The most representative accumulation of

fossil remains of authentic organisms of the Pre-

cambrian period were discovered in layers of
black shale near the foundation of Gunflint iron

ore deposits around Lake Ontario [23, 27, 86, 90,

586], whose age has been estimated at 1.9 billion

years [243]. Numerous unicellular and colonial

forms were detected (both branched and un-

branched), which closely resemble modern blue-

green algae. Numerous spherical formations re-

sembling spores, as well as the remains of

organisms are found which have no similarity to

modern living creatures. Bacterialike formations,

in particular, similar to modern iron bacteria,

were also discovered electron-microscopically

with the aid of the replica method [506].

The Sudan formation (Minnesota, USA)

belongs to carbon-rich ancient sedimentary

formations, with an age of about 2.7 billion years

[16]. Structures which might be taken for the

remains of algae or bacteria were found here in

gray pyrite globules, but these could be simply

structures of abiogenic colloidal material [89].

Even more ancient finds (3.1 billion years old)

were found in Fig Tree deposits (Eastern Trans-

vaal). Although the fossil forms found here are

very sparse, nevertheless some of them recall

modern small bacteria when shown singly on

replicas [26]. Barghorn called them Eubacterium

isolatum. However, there is no certainty that
these formations are true fossils and not artifacts.

Thus, Rutten [487] cautiously suggested calling

them "organized elements." There is even more
doubt about the carbon structures found in the

Onverwacht deposits (approximate age-3.7

billion years) [126,360].

All the material presented on the development

of life before the Cambrian age shows that it

took place according to the same principle (from

simple to complex) as during the later epochs

which have been well studied by paleontologists.

The forms of life discovered are simpler and more

uniform the further back in time one goes. During

the late Precambrian age, life was represented by

various muhicellular creatures, by both plants

and animals (Ediacara Hills). A flourishing

development of stromatolite producers-blue-

green algae and bacteria- was found in the earlier

epoch of the Proterozoic (1-1.5 billion years ago).

During the Gunflint epoch, various representa-

tives of these organisms were both unicellular

and confervoid in shape. However, at the begin-

ning of the Archean era, there were evidently

only unicellular forms. Much earlier finds-

"organized elements" - may have represented

probionts or even accumulations of abiogenic

colloidal material. Thus, the beginning of life

is considered a transition from the preceding

chemical evolution to a biological one.

Molecular Paleontology

It is tempting to link those investigations based

only on morphological data with a chemical

study-the so-called "molecular paleontology."
Such investigation in the area of molecular
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paleontologyhasbeguncomparativelyrecently,
butnumerousworksalreadyexistin thescientific
literature in which both the oldestdeposits
mentionedabove,as well as the manyother
formationsof laterorigin,havebeensubjected
to detailedchemicalanalysisfor thepurposeof
establishingthe intramolecularstructureof the
organicsubstancescontainedwithinthem[3,23,
34,37,48,66,67,68,74,116,119,160,187,197,
227,228,250,336,406,432,455,500,519,520,
521,522].In this way,manyclassesof organic
compoundshavebeensubjectedto analysis:
carbons,fats,aminoacids,withspecial,,,_ "a._ntlon
paidto hydrocarbonsasthe substanceswhich
havebeenpreservedfor thelongesttime.

In Chemical Evolution [75, 76], Calvin sum-

marizes extensively works on the molecular

paleontology of hydrocarbons, giving the results

of analyses with gas chromatography and mass

spectroscopy of many hydrocarbons extracted

from comparatively ancient objects:

Site Age, years
San Joaquin petroleum 30 million
Green River shale 60 million
Nonesuch ancient rocks 1 billion
Gunflint 1.9 billion
Sudan 2.7 billion
Fig Tree 3.1 billion
Onverwacht deposits 3.7 billion

Various compounds related to normal hydro-

carbons, isoalkanes, anti-isoalkanes, cyclo-

hexylalkanes, isoprenoids, and polycyclic iso-

prenoids were found in these deposits.

Isoprenoid phytane (C19) and pristane (C20)

were given particular attention since they were

once considered substances of exclusively bio-

logical origin similar to the so-called biological

markers. However, it has since become known

that these isoprenoids may also originate in

abiogenic reactions and even in space objects.

In general, it is not known at present if the

molecular structure alone of such hydrocarbon

compounds may be reliable proof of their bio-

genic origin. In order to discover the biogenic or
abiogenic nature of hydrocarbon mixtures which

have been isolated from objects of various geo-

logical age, Calvin uses the following approach.

For modern living creatures, it is charac-

teristic that they synthesize organic sub-

stances selectively. Of a large number of

thermodynamically possible isomers in the

process of biological metabohsm, only very

few are synthesized, and that is determined

by the specificity of the action of enzymes.
In analyzing hydrocarbon mixtures which

have been obtained from known biological

objects, gas chromatograms are produced

with clearly pronounced sharp peaks, each

of which corresponds to a specific compound.
In contrast, a nonspecific formation of all

possible isomers might be expected during

inorganic syntheses. Thu_, the gas chromato-

gram of such a complex mixture would be

expected to have the appearance of a con-
tinuous curve characteristic of the statistical

distribution of hydrocarbons.

Such a chromatogram is actually produced from

a mixture of hydrocarbons generated in carbide

solution in hydrochloric acid [229] c_r during a

spark discharge in methane. A similar continuous

chromatogram is also characteristic of the natural

abiogenic hydrocarbons of Lake Trinidad and

the formation of Montsorrel [447].

The specificity of hydrocarbons found in ancient

rocks could, conceivably, confirm convincingly

their biological origin [336]; however, the total

fraction of alkanes obtained in a Fischer-Tropsch

reaction, i.e., by abiogenic means, also gives a

gas chromatogram with clearly pronounced dis-

crete peaks for hydrocarbons, which might be

judged as biogenic. Calvin obtained data on the

composition and properties of hydrocarbon mix-

tures isolated from comparatively young deposits

(San Joaquin and the Green River) of clearly

biogenic origin, and uses these data as the

standard of biological formation for more ancient

formations as well. In particular, he believes

indicators of biogenic nature are: the discrete

character of the chromatogram; prevalence of

p-alkanes with an odd number of hydrocarbon

atoms; interrelationship of cyclic and open

isoprenoid chains; presence of pristane and

phytane; and others.

This similarity with the younger rocks is

obvious for the shales of Nonesuch and Gunflint,

but the matter is slightly more complex because

the Sudan and the Fig Tree shales did not reveal

any predominance of "odd" over "even" hydro-
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carbons.In addition,Or6andNoonerdiscovered
herethepresenceof the isoprenoidC17,which
is lackingin the youngerdepositsof biological
origin(forwhichtherearebiochemicalreasons);
but thishydrocarbonis formedin theFischer-
Tropschreaction[405].Thisraisesdoubtabout
thebiologicaloriginoftheFigTreehydrocarbons,
althoughthe discoverythereof opticallyactive
aminoacidsfavorstheir biogenicorigin [298].
Finally, there is a comparativelycontinuous
chromatogramfor theextractsfromtheOnver-
wachtdeposits,saturatedwith hydrocarbons,
whichis characteristicof abiogenicallysynthe-
sizedsubstances[318].

These studies in molecularpaleontology,
despitetheir significance,unfortunatelycannot
providea clearpictureof molecularevolutionor
the processof makingorganicsubstancesmore
complex.Thiswasaccomplishedin theearliest
periodsoftheEarth'sexistencewhichledtothe
emergenceof thoseancientorganismswhose
residueswenowdiscoverindeepdepositsofthe
Earth's crust. Model experiments,however,
whichrevealthe chemicalpotentialof organic
substancesinvariousdegreesofcomplexity,and
thepossiblerealizationof thesepotentialsunder
conditionsnear thosewhich existedon the
primitiveEarth,willhelpin solvingthisproblem.

MODELTESTSFORREPRODUCING
ABIOGENICSYNTHESIS

Manyworksatpresentonlaboratoryabiogenic
synthesesof organicsubstancesleadtothesub-
sequentcomplicationof thesesubstancesand,
thus,tomodelingofthoseprocesseswhichmight
lie at the basisof chemicalevolution,which
precededlife on Earth. Summariesof these
articlesare in recentmonographs,collections,
and reviewarticles[71,75,122,148,261,263,
305,320,381,421,438,450,511],andcharacterize
chemical and thermodynamicpotentialsin
carbonaceouscompoundsfromthemostprimitive
representativesto the mostcomplexpolymers.
Thesepotentialshaveremainedunchangedboth
in thepastandpresent,butdevelopeddifferently
undervariedconditions.Therefore,in themodel
tests, thereis normallyconsiderableeffort to
reproduceconditionswhichsupposedlyexisted

on the primitive Earth. However,abiogenic
synthesesof biologicallyimportantsubstances
couldtakeplacewithinverywidelimitsof these
conditions,in particularat the first stagesof
chemicalevolution.Forexample,c_-amino acids

are formed in different gaseous mixtures, with

varied energy sources on various space objects.

As further evolution moved toward complication

of organic compounds, the effect of the external

conditions was evermore significant; and in

different local areas of the Earth's surface, this

evolution proceeded differently. It is generally

possible now to enumerate those general condi-

tions which must always be taken into considera-

tion in attempts to reproduce, in model tests,
abiogenic syntheses of primary organic sub-

stances on the surface of the still lifeless Earth.

Initial carbonaceous compounds. The Earth,

during its formation, obtained a significant

reserve of abiogenic organic substances of

varying degrees of complexity which originated

in space. Some, of course, were subjected to

pyrolysis during the process of warming of the

Earth's interior, and the gaslike products of this

pyrolysis were sublimated onto the Earth's

surface and entered the composition of the

secondary (preactualistic) atmosphere, and par-

tially the hydrosphere of our planet [346].

These gaslike products were CH4, CO2, CO, N2,

NH3, H20, and H2, which in one combination

or another, serve principally as the starting

material for model abiogenic syntheses. Processes

which occur in an aqueous medium are studied

in smaller dimensions. These investigations are

frequently connected to more complex organic

compounds which originated on the basis of the

primary abiogenic syntheses. The possible abio-

genic syntheses which could have taken place in

the Earth's crust as a result of catalytic reactions,

for example the Fischer-Tropsch reaction, have

been even more poorly reproduced [204,642].
Reductive conditions on the surface of the pre-

actualistic Earth. The Earth's atmosphere was

devoid of free oxygen for a long time, which is

shown by the geologic data presented [486]. This

is confirmed by anaerobic processes being the

basis for the energetic metabolism of all modern

living creatures. Oxygen-respiration units in

aerobes were added on to these processes later
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[51, 321,368], "Amongall naturalsystems,"
correctlywroteTsukerkendlandPoling,"only
living matterdiffersby the fact that, in spite
of the very essentialtransformationswhichit
hasundergone,it preservesbymeansof record-
ing withinits ownorganization,a largequantity
of informationwhichreflectsits history"[581].
Analysisof themodernorganizationoflife shows
convincinglythat its beginningswere under
anaerobicconditions.

Source of energy needed for syntheses. Inter-

action of organic substances could occur under

the preactualistic conditions of the Earth spon-

taneously, due to fundamental potential energy

or in conjugate reactions. In particular, this is

probable under conditions of the Earth's crust at

increased temperature and in the presence of

corresponding catalysts [43, 110]. However, ex-

ternal sources of energy must have played an

important role in the organochemical syntheses

of that time. Shortwave ultraviolet rays, which
reach the Earth's surface due to the absence of

an ozone screen in the atmosphere of that time,

are predominant [103, 186, 345, 425, 445, 577].

Later, according to Calvin, radioactive emissions

of a number of elements and in particular of

4°K (in which the primitive Earth crust was very

rich [572] ) must have been an important source

of energy for the abiogenic syntheses. A number

of authors have achieved the synthesis of many

biologically important substances by bombarding

a mixture of primitive gases with very high-energy

electrons and, in this manner, simulating radia-

tion by 4°K [73, 164,410, 443]. In this connection,

radiation of uranium and thorium might also have

played an important role both in syntheses in the

Earth's crust and in the hydrosphere [357, 450].

The energy of electrical discharges in the

Earth's atmosphere, although relatively small,

has been most widely used to this day for abio-

_enic syntheses. This form of energy was first

used in Miller's basic tests [339], then in different

variations by others [1, 185, 219, 396, 425].

Biologically important compounds also form dur-

ing simple heating of exhaust gases and solutions

[190, 192, 193, 316, 392, 402, 404]. Undoubtedly,

such local heating took place in the primitive

Earth on a wide scale, and to a great degree,

continues in volcanic activity and hydrothermal

phenomena. To these basic sources of energy, it

is possible to add the shock wave in gas during

the fall of meteorites [182, 221] and ultrasonic

waves which can be an aqueous medium [123,

124, 125, 545].

Decomposition of organic substances. The

decomposition of organic substances as well as

the synthesis must have been caused by such

energy. Thermodynamic equilibrium is eventually

established but does not work to the advantage

of synthesis. For example, calculations for the

surface layer of ocean waters subject to pro-

longed action of shortwave ultraviolet light would

indicate that during onset of thermodynamic

equilibrium only negligible amounts of organic

substances could be preserved [533]. However,

under natural conditions, thermodynamic equi-
librium could not become established on the

Earth's surface because of a continuous displace-

ment of substances synthesized in one place to

another. For example, under hydrospheric con-

ditions, these substances easily pass from the

decomposing action of shortwave rays to deeper

layers of the water and become absorbed in

ground particles, and so forth [379]. Therefore, an

indispensable condition for model tests is dis-

placement of substances which are synthesized in

one place and accumulate in another. This condi-

tion was met in Miller's device [339], in the syn-

thesis of proteinoids by Fox [149], and in Young

and Ponnamperuma's model tests [652].

Abiogenic Synthesis of Biomonomers

Various organic substances have been synthe-

sized in laboratory tests-sugars, fats, organic

alcohols, aldehydes, acids, and a number of

heterocyclic compounds. Particular attention

was paid to the formation of biomonomers, i.e.,

those molecules which are component parts of

biologically important polymers-proteins and

nucleic acids. Some are amino acids, purine and

pyrimidine bases, nucleosides and nucleotides.
Amino acids. Amino acids are formed from

primitive gases more easily than any other
biomonomers. In particular, this means that a-

amino acids are synthesized in significantly

larger quantities than /3-compounds (for ex-

ample,/3-alanine) [192,316,339,340, 341]. Amino
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acids, which are not incorporated in proteins

(and mentioned in connection with the Australian

meteorite [296, 297]) are synthesized in even

smaller quantities. Several chemical means for

their abiogenic formation have been proposed in

the literature. Miller proposed a cyanohydrin

mechanism, which is confirmed by the presence

of aldehydes and HCN in its reaction products.

Ponnamperuma and Weller [452] show a-

aminonitrile as an intermediate reaction product.

Sanchez et al [494] grant that cyanoacetylene

plays an important role; they emphasize the lead-

ing role of oligomers of HCN, like other authors

[2, 190, 334, 335].

Experiments were carried out in modeling

abiogenic synthesis in a mixture of gases of CH4,
NH3, HzO and H2, in certain cases with the

exclusion of H2 or with the addition of CO, COs,

N2, ethane (in place of CH4) or H2S. With this

method, the following amino acids were syn-

thesized: cysteine, serine, threonine, c_-amino-

butyric acid, N-methylglycine (sarcosine), as-

paragine, asparaginic acid, glycine, alanine,

/3-alanine, glutamic acid, valine, leucine, iso-

leucine, alloisoleucine, lysine, phenylalanine,

and tyrosine [84, 104,397,424, 427,580]. There
are other works in the literature where the

synthesis of amino acids was carried out in an

aqueous medium with the use of other types of

compounds (for example, HCHO, HCN, NH4CL,

NH_-, NOg, formamide, paraformaldehyde,

malonic acid and urea, N-acetylglycine, and so

forth [19, 112, 147, 201, 218, 274, 364, 415, 426,

472, 530, 531 ] ).

Components of nucleic acids. In the synthesis
of purines and pyrimidines, achievements are

less significant than successes with the synthesis

of amino acids. In an experiment simulating the

primitive Earth atmosphere, Ponnamperuma et al

discovered adenine after irradiating a mixture

of CH4, NH3, H20 and H2 by an electron beam

[443]. No other purine or pyrimidine bases have

been synthesized under these conditions, which

is interesting to compare with the preeminent

position of adenine in all biological systems.
Molecular orbital calculations indicate that

adenine, of all nucleic bases, has the most

resonance energy [459], which, of course, makes

its abiogenic synthesis highly probable.

Or6 was the first to report on adenine synthesis

in 1960 [392]; this work was illustrated in more

detail in subsequent publications [402, 403] and

confirmed by Lowe et al [316]. The synthesis was

carried out under moderate heating (from 30 ° to

100 ° C) of a mixture of hydrogen cyanide, am-

monia, and water. Or6 and others studied the

mechanism of this reaction and showed that this

condensation occurs through aminomalonitrile

(a trimer of HCN) and diaminomalonitrile, or 4-

amino-4-cyanoimidazole, (a tetramer of HCN)
[129,402,495,496]. Adenine, like another nucleic

purine, guanine, was synthesized during irradia-

tion of a weak solution of HCN by UV light [436].

Both these purines are reaction products of 4-

amino-4-cyanoimidazole with HCN or cyanogen

in an aqueous solution [493, 495], which empha-

sizes the great importance of HCN in primary

abiogenic syntheses. Of the three pyrimidines-

cytosine, uracil, and thymine-the first two were

obtained in model tests, which simulated primitive

Earth conditions to some degree.

Uracil was synthesized during heating of malic

acid, urea, and polyphosphoric acid up to 130 ° C

[156]. Or6 shows the formation of uracil during

heating of urea with acrylonitrile [397]. Sanchez

et al discovered the formation of cytosine during

the heating of ethylenedinitrile in an aqueous

solution of KCN [494]. In a number of these

syntheses, other bases were also detected which

normally do not enter the compositions of nucleic

acids- hypoxanthine, diaminopurine, and

xanthine [493].

The carbon components of nucleotides - ribose

and 2-deoxyribose-have been synthesized under

conditions similar to primitive [159, 323, 399].

Ponnamperuma et al were able to carry out

fusion of nucleotide components in an aqueous

medium by using ethyl metaphosphate. The

syntheses were made in aqueous solutions of

adenine, adenosine, and adenylic acid of ribose

and ethyl metaphosphate; mixtures were illumi-

nated by ultraviolet light with a wavelength of

2537 _ at 40 ° C. In this way, conversion of

adenine into adenosine, adenosine into AMP,

AMP into ADP, and finally ADP into ATP was

established [441,444, 449]. Even more promising

results were obtained by the use of ionizing

radiation [436]. There are also other indications
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of model tests on the synthesisof varied
nucleosidesand nucleotides[31,244,622]and
becauseof the importantroleof polyphosphates
in modeltests,otherworksshouldbementioned
[20,292,343,344,439,466,507,508,510,512].

Other monomer substances. The possibility of

abiogenic synthesis of other biologically signifi-

cant compounds has been demonstrated in
model tests on a much smaller scale than for

amino acids and nucleic components. The

syntheses of fatty acids [10, 164, 552] might be

indicated here-imidazole heterocyclics [532],

isoprenoids [357], and porphyfin [!28, 226, 279,
280, 576]. The latter are of great interest to

researchers because of their importance in the

syntheses of chlorophyll and cytochromes.

Optically inactive (racemic) mixtures of organic

substances are formed in all abiogenic syntheses

in model tests. In contrast, the biogenically

formed compounds are always optically active

[166], which has attracted attention since the time

of Pasteur. At present, asymmetrical syntheses

are carried out in the laboratory under the action

of circularly polarized ultraviolet light [287] and

on the surface of nonsymmetrical quartz crystals

[39, 578, 579]. However, Wald doubts that any

of the indicated abiogenic factors may create

conditions for the emergence of stable asymmetry.

In his opinion, this could occur not during the

synthesis of monomers, but particularly during

the process of higher order structures forming;

for example, during selection of proteins and

polypeptides which form spirals. The problem

of asymmetry has been extensively studied [8,

191,264, 265, 266,476].

Abiogenic Synthesis of Biopolymers

The evolutionary step toward the emergence

of life following the formation of polymers was

their uniting into biopolymers, in particular, into

compounds similar to proteins and nucleic acids,

which are exceptionally important in organiza-

tion of living substances [30, 121]. In a number

of modern model tests, this association has been

carried out by means of dehydration condensa-

tion, in which two methods are used to verify
the possibility of such condensation under

primitive Earth conditions.

The first method uses high temperatures in

corresponding nonaqueous solutions; and the

second, in searching for compounds whose flee

energy (also whose affinity for water) might

enable them to carry out dehydration condensa-

tion of amino acids or mononucleotides even in

diluted aqueous solutions. Basically, attention

will be concentrated here on model abiogenic

syntheses of polypeptides and polynucleotides,

although there are similar experiments in the

syntheses of polyglycosides, melanine, and so

forth [44]. There are extensive summaries of the

abiogenic synthesis of biopolymers [75, 261].

Polypeptides and Proteinlike Substances

Fox et al, simulating volcanic conditions,

heated a mixture of 18 amino acids to 170 ° C on

a piece of lava for 6 h. An excess amount of di-

carboxylic amino acids melted the mixture until

it was carbonized. Heating, also in the presence

of polyphosphates, permitted reducing the heating

temperature to 100 ° C [155, 158, 194]. Under this

temperature, an amber-colored polymer formed

with molecular weight of several thousands (from

5000 to 10 000) which contains all amino acids

used in the test typical of protein (it lost its optical

activity, however). Fox called this polymer pro-
teinoid because a number of features were

similar to proteins.

Two very interesting properties of proteinoids

were revealed in later studies: first, a high internal

molecular uniformity which is repeated by the

coherence of amino acid residues (which will be

treated in more detail later); and second, a com-

pletely, although weakly, detectable experi-

mentally enzymatic activity (catalysis of hydroly-

sis, decarboxylation, amination, and deamination)

[150, 151, 152]. Among numerous works on the

synthesis of polypeptides in an aqueous medium,

these should be noted: polycondensation of

glycine during its heating in an aqueous solution

of ammonia [541], during T-irradiation of N-acetyl-

glycine [112], during thermal treatment of solu-

tions of ammonia cyanide [316], during heating

of the mixture of HCN, NH3 [271, 335], during

polymerization of aminoacetonitrile [7, 8, 189,

473], cyanamide [448, 501,550] and dicyanamide

[183, 548, 549, 5511.
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The sequencein whichaminoacid residues
areboundin a polypeptidechainis a very im-
portantproblemin thesynthesisof polypeptides
andproteinlikecompounds.In modernbiological
synthesisof proteins,this sequence,whichis
characteristicof eachindividualprotein(pri-
marystructure),is determinedby the nucleic
code,but,asshown,evenduringFox'sthermal
synthesis,a certainconstantorderof proximity
of aminoacidswascreatedin the absenceof
nucleicacids[153,194].Steinman[547]attached
the first aminoacidin therow to granulesof a
high-molecularpolymer(chlormethylatedpoly-
styrol)and,in that way,obtaineda resin to
whichoneaminoacid wasattached.He then
studiedtherelativeeffectivenessof attachingto
it a numberof otheraminoacids,with a pro-
tectedaminogroup.After determiningexperi-
mentally the yields of differentdipeptides,
Steinmancomparedtheseresultsto therateof
aminoacidpairsasdefinedin the"atlasof pro-
teinstructures"[95,96,523]in modernproteins,
andfounda significantconformity.

In Chemical Evolution ([76], p. 175), Calvin

comments on this subject: "There are reasons to

suppose that the mechanism which determines

the sequence of amino acids in polypeptides

includes some component for which the presence

of a code system was at first not necessary." He

then gives a model for a reproduction system of a

polypeptide without a matrix based on control

from the growing end [582]. It is interesting to

compare these views with the remarkable syn-

thesis of cyclopeptide (gramicidin S) carried out

by Lipmann in the absence of a nucleic code

[314, 315].

Nucleic Acids

The possibility of synthesizing nucleic acids in

vitro has been shown [180, 275]. However, these

syntheses may take place only in the presence of

a corresponding specific enzyme, therefore

cannot serve as a model for abiogenic processes

on the primitive Earth. The probability of such a

synthesis was first mentioned by Schramm [508]

in his works with polyphosphorus ether. It was

later shown that cytidine-phosphate may con-

dense into oligonucleotides with the aid of poly-

phosphoric acid [513]. The capacity of carbo-

diimide to induce the formation of di- and tri-

nucleotides from a mixture of nucleosides and

nucleotides in dilute.aqueous solution was shown

in model tests, which more closely approximated

conditions of the primary Earth [352, 567, 568,

569]. Thus, current model tests on abiogenic

synthesis of organic substances under conditions

which simulate primordial Earth permit (with

great probabihty) imagining the sequential course

of chemical evolution from the simplest carbon

compounds to high-polymer substances from

which were formed those "organized elements"

or primitive organisms whose residues are dis-

covered in deposits of the Earth's crust. At this

stage of the development of matter, the transition

from chemical evolution to biological evolution

occurred on our planet when individual whole

systems-living organisms-separated from the

homogeneous solution of organic substances. A

concept of this transition can be formed by com-

paring modern data of comparative biochemistry

[138] to laboratory models.

MODEL TESTS WITH

INDIVIDUAL OPEN SYSTEMS

Life on Earth is now represented by various

organisms-individual complete systems with a

specific complex structure and metabolism, and a

definite order for mutually compatible bio-

chemical reactions. Naturally, such complex

systems could not arise suddenly in the simple,

more or less homogeneous, aqueous solution of

the hydrosphere, in the so-called "primordial

soup." The systems must have been preceded

by much simpler formations which, in the evolu-

tionary process, gradually acquired newer and

newer features of organization specific only to

the hving world [380]. First and foremost, they

must have acquired the capacity to counteract

the growth of entropy-a characteristic of all

hving creatures. Second, there must be a mecha-

nism for adaptation to existence under given
conditions of an external environment. In fact,

all parts of the organism (its molecules, cellular

organoids, and organs) must adapt to the func-

tions they carry out in the process of living. Third

and finally, there must be a special, perfected

form of preserving transmission of information

-":_UCIBILITY OF THE

'. :;AGE IS POOR
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based on the intramolecular organization of high-

polymer compounds.

At first glance, it seems that the capacity of

living organisms to counteract the growth of

entropy contradicts the second law of thermo-

dynamics [38], although this apparent contradic-

tion is known. This was solved by Schroedinger

(descriptively, although not completely accu-

rately), who showed that the living organism

"attempts" in a way "negative entropy" due to

the external environment. In this way, the local

reduction of entropy in any individually viewed

living object is compensated for by increased

entropy in the surrounding environment. Actu-

ally, this matter is much more complex within

organisms. But in order to carry out even such

a simplified arrangement, an organism-and-

environment complex is necessary, that is the

most primitive formation of phase relationships in

a homogeneous solution [325,418, 419, 471]. The

emergence of multiple phases, separation from

the starting uniform solution by individual sys-

tems which have separated from the surrounding

medium by definite interfaces, is extremely wide-

spread in nature and constantly encountered

during laboratory studies. Without doubt, such

separation on a vast scale also occurred repeatedly
on the surface of a lifeless Earth.

In different sections of the hydrosphere with

varied chemical composition and natural condi-

tions, countless variegated individual systems

could form, which would differ greatly from

modern living creatures [72]. Numerous models

of such phase-separated systems cannot only be

imagined, but also reproduced in laboratory tests.

For example, Goldacre [176] described the forma-

tional process for small closed vesicles which are

contained in a protein-lipoid membrane on the

surface of modern bodies of water. They emerged

simply because of the effect of wind on protein-

lipid film which had formed from products of

decomposed bodies of modern organisms which

had collected on the surface of the water [98].

In essence, these are simply sections of water

removed from the surrounding environment by

a definite interface. Even in such simple systems,

conditions are created for potential independent
interaction with the external environment

[21, 97, 99, 413, 414].

In another example, Fox dissolved proteinoids

produced by heating a mixture of amino acids in

hot water. After cooling this solution, there was a

formation of numerous microscopic spherules

2-7 /zm in diameter, which he called micro-

spheres. These proteinoid microspheres have an

electron-microscopic structure, particularly a

double membrane, with a number of biologically

interesting properties [149, 153, 651]. Bahadur,

the Indian scientist, observed the synthesis of

polymers in sunlight. In his tests under sterile

conditions, small spherical bodies which had

separated from the surrounding solution were

formed with an external shape, internal structure,

and a number of other properties which, in his

opinion, make them like living organisms. Thus,

he called them "jeewanu," which translated from

Sanskrit means "particles of life" [18, 19].

In working with such artificial systems which

automatically separate from solution, particular

attention is often paid to their external morpho-

logic similarity to living objects. The problem of

counteracting the growth of entropy in phase-

separated systems is not to be solved by this, but

by interaction with the surrounding medium-as

open systems do, whose thermodynamics differ

principally from classical thermodynamics. The

thermodynamics and kinetics of open systems

have been well-developed [70, 353, 416, 417, 456,

457, 4581.

In closed systems (on which classical thermo-

dynamics was principally developed), only sub-

stances included in the system are capable of

chemical reaction. The constancy of the system's

properties is characterized by a state of equilib-

rium in which the reaction rate goes in one direc-

tion equal to the rate of the reverse reaction. A

thermodynamic criterion of this equilibrium is

the minimum role of free energy and the maxi-

mum importance of entropy (in other words, its

transition to the most probable of all possible

states). Spontaneous processes in a closed sys-

tem are not capable of transferring to a less prob-

able state; that is, they can only keep the entropy

of the system constant or increase it, depending
on whether reversible or irreversible processes

are being dealt with. When the entropy in the

system increases, equilibrium is absent. On the

contrary, during the onset of equilibrium, the rate
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of increaseof entropyis equalto zero.Con-
versely,in anopen system, substances entering
from the external medium are balanced somehow

by chemical compounds returning to the external

medium. Therefore, the constancy of such an

open system is not characterized by thermo-

dynamic equilibrium (as observed in closed

systems), but by the onset of a steady state in

which rate is achieved unilaterally by the chemi-

cal changes going on and the diffusion of sub-

stances into and out of the system.

Thermodynamic equilibrium and the steady

state are similar in that in both, the system

preserves its properties constant in time. A
radical difference is that generally there are not

changes of the free energy during equilibrium

(aF=0), but during the steady state, this

happens continuously, at a constant rate (aF=

const). Thus, the steady state is not constant

because the free energy is at a minimum (as

during the formation of a crystal), but because

the system constantly receives free energy from
the external medium in an amount which com-

pensates for its decrease internally. The kinetics

of the processes in open systems are also complex

and unique. This is particularly important in the

study of living objects, inasmuch as they are

chemical open systems in which, for example, the

introduction of a catalyst changes not only the

reaction rate, but also the steady-state con-

centrations of components (hydrodynamic model

[69], chemical models [101,220, 417, 420] ).

To solve the problem of reproducing systems

which have the capacity to counteract the

growth of entropy, it is important that models

for this purpose pass easily from the static to a

steady, continuous state characteristic of open
systems [377]. The most promising (but not the

only possible) models in this regard may be co-

acervate droplets produced at the beginning of

the 1930s by Bungenberg-de-Jong which were

studied later in detail [45, 46, 60, 61, 62, 63]. In

initial tests, dilute aqueous solutions of gelatin

were mixed with gum arabic, and observed under

normal temperature and acidity. Droplets visible

under an optical microscope, in which the mole-

cules of both polymers had concentrated, sepa-

rated by phase from this solution, while they

were lacking entirely in the surrounding solution.

A number of subsequent investigations showed

that the coacervate droplets might be formed

from various substances, especially from organic

polymers and lipoids.

Coaeervate Systems

About 200 examples of cohcervate systems

formed from varied proteins, nucleic acids,

polyglycosides, phosphatides, chlorophyll, and

so forth, are given by Yevreinova in Concentration

of Substances and the Action of Enzymes in

Coacervates [646]. In the formation of coacer-

vates, the degree of polymerization of the sub-

stances chosen is of great importance. They can

be obtained not only from natural biochemical

compounds, but also from artificial polymers, for

example, polyadenine and polylysine [370, 385].

The volume of droplets (from 5 to several thou-

sand 10 -12 cm 3) fluctuates greatly as a function
of the components and coacervation conditions

selected. The concentration of polymers in the

droplets exceeds their concentration in the

starting solutions by many tens and hundreds of

times. The study of droplets in interference,

ultraviolet, or electron microscopes, reveals a

certain structure and a clearly pronounced ex-

ternal interface (surface film) [386, 643, 644, 645,

647, 6481.
Coacervate droplets can selectively adsorb and

concentrate interiorly different substances from

the surrounding solution (dyes, amino acids,

monon.ucleotides, and so forth [649]). A colloidal-

chemical study of cellular protoplasm shows that
it and a number of its structures are found in the

coacervate state lying between salts and gels [311,

312, 319, 515]. By including different catalysts

(particularly enzymes) in the coacervate droplets,
a number of varied reactions can be obtained

(oxide reduction, polymerization, photochemical

transformation, and so forth) because of sub-

stances entering from the external medium.

Thus, substances of the external medium, under-

going chemical changes, either accumulate in

the drops as polymers or are destroyed (freeing

the energy enclosed in them), while products of

their decomposition are liberated to the external
medium. A continuous stream of substances is

thus created through the droplets which simulate
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biologicalmetabolisminanelementaryform.The
droplets,interactingwith the externalmedium
accordingto type of opensystems,takeon a
dynamicstabilityor a capacityfor prolonged
existence.Undercertainconditions,theyeven
increasein volumeandweight,whichcanbe
directly observedunder a microscopeand
establishedby chemicalanalysis(specifically,
thiswasobservedin thesynthesisof amylosein
protein-glycosyliccoacervatesor of polyadenine
in protein-nucleicdroplets)[370,377,382,383,
387,420,422,516,518].

In coacervatedropletsin whichseveralinter-
combinedreactionstakeplace,themorecom-
pletethe unionof thecatalystsincludedin the
droplets,the fasterthe dropletswill grow.In
comparingthe growthcurvesof twodifferently
organizedkindsof dropsin the samemedium,
the moreperfectdropsgrow accordingto a
rapidlyrisingcurve,whilethe lessperfectones
aresuppressedthenhaltedin growth[384,597].
Thesetestsmadeit possibleto demonstratethe
rudimentsof a newlaw-prebiologicalnatural
selectionof thepredecessorsof life probionts-
whichoriginatedat sometimeonthesurfaceof
theEarth.Thesecondofcharacteristicproperties
of life couldhavearisenonlyonthebasisof this
law-the "expediency"adaptabilityof a living
systemto conditionsofits existenceandadapta-
bility of its parts (molecules,organoids,and
organs)tothefunctionscarriedoutbythemin the
lifeprocess.

In the scientificliterature,the widespread
conceptof the initialformationof livingsystems
is still encountered.Theremustbe organized
andfunctionalnucleicacidsandproteinswithin
theaqueoussolutionof theEarth'shydrosphere.
Anautomaticcollectionoftheirmoleculeswould
thenhaveled to theformationof primaryorga-
nismssimilartotheassemblingofamachinefrom
previouslymanufacturedparts [347,348].Such
aconceptechoesformermechanisticviewswhich
liken the organismto a machine.Theadapta-
bility of a machinepart to the workit carries
out is apt, becausethe partwasmanufactured
accordingto a previouslythought-outplanor
drawing.It is in nowaypossibletoimaginehow,
in the absenceof sucha plan,polymerscould
havebeenformedwith a molecularstructure

gearedto carryingout specificfunctionsin the
completelivingsystemsformedfromthem.

This adaptabilitycouldoriginateonly as a
resultof naturalselectionwhichonlycomplete,
phase-separated,opensystemscouldhaveunder-
gone.Thesesystemshadto becapableof over-
comingtheincreaseof entropyon thebasisof
their interactionwith the externalmedium.
Individualmoleculesof theprimordialsoupcould
not havedoneso [351].Modeltestswith co-
acervatedropletshaveshownthatsuchindividual
systemsmay also arise from chaoticallyor
uniformly constructedpolymers[385]; these
polymersmaysometimeshavedifferentcatalytic
functions[151]or the capacityfor replication.
Efficient functionscould be formedonly in
completesystemswhichhavebeensubjectedto
selection.It is preciselyfromthesesystems(and
not simplyin the primordialsoup),from the
multiplicity of possiblevariantsof polymer
structures,thatthosechosenwerebestadapted
to carryingout functionsimportantto the
preservationandmorerapidgrowthof a system
(undergivenconditionsoftheexternalmedium).
I,ater,theywereableto reinforcetheproperties
of thesesystemsduring the processof their
proliferationandsimulation[378].

Probionts

The evolutionarydevelopmentof probionts
is basedmainlyon dataof comparativebio-
chemistry.It is predominantlyconcernedwith
their catalyticapparatusasthemostimportant
factorin theorganizationof metabolismandis
basedon the relationshipsof the ratesof its
constituentreactions.At the stageof evolution
underdiscussion,theonlyavailablecatalystsfor
the probiontswereinorganicsaltsandorganic
substancesin the primordialsoupand whose
catalyticactivity is very small.However,in
mutualcombination,this activity maybe in-
creasedby manyhundredsand thousandsof
times[300,301].

Acolossalnumberofdifferentatomicgroupings
andtheir combinationscanbesupposedwhich,
to onedegreeor another,wereableto catalyze
the reactionsnecessaryfor the existenceof
probionts.Asaresultof naturalselectionalways
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havingeliminatedthe lessperfectcomplexes,
onlyveryfew,themostperfect-thecoenzymes
widelyknownto biochemistry-havesurvived.
Whiletheirnumberis comparativelysmall,they
are universalcatalystsfor all living beings,
which indicatesvery early formationduring
emergenceandevolutionoflife.

The essentialconstancyof concentrationof
coenzymesin the proliferatingprobiontscould
easilybe supportedby meansof the simple
entranceof thesecompounds(orthecomponents
whichform them)from the externalmedium
(suchasmodernvitamins,whichalsoactasco-
enzymes).However,thecapacityof theprobionts
to formthesecatalyststhroughtheirmetabolism
hadto bedevelopedlater[231,233].Proteins-
enzymeswhosecatalyticactivityiscloselyrelated
to their intramolecularorganization,andabove
alltotheirprimarystructure,withregularlocation
of aminoacidresiduesin their polymerchain-
only begana decisiverole substantiallylater
[102,111,372,423,538].Evenduringsimple
thermal productionof proteinlike polymers
(proteinoids),their primarystructuremayhave
a specificorder in the arrangementof the
componentaminoacids.Moreover,theymanifest
a specificcatalyticactivity[113,154,196,277,
290].

Thepossibilityof suchabiogenicsynthesisof
polypeptideswith an orderedchainof amino
acidfragmentsin theabsenceof anucleiccode
is confirmedby Lipmann'swork [315]on non-
ribosomalsynthesisof gramicidinandtyrocidine.
Steinman[322]alsofoundin the synthesis of
peptidesthat specificamino acid fragments
adjoin one anotherwith the samedegreeof
frequencyas in modernproteins[96]. The
possibilityof fixed repetitionin synthesesby
replicationbasedon controlfrom the growing
end wasshownby Calvin[75],who advanced
thepropositionthatthemodernsystemofcoding
aminoacidshasits beginning,to someextent,
in anancientsynthesissystemof polypeptides
in which the growingaminoacid sequence
determineditself.Theexistenceofpurelyprotein
evolvingsystemscan,then,betheorized.

Thecharacteristiccorrespondenceoftheintra-
molecularstructureof modernenzymesto the
catalyticfunctionswhichtheycarry out arose

becauseof prebiologicalselectionof complete
systems,not of individualproteinmolecules.
In systemsof this type,numerousand varied
combinationsof aminoacidfragmentscouldbe
generatedwhichwoulddeterminetheir various
functions.The systemgainedan advantage,
underconditionsof the externalmedium,only
whentheinternalproteinstructureswhicharose
acceleratedthosereactions,which,in harmonic
combinationwith otherprocessesoccurringin
the system, were beneficial for the whole and

promoted survival and continued proliferation

of the entire system. If such were not the ease,

the system was destroyed by natural selection.

Thus, it is understandable how at a given stage
of evolution, that efficiency of organization of

living systems arose which has been designated

the second characteristic property of life.

The third peculiarity of life, the capacity for

transmission of hereditary information, was only

rudimentary because the direct replication of

proteins was still very imperfect and easily

disturbed. In modern organisms, enzymatic

proteins synthesize by an extremely complex and

perfect mechanism through which amino acids

are sequentially linked to the polypeptide chain,

in precisely that order. This is required for a

specific, rigorously regular combination of mono-

nucleotide fragments in DNA and RNA mole-

cules. Such a mechanism could arise only during

the process of prolonged evolution of probionts

and the living systems which were then formed

[474]. The first link in this evolution was the

abiogenic formation of polynucleotides, a capa-

bility which was shown in a number of model

syntheses [508, 568]. Of course, polymers arose

in these which were much more primitive in

intramolecular structure than those which now

exist. They had to evolve, the same as the

polypeptides. In examining this evolution, facts
must be taken into consideration:

Polynucleotides have a clearly pronounced

capacity for direct or complementary replica-

tion, and consequently for comparatively

accurate self-reproduction of a specific

intramolecular organization [628].

Polynucleotides, in contrast to polypeptides,

do not have catalytic activity which would
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permit themto participatedirectlyin the

organization of metabolism of probionts or of

any other initial systems. They mediate this

only by means of proteins.

The evolution of nucleic acids discussed by Orgel

[390], deals with two problems:

The possibility of replication of polynucleo-

tides without enzymes, and the evolution of

polynucleotides without proteins.

While current model tests give a positive

answer to the first question [391], the second is

much more complex, which concerns the possi-

bility of an evolution of polynucleotides oriented

to the emergence of life in the absence of pro-
teins. The "natural selection without function"

proclaimed by Orgel is internally contradictory,

because natural selection may only be compared

to definite functions. With the capacity for quite

perfect replication (although only in the presence

of proteins and enzymes), nucleic acids which are

found simply in aqueous solution might accumu-

late only in definite local places on the Earth's

surface in the form of evolutionarily immobile

organic deposits. In addition, the combination of

proteins with catalytic functions and nucleic acids

with perfect capacity for replications is extremely
favorable for evolution. Union of these substances

into phase-separated formations oecurs (in model

tests) even during simple mixing of intramolecu-

larly poorly organized polypeptides and poly-

nucleotides (which still do not carry genetic

imormation). Under primitive Earth conditions,

interaction of originally independent protein and

nucleic systems and the subsequent evolution of

the "genetic code," which later determined the

preservation and ideal transmission of hereditary

information, must have occurred also in such
formations.

In generalizing much material in the literature,

Crick [91] proposes two possible pathways for

the origin of modern nucleic code:

1. This code was derived simply on the basis

of purely stereochemical relationships

between triplets of bases (by codes) and

amino acids. (In this case, its current uni-

versality has been determined by purely

chemical structure and in principle it

cannot be otherwise.)

2. Originally, the code was more primitive

and became perfected during the process
of its evolution on the basis of natural

selection, i.e., by the attraction of biologi-

cal regularity. It is now universal not
because no other code could exist for

purely chemical reasons, but "because at

the present time any change in it would be

fatal or strongly counterselective."

A number of factors and concepts favor the

second solution of the problem, and Crick

provides a possible picture for subsequent evolu-

tion of the code which could have taken place

only in complete systems formed from primitive

polypeptides and polynucleotides subjected to

natural selection, but which were capable of

perfecting their organization on the basis of pre-

biological selection of the systems, not of the

individual molecules. Thus, at a comparatively

late stage in the evolution of the probionts, these

systems reached a new, previously unachieved

height of precise self-reproduction which is

characteristic of all modern living beings [165,

638]. Further improvement was on this basis,

with regard to both metabolic organization, and
intracellular structure. This matter has been

discussed on the basis of comparative bio-

chemical and cytological data [75, 96, 100, 139,

161, 168, 169, 261,278, 279, 281,321,322,368,

371,412,435, 502, 523, 546, 629].
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Chapter 8

SEARCH FOR AND INVESTIGATION OF

EXTRATERRESTRIAL FORMS OF LIFE 1

A. B. RUBIN

Biology Faculty, Problem Laboratory of Space Biology, Moscow State University USSR

PROBLEMS OF EXOBIOLOGY

The detection of life on planets other than the

Earth is a continuing challenge to those con-

cerned with the larger problem of the origin of

life. The presence or absence of life may have

significant influence on the composition of

planetary atmospheres and other physical

conditions. Study of the surface layers of other

planets makes it possible to refine concepts re-

garding the role of biological processes on Earth,

which may even lead to consideration of the con-

sequences of human activity. Therefore, exo-

biological research may prove valuable in solving

contemporary human problems. The transport

of foreign life forms could also lead to highly

unexpected consequences on Earth, which would

be difficult to anticipate.
The existence of life outside Earth is also

important for the handhng of fundamental prob-

lems concerning the origin and essence of life.

The immediate goal of exobiological experiments

'Translation oL Poisk i Issledovaniye Vnezemnykh Form

Zhizni, Volume 1, Part 3, Chapter 8 of Osnovy Kosmicheskoy

Biologii i Meditsiny (Foundations of Space Biology and

Medicine), Moscow, Academy of Sciences USSR, 1973,

122 pages.

Data presented in this chapter are based on material

prepared by N. Horowitz (USA) and S. I. Aksenov (USSR).

The author expresses profound gratitude to them.
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conducted in automatic biologic laboratories

(ABL) is to answer the question of the presence
or absence of life on a planet. The investigation

of extraterrestrial life forms should contribute to

understanding of the vital processes and phe-
nomena of life as a whole. The absence of hfe

on other planets would also be of scientific

significance, demonstrating the specific role of

terrestrial conditions in the origin and evolution

of living forms. It is not clear to what extent
extraterrestrial forms could resemble Earth

organisms in their main biochemical properties.

In detecting extraterrestrial life, various

evolutionary stages of organic matter which could

theoretically be encountered on other planets

must be taken into account. For example, on

Mars there are a number of possibilities from the

existence of complex, abiogenic organic com-

pounds to the presence of developed life forms

[96]:

1. Chemical evolution terminated on Mars

with abiogenic formation of amino acids,

sugars, fatty acids, carbohydrates, and

possibly proteins, but life is not present

on the planet.
2. These substances differ from similar

compounds found on Earth.

3. Primary protobiologic open systems are
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separatedfrom the environmentby
membranes.

4. Simple primitive life forms resemble
Earthmicroorganisms.

5. More complexforms are analogousto
simpleplantsandinsectsonEarth.

6. Life existedanddiedoutonMarsmuch
earher,reachingoneof thesestagesand
leavingonlyinsignificanttraces.

7. Therearesignsof highlydevelopedlife
(civilization).

8. Thereis, andalwayshasbeen,complete
absenceof lifeonMars.

The experimentalinvestigationof thesepossi-
bilitiesconstitutesthebasicproblemin thebio-
logicalstudyof Mars.Theoreticalprerequisites,
criteriafor the existenceof life, and proposed

methods of detecting living systems on other

planets are discussed in this chapter.

CRITERIA FOR EXISTENCE AND

SEARCH FOR LIVING SYSTEMS

Concepts of the essence of life are based on

studies of vital processes on Earth. However,

the search for life on other planets requires

identification of vital phenomena under condi-

tions markedly different from those on Earth.

Consequently, theoretical methods and appro-

priate devices for detecting life must be based

upon scientific criteria pertinent to the phe-
nomenon of life as a whole.

Fundamental properties peculiar to living

systems of terrestrial origin which can be used

to characterize extraterrestrial organisms in-

clude [19]: response of organisms to changes in

external conditions, metabolism, growth, develop-

ment, reproduction, properties of inheritance and

variation, and finally, the process of evolution.
There would be no doubt about an unknown

object being a living system if these properties

were found to apply.

The principal difficulty is that many character-
istics of life can be simulated in vitro. For

example, reactions to external stimulation are

also possessed by nonliving systems, which

change their physical and chemical states under

the influence of external factors. The ability

to grow is also a characteristic of crystals, while

exchanging energy and matter with the external

environment is characteristic of open chemical

systems.
Searches for extraterrestrial life must be based

upon a combination of different criteria of exist-

ence and methods of detecting living forms. This
approach should lead to an increase in the

reliability of detecting life on other planets. The

question arises: which of those important general

criteria would reflect characteristic properties

of life? From this standpoint the principal

properties of living systems will be examined.

Chemical Basis of Life

Recent studies have shown a possibility for

synthesizing biologically important substances

from simple compounds, such as ammonia,

methane, water vapor, and so forth, which are

included in the composition of the primary

atmosphere of Earth. Under laboratory condi-

tions, the energy required for carrying out such

syntheses comes from ionizing radiation, electri-

cal discharges, and ultraviolet light, from

which amino acids, organic acids, sugar nucleo-

tides, nucleoside phosphates, lipids, materials of

a porphyritic nature, and others have been

obtained. The majority of molecules character-

istic of life originated on Earth by abiogenic

means, and, more important, their synthesis can

occur on other planets without participation

of living systems. Consequently, the mere

detection of organic substances on other planets
cannot serve as a reliable index of the existence

of life, inasmuch as these substances may be

products of abiogenic synthesis.

An example of abiogenic synthesis is provided

by carbonaceous chondrites of meteoritic

origin, containing 5%-7% organic matter [88],

which include diverse compounds occurring

under terrestrial conditions, such as polynuclear

hydrocarbons, aromatic and fatty acids, deriva-

tives of purine such as adenine and guanine,

amino acids, and others. Under conditions

different from those on Earth, the chemical

evolution of compounds may also form complex

organic substances which constitute the chemical

basis of living systems on Earth.
The most characteristic feature of the chemical
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compositionof living systemsof terrestrial
originis that theyall incorporatecarbon.This
elementforms molecularchainsas the basis
for all important bioorganiccompounds-
proteinsand nucleicacidsin particular-with
water the biologicsolvent.Hence,the only
knownbasisfor life is carbon-organicand in-
cludesprotein,nucleicacids,andwater.The
theoreticalpossibilityof constructingliving
systemsonanotherbasis,however,is discussed
in the literature.For example,the skeletonof
moleculesmight incorporatesiliconinsteadof
carbon,and the role of wateras the biologic
solventmaybeplayedby ammonia[17].How-
ever,this possibilitywouldbeverydifficuhto
takeintoaccountin selectingdetectionmethods
anddesigningappropriateapparatus,sinceour
scientificconceptsare basedon the studyof
terrestrialorganismsonly.Ontheotherhand,a
carefulanalysisof complexbiopolymerscontain-
ing carbonindicatesthe uniquepropertiesof
carbonasthe basicelementfor livingsystems.

Conditionsfor synthesisof carbon-organic
compoundsalreadyexistedattheprotoplane_tary
cloudstage,whichexplainsthe extensivedis-
tributionof organiccarboncompoundsthrough-
outtheuniverse[15,55].In organiccompounds,
carbonatomsform much strongerchemical
bondswitheachotherandwithadjacentatoms
thansilicon,whichcannotform strongdouble
bonds,sothat giantinert polymerswith single
bondsdevelop(SiO2).Finally,the instabilityof
siliconchainsandits compoundsin thepresence
ofwateror oxygenalsolimitsitsroleasthebasis
for vital processes[93].Carbon-basedmacro-
moleculesobviously have greater thermal
stability with respect to maintainingtheir
spatialstructure(secondary,tertiary) in com-
parisonwithsilicon-basedanalogs[1].

Theroleof watercanbediscussedin regard
to its possiblereplacementbyammoniaorother
fluids that boil at low temperatures(hydrogen
sulfide,hydrogenfluoride).In fact,waterhasa
numberof propertiesthatprovidefor its roleas
a biologicsolvent.Such propertiesare: its
amphotericnature,ability to performautodis-
sociationintothecation(H+) andanion(OH-),
ahigherdipolarmomentanddielectricconstant,
low viscosity,andfinallyhighspecificthermal

capacityandlatentconversionheatwhichpro-
tect organismsagainst rapid temperature
changes.Manyof thesepropertiesmaybepro-
videdbyammoniaorhydrogensulfide,especially
at limit temperatureswherewaterwouldeither
evaporateorfreeze,whileothersubstancesretain
propertiesas liquid solvents[17]. However,
respirationefficiencybaseduponammoniawould
onlybeabout10%incomparisonwithrespiration
onEarthsincethefreeenergyofwaterformation
is approximately10timesgreaterthanthesame
valuefor ammonia.Theadvantagesof usingliq-
uid ammoniaat temperaturesof --40 ° to -50 ° C

lose much of their value since there are no known

catalysts capable of carrying out effective synthe-
sis of ammonia from nitrogen and hydrogen in this

temperature range [58]. The role of water in

biologic systems also includes macromolecule

stabilization factors provided by the general

structural characteristics of water [1]. On the

whole, carbon and water as the basis for life can

be considered a general characteristic of living

systems on other planets as well.
The striking biochemical uniqueness of ter-

restrial organisms is due to a limited number of

complex compounds which have been synthe-

sized in an abiogenic fashion under conditions of

a primary reducing atmosphere on Earth. The

further interaction of these compounds has led

to the formation of biologic polymers (macro-

molecules) at the expense of the same forms of

energy as in primary reactions of abiogenic syn-

thesis [60]. A characteristic physical feature of

biologic macromolecules is a system of conju-

gated double bonds formed by or-electrons. Delo-
calization of _'-electrons determines the functional

characteristics and stabilization of biopolymer

structure and may be one of the most important

physical factors influencing the molecular

processes of metabolism. Macromolecules of

terrestrial type may be considered then as the
basis of the structural organization of living mat-

ter and consequently necessary for life under

extraterrestrial conditions. A characteristic

feature of living systems is inclusion in their

composition, not only of basic chemical elements

(C, H, O, N), but a number of others, especially

sulfur and phosphorus. This property may also

be viewed as necessary for living matter.
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Thechemicalspecificityof terrestriallife is a

unique phenomenon of life as a whole and

includes carbon-based organic compounds. How-

ever, physical and chemical characteristics of its

basic constituents, the building blocks of life, are

of abiogenic origin.

Dynamic Properties of Living Systems

The dynamic properties of living systems

should be considered as the starting point in

interpretation of exobiologic experimental data.

The evolution of biologic systems has been con-

nected with development of types of interaction

between its elements and regulation of the system.

Life is inseparably connected with the exist-

ence of open systems in which the exchange of

substances and energy governs the properties of

the system [57]. Mathematical modeling of the

dynamic properties of open systems has made it

possible to explain a number of characteristic

features, in particular, the establishment of a

stationary oscillating state under constant exter-
nal conditions, observed at various levels of

biologic organization. This property is an impor-

tant feature of the high degree of organization

which, in turn, may be viewed as the necessary

condition for life. In an open system, entropy

change can be split into two parts: one due to

interactions with the environment, and the other

to changes inside the system [61]. If a system is

far from equilibrium, special space dissipative

structures can be formed which are highly im-

portant in developing biologic systems [62].

Biologic systems possess special internal con-

trol processes. The transfer of small amounts of

substance or quantities of energy in the control

process itself leads to response reactions during

which much larger amounts of energy and mass

are handled [46]. This also forms the energy

basis for the regulation of living systems accord-

ing to the "feedback" principle. It is clear that

a process of "active regulation" is only possible
when there are certain reserves of available free

energy which can be readily mobilized [11, 71].

In this respect, the unique genetic property of liv-

ing systems for self-replication resulted from

evolution of open systems in which all processes

are eventually directed toward reproduction.

Another important dynamic property of living

systems is that several groups of processes differ

in their rates. In fact, there are three basic types

of processes in cells: enzyme reactions with
characteristic times of 10-3-10 -1, of 10 -2 s

--10 _ s, and processes of reproduction where

characteristic times may reach several hours.

Stability of a living system is achieved by dynamic

balancing of these processes.

These characteristics of dynamic organization

of life (outlined briefly) are the result of relatively

simple open systems evolving into self-reproduc-

ing open living systems. The internal tendency

toward organization can be found on many levels

of biologic organization [5]. This has definitely

played the critical role in evolution of primary

protobiologic systems capable of combining

individual reactions into a self-regulating system

of cellular metabolism.

Role of Light

An important aspect of extraterrestrial life is

the requirement for external influx of energy to

maintain development. Some of the properties of

photobiologic processes, in particular photo-

synthesis, and their significance in the develop-
ment of methods and criteria for life detection will

be discussed.

Sunlight, primarily in the ultraviolet region of

the spectrum, has already been significant in

abiogenic formation of the most important organic

compounds. However, the role of light is not lim-

ited merely to the flow of free energy necessary

for abiogenic synthesis, but also contributes to

photochemical acceleration of further conver-

sions of complex organic compounds.

The activity of the primary living system can

also be largely determined by photochemical

reactions between constituent compounds. Many

modern organisms with no direct relationship to

photosynthesis nevertheless change their activity

when illuminated. Thus, photoreactivation of

cells by visible light after the damaging influence

of ultraviolet radiation is clearly an ancient proc-

ess having taken place when the first living sys-

tems developed protective mechanisms against
the destructive effects of ultraviolet radiation

reaching Earth. Blue light also has an activating
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effect on ravin and cytochrome enzymes, leading

to an increase in respiratory processes in plants

[92].

New data have appeared recently on the influ-

ence of visible light on growth, development, and

morphogenesis of heterotrophic organisms [73].

The effect of light on nonphotosynthesizing orga-

nisms definitely indicates a broad spectrum of

photoregulatory reactions in which (in contrast

to photosynthesis) there is no important storage

of light energy. The primary pigmented photo-

synthesizing organisms, such as modern photo-

synthesizing purple bacteria, may possibly use

photochemical reactions of porphyrins to speed

up certain metabolic processes, rather than for

direct photosynthesis of organic matter [38].

Later, these photochemical properties of por-

phyrins formed the basis of bacterial type photo-

synthesis and then photosynthesis of higher green
plants, involving photolysis of water and evolution

of free molecular oxygen. The appearance of free

molecular oxygen in the Earth's atmosphere

marked a new era of aerobic respiration in the

development of life. It should be pointed out that

light may not be the only source of energy at

early evolutionary stages of organic compounds.

This role could be played as well by chemical

energy released, for example, in condensation
reactions in inorganic polyphosphate [45].

Life requires for its origin and development, on

the whole, a constant external influx of free

energy which is supplied on Earth by sunlight.

That is the reason why light is so important at all

stages in the evolution of life, beginning with

abiogenic synthesis of primary compounds, their

further conversions, vital activity of primary living

systems, and finally in modern photosynthesis

which provides organic substances on Earth.

Evidently photosynthesis in some form, as a

process for the utilization of light energy in bio-

logic systems, is an important criterion for the

existence of developed life. Primary processes

of photosynthesis include an open system of
electron flow from external sources of electrons

(water or hydrogen donor), along a chain of

intermediate compounds; the driving force for

their transfer provided by light energy. Circula-

tion of the electron flow is coupled with formation

of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) [12].

Among some peculiar features of photosyn-

thetic mechanisms is the oxidation of cytochrome

by bacteriochlorophyll in photosynthetic purple

bacteria proceeding at the temperature of liquid

nitrogen [10, 21]. It can be concluded that

regardless of the concrete chemical structure of

the photosynthetic apparatus, a common feature

of photobiologic processes for the utilization of

light energy is this sequence of reactions:

absorption of light and excitation of pigment

molecules, delocalization of the electron, transfer

of the electron along the open chain of oxidation-

reduction compounds, and formation of the final

products where light energy is accumulated.

This photosynthetic chain may be considered a

necessary condition for the existence of life;

this is completely valid with respect to developed

life forms in which there is a complex chain for

transferring electrons from the substrate to the

final acceptor. In heterotrophic anaerobes, which

predominated at various stages of evolution on

Earth, a simple system exists for the transfer of

the electron, synthesizing macroergs in the reac-

tions involving substrate phosphorylation of the

donor-carrier-acceptor type.

On the basis of the data presented, general

principles can be developed for guidelines in

determining criteria for the existence and search

for extraterrestrial life [24, 25, 30, 54, 70, 76, 78].

1. The principal property of living matter is

its ability to exist in the form of open self-

reproducing systems, which possess

structures for the collection, storage,

transmission, and utilization of in-
formation.

2. Organic compounds containing carbon
and water as a solvent form the chemical

basis of life.

3. A necessary condition of life is utiliza-

tion of light energy, since other sources

of energy provide several orders less

power.

4. Conjugate chemical processes occur in
living systems involving transmission of

energy.

5. Asymmetrical molecules which perform

optical rotation may predominate in

biologic systems.
6. The various organisms on a planet must
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of necessitypossessanumberof similar
basicfeatures.

Biologic Problems on Mars

The limits of adaptation of living systems to

external influences and physical conditions on

other planets, especially Mars, under which life

could exist, have been discussed in detail in

previous chapters. There is considerable material

in the literature on theoretical analysis of possible

types of metabolism of hypothetical organisms
on Mars.

For the existence of active life on the planet,

a necessary condition is the presence of an ex-

ternal nutrient medium, in which exchange of

substances must take place, making accessible

to the organism a rather broad variety of com-

pounds required for its function [1]. This is also

valid with regard to life forms which move about

in search of materials necessary for their activity.

The general energy requirements of communities

of organisms must be satisfied by external

sources, especially light.

The utilization of light on Mars for maintaining

intensive abiogenic synthesis of organic com-

pounds was considered difficult, since the atmos-

phere on the planet is in a primarily oxidized

state. However, photocatalytic production on

surfaces of organic compounds from CO and

H20 was recently shown in simulated martian

atmosphere [28]. There is another possibility of

abiogenic synthesis of organic compounds as the

result of capture of protons contained in solar

radiation by CO2 molecules:

CO2 + 4 H _ CH20 -4-H20 (1)

However, calculations indicate that with this

source of organic compounds, with a proton

flux intensity of 3 x l0 TM particles/m 2 yr -1, it

would be possible to have no more than a few

thousand bacterial cells appear per cm2/yr,
which is insufficient for the maintenance of active

life [33]. Evidently on Mars the utilization of

light energy by organisms, if such exist, can pro-

ceed intensively in the course of the biologic

process of photosynthesis. As far as biochemical

conversions of photosynthetic products are con-

cerned, their nature may be highly diverse as a
function of external conditions.

The low amount of free oxygen (0.1% of CO2)

[9] in the atmosphere of Mars indicates at first

glance that martian organisms could have only

the anaerobic type of metabolism. However, in

the absence of free oxygen in the atmosphere,

other compounds containing oxygen, and even

oxygen itself, may be stored inside organisms in

the same way as some Earth plants with special

organs for storing gaseous oxygen [1]. Utilization

of compounds with high oxygen content in oxida-

tion processes may also be possible. On Earth,

the involvement of nitrates of oxygen and their

reduction to nitrites in the respiration of roots of

higher plants serves as an example [1]. Instead
of free oxygen, therefore, it may be possible

on Mars to use such compounds as sulfates,

nitrates, or carbonates [90].

Hence, the low content of free oxygen does not

exclude oxidation and liberation of energy by

organic compounds formed in photosynthesis

under martian conditions. According to another

hypothesis [90], the role of oxygen in aerobic

respiration for martian microorganisms may be

served by iron: this element in the oxidized state

is contained in limonite (Fe203xnH20). The

entire process may be represented as:

2 Fe203+CH20--_4FeO+CO2+HzO (2)

where the direct acceptor of the electron is Fe +3.

This hypothesis has been tested experimentally
with bacteria from bottom mud cultured in an

oxygen-free nutrient medium, to which iron oxide

(limonite) has been added. A similar process

could maintain vital activity of microorganisms
on Mars with simultaneous utilization of FeO as

an electron donor in photosynthetic reactions.

Hence, the reverse reaction occurs under the

influence of light:

hv

4 FeO + CO2 + H20--_ 2 Fe2Oa + CH20 (3)

Under conditions of low moisture limonite may

theoretically serve as a source of water for

martian organisms; water is contained in this

crystalline hydrate.

The martian atmosphere, containing significant

amounts of CO2 and CO, may be the basis for

relatively simple biologic cycles occurring, in

addition to photosynthesis, in which there is also
utilization of carbon; the carbon is contained in
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thesecompoundsandthe formationof organic
substancescouldtakeplace[96].Microorganisms
onEarthareknownto growin mediacontaining
COasthesolesourceofcarbon[84].It isassumed
that in the martian atmosphere,under the
influenceof sunlight,the CO2moleculedis-
sociatesas

hv

COs --_ CO+O (4)

The exothermal reaction of oxidation of CO to

form CO2, taking place within the organism is:

2 CO +O2--+ 2 CO2 (5)

This in turn provides energy for metabolic proc-
esses in which fixation of carbon leads to the

formation of organic substances:

2 CO -4-HsO --+ CH20 + CO., (6)

It is possible to combine this cycle with photo-

synthesis, in which water molecules splitting

under the influence of light leads to production

of oxygen, which oxidizes CO to form CO2 and

hydrogen, and reduces CO to CH20. The theory

of utilization of both CO and COs in metabolic

reactions is supported by this hypothesis.
However, there are obvious difficulties in the

need for a close relationship between the photo-
chemical reaction for dissociation of COs in the

n/artian atmosphere and the process of reverse

oxidation of CO to CO2 within the organisms. It

must also be assumed that martian organisms

have the ability to bind CO and 02 in special

complexes that interact to transform oxidized

CO into COs. The possibility of operating a

carbon cycle of this type does not exclude the

need for photosynthesis in maintaining vital

activity of martian organisms. On the basis of

modern physical and chemical conditions on

Mars-low temperature, low pressure, low con-

centration of free oxygen, and low moisture and

water vapor content-it can be assumed that the

most probable forms of microorganisms are

anaerobic, xerophytic, and psychrophilic [30].

Life may be concentrated in areas most suitable

for its existence and not distributed uniformly

over the planet's surface.
Distinctive and harsh conditions on Mars have

not necessarily led to fundamental changes in

the nature of biologic processes from those

existing on Earth. It is entirely possible that

evolution may have followed exactly the same

path in developing specialized accommodative

organs and reactions which allow special meta-

bolic processes to go on under harsh conditions,

resembling those on Earth. The theory has been

mentioned that special organs can retain gaseous

oxygen in the organisms of martian plants, from

which can be derived their hypothetical ability

to utilize various aqueous mixtures at low tem-

peratures as biologic solvents. On the other hand,

the suggested ability of microbial organisms to

develop special mechanisms for obtaining water

under severe conditions seems somewhat exag-

gerated, since no such phenomena were found in

microorganisms of Antarctic deserts [26]. These

hypotheses show, in any case, that it is very

difficult to predict in an unambiguous, theoretical
fashion the existence of certain characteristics

of organisms on the basis of modern conditions

on a certain planet.

The final answer may only be found by taking
into account the influence of external conditions

under which living systems developed at all

previous evolutionary stages of life forms [55].

Otherwise, it will be necessary to remain within

the framework of hypothetical models of types

of metabolism of extraterrestrial organisms,

including those on Mars. These models can be

interesting in a scientific sense, but their proxim-

ity to actual systems, and consequently the de-

gree of reliability, must remain far from clear.

METHODS OF DETECTING

EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE

The practical solution of the problem, the

existence and detection of extraterrestrial life

forms, can only be found by direct space experi-

ments on Mars, planned for the 1970s and 1980s.

An intensive program is underway to develop

life-detection methods, strategies, and tactics for

use beyond the Earth. The principal goal is to
obtain information on the existence of one or

more characteristic properties of life. Since there

is no necessary, adequate index of life, this

problem can only be solved by complex utiliza-
tion of a number of methods.

Although different detection methods may be

used to study various aspects of vital activity of
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hypothetical martian microorganisms,these
methodsmustpossesscertaingeneralfeatures.
Underconditionsofspaceexperiment,automatic
functioningof each apparatuswithoutdirect
humaninterventionmustbeensured.Collected
datamustbeencodedin a certainfashionand
transformedinto radiosignalsto betransmitted
to Earth.Finally,the processof obtainingthe
informationmustnot changetheoriginalcondi-
tion of the sample,or, in anycase,onlythose
interventionswill beallowedwhereinfluenceon
thesamplecanbepredictedinadvance.Clearly,

,l,e_,,o,_ of laboratory investigation innot every -- .u A

biology satisfies these requirements. For example,

excluded are the very fine but tedious methods

of biochemical analysis suitable for specially

equipped laboratories, but not suitable under

conditions of experiment in space. No doubt,

when it becomes possible to send sterile samples
of martian soil to Earth, which was done with

lunar material, these objects will be carefully

studied by modern biologic methods. However,

researchers must now be limited only to those

methods of detecting life which lend themselves

to the automatic mode and, if possible, yield

unambiguous results.

The suggested methods may be divided con-

ditionally into three major groups:

1. Remote methods of observation of planets

to determine the general situation on the

planet from the standpoint of signs of life.

2. Analytic methods to perform direct

physical-chemical analyses of soil and

atmosphere on the planet, when an

automatic station lands, will ascertain the

theoretical possibility of the existence of

life, at least in the area where the auto-
matic station lands.

3. Functional methods are intended for

direct detection and study of samples

containing basic features of living matter.

By these means, questions can be

answered on growth and multiplication,

metabolism, ability to capture nutrient

substances, and other features of life.

It is clear that optimum strategy will require

correct combinations of remote, analytic, and

functional detection methods at different stages

in the study of the planet.

A discussion follows on individual methods,

their reliability, scientific value, and the strategy

and tactics of their use in exobiologic studies.

Remote Methods

Remote methods of detecting life include

techniques and instruments available both on

Earth and aboard spacecraft and artificial

planetary satellites. Direct detection of life by

remote methods is possible only if properties of

living systems cause noticeable changes in the

atmospherc or on the surface of the planet.

On the surface of a planet, individual details

smaller than 100 km cannot be resolved by optical

methods at interplanetary distances, therefore

individual organisms generally cannot be directly

observed. However, as the result of vital activity

of organisms, deviations from stationary condi-

tions may be detected in the atmosphere of a

planet or on its surface. A reliable sign of life
could be detection on the surface of ordered

structures which are difficult to explain within

the framework of inorganic stationary processes

[76]. Similar information on the structure of the

"continents" and "seas" of Mars, the seasonal

color changes on the planet's surface at various

times of year, and so forth, are of considerable

interest for the biologic study of Mars. Such

studies, in addition to purely scientific interest,

could determine the most convenient landing site

for an automatic station to be used for detecting

life on the surface of the planet.

The direct source of information in remote

methods consists of data from passive observa-

tion of luminescence and the reflection of planets

in various portions of the electromagnetic spec-

trum while flying around the planet. For example,

it is possible to utilize infrared spectroscopy to

determine the presence in the planet's atmos-

phere (and therefore estimate the content on the

surface) of CO2, CO, 02, O, H, Oa, and H20. One

of the devices is a scanning infrared sensor

meant to determine concentrations of water vapor

and above average temperatures. The three-

channel scanning photometer is intended for

studying thermal radiation of the planet's surface

in the 8-12/zm range, for evidence of water vapor

in the 2, 7 /zm region, and for recording light
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intensity in the visible region of the spectrum

from 0.55 to 1.1 _m.

An important source of information is the

emission spectrum of the light from planets in

the ultraviolet (UV) range due to resonance or

fluorescence scattering of light by atoms in the

atmosphere. The absorption spectra in the UV

region are the combined result of reflection of

light from the surface and scattering in the

atmosphere. The emission and absorption

spectra are recorded by observing the brightly
illuminated or dark limb or illuminated disk of

the planet by means of a telescope and a scanning

UV spectrometer mounted aboard a spacecraft.

Detection of oxygen in the atmosphere on the

basis of UV absorption by ozone in the 2000-

3000 _ region is important. By this means, de-

tection of molecular oxygen amounts which are

excessive in comparison with photochemical

equilibrium may indicate a process of photo-
synthesis as the source of this oxygen on Mars [2].

It is also recommended that active radar measure-

ments be made of the planet's surface or the

passage of radiation from the spacecraft located

near the planet through the atmosphere to

Earth. In this connection, it will be promising to

employ complex utilization of an orbiting space

station with an optical telescope [64]. Another

powerful instrument in the study of the surface

is photography of separate areas of the surface

with high resolution and optimum contrast. The

scientific value of the photographic method is

governed primarily by correct interpretation of

the pictures obtained. This is possible if a

specialist expresses in advance certain informa-

tion or reliable hypotheses concerning the nature

of the planetary surface, thus making it possible
to determine new structural characteristics

on the photograph [53] for scientific evaluation.

Analytic Methods

Analytic methods are intended for detailed

investigation of the properties of a planet's soil

and detection of signs of living matter in the

samples. External morphologic signs of life can

be studied, and the presence of complex organic

substances in these samples, which are essential

signs of life, can be established.

The results of analytic studies of soil samples

form a necessary basis for planning subsequent

biologic experiments involving the study of func-

tional properties of hypothetical organisms. A
number of diverse instruments and methodo-

logical approaches for investigating the planet

have been proposed.

Transmission of Panoramas

The transmission of panoramas will be con-

ducted for a given period to determine basic

topographic characteristics of the planet's

surface. It will be particularly valuable to obtain

and transmit stereoscopic images to serve as the

basis for charts and three-dimensional topo-

graphic models of large surface areas [3].

At least two kinds of devices for obtaining

and transmitting images of the martian surface
are: a flow-scan television camera and an

optical-mechanical scanning device. The latter,

which is reliable, is based on the principle of

direct conversion of a light into an electrical

signal with subsequent scanning of the planetary

surface by means of the optical system. The

photogrammetric measurements of the size of

objects, distances, and elevations on the surface

obviously are necessary for a general description

of the planet, not to mention the advantages from

preliminary selection of the future investigation

site by a mobile automatic station.

Transmitting pictures from a camera located

on the surface of the planet is particularly im-

portant. A special vidicon stereoscopic camera

has been developed with interchangeable ob-

jectives, capable of moving over the surface [16].

These devices have a particularly important
feature: the ability to study the surrounding

area in various surface regions, searching for

moving objects and thereby obtaining informa-

tion about possible large forms of life. Trans-

mission of pictures for a long time, showing

areas of the soil surface (even at comparatively

low magnifications), could, theoretically, provide

information about organisms such as insects,

mollusks, and worms. Inasmuch as existence of

large life forms on Mars is controversial at

present, methods of obtaining pictures cannot
be considered the source of direct information
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on the existenceof organisms,but aremerely
auxiliary.

Sample Collection Methods

Collection of samples is undertaken for direct

study of soil from the surface or subsurface

layers of the planet by special devices con-

nected to analytic devices, which must not

change sample characteristics. Obtaining the

required amount of soil, and its preliminary

processing prior to measurement, are necessary

steps in investigating properties of the sample by

analytical and functional methods usually per-
formed on Earth under laboratory conditions.

On another planet, these comparatively simple

operations, that must be carried out auto-

matically with high reliability, present tremen-
dous difficulties.

The total weighed amount of collected soil

required for analysis is governed by the sensitivity

of analytic devices and the concentration of

organic compounds or microbial cells in the soil

to be studied.

These factors obviously influence the answer

to the question of to what depth (beginning

with the external surface layer), and in what

mechanical condition the soil samples must be

obtained. For example, in soil microbiology the

technique of collecting samples determines

their consistency and the type of microorganisms

associated with soil particles.
Under martian conditions it will be necessary

to collect not only finely dispersed "dust"

samples from the surface, but also to examine

subsurface layers to depths of 10 cm. From

experience in terrestrial studies, subsurface

layers contain not only large numbers of micro-

organisms, but more important, may be protected

against lethal effects of UV radiation.

Biologic studies, in contrast to geologic, give

preference to samples containing relatively

small particles of low density. The collection

of samples for biologic purposes may be di-

vided into two categories [27]:

1. Samplers of a total mass to collect

samples with particles of different linear

dimensions not exceeding some upper

limit (<300 /xm). An example is the
miniature soil drill which is driven in

and withdrawn, without rotating, bringing

with it a soil sample.

2. Selective samplers to insure collection

of samples with particles of certain sizes

appropriate for direct analytic examina-

tion. The sampling operation is carried

out by pneumatic suction and mechanical

drilling with subsequent retrieval. Selec-

tion of particles is achieved by means of

small openings of a certain size at the

sampler output and creation of aero-

dynamic suction forces which will allow

sampling of particles of specific sizes

and densities. Selective samplers are

mechanically rather simple and more

suitable for collecting material for bio-

logic and analytic studies than total mass

samplers. Transmission of the sample

from the sampling device to the analytic

unit can be accomplished in different

ways: pneumatic transport, through the

influence of pressure differential, me-
chanical screw transmission, and me-

chanical lifting devices.

Prior to direct examination, samples may

require additional crushing, homogenization, and

sorting of particles. In studies using x-ray

structural analysis, as well as gas chromatog-

raphy, the sample material must be converted

into a specific form to insure transportation into

chambers of appropriate size and shape.

Samples must be collected at some distance

from the landing site of the automatic station;

this is particularly important in soft landings by

braking engines, which cause undesirable in-

crease in surface temperature and creation of

chemical compounds resulting from rocket fuel

combustion. Apparatus used in a hard landing

also produces local damage to the surface.

These facts are useful in determining the ad-

vantages of mobile samplers which are capable

of moving about under control or at will over

the surface, covering a large area and providing

statistical reliability of sample collection from
the chosen area.

Various types of sampling devices have been

developed [27, 47]:

"Sticky strip" sampler (adhesion); fan

collector (suction fan); aerosol collector
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(suction fan); surface sample collector
(backhoe);soil drill (hollowdrill); rubbing
conical screen (drill); rotating metallic
brushonatelescopingarm(streetsweeper);
screw-typetransportcollector(drill with
screwtransporter);scraper-chainconveyor
(grabbucket).

The most preferredmethodsof mechanical
samplingare[61]:

The"stickystrip" method,in whichlong
stripscoveredwith a specialsubstanceto
whichdustparticleswill adhere,arethrown
to significantdistancesfrom the landing
siteof thestation.Thesamplesarestudied
directlyon the surfaceof the stickystrip
afterit is returnedto thestation.

Boringin the soil layer,verysimilarto
regular methodsof samplingunder ter-
restrial conditions,enablingthe largest
amountof soilto beobtained.

Pneumaticaerosolcollection,essentiallya
modificationof the vacuumcleaner,which
usessuctiontoobtainsoilsamples.

Thereis not,at present,a universalsampler
suitablefor all typesof exobiologicstudies.
Therefore,the optimummethodof collecting
samplesandthetypeof samplerwill bedeter-
minedasa functionof thepurposeandtasksof
the specificexobiologicexperiment,conditions
existingon the planet, constructionof the
landingstation,andmeansby whichlandingis
madeonthe planet,aswell asthe landingsite
itself.

Microscopy

The microscopic method is one of the most

universal and widely used in biologic studies.

In exobiologic experiments, it is used to examine

special preparations for external morphologic

features characteristic of living forms and cells

of microscopic organisms.

The possibility of detecting living forms from

external morphologic features is based on funda-

mental concepts of the firm relationship of

function and form in biologic systems at all

levels of organization. In this context, for example,

are special structures for providing the flow of

substances through cell membranes, or clear

architectonics in the cell arrangement in organs

and tissues, or a specialized plan for geometric

structure of the muhicellular organism as a

whole. Regardless of the absence of terrestrial
forms, it is believed that the existence of extra-

terrestrial organisms will be necessarily linked

to certain geometric structures which would

ensure their vital activity at all levels of organi-

zation. From this standpoint, the detection of

formations with specific form, shape, color, and

appearance of branched, symmetrical, regular,

or aggregate structures may indicate the presence

of living organisms.
A more reliable indication would be detection

of internal structures in individual microscopic

formations. This is a necessary feature of

hypothetical martian organisms for which

physiological functions, under complex condi-
tions existing on the planet, would be necessarily

linked to special morphologic structures. Dis-

covery of mobile forms under the microscope
and cessation of their movements under the

influence of poison would be a definite basis for

concluding that there were living forms in the

sample.

The difficulty in interpreting photomicrographs
should not be underestimated; even under

terrestrial conditions the correct and unam-

biguous determination of the nature of the

pictures is highly problematical.

Other arguments involve the nature of regular

structures and microorganisms found in meteor-

ites (carbonaceous chondrites) [81]. There is

no doubt that these microorganisms are actually

of terrestrial origin and the consequence of
contamination of the meteorite substance on

Earth. Thus, it is important to emphasize space-

craft sterilization in seeking extraterrestrial life.

The scientific significance in exobiology which

might be gained by using the microscope with

other analytic and functional methods of detect-

ing life need not be demonstrated. The micro-

scope may be used to obtain answers to some of

the fundamental questions concerning cellular

forms of life, the structure of cell membranes

and organelles, and reduplication processes of

special morphologic structures associated with

physiologic functions of the organism. Micros-

copy used in exobiologic studies is characterized
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by a number of specific features connected with 
the automatic mode of operation of the station 
on the planet's surface. 

The transmission of pictures to Earth is 
limited by the scope of information which can 
be handed by the communication channel 
between the automatic station and Earth. Simple 
calculations will show that at the usual image- 
scanning rate on a microscope equipped with a 
television attachment, a flow of information of 
about lo7 bits/s is generated, i.e., approxi- 
mately the same amount that could be trans- 
mitted through space in an entire day using 
radio communications between a station on Mars 
and a receiver on Earth [81]. This illustrates the 
importance of automatic methods of preliminary 
selection for transmitting to Earth only those 
pictures which may be of specific interest to the 
biologist. 

Preliminary enrichment of the sample by me- 
chanical selection of the most volatile particles, 
primarily those associated with hinlogic func- 
tions, may, under certain circumstances, increase 
the population of microorganisms and conse- 
quently the probability of finding them in the 
sample under the microscope. As an example, 
the simplified microscope can be used which 
weighs 0.295 kg, for biologic studies of aerosol 
samples of the martian atmosphere (Fig. 1). 
Another method is to stain the sample material 
with biologic fluorescent dyes (fluorogens), look 
at all the images under the microscope and trans- 
mit to Earth only those which show fluorescent 
particles. 

Under the cytochemical microscope (Fig. 2), 
it is possible to scan strips, excited by a beam of 
light, containing material which has been stained 
with acridine orange dye. The stained area, which 
is the structure to be transmitted to Earth, is 
determined by recording through the differential 
method the difference in currents from two 

FIGURE 1.-Biological microscope for studies on Mars [81]. 

photomultipliers receiving the light passing 
through the stained and unstained parts of the 
sample. In this way, it is also possible to deter- 
mine small concentrations of proteins and nu- 
cleic acids [59]. The method of staining biologjcal 
preparations is discussed in greater detail in 
the section, Optical Detection Methods. 

The use of an electron microscope has been 
evaluated for the study of structural elements 
of the microbial cell which are not visible under 
a light microscope [14]. Its use, in conjunction 
with the miniature microscope, may expand 
morphologic studies considerably, which are 
particularly important for investigating the 
internal molecular structure of the component 
elements of a living being. Use of the electron 
microscope combined with television technology 
is an important possibility, since both of these 
have elements in common-source of electrons, 
electromagnetic focusing lenses, and vidicons. 

The electron image can be converted directly 
into e!ectrica! signals, transmitted to Earth in 
this form, or captured in films of ultrafine 
photographic emulsion, which are then trans- 
mitted to Earth by means of television technol- 

FIGURE 2. -Cytochemical microscope for exobiological 
research [81]. 

574-269 0 - 16  - 26 
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ogy. The principal technical condition for suc-

cessful use of this method in exobiology is to

develop types of miniature electron microscopes

that can be operated under superlow tempera-

ture in liquid helium (1°-4 ° K) in which the

phenomenon of superconductivity can be em-

ployed. Diamond drills to obtain superthin

sections can be used to collect material rapidly

and directly for studies under the electron

microscope. In conjunction with other methods

and especially with the light microscope, the
electron microscope can be a special device in

exobiologic research.

Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectroscopy

Complex organic substances present in a soil

sample is a necessary but not sufficient condition
for the existence of life. A number of methods

to determine bioorganic compounds in solutions
are based on interaction of these solutions with

chemical reagents (ninhydrin). Some of these

methods, such as amino acid analyzers, have

been automated for mass laboratory analysis.

Devices based on ion-exchange chromatog-

raphy, still in the developmental stage, will be
able to analyze the content, in eluents, of amino

acids, purines, pyrimidines, nucleosides, nucle-

otides, and other compounds which absorb light

in the UV region of the spectrum. Preliminary

acid hydrolysis of soil samples to separate amino

acids may expand considerably the possibilities

of this method [4].
However, the difficulties of analyzing the ab-

sorption spectrum of a mixture of substances in

the UV region, as well as the need for chemical

reagents whose strict specificity for extrater-

restrial organic compounds is highly prob-

lematical (they may be analogs of terrestrial

amino acids, proteins, bases of nucleic acids),

make such methods less suitable, at least in the

first stages of investigation when acquisition of

data from a broad spectrum of organic com-

pounds is required simultaneously. The use of

liquid solutions also involves considerable

technical difficulties, especially under the low

atmospheric pressure on Mars and therefore, is

justifiable when the task is to find specific

bioorganic compounds.

These considerations triggered a search for

other approaches to organic analysis in extra-

planetary exobiologic experiments and resulted

in final development of miniature instruments

using a combination of gas chromatography and

mass spectrometry.

In the gas chromatography method, material

in the sample is converted to a gaseous state,

and its components, then carried in a stream of

carrier gas, are adsorbed on chromatographic

columns. Each compound in the original gas

mixture is determined by comparing its relative

delay time in the column with corresponding data

for previously known compounds.

Hence, by using various columns, it is possible

.to determine the components of a gas mixture

such as COz, N2, Oz, H2, CO, CI-Ia, NHa, H.,O,

and C2H4. The simplest and most reliable method

for primary analysis of sample material is to

heat it to several hundred degrees (pyrolysis),

although this procedure causes difficulties in

determining the original biologic compounds on

the basis of the nature of the pyrolysates which

are found. Advantages of the gas chromato-

graphic method are its simplicity, nonspecificity

with respect to chemical structure of the original

compounds, and comparatively small weight and

size of the apparatus. The combined effect on

the sample material of various solvents and

extraction with subsequent thermal heating is

intended to determine not only simple original

compounds, but also classes of organic sub-

stances in the material under study.
Successive extractions of soil samples by hot

aqueous solutions of ethanol [20] are employed

to determine amino acids and carbohydrates.

After triple rinsing of the extracted amino acids

and carbohydrates, volatile extracts are added

to them by siliconizing, and the extracts are then

set into the gas chromatograph column. Another

physical method of detecting organic compounds

is to determine their mass spectra directly by

mass spectroscopy. Mass spectroscopic study

also requires evaporation of the original sub-

stance of the sample and its preliminary division

into separate component parts. Both methods

are highly sensitive and enable information to
be obtained with 10-s-10 -9 g raw material.

Because of these features, the mass spectrometer
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andgaschromatographmaybe combinedin a
singleinstrument.Theessenceof thiscombined
methodis that after passingthroughthe gas
chromatographandbeforethesampleis fedinto
the ion sourceof the massspectrometer,most
of thecarriergasis removedin aspecialenrich-
ing device, which simultaneouslyincreases
concentrationof the substanceunder study.
A block diagramof the deviceis shownin
Figure3[4].

6

_... 2 4

5

FIGURE 3.--Gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer [4].
1, sample; 2, soil; 3, gas inlet; 4, mass spectrometer;
5, mass-spectrum recording unit; 6, chromatograph
reeorder.
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Approximately 15 mg soil are sufficient in this

kind of apparatus to determine some 70 different

organic compounds. Figure 4 shows the result of

a study using gas chromatography on desert soil

samples. As each peak appears in turn on the

chromatogram, mass spectrometric analysis is

performed to determine organic substances [80].
The combined method has considerable ad-

vantages for the rapid separation of compo-

nents in a complex mixture; continuous mass

spectrometric analysis having high resolution--

Am = 1 with molecular weight M - 500- permits

definition of a broad class of organic compounds

in a solid, liquid, or gaseous sample. Determi-

nation of such biologically important compounds

as amino acids, derivatives of sugar (hexose,

pentose), fatty acids, and porphyrins makes this

a very promising method in exobiology. Tests of
desert soil under terrestrial conditions have

shown the presence of proteins, fats, carbo-

hydrates, and practically no hydrocarbons, and
material in shale and certain meteorites is a

mixture of aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons

but no heterocyclic compounds [80].

The further development of this method for

exobiologic research involves overcoming me-

chanical difficulties, such as a limited amount

of carrier gas needed for mass analysis of the

1

_54 2 !

,.-----52 ii 4_--'-51 _41

C-50 47 ,,.-40 _34 III

48 44

45 43 37 31 26

91817363532 282_724_2_'_5
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Time, min

FIGURE4.--Gas chromatogram of pyrolysis products at 500° C for a sample of desert soil. Numbers
correspond to units determined on the mass spectrometer [80]: 7, acrolein; 13, propionitrile; 23,
benzene; 46, furfural; 60, phenylacetonitrile; 68, indole.
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substancesaboardspacecraft,providinglow
pressurein the massspectrometerchamber
connectedto the gaschromatograph,andmany
others.Onthewhole,this is unquestionablythe
mostpromisingmethodin exobiologicresearch
for determining,with a highdegreeof sensi-
tivity, the presenceof a great manydiverse
organiccompoundsonthesurfaceofMars.

Optical Detection Methods

Optical methods are powerful tools in modern

biology for obtaining information about the

state of living systems; they do not disrupt the
integrity of the biologic object. Optical methods

are based on the ability of molecules of bio-

organic compounds to absorb or emit light with

a certain spectral composition under various

conditions. Depending on the purposes and

conditions of the exobiologic investigation and

the methods of analyzing the sample, analytic

optical methods can provide information on the

presence of complex organic compounds or can

serve as a source of data on specific biologic

processes in the study of functional properties

of microorganisms. The principal optical methods

proposed in exobiology and their place in the

overall system of exobiologic experiments will
be discussed.

A common feature of optical methods is a

system for recording light fluxes, with the princi-

pal contributor a photosensitive device (photo-

multiplier). The types of small-scale vibration-

resistant photomuhipliers developed in recent

years ensure high integral sensitivity with a

wide spectral range and low dark current, and

make it possible to record small light fluxes up

to several hundred quanta/s which strike the

surface of the photocathode. The same is true
of modern radio electronic circuits which have

been designed using the principle of differential

amplifiers or memories combined with computers.

Functional Methods

It has already been mentioned that the detec-

tion of certain substances in a mixture of complex

organic molecules directly on the basis of their

absorption spectra in the UV region is compli-

cated by the overlap of absorption bands. The

recording of spectra of intensities of lumines-

cence of the molecules of organic compounds is

considerably more promising.

Fluorescence Methods

Natural fluorescence. Absorption of a quan-

tum of light by a system of optical electrons

changes the molecule into a singlet-electron

excited state, which returns to the original state

in approximately 10 -s s, accompanied by emis-

sion of quanta of fluorescence. If intramolecular

conversion to the triplet state occurs during

10 -s s, return of the molecule from the triplet

level may lead to fluorescence lasting from about
10 -4 to several seconds.

The presence of characteristic peaks in lumi-

nescence spectra facilitates detection of fluores-

cent molecules in complex mixtures of organic

compounds. This applies in particular to such

molecules as chlorophyll and its derivatives,

flavine enzymes, and a number of other fluores-

cent compounds that are important in biologic

processes.
In mixtures of organic compounds, especially

in biopolymer proteins and nucleic acids, the

absorption of light quanta leads to migration of

energy, electron excitation between adjacent

molecules, so that molecules that have absorbed

light and chromophoric groups that are re-

sponsible for luminescence differ from each

other. In this way, bioorganic complexes can be

detected by characteristic fluorescence bands

under conditions where the absorption spectra

cannot be resolved due to the powerful screening

background of the medium and other impurities.

In biopolymers, the principal chromophores,

in the case of nucleic acids, are nitrous bases of

nucleotides (purines; adenine, and guanine; and

pyrimidines; cytosine and thymine in DNA,

cytosine and uracil in RNA). The chromophores

of proteins are the aromatic amino acids: trypto-

phan and, to a lesser degree, tyrosine and phenyl-

alanine [39, 91]. Excitation of proteins and

nucleic acids in the near UV region of the

spectrum (_ - 280 nm) causes them to fluoresce
in the 300-400 nm region, the nature of which

is highly dependent upon the pH of the medium.
Derivatives of nucleic acids, nucleic acid bases,
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or productsof their interactionwithothersub-
stancesmayalsopossesscharacteristicfluores-
cence patterns which make possibletheir
detection.

Onthebasisof theseconsiderations,methods
havebeendevisedfor determiningribonucleo-
tidesin thealkalinehydrolysatesof RNA,which
containsadenosineandguanosinemononucleo-
tides.The intensityof fluorescenceof guanine
andadeninein anacidmedium(pH2),andgua-
ninein analkalinemedium(pH10.5)makesit
possibleto estimateRNAcontentin thecellsof
microorganismsin soilsamples.Bythismethod,
RNAcanbe detectedin amountsassmallas
10 ng, or approximately1-3)<105cells of
microorganisms[65].Thefluorescenceof trypto-
phan-containingproteinsindicatestheirpresence
in a sample.It hasbeenshownthatintensityof
proteinfluorescencein a cell cultureof E. coli

is proportional to the concentration in the range

from 2 × 107 to 5 × l0 s cells/ml. Similar experi-

ments with soil samples have yielded like results

after preliminary centrifuging of the soil suspen-

sion to precipitate heavy colloid particles inter-

fering with recording of protein fluorescence in

the cells of the soil microflora [63, 64]. Similar

measurements of fluorescence intensity of chloro-

phyll make it possible to determine the number

of cells containing this pigment [66].
If the fluorescence intensities are measured

as a function of development of a cell culture,
the increase in fluorescence will be an index of

cell growth in the sample. In this way, the

recording of fluorescence may not only insure

detection of certain bioorganic compounds, but

can also act as a functional method for the study

of parameters accompanying processes of vital

activity (growth of cells). A great deal must still

be done to increase the sensitivity of fluorescence
methods under conditions intended to detect

individual cells in the sample.
Fluorescence stains. Detection of biologic

macromolecules, especially nucleic acids, by

optical methods is also possible by fluorochrome,

acridine orange dye, the molecules of which form

bonds with nucleic acid molecules. As a result,

the complex of DNA with the dye fluoresces

under photoexcitation in the green area of the

spectrum and RNA in the red.

The method ot staining with fluorochrome

detects differences in optical properties of com-

plexes of bioorganic and inorganic compounds

formed with this substance, and thereby permits

use of such detection methods as fluorescence,

microscopy, and others. These properties are

also manifested when living cells are stained,

and in light of the method's high sensitivity,

opens up possibilities of detecting individual

microorganisms weighing up to 10 -_ g [6, 52].

This method, used in tests to ascertain the

content of nucleic acids, have given positive

results on the spores of various microorganisms

(Bacillus cereus) and vegetative cells of Bacte-

rionema matruchotii, E. coli, Sarcina lutea,

Proteus OX-19, and Shaoschaos [6].

Other dyes can be used in addition to acridine

orange, for example, 4,5-4,5-dibenzo-3,3'-di-

ethyl-9-methyhhiacarbocyanine bromide, which

when correctly processed, reacts only with or-

ganic matter in a soil extract, producing shifts

in the absorption spectrum of the dye [34]. The

sensitivity of this method in detecting polypep-

tides, nucleotides, and so forth, is much less

than with proteins, nucleic acids, and poly-

saccharides (< 0.002%), while purine and py-

rimidine bases, amino acids, and nucleosides

cannot be detected by this means. Samples

must be processed in advance to remove in-

organic matter, which can also cause changes

in the spectrum of the dye.

The most convenient method of detecting

microbial cells stained by fluorochrome is lumi-

nescence microscopy, which is used to detect,

quantitatively estimate, and investigate cenoses

of microorganisms. When examining a soil

suspension stained with acridine orange under

the microscope, after the suspension has been

exposed to an exciting blue light, a color image

is obtained: soil particles shine with a red color,

and microorganisms are green [98, 99]. The

results and pictures are usually on color or black

and white film, the brightness and clarity of the

images depend on the concentration of dye which

must be prepared specially or combined with

quenchers to suppress the luminescence of the

substrate, and thereby reveal the glow of the
cells of microorganisms. In many instances,

living and dead cells can be differentiated by
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this method.Living and survivingcells glow
with a greencolor whiledeadcells are red.
Underterrestrialconditions,the luminescence
methodrevealsallgroupsofsoilmicroorganisms:
bacteria,actinomycetes,fungi, yeasts,algae,
protozoa,andsoforth.

Anotheropticalmethodof determiningDNA
isbasedonreactionswithdesoxyriboseseparated
fromtheDNAmoleculewith3,5-diaminobenzoic
acidin anacidmedium(4NHCI).Thisreaction
resultsin productswhichfluorescewitha max-
imumin the510nmregionwhenexcitedbylight
witha wavelengthof 410nm.Thesensitivityof
this methodmakespossiblethedetectionof as
little as3-4 ng DNAby fluorescence,i.e., 105
cellsof E. coli. One advantage of this method is

that soil samples can be tested without pre-

liminary extraction of DNA and RNA [67].

Enzyme-phosphatases are widely distributed

among terrestrial microorganisms because of

their participation in phosphate metabolism and

energy transfer in cell metabolism. Determina-

tion of phosphatase activity in soil extracts may

provide information concerning the existence of

living systems especially since, when phosphatase

is extracted in a soil medium by cells of micro-

organisms, their fermentative activity is retained.

A general principle for determining phosphatase

activity is that phosphatases in the sample

catalyze the hydrolysis of the dye substrate,

which is bound to the remainder of phosphoric

acid in a single complex. During the reaction,

free dye is liberated; unlike its phosphate

derivative, it possesses the ability to fluoresce

under an exciting light. Schematically, this

process may be represented as:

XP + H20 pho_ph,ta_ HP + XOH (7)

Figure 5 shows the curves representing the

relationship between the intensity of fluorescence

in the presence of the fluorescein derivative,

3 - methoxydehydrofluoran- 6- 0, 1-6 phosphate,

and the concentration of phosphatase in the

medium with different periods of incubation

[79]. The minimum amount of enzyme found in

this experiment was 10 -3 mg/ml, which corre-

sponds to the total activity of 104 cells of B.

subtilis/ml in 100 min of incubation [79]. The

hydrolysis rate of phosphate derivatives of

this substance under the influence of phospha-

tase, and the fluorescence yield of free fluorogens

may be markedly dependent upon reaction

conditions, the pH of the medium, and other

factors in this method of exobiologic research.
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FIGURE 5.-Intensity of fluorescein dyes fluorescence vs
phosphatase concentration.

where P is the remainder of phosphoric acid,

X is the dye substrate, XP is the fluorescent

complex, and XOH is the fluorescent form of the

dye-fluorogen. As fluorogen (X), fluorescein dyes

can be used; their derivatives (3-methoxydihydro-

fluoran), and c_-naphthol (C10HTOH) [79, 95],

possess high quantum yields of fluorescence up
to 0.90-0.95 in solution of 0.1 M NaHCO3. This

explains the general high sensitivity of the
method.

The method of fluorogen staining of biochem-

ical compounds-substrates of specific enzymes

to detect enzyme activity-may be used when

determining desoxyribonuclease (DNAase).

The heterocyclic part of the DNA-substrate
molecule for DNAase is labeled with fluorogen.

Under the influence of the enzyme, low molecular

products which have strong fluorescence are

stripped away [85]. Derivatives of fluorescein

r,=, POOR
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dye can also be used as the fluorogens, parti-

cularly sulfon of fluorescein (C19H_206S).

Similar methods suggested for use in special

devices for exobiologic experiments are called

"muhivators," which are intended primarily to

detect phosphate activity and aminopentidase

using /3-naphthylamides of amino acids [44].

In addition to fluorometric measurements, the

multivator may also be used for colorimetric,

and nephelometric analyses of reactions oc-

curring in the 300-600 nm wavelength range,

also for potentiometric measurements of the

oxidation-reduction potential (see below).
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3

FIGURE E,.-"Multivator" chamber for determining phos-
phatase. 1, device for dust capture; 2, sand (air pump);
3, photomultiplier; 4, fuorescence detector; 5, substrate;
6, pilot light; 7, dust; 8, reaction chamber; 9, working
fluorescein solution; 10,gas outlet.

Figure 6 shows a diagram of the muhivator

chamber into which dust will be drawn from the

surface of Mars to determine phosphatase activ-

ity by an interaction with the phosphate deriva-
tive of fluorescein. The muhivator can detect

up to 10 '_ cells in 1-10 mg of soil in 5-15 min.

The device weighs 380 g, is 25 cm long, and 7

cm in diameter.

Adenosine triphosphoric acid (ATP) is a

universal substance for storing and transferring

energy in metabolic processes. ATP detected

in exobiologic experiments on Mars may be due

to either abiogenic origin or the presence of

living forms. If the latter, as in detection of

phosphatase activity, considerable similarity

between biochemical systems of terrestrial and

martian organisms would be indicated•

A biochemiluminescence method, based on

the luciferin-luciferase reaction responsible for

the chemiluminescent glow of fireflies, may

be employed to detect ATP [48, 68]. Thc

specific reducing substrate luciferin (L) is oxi-

dized by oxygen in the atmosphere, liberating

energy in the form of light under the influence

of the enzyme luciferase (E). This reaction takes

place in the presence of ATP, and its intensity

(and consequently the number of quanta of light)

is proportional to the ATP concentration.

Although details of the glow reaction have

not yet been completely explained, there may

be activation of the reductive luciferin (LN2)

in the first stage and formation of an active

complex of luciferyladenylate with luciferase (E)

and liberation of pyrophosphate.

LN2 + ATP + E _ E -- LN2--AMP + FF (8)

Further oxidation of this complex by oxygen

in the air is accompanied by luminescence which

can be recorded by a photomultiplier:

E - LN2 - AMP + Oz _ reaction products + hv.

(9)

This method for determining ATP is convenient,

precise, and widely used in biochemical investi-

gations. Its sensitivity is a function of the pos-
sibility of detecting low light fluxes• Under labo-

ratory conditions, the bioluminescent method

may be used to determine concentrations of

ATP from 10 _2 to l0 -_7 g/ml; but in the l0 -_7-
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10-is g/mlrangethereis a disturbanceof the
directproportionalrelationshipbetweenintensity
of light andamountof ATPin thesamplevalid
for higherconcentrationsof thissubstance[82].

Moderntechnologymakesit possibletorecord
up to 100-200photonsstrikingthe cathodeof
the photomultiplier.Inasmuchasonebacterial
cell containsan averageof 10_ moleculesof
ATP,it ispossibletodetectonelivingcell.

Toincreasetheglow,it is necessaryto break
thecell wallandreleaseATP intothe luciferin
•andluciferasesolution.Inlaboratorytests,various
methodshavebeen used,such as chemical
processingof thematerialwith perchloricacid,
lysozyme,boiling,andthe actionof ultrasound
[31].Figure7 showsa typicalcurvecorrespond-
ing to the increasein the brightnessof ATP
extractedbyboilingfromthecellsof soilmicro-
flora.The"diogenes"devicehasa mechanism
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FIGURE 7.--Kinetics of luciferin-luciferase reaction (re-
cording) with ATP in microflora from a soil sample. Value
of the signal amplitude is 10-11 g/ml ATP or 10s cells/g
soil [82].

for extracting ATP from the collected sample,

ampoules containing luciferin-luciferase and a

standard solution of ATP, a measuring cuvette

with a volume of 0.1 ml, a photomultiplier, and
radio device.

Incubation of Soil Samples

To avoid indeterminacy in the composition

of the nutrient medium, soil extracts can be

used since the soil contains all necessary sub-

stances for the growth of natural microorganisms.

This kind of natural nutrient medium may be

prepared by dissolving a small amount of material

from the planet surface in a small volume of

fluid. Technically, this collection can be ac-

complished by means of a special two-layered

cuvette, with the upper section containing the

soil sample and the lower one, connected with

it by capillaries, containing the aqueous solu-

tion [50]. By this system favorable conditions
can be produced for the growth of microorga-

nisms in the upper level and their transition into

the lower level. In addition, according to data

from soil microbiology, preliminary solution or

mixing of the soil sample will significantly

increase the number of microorganisms after

sowing.

Such preliminary preparation prior to incuba-
tion of an alkaline extract from desert soil

samples increases manyfold (2 × 105) the number

of microorganisms in comparison with a soil

sample in distilled water. The method of soil

enrichment by external nutrient substances can

also be used to aid natural microorganisms to

adapt more easily to artificially introduced nu-

trients and to speed their development. In addi-

tion, the thickness of the film of soil surrounding

the particles is small compared to the expected

size of microorganisms (0.5-2 /xm), and under

these conditions, cells are capable of creating
favorable conditions in the microenvironment and

accommodating to them [56].

Finally, exobiologic experiments are also

planned without use of artificial nutrient sub-

stances or the addition of solvents (water) which,

of course, may have a harmful effect on martian

organisms accustomed to a small amount of

moisture in their environment. These experi-
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mentsareintendedmainlyto studygasexchange
betweena sampleof-soil and the external
environmentandto detectchangesin thecom-
positionof the surroundingatmosphere.(This
willbediscussedingreaterdetail.)

Modernexobiologyassumestheuseofnutrient
mediarich in simpleorganicandmineralsub-
stancesin a waterbase.Regardlessof harsh
conditionsexistingon Mars(lackof moisture,
lowtemperatures)to whichmicroorganismshave
becomeadjusted,theymustobviouslydevelop
intensivelywhen encounteringrich nutrient
media.

On Earth,situationshavebeenencountered
wherelaboratoryconditionsthatinsureoptimum
growthof microorganismsdiffermarkedlyfrom
their natural medium,especiallywith forms
that haveadaptedto harshconditions.However,
increasedmoisturecontentmaybemoreharmful
for martianmicroorganismsthanan excessof
nutrient media, and exobiologicexperiments
musttakethisintoaccount.

Thermogenesis

Biochemical changes that form the basis of

vital activity of li,_ing systems are accompanied

by irreversible dissipation of chemical energy

and production of heat. From the standpoint of

thermodynamics of irreversible processes,

heat production may be viewed as a general

functional criterion for the existence of living

systems regardless of their concrete structural
and chemical base.

The microcalorimetry method has long been

important in studying the growth of microorga-

nisms and seeds, and the vital activity of certain

invertebrates and small vertebrates [8]. The

sensitivity of modern microcalorimetry allows

determination of heat production in the growth
of 104 cells of bacteria in 1 ml medium. Similar

measurements, carried out with soil samples,

have shown that heat production curves corre-

spond to growth curves of microflora cells [49].

A device to determine growth of soil micro-

organisms, presently being designed, will allow

use of a sample containing 10 s cells/g. Heat

production can be measured during metabolism,

and thermogenesis levels can be compared be-

tween living cells and the control sample of

cells killed by HgC12. On an ordinary nutrient

medium (trypsin, proteins from soybeans,

glucose), up to 10 a soil microorganisms have been

determined. Total heat production was 47.6

cal/d which means that the rate of heat produc-

tion reached 1200 mcal/s. Moisture added to

dry soil samples also increased intensity of metab-

olism with a consequent increase in the thermo-

genesis rate to 10-40 mcal/s. In such water-

moistened soil samples it was possible to de-

termine up to 105-10 s cells without addition of
nutrient medium.

The most sensitive method of determining

thermogenesis is differential microcalorimetry,

where thermocouples connected opposite one
another record thermoelectric current dif-

ferentials arising between two chambers con-

taining control and experimental samples.

This method has obvious advantages, the most

important of which are that it is not lirnitcd with

respect to the chemical nature of the processes

being recorded and high sensitivity; however,

microcalorimetry in exobiology still has a number
of technical difftculties. These are the need

for ensuring steady temperature conditions and

uniform distribution of temperature between

two chambers located in a cylindrical metallic

tank of comparatively large size. Requirements

concerning economy of weight of the apparatus,

which are unavoidable in the initial stages of

exobiologic experiments on Mars, clearly limit

the use of this method at the start.

Studies of Microorganism Growth

The simplest way to determine growth of

microorganisms in liquid media is to measure the

turbidity of the nutrient solution. The growth of

microorganisms is accompanied by changes in

absorption and scattering of light at various

wavelengths, a phenomenon which has long been

exploited in microbiologic research. In the near

UV region of the spectrum, absorption is due

mainly to proteins (280 nm) and nucleic acids

(260-265 nm). In the visible region of the spec-

trum, light is absorbed by molecules of pigments

and cytochromes; but in particular, there is a

scattering of light, which is a function of the size,
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concentration,refractiveindices,andsoforthof
microorganismcells.

Changesin thescatteringof lightaccompany-
ing growthof microorganismsarenotrelatedto
thechemicalnatureoftheprocesses,whichisan
advantageof thismethod.Its usefor exobiologic
researchisbasedontheassumptionthatmartian
microorganismscanliveandmultiplyinaqueous
nutrientmedia.Theapparatusfor studyingthe
scatteringof lightis shownin Figure8.

2
5 6

4

FIGURE 8.-Apparatus for measuring light scattering by

cells of microorganisms. 1, measuring light source; 2, 4,

fixed lenses; 3, optical cuvette with aqueous solution

(lower compartment); 5, photomuhiplier; 6, radiation

measuring device; 7, porous filter; 8, cuvette with soil

sample (upper compartment); 9, scattered beam.

A control sample consists of a suspension of

cells that have been killed by poison so that their

optical properties will not change with time. Com-

parison of optical characteristics of a sample

containing living cells with a dead cell control at

given intervals makes it possible to follow the

dynamics of soil microflora development and to

detect the minimum number of cells in the nutri-

ent solution. The study of the time characteristics

of the light scattering curves requires correct

interpretation of experimental results in which

the scattering of light as a function of cell growth
has been determined.

One disadvantage of this and of other single-

beam methods of recording optical effects in

biologic objects is the strong infuence exerted

on instrument readings by side effects. For

example, the precipitation or clumping of par-
ticles, which is not related to growth of cells in

the sample, would also cause a change in their

light scattering properties. The effect of these
factors can be taken into account if the control

and experimental suspensions are compared

periodically, at short intervals. In theory, this

can be done in more complicated differential

two-beam devices where a measuring beam,

modulated at a frequency of several tenths of a

Hz, passes alternately through both cuvettes.

However, in spite of lower accuracy, single-

beam measuring methods are simpler, reliable,

and therefore still preferred in exobiologic

research. The absolute sensitivity of proposed

single-beam methods of determining light scat-

tering properties is 103-104 cells in 1 ml suspen-

sion, 10 -s g/ml of protein with absorption of 280

nm [7, 82].

An important technical improvement is utiliza-
tion of the above-mentioned two-section cuvettes.

Microorganisms growing in the upper section

in a soil sample will pass through a porous steel

filter, which will prevent colloidal soil particles
from reaching the measuring optical cuvette;

thus, they will not disturb periodic determina-

tion of light scattering by bacterial cells. As
cells grow in the soil sample, their number will

increase and consequently the concentration

and scattering of light in the optical cell will

increase and be recorded by a spectrophotometer.

The basis for this type of design is the multi-

channel laboratory nephelometer (Fig. 9), which

permits simultaneous measurement of light

scattering in several different soil samples.

Figures 10 and 11 show curves representing

the changes in the scattering and absorption

of light with time at h = 280 nm that accompany

the growth of microflora in soil samples. The

nature of the dynamics of this index is the prin-

cipal source of information regarding the progress

of microorganism growth.

Another method of determining the growth

of microorganisms is the recording of pH changes

during the growth of microflora. In addition to

moisture content, the pH level of soil solutions

is important for development and population
distribution of various groups of microorganisms.

The majority of microorganisms are capable

of reproducing in a neutral or nearly neutral pH,

but some groups can grow at pH values between

0.6 and 11. The reproduction of microorganisms,
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in turn, causes changes in pH of the medium 
in which they are living because of the utiliza- 
tion of substances and excretion into the medium 
of certain metabolic products. Thus, in media 
containing carbohydrates, the fermentation 
process involves the formation of acid and neutral 
products, while growth on protein media generally 
leads to alkalinization due to excretion of am- 
monia. 

Studies [82] have shown that reproduction 
of microflora of different soil types in media 
containing glucose always led to acidification of 
the medium and displacement of pH toward the 
acid side, while in protein media there was 
alkalinization of the culture fluid. Thus, the 
growth of desert microflora from 2x103 to 
3.9 x lo* cells/ml over 28 h caused a shift in pH 
from 6.95 to 5.4. 

Similar changes depend primarily on the 
composition of the nutrient medium, inasmuch 
as this is the major factor that determines 
which groups of organisms can grow under 

certain conditions and thus undergo changes 
in pH as a function of the nature of their 
metabolism. 

The method of measuring changes in pH during 
growth of microorganisms requires no less than 
lo6 cellslml and is slightly less sensitive than the 
photometric method described. However, this 
method does have the advantage of not requiring 
an optically transparent medium. Determination 
of the growth of microorganisms is also possible 
by using various optical methods, which is dis- 
cussed in greater detail in the section, Analytic 
Methods. 

The dynamics of changes in the content of 
biologically important compounds during incuba- 
tion of a soil sample may be an important in- 
dicator of microflora development. An increase 
in optical activity of the medium upon consump- 
tion of one of the optical antipodes of developing 
microflora can also be very indicative. This is 
true of sensitive methods of recording fluo- 
rescence of pigments (chluropliyll) iri ceiis of 
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FIGURE 9.-External view of 12-channel laboratory nephelometer (Wolf Trap). a, two types of soil 
collector; b, reservoir containing water; c,  bunker with soil distributor; d, system using a Venturi 
to insert soil sample (up to 25 mV); e, reduction valve for compressed nitrogen tank; f, container 
with five cells and tubes through which soil passes; g, container with five light sources with adjust- 
ment of intensity on feedback principle. 
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photosynthesizing algae (Chlorella), making

it possible to detect an increase in the number

of cells by 100-200 cells/ml during the initial

few hours of growth of the culture [66].

Without exception, in all experiments involv-

ing determination of the growth of microorga-
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FIGURE 10.-Recording of change in light scattering in micro-
flora growth in garden soil. 1, growth curve; 2, curve
corresponding to sterilized soil sample.
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FIGURE 11.-Change in absorption of monochromatic light
with ,X.= 280 nm in reproduction of microflora in desert
soil (+ 37° C) [83]. 1, 2.5 mg soil+ 2.5 mg limonite/10 ml
medium; 2, 25 mg soil ÷ 25 mg of limonite/10 ml medium.

nisms, the control must be a sample containing
microflora that have been killed in one way or

another, the basic indicator being the dynamics

of the change in the recorded parameter during

the entire growth period of the microorganisms

under study.

MetabOlism

The general biologic activity in a soil sample

can be conveniently detected by measuring

changes in the gaseous composition of the sur-

rounding atmosphere resulting from the vital

activity of soil microflora. On Earth, the current

composition of the atmosphere is due primarily

to vital activity of living systems, especially

green plants. On the other hand, although the

lowly microflora cannot significantly infuence

the general composition of the atmosphere,

gaseous products of their metabolic processes

may be detected in experiments with soil samples

in small closed volumes. In these experiments,

using gas chromatography and mass spectros-

copy, there will be periodic measurement of the

content of H2, CH4, CO2, Kr (He) in the atmos-

phere surrounding the soil sample in a small

closed volume [51]. These experiments are there-

fore intended for recording changes in composi-

tion of the martian atmosphere during a long

period in a closed system, in which a sample of
martian soil with nutrient medium is enclosed.

At the end of this period, and after recording

any changes, the remaining gas mixture is re-

placed above the sample by a new portion of

martian atmosphere, and the entire cycle is

repeated. If the changes observed in the gaseous

composition during the first incubation period

are the consequence of purely physical and

chemical processes involving interaction of soil

components, or the nutrient medium with gaseous

elements of the martian atmosphere, the cor-

responding reactions will be reduced as a

measure of the consumption of these components
and addition of new amounts of fresh martian

atmosphere to the closed chamber.

On the other hand, changes in the atmosphere

due to growth and vital activity of soil micro-

organisms will be repeated in each cycle and will

increase as microflora grow. As the control,

samples used have been heated to high tem-

peratures to inactivate living systems.
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Similarexperimentsunderterrestrialcondi-
tionshaveshownthatsamplescontainorganisms
producingH.,,Nz, CH4underanaerobiccondi-
tions. Other important metabolic gaseous
products(NH3,H2S, CO2)are excretedby
organisms,but they are readilysolublein an
aqueousnutrientmedium,sothattheirdetermi-
nation in the gaseousphasemay be slightly
complicated.

On the basisof the compositionof the gas-
eous products,especiallyin simplenutrient
media, it is possibleto identify individual
physiologicgroupsofmicroorganismsresponsible
for a specifictypeof metabolism,suchasam-
monificators,sulfate-reducingand methane-
formingbacteria,denitrificators,and so forth.
Underanaerobicconditions,denitrifyingbacteria
areableto usenitratesaselectronacceptorsin
the oxidationof variousrespiratorysubstrates.
This typeof metabolismmaybe importanton
Mars, under conditionsof a severeoxygen
shortagein theatmosphere.

In orderto detectdenitrifierson Mars,use
of an appropriatemediumwith nitrateis pro-
posed,andto detectorganismsbymeansof the
appearanceof nitric oxide(NO),nitrousoxide
(NzO)andmolecularnitrogen(N2)in thegaseous
phase[13].If insteadof the nitrate,the inter-
mediateproductof denitrificationNzOis used,
then the two gaseouscomponents,NzO and
N2,canbe usedto estimateintensityof their
reduction processof NzO by denitrifying
microorganisms.

An importantpart in the nitrogencycleon
Earthis nitrogenfixation,whichis carriedout
by variousgroupsof microorganismscapableof
reducingsubstanceswith a triple bond (Nz,
NzO,HCN, C2H2).In the reductionof these
compounds,a roleis probablyfacilitatedby the
sameenzymesystemsthatparticipatein there-
ductionof molecularnitrogen.Obviously,these
metabolicreactionscanalsobe carriedoutby
martianorganismsinthecourseoftheirvitalactiv-
ity. IntroductionofacetyleneC2Hzasanelectron
donorstimulatesthe processof nitrate(NO2)
reduction,leadingto simultaneousliberationof
COz and nitrous oxide (N20). Addition of
glucosealso speedsup the denitrification
processesbut causesdevelopmentof newgas

components(Hz,CzH4).Thus,asa functionof
thenitrogenfixingactivityanddenitrifyingforms
of microorganisms,thecontentandcomposition
of the organicsubstrates,andthe initial con-
centrationsof productsNOR,NO,N20,N2,the
dynamicsof the changesin the gaseouscom-
ponentsoverthesoilsamplewillhaveadifferent
natureasaconsequenceof thesefactors.

Dynamics of gas exchange experiment. In an

experiment involving a soil sample from a green-
house [13], the dynamics of gas exchange are

shown in Figure 12 (a and b).

During the first few days, there is intensive

release of NzO and CO2. Beginning with the

2nd day (in the version with glucose), the N20

level drops off steeply until it disappears com-

pletely on the 6th day. This indicates a high

degree of activity of the denitrifiers. As the

result of the reduction of N20 (2nd and 3rd days)
there is an increase in N2 content in both vari-
eties. The decrease observed in the amount of

Nz during the first 24 hours-regardless of the

experimental conditions-is obviously the con-

sequence of its absorption by soil particles.

However, in the course of 3 days, the nature of

the dynamics of nitrogen in different versions

of the experiment differed. Thus, in the absence

of glucose, during the entire experiment (7 days)
consumption of N2 was not observed. Introduction

of glucose, however, led to its decrease during

this period (3rd to 7th day).

The use of molecular nitrogen coincided with

the appearance of new components in the gaseous

phase-H2 and ethylene (C2H4). Decrease in
Nz and increase in EzRa content indicate the

nitrogen-fixing activity of soil microorganisms.

Hence, the method of gas exchange in a closed

system composed of soil and atmosphere makes

it possible not only to determine the presence

of active microorganisms, but also in many cases,

to identify the important biologic processes of

denitrification and nitrification in the sample

under study.

Gulliver experiment. There is considerable

use of labeled atoms in modern biology to learn

the details of processes and to identify inter-

mediate and final products. This principle, used

as the basis for the method of detecting metabo-

lism of microorganisms, has been given the
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conditional name of "Gulliver" [42, 43]. In the

experiment, to a nutrient medium, intended for

growing martian soil microflora, organic com-

pounds are added which have been labeled with

14CO2 and 35S. In the course of their metabolism,

organisms will use the labeled substrate and

excrete the gases I4COz and H2355 into the

culture medium, which will be recorded by means

of a soft 13-radiation counter. This method has

the advantage of a high degree of sensitivity,

making it possible to observe several hundred

cells/mg soil, which is very important if the

possible low level of metabolism of martian

organisms is taken into account. Tests on Earth

have shown that even during the first 1-2 h of

incubation, it is possible to detect excretion of

14CO2 by growing microorganisms. As the

nutrient medium, labeled with '4C (in addition

to glucose), the sodium salt of formic acid can be

used as well as amino acids, proteins, and other

components.

The "Gulliver" device for studying Mars

consists of a sample collector, a vessel con-

taining a nutrient medium, an incubation

chamber, and a/3-radiation counter. The sample

is collected from the soil surface by sticky strips,

6-8 m long, covered with silicon lubricant; the

strips are ejected onto the surface and then

drawn back into the incubation chamber, where

they are submerged in the radioactive nutrient

medium.

In other "Gulliver" models, experiments will

be conducted directly on the planet's surface.

In both cases, radioactive gas emitted _4CO2, to

be fixed by barium hydroxide, will be located

on the surface of the counter.

The virtual absence of water on the martian

surface will necessitate certain changes in

preparing for future experiments on Mars. In

this connection, preliminary tests of soil samples
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FIGURE 12.-Dynamics of content change of components of a gaseous mixture above a greenhouse

soil sample [13]. a, without glucose; b, with glucose.
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weighing several g, which have been mixed with

only 1 ml of an aqueous solution, have also

shown vital activity of microorganisms. Ad-

ditional studies will be necessary to determine

the possibility of spontaneous decay of labeled

compounds and the excretion of radioactive gas

during the flight to Mars.

Labeled nutrient media experiment. The

development and use of the method of labeled

nutrient media have shown that it is possible to

determine various soil microorganisms living

under certain conditions (deserts, tundra, Kras-

nozem 2 [32]). The curves for the increase in

14CO2 may differ in shape; in all cases, they

indicate vital activity in the soil in comparison

with controlled inactivated samples.

To develop methods of recording 14CO2 by

radioactive counters, which should be highly

sensitive, is another important problem. These

should have a low intrinsic background and be

able to function over wide temperature ranges,
under mechanical stress. The use of diamond

detectors is promising [40].

Determination of metabolism and particularly

carbon metabolism by means of labeled atoms

may be made by inclusion of radioactive _4CO2

or 14CO in organic compounds as the result of

vital activity of microorganisms [29]. This ap-

proach is based on the assumption that martian

organisms are capable of assimilating CO and

CO2 which is contained in the atmosphere.
Under CRITERIA FOR EXISTENCE AND

SEARCH FOR LIVING SYSTEMS, possible

types of metabolic reactions responsible for these

processes were discussed, the most important

of which is photosynthesis. The suggested ex-

periment consists of a soil sample incubated in

an atmosphere which contains small amounts of

_4CO2 and '4CO. After several hours of incuba-

tion, the initial atmosphere is replaced by an

inert gas, and the soil subjected to pyrolysis at

600 ° C. The gas which is then formed contains

products of pyrolysis of the bioorganic compounds

containing labeled 14C, and to some extent,

remains of the original gases 14CO2 and 14CO.

These are captured in a special trap and recorded

2Krasnozem- a Russian term for a zonal red soil developed
in a Mediterranean climate [18a].

separately, while the organic products of pyrol-

ysis are collected in a column of refractory
material and heated to 700 ° C.

The radioactivity of their oxidation products

is measured, the amount indicating the biologic

activity of the assimilation processes of soil

microorganisms. Under terrestrial conditions,

this method can detect the fixation of _4CO2 in

light by photosynthetic organisms in the amount

of 102-103 cells, and in darkness by nonphoto-

synthetic bacteria up to 105-106 cells. The same
method can be used to detect assimilation of

_4CO from the atmosphere. Experiments have

not given positive results if the sample was

previously dried, but addition of water vapor to

the chamber reactivated the microorganisms.

Hence, the method suggested is capable of

detecting xerophytic forms of martian organisms.

Oxygen exchange. Another well-known prop-

erty of organisms, the ability to catalyze the

exchange of uxygen betwcen phosphate, nitrate,

and sulfate anions and water, forms the founda-

tion of a method for determining metabolism

based on the stable oxygen isotope 1so [37]. The

reaction takes place between anions labeled
with 1so and water which contains 160:

A 1sO + H2160 ---_ A160+H21sO (10)

Isotope _so appearing in water indicates

biologic activity of the preparation. The deter-

mination is made with the aid of a mass spec-

trometer, into the receiving vacuum chamber of

which water and dissolved gases are diffused

from the sample through a teflon membrane.
Experiments have yielded positive results and
have shown that the most diverse cultures of

cells as well as soil samples contain microflora

(105-107 cells[g) capable of performing catalysis

of oxygen metabolism. Inactivated samples of

soil and bioorganic compounds were used as

controls (amino acids, purines, acetates, glycine)

which did not catalyze metabolism of _so.

Photosynthesis

In exobiologic research, one of the approaches

to detect photosynthesis is to study metabolism

by isotopic methods (already described) applied

to soil samples subjected to the action of light.
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In this case,the controlsare completelyin-
activatedsamples(byheatingto 160° C),or the
experimentsareperformedin darkness.Another
possibleapproachis to identifytheprocessesof
light energyutilizationin which the photo-
syntheticchainis viewedasanopensystemfor
electrontransportby meansof intermediate
carriers (see the section,CRITERIA FOR
EXISTENCEAND SEARCHFOR LIVING
SYSTEMS).In this approach,an important
possibilityis nottakingintoaccounttheconcrete
physicochemicalnature of the products,the
substrateof photosynthesis,andcomponentsof
the photosyntheticapparatus,andto posethe
problemof determiningthe functionalactivity
of thephotosyntheticchain.Mostofthedataon
thecomplexityof electrontransportprocessesin
photosynthesishavebeenobtainedbydifferential
andpulsespectroscopy,theuseofwhichisbased
on changesin the coefficientof absorptionof
certain wavelengthsof light by carriers in
oxidation-reductionprocesses.

Illuminationof a suspensionof photosynthetic
organismsby excitinglight or a changein its
intensitycauses,in turn, a changein the sta-
tionaryconcentrationof electronsin the inter-
mediatechain of photosyntheticcarriers.In
Figure13,a recording,asafunctionof time,of
severalcurvesrepresentsthetransitionbetween
"dark" and"light" steadystatesof the photo-
syntheticchainduringilluminationby various
wavelengthsofexcitinglight.It shouldbenoted,
without going into detailedanalysisof the
mechanismof oxidation-reductionconversions,
thattheformofthetransitionalcurvesindicates
the successivenatureof reactionsin a complex
systemofcarrierswhichareresponsibleforthese
conversions.

The natureof thesecurvesas well as the
propertiesofthesteadystatewhichisestablished
in thecell is a functionof thephysiologicstate
of the organism,the influenceon the cell of
variousmetabolicpoisons,the gaseouscompo-
sition of the surroundingatmosphere(Fig.
14),andtemperature.Thesepeculiaritiesmakeit
possibleto differentiatebetweenopenliving
systemsandothercomplicatedsystemswhich
areofnonbiologicorigin.

An importantparameterin evaluatingthe

complexnatureof photo-inducedpigmentsof
the reactionis madeup of inductioncurves,
i.e., time curvesshowingchangein intensity
and averagedurationof fluorescenceof pig-
mentsduringtransitionof cellsfrom the dark
stateto stationarylight mode.In the caseof
ordinarydye solutions,includingchlorophyll,
andbacterialchlorophyll,thetransitionalcurves
haveasmoothmonotonicnature,andthetimeof
thetransientperiodis approximately5× 10-s s.
In intactlivingcells,thetransientprocesstime
is on the orderof severalseconds,whilethe
curves themselveshave a complexnature
[69]. It is obviousthat in living systemsthe
shapeof transientcurvesis determinednot so
muchby purelyphysicalprocessesof deactiva-
tion of excitingmoleculesof pigments,aswith
solutions,but ratherby electrontransferreac-
tionsinducedby pigment.Thepresenceof such
inductioncurvesis an indicationthatthemole-
culesof pigmentsareincludedin thecomplex
systemof reactionswhereutilizationof energy
intheirexcitedstateis involved.

Chemiluminescenceis another important
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FIGURE 13.-Kinetics of transitional processes in photosyn-
thesis chain between light and dark steady states [70].
1, transitional curve in photosynthesis of higher plants
(cytochrome absorption); 2, the same, for afterglow in-
tensity; 3, curves 1, 2 following inactivation of sample;
4, induction curve of fluorescence with light on.
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feature of living systems, in particular, photo-

synthetic systems, in which numerous chemical

reactions are accompanied by the emission of

light.

In living biologic systems, chemiluminescence
has been observed in cells of photosynthetic

organisms [86] and in cells of animal tissues

[87]; the nature of luminance is dependent

upon the state of the organism. Thus, inhibitors

of metabolism change chemiluminescence

intensity. In photosynthetic organisms, satura-
tion of luminescence occurs at the same inten-

sities of exciting light as does the saturation of

photosynthesis by light. Temperature de-

pendence of the afterglow is similar to tempera-

ture dependence of the fermentative processes,

while the temperature optimum is close to the

optimum for photosynthesis. When heated to

temperatures above optimum, but less than

+ 45 ° C, thc afterglow is reversibly suppressed;

at temperatures above 45 ° C, there is an ir-

reversible suppression of afterglow. Clearly,

the autoemission of light quanta takes place

during reversible recombination of certain inter-

mediate products in the photosynthetic chain

with molecules of pigments. The kinetics of

change in intensity of chemiluminescence in

the intermediate period following extinguishing

of the light (transition from light to darkness),

or following exciting light turning on (transition

from darkness to light), reflects the nature of

the time sequence of the reactions involved in

electron transfer leading to emission of a light

quantum (Fig. 14).

The afterglow decay curve may be rather

complex, which is the consequence of inter-

action of primary electron transfer reactions in

photosynthesis [72].

The complicated transient curves, shown in

Figure 14, indicate that the processes responsible

for the appearance of chemiluminescence and

fluorescence occur in an organized open system

and are linked not only to the final physical act

of emission of a light quantum, but also are

determined by the time and spatial sequence of

reactions involved in electron transport in a

heterogeneous living system.

A number of parameters (chemiluminescence,

fluorescence) studied under certain conditions

will make it possible to confirm the presence
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FIGURE 14.- Kinetics of chemiluminescence in reaction of luminol+H202 [83}. l, FeSO4 l0 -4 M;
2, catalase 10-s M; 3, cells of E. coli, 1.5× l0scells/ml; 4, limonite, sterile soil.
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of certain kinds of complexly organized photo-

biological systems. An important requirement in

such study is to have only a change in the condi-

tions of light excitation (intensity and spectral

region) in regard to the pigments contained in

living systems. The range of light excitation

changes is of the same order as the range of

natural changes in illumination of corresponding

organisms. In conjunction with the use of various

reagents, inhibitors, and temperature effects,

these methods may detect photosynthetic organ-

isms and thus yield very important information

about the presence of life on the planet.

EXOBIOLOGIC STUDIES-AUTOMATIC

BIOLOGIC LABORATORIES (ABL)

The exobiologic methods of detecting life

(discussed in the previous section) are completely

feasible from the present technologic point of
view. Use of these methods will make it theoret-

ically possible not only to detect extraterrestrial
life forms, but also to learn about some of their

specific characteristics. However, it has been

noted that none of these detection methods, when

used individually, will provide data that allow

unambiguous interpretation of the presence of
life.

This viewpoint differs significantly from

what is encountered in experiments in space

to measure physical parameters of other celestial

bodies or interplanetary space. For example,

the questions of the existence of a magnetic

field, radiation belt in the atmosphere of a planet,

and so forth, are solved by measuring the ap-

propriate parameters, and the reliability of the

data is totally a function of the accuracy and

statistical reliability of the quantitative results

obtained. Thus, it is sufficient to measure mass,

velocity, and other physical parameters in order
to have an idea of the characteristics of micro-

meteorites.

If reasons for a physical phenomenon and its

parameters are not clear, they can be ascer-

tained by new measurements, but the actual

existence of a phenomenon is determined by

the accuracy of the initial experiment. On the

other hand, in exobiologic studies, separate

experiments such as the increase in accuracy

of measurements, do not help to answer the

basic question of the existence of life in the

sample under study. The best approach (pre-

viously stated) is to combine individual methods

to study the dynamics of microflora metabolism
with time.

The close interrelationship of exobiologic
experiments creates another difference from

physical experiments. For example, experiments

in growing martian microflora on artificial media

must follow those involving detection of organic

substances and must precede metabolic studies.

On the other hand, a negative result from

growing martian organisms on liquid nutrient

media means that a considerable change must

be made in further studies; this possibility must
be allowed for on Earth.

These facts indicate that the only correct
approach to exobiologic studies is to construct

an automatic biologic laboratory (ABL) in which
individual methods aimed at detection of life

can be structurally combined, and their use

controlled by a single program in the function-

ing of the ABL.

At present, ABLs which would include all

known methods of detection are not easy to

build. Therefore, depending on concrete goals,

periods of launching, and lifetimes of space

stations on the planet's surface, ABL designs

must incorporate different kinds of instruments

to refect their usage for actual projects.

So far, these biologic laboratories have been

used to answer the basic question of the existence

of life, so that all appropriate projects for the

ABL have many features in common. The

ABL must have a collecting device or be able to

provide samples by means of a collecting device

which will be useful for the entire space station.

After the sample is collected it will be placed in a

doser-distributor, then into an incubation section

where microflora will be grown at certain temper-

atures and light levels, enriching the sample
material.

These processes can be carried out in different

modes, beginning with total preservation of the

initial martian conditions and terminating with

the creation of temperature, pressure, and mois-
ture similar to those on Earth. Provision must

be made in the ABL system design for adding
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gasesat a certainpressure,and a systemof
vacuumvalvesfor emptyingtheABLof external
atmosphereafterthesamplehasbeencollected.
A devicefor maintaininga certaintemperature
is alsonecessarybothin theareawheremicro-
organismsaregrownanddirectlyin themeasur-
ing cell wherethe optical parametersof the
sampleare determined.After specifiedtime
intervals,asmicrofloragrow,thesamplematerial
in bothsolidanddissolvedformwill beanalyzed
by functionalas well as analyticalmethods.
Informationontheprerequisitesfortheexistence
of life being on the planet will be obtained, pre-

sumably, by remote and analytical metl_ods

(temperature, atmospheric composition, presence

of organic matter). A brief discussion will follow

on some of the most highly developed ABL

projects or their individual functional components.

three for the experiment involving gas exchange,
and two chambers each for the remaining three

experiments [36]. The total weight of the

ABL is to be 8.5 kg. The station will function

for 90 days on the surface of the planet and will

include at least three 15-day measurement

cycles and one control test for each of the four

experiments.

As a control, it is proposed to use samples

that have been inactivated by heating to 160 ° C

for 3 hours. The station will have injectors for

pulling in the martian atmosphere, water vapor,

gases with radioactive labels, and fl-radiation

counters to measure 14C. A special device will

monitor the sequence of experiments and

change it on command from Earth. Information
will be transmitted to Earth or stored first in a

memory unit for the entire spacecraft.

Viking Project

The Viking project for 1975 [36] has a plan

to land a heavy station on the surface of Mars,

which will carry out such exobiologic experiments
as: determination of metabolism (see the section,
METHODS OF DETECTING EXTRATER-

RESTRIAL LIFE), assimilation of CO and

CO2, decomposition of the substrate labeled

with t4C, experiments involving gas exchange,

and measurement of light scattering, s All four

experiments are being conducted in parallel

using data from the same sample (Fig. 15).

This is very important because changes in each

characteristic may refect purely physical and

chemical processes that are not related to bio-

logic activity. A change in gas composition may

be the result of chemical processes, sorption

and desorption, and changes in the solubility

of gases; scattering of light may vary as a function

of formation of crystals and decomposition of

precipitates; finally, a change in the accumulation

of t4C in organic products may be due to photo-

chemical reactions. However, the probability

of a synchronous change in these three param-

eters is practically equal to zero if active organ-

isms are missing from the sample [56].

Nine measurement chambers are planned,

Life Detection Devices

Three characteristic methods will form the

basis of another project4: photometry of the

culture medium while microorganisms are

developing in it, the bioluminescent method of

determining iron porphyrin compounds, and the

radiometric method of determining decomposition

of glucose labeled with _4C in the course of vital

activity of microorganisms [35]. The latter method

is readily modified for simultaneous determina-

tion of photosynthesis on the basis of decay of

14CO2 in the gaseous phase during illumination

of the sample. The device has two locks for

collecting soil from the planet, and the actual

sample collecting will be with a sticky strip.

The soil sample, weighing 1 g, will enter a dosing

device which will distribute it through the

operating cuvettes-25 mg to the photometric

channel, 500 mg to the bioluminescent channel,

and 100 mg to the radiometric channel.

After the soil has been distributed, the lock

opening will be hermetically sealed and pressure
in the device raised to a set value. On command

from the program device, ampoules with nutrient
medium and the inhibitors will enter the working

and control cuvettes, and cultivation of micro-

organisms will begin. The measurements will be

s According to the latest data, the method of the scattering 4The latest ABL project involves five methods of detecting
of light has been dropped from the Viking project, life and makes extensive use of optical measuring devices.
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carried out in six reaction cuvettes, where the

light will be recorded by vibration-resistant

photomuhipliers and the radiometric channel will
use radiation counters. The instrument will

provide three measurement cycles with two

repetitions each; the program device will set the

the time between cycles.

Optical Measuring Unit

The measuring cuvette for determining optical

characteristics of the material under study is

one of the most important functional units in the

ABL. This is apparent when analytic methods of

determining complex organic compounds based

on their optical characteristics are used in study-

ing microorganism properties and individual

metabolic processes by functional methods. In

all these very different cases, regardless of

preliminary processing of samples, whether

living cells or organic compounds, investigation

by optical methods in the measuring cuvette will

generally be the same. Consequently, a measuring

optical unit is suggested for the ABL to determine

life by photobiological methods and complex

FIGURE15.-Experiments aboard the ABL for Viking projeet
in 1975 [N]. 1, unit for gas exchange experiments; 2,
bunker for soil; 3, experiment for decomposition of 14C
substrate; 4, measuring chamber; 5, pathway fur distribu-
tion of sample material; 6, unit for experiment on light
scattering; 7, optical system; 8, experimental block for
CO2 and CO assimilation; 9, eel for dumping; 10, measur-
ing chamber.

utilization of optical characteristics of the sample

under study [70].

Figure 16 shows a schematic of an apparatus

to obtain simultaneously several parameters of

a sample from the surface of the soil. The system

for exciting the object with monochromatic light

and simultaneous recording by photoelectronic

multipliers will allow recording in the measuring

cell after automatic collection and preparation

of samples of these parameters:

1. spectrum and intensity of light absorption

in the 250-1000 nm range;

2. spectrum and intensity of light reflection
in the 250-1000 nm range;

3. spectrum and intensity of fluorescence;

4. spectrum, intensity, and kinetics of spon-

taneous and photo-induced chemilu-

minescence;

5. bioluminescence in the presence of ATP;

6. dynamics of change in optical density in

the presence of reproduction of micro-

organisms;

7. dynamics of change in the contents of

02, COz, and pH by means of electrodes

inserted into the medium;

8. content of reduced nicotinamide-adenine

dinucleotide.

Introducing various substances to the measuring

cell may allow recording of practically any

reaction aimed at detecting certain biologically

Addition of KCN, ATP, Recording of
TPN, N=, and CO

H / o,,pH,co,

F,_IF []" l-'l F2_

/ m mF3

Temperature A
regulator "_/_"

(-140° - +120°) M
L2

FIGURE 16.--Optical measuring unit of ABL for detecting
life by photobiological methods [70]. L1, source of measur-
ing light; Lz source of exciting light: FI, F2, F3, light filters;
K, cuvette with sample; FEU, photoelectric multiplier in
circuit with amplifier and recorder.
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important compounds, including complex organic

molecules accompanied by a change in absorption
or emission of light by the reaction medium.

It is also easy to change illumination conditions

of the object in order to detect reactions of photo-
synthesis and other organisms whose vital
activity is a function of light action. It is im-
portant to change the temperature of the sample
within wide limits (+120 ° to -140 ° C), because

the distinguishing feature of living systems
is temperature dependence of a number of
parameters.

Recording the optical characteristics not only
of the solutions, but also of soil samples is an

important feature. Although the sensitivity of
such a device is limited by boundaries charac-
teristic of ordinary single-beam systems (102-10 a
cells of photosynthetic organisms, 10-14 g/ml

ATP), it can be increased by modern radio-
electronic means. This device has the advantage
of simultaneous recording in time of a number
of parameters for the same sample, which will

considerably increase reliability of scientific
information, lead to economy of weight, and
quantity of individual instrument packages.

The current development of exobiology is very
closely linked to the development of funda-

mental problems of biology which are of primary

importance for understanding the essence of
vital processes and principles of organization of
living systems.

The designs described in this chapter of the
ABL and individual devices for extraterrestrial

biologic research reflect the current level of
knowledge in this area of natural science. This
contribution can scarcely be overestimated in
the detection of extraterrestrial life forms.

However, the lack of life on Mars and other

planets in the solar system does not exclude
development of exobiology as a science, nor is it
an obstacle to further improvement of automatic
detection methods and collection of character-

istics of living systems. The results in this area,
constituting part of biologic instrument construc-
tion, will apply to modern biologic science and
other branches of human activity, as well as to

problems on the conquest of space, and the need
for automatic monitoring of living systems
under such conditions. Exobiologic experiments
on Mars must take into account the possibility
of detecting various precellular forms reflecting
evolutionary stages of prebiologic systems,

which irreversibly disappeared on Earth long
ago. There is no doubt that the study of this
kind of object might make invaluable contribu-
tions to the development of biologic science.
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Chapter 9

PLANETARY QUARANTINE: PRINCIPLES, METHODS, AND PROBLEMS 1

LAWRENCE B. HALL

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington, D.C. USA

FOUNDATIONS OF

PLANETARY QUARANTINE

The Contamination Problem

Mankind has been fascinated since ancient

times by the prospect of discovering and studying

extraterrestrial life forms. Now that space ex-

ploration has become a reality, the detection of

planetary life or its precursors has been estab-

lished as a major objective of the planetary pro-

grams of both the United States of America and

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

The success of these space explorations, how-

ever, is threatened by the possibility that unde-

sired life forms might accompany man and his

vehicles from one planet to another and estab-

lish themselves with unforeseeable consequences.

The introduction and proliferation of terrestrial

life forms could destroy the once-in-forever

opportunity to examine the planets in their pris-

tine condition. Planetary quarantine is intended

to safeguard this opportunity.

Perhaps Earth is the only planet in the solar

system where life can exist. Should this prove to

be so, some of our efforts will have been wasted.

For the present, however, planetary quarantine

appears to be the proper course of action for

three reasons:

(1) Terrestrial microbial life carried to a

_The author expresses gratitude to V. I. Vashkov, N. V.

Ramkova, T. V. Shcheglova, and B. B. Polyakov-Soviet

authors of the review used in writing this chapter.
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planet by an automated or manned space-

craft may reproduce and spread on that

body, confuse follow-on studies forever,

and possibly mask or destroy life in-

digenous to that planet. The environment

of the planet may be so changed that the

planet's usefulness to mankind in future

centuries will be seriously reduced.

(2) An automated spacecraft intended to

detect biological life on a planet must

not carry terrestrial microbial life, or the

instruments may detect it rather than
extraterrestrial life.

(3) The Earth may be adversely affected by

organisms or materials brought back from

another planet or from outer space.

Although these reasons for quarantine focus on

microbial life forms as the primary contamination

threat, because of their recognized ability to

withstand environmental extremes and to repro-

duce singly, the interests of science in extra-

terrestrial life are not entirely confined to these

forms. For example, the discovery of organic

molecules that were the precursors or remnants
of viable life would be of tremendous scientific

significance. Accidental introduction of organic
molecules or terrestrial life forms other than

viable microorganisms could cause erroneous

conclusions about life in the solar system. The

quarantine program must address these possi-
bilities.

The possibility of back-contamination of the
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Earthbyextraterrestriallife hasappliedsofar
onlyto mannedflightsto the Moon.TheLunar
ReceivingLaboratory(LRL),providedisolation
for the returningApolloastronautsand lunar
samples.As informationon martianenviron-
mentalconditionsaccumulates,the importance
of isolatinganddecontaminatingreturningMars
missionswill becomemoreevident.Meanwhile,
plans must proceedon the assumptionthat
quarantineagainstback-contaminationwill be
necessary.The techniquesrequireddiffer con-
siderablyfromthosenecessaryfor preventionof
outboundcontaminationbyterrestrialorganisms.
Onepotentialtechniquefor unmannedmissions
involvesremoteinspectionof returnedsamples
whilein Earthorbit-quarantineto belifted.and
the samplesbroughtto Earthonly if testsfor
biologicalactivityarenegative.Anothercandidate
techniqueinvolvesencapsulationofthereturned
samplespriorto Earthentry;a biologicbarrier
wouldthenmaintainquarantineduringinvesti-
gationofthesamplesonEarth.

Thefirst significantdiscussionson planetary
back-contaminationwerein Washington,D.C.,
in 1964,whenthe US NationalAcademyof
Sciences(NAS)held a conferenceon the po-
tentialhazardsof back-contaminationfrom the
planets[17].Therecommendationsof this con-
ference,althoughweightedtowardmannedex-
plorationof theMoon,haveservedasthebasic
guidein developingthe philosophyandbroad
policiesfortheUSprogramfor controlof back-
contamination.

Development of International

Planetary Quarantine Programs

Concern over planetary contamination led to

international cooperation in a program of Plane-

tary Quarantine (PQ). In 1957 the NAS in the
US expressed deep concern that contamination

by early space exploration could endanger sci-

entific investigation of the planets. The Inter-

national Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU) was

urged to assist in evaluating contamination haz-

ards and to encourage development of preventive
measures. Subsequently, the ICSU formed an

ad hoc committee, Contamination by Extra-

terrestrial Exploration (CETEX) [24], to review

this issue. The committee recommended, in

1958, adoption of a code of conduct aimed at

achieving a compromise between all-out lunar

and planetary exploration on the one hand, and,

on the other, providing maximum protection

against terrestrial contamination of the Moon

and planets.

At its meeting in 1959 [25], CETEX took the

position that the contamination problem was an
integral part of the duties of the ICSU Com-

mittee on Space Research (COSPAR), estab-

lished the preceding October. As a result,

COSPAR assumed responsibility for considera-

tion of the contamination problem and has since

issued a series of resolutions defining planetary

quarantine objectives for launching nations.

Development of National

Planetary Quarantine Programs

In response to these actions developing and

clarifying the meaning of planetary quarantine,

the USSR and US have undertaken planetary
quarantine programs. This program is adminis-

tered in the US by the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration (NASA).

Those directing PQ operations in both nations

strive to meet the objectives set by COSPAR by
first establishing realistic PQ requirements and

then monitoring spaceflight projects to verify

that the requirements are satisfied. A primary

quarantine objective was adopted by COSPAR in

1964 in a resolution recommending an upper
bound of 1 × 10 -3- one chance in a thousand-

for the probability that a given planet will be

contaminated by a program of terrestrial space
exploration consisting of a number of missions

over a stated time period.

Acceptance of this definitive objective opened

the way for development of quantitative PQ re-
quirements for each spaceflight mission. In the

procedure developed in the US, the PQ author-
ity subdivides the upper bound of 1 × 10 -3 on

the basis of COSPAR's estimate of the number of

flights capable of causing contamination and

issues to each flight project an allocation limiting
the probability that that mission will result in

planetary contamination. The computation of

these allocations recognizes the differing con-
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taminationrisksof thevarioustypesof missions
suchaslanders,orbiters,andflybys.Theallot-
mentmethodemployedgenerallyfavorsorbiter
and flyby missionsat the expenseof landers,
sincetheformercanfrequentlysatisfyallocations
throughtheuseof highlyreliableguidancecom-
ponentswithoutresortto theexpensive,though
effective,decontaminationproceduresneeded
by landers.The allocationsassignedto several
USmissionsarein Table1.

PLANETARY QUARANTINE
METHODOLOGY

Planetary quarantine places constraints on

planetary flight missions to minimize the prob-

ability of contamination of the planet and of the

scientific experiments carried aboard the space-

craft. These constraints may affect the prep-

aration of spacecraft and equipment for flight

and the spacecraft trajectory. Since the space-

craft and equipment must be as reliable as pos-

sible to maximize the probability of mission

success, care must be exercised in the selection

of PQ techniques to assure that their application
does not detract from the mission success.

This potential conflict of goals must be recog-

nized both by those who establish PQ require-

ments and by those who select and implement
contamination control measures. Effective admin-

istration and management of the PQ program

must also include reasonable sensitivity to the

technologic and budgetary constraints on flight

projects. For these reasons, analytical and experi-
mental studies are carried out to develop PQ

techniques that have minimum impact on mission
effectiveness and maximum cost effectiveness.

A major achievement of the United States PQ

program has been the development of an analyti-

cal structure interrelating the various factors

involved in the contamination estimation. Ex-

panding upon a mathematical formulation of

contamination probabilities first suggested by

Sagan and Coleman [107], analytical models

[53, 111,119] now exist to facilitate the establish-

ment of PQ requirements, measure their impact

upon mission objectives, estimate potential con-

tamination, determine decontamination needs,

and select contamination control measures.

Models for Probability of Contamination

The manner in which the various factors inter-

act, in determining the extent of contamination

control needed, can be illustrated with the aid of
a risk allocation model. Risk is defined in terms of

the probability of occurrence of the various events

that can lead to planetary contamination by

each of the many distinct, potentially contami-

hating sources.

One such model, useful in determining the ex-

tent of decontamination needed during the as-

sembly and test of a planetary lander, is based

upon an analytical formulation by a working com-

mittee of COSPAR undertaken during its 1967

meeting in London [22]. It expresses the probabil-

ity that at least one of the N_(o) 2 organisms present

on a spacecraft at launch contaminates the planet.

It is a simplification of a more rigorous formulation

and assumes that the product of the probability

terms on the fight side of the equation is much

smaller than unity.

P(c) = _ gi(o) " P(st) • P(uv) "P(sa)
i

• P(r) "P(g) (1)

The value of P(c) is equal to the summation, over
i distinct sources of microbial contamination,

of the product of the number of microorganisms
in each source and the probabilities of events

occurring that effect contamination. In this

equation [46]: Ni(o) is the number of viable

terrestrial organisms at launch. The events of

concern in this example are:

2The microbial contamination in spacecraft, before terminal
sterilization procedures are applied, is determined through
assay and estimation procedures, which are described in the
next section of this chapter under Estimation of Microbial
Contamination Levels. In practice, the surface contami-
nation is determined by assaying a large number of random
surface samples and statistically treating the results to obtain
a conservative value of the average numberof microorganisms
per unit surface area. This value is then applied to the total
spacecraft surface area. Applying the same assay results to
the portions of spacecraft surface areas which will be joined
together determines the mated microbial burden. Buried con-
tamination is generally determined by applying the value for
the mean density of organisms-similarly developed as ex-
plained in the section, Estimation of Microbial Con-
tamination Levels-to the total volume of nonmetallic
spacecraft materials. Reference [31] provides examples of
spacecraft surface assays and resulting total surface bio-
burdens for past US flight missions.
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P(st)- probability that a microorganism on

the spacecraft survives the stresses

of interplanetary space travel

P(uv)-probability that a microorganism on
the spacecraft survives the stresses

of ultraviolet radiation in space

P(sa)-probability that a microorganism
that has survived the stresses of

space travel will survive entry into

the atmosphere of the target planet

P(r)- probability that an organism on the

spacecraft will be released in a

viable state onto the planet's surface

or into its atmosphere, given that

it has survived space travel and

atmospheric entry

P(g)- probability that a viable organism,

deposited at random on the planet's

surface or in its atmosphere, will

grow and proliferate

Each of the parameters on the right side of

Equation (1) can be broken down into many

subparameters. For example, the probability of

growth, P(g), can include the probabilities that

the species of organism can grow on the planet,

that a suitable growth environment exists on the

planet, and that the organism will survive trans-

fer from the spacecraft to a favorable environ-

TABLE 1.-Probability of Contamination Alloca-

tions for US Missions 1

Probability of
Mission contamination

Mariner Venus 1

Mariner Venus 2

Mariner Mars 3

Mariner Mars 4

Mariner Venus 5

Mariner Mars 6

Mariner Mars 7

Mariner Mars 8

Mariner Mars 9

Pioneer 10

Mariner Venus Mercury for Venus

Viking '75 (each launch)

1 x 10 -4

lx 10 -4

4.5×10 '_

4.5 x 10 -5

3xlO 5

3 x 10 -_

3 x 10 -z

7.1x 10 z

7.1x tO z

6.4 × 10 -_

7 x 10 -z

1xl0 4

t Planetary Quarantine Status Board. NASA Headquarters,

Planetary Quarantine Office of Space Science, Washington,

D.C.

merit. The final summation is a probability that

can be compared directly with the probability-of-

contamination allocation issued to that mission.

This approach defines the limits of the probability

of occurrence of undesirable events. A knowledge

of this value and of expected fallout and indige-
nous levels then establishes the need for con-

tamination control during spacecraft manufacture

and preparation for launch.
In this evaluation process, space survival terms

must be determined, which is accomplished by

the PQ authority with the aid of scientists and

researchers in space microbiology and environ-

ment studies. Many special studies are initiated

under the auspices of the PQ authority to gain in-

sight into the pertinent phenomena and reduce

the uncertainty in quantitative evaluations.

Studies of Space Survival Parameters

Studies have been conducted for the evaluation

of space survival parameters by both the US and

USSR. Experiments simulating deep space have

proved that interplanetary environments are far

less lethal to microorganisms than to other, more

complex forms of life. However, some inactiva-

tion can be expected due to radiation, and to

some extent from the stresses of temperature
and vacuum.

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) of the Cal-

ifornia Institute of Technology is investigating

microbial survival in long-duration exposure (up

to 180 days) to simulated spaceflight temperature

and vacuum conditions. It appears [45] that the

lethality attributable to these conditions is neither

dramatic nor consistent, suggesting that reliance

upon the combined effects of vacuum and

temperature for significant microbial kill in deep

space is not realistic. A slight initial reduction of

the vegetative microbiologic population on the

spacecraft can be expected, but vacuum and

temperature stresses of deep space cannot be

categorically regarded as sterilizing or decon-

taminating agents, particularly for spores.

Experimenters in the USSR as well as in the US

have incubated various organisms under con-

ditions simulating the environments of Mars,

Venus, and the Moon. Under martian conditions

of daily temperature alternation between -- 60 ° C

'_ _PODUCIB!LITY OF THE
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and + 26 ° C, atmospheric pressure of 7 mm Hg,

and gas composition of 80% carbon dioxide and

20% nitrogen, several desert organisms [60] were

able to grow at a relative humidity as low as

3.8%. The ability of such terrestrial life forms to

exist on Mars probably depends on whether this

minimal amount of moisture is available.

Outer space simulation tests in the USSR [59]

showed that some microorganisms and enzymes

are very resistant to vacuum pressures as low as

10 -_° mm Hg. Furthermore, certain US tests

[36, 95] indicate that vacuum may stabilize micro-

organisms. In interpreting the results of simula-

tion experiments with vacuum, two factors must

be considered. The first is that a relatively long

time is involved in reaching a vacuum equivalent

to space, especially if elevated temperatures are

also required. The test organisms are therefore

desiccated at a much slower rate than those

located on the surface of a space probe during

exit from the Earth's atmosphere. The second

consideration, which is difficult to resolve satis-

factorily, is the question of adequate controls.

Even when moderate vacuums (10 -3 mm Hg) are

employed as controls, it is often difficult to estab-

lish the exact stage (application of the vacuum,

extent of drying, or rehydration process) at which

a cell either loses viability or is stabilized.

Ionizing space radiation other than that from

solar flares and in trapped belts is not considered

a significant inactivation stress; it is doubtful

whether such radiation can be depended upon to

destroy surface contaminants on space probes.

For example, microorganisms inhabiting the

water of nuclear reactors have adapted to millions

of roentgens of radiation.

Ultraviolet light is a highly lethal agent in outer

space. Table 2 lists the dosages necessary for

80 to 100% inactivation of unprotected micro-

organisms. These data are based upon US and

USSR experimentation [21, 78, 109]. Despite a

high degree of reflection, ultraviolet radiation is

easily blocked by dust or other opaque material,

such as an outer layer of microorganisms shield-

ing underlying cells.

Experience in thermal effects of Earth reentry

has been combined with postulated models of

planetary atmospheres in estimating the proba-

bility that microbial contamination on landing

vehicles will survive entry into the atmosphere.

These analyses are generally performed by plane-

tary spaceflight projects since many of the tra-

jectory and engineering parameters involved are

unique to a particular mission. The results, there-

fore, have limited applicability to other missions.

An analysis of survivability during entry into

the atmosphere of Jupiter has recently been

completed [116]. Extensive surface heating and

ablation is predicted, based upon the high atmos-

pheric density and vehicle trajectories that give

high entry velocities.

TABLE 2. -- Resistance of Various Microorganisms

to Ultraviolet Radiation [34]

Microorganism

UV Dosage required for 80-

100% inactivation in ergs/
cm z × 104

Ref [21] Ref [78] Ref [109]

Actinomyces sp - - 4.0-8.0

Aspergillus nidulans - - 54

Aspergillus niger - - 90-160

Bacillus megaterium - 2.9 1.13

Bacillus megaterium - 6.0 2.73

Bacillus pyocyaneum - 4.4 -
Bacillus subtilis 7 - 6-7

Bacillus subtilis 12 - 12

Bacterium aertrycke - 0.048 -
Escherichia coli 3 1.55 1-2.5

Micrococcus candicans - 3.67 -

Micrococcus lysodeikticus - - 27-50

Micrococcus pyogenes aureus - - 6.0
Micrococcus radiodurans - - 80-160

Micrococcus sphaeroides - - 10

Oospora lactis 5 - -

Penicillium digitatum 44 - -

Pseudomonas aeruginosa - - 1.8-3.6

Pseudomonus fluorescens - - 3.0-3.5

Saccharomyces sp - 14.7 -
Saccharomyces cerevisiae 6 6.5 -

Saccharomyces (diploids) - - 30

Saccharomyces (haploids) - - 8.4

Saccharomyces turbidans - 9.0 -
Saccharomyces vini (diploids) - - 30

Salmonella typhimurium - - 1.9
Saraina lutea - - 19.7

Serratia marcescens - 0.7 1.8-4.0

Staphylococcus albus - - 1.84-3

Staphylococcus aureus - 1.54 2.18-4.9_

Streptococcus hemolyticus - - 2.16

Streptococcus lactis - - 6.15

Streptococcus ridans - - 2.0
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Research has recently been completed on

improved estimation of the probability that orga-

nisms buried in, or on, an arriving spacecraft will

be released on a planet surface in a viable state.

Of the several potential release mechanisms

pertinent to landings on Mars, release resulting

from material fracturing on impact and from

aeolian erosion were assessed in a test program

conducted by the Boeing Co. [82]. Inoculated

pellets of spacecraft material were fractured in

high-velocity impact tests and eroded by sand

blasting. The tests have supported the specifica-

tion of these parameters issued for use by US

flight projects 3 (see Table 3).

TABLE 3.--Values Specified for Probability of

Microbial Release Parameters for Martian

Missions under Conditions of Fracturing

Impact and Aeolian Erosion [30, 105]

Probability of release Landing Value

Surface contamination

Surface contamination

Mated surface contamination

Mated surface contamination

Buried contamination

Buried contamination

Nominal

Non-nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Non-nominal

ltol×10 _

0.5

10 3

10

10 4

10 4

The estimation of P(g), the probability that a

terrestrial microorganism reaching a given planet

will grow and proliferate, has received con-

siderable attention. Laboratory tests of the ability
of terrestrial organisms to grow in simulated

martian environment were carried out with in-

conclusive results due to lack of knowledge of

the availability of water in the microenvironments

of the atmosphere. The Space Science Board of

the NAS reviewed the evaluation of P(g) for Mars

in July 1970 and recommended using a value of
1 × 10 -4, admitting, however, that this estimate

reflected incomplete knowledge of the martian

environment, and would be subject to reevalua-
tion when further data became available. Data

from US and USSR missions to Mars may support
such a reevaluation.

3Planetary Quarantine Specification Sheets. Sept. 28,

1972, Revision 1, Nov. 1972. Issued by NASA Headquarters,
Planetary Quarantine Officer.

These few examples illustrate how a laboratory-
based research program has eliminated informa-

tion gaps and helped develop quantitative space

survival probabilities that can be technically

substantiated and effectively utilized in estab-

lishing valid contamination control procedures.

STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES

In determining the need for contamination re-

duction and control procedures, microbial con-

tamination levels must be anticipated. The effect

of spacecraft assembly and test operations upon
these levels must also be estimated.

The PQ authority assists, on the basis of

laboratory research, in the estimation of these

parameters and guides flight project groups by

issuing contamination control technology in-

formation with guidelines for its application.

Estimation of Microbial

Contamination Levels

Microorganisms can be enumerated through

assay, in the case of accessible surface contami-

nation, or by estimation, for those levels which

cannot be directly sampled without damaging the

spacecraft.

Accessible contamination. The accurate enu-

meration of microorganisms on surfaces requires

recognition and consideration of a number of

factors. Surfaces associated with spacecraft

are composed of a wide variety of materials with

many surface finishes. In addition, some of the
materials contain substances that inhibit the

growth of microorganisms. Consequently, assay

procedures for space hardware have been de-

signed to separate microbial contamination from

surfaces for subsequent culturing.

Microorganisms that have been present on

surfaces for long periods, or that have survived

decontamination treatments, tend to adhere

quite tenaciously. The consequent difficulty of

removal can markedly affect the accuracy of the

assay. In addition, microorganisms in nature

usually do not occur as single cells but rather in

clumps and aggregates made up of many cells.

Standard techniques for the microbiologic sam-

piing of surfaces [32,100] such as the rinse, swab-

rinse, and direct contact plate [48], do not dis-
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tinguishbetweenindividualcellsandaggregates
of cellsandhencecanleadto enumerationin-
accuracies.Althoughthe rinseand swab-rinse
testsdoallowfor somebreakingupofclumpsby
manualor mechanicalshaking,thereis variation
in detectioncounts.Recoveryefficienciesvary
notonlyaccordingtosize,composition,andfinish
of the surfaces,but alsoamongpersonnelper-
formingtheassays.

Newtechniqueshavebeendevelopednotonly
to reducethis variability,but alsoto increase
recoveryofmicroorganismsfromspacehardware.
Onetechnique,thevacuumprobe,resultedfrom
a study initiatedto developa surfacesamplcr
that couldbe usedon largesurfaceareas[76,
103].

Puleoet al [100]usedan ultrasonicvacuum
probetoeffectivelyrecovermicroorganismsfrom
a varietyof surfaces,evenwhenbacterialspores
were"heatfixed"tothetestsurfaces.Ultrasonic
energybrokeup clumpsof microbialcellsinto
smaller aggregates and single cells. Both factors,

removal and deelumping, markedly improved the

accuracy of the assay. Subsequent studies [99]

showed that ultrasonic baths produced the same

recovery efficiencies as the ultrasonic probe.

Also, the ultrasonic baths were easy to use and

permitted processing more samples in a given

period. This procedure works equally well for

spores and vegetative microorganisms and does

not produce any detectable lethal effects on

microorganisms. Consequently, ultrasonic energy

is employed in assaying microbial surface con-

tamination, whether on stainless steel fallout

strips, piece parts, swabs from the surfaces of

space hardware or filters, or probe tips of vacuum

probes. Vacuum probes and ultrasonic collectors

cannot be used on spacecraft, however, since the

ultrasonic energy can damage sensitive parts.

As a result, there is almost complete reliance on

the swab-rinse technique in detecting surface

contamination levels. Ultrasonic energy can be

applied as soon as the sample has been recovered

from the spacecraft material surface. A second

innovative collection technique, capable of re-

moving a large sample of surface contamination,

has been developed by the Phoenix Laboratories

of the US Public Health Service, Center for Dis-

ease Control. The sample is collected by wiping

the entire surface of interest with a sterile, rayon

cloth (commercially available in the US). Micro-

organisms collected by the cloth are recovered by

sonication in a rinse solution which is then

assayed. This wipe-rinse technique exhibits a

sampling efficiency comparable to that of other

techniques but has the marked advantage of

recovery from larger surfaces and consequently

produces more valid results [33].

Inaccessible contamination. Contamination

located between joints (mated contamination) or

encapsulated within material is generally in-

accessible for direct assay; its levels are esti-

mated by methods and guidelines established

through experimentation and experience. Mated
contamination is accessible on the surfaces of the

parts prior to hardware assembly, and can be

assayed at that time. The usual approach to its

enumeration is to establish, by assay, the sur-

face contamination density existing at the time

of assembly, and to use this value in conjunction

with the extent of mated surface areas to develop
a conservative estimate for the total mated sur-

face contamination level. In this approach the

assumption is made that there is no growth or

die-off once the parts have been permanently
mated.

Viable organisms encapsulated within solid

materials can be released to a planet surface if

the solid should be fractured, eroded, or deter-

iorate. In an effort to provide a basis for estima-

tion of microorganisms contained within space-

craft materials, several research groups have at-

tempted quantitative recovery of viable micro-

organisms from solid materials. US investigators

showed in 1960 [87] that certain types of elec-

tronic piece parts contained viable microorga-

nisms internally. As a result of this work, JPL

investigators and their subcontractors in the Dy-

namic Science Corp. initiated studies to define

both microbiologic and engineering problems of

interior contamination assay [76, 103]. Subse-

quently, similar studies were initiated by workers

in the Phoenix Laboratories, US Public Health

Service (USPHS), Center for Disease Control

[101], the USPHS in Cincinnati [4, 5, 6], and at
the University of Minnesota [43]. The pertinent

results of these studies can be summarized in

the following paragraphs.

4 ._17 J
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In conducting assays of encapsulated micro-

organisms, the objective is to reduce solid

material to a size small enough to ensure release

of embedded microorganisms without harming

them. If microorganisms are killed, the extent
of kill should be consistent from test to test.

No single assay system is suitable for measur-

ing the internal contamination of all potentially
contaminated materials. Hard materials can

usually be ground or pulverized, but the rate
of kill for embedded microorganisms may be

high.

Some polymers can be dissolved by nontoxic
solvents to free embedded microorganisms

which can then be plated out and counted

[49]. Relatively soft materials which do not

lend themselves easily to pulverization at

ambient temperatures can be treated with

liquid nitrogen, which makes them brittle

enough for pulverization. However, this problem
is far from solved.

Some materials contain toxic substances

which must be chemically neutralized or phys-

ically removed from the microenvironment

prior to culturing.

Solidification, polymerization, and storage of

solids can contribute to a significant die-off
of embedded test microorganisms when

model systems are used to evaluate various

recovery techniques.

Recent work in the US conducted jointly by

the USPHS and Exotech Systems, Inc., resulted

in an estimation technique for buried bioburden

based upon an analytical model that accounts

for the uncertainties of assay techniques [73]. The

model was exercised using all known data ob-

tained by laboratory fracturing, grinding, dis-

solving, and disassembling, as appropriate,

various samples of solid materials and spacecraft

piece parts. The results led to a specification con-

servatively stated as 130 spores/cc as a mean

density of organisms in nonmetallic spacecraft
materials.

This conservative specification can be used in

estimating the contamination encapsulated in

materials produced in the US as they are received

for fabrication and assembly. Such information

can eliminate the need for extensive bioassay by

flight projects. As further aids to flight projects,

standards and advisory procedures have been

issued by the PQ authority which include

selection of a standard test microorganism, de-

contamination and sterilization methods, stand-

ards for microbiologic assay, and values for
microbial death rates. These standards are based

upon experimental investigations sponsored,

in the main, by the PQ authorities of the USSR
and the US.

The Bacillus subtilis var. niger spore has been

selected in the US as a representative organism

for testing the effectiveness of decontamination

or sterilization procedures used in a planetary

flight program [80]. Extensive knowledge exists

about this microorganism and standardized cul-

tures are readily available from the Phoenix

Laboratories, Center for Disease Control. Its

dry-heat inactivation characteristics are well-

known from extensive studies and are being com-

pared with those of naturally occurring contami-

nation experienced in spacecraft fabrication and

testing in substantiating sterilization processes

[120].

Spore inactivation in dry-heat sterilization is

specified in terms of a D-value, the time required

to reduce the mean viable microbial population

by a factor of 10. An important question in using
a D-value to describe the die-off behavior of

microorganisms is whether or not inactivation

kinetics are exponential, i.e., linear on a semilog-

arithmic plot, or instead possess either a shoulder

or a tailing effect. The presence of a shoulder sug-

gests the need for additional time to reach a spec-

ified level of decontamination and a tailing effect

indicates that a portion of the population will

survive a given treatment, independent of the

duration of exposure. Either effect may negate

much of the usefulness of the D-value concept in

establishing sterility requirements. Despite the

current uncertainty of the validity of the exponen-

tial approximation, the D-value concept has been

found operationally useful in the design, imple-

mentation, and verification of heat sterilization

measures. Further research to detect any tailing

effect in naturally occurring populations is

underway in the US.
The D-value is a function of the accessibility

of the microbial population and the temperature

and moisture content of the surroundings. In
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practice, D-values are specified at 125°C with
a maximum allowable moisture content. A scaling

factor, defined as a Z-value, permits extrapola-

tion of D-values to other sterilizing temperatures.

Table 4 presents dry-heat sterilization specifi-

cations currently in use in the US.

TABLE 4.- Dry Heat Specifications

Temperature

Max. RH

D-Values

Buried burden

Mated surface burden

Exposed surface burden

Z-Value

Temperature scaling function

100°C rain.

25% at 0°C and

76 mm Hg

5h

lh

1/2 h

21 °C

125-T

Dr = Drz.', " 10 z

where DT is D-value at

temperature T in °C

Other standards have been issued to cover

contamination control methods. Both heat and

ethylene oxide are acceptable decontamination

techniques for US spaceflight programs. The

USSR employs these and other techniques

(described in a later section). Guidelines resulting

from experimentation describe the use of barriers

to limit microbial accumulation in and on space-

craft. A description of the methods for reducing

the number of microbes in spacecraft assembly

areas is given in the next section, CONTAMINA-

TION CONTROL TECHNIQUES.

Contamination Source Analysis

A probability-of-contamination analysis is per-

formed by flight projects to determine the need
for contamination control and to assist in selec-

tion of proper control measures. Determining the

probability of contaminating a planet requires:

(1) identifying all possible contamination sources

associated with a mission; (2) determining the
initial contamination levels associated with each

source; (3) determining the contamination level

at time of launch; (4) determining whether this

level-or some fraction of it-can physically

reach the planet; and, (5) determining what
fraction of the contamination level which does

reach the planet will survive the environmental

stresses encountered prior to reaching the

planet.
An illustration of contamination source identi-

fication [26, 80] for a planetary lander project

is in Figure 1. The key points of this contamina-

tion analysis by the JPL are:

(1) All aspects of the flight program, in-

cluding the interactions of flight hardware

with the interplanetary environment, are

examined to identify possible sources of
contamination.

(2) Sources of contamination are examined

individually to yield an adequate undcr-

standing of the processes through which

they occur.

(3) Where possible, mathematical models are

formulated which characterize the proba-

bility of contamination. The models are

based on standard probabilistic tech-

niques, and the limitatiuns inherent in
their formulation are described.

The major possible sources of contamination

[52] for an orbiting mission are shown in Figure 2.

Hall [47] pointed out that the quarantine con-

straints for accidental impact of the nonsterilized

spacecraft can have a dominant effect on the

trajectory biasing requirements and the orbit

altitudes; consequently, close scrutiny of accept-

able risks for flyby and orbiter missions is
warranted.

The initial burden of viable organisms on the

vehicle is determined by extrapolation from

microbial assay and can be expressed in any of

several ways. It can be stated as an average of

the several measurements of the bioburden. A

more conservative approach is to state it as an

upper or maximum value of several measure-
ments of the microbial contamination level. A

system model, used by Ingrain [61], treats this

number as several ranges of values, each with an

associated probability-i.e., a histogram. Im-

plementation of Ingram's model, however, is

complex, requiring a knowledge of every con-

taminating event during assembly and of the
associated environments. A stochastic model has

been developed which avoids these difficulties

[106]; this approach is being considered for use

574-269 0 - 76 - 28
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by the US Viking 1975 project. Methods have

been developed for systematically dealing with

histogram data in probabilistic computations with

parameters of variable uncertainty [51, 110].

Documentation

Flight project groups are required to document

the results of their analyses and the measures

used for contamination control. US projects pre-

pare planning documents (including a PQ plan,

microbiologic assay and monitoring plan, and

sterilization plan) and analysis reports. Planning

documents are submitted to the PQ authority for

review to ensure adequate attention to decon-

tamination needs and measures. Analysis reports

document the analytical development of decon-

tamination requirements and quantify the con-

straints, if any, to be applied during spacecraft

fabrication.

Prior to approval for launch, a report is sub-

mitted to the PQ authority describing both the

compliance measures undertaken by the flight

project, and their effectiveness in limiting the

microbial burden during manufacture. Based

upon the acceptability of these data as well as

an independent verification conducted by the

PQ authority, an approval for launch is granted.

Spacecraft I Capsule I Biobarrier I

_' <10 x 10 I '< 1 x lO-SI ,' <10 x lO-' I

Impact IP; <__10-'

.__N ot sterile

Ps<_l

._elease V.O. I

PI_ <10-3 I

._(_ GrowthPG _<.10-'

.(_ Impact IPI<_.I

_(_Not sterileI

Ps <lO-Z I

._(_Release V.O. I

PR <-10-3 I

.__ Impact IPi < 10-2

.__Not sterile i

P;<I I

_(_Release V.O t

e_<_l /

Growth I

-_P6 <-10-31

I ContaminationPC(P/V) = 31 x 10 -e I

Debris J

:)'<_. 10 x 10-'J

_(_ Not sterile
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_(_Release V.O.
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Number of pieces
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FIGURE l.--Contamination source identification for planetary lander mission.
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FIGURE 2.--Mariner Mars 1971 planetary quarantine model.
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Launching nations are urged to submit to

COSPAR a report stating the degree to which

spaceflight missions have satisfied quarantine

requirements. The data are summarized to aggre-

gate the estimated probability that the total

space exploration programs of all nations have

contaminated each planet. Current results are

examined by the COSPAR Panel on Planetary

Quarantine at each annual meeting to assess the

progress of the total Planetary Quarantine pro-

gram and to determine the need for policy

revisions. Complete international cooperation in

this matter has not yet been attained by COSPAR,

but full participation should result when all

launching nations accept the importance of

adequate PQ measures.

CONTAMINATION CONTROL

TECHNIQUES

The value to successful quarantine of measures

such as a constituted PQ authority, an awareness

of the problem to be solved, and development of

the quantitative requirements and implementa-

tion guidelines have been illustrated in preceding

sections. However, it is the adequacy of the
measures taken by the spaceflight group to control

the level of contamination of space vehicles and

to produce the operational reliability needed to

minimize the chances of a contaminating accident

that assures that the quarantine goals are met.

On the basis of a contamination analysis, con-
tamination control needs can be determined and

related to measured bioburdens at key times

during the assembly process. To meet these

needs, control measures can be selected to be

applied during assembly stages. In similar fash-

ion, operational reliability goals can be quantified

and used to specify design quality, workmanship

standards, and reliability assurance levels to be

achieved when the number of microorganisms
does not exceed the level established as the

highest acceptable limit. Obviously, the most
stable and desirable level of control from a micro-

biologic viewpoint would be sterility- the absence

of viable microorganisms. Although sterility is

the objective of spacecraft decontamination

measures, it is always a matter of probability
whether this absolute level is achieved.

Because of the possible adverse effects of

stringent sterilization techniques on system per-

formance it is undesirable to apply treatments to

realize extreme probability of sterility. The prob-

ability of contamination achieved in recent US

missions is illustrated in Table 5, which sum-

marizes the estimated surface bioburden at the

time of launch. Comparison with the surface

contamination levels of products manufactured

without biologic control indicates that a very low
level of contamination has been achieved.

Preventive and corrective tactics are used in

combination for contamination control: tech-

niques for limiting the introduction of contamina-

tion and for reducing extant contamination levels
of facilities, personnel, and hardware. Tech-

niques have been adapted from medicine, food

processing, environmental control, and other

areas. Many have been further developed, and

some new techniques have been devised. Un-

doubtedly, the advances in contamination control

made for Planetary Quarantine will be used in

turn by those areas from which the technology
was adapted.

Contamination Prevention

Contamination prevention involves considera-

tion of potential sources of contamination and the

use of barriers to shield the spacecraft from these

sources [74].

Biologic barriers. The objective of a biologic

barrier is to keep the number of microorganisms

within an enclosure at an acceptably low level.

This can be accomplished by using an air shield

as in a clean room or a solid microbial barrier.

Clean rooms reduce or eliminate microbiologic

contaminants, at a site or on equipment, thus

increasing the probability that subsequent decon-
tamination will be successful. Functional relia-

bility is also improved because of increased

chemical and particulate cleanliness [79]. The

effectiveness of a clean room in limiting the
microbial level accumulated on the surfaces of

spacecraft material depends upon the air-han-

dling system employed and upon operational

procedures. The control of airborne contamina-

tion is specified in terms of the maximum

number of particles permitted in the air stream;

.'_ =UCIB!LITY OF THE

(__I_AGE IS POOR
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e.g., a Class 100 clean room has less than

3.5 × 103 particles/m 3 (100 particles/cu ft). This

low level is usually achieved by a vertical laminar

flow, as opposed to turbulent flow air systems.

Laminar-flow clean rooms and work areas suc-

cessfully hold intramural microbial contamina-

tion to a very low level and drastically reduce

soil-type microorganisms, such as bacterial and

mold spores, from the extant microorganism

population.

A vertical laminar-flow clean room usually has

a full ceiling filter bank of high efficiency par-

ticulate air (HEPA) filters. The retention effi-

ciency for typical HEPA filters often exceeds

99.6% for particles of 0.3/zm and larger. Exhaust

air exits through a grated floor. The airflow is

high volume and downward throughout the entire

cross section of the room. A laminar horizontal,

or crossflow clean room is somewhat less effective

downstream from any source of contamination,

TABLE 5.--Status of Probability of Planetary Contamination

Mars

missions

Mariner 3

Mariner 4

Mariner 6

Mariner 7

Mariner 8

Mariner 9

Venus

missions

Mariner 1

Mariner 2

Mariner 5

Launch

date

11/5/64

ii/28/64

2/24/69

3/27/69

syp_

mission

Flyby

1..L
F, yt,y

Flyby

Flyby

5/8/71 Orbiter

5/30/71 Orbiter

kgm

261

261

380

380

990

99O

Probability of planetary contamination

Prelaunch Postflight Cumulative

allocation estimate probability

4.5 × 10 -5 NIL NIL

4.5 × 10 -5

3 × 10 -5

3 × 10-5

7.1 x 10-5

7.1 x 10-5

NIL

approx.
3.2 x 10-s

approx.
3.2 × 10-8

NIL

3.9 x 10-5

NIL

approx.
3.2 × 10-s

approx.
6.4 × 10-s

approx.
6.4 × 10 -s

approx.
3.9 x 10 -5

i  u"ace
Sterilized mmromal

spore
load

No 2 x 10_

No 2 × 105

No 2 × 104

No 3 × 10 5

No 1 × 104

No 1 × 10_

: lVllssion

results

Unsuccessful-

failed to

jettison
Passed Mars

at 9850 km

7/14/65

Passed Mars

at 3400 km

7/31/69

Passed Mars

at 3540 km

8/5/69

Failed to

achieve

Earth orbit

Achieved

Mars orbit

10/14/71

7/22/62 Flyby 1202[

i

I

i

8/27/62 Flyby 203 [

I

1 × 10 -4 NIL NIL

1 × 10.4

6/14/67 Flyby 245 ] 3 × 10-5

3 × 10-_7

3×10 _7 NIL

No 2 × 105 [ Unsuccess-

ful- mission

abort at

launch by
safety
ot_cer

No 5 × I05 J Flyby passed
Venus at
34826 km

12/14/62

No I assayed I Flyby at
1×10s [ 3200km

10/19/67

Exotech Systems, Inc. Contamination Logs for Mars and Venus. Washington, D.C., Exotech Systems, 1971. (Rep. Contr.
NASw-2062)
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such as workers. There are also portable clean

rooms-vertical laminar airflow units with plastic

curtains for side walls, blowers, a ceiling HEPA

filter bank, and support legs on casters to
facilitate movement.

The JPL developed an Experimental Assembly

and Sterilization Laboratory (EASL) [65, 75, 84]

having an extremely low level of airborne micro-
bial contamination in the bioassay room and

laminar downflow work areas [74]. JPL later

enlarged and improved the EASL and constructed

a Sterilization Assembly and Development Lab-

oratory (SADL) [102], a complete spacecraft

assembly facility incorporating (1) a 130-m 2 lam-

inar downflow room with a 10-m high bay; (2) an

operational support equipment area; (3) a 75-cm

ethylene oxide decontamination chamber; (4) a

75-cm dry-heat sterilization chamber, and (5) all

equipment needed to conduct microbiologic

assays.

Microbiologic barriers, from cabinet size to

very large installations, prevent passage of micro-

organisms into or out of the barrier [88, 89]. In

planetary quarantine, protection of the equipment

or material inside the barrier is usually of primary

interest, but occasionally a barrier that works in
both directions is needed. The absolute barrier

cabinets used in the US Lunar Receiving Lab-

oratory prevented escape of potentially harmful

lunar material during quarantine, and also pre-

vented contamination of lunar samples by ter-

restrial microorganisms. Absolute barriers per-

mit no interchange of protected and unprotected

environments. Isolation is accomplished by plac-

ing material or work within a gas-tight enclosure,

through the walls of which operations are con-

ducted by means of flexible gloves or remotely

operated instruments. In fact, such enclosures

can be evaluated for microbiologic integrity with

a gas leak detector.
The partial barrier principle uses enclosures,

rooms, or cabinets that are not gastight and de-

pend on air pressure differentials through working

openings. Inlet or outlet air (or both) may be

filtered. Pressurization of such barrier systems

depends on whether work or personnel is to be

protected. When work within the barrier is to

be protected from outside contamination, the
enclosure is maintained at positive pressure.

Negative pressure is used in the enclosure to

inhibit escape of microorganisms.

A Bio-Isolator Suit System (BISS), part of the

assembly sterilizer facility designed in the US

for the isolation of sterile spacecraft, has an

outer suit, and an inner suit which is sealed to a

flexible pleated tunnel large enough to permit

operator access and egress (see Fig. 3) [38, 136].

The BISS is complete with life-support and moni-

toring subsystems. All human operations are
topologically and biologically isolated by the suit

and tunnel from the spacecraft after the begin-

ning of the sterilization operations.

9

1. BISS outer suit

2. Boom

3. Tunnel
4. Hatch
5. Antechamber

6. Stringers
7. Director's console

8. Life-support console

9. Spacecraft

FIGURE3.--Bioisolator suit system and assembly/sterilizer
interface concept [74].

A comprehensive review of absolute barrier

devices for personnel protection has been made

by Gremillion [44], whose description of barriers

includes incubators, refrigerators, centrifuges

and balances, and covers disinfectant dunk baths
and autoclaves for the entrance and exit of

materials. Similar cabinets have been described

by Blickman and Lanahan [13], and McDade [74]
discussed barriers for aerospace application.

Flexible plastic barriers for the absolute con-

tainment of germ-free animals are largely the

result of development work by Trexler [121]. A

negative-pressure safety hood made of flexible
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plastic film was developed by Phillips et al [91].

Subsequently, rigid plastic absolute barriers were

also developed [90]. The types of barriers or

isolators for germ-free animal experimentation

have been summarized by Trexler [122, 123].

Preventing contamination by personnel. The

primary source of microorganisms in spacecraft

assembly is the personnel associated with the

fabrication processes. Human skin surfaces pro-

vide a fertile site for the survival and growth of

microorganisms [29, 72]. Bacterial studies have

shown that microorganisms may be found on the

skin surface, throughout the stratum corneum,

and in the ducts of most excretory glands.

The removal of microorganisms from skin

surfaces, or their sterilization, has been attempted

many times by a variety of techniques. Surgeons

rely upon the scrub-rinse technique generally

employing hexochlorophene to reduce the number

of organisms on the skin. Fingertips, of special

interest, are the body surfaces most frequently

in contact with spaceflight hardware. While the

scrub-rinse technique tends to remove consider-

able numbers of skin microorganisms, sterility

cannot be obtained [132].

Germicidal soaps help to suppress the bacterial

skin flora for a time (as shown by Ulrich [125])

although the bacterial skin numbers eventually

return to the level that is normal for the specific

individual. It is quite probable that bacterial

populations lying deep in the skin are well

protected from biocidal concentrations of germi-

cide, as well as against mechanical removal. Most

probably, too, these organisms constitute the
source of the eventual return to the normal

bacterial skin level for that individual. Fortu-

nately for the purposes of planetary quarantine,

few, if any, spores or sporeforming bacteria are

disseminated by the human body, although a few

survive passage through the digestive tract and

can be released to the occupied environment.

A noninjurious method of sterilizing skin is

not known at present. Since bacteria are con-

stantly shed or removed from the skin, a mechan-

ical barrier such as surgical gloves, combined

with the use of germicidal soaps, appears to be

the best method of reducing or preventing micro-

bial transfer from skin surfaces to spaceflight
hardware.

Decontamination Techniques

Many techniques for reducing microbial levels

on spacecraft and their components have been

investigated. None is ideal, but several are

presently in use and others show promise. Tests
show that a higher degree of sterilization can be

achieved when these techniques are used on a
smooth surface. Contaminant survival becomes

significant as surface roughness increases. The
techniques described in this section include:

direct contact disinfectant cleaning using solvents

and decontaminants, remote surface decontam-

ination with chemicals or radiation, and heat
sterilization with and without radiation.

Disinfectant cleaning. Direct contact disin-

fectant cleaning involves washing the exposed

surfaces of spacecraft materials with disinfect-

ants such as ethyl alcohol, isopropyl alcohol,
formaldehyde in methanol, paracetic acid, and

hydrogen peroxide. NASA's AIMP Project [70]

employed a disinfectant cleaning program in-

cluding brush-washing electronic modules with

ethyl alcohol, rinsing electronic components in

85-95% isopropyl alcohol baths, sponging sur-

faces with cotton swabs and wipers saturated

with isopropyl alcohol. It was estimated that at

launch a microbial surface level of 1.5 × 104

organisms was achieved.

Similar techniques have been used to limit the
microbial surface contamination levels on the

US Mariner program. Polypropylene pads satu-

rated with a solvent selected for compatibility

with the material being cleaned were employed

in the Mariner Mars '71 program. Residues were

removed by rubbing the surfaces with sterile

flannel. On delicate parts, such as the solar

panels, cotton-tipped toothpicks were used to

minimize damage to the delicate electrical con-
nection network.

Hydrogen peroxide, used in industrial applica-

tions for its biocidal properties, is suitable for

use on some spacecraft materials. A concentra-

tion of 3 to 5% is effective for microorganisms in

the vegetative state, 3 to 10% for spores (de-

pending upon type), and a concentration of 1 to

5% will kill viruses [129]. A disadvantage of

hydrogen peroxide is a high surface tension, 73

dyn/cm. This can be reduced by adding sur-
factants, such as 0.5% sulfanol, and achieve
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cleaningthroughmorecompletecoatingonthe
surfaces.Theadditionof anionicdetergentscan
reducethesurfacetensionof thesolutionto as
low as28.8dyn/cm.Treatmentof surfaceswith
suchamixturewillhavealethaleffectonvegeta-
tive andsporogenousformsof microorganisms,
accordingto Shumayeva[113].Immersionin a
6%solutioncandecontaminatesurfacesinfected
withsporesofmalignantanthrax;andbyincreas-
ingthetemperatureof the.solutionto50° C, the
concentration of the hydrogen peroxide can be

reduced by a factor of two without decreasing the

effectiveness.

Surface sterilization. The techniques refer to
the use of chemicals or radiation without direet

contact with the surface. Decontaminants used

include gases (ethylene oxide, methyl bromide

and formaldehyde) and radiation (laser beams,

gaseous plasma, ultraviolet and'ionizing radiation).

Ethylene oxide (ETO) has been used for many

years in the pharmaceutical and food processing
industries as a microbial decontaminant. Its

effectiveness is a function of time, temperature,

concentration, and relative humidity [115]. As

a surface decontaminant for reducing micro-

bial populations on spacecraft [66, 85], several
factors must be considered. ETO is both toxic

and hazardous. A small percentage (3%) in air

will support combustion, and if ignited in a closed

space will explode. However, a noncombustible

mixture can be made by adding an inert sub-

stance. ETO mixed with carbon dioxide or various

fluorinated hydrocarbons is available in the US.

These mixtures do not support combustion with

air in any proportion. Adverse effects of ETO

include proneness to corrosion of materials;

polymerization caused by catalytic properties of

some materials; chemical reaction with some

materials [37, 64, 67]; and parameter drift of

some electronic devices [11, 14]. Such effects

are overcome by proper handling and precautions.

Space scientists in the USSR currently con-

sider a mixture of 40% ETO and 60% methyl

bromide (referred to as OB mixture) the most
suitable means of surface decontamination of

space hardware. It is reported to be five times

more effective against Staphylococcus aureus

and two-and-a-half times more effective against

spores of B. mesentericus than a mixture of 12%

ETO and 88% Freon (referred to as cryoxide). The

combination of ETO and methyl bromide exceeds

cryoxide in bactericidal properties because of

the bactericidal capacity of both components.
USSR research indicates that the OB mixture

does not harm materials being sterilized [83],

but this remains an open question in the US.

Methyl bromide by itself has several valuable

attributes. It is widely used as a refrigerant and

in fire extinguishers, and is an excellent fumigant

for stored grain, seeds, and nursery stocks. It

is not as effective a sterilant as ETO, but adds a

penetrating effect so that the combination of

ETO and methyl bromide kills microorganisms

more rapidly than either constituent alone, ac-

cording to Soviet reports [127].

Recent research using formaldehyde gas gen-

erated from paraformaldehyde [86] suggests that

it may have some use in the sterilization of

spacecraft components. Formaldehyde as a

gaseous sterilizing agent is advantageous in

that the space to be sterilized need not be tightly
enclosed nor hermetically sealed, a condition

often impossible to achieve when large volumes

are to be treated. Formaldehyde gas has a slow

rate of penetration, a significant feature when

residual action is required. The absorbed surface

film of the polymer will continue to release

formaldehyde gas slowly, often for several days

after the sterilization cycle has been completed.

If sterilization is carried out in a vacuum chamber,

penetration can be accelerated. The principal

disadvantages using formaldehyde as a surface

sterilant for spacecraft are its interaction with

some commonly used materials and its poten-

tial as an organic contaminant of life-detection

experiments.
There has been renewed interest in formalde-

hyde sterilization recently because of the avail-

ability of a highly purified form of paraformalde-

hyde which apparently increases ease of produc-

tion of the gas and reduces problems of residuals.

Heating of this polymer results in the release of

pure formaldehyde gas with little or no waste.
An odorless formaldehyde-based sporicide is

under development by Sandia Laboratories. 4

4Presentation by R. E. Trujillo at the Spacecraft Steriliza-
tion Technology Seminar, San Francisco, July 1972. (NASA
contract W-12-853)
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Both gel and liquid forms have been produced

which have bactericidal effects similar to simple

formaldehyde and accelerated effects with modest

heating.

Researchers at MIT [97] have found that bac-

teria can be destroyed by irradiation with laser

light. Heat-resistant spores (Bacillus subtilis)

became entirely inactive within a hundredth of

a second in a 50-W, unfocused CO2 laser beam.
The laser beam method does not disturb the sub-

strate materials used (copper, aluminum, glass,

and paper). This quality would make it possible
to sterilize the surfaces of materials that are

quite sensitive to heat-materials, in addition

to those of spacecraft, include medical and surg-

ical materials, foods, metals, paper, and probably

even the surfaces of wounds during operations,

as well as the air in the operating room. A wide

range of wavelengths (from 2 to 10.6 /xm) has

been found effective in sterilizing spores. The

high reflective energy produces extensive kill,

mitigating possible structural shielding effects.

Gaseous discharge or plasma sterilization has

been investigated as a means for complete

elimination of contamination from medical prod-

ucts and foods [56]. The Boeing Co. 5 has tested

the effectiveness of radio-frequency-generated

oxygen plasmas on inoculated strips. A surface

cleaning effect has been observed with plasma

temperatures of 50 ° C. Sterilization appears to

be complete without material degradation. The

plasma is an extremely rich source of ultraviolet

light, which may be the actual sterilizing agent.
Both plasma and laser beam sterilization are

surface treatments with limited penetration abil-

ity. The applicability of these techniques is

questionable to sterilization of surface films of

thickness greater than 1 gm and of contamina-

tion resident in deep pores or sharp recesses.

Ionizing radiation [58] in the form of gamma

rays, high-energy electrons and protons, is a

decontaminant. Imshenetskiy and Abyzov re-

ported in 1972 that in many cases where heating

could damage electrical apparatus, the use of

gamma rays is becoming increasingly popular in

the USSR [56]. According to the data of Jaffe [62,

63] the y-radiation dose required for sterilization

s Informal communication with Dr. Richard Olson, The
Boeing Co., Seattle, Wash.

of materials and apparatus on a spacecraft is 10

million rads. However, Astafayeva et al [8] feel

that these doses are much too high. Their

data indicate that sterilization of radio parts,

even those containing spores of B. mesentericus,

which are relatively resistant to the action of

gamma rays, can be accomplished with a dose of

2.5 million rads. The same dose proved effective

for sterilization of porous rubber and certain

liquids that were considerably contaminated

by a test culture.

Tests conducted in the USSR [126] of radiation-

sterilized materials and radio parts after storage

for various durations ffrom 1 day to 3 months)

showed that physical and chemical properties

of the materials and the electrical parameters

of the devices tested remained unchanged. These

studies indicated that the use of radiation sterili-

zation is suitable in many cases for sterilizing

spacecraft but would necessitate special atten-

tion to parts selection and design for radiation

resistance.

High-energy electrons and protons, while not

possessing the penetrating power of T-rays, can

sterilize surface contamination. Through reflec-

tion and scattering, they can also be effective on

hidden surfaces. Both electron and proton beams

can be focused in concentrated patterns, thereby

speeding the decontamination process. Tests [3]

underway at the JPL to investigate the lethal

properties of the trapped radiation belts of Jupiter,

should provide further data on the effectiveness

of electron and proton beam sterilization.
Considerable information exists on radiation

damage to materials similar to those used on

spacecraft. A large segment of this information

concerns nuclear reactor radiations (mixed

neutron-gamma fields) which are believed un-

suitable for spacecraft sterilization application

since they can produce radioactivity in the

irradiated material [12, 35, 71,81].

Materials most susceptible to damage from

x-ray, T-ray, and electron beam radiation include

electronic semiconductors and organic polymers.

Semiconductors are subject to interface surface

deterioration which can affect electrical proper-

ties [18, 19, 77, 114, 117]. Damage requires that

a radiation energy threshold be exceeded. Radia-

tion damage to organic polymers is principally
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due to ionization [15]. Covalent bonds are broken

and subsequent recombination of the free radicals
is random and can lead to scission and cross-

linking. Damage is generally directly proportional

to dose.

The technical feasibility of spacecraft radia-

tion sterilization in a program which includes

careful selection of electronic parts, organic

materials, manufacturing processes, and screen-

ing tests has been investigated in detail [10].

Further study is necessary to evaluate the eco-

nomics of spacecraft radiation sterilization and

to compare its effectiveness and applicability to

currently used techniques.
Thermal sterilization. Terrestrial microorga-

nisms are susceptible to high temperatures. Auto-

claving, a standard sterilizing process in industry

and food preparation, utilizes high temperature

steam (dry heat) as the active ingredient.

Space scientists in the US currently consider

dry-heat sterilization the most suitable means

of decontaminating space hardware. Dry heat

effectiveness depends upon:

temperature
time

water activity

open or closed system

physical and chemical properties of the

microorganism

adjacent support material

surrounding atmosphere

A simple logarithmic model [85], useful in

defining conservative operational characteristics,

expresses microbial destruction as a function of

time and temperature:

log Nv = _ + log No (2)
_T

where No is the initial microbial population,

D r is the time in units of time required to reduce

the population by 90% at temperature T and for a

temperature coefficient z, and Nv is the expected

mean population after U units of time of heating.
Microbial heat inactivation, however, is more

complex than this simplified model suggests

and a rigorous treatment must consider water

activity, population mix, and equilibration charac-

teristics. The effect of a mixed population of

several microbial groups, each with different

initial population levels and D-values, is to pro-

duce a composite inactivation characteristic

which tails out as destruction progresses. This

increasing resistance to destruction necessitates

close examination of the composite inactivation

characteristic when high levels of decontamina-
tion are to be achieved.

Open and closed systems represent the two
extremes in water movement to or from the micro-

organisms during heating. In closed systems,

characterizing encapsulated and, in some cases,

mated surface contamination, the microorga-

nisms are located so that they are completely

surrounded by a solid material impervious to

water vapor transmission. In open systems, char-

acterizing surface contamination, the microbes

are in intimate and continuous contact with the

surrounding atmosphere while they undergo

dry-heat sterilization. Mated surface organisms,

depending upon their physical situation and the

degree of water transmission, are in either open

or closed systems. The water vapor content im-

mediately surrounding the organisms is all-

important in this biocidal process, and the nature

of the remainder of the surrounding gas atmos-

phere has little effect on the rate of dry-heat
sterilization.

In the temper.ature range of 100°-125 °C, in-

activation is strongly dependent upon the rela-

tive humidity (RH), with lethality above 50% RH

and below 0.2% RH much greater than the kill

rates in the intermediate range [16]. This dra-

matic effect [7] of water activity upon inactivation

of Bacillus subtilis at 125 ° C is shown in Figure 4.
For efficient sterilization, either the wet or

dry extremes should be chosen. From a reliability

standpoint, wet sterilization, although used

earlier in the USSR [126], is felt unsuitable for

delicate components; hence, the dry end of

this spectrum has been selected for use by

US flight projects. Studies are currently under-

way to determine a realistic minimum RH

achievable during sterilization of typical space-

craft to take maximum advantage of this effect.

Because of the heat sensitivity of much space-

craft material, the dry thermal sterilization

temperature must be carefully selected. Recent
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research[126] indicatesthat temperaturesof
110-140° C arebestsuitedforspacecraftsterili-
zation.TheUSspaceprogramapprovestempera-
turesof 100° C and above and provides the set

of specifications given in Table 4 for dry heat

use [801.

Other factors involved in the design of a dry-

heat sterilization process are the thermodynamic

characteristics of the space vehicle and the

heating environment, the numbers of organisms

to be killed, and the distribution of the microbial

burden on the spacecraft. Many factors in the

design and configuration of the space vchic!e

strongly influence the temperature profile of the
vehicle. Three of these factors are: location of

the thermal control paths, placement of thermal

insulation, and the physical properties of con-
stituent materials.

In one of several alternative methods for

applying heat to the vehicle, a canister containing

the lander is sealed and the unit placed in an

100

I I I I

0 25 50 75 100 125

D--Value, rain

FIGURE4.-Heat inactivation at 125° C as a function of R.H.

oven and heated. Heat flows from the atmosphere

in the oven through the canister to the lander. In

another more favored system, sterile gas is heated

in a heat exchanger and recirculated through the

canister. To optimize the thermal process, the

heat lethality above the US specified minimum

limit of 100 ° C should be integrated over the

sterilization cycle-heat-up, temperature main-

tenance, and cool-down. In order to satisfy a

wide range of designs, it is necessary to establish

a range of processing conditions, all of which will

produce the desired decontamination of a space

lander. Clearly, the final selection of the steriliza-

tion process must be the result of a trade-off

study between spacecraft design factors and

process parameters.

Nonsterile vehicles and components that have

served their useful life, such as flyby or orbiting

buses, can, theoretically, be sterilized by the

activation of on-board exothermic heating agents

such as Thermit, a mixture of aluminum powder

and iron oxide. When ignited, it generates high

sterilizing temperatures. However, using this

technique forces basic spacecraft design con-
straints to ensure transfer of sufficient heat to all

parts of the vehicle before the heat paths are

destroyed, and imposes a weight penalty.

Sterilization at the end of a lander capsule's

useful life would be too late to protect life-

detection experiments or to prevent release of

terrestrial life on a planet, eliminating the
method from serious consideration.

Thermoradiation. Thermoradiation is at-

tractive for contamination control [96] in space-

craft assembly because it exposes components to

less heat than dry heat sterilization and less
radiation than radiation alone.

The lethal effects of biologic systems of com-

bined heat and ionizing radiation have been ob-

served by many experimenters. Radiation sensi-

tivity increases with a rise in temperature in such

varied biologic systems as proteins [9, 20, 93, 94],

viruses [1, 27, 55, 92, 124], spores [56, 57, 97,

113, 126], bacteria [62, 63] yeast [8], paramecia

[941, insects [39], vertebrate cells [69, 118], and

human tumors [2, 23, 27, 40, 50, 54, 55, 68, 98,

133, 134]. Sterilization in a composite heat and
radiation environment can be ascribed to in-
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creasedradiationsensitivity.Temperaturesat
whichtheincreasedratesof inactivationoccur
arebelowthosetemperaturesat whichthermal
inactivationbecomeseffective.

To evaluatethe lethalsynergismof heatand
radiation,SandiaLaboratories6 conductedex-
perimentsin thetemperaturerangeof60°-125° C

with radiation doses believed acceptable for typi-

cal spacecraft materials and components.

The sterilization effectiveness of ionizing radia-

tion, dry heat, and then the simultaneous appli-

cation of ionizing radiation and dry heat at

various temperatures were compared. Figure 5,

typical of these experiments, compares the in-

activation of these sterilization agents singly, and

in combination [104]. Additional experiments

have revealed that this synergistic relationship

of heat and radiation exists at temperatures as
low as 60 ° C. Thermoradiation D-values at a dose

rate of 8 krad/h varied from 1.5 h at 105 ° C to

3 h at 90 ° C and 6 h at 69 ° C [104]. These D-values
represent a rather significant reduction in time

required for sterilization. For example, the dry-

heat D-values for B. subtilis var. niger at 60°C

range from 53 to 274 h [130], depending on the

moisture condition of the spores.

Graikoski [42], working with gamma radiation

from Cobah-60 and with several sporeforming

species, concluded that a common mechanism

is probably responsible for spore survival and

radiosensitization. He postulated that the nucleo-

protein deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) component

is important in this regard.

Samoylenko and Ivanov [108], comparing the

sensitivity of bacteria to T-irradiation and heat
(50 ° C), showed that the radioresistant cultures

tested were also more thermal-resistant. The

DNA composition of the resistant strains had

greater mole percent fractions of adenine and

thymine than nonresistant strains.

The correlation of radiosensitivity with nucleic

acid content has been verified by Sandia [28];

this correlation provides further evidence that

the nucleic acid component of biosystems is

responsible for the intrinsic radiosensitivity of a

given biosystem.

SThermoradiation_Experimentation Task in Contract
W-12,853. Technical Assistance (Systems Analysis and Clean
Room Monitoring)for Planetary Quarantine Program.

Autosterilization. An autosterilizing material

is one which contains an ingredient toxic to

microorganisms. Studies by Astafyeva et al [8]

have shown that various materials used in space-

craft, as well as oxide films produced under in-

dustrial conditions, possess autosterilizing

properties. Such materials include alloys of

magnesium, aluminum, copper, silver, surfaces

covered with silver or copper, and certain types
of rubber. There are also enamels which can

cause reductions in microbial infection tens of

thousands of times; however, test cultures re-

main viable beneath the coatings.

According to the data of Shank et al (1962)

[112], Zsolnai (1962) [135], Godding and Lynch

(1965) [41], the liquid fuels used in spacecraft
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have autosterilizing properties on bacteria to

varying degrees, while the solid fuel components
do not.

The data of Opfell [83] indicate that when small

amounts of paraformaldehyde are added to

dyes, plastics, greases, and other compounds,

they acquire bactericidal and autosterilizing

properties. Willard and Alexander [131] showed

that the addition of 3-7% formaldehyde to various

dyes and coatings confers bactericidal properties
on these materials. In order to obtain bactericidal

cellulose cloth for a spacecraft, Vashkov and

Shcheglova [128] chemically combined the macro-
molecule of cellulose with various bactericidal

metals, quaternary-ammonium bases, and phenol

preparations. These materials produced death in

70-100% of the gram-positive and gram-negative

microorganisms placed on their surfaces.

Heat generated in manufacturing or testing

parts can also produce internal sterility of parts.

An example is the heat generated by exothermic

reactions in polymerization.

In decontaminating spacecraft, difficulties have

been encountered frequently because certain
materials cannot tolerate the doses of radiation

or temperatures that would ensure the necessary

degree of sterility. Therefore, autosterilizing

materials are of considerable interest in planetary

quarantine and this characteristic can be evalu-

ated during materials selection accompanying

spacecraft design.

VERIFICATION PROCEDURES

The success of a spacecraft contamination

control program is measured by enumeration of

the microbial levels, especially bacterial spores,

in and on space hardware. Although this general

approach is practiced in other fields, spacecraft

sterilization presents unique problems. In the food

and pharmaceutical industries, for example,

sterility tests can be performed on statistically

significant samples of the final product. On

spacecraft, where large numbers of items do not

exist, a postcycle sterility test would be incon-

clusive, could produce recontamination, and

might degrade flight hardware. Consequently,

presterilization assays are used in combination

with laboratory-verified inactivation character-

istics in estimating the limit of post-sterilization

contamination levels. This process requires

knowledge of the microbial population mix on

the spacecraft to assure that the inactivation

characteristics for the sterilization technique

selected do not radically differ from the laboratory

values. Microbial samples, collected by flight

project personnel, are cultured and counted by

an assay laboratory certified for this purpose.

A manual describing assay procedures, pub-

lished by NASA in 1967, revised 1968, specifies

techniques for assay of space hardware and intra-

mural environments used for assembly and test-

ing. The general procedure for enumerating aero-

bic and anaerobic microorganisms and spores

is illustrated in Figure 6.

Most assay systems for spore enumeration in-

volve heating the microbial suspension prior to

plating, which is referred to as heat shock or

heat activation. It has been shown repeatedly

that many spores require such treatment for

maximal germination. Counts of one variety of
Bacillus subtilis have shown two- to threefold

increases with heat shock [31]. However, certain

spores germinate without heat shock and some

can be adversely affected by heat shock. For

example, viable counts of Bacillus subtilis var.

niger spores are consistently reduced two to

three times after heat shocking. In a mixed,

naturally occurring spore population (the type of

contamination with which spacecraft assays are

concerned), some spores may not survive heat

shock, others would survive, and still others
would be stimulated.

Research in this area is in two main directions.

The Center for Disease Control Laboratory in

Phoenix has suggested that an ideal system for

assaying spores in a mixed microbial population

would be a technique that utilizes a nonthermal

treatment for killing vegetative cells without

harming spores, and a nontoxic chemical stimulus

to induce maximal spore germination. The pro-

cedure for enumerating anaerobic microorga-

nisms is essentially the same as that for aerobic

microorganisms, with the exception that the cul-

ture plates are incubated under strict anaerobic

conditions. Experience has shown that there are

very few strictly anaerobic bacteria on space-

craft. Hence, this procedure is seldom used.
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Organismenumeration,knowledgeof the ef-
fectsof sterilantsused,andphysicalmeasure-
mentof the parametersaffectingthe sterilants
appliedtothespacecraftarethebasesonwhich
thePQauthoritycanconfidentlycertifythatthe
mission,when launched,will comply with
COSPARrequirements.Verificationof flight
projectcompliancewith the PQ requirements
enableseachlaunchingnationto assurecon-
cernedorganizationsthat biologicsafeguards
havebeenestablished,andthatacourseisbeing
followedwhichwill resultin the planetsbeing
maintainedas biologicpreservesfor scientific
investigations.

OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE

Throughout the recorded history of planet

Earth, invasions of a species of plant or animal

often resulted in regional changes of cata-

strophic proportions. Early man often inter-

posed crude barriers, frequently only distance,
between the invader and himself when he was

the susceptible host. Developing trade and com-

merce in the world bridged natural barriers to

life forms. The time has come to consider insuring

the maintenance of interplanetary barriers.

The huge and presumably hostile space be-

tween the planets has served as a natural
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barrier throughout the ages to prevent the

transfer of pathogenic agents, if they exist,
between the celestial bodies. With the advent

of space travel this natural barrier has been

transcended. An artificial barrier, planetary

quarantine, has now been instituted to effect

the required degree of protection.

The US planetary exploration program has

been guided by NASA's Planetary Quarantine

Program. In accordance with international

agreements, the COSPAR has been kept in-
formed of the measures employed to control

contamination within the specified limits for

each spacecraft launch.

As space exploration programs have advanced,

knowledge has been accumulated regarding the

biological and physical characteristics of the

planets. We are now quite confident of the esti-
mates of the environmental characteristics of

Venus, and similar data concerning Mars are

being assimilated from flights of Mars 1, Mars
2, and Mariner 9.

Such knowledge has resulted in reducing the

uncertainty in the estimation of key PQ param-

eters and in supporting the relaxation of PQ

constraints. For example, following the flight of

Venera 7, a 5-decade reduction in the value of

the probability of growth on the surface of the

planet was effected in the light of the very high

temperatures found to exist on the surface.

Quarantine has now been lifted in the US pro-

gram from Mercury and from Venus, with the

exception of possible microenvironments in

the atmosphere of the latter.

It is expected that similar modifications will

follow as space exploration proceeds. The

forthcoming martian landings by the space

launching nations should provide insight into the

important question of the availability of water
in the microenvironments on the martian surface.

With these data, the requirement for quarantine

of Mars can be realistically reviewed. The Pio-

neer missions to Jupiter may provide insight into
the existence and abundance of similar life-

supporting factors for the Jovian planets and

their satellites, hence bear upon the issue of

quarantine for these bodies.

The success of planetary quarantine can be

assured only by rigorous measures, to make sure
that no errors have been made and that no factor

has been overlooked. Only by the use of such

rigid measures, burdensome as they may be, can

the planets be undisturbed awaiting future sci-

entific investigations.

The program of planetary quarantine con-

ceived by the ICSU, and administered by proper

authorities within the launching nations, in-

cludes rigorous measures and combines the

scientific and technical knowledge necessary

to formulate requirements with the authority

needed to ensure compliance. Thus, PQ is safe-

guarding the planets of our solar system from

possible irreversible loss associated with our

newly developed exploration ability. Until such

time as space exploration can show that quaran-

tine is no longer necessary, planetary spacecraft

must continue to be governed by quarantine re-

quirements. In this way, mankind can continue

the exploration of space, confident that the threat
of irreversible contamination of the planets has

been contained and that their environments will

remain pristine awaiting the coming of man-

kind and the uses, in the dim future, that man

may design for these planets.
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Hebe (asteroid), 244

Hectometric radiation, 215

Heisenberg uncertainty principle, 6
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Helium(He),331
inatmosphere of Mercury, 140

in interplanetary space, 53, 54, 56, 57

on Jupiter, 199, 202, 213,222

on Saturn, 222

in solar system, 57, 323, 326, 331

in universe, 7, 9, 11, 14, 17-19, 21-22

Hellas (martian basin), 185

Hexachlorophene, 417

Hidalgo (asteroid), 246

High-efficiency particulate air (HEPA)

filters, 415-416

High-energy particles, 55, 59, 66, 67,

87,419

High temperature, effects of, 279-281

Hilda (asteroid group), 246

Histogram, 217, 411

Hubble law, 4, 5

Hubble radius, 5-6, 7

Humason (comet), 250

Hungaria (asteroid group), 246

Hydrocarbons, 322, 329, 334, 337, 369

Hydrodiction reticulatum, 287

Hydrogen, 5, 7, 9-11, 17, 53, 54, 133,

331,333, 370

atoms, 7, 10

in comets, 250, 252

ionized, 14, 15

on Jupiter, 199, 201,213, 236

on Moon, 122

negative ions, 10

neutral regions, 7, 14, 15

nuclei, 17

on Saturn, 221,226

in solar system, 21,326

in stars, 18, 19, 21,325

in universe, 323-326

Hydrogen ionization, 13-15

Hydrogen peroxide, 417-418

Hydrogen sulfide, 370

Hyperion (Saturn satellite), 241

physical data, 242

Iapetus (Saturn satellite), 241

physical data, 242

Iapygia (martian basin), 184

Icarus (asteroid), 246

Ikeya-Seki (comet), 250

IMP-1 (interplanetary probe), 49, 104

Inert gases, 326, 331

Infrared radiometry, 202, 247

Infrared (IR) spectrophotometry, 148

Infrared spectroscopy, 375

Infrared thermometry, 140

Insects, low-temperature effects on, 276

Intercosmos 6 data, 74

Interplanetary magnetic fields, 32,

48-50, 62, 68

sectorial structure of, 49-51

Interplanetary medium, 34, 47-76

shock waves in, 51-54, 71, 77, 93, 323

Interplanetary plasma, 47

Interplanetary space, 32-111,324-325

Io (Jupiter satellite), 106,197,218,

234- 238

Ionizing radiation, 271, 273, 274, 293-

296, 369

dose, 294

flux of, 96

low temperature and, 294

protection against, 295

resistance to, 294

solar flares, 39

spacecraft, factor in, 293

target theory, 295-296

Ionizing radiation sterilization, 419,

420, 421,422

Ionospheric disturbances, 45, 98-99

Iron (Fe), 21, 27, 133, 331

on Mercury, 136, 137

in meteorites, 329

on Moon, 121, 128

Isoprenoid phytane (CI9), 337

Isoprenoids, 337, 338

Isopropyl alcohol, 417

Isotropic diffusion, 69-70

Janus (Saturn satellite), 241

Jeans length, 9, 10

Jet streams, 23

Juno (asteroid), 244, 247

Jupiter (planet), 24, 126, 127, 129, 197-

221,245, 327, 407

albedo, 208, 209

atmosphere, 199-213

composition, 201-203

computer calculation, 203

dynamics, 212-213

energy balance, 209-210

structure models, 210-212

temperature, 203-205, 218

visible surface, 205-209

body structure, 213-214

characteristics, 105

clouds on, 205-206

density, 198

energetic particles on, 220

escape velocity, 198

magnetic field, 214, 219-220

magnetopause, 219

magnetosphere, 106, 214-221,236

mass, 198, 235

model of, 214, 215

orbit, 200

photometric data, 198-199, 208-209

physical data, 198

plasma density, 220-221

radiation conditions near, 106, 205

Jupiter (planet)- Continued

radio emission from, 203, 215

radius, 198

red spot 206--208

rocket and satellite studies, 199, 202,

204, 208-209

rotation, 200, 206, 219

satellites, 129, 234-238

spectrum, 205, 216, 223

troposphere, 210

JV (Jupiter satellite), 234

Kohoutek (comet), 250,251

Labeled nutrient media experiment,

393

Lander spacecraft, 405, 412, 421

Larmor rotation, 78

Laser beam sterilization, 419

Lead, 21, 123

Lepisma domestica, 297

Libya (martian basin), 184

Life

chemical basis, 369-371

dynamic properties of, 372

evolution of, 368

light, role of, 371-373

origin of, 29, 341-347, 368

search for, 369

Life-detection methods, 374-396

analytic, 376-382

fluorescence, 382-386

functional, 382-386

gas chromatography, 380-382

mass spectroscopy, 380-382

metabolism studies, 390-393

microorganism growth studies, 387-

390

microscopy, 378-380

optical, 382

panoramas, transmission of, 376-377

photosynthesis, 393-396

remote, 375-376

sample collection, 377-378

samples, incubation of, 386-387

thermogenesis, 387

Light, role of, 371-373

Light scattering, 376, 387, 388, 397

Limestone, 336

Limonite, 307, 390, 395

Lipids, 369

Lithium, 21

Littrow (lunar crater), 122

Low temperature, effects of, 276-279

life at, 278-279

physiologic processes in different

organisms, 280

Luciferin-luciferase reaction, 385, 386

Luminescence, 382
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Luna1(lunarprobe),104
Luna2(lunarprobe),47,104
Luna3(lunarprobe),47
Luna16(lunarprobe),330
Luna19(lunarprobe),74
Luna20(lunarprobe),330
LunarExplorer,74
Lunarmodule,119
LunarOrbiter,74
LunarReceivingLaboratory(LRL),

404,416
Lunarsamples,28,121,122,330-331,

404
Lyophilization,275

Macromolecules,370,383
Magnesium(Mg),21,133
Magneticdisturbances,101
Magneticfield,326,396

physiologiceffectof,296
Magnetometerexperiment,168,219
Magnetopausc,77,92,164
MareCrisium(Moon),115,117
MareFecunditatis(Moon),119
MareHumorum(Moon),115,117
MareImbrium(Moon),115,117,118
MareNectaris(Moon),115,117
MareNubium(Moon),119
MareOceanusProcellarum(Moon),119
MareOrientale(Moon),115,117,119
MareSerenitatis(Moon),115,117,118
MareTranquillitatis(Moon),119,330
MareTyrrhenum(Mars),183
Marinebiology,273
Mariner1(Venusprobe),406,415
Mariner2(Venusprobe),406,415
Mariner3(Marsprobe),406,415
Mariner4(Marsprobe),168,406,415
Mariner5(Venusprobe),142,144,149-

152,161-163,406,415
Mariner6(Marsprobe),168,175,182,

406,415
Mariner7(Mars probe), 168, 171, 175,

182, 406, 415

Mariner 8 (Mars probe), 406, 415

Mariner 9 (Mars probe), 167, 168, 171,

175, 177, 178, 180, 181, 182, 183,

184, 185, 186, 406, 415

Mariner 10 (Mars probe), 136, 140, 141,

142, 149, 16!

Mariner Mars '71 program, 417

quarantine model, 413

Mariner Venus Mercury for Venus

mission, contamination, probability

of, 406

Marius Hills (Moon), 118

Mars (planet), 126, 133, 167-188, 245

albedo, 176-181

Mars (planet)- Continued

atmosphere of, 162, 170-176, 328,

333, 373, 374, 380

chemical-dynamic model, 171

dayglow, 175

dynamics, 173

lower, 170-171, 172

middle, 172

model, 174

pressure, 170

upper, 172-174

biologic problems, 373-374

canals, 181

chaotic terrain, 184

..... " "" 105Cllai'dCtcNS I.iCS of,

circular basins, 184-185

clouds, 171

contamination, probability of, 406

craters, 177, 180, 183, 184

density, 134, 168

desert, 167

diameter, 134

distance from Sun, 145, 167

dust storm, 167, 174

evolution of, 164, 374

exosphere, 175-176

geological studies, 182-183

geometric characteristics, 134

global characteristics, 168

grabens, 184

Grand Canyon, 184, 185

gravitational field, 168

hemispheres, 169

ionosphere, 174

life on, 188, 301,311,328, 368, 369,

397, 407

magnetic field, 168-170

magnetopause, 106

mass, 134, 168

models, 174

mountains, 183-184

observations of, terrestrial, 167

orbit, 145, 167

photographs of, 167, 170, 180, 181,

183

planes, 183

poles, 170-173, 181, 187, 328

probes, 397, 406, 415

quarantine program, 425

radar observations, 182

radiation conditions near, 106

radius, 168

rotation of, 145, 169-170

satellites, 133, 170, 187-188

seasons, 169-170, 173, 179, 328

simulation of conditions on, 306-311

soft landing on, 167

soil, 176-178

Mars (planet)- Continued

spacecraft data, 167-176, 182, 374-

380, 397

spectrometer studies, 174

spin characteristics, 134

streamhke formations, 185-187

surface, 176-181,328

mineral composition of, 178

temperature, 171,172, 174, 175, !76,

177, 328

thermal mode, 171-172

volatile compounds,166

volcanoes, 183

water on, 170, 176, 187, 328, 333

wave of darkening, 179

winds, 173-174

Mars 2 (Mars probe), 167, 168

Mars 3 (Mars probe), 167, 168, 176, 182

Masogaea (Mars), 177

Mass spectrometer, 329,380--381,393

Mass spectroscopy, 337-380

Mated microbial burden, 405

Mathematical models, 371,411

Matter, 3-10, 21, 23

solar, 24

Melas Lacus (Mars), 184

Mercury (planet), 28, 129, 133, 135-142

atmosphere of, 139-140, 327

Bond albedo, 136

characteristics of, 105

chemical composition, 136

density, 134, 136, 142

diameter, 134-136

distance from Sun, 135, 145

escape velocity, 136

evolution of, 164

geometric characteristics, 134

infrared thermometry experiment,

140-141

interior, 136

life on, 327

maps of, 137, 138

mass, 134, 136

models, 136

nucleus, 136

observations of, terrestrial, 135

orbit, 145, 167

photographs of, 136, 139

poles, 140

radar studies, 138, 139

radioactivity, 136

radioastronomy experiments, 141

radius, 136

rotation, 138-139, 145

shape, 135

spacecraft data, 136

spectral reflectivity of, 137

spin characteristics, 134

Sun and, 138-140
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Mercury(planet)-Continued
surface,136-138,140,142,327
temperature,136,140,141
thermalhistory,136
thermalradiation,140,141
UVexperiment,140

Mesons,6
Metabolism,342,369,387,390-393,397
Meteorites,22,73,122,129,185,248,

328-330,369
composition,21,29,74,75,129,328,

331
densityof,121
iron,328,329
originof,24-26,328
sporadic,74
stone,328,329

Methane,227,333,369
ininterstellarspace,324-326
onJupiter,199,201,221
onSaturn,221,223

Methylbromide,418
Mice

accelerationeffectson,290,291
vibrationeffectson,291

Microbiocenoses,274,299
Microbiology,297
Microcalorimetry,387
Micrococcus candicans, 301

Micrococcus radiodurans, 293

Microcoleus, 294

Microcystis, 300

Microflora, 387-390, 396

Micrometeorites, 74-76, 396

Micrometeoroids, 119

Microorganisms, 271-273, 335, 369,

374, 377-379

accessibility of, 410

aerobic, 423, 424

anaerobic, 423, 424

assay of, 409-410, 423

barotolerant, 273

barriers for, use of, 411,414-417

contamination levels, 408--411

contamination models, 405-407

destruction of, 410, 420

detection of, 383

embedded, 409,410

enumeration of, 424

growth studies, 386-390, 406, 408

on Mars, 373

metabolism of, 390-393

radiation effects on

ionizing, 273

ultraviolet, 305-307

reentry heating effect on, 407

removal of, 417-423

sampling, 408

sources, 411-413

Microorganisms - Continued

space travel effects, 406

survival of, 406

temperature effects on

high, 275, 279-280, low, 276-279,

280

terrestrial, 403

thermophilic, 280

UV radiation effects on, 406, 407

vacuum effect on, 281-285

vacuum pressure experiments, 407

water factor in, 297-298

Microscope sampling method, 378-380

biological, 379

cytochemical, 379

electron, 379-380

Microspheres, 343

Microwave radiation, 4, 5, 45

Milky Way (galaxy), 324

Mimas (Saturn satellite), 241

physical data, 242

Miranda (Uranus satellite), 244, 245

Molecular paleontology, 335-338

Molnya (satellite) data, 66

Monomer substances, 341

Mononucleotides, 344

Moon, 115-129, 140, 146, 277

age of, 123-124

isochron, 123

atmosphere, 74, 122

caldera, 115

characteristics of, 105

chemical composition, 121-122, 124

core, 120

craters, 115, 118, 125, 137

collisional, 118

explosive, 115

halo, 118

ray, 115

volcanic, 118

density of, 26, 27, 116, 121, t29

dipole field, 126

far side, 119

genesis rock, 122, 124

gravitational field, 115-116, 123

anomalies, 116-118, 125

interior, 117-119, 120, 122, 124, 129

laser altimeter experiment, 118

lava flows, 115, 118-121, 124, 127

life on, 122, 330

magnetic field, 126

manned flights to, 404

maria, 116-118, 120, 121, 122, 124,

125

mascons, 116-118, 120, 124, 125

mass, 116, 117, 235

and Mercury, 142

micrometeorite impacts on, 74

moments of inertia, 116, 124

Moon- Continued

moonquakes, 120, 121

mountains, 115, 116, 119, 120, 137

near side, 119

orbit, 26, 120, 127

origin of, 26-28

atmospheric condensation theory,

26-27

capture theory, 27, 128-129

fission theory, 26

model for, 128-129

twin planet theory, 27

physical constants, 115, 116

poles, 116

probe, 47, 73, 104, 121,330

radiation conditions near, 105-106

radioactivity, 120, 125

radius, 116, 121

rills, 117, 118, 119

rotation, 120

seismic observations, 119-121

shape, 116, 120

spacecraft experiments, 115, 117,

119, 121, 122, 124

spectral reflectivity of, 137

surface, 115, 118-121, 127

samples, 28, 121, 330-331,404

temperature, 116, 120

volcanoes, 121

water on, 115, 121, 123

Muhivator chamber, 385

Murchison (meteorite), 329

Mycobacterium rubrum, 298

Mycobacterium smegmatis, 298, 309

Mycobacterium tuberculosis, 301

Mycococcus oligonitrophilus, 298, 309

Mycococcus ruber, 308, 309, 310

Mycoplasms, 272

Myrothamnus flabellifolia, 296

Nelumbo nucifera, 297

Neon (Ne), 14, 140, 331

Nephelometer, 385,388,389

Neptune (planet), 24, 226-232

atmosphere, 226-231

composition, 230-231

structure (models), 230-231

temperature, 228-230

body structure, 231

characteristics, 105

density, 198

hydrogen quadruple lines, 226-227

mass, 198

mechanical data, 200

photometric data, 199, 227

physical data, 198

rotation, 229

satellites, 244

spectrum, 227, 228
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Nereid(Neptunesatellite),244,245
Neurospora crassa, 287, 296

Neutrinos, 6, 7, 20

Neutron capture process, 21-22

Neutrons, 6, 7, 11

spallation-produced, 24

Nickel (Ni), 21,329

Nitrogen (N), 133, 370, 391,407, 410

in interstellar space, 323, 324

on Mars, 328

on Moon, 122

in solar system, 326

Nitrogen fixation, 391

Nix Olympica (martian volcano), 183

Nucleic acids, 340-341, 342, 344, 345,

370, 422

detection of, 380, 382

evolution of, 347

on Moon, 330

Nucleosynthesis, 7, 11, 12, 16-22,322-

323

related elements, 323

stable, 322

stellar evolution and, 16-22

unstable, 322

Nucleotides, 340, 341,369, 382, 383

Oberon (Uranus satellite), 245

OGO (Orbiting Geophysical Observa-

tory), 74

Oort cloud, 254

Open systems, 342-347,372,420

Optical measuring unit, 398-399

Optical-mechanical scanning device,

376

Orbiter missions, 376, 405

Orbiting Astronomical Observatory

(OAO), 150, 208-209, 250

Organic compounds, 370, 372, 377, 380

Orion (nebula), 324

Oterma (comet), 253

Oxygen (O), 14, 57, 133, 333, 338, 373

detection of, 376

in interstellar space, 323, 324

on Mars, 171,373

molecular, 332, 372

on Moon, 122

in Sun, 326

Oxygen exchange experiment, 393

Ozone, 171

Pajdusakova (comet), 253

Paleontology, molecular, 335, 336-338

Pallas (asteroid), 244, 247, 248

Panspermia, 272

Paracetic acid, 417

Paraformaldehyde, 418, 423

Paramecium aurelia, 295

Paramecium bursaria, 292

Paramecium caudatum, 292, 295

Parascaris equorum, 303

Pegasus (satellite) data, 74, 75

Pelomyxa cardiensis, 289

Penicillium, 281,298, 300

Penicillium roqueforti, 305

Peroxidase, 285

Perturbation, 9, 12, 28

Petroleum, origin of, 334

Phaethontis (martian desert), 167

Phobos (martian satellite), 133, 187-188

Phoebe (Saturn satellite), 241

physical data, 242

Phormidium, 294, 300

Phosphatase concentration, 384

Phosphates, 369

Phosphatides, 344

Phosphorus, 121,370

Photometric studies, 227, 236, 247, 397

Photomicrographs, 378

Photomultiplier, 382, 386, 388

Photons, 5, 7, 9, 14, 386

Photoreactivation, 275, 292

Photosynthesis, 279, 371-374, 376,

393-396

Phycomyces nitens, 294

Pioneer 1 (interplanetary probe), 74

Pioneer 8 (interplanetary probe), 66, 74

Pioneer 9 (interplanetary probe), 74

Pioneer 10 (interplanetary probe), 75,

106, 406

planet Jupiter data, 199, 202, 203,

204, 209, 214, 219, 220, 234-235

Planetary physics, 135

Planetary quarantine (PQ), 403-425

cost effectiveness, 405

documentation, 412-414

international programs, 404, 424, 425

management, 405

methodology, 405-408

model, 413

national programs, 404-405, 425

need for, 405

requirements, 404, 405

standards and guidelines, 408-414

Planets (see also individual planets,

such as Mars, Mercury, Venus,

etc.) 133-188, 197-234

atmosphere, 368

clusters, 327

Earth-type, 327

formation of, 327-328

soil samples, 376

Plants, 272, 273, 276, 291,296, 302

acceleration effects on, 289, 305

low-temperature effects on, 276, 279

spacecraft studies, 302-303

vibration effects, 291

weightlessness effects on, 288-289

Plasma sterilization, 419

Pleurococcus vulgaris, 297

Pluto (planet), 197, 231-234

albedo, 233,234

atmosphere, 233

body structure, 234

characteristics, 105

diameter, 233

mass, 233

mechanical data, 200

and Neptune, 231-232

orbit, 232

photometric properties, 199, 233-234

physical data, 231-233

radius, 234

rotation, 233

temperature, 234

Pneumatic suction sampling tech-

niques, 377

Polar caps (PCA), 101-102

Polarimetry, 209, 234, 247

Polyadenine, 344

Polyglycosides, 344

Polylysine, 344

Polymers, 343, 344, 345, 4!0, 4!8

Polynucleotides, 346-347

Polypeptides, 341-342,346, 347

Polyphosphates, 341

Polypropylene, 417

Porphyrins, 325, 372

Potassium, 121

Pressure, effects of, 285-288

high, 286-287

hydrostatic, 285

microorganisms, effects on, 286-288

tolerable, 287

Primordial soup, 342

Pristane (C_0), 337

Probionts, 345-347

Prospero (satellite) data, 74

Proteinoids, 339, 341,343

Proteins

detection of, 380, 382, 383

in exobiology, 342, 344-346, 368

Proteus 0X-19,383

Proton-proton cycle, 323

Protons, 6, 7, 17, 52, 54-59, 66, 68,214,

293, 294, 419

death of, 84, 88

distribution of, 85

flux of, 55, 66, 72, 106

high-energy, 56, 71-72, 84

long-hved, 64

low-energy, 51, 61-64, 84, 86

origin of, 84

solar, 53, 57, 71, 72

spectra, 61, 65

streams, 56, 60, 62, 64, 65, 67, 71-72

Protoplanets, 326, 370
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Protozoa,272,276,305
Pseudomonas, 286

Pseudomonas aeruginosa, 287,301

Psyche (asteroid), 248

Ptolemaeus (lunar crater), 117, 118, 124

Pyrolysis, 338

Pyroxene, 137

Pyrrole, 325

Quantum chemistry, 322

Radar planetary studies, 74, 138, 139,

182, 376

Radiation belts, 77, 83-88,203,396, 419

a-particles in, 84-88

death of particles in, 88

Radio radiation, 34, 35, 52, 55

Radioastronomy measurements, 141,

148, 149, 150

Radiolocation experiment, 144, 146

Radiometer, 141,177

Radio waves, 41

Rana pipiens, 289

Rana temporaria, 287

Rare earths, 121

Rats

acceleration effects on, 290

magnetic field effects, 296

Rayleigh scattering, 7, 200, 233

Reentry survivability, 407

Relativity, general theory of, 3-5

Relic radiation, 5

Remote life-detection methods, 375-

376

Rhea (Saturn satellite), 241

physical data, 242

Rheometers, 55

Rhodotorula, 292

Rihonuclease, 285

Ribonucleic acid (RNA), 382, 383, 384

Rocket high altitude experiments, 41,

55, 56, 101,305

Rubidium, 123

Saccharomyces, 293

Saccharomyces bailii, 304

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, 286, 304

Saccharomyces ellipsoideus, 304

Saccharomyces rouxii, 297

Salmonella schottmuelleri, 294

Salmonella typhi, 301

Salyut (spacecraft) data, 74

Sample collection methods, 377-378

devices, 377-378

Sarcina flava, 282, 284

Sarcina lutea, 383

Saturn (planet), 24, 197, 221-226, 327

atmosphere, 221-226

composition, 221-222

Saturn (planet)- Continued

energy balance, 224-225

structure models, 225, 226

temperature, 222-223

visible surface, 223-224

body structure, 226

characteristics, 105

clouds on, 223

density, 197, 198, 226

ionosphere, 223

mass, 198, 226

mechanical data, 200

photometry of, 199, 224

detailed, 224

integrated, 224

physical data, 198

radio emission from, 222

rings, 224, 238-241

dimensions, 239

temperature, 239

rotation, 200

satellites, 241-243

spectrum, microwave, 223

white spots, 223

Scalar-tensor theory of general rela-

tivity, 5

Scanning photometer, 375

Schwassmann-Wachmann (comet),

252-253

Semiconductors, 419

Serratia marcescens, 286, 311

Shock waves, interplanetary space, 51-

54, 66-67, 71, 77, 93, 323

Silicates, 126, 331

Silicon (Si), 20, 21, 27, 133, 322

Sinue Iridum (Moon), 117

Skin, sterilization of, 417

Sodium, 21

Soil drill, 377

Soil samples, 376-378

collection methods, 377

incubation of, 386-387

metabolism in, 390-393

Solar constant, 38, 140

Solar flares, 34-35, 47, 52, 53, 55-72,

407

chromospheric, 51, 53

classification of, 34, 35

large, 34, 45, 56-58

levels of activity, 58

and solar cosmic rays, 67-69, 72

weak, 34

Solar nebulae, 23-26, 126, 129, 325,

326, 331

Earth group substances, 326, 327

gas group substances, 326, 327

ice group substances, 326, 327

massive, 23-25

minimum, 23-24, 26

Solar nebulae- Continued

models of, 25, 26

primitive, 25, 26, 28

theories of, 23-26

turbulence factor, 23

Solar particles, 64-66

Solar plasma, 47-50

Solar protuberances, 35

Solar system, 126, 129, 133, 197-254

age of, 28

carbon compounds in, 326-331

constituent materials, 21-22

formation of, 22-26, 27, 326

current theories, 23

dualistic theory, 22

monistic theory, 22

life in, 403

nebula theories, 23-26

origin of, 22-26, 126--127

turbulence factor, 24

Solar wind, 22, 23, 47-48, 50-53, 55,

70, 71, 77, 123, 140, 164, 252, 324,

327

chemical composition of, 47

density, 50

Moon and, 105

perturbations in, 48, 50-51

quiet, 47-48

velocity, 50-53, 218

Space hardware, 420, 423

Space station, 375, 376, 396

Space survival studies, 406-408

Spacecraft

contamination of, 403, 408-411,414,

423

decontamination of, 418, 420, 423

sterilization of, 378, 420

Spacecraft biological experiments and

studies, 133, 135, 142, 167-171,

180, 182, 301-305, 406, 415

Spectrometer studies, 148, 154, 162,

174, 182, 202

Spectrophotometry, 162,248,388

Spectroscopy, 150, 171,178, 221

Spermatozoa, 276

Spiral arm shock, 15

Spores, 294, 410, 421,422, 423

Sporicide, 418

Staphylococcus, 301

Staphylococcus aureus, 303, 311,418

Starfish explosion, 85

Stars, 49, 54, 199

atmosphere, 323, 325

carbon, 323

core, 18-21

density wave theory of, 13

dwarf, 323

energy of, 17-18

evolution of, 18-20
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formation of, 13, 16, 22, 323-324

horizontal branch, 18-19

hydrogen, 10, 11, 18, 21

hydrogen-helium, 17

hydrostatic equilibrium, 17

interior of, 17, 18

main sequence, 17-19

mass, 20

massive, 11, 21

neutron, 11, 20, 21

nuclear reaction, 17-20, 23

nucleosynthesis, 11, 21, 22

orbits, 12, 13, 20

pregalactic, 10-12

primitive globular clusters, 10

red giant, 18, 324

rotation of, 13

spectra, 323

spiral arm, 12, 13

structure of, 16, 17, 18

temperature, 17, 18

white dwarf, 19

Steady state, 344, 394

Sterilization Assembly and Develop-

ment Laboratory (SADL), 416

Sterilization methods, 414,421,422

autosterilization, 422-423

dry, 420, 422

ionizing radiation, 419, 422

procedures, 410

skin, 417

spacecraft, 423

surface, 418-420

thermal, 420

Stochastic model, 411

Stratomesosphere, 152

Stratoscope II balloon telescope, 229

Streptococcus, 301

Streptomyces cylindrosporus, 309

Streptomyces griseus, 292

Stromatolites, 336

Strontium (Sr), 121,123, 124

Sugars, 368

Sulphur, 21,370

Sun, 13, 15-17, 23-25, 32-47,115,116,

124, 126, 127, 133, 138-141,142-

145,323,325-328

activity of, 32-37

centers of, 35-37

cycles, 37

indices, 37

atmosphere, 32, 33, 35, 37, 54

bursts, 43--46, 67

chromosphere, 35, 36, 39, 42

corona, 34, 36, 42, 47, 51,67,324

diagram, 36

energy distribution, 40, 41

faculae, 34

Sun - Continued

flares, 34--36, 56-68

flocculi, 34, 36

formation of, 326

magnetic field, 32-34, 49

bipolar (BM), 33

cycle, 33

unipolar (UM), 33

mass, 19, 25

noise storms, 43

photosphere, 34, 37, 38-39

proto, 24

protuberances, 35-36

radiation of, 38, 39

corpuscular, 46-47, 55

electromagnetic, 32, 37

flux, 39, 40

microwave, 45

radio, 41-46

bremsstrahlung, 34, 42, 46

Cherenkov radiation, 42

magnetic bremsstrahlung, 42

shortwave, 39-41

sporadic, 45, 46

rotation of, 22

spectrum, 38

spots, 33-34, 36, 37, 58, 72

Sun-Earth connections, 32, 76, 89-105

geomagnetic activity, 89-95

geomagnetic disturbances, 89, 94-99,

100-103

morphology of, 95

ionospheric disturbances, 89, 98-99

solar wind and Earth's magnetic

field,92-94

Sunlight,371,372

Sunspots, 33-34, 58, 72

bipolar,33

penumbra of,33, 34

umbra of,33, 34

unipolar,33, 34

Supernova explosions, II, 19-20, 21,

324

Surveyor 3 (lunar probe),74

Surveyor 5 (lunar probe),121

Surveyor 6 (lunar probe), 121

Surveyor 7 (lunar probe), 121

Swings effect,251

Synechococcus, 294

Syrtis Major (Mars), 177, 178 179, 180

Tago-Sato-Kosaka (comet), 250

Telescope, 376

balloon, 229

Temperature, effects of, 276-281

high, 279-281

low, 276-279

superlow, 277

Temple (comet), 249

Tethys (Saturn satellite), 241

physical data, 242

Thermal sterilization, 420-421

Thermit, 421

Thermodynamic equilibrium, 339, 343,

344

Thermogenesis, 387

Thermonuclear reactions, 7, 19, 20

Thermoradiation, 421,422

Thorium (Th), 121,123

Thule (asteroid), 246

Titan (Saturn satellite), 197, 198, 236,

241-244

greenhouse model, 243

infrared photometry of, 244

physical data, 242

Titania (Uranus satellite), 244, 245

Titanium (Ti), 28, 121,128, 137

Tithonius Lacus (Mars), 184

Toro (asteroid), 248

Tradescantia, 303-305

Tradescantia paludosa, 302

Tribolium confusum, 304

Tritium, 7

Triton (Neptune satellite), 232, 245

Trojan (asteroid group), 246

Trypsin, 285

Trypticase soy agar (TSA), 424

Turbulence, 23, 24

Tuttle-Giacobini-Kresfik (comet), 253

Ultraviolet (UV)radiation, 11,34,97,

162,329, 339

effects of,271,273-276,284,291-

293,306, 307,371

Mariner 10 experiment, 140

microorganisms, resistanceto,406,

407

Uhraviolet (UV)region,371,380,382

Umbriel (Uranus satellite), 245

Universe (see also Cosmology, Earth-

Moon system ,Solar system, and

Stars), 3-31

age of, 6

chaotic state of, 6, 8

closed, 7

coalescence stage, 8, 9

contraction, 3, 5, 10

evolution of, 322-326

expansion of, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8-10

Hubble radius, 5--8

length of, 5-7

matter and, 3--6, 6, 9

model of, 3, 5

open, 5-9

origin of, 5

physics of, 5-9

pregalactic era, 9-12

symmetric, 5, 8-9, 11
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temperature,6,9,11
unsymmetric, 5-8

Uracil, 340

Uranium, 121,122,123

Uranus (planet), 24, 197,226-231

albedo, 232

atmosphere, 200, 226-231

composition, 226-228

structure, 230-231

temperature, 228-229

visible surface, 226, 229-230

body structure, 231

characteristics, 105

density, 198

hydrogen quadruple lines, 226-227

mass, 198

photometric data, 199

physical data, 198

rotation, 229

satellites, 243-244

spectrum, 227,228

Urease, 285

Vacuum, 271,281-285

enzymes, effects on, 285

microorganisms, effects on, 281-283,

407

high-vacuum effects, 284

Vacuum probe, 409

Valley Marineris (Mars), 184

Van de Graft (lunar crater), 118

Vela-2A (satellite) experiment, 48

Vela-3A (satellite) experiment, 52, 53

Vela-3B (satellite) experiment, 52

Venera 1 (Venus probe), 47

Venera 2 (Venus probe), 65, 94

Venera 4 (Venus probe), 94, 142, 149,

150, 151,152, 160, 161

Venera 5 (Venus probe), 142,149, 150,

151,152

Venera 6 (Venus probe), 66, 94, 142,

149, 150, 151

Venera 7 (Venus probe), 142,146-147,

149, 151,160, 425

Venera 8 (Venus probe), 142,147-151,

155,156, 158, 160

Venus (planet), 126-128, 133, 135,

142-167, 280

albedo, 153

Venus (planet)- Continued

astronomical characteristics, 142-146

atmosphere of, 142, 148-164, 327

chemical composition of, 150

dynamics, 158-161

models of, 151,155, 161,165

upper, 161-164

characteristics of, 105

clouds, 142, 144, 153, 154, 155, 156,

158, 160

conjunction, 143, 144

contamination, probability of, 406

density, 134, 144, 145

diameter, 134

distance from Sun, 142,143,145, 165

emission characteristics, 153

evolution of, 164-167

formation of, 327

geometric characteristics, 134

hydrogen corona, 164

illumination, 156-157

induced ionopause, 164

ionosphere, 148

life on, 142,166

magnetopause, 105

map, 146, 147

mass, 134, 144

models, 151,155, 158, 161,165

optical measurements, 157

orbit, 142,145

origin of, 164-165

phases, 143

photographs, 144, 161

physical properties, 146

probes, 406, 415,425

quarantine program, 425

radar studies, 144, 146

radiation, 159

radiation conditions near, 105

radioastronomy measurements, 148,

149, 327

radiolocation experiment, 144, 146

radius, 144

reflective characteristics, 147, 153

rotation, 127, 142-145

seasons, 143, 144

solar wind and, 105

spacecraft data, 142, 144, 146-152,

156, 158-163

spectrometer studies, 148

Venus (planet)- Continued

spectrum, 148, 154, 160

spin characteristics, 134

surface, 146-148, 167

temperature, 148, 149, 150, 152, 157

158, 165,166, 327

thermal mode, 157-158

volatile compounds, 166

water on, 153, 155, 165, 166

wind on, 160

Vesta (asteroid), 244,247,248

Vibration, effects of, 271,290-291

mice, effects on, 291

spacecraft factor, 290-291

Vidicon stereoscopic camera, 376

Viking project, 397-398,406

life-detection devices, 397-398

optical measuring unit, 398

Viruses, 272

Visible light, 38-39, 372

Vitrification, 278

Water, 323-325,327,328, 339,343,369,

370, 372, 386,397

on Mars, 170, 176, 328, 329, 333

on Moon, 115, 121,123

properties of, 370

in soil, 297-298

Weightlessness, effects of, 271,288-290

physiological effect, 289

plants, effect on, 288-289

simulation of, 288

Westphal (comet), 253

Wolf number, 37

Worms, 276

X-ray radiation, 34, 52

X-ray structural analysis, 377

X-rays, 15, 34, 40, 63, 67, 68, 294, 295

419

Xenon (Xe), 331

Xenopsylla cheopis, 297

Xerophiles, 297

Xerophytes, 296-300, 311,312

Yeasts, 279,285, 293, 294, 299, 384

Zond 3 (space probe), 65
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